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Preface

"This proceedings volume contains manuscripts from Symposium L, entitled Defects in
Advanced Semiconductors: Physics and Applications. It was held during the MRS Fall
Meeting, November 29-December 1, 1993 in Boston, Massachusetts. Symposium L was
focused on the physics and applications of defects in semiconductor quantum wells, superlat-
tices, and bulk materials grown by various techniques. The symposium lasted three days,
one evening being devoted to a poster session, and consisted of 14 invited talks and 64 con-
tributed papers. The symposium was truly an international meeting with papers originating
from 20 countries led by the United States, Germany, France, Japan, Sweden, and the U.K.

Defect characterization, identifications, and their influence on material properties and
device performance are a major subject in the physics and applications of semiconductors.
This volume focuses on defects in advanced semiconductors or precisely quantum wells,
superlattices, and heterostructures. In Part I of this proceedings the invited and contributed
papers deal with defects in type I and type II superlattices based on III-V semiconductors
such as GaAs/AlGaAs multiple quantum wells (MQWs). Some of the topics include optical
spectroscopy of defects in GaAs/AlGaAs MQWs, defects injections and diffusions in
heterostructures and impurity effects on the electronic states in quantum wires and quantum
dots. Part II deals with defects and impurities in bulk and epitaxial InP and related com-
pounds, for example, the semi-insulating behavior of undoped InP is discussed.

Recently, SiGe/Si quantum wells and heterostructures have been the subject of an
increasing interest due to their applications in electronic and opto-electric devices. Defects,
dislocation distributions, and doping in these heterostructures are discussed in Part Ill.
Doping engineering is an interesting subject in the field of electronic devices such as
heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs). Part IV presents selected papers in this area such
as doped layers of InGaAs for HBT applications. Impurity control and incorporation of such
elements as 0, H, Zn, Cd, and rare earth impurities and impurity complexes in Ill-V
semiconductors are the focus of Part V.

Recently, low temperature grown (LTG) GaAs attracted the attention of many research-
ers in the field of defects in semiconductors. This is partly because LTG GaAs contains a
large concentration of arsenic antisite-related defects. The electrical and optical properties of
LTG GaAs have been the subject of various investigation in recent years. Part VI deals with
defects, stoichiometry, and precipitations in this material. Defects in bulk and epitaxial
semiconductors are the subject of Part VII. Related topics such as deep levels and disloca-
tions in III-V materials and defect imaging are included. The final Part VIII addresses
various topics on the optical properties and theory of superlattices and quantum well
structures.

The symposium was extremely well attended with most papers presented in this volume.
High standards were maintained in reviewing, selecting and accepting the papers in this
volume. We believe that the main goals of Symposium L were achieved. One of the main
goals was the bringing together of researchers, in one meeting, from areas of defects in
semiconductors as it pertains to low dimensional systems, epitaxial layers, bulk materials,
and general area of defect engineering and control. Finally, the editors hope that this volume
will serve as a timely reference and hope that the collection of papers will stimulate new
ideas, insight, and direction.

M.O. Manasreh
H.J. von Bardeleben
G.S. Pomrenke
M. Lannoo
D.N. Talwar

December 1993
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ABSTRACT
Quantum confinement in superlattices affects shallow levels and band edges consid-

erably (ength scale of order 100 A), but not deep levels (length scale of order 5 A).
Thus by band-gap engineering, one can move a band edge through a deep level, caws-
ing the defect respo nule for the lewel to change its doping character. For example, the
cation-on-anion-site defect in AfxGal_xSb alloys is predicted to change from a shal-
low acceptor to a deep acceptor-like trap as the valence band edge passe through its
T2 deep level with increasing A alloy content x. In a. Type-H superlattice, such as
InAa/A 1GaljSb for x>0.2, where the conduction band minimum of the InAs should
lie energetically below the antisite defect's T2 level in bulk AIGalSb, the electrons
normally trapped in this deep level (when the defect is neutral) remotely dope the
InAs n-type in the superlattice, leaving the defect positively charged. Thus a native
defect that is thought of as an acceptor can actually be a donor and control the n-type
doping of mAs quantum wells. The physics of such deep levels in superlattices and in
quantum wells is summarized, and related to high-speed devices.

I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to present the main qualitative ideas associated with

deep levels in Type-I1 superlattices. We first review the main concepts of the modern
theory of doping, and then illustrate how these ideas, when applied to superlattices in
general, and to Type-Il superlattices in particular, lead to new and interesting physics.

II. SUBSTITUTIONAL IMPURITIES IN BULK SEMICONDUCTORS
In 1955 Kohn and Luttinger [1] explained the main experimental facts concerning

substitutional heterovalent impurities in semiconductors by introducing the envelope-
function and the effective-mass approximations, and by showing that donors such as P
in Si produce electrons in large-radius, smaal-binding-energy hydrogenic orbits around
the donors. Here the ground Is state Bohr radius is

a, = &2 e/m*e2 = (0.53 A)(e mo/m*),

typically of order 100 A, and the binding energy (with respect to the conduction band
minimum) is

EB _ (64m*/2•• 2e) = (13.6 eV)(C-2 m*/m 0 ),

typically of order 10 meV. (See Fig. 1 (21.) In this picture, a donor is an impurity whose
nuclear charge Z-el exceeds that of the host atom it replaced. Absent from the simplest
form of this picture is the central-ceil potential Vc, which is necessarily strong, being at
least 4 eV for P replacing Si (because the corresponding a atomic energy levels differ by
that much), in contrast with the shallow impurity binding energy of order 45 meV in
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Si. This central-cell potential accounts for the dramatically altered bonds between the
impurity and its neighboring atoms. (See Fig. 1.) Also missing from the effective-mass
theory is any procedure for determining the stable charge-state in the central-cell of
the impurity - it is simply assumed that P is singly ionized (P+), providing the extra
positive charge with respect to Si that binds the extra P electron in a hydrogenic orbit.
While this picture of shallow donors, and the corresponding picture of shallow accep-
tors, accounted for the main phenomena concerning conductivity in semiconductors,
the incompleteness of shallow impurity effective-mass theory became apparent with the
discovery of "deep" levels observed to be "bound" in the fundamental band gap both
below the conduction band edge and above the valence band maximum by more than
0.1 eV. Because of their large apparent binding eneigies, these "deep" levels were not
thermally ionizable and did not contribute to the conductivity, but they did trap carri-
ers - hence the name "deep traps." The key to understanding deep levels was provided
by data of Wolford and Streetman for 0, S, Se, and N - all substituted for As and P
in GaAs1 _xPx alloys [2). In these substitutional crystalline alloys, the virtual crystal
approximation (3] is valid, allowing one to imagine a one-electron band structure for
a material with an "average" anion: (1-x)As+xP. This band structure has a valence
band maximum at k=O for all alloy compositions x, and two relative conduction band
minima: one at k=O that is the absolute minimum for GaAs (x=O), and another in
the (0,0,1) and equivalent directions of the Brillouin zone, at the X-points, that are
absolute minima for GaP (x=l). Fig. 2 shows how the band gaps (with respect to
the valence band maximum) for each of these two minima vary with alloy composition
x. (Whenever the k=O conduction band minimum is an absolute minimum, the ma-
terial is a direct-gap semiconductor and readily emits light, because electrons injected
into the conduction band thermalize to that minimum and then recombine with holes
that have thermalized to the valence band maximum, also at k=O. The material with
composition x=0.45 is used in red light-emitters, because it has virtually the largest
direct band gap (furthest into the visible) of the GaAsl-,Px alloys. For x>0.5, the
lowest conduction band minima are at X, the thermalized electrons are at these indirect
conduction band minima, and the electrons have non-zero wavevectors, making them
incapable by themselves of recombining with the zero-wavevector holes.]

GaAsl.xPx ion-implanted with S and Se exhibited the expected shallow-donor lev-
els which were uattached" to the conduction band minima and followed those minima
as alloy composition x varied, with the binding energies EB appropriate to the effective
mases m*(k--O) or m*(k--X). (See Fig. 2.) Oxygen, despite being from the same
Column of the Periodic Table as S and Se, did not show the expected "attached to the
band-edge" behavior, but instead produced a "deep" level well within the band-gap
whose energy varied almost linearly with alloy composition x. The similarity of the
oxygen data to the data for N was especially striking because N is an isoelectronic
defect from Column-V, having the same valence as the As or P it replaced - and so N
has no long-ranged Coulomb potential, (-e 2 /er), capable of producing a shallow-donor-
type energy level. Yet, in GaP, the N level is closer to the conduction band minimum
("shallower") than the shallow S and Se levels; for x=0.5, the N level is more than
0.1 eV "deep" in the gap; and around x=0.22 the N "deep" level appears to merge with
the conduction band. These data (Fig. 2) strongly suggested that S and Se, like 0, each
have a "deep" level, but that the S and Se deep levels lie abose the conduction band

minimum, resonant with the conduction band, where they are not normally observed,
but nevertheless approximately parallel the 0 and N "deep" levels as alloy composition
x (or pressure) is varied. Thus the data led to the notion that shallow donors such as S
and Se have both shallow sad "deep" levels, but with the deep levels outside the funda-
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Fig. 1. Schematic lustration of a dor• in a semiconductor. The dots represent
host atomns. At the site labeled by a "+" thereis an impurity, suchsa P in Sior S on a
P-site in GaP. It alters the bonds with the neighbors (jagged lines). If the deep states
associated with the jagged lines do not produce levels in the fundamental band gap,
then the impurity is autoionized and becomes charged +lei. This charge then binds an
electron in a hydrogenic shallow-donor orbital (large ellipse).

x

0" -o'

01
C

w

GaAsx P-x
0 1 f I I I

0 1
GaAs x GaP

Fig. 2. Data for energy levels (in eV) of 0 (chained), S (dashed), Se (dashed), and
N (chained) on anion sites in GaAsl-xPx crystalline alloys, versus alloy composition x,
by Wallmd and Streetman (2]. The band edges (solid lines) at k=O and at the X-point
of the Briliouin zone (k=(2v/aL)(l,0,0)) are also shown. The binding energies of the S
and Se donors have been exaggerated a bit to facilitate displaying them and illustrating
that the binding energy at the X-minimum is larger than at the k=0 minimum.
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mental band gap and normally unobserved. Prior to that time, the distinction between
shllow and deep levels was provided by the apparent binding energies with respect
to a nearby band edge: shallow-level binding energies (by definition) were less than
0.1 eV, while deep levels were in the gap by more than 0.1 eV. The Woiford-Streetman
data required a new definition of deep levels as those levels produced by the central-cell
potential. In general, a heterovalent %- and p-bonded substitutional impurity will have
both the hydrogenic series of shallow levels and four "deep" levels (one a-like and three
p-like) in the vicinity of the fundamental band gap. Some or all of the "deep" levels
will normally lie outside the fundamental band gap. For example, the p-like "deep"
levels of 0, S, So, and N all lHe well outside the gap, while the a-like deep levels of S and
Se lie slightly above the conduction band minimum in GaAal.P,. The a-like "deep"
level of 0 lies within the gap, while that of N hies within the gap for x>0.22 only.

When one of the deep levels crosses a band edge or the Fermi level (as
a function of host alloy composition x, for example) the ground-state and
the doping character of the impurity changes. To see this, consider P in Si or S
on a P site in GaP (Fig. 3), and ignore the empty p-like or T2 -symmetric "deep" state
well above the conduction band minimum. The "normal" situation (Fig. 3) has the

- -T2 or p-ike -0-

-¶A, or s-Ike
CBM

VBM

(a) (b) (c)

Donor Trap False-Valence
Acceptor

Fig. 3. Energy level diagram illustrating the various ground states for a substitu-
tional impurity whose valence is one more than the valence of the host atom it replaced.
Holes are denoted by open triangles, electrons by solid circles. The valence band edge
(VBM) is denoted by a heavy line, as is the conduction band edge (CBM). The T 2-
symmetric plike level of the defect contains no electrons and is irrelevant in this figure.
If the Al-symmetric or a-like level lies above the conduction band edge, its electron
is autoionized, falls to the band edge and is bound by the Coulomb potential of the
ionized defect (at zero temperature). Thus, in cam (a) we have a shallow donor which
dopes the material n-type. If, as in case (b), the a-like level lies in the gap, the neutral
impurity is a deep trap for either electrons or holes and helps to make the material
semi-insulating. If, as in case (c), the a-like level lies below the valence band maximum,
then the impurity is an acceptor with "false valence." Here we have assumed that there
is only one impurity in the solid.



s-like or Al-symmetric "deep" level slightly above the conduction band minimum [4,51,
occupied by one electron and one hole for the neutral impurity. Because this level is
resonant with the conduction band, the electron in it is unstable, scattenr out of the
level and autoicaises the impurity, thereby creating the positive charge that binds the
electron in a hydrogenic shallow donr level. Since the ground state of the impurity
is a shallow donor level, the impurity is termed a shallow donor, and dopes the host
n-type.

However, one can imagine altering the composition of the host so that the *-like
deep level would fall well within the gap (Fig. 3b), in which case the neutral impurity
would be stable, the impurity would not be autoionized, and the a-like "deep" level
would contain one electron and one hole - giving the impurity a "deep impurity"

character. This impurity could increase or decrease its neutral charge by capturing
another electron or hole, and, if the level were energetically too distant (-0.1 eV) from
the nearest band edge, the carrier would not be thermalized at room temperature -
and the impurity would be a "deep trap" tending to make the host semi-insulating.
The physics of Fig. 3b is now generally accepted, and has been demonstrated even for
P in Si [5J.

One can imagine manipulating the host's band edges even more, so that the a-like
deep level lies below the valence band mazimam. In this case, the hole autoionizes,
leaving a stable negative ion, and the Coulomb potential of this hole produces a "false-
valence acceptor" state [6). The reason for the terminology "false-valence" is that an
impurity with one more nuclear charge than the host-atom it replaced appears, from
the effective-mass viewpoint, to have one less nuclear charge than the host-atom.

We can see from these simple examples that (i) Four "deep" levels are present near
the gap for all substitutional a- and p-bonded impurities, but may not lie within the
gap, (ii) the relative positions of a "deep level" and the host's band edges (and Fermi
energy) determine the doping character of an impurity (e.g., donor, trap, acceptor),
and (iii) by manipulating the energies of band edges with respect to deep levels, it is
often possible to alter the doping character of an impurity.

Thus the following modern picture of doping is established: the long-ranged
Coulomb potential of a heterovalent impurity produces shallow donor levels if the
impurity has no "deep" levels in the gap. This Coulomb potential produces hydro-
genic effective-mass states with (small) hydrogenic binding energies and (large) Bohr
radii. These states have small binding energies and can be thermally ionized at room
temperature, producing free carriers that account for the modest conductivities of semi-
conductors. The states are delocalized in real space (r-space) but (according to Kohn
and Luttinger 111) localized near a band extremum in k-space, so that they appear
"attached" to a nearby band-edge and follow that edge when it is perturbed by, for
example, a change in alloy composition x or applied pressure p.

In contrast, the "deep" states 0 originate from the central-cell potential Vc and the
altered bonds between the impurity and the host. They are described by a Koster-Slater
type theory [71

S+ Vcp =

which is most conveniently solved using Green's functions [81, producing an s-like and
a p-like level in the energetic vicinity of the fundamental band gap. Such levels require
the ,pS chemistry of covalent chemical bonding in semiconductors, have components
from at least ten energy bands (bands made up of one #- and three p-orbitals on each
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of two sites per unit cell, plus at least one additional orbital such as s* [91 per site), are
localized in r-space, are delocalized in k-space, and often (but not always) affect the
optical properties - often acting as non-radiative traps or "killer centers" with rather
large killing radii (because of the efficient exciton transport to the centers) for excitons
or carriers that otherwise might radiate light. The deep levels appear uatstached to
nearby band edges, behave like the N and 0 levels of Fig. 2, and can have apparent
binding energies with respect to the band edges that are either negative or positive,
and several tenths of eV in magnitude.

A complete theory of a particular substitutional impurity in a semiconductor must
account for both its deep levels and its shallow levels, but, in practice, it is easiest to
treat one or the other. Whenever a deep level falls within a band gap, it is normally
convenient to treat theoretically the Koster-Slater limit of only the central-cell poten-
tial, and to include the Coulomb effects on that level with perturbation theory 1101.

The physics of an a-like deep level is described schematically in Fig. 4 for the ex-
ample of N-doped GaP. Starting with atomic Ga and P and (for simplicity) limiting
ourselves to &-states only (or, alternatively, to ap$ hybrids only), we note that Ga's
relevant 48 atomic energy level eGa lies higher than P's So level ep. (Atomic energy
levels go down as the effective nuclear charge increases from 3 to 5.) Pairing Ga and P
atoms into a molecule leads to bonding and antibonding molecular levels (Fig. 4), with
a bonding-antibonding splitting (in the extreme tight-binding limit) of approximately

Host splitting - IVGa.pI2/(Ga--tp).

The condensation of all the Ga-P molecules into a solid causes the bonding states to
broaden into the valence band, while the antibonding states become the conduction
band.

Replacement of one P atom by a N impurity leads to a *central-cell defect potential"
Vc(r) with depth of order V.- -7 eV P eN--eP, and radius equal to roughly the first
nearest-neighbor distance or less. The bonding-antibonding splitting for the impurity
is

Defect splitting '- IVGaN12 /(EGa-eN),

much smaller than the host-splitting (because we have the nearest-neighbor transfer
matrix element VGaP almost independent of the anion [11], and a much larger energy
denominator for the defect), causing the N defect's a-like "deep level" to fall in the
fundamental band gap. Note that this N deep level is not N-like, but Ga-like, and has
an antibonding wavefunction similar to a Ga dangling bond. The "hyperdeep" level
of Fig. 4 is N-like, but normally is far from the fundamental band gap, filled with
electrons (for an electronegative impurity), and unobserved. Another way to see the
host-like and Ga-like antibonding character of the deep level is to make very schematic
charge-density plots (Fig. 5). The GaP host's valence band is largely P-like, while
the conduction band is Ga-like. N, being very electronegative, attracts charge to its
bonding hyperdeep state, which is almost totally N-like, causing the orthogonal "deep"
state in the gap to be Ga-like. This picture illustrates a major point about such a deep
level: it is localized in real space, having a major fraction of its charge-density, not
on the impurity, but on the neareet-neighbors. This means that a typical deep level's
radius is of order 5 .4, and that most deep impurities on a particular site with a spe-
cific symmetry (either a-like or p-like) have almost the same wavefunction 12-14] and
almost the same energy (on the 20 eV scale of the spectral range of the sp bonding).



Antibondin/ Conduction
/1 p Band

2

V

Band 7 eV

Atom Molecule Soi

Vja-N

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the physics of deep levels. The a atomic energy
levels of Ga and P produce a bonding-antibonding splitting when the atoms are brought
together into a molecule. In the solid, the bonding molecular level broadens into the
valence band and the antibonding level becomes the conduction band. When a N atom
replaces one P atom in the solid, it exhibits a bonding-antibonding splitting, which is
smaller than for Ga tad P, because the N atomic energy level is -7 eV lower in energy,
causng the energy denominator in the expression for the bonding-antibonding splitting
to be large. As a result, the sdeep" level in the gap between the valence and conduction

bands falls within the gap. While this level may appear to be "bound" relative to the
conduction band, it is in fact repelled upwards by the bonding levels. If the defect
were oxygen instead of nitrogen, its atomic level (and hyperdeep level) would lie about
-15 eV below that of P, but its deep level would only lie slightly below N's.
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Fig. 5. Schematic charge densities for (a) the conduction band of GaP, (b) the

valence band of GaP, (c) a N deep level in GaP, and (d) a N hyperdeep level in GaP.

Observe that the valence band is P-like, the conduction band is Ga-like, and the highly

electronegative N attracts most of the charge onto itself, in the hyperdeep level. Hence

the deep level is mostly Ga-like, having very little impurity character: such deep levels

have energies and wavefunctions that are almost independent of the impurity.

1.5
>-iCBM

0w
Wz o1- VBM -- ww--. wo-

-0.5r

GaSb MSb MMe
Aocepkw Tmp Remote Donor

(a) (b) (C)

Fig. 6. Energy levels of conduction band minima (CBM) and valence band maxims

(VBM) of (a) GaSb, (b) AMSb, and (c) InAs. The energy of the T2 or p-like antisite

defect levels are also shown for GaSb and AeSb. These levels cause the antisite defects

to behave as shallow acceptors in GaSb, deep traps in AtSb, and remote donors in
InAs.
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Hence, in a first approximation, deep levels will not be affected by quantum confinement
in & verlattices unless the confining width is of order 5 A or less: one or a few atomic
layers. Thus deep levels in superlattices are not very different from deep levels in bulk
semiconductors.

However, band edges in superlattices, unlike deep levels, are sensitive to quantum
confinement, and so quantum confinement can be "engineered" to change the energy of
a deep level with respect to a nearby band edge, and hence to change the doping charac-
ter of an impurity in a superlattice. The length scale on which band edges are affected
is given by the effective-mass approximation, and is basically the shallow donor Bohr
radius a* = h2 e/m*e2 , typically of order 100 A. Thus the art of engineering the doping
character of substitutional impurities in superlattices reduces to the art of engineering
band bdges.

III. BAND-EDGE ENGINEERING

To see how to employ these principles in order to determine the doping character
of an impurity, consider the band edges of bulk GaSb, AMSb, and InAs, plotted in Fig.
6 with the accepted band offsets appropriate for thick-layer superlattices [15].

First we define three types of superlattices: (i) Type-I superlattices such as
GaSb/AlSb, where (in the thick-layer limit) the fundamental band gap of one ma-
terial (GaSh) lies entirely within the gap of the other (AtSb); (ii) Type-Il-misaligned
superlattices, such as InAs/GaSb [16,17], where the conduction band minimum of one
material (InAs) lies at lower energy than the valence band maximum of the other
(GaSb); and (iii) Type-Il-staggered superlattices, such as InAs/AtSb [18-20], in which
the energy of the valence band maximum of one material (AtSb) lies at an energy
within the fundamental gap of the other (InAs). Also shown in Fig. 6 are the pre-
dicted p-like 1.-ep levels of GaSb and AtSb: Ga and At on an Sb site in GaSb and
AISb, respectively. Note that this energy is virtually the same in both materials (on
an absolute energy scale). This p-like levl, for the neutral antisite defect, wants to
contain two holes and four electrons (in otherwise undoped material), and so by our
previous reasoning will be a deep trap (for up to four holes or two electrons - if we
neglect Coulomb effects) in AtSb and a (double) shallow acceptor in GaSh.

By varying the thicknesses of the layers in a superlattice fabricated from GaSb,
AtSb, and InAs, it is possible to select the band edges of the snperlattice at almost
any energy in the range defined by the bulk materials. (Here we emphasize that the
superlattice is a periodic structure with its own conduction band minimum and valence
band maximum. Readers accustomed to thinking in terms of quantum wells should
note that the energy of the n=l quantum-well state is the band edge of the super-
lattice.) For example, an AeSb/GaSb superlattice with very thin GaSb layers would
have a band gap very close to that of AtSb. Similarly, thick InAs layers sandwiched
between thin AMSb layers would have a superlattice gap close to that of InAs, and the
electrons associate with the AlSb defects would spillfrom the AMSb layers into the InAj
layers, remotely doping the InAs n-type. Thus, in the Type-II staggered InAs/AlSb
superlattice 118-20], for some thin A1Sb layer-thicknesses, AtSb is not a deep trap for
both holes and electrons (making AtSb semi-insulating) but instead is a remote donor
controlling the number of electrons in the InAs quantum well. See Fig. 7.

The technological significance of this result is that it provides a simple explanation
of why the InAs quantum wells in InAs/AtSb systems are naturally doped n-type.
These systems have very large conduction-band offsets, and so they are prime candi-
dates for making such devices as high-speed field-effect transistors. If the processing
conditions for the material always produce antisite defects AtSb, then these defects can
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dope the InAs quantum wells n-type. Control of the electron concentration in the well
can be achieved by employing growth conditions that produce predictable numbers of
these antisite defects.

Of course, this is not the only model of process-related doping during growth of
InAs wells in the InAs/AtSb systems. Ideshita et aL [21] have also proposed a model
which relies on there being more than one impurity. Ideshita's model has donors as
well as deep acceptors in the AtSb layers. Which model, if either, provides the correct
explanation of the data remains to be determined.

IV. THEORY

The formalism that supports the physics of deep levels is very simple, having been
developed by Hjalmarson et aL [8] for &- and p-bonded impurities in semiconductors,
based on earlier ideas of Slater and Koster [7]. Applications of the formalism to deep
levels both in bulk semiconductors and in superlattices have been discussed and re-
viewed extensively [221. Type-Il superlattices exhibit some of the most interesting
phenomena in which impurities change doping character as superlattice layer thick-
:iesses are varied [22], with the work of Shen et aL [16-20] providing the most details
and examples of changes of doping character.

Predictions for the antisite defects GaSb and AtSb are given in Fig. 8 for NInAsxN
[001] superlattices of InAs and either GaSb (N=NGSb) or AtSb (N=NAtSb), follow-
ing Ref. [161 and after Ref. [19]. Note how the antisite defect levels are virtually
constant in energy, while the band edges move around them as Ow<e layer thicknesses
are varied. Here NinA (NGaSb, NAtSb) refers to the number of atomic hi-layers of
InAs (GaSb, AtSb) in the fundamental period of the superlattice. When the deep level,
which is p-like, lies above the conduction band minimum of the superlattice, it dopes
the material n-type; when it is in the gap, it promotes semi-insulating behavior, having
two holes and four electrons occupying the level when the impurity is neutral. When
the level lies below the valence band maximum of the superlattce, the impurity is a
shallow acceptor. [Here we present results for a defect at the middle of a GaSb or AtSb
layer.]

CBM

E Al
Sb

Z z . VBM

AMSb InAs AISb

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of an InAs quantum well sandwiched between two
AISb layers. The AtSb defect is a remote donor, modulation doping the InAs n-type.
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Fig. 9. Predictions 1171 for Al-like or s-like levels of C on a cation site in a lOx 10
[0011 InAs/GaSb superlattice. (The site 6=0 is a cation site.) Note that the deep level
is almost constant in energy, moving down in -,nergy as it approaches the center of the
InAs layer, and moving up in GaSb. C we - i to put one electron and one hole into
this level, when the impurity is neutral. According to the theory (231, this defect is a
donor in bulk InAs, and a trap (for either - hoL or an electron) in bulk GaSb. In the
superlattice, it is an acceptor (false-valence) • InAs layers, and a trap in GaSb layers.

Bulk InAs Bulk GaSh
S1.4c

1.3 100l0 M I GaSb /

0.6

o0.7

0.6 bt b1

10.4 InAs GaSb

0.0 .U 6  0 5 10. 15 20 25.30 38 40
T2 Ste Bin aupsthaos

Fig. 10. Cation-site T 2 -derived vacancy levels in a IOxlO InAs/GaSb [001] su-
perlattice, after Ref. [17). Note that the vacancy level is predicted (231 to be T 2 -like
or p-like, and to lie below the valence band maxima of both InAs and GaSh. In the
superlattice, the theory predicts that this level moves up near the superlattice's valence
band maximum in the GaSb layers, where the level is split as the defect approaches
the interface. (Note that the 8=40-th site is a cation site.) The doping character of
this defect changes when one or more of its sub-levels is split and ascends into the
superlattice's fundamental band gap.
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SIntersig changes of doping character can occur within a superlattice, as the site
' of the impurity changes. For example, Fig. 9 shows how C changes from a donor in

InAs to an acceptor in an Lan layer of an InAs/GaSb lOx10 superlattice, to a trap
(for either holes or electrons) in a GaSb layer, to a trap in bulk GaSb, according to the
theory. The &-like deep level does vary its energy somewhat as the impurity becomes
claer to or farther from an interface, having higher energy in the GaSb [23].

A similar behavior is found for a p-like cation-site vacancy level in 10x10
lnAs/GaSb. (See Fig. 10.) The level splits as the defect moves from the center of
the Gab layer toward an InAu/GaSb interface. In Ins, the level lies about 0.5 eV
lower in energy than in GaSb, due to the electrostatic differences in the two compounds
InAs and GaSb. Thus this defect is a (triple) shallow acceptor in InAs and GaSh, but
can split in the superlattice, having two of its six spin-orbital levels lying in the gap.
In this case, it is a single acceptor [23].

V. SUMMARY

In summary, the energies of deep levels in superlattices do not change very much
in superlattices from the corresponding bulk energies. They do shift and split slightly,
as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. However, a zero-order model of the effects of superlattices
on deep levels is that the deep levels remain at the same energies.

The big effect of having a deep level in a superlattice is that the band-edges of the
superlattice change as the layer thicknesses of the superlattice vary - and so these
band-edges can rather easily pass through a (nearly constant) deep level, provided that
the original level falls close to or within the fundamental band gap of either constitu-
tent of the superlattice. When this happens, the defect responsible for the deep level
experiences a change of doping character - and very interesting physics. Such changes
are most common in Type-H superlattices, whose band edges can be made to vary over
quite a range of energies. As a result, native defects, such as the cation-on-anion site
defect in InAs/AtxGalxSb superlattices, can have a range of doping characters, from
acceptor, to deep trap, to remote donor. Clearly the physics of doping short-period
Type-Il superlattices is going to be very interesting.
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ABSTRACT

The study of electronic properties of GaAs/AIGaAs quantum wells (QWs) has traditionally
been focused on intrinsic phenomena, in particular the free exciton behaviour. Defects and
impurities have often been regarded as less relevant compared to the case of bulk
semiconductors. Doping in QWs i important in many applications, however, and recently the
knowledge about the structure of shallow donors and acceptors from optical spectroscopy has
advanced to a level comparable to the situation in bulk semiconductors. A dramatic difference
from the bulk case is the common occurrence of localisation effects due to interface
roughness in QW structures. The recombination of bound excitons (BEs) differs drastically
from bulk, BE lifetimes decrease with decreasing well thickness Lw, but increase with
decreasing barrier thickness Lb (at constant Lw) below Lb=70A. Exciton capture at impuritiesis aprocess which is strongly influenced by the localisation potentials from the interface
roughness. The recombination process in doped QWs involves a nonradiative component, for
shallow acceptors an excitonic Auger process has been identified. Deep nonradiative defects
in the (MBE grown) QW as well as in the barrier material are manifested in measurements of
the PL decay time vs temperature. In undoped multiple QWs the decay times vs T are
consistent with thermal emission out of the well into the barrier, where nonradiative
mecombination via deep level defects occur. Nonradiative recombination in the well itself can
be studied in electron-irradiated structures. Preliminary data also demonstrate the feasibility
of hydrogen passivation of dopants as well as deep levels in the QW structures.

INTRODUCTION

Optical spectroscopy in bulk semiconductors has been a very powerful tool to investigate the
electronic structure of impurities and defects in semiconductors, as well as various
recombination processes for excitons or free carriers. Extensive reviews of this research area
have been presented [ 1,2]. For quantum wells (QWs) the defects area has had less priority,
probably since the dominance of intrinsic recombination processes in such structures was
recognised early (31. Doped QWs are important in many applications, however, and warrant
basic studies to gain a similar detailed knowledge as for bulk semiconductors. In QW
structures the properties of shallow impurities depend strongly on the position in the well
with respect to the barrier interface, which makes specially grown samples with a specific
narrow impurity profile necessary for detailed spectroscopic studies [4]. Results from such
studies of shallow donors and acceptors in GaAs/AIGaAs multiple quantum well (MQW)
samples will be briefly reviewed here with reference to recent work Dramatic effects in
optical spectra from impurities in QWs are introduced by the localisation of excitons and
carriers associated with interface roughness potentials. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra and
capture processes for excitons therefore differ very strongly from the bulk case, as will be
shown below. Also the bound exciton (BE) properties are quite sensitive to the confinement
effects insa QW. We shall discuss the effects of the variation in well width Lw as well as the
variation in barrier width Lb on the radiative lifetime of BEs.
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The recombinatlon pr-ce-m a-e both radiative and nonradiative in QW structure. At low
temperaturethe radiative excitonic processes dominate at not too high doping, while at

ftr (such a moom empeniatre) nonradiadve processes are strong, at least in
E grown strutures. At low T a nonradiative recombination channel due to an excitonic

Auger effect has been identified in acceptordoped QWs. At higher temperatures,ecomin-don can partly occur via defects in the barrier, since excitons and carriers can
escape fromt the well by thermal emission over the barrier. Nonradiative recombination via
deep level defects in the well itself can conveniently be studied in samples irradiated with
high energy electrons. Recent results from such experiments will be demonstrated below.
Finally a brief account will be given on recent work on hydrogen passivation in QWs.

EXPERIM]ENTAL

The samples used in this work were typically grown by MBE at a temperature of
nominally 680 OC without interruptions at the QW interfaces. The multiple QW (MQW)
samples were usually prepared with 50 identical QWs, with 150 A A10.3Ga 0.7As barriers in
between. Additional information on the samples and the experimental procedure were given
in refs 4-6, and will be discussed in more detail below whenever needed.

SHALLOW DONORS AND ACCEPTORS, BOUND EXCITONS

The electronic structure of centerdoped shallow Si donors in QWs have been studiedfopticlly, both in ir transmission [7] and in PL two-electron (TET) spectra. [8] . The results

for the ls-2p and ls-2s transition energies, respectively, are in excellent agreement with the
modified effective mass (EM) model calculations in ref [9). The BE binding energy is rather
small, typically 1.6 meV for L. = 100 A [101, (Fig. 1 (a), and the spectra at lower Lw are
strongly affected by the localisation of excitons in the QW. The internal structure of the donor
BE, which is quite complicated in bulk GaAs [11, has not yet been resolved for the QW
case

a a) DBE Lw=1EA b) ABE L• A

S, 1
z FE

153 1.54 1.55 1.52 1.53 1.54 1.55
PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 1. PL spectra measured with above bandgap excitation at 1.5 K for a) a Be acceptor
doped 150 A wide MQW, and b) a Si donor doped I00 A wide MQW. Both stctres are
center-doped to a level of 5x 1016 cm-3.
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Fig. 2 The dependence of the binding energy for the central acceptor HE on a) the well
width and b) the barrier width for a 100 A wide QW.

For the case of a shallow
acceptor in an MQW quite
detailed investigations have
recently been made. The BE
has been studied in 3.6
detail, for the centerdoped
case (see Fig. I (b)), and all
Be acceptor states up to 3s
have been identified via two-
hole transitions (THT) [121
and ir spectra [13]. Theagreement with the EM j sa in
model is satisfactory, even
under a magnetic field

S[,14 5. iternal
structure of the BE has also 56
been resolved, confirming L600 1604 1608 L612
that the 5/2 component is Low Energy (WV)
lowest for the Be acceptor,
jst like in bulk GaAs [161.
The energy splittings
between the sublevels in theBE cueeare much larger, Fig. 3. Dispersion of bound exciton bindinghowEvraot order of enerjy versus excitation photon energy for aietudve rs for a 1, 50A Be acceptor doped MQW.

QW comnpaa to bulk GaAs[161.

Off-center acceptors have also been studied, and the binding energies for the acceptor
1ound state (IS-2S tmansition energy) as well as the BE binding energy have been measured

as function of poeiin of the acceptor in the well [4]. The agreement with available
theortical calculatios in this case is only modest, however [4)..

The BE binding enegies vs Lw has been studied in detail, and a monotonic increase vs
decreaing Lw is found (Fig 2 (a)), consistent with increased confinement of the two hole
state of the bound exciton complex [5,6J.
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The analogous dependence of Be acceptor bindin energies has been observed.
Interestingly the depepdence of BE binding energy (with reference to the FE energy) does not
vary with Lb for 100 A QWs until Lw < 10 A (Fig 2 (b)) [171. This proves the direct relevance
of the two-bole wavefunction for the BE binding energy.

Interface localisation strongly influences the behaviour of BE spectra in narrow QWs. A
trivial example of this is the observation that clear BE spectra comparable in intensity to the
FE peak in ýWs grown under uninterrupted inmrface growth conditions are only observed at
doping levels about 1010 cm-2, while in bulk GaAs BE spectra typically dominate FE spectra
down to very high purity (1013 cm-3). The interaction of the interfacp localisation potentials
and the acceptor BE potentials has been studied in detail for Lw = 50 A (see Fig 3). [18,19]. It
is obvious that the interpretation of BE binding energies for narrow QWs has to be done with
great care to obtain meaningful results.

The BE decay times obtained from transient data with resonant excitation reveal the
oscillator strengths as a function of the parameters of the QW design. The Lw dependence
shows a monotonic decrease ip lifetime from about 450 ps for Lw = 150 A to about 250 ps
for Lw = 50 A. (Lb = 150 A) [20) (See fig. 4 (a)). This reflects the strong effect of
confinement on the BE lifetime, which is particularly sensitive to the electron wavefunction
in the BE complex [17]. With varying Lb a very dramatic effect is seen when the 2D
character gets lost for low values of Lb, see Fig. 4 (b)) [171.

0.5

0.45 a) 1 b)

0 S0.8 ABE
S~E

T0.35 0 0 T=2K/0 -
ABE

0
0.25 T=2K 0.4

0.2 . . . . .
50 75 100 125 150 0 50 100 150

Well Width (A) Barrier WKIth (A)

Fig. 4 (a). Decay time for the Fig. 4 (b). Decay time of the acceptor
acceptor BE as a function of QW BE in a 100 A QW versus the barrier
width at 2 K. thickness Lb. measured at 2 IL

SThe decay time observed at low temperatures in undoped QWs is supposed to be related to
the radiative lifetime of free excitons, which is strongly affected by localisation in typical
GaAs1AIGaAs QWs [ 21]. The very fast intrinsic lifetime of MIa is observed initially within
the first 50 ps after resonant excitation with a short pulse [22]. In doped QWs excitons are
quickly captured at dopants, such as the neutral acceptos, leading to BE recombination [23].
" In this case the aparent decay time of the FE is usually completely dominated by the capture; to the BE tawe [23,24]. This captai poess is quite different in a QW comn pared to b~ulk,.due

|to the strong influence of the interface localisation poenmtials in the QW. Localisation inths
I potentials compete strongly with impurity capture of excitons at low temperature, a process
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that is completely masking the expected power law temperature dependence of exciton
capture [2536J.In fact the temperature dependence is slow at low T, and typically shows a
peak below 15 K (Frig 3 (a~b)).
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Fig. 5 (b). Temperature dependence of the
Fig.(a) T prud c o time averagsd exciton capture rate for 100

onset in boundexciton emission forea 10A A and 150 A acceptor doped QWs. Values
acceptor doped quantum welL for bulk silicon are shown for comparison.

NONRADIATIVE RECOMBINATION PROCESSES.

In intentionally doped QWs the BE recombination is normally a dominantly radiative
process, like in bulk GaAs, but nonradiative processes have clearly been detected [27). An
important process is the excitonic Auger process, which acting on an ionised acceptor
produces free electrons, which are spectroscopically detected via the radiative free to bound
processes at acceptors. Therefore even below bandgap excitation, if resonant with free or
bound exciton states, will produce free carriers in a QW [28] (Fig 6). In highly doped QWs
nonradiaive centres connected with dopant atoms are observed [291. These observations are
similar to, but perhaps less severe than the corresponding situation in bulk GaAs [30].

In undoped QWs the radiative recombination of the FE is the dominating process at low
temperature. Non-radiative recombination processes for carriers in undoped QWs have been
discussed by several authors 131-401, but no detailed study of their importance has been
performed. The reason for discussing the possibility for a non-radiative recombination as a
competing process to the radiative recombination is twofold. Researchers with a previous
experience from double heterostructures, i.e. a GaAs layer with a thickness in the order of pin
surrounded by AlGaAs barriers, are used to describe any deviation from the expected
radiative recombination in terms of an interface recombination [33,37-39]. It is then assumed
that excited carriers in the GaAs region, assumed to be of high quality where only radiative
recombination is possible, diffuses towards the interface and themr recombines nonradiatively.
The non-radiative recombination is characterised in terms of a surface recombination rate.
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This model has also been used in the
case of QWs to motivate the importance
of non-radiative recombination in these
structures. In e.g. a multi QW structure
the number of interfaces in relation to
the GaAs region a much larger than in
the case of a heterostructure, which Z
should increase the importance of the
non-radiative surface recombination. W BE
The habit of expressing the non-
radiative recombination in terms of a
surface recombination rate has also been
kept, even if the concept has little
relevance in MQWs. The origin of the
interface recombination is usually not

discussed in detail but is most likely to
involve capture of carriers by either a 1.520 1.528 1.535 1.543 1.550multiphonon emission or an AugerEN R Y e
process into a deep level defect. It is ENERGY (eV)
well known that defects are accumulatedat the surface during epizaxial growth, Fig. 6 Photocurrent excitation (FCE) spectrum

and therefore are expected to be present for a Be-doped 150 A wide QW at 1.5 K.
with higher concentration at or close to
the epitaxial interface.

The second main argument for non-radiative recombination is to explain the large
variations in measured PL decay time in QWs. Different studies have reported values rangingfrom 200 ps to 600 ps for almost comparable samples. The argument is to explain this by a

sample dependent non-radiative recombination.
In our opinion none of these arguments is valid at low temperatures. There is no

experimental evidence for a non-radiative recombination at low temperatures that is

comparable to the radiative recombination rate. It should here be noted that the excitonic
Auger process [27,281 previously discussed requires the presence of impurity atoms and are
only observed in highly intentionally doped QWs. It is unlikely that this process has any

importance in normal undoped structures. The large variations of the published values for the
free exciton decay time is instead satisfactorily explained with the concept of localisedexcitons. Potential fluctuations occurs in the ideal QW due to interface roughness and

compositional fluctuations in the barrier material. In a 2-dimensional system any such
fluctuation leads to a localised state, in which free excitons are more or less weakly trapped.
The recombination rate for a localised exciton will be more determined by the localisation

potential than by the radiative property of the 2-dimensional free exciton. This will hence
explain the large variations of the observed decay times.The main argument for the negligible role of non-radiative recombination at low

temperatures is however the temperature dependence of the observed decay time. All
published experimental results (31-361 show an increase of the measured decay time in thetemperature range from below 2 K and up to at least hundred Kelvin. This is expected for a

radiative recombination process, due to the thermal redistribution of excitons, leaving a
smaller number of excitons in the region with K=0, where the radiative recombination of the
free exciton is allowed. This almost linear increase of the decay time is not expected for

dominating non-radiative Auger processes or multiphonon capture to deep defects. From this
we conclude that non-radiative recombination processes are typically of negligibleimportance in QWs at lower temperatures.

However, at higher temperatures the increase of the decay time is broken and at
temperatures above about 200 K a decrease of the decay time is typically observed in MBE-grown structures. Figure 7 shows the measured decay time as a function of temperature for

four different GaAs/AIOaAs MQW samples, with well widths Lw of 150 A, 100 A, 70 A and
55 A. respectively.
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Fig=e 7. Measured decay times as a function of temperature for four different
GAs/AIGaAs MQW samples. The solid line is intended as a guide to the eye for each
ample

This trend has been observed in all published results of the temperature dependence of the
decay time from both single QWs and multiple QWs, of various quality. This decrease of the
decay time is clearly due to an onset of a non-radiative recombination mechanism, which at
higher temperatures dominates over the radiative recombination. This is concluded from
several experimental observations. Firstly, the decrease of the decay time is directly related to
a decrease in total PL intensity. Secondly, we have measured the intensity dependence of the
total PL intensity at different temperatures, as is shown in Fig. 8. At 77 K we obtain an almost
linear relation between excitation intensity and PL intensity, indicating the dominance of a
radiative recombination process. This interpretation is valid independenly of whether the
observed luminescence is due to free exciton or free carrier recombination, and only related to
the absence of a non-radiative recombination channeL At 300 K we observe a relation of IpL
=, EXc1.42 indicating the presence of a non-radiative channel in addition to the radiative
recombination.

Finally, we observe a strong difference in the intensity dependence of the decay curve
measured at different temperatures. At 77 K we observe an increasingly strong non-
exponential decay curve with increasing excitation intensity, reflecting the competition
between an exponential exciton recombination and the non-exponential free carrier
recombination. Both of these recombination processes are radiative, but the recombination of
free cariers; is due to its quadratic rate dominating at higher carrier concentrations, obtained
at hit.e. excitation intensities. The decay curve is slightly non-exponential even at the lowest
possible excitation intensity. On the other hand, at 300 K we observe an almost perfect
exponential decay for all except the highest excitation intensities. This is consistent with thepresence of a doiatn non-radiative recombination channeL

We would like to point out that our measurements, as well as other previously published
measurements, show that the optically detected recombination from an MBE grown QW
sysiem at room temperature is dominated by non-radiative processes. This has until recently
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Figure 8. Spectrally integrated PL intensity as a function of cw laser excitation
measured at two different temperatures, 77 K and 300 IC

been neglected and should be of importance for applications involving QW structures. This
nonrndiative process may probably be saturable at very high excitation intensities, however.

The process responsi or t non-radiative recombination has not been clearly
identified, but two main suggestions have during the last years been proposed by several
groups, based on different experimental results. The first one is recombination through
defects at the interface between the wef and barrier material [33,37-39], as discussed above.
Even if we have excluded this process to be of importance at low temperatures, it can still be
present at higher temperatures where it may be thermally activated.

The second proposal is a recombination via deep level defects in the barrier material.
These will act as a recombination channel for particles in the QW through thermally activated
carrier escape out of the well, followed by scattering or diffusion away from the QW and
finally a non-radiative recombination in the barrier material [34-36,40]. This model has been
used to obtain excellent agreement with experimental results in Gal.ylnyP/(AlxGal-
x)0.51 10o.5P 341 and InxGal-xAs/GaAs [36] QWs, in which case both the barrier and well
recombination processes are partly radiative. The activation energy for the onset of the non-
radiative recombination was in good agreement with half of the total confinement energy,
supporting the model of simultaneous carrier escape (ambipolar) of electrons and holes (or
excitons) out of the well.

The same clear identification has not been made for the GaAs/AlxGal.xAs system. Partly
because the barrier material exhibits very low PL at high temperatures and the correlation
between the de.ay time in the well and barrier is more difficulL By calculating the activation
energy for the non-radiative recombination from our expen."mental data we oltain values of
147 meV, 167 meV and 212 meV, for well widths of 50 A. 70 A, and 100 A respectively.
This is in rough agreement with the expected activation energy for carrier escape, equal to
half the confinement energy, which is 167 meV, 180 meV, and 195 meV for the
corresponding well widths. There are however some uncertainties with this kind of
calculation. The expected decay time of the radiative recombination is not easily determined,
due to the interaction between excitons and free carriers, and their combined contribution to
the radiative recombination at higher temperatures. The same rough agreement has also been
reported for single QW samples [351.
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It should be noted that the same general trend of the decay time versus temperature, and
the value for the calculated activation energy. is observed in single QWs as well as in MQWs.
In the latter we can exclude the diffusion of carriers, which are thermally excited up into the
barriers away from the well, as an important mechanism. These carriers are instead recaptured
into an adjacent QW, and the only non-radiative recombination channel is a recombination
via deep level defects in the barrier material. We therefore expect and do indeed observe a
longer decay time in our MQW structures than in all published results on single QWs [32].
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Figure 9. Measured decay time as a Figure 10. Measured decay time in a

function of electron irradiation dose 100 A MQW sample electron
for an MQW sample with well width irradiated with a dose of 5xl 5 cmI 2

100 k The upper dotted line is the as a function of time (minutes) with
decay time observed in the reference intense optical illumination. Also
sample, while the lower line shown are the corresponding total PL
represents the time resolution. intensity in arbitrary units.

NON-RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION IN IRRADIATED SAMPLES

One way to study non-radiative recombination processes is to intentionally introduce a
high concentration of deep level defects in the QW system. We have made this by 2 MeV
electron irradiation of a originally undoped MQW sample with a QW width of Lw = 100 A.

The measured decay time at low temperatures as a function of electron irradiation dose is
shown in Fig. 9. The upper horizontal dotted line corresponds to the decay time in the
reference sample, while the lower represents the time resolution of our decay time
measurement. The total PL intensity is consequently drastically reduced with increasing
irradiation dose. The decrease of the measured decay time with increasing irradiation dose is
expected and shows that we have created an effC- nt non-radiative recombination channel.
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The temperature dependence of the decay time in these samples also shows the of adominatin non-radiative recombination. The general Uend as discussed before is more and

more weakened with increasing electron irradiation dose. In samples irradiated above 5xl015
cm- 2 we do not observe any change of the decay time with increasing temperature. In these
cases the non-radiative recombination is completely dominating over the radiative
recombination.

We have furthermore observed that the investigated non-radiative recombination channel
in this sample can be reduced with optical excitation. Figure 10 shows the measured decay
time at low temperature in the sample iindiated with an electron dose of 5x1015 cm- 2, as a
function of time with exposure of a high intensity of laser excitation, about 100 W/cm2 . The
measurements of the decay time itself were obtained with a decreased laser excitation
intensity (1%). The observed increase of the decay time is also directly relateJ to an increase
of the total PL intensity. From this we conclude that we have blocked the non-radiative
recombination channel. Furthermore, this condition seems to be stable during our
experimental timescale (20 minutes) even when the high excitation intensity is removed. This
behaviour is observed in the samples irradiated with 5x101 5 and lXlO16 cm"2. In the
highest irradiated sample, lxlol7 cm-2, the total intensity is too low to obtain reliable
results.

HYDROGEN PASSIVATION

Hydrogen passivation is an area of MQW Lx1014 Cm-3 Si
extensive interest in connection with (a)
doping and defect problems in bulksemiconductors [411. Recently low XK1m

dimensional structures have also been
explored, and preliminary results appear
promising for further work [421. We have
studied passivation of doped QWs, both
donor and acceptor doped samples. For the
case of donors in QWs a set of samples 4
with varying degree of Si doping in the
well were studied, using a remote plasma -

reactor with a sample temperature of about (b) 74
175 OC [43]. Passivation of the donors was •
evidenced by the strong changes in the PL
spectra from the samples (disappearing of
the BE line, reappearance of the FE
component in strongly doped samples, see
Fig. 11). This is interpreted as the result of
a combinationi of two effects: passivation of
Si donors in the QW and passivation of (C)
surface states causing the strong surface
potential. The passivation procedure also passivated
causes a strongly enhanced localisation of
the FEs, manifested in a strong broadening
of the FE peak. The dependence of _._,...

localisation on the strong surface potential 7
implies that non-uniform surface
passivation will result in a distribution of Wavelength (inm)
localisation potentials in the QW. The
random fluctuation in surface potential
brings about localisation and a broadening Fig. 11. Comparison of PL spectra before
of the FE transition. and after hydrogenation for a Si-doped QW.
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Passivation of acceptrdoped 0
MQWs were also studied, with
low energy H implantation with a H passivated OW
Kanfmann gun, using sample T = 150 K
temperatures of about 300 oC
[441. The Be acceptors were
clearly partially compensated by 50 0 o
this technique, as evidenced by a -
considerable reduction of the BE C
line PL intensity compared to the
FE line. The effect was weaker reference
than in the underlying GaAs 4. 4 -
buffer layer however, and there
was evidence for a long term
instability in the passivation
process: after one year of room o
temperature storage the PL
spectrum from the sample was o
nearly the same as for the virgin
condition before passivation.
Some deep level passivation also
occurred, leading to an increase in
the measured maximum PL 20 V.. .
lifetime at elevated temperatures. 10 10 10
(see Fig 12). A too high H dose
leads to a production of additional H implantation dose (cm-2 )
nonradiative defects, though. It
should be mentioned that the
process conditions were far from
optimised in these preliminary Fig 12. Variation of the decay time at 150 K with
experiments, the dose of H implantation in Be-doped MQWL
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ABSTRACT

Cathodoluminescence spectroscopy is used to identify diffusion-associated ill-V
semiconductor defects and establish their role in AIGaAS/GaAs intrinsic and n-type impurity
induced interdiffusion (Si, Ge, S, and Se) for various ambient conditions, As- and Ga-rich.
Thes identifications involves the study of the temperature and composition dependence of these
deep levels and their correlation with theoretical calculations. Our results reveal Column HI
vacancies and their complexes as the sole mediators of diffusion.

INTRODUCTION

Although it is widely accepted that diffusion phenomena are mediated by material defects,
either present or externally induced by physical processing,1, 2 the detection and identification of
these defects have until recently eluded researchers. 3,4 Results from atomic depth profiles
measurements have allowed researchers to postulate several detailed mechanisms of diffusion.1' 2

However, these mechanisms are controversial and they fail to explain and predict general
diffusion phenomena. 5 Here, we report a low energy cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (CLS)
study of interdiffusion in a model system: AIGaAs/GaAs superlattices (SLs). These studies
provide the most direct observation and identification of diffusion-associated deep levels thus
far, including a first experimental indication of proposedl, 2 diffusion-associated (SiGa-VC)
complexes in Si-induced interdiffusion. We correlate these CLS results with those of Secondary
Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) and C-V depth profiling (C-V).7 Experimental details can be
found elsewhere.3,7 This methodology allows us to address the role that various defects play in
the diffusion process, with and without dopants, determine defect energies, emission intensities
and defect spatial distribution, and correlate them with atomic and dopant concentration profiles.

Most widespread observations of intrinsic and impurity induced layer disordering (IILD) of
AIGaAs/GaAs heterostructures arel: (a) slow rate and high activation energies: 3-6 eV for Ga-
and 4-10 eV for As- self-diffusions, (b) strongly dependent on surface annealing conditions;
i.e., As overpressure increases Ga and reduces As self-diffusion rates, and (c) strong dopant
effects; diffusion rates increase by orders of magnitude in doped materials. The response to
surface conditions suggests diffusion mechanisms mediated by native defects whose
concentrations are functions of the stoichiometry of the semiconductor.1 It has been assumed
that AI-Ga interdiffusion is enhanced on the As-rich (Ga-rich) side of the stoichiometry due to
an increase in Column HI vacancy (interstitial) concentration. 1 The impurity enhancement has
been interpreted as a consequence of doping level and type, and not some other detailed
atomistic nature of the dopant species.2 The main factor is the presence of the dopant, which
increases [VGa] equilibrium concentrations, and not its diffusion.2 Our results partially disagree
with these interpretations. We show that Al-Ga intrinsic interdiffusion is governed solely by
VGa. Moreover, we show that there are contrasting differences in interdiffusion rates and
patterns induced by different n-type dopants, and prove that the nature of the impurity plays a
unique role, besides the dopant effect.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure l(a) shows CL spectra of Ale0fi AsI.aA s SLs (13 am periods) annealed for 2 h at
855 OC and several As4 pressure in evacuated spectrouil quarz ampoules. As expected, this
processing cau the contammiaon of the outmost uace region of the samples with 0, C and
SL SIMS measurements showed no other impuitie present in the annealed specimens.
Contaminant levels are usually below the intrinsic electron concentration at 855 OC. Previous
SIMS measurements showed large variations in SL intermixing among these samples,7 with Al-
Ga interdiffusion being promoted from the surface and its rate scaling with As 4 pressure. T1h
atomic interdiffusion correlates with changes in the electronic structure of the superlattice with
anneals under different As4 pressures. These changes are shown in Figure l(a) by the increase
in band gap (BG) energy and deep level emission with increase As4 piessure. From the band
gap energy shift the AI-Ga interdiffusion coefficient can be extracted 7 In particular, for
samples annealed under Ga-ri-ch conditions (bottom spectrum) we observe no change in band
gap energy and no deep level emissions; the observed 1.46 eV emission corresponds to band gap
recombination in unaltered GaAs wells. Accordingly, SIMS measurements showed that there
was no Al-Ga interdiffusion. These results show that both Ga antisites and interstitials, the
point defects favored to be formed under Ga rich conditions,6 do not mediate interdiffusion in
AlGaAs1GaAs beterostructures.

Figure l(b) illustrates in detail depth resolved CL of the Al0 .gGa.2As/GaAs SL processed
under 0.6 atn of As 4. There are intense deep level emissions at the 1.2-1.45 eV spectral region.
These bands broaden and their relative intensity dcreases with increasing excitation depth. The
band gap emission has shifted to 1.8 eV, and it changes with excitation depth by about 30 meV.
There is a weak, surface related,3 deep level emission at 0.82 eV. All these features are common
to all intrinsic processed samples, but they differ in the magnitude of band gap shift and in the
relative intensity of deep level emissions. The electronic structure changes with depth correlate

0. an Mj\ B

j ,t

•hA

1 0.5 1,0 1.2 IS 1. IS8 26 U.0 0.5 1.0 1.2 IA 16 1 2.0

Figure 1. Room temperature CL spectra of Al0 jGas. 2As1GaAs SLs annealed for 2 h at 855 °C.
(a) at constant excitation depth for several As4 pressures, and (b) as function of excitation depth
for 0.6 aim As4 pressure. For 1-5 keV electron beam energies excitation depths are about 30-
300 un; due to carrier mobility, recombination depths are larger by an estimated factor of 2 [8].
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with the chemical composition changes shown by SIMS Al and Ga depth profiles of the
proessed SLs.7 We associate the dominant 1.2-1.45 CV bands with tranitions between the
conduction band (CB) and Ga vacancy levels, CB-V~a (see below). 9 It appears that the
optically detected Ga Vacancies, the point defects favored to form Under AS rich conditions, 6 ar

the sole mediators of interdiffusion in Al&A&AsGa&s heterostructures.

CL
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Figure 2. CL spectra of Al .8a 0 2As/GaAs SLs annealed at 855 OC and 1.2 atm
As4 pressure. (a) 0.5 h anneale S-ULD, and (b) 1 h annealed Si-HLD as
function of excitation energy. CL at 4.0 keV: (c) as function of sample
temperature for S-fiDl, and (d) of Si-HLD as function of annealing time.

Figure 2(a) depicts CL spectra for S-IILD of AI0~GaO.2AsIGaAs SL (10 nin periods)
annealedfor 0.5 hat 8550 C and 1.2 atm. of As4pruessure. It shows band gap emission at 1.8 eV
and deep level emission at 1.34 eV, assigned to a CB(Donor)-VG, tranisition, which shift with
increasing excitation depth by -50 meV. These variations in the electronic structure of the
processed material correlate with atomic and dopant inhomogeneites in depth observed by
SIMS and C-V. 7 and shown in Figure 3(a). This figure shows good agreement between sulfur
and electron concentrations at around 550 nm. This indicates a high percentage of sulfur atoms
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at electrically active substitutional As sites.10 On the other hand, the donor compensation
observed at the near surface region is explained by an increase in VC., (acceptor) concentration,

as shown by the 1.34 eV intensity profile in Figure 2(a).
Figure 2(b) depicts CL spectra for Si-IILD of Al0.gG&O.2AS aAs Sis (13 mu periods)

annealed for I h at 855 eC and 1.2 sun. of As4 pressure. The CL spectra of Si-ULD samples
show dramatic changes with excitation depth. The bottom CL spectra, 1-3 keV, show deep level
emissions at 1.3 eV and 0.82 eV, and an extremely weak emission at about 1.88 eV. This value
is close to the band gap of the intermixed SL. With increasing excitation depth, the band gap
emission of the unaltered superlattice is observed, whereas the deep level emission intensities
decrease. For correlation purposes we also shows the SIMS data 7 Figure 3 shows that for both
Si- and Ge-IILD the interdiffusion profiles present sharp boundaries between the totally
intermixed region and the unaltered region of the superlattice (S-HILD shows no sharp
boundaries). 7 Note that the maximum doping level is about 3 times lower for Ge- than for Si-
ULD, but the interdiffusion rate is about 3 times faster (this contradicts the predictions of the
Fermi-level effect model).2 The CL results indicate a dominant role for the defect associated
with the 1.3 eV emission as a mediator for n-type MLD at AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures.

We now characterize 1.15-1.45 eV emission bands to transitions involving CB(donors) and
VGa states by studying the temperature and composition dependence of the deep level emission
energies. Figure 2(c) shows CL spectra of S-LD of AlGaAs/GaAs SLs carried out in the range
300-100 K. These measurements indicate that both band gap and 1.3 eV emissions shift from
their 300 K values by approximately +60 meV with decreasing temperature. The identification
of deep level transitions requires the knowledge of the *absolute" energy change of deep levels
(DL), valence band (VB) and CB states (V band) with temperature or pressure. We use previous
theoretical results for GaAs and ALAs deformation potentials, 11 which show small (large)
variations for the VB (CB). Similar values are obtained for shallow donor and acceptor states,
where the impurity potential is dominated by the long-range (Coulomb) term.12,13 Deep levels
are less sensitive to changes in temperature or pressure than the semiconductor bands, 13 because
deep levels originate from the short-range central-cell defect potential, which is very strong
within the effective radius of the defecL 1 3 Based on these theoretical results,11,121 3 in Figure
4(a) we plot our calculations of the temperature dependence of the transitions. Both r-VB and

XM AU (ROAM)

Al
...... %OOe M

Iva
-.... ................ 

.....Iwo
(a) ..... (b) _____(____)_
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0.1 G W 0.5 0.?L03t 0.1 W 7 .1 01 0A 0.5 0.7 3 1.1

Figure 3: SIMS and C-V depth profiles of (a) S-, (b) Si- and (c) Ge-HLD of
AhO.4GQ0.2ASAGaAs heterostructures (all SLs 10 em periods). Processing
conditions: 0.5 h at 855 OC and 1.2 atm As4 pressure.[71
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r-DL transitions have similar shifts with sample temperature. Thus, by correlating these with
the experimental results (Figure 2(c)), we assign the 1.3 eV band to a transition between the
CB(donor) and DL(acceptor) state, V~a, the defect favored to be formed under As rich
conditions and n-type doping. _ _,

Figure 2(d) shows CL spectra of x-v -......--

Si-ULD SLs annealed for increasing
times. The deep level emission (and 1 a-vs ......
the SL intermixing) evolves with -
annealing time from 1.3 eV (lh, 1/3 •1 -va
intermixed) to 1.35 eV (2h, 2/3 J rA
intermixed) to 1.28 eV (4h, total
intermixing). Concurrently, the I A i I va
concentration of in-diffised Si --- -----
reaches a mid 10-19 cm- 3 level CNO*V4M

across the superlattice. Figure 4(b) .
depicts our calculations of the
change in transition energies caused - 0.1 , ,

by the change in CB, VB, and deep 00 M g 0.1 0. O 0.3

level energies (Sic, and Vca) with uwemaw , Mrs

increasing Al content. For Si doped Figure 4. Schematic diagram of emission

GaAs the CB(D)-VC, transition energies for AIGal-xAs as function of (a)

energy is 1.18 eV, 14 and the Va temperature (x = 0.25), and (b) Al composition.

energy level lies 0.25 eV above the VB maximum. Using this value as reference and theoretical
and experimental trends of the bands and VG, energy positions with varying Al content, 11,13 we
estimate a 0.25 eV range for the CB(D)-VG.transition. Thus, the increase in CB-Vra transition
energy with increasing Al composition explains the observed deep level emission shift to higher
energies with increasing annealing time. Also, the range of emission energies explains the
previous assignment of the 1.15-1.45 eV emissions to CB-VGa transitions for the intrinsic
interdiffusion case.The CL spectrum of the Si-IILD 4 h annealed sample, top spectrum of Figure
2(d), shows the dominant deep level emission broadened and shifted to lower energies. A most
likely explanation is the additional occurrence of transitions involving deep levels Sic, and VGa
for Al indiffused wells and high Si concentrations, see Figure 4(b). With increasing Al
composition, i.e., larger than 0.22, a large fraction of Sic, (donors) becomes deep donor
centers. 15 For Si and VG, concentrations in the 1019 cm- 3 range the average distance between
randomly distributed centers is about 3 nm. Coulomb attraction between SiGa donors and V~a
acceptors can make that distance shorter, making probable radiative transitions between these
localized states. 14 These CL results arise as a first experimental indication of diffusion-
associated (SiGa-VG) complexes in Si-induced interdiffusion, and they strongly support the
proposed1 ,2 and recently theoretically assessed 6 role of donor-vacancy complexes as mediator of
interdiffusion in IN-V semiconductors under As-rich conditions.

For the range of electrochemical potentials addressed in this report the primary mediator of
AI-Ga interdiffusion is VC and its complexes. These defects, which are created on the surface
via a heterogeneous chemical reactionsI in-diffuse and create a concentration profile of
available hopping sites for Al-Ga interdiffusion. This process is enhanced by n-type dopants,
but this Fermi level effect does not fully explain the differences among different impurities. 16

We propose that the relative electronegativity, X, of the impurity with respect to the anion
host determines the in-diffusion path of the impurity and subsequently, the particular Al-Ga
interdiffusion pattern. Impurities with X larger than the anion (S, XSe>XA,, Pauling's scale) will
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preferentially substitute for the anion and will in-dftse through the As-sublatice, i.e., sulfur
was shown to be substitutional solely in the As sublattice of GaAs. 10 As the Fermi level moves
upwards the [VGJ increases, but impurity in-diffusion is limited by the availability of VAM. 7

"This makes sulfur inefficient for ILD. An extreme case is that of carbon, which inhibits
IILD.17 With ZC = 2.5, carbon substitutes for As and is a p-type dopant in GaAs. Those

impurities with X smaller than the anion (XSi, <A) i*-diffuse through the Ga sublattice. In
this case the Fermi level effect creates more sites for impurity in-diffusion, further increasing the
dopant level, the [Vcj, and favoring the formation of pair defect complexes which can fast in-
diffuse. ', 6 The result is the total intermixing of the superlattice in regions where the impurities
in-diffused, producing sharp boundaries between altered and unaltered regions of the SL

To understand the differences in 1ID within each particular dopant group, i.e., Si and Ge,
further properties should be considered. For instance, the local bond energy is the main
contribution to the activation energy for diffusion. Because of the openness of the zincblende
structure there is no large resistance to hopping through, although, differences in atomic size
may be of importance in the local tensile stress introduced to the lattice by the impurity atom.
To clarify these points, theoretical comparative calculations of X-VGI complexes are necessary.

In conclusion, we have detected the diffusion-associated defects responsible for
interdiffusion at AIGaAsCAa SEs. Our methodology strongly suggests these defects as Vca
and its complexes, i.e., SiGa-VG,. The correlation of CL spectra with atomic interdiffusion and
doping provides the most direct evidence of point defects associated with diffusion phenomena
yet reported. We formulate a simple qualitative model for IL.D which goes beyond the Fermi
level effect by taking into account the properties of the in-diffusing impurities.

We thanks B. Olmsted and S. Houde-Walter for sample processing and chemical analysis.
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Abstract

The Al-Ga inter-diffusion induced by Si FIB implantation and subsequent RTA were
investigated in an Alo.3Ga&7As/GaAs superlanice with equal 3.5 nm barrier and well widths.
Si"+ was accelerated to 50 kV as well as 100kV and implanted parallel to sample normal at doses
ranging from 10" to 1015/cm 2. The effect of rapid thermal anneal of 10s at 950°C was
characterized by SIMS technique. In the implanted region, the inter-diffusion as well as
compositional mixing were significantly enhanced. An ion dose as low as lxl014jtm 2 results in
a two-order of magnitude increase in the inter-diffusion coefficient, to a value of 4.5x10"14

cm2/sec, in contrast to 1.3x10(-1 cm2/sec from RTA-only. This produces a mixing parameter of
-90%. A strong depth dependence of the mixing process was observed at implantation energy
of 100keV with a pinch-off region being forrned at certain depth. It is noticed that the depth
where this enhancement occurred is not associated with either the maximum concentration of Si
ions or of vacancies. Instead, it represents the positive maximum of the second derivative of the
vacancy profile, which in turn represents the vacancy injection generated by presence of a
transient vacancy concentraton gradient. Based on this, a theoretical model was developed using
vacancy injection as responsible for mixing.

Introduction

The compositional mixing in All-xGaxAs/Ali.-ayAs superlattice (SL) msct can be
significandy enhanced by implantation of certain species such as Si 11-41. In the mixed region, the
energy band gap as well as the index of refraction are changed. Therefore, novel optical devices
such as DFB or DBR lasers, channel waveguides and quantum wires can be fabricated by locally
inducing the mixing in SL structure. Focused ion beam (FIB) implantation has been especially
attractive in these applications since it provides a maskiess and resistless process.

Many mixing applications require a small lateral extent Therefore, the minimization of
lateral spreading of the mixed region has to be seriously considered. In general, the lateral
resolution is limited by the resolution of pattern transfer technology, the lateral profile and
suggling of the ions in the solid and lateral diffusion during the post-implantation annealing.
H-igh sp* resolution can be achieved by- (a) employing short-period superlattices, which are
mor readily mixed; (b) low dose implantation, which has relatively smaller lateral spread; (c)
rapid thermal annealing with a minimal thermal budget. On the other hand, by precisely
controlling the depth of the mixed regions, one can fabricate a gain-coupled DFB superlattice
laser which has a number of advantages over conventional AR-coated DFB laser 61].
Understanding of the mixing m h m is essential to precisely control the mixing process in
both horizontal and tia WC L

The conpostional mixing takes place during Al-Ga inter-diffusion between AlGaAs and
GaAs layers. The inter-diffusion is known to proceed through point defects. For n-type dopant
Si, the Fermi-level effect theocy is widely accepted under thermal equilibrium condition. In this
case, the themal equilibrium concentration of the charged point defect is enhanced by doping and
consequently the presence of the dopant is of imp for enhancing mixing M71. Tbe diffusion
of Si impurities was also suggested to be responsible for the enhanceunen2,3 1. However, in a
nonequilibrium process, such as post-implantation rapid thermal annealing, neither the Fermi-
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level effect nor the impurity diffusion model is effecdvel8"12l. This is due to the fact that thermal
euilibrium is not attained and the Si diffusion is negligible in the time frame of RTA.

while, since a vacancy gradient is introduced by ion implantation, the vacancies diffuse
significantdy during rapid thermal process. The motion of these nonequilibrium point defects was
found to play a key role in inter-diffusion enhancement

Experimental Procedure

The superlattice samples used in this study were grown by molecular beamn epitaxy . The
substrate was (100) GaAs. A GaAs buffer layer was grown fMist, followed by a lL9m
Alo.3GagT7As cladding layer, a single 30nm GaAs quantum weln, a superlattice stack of 29
periods consisting of 3.5 nm GaAs wells and 3.5 rn Alo.3Gao.yAs barriers, and a 5Ohm
Alo.3011oAs cap.

FIB inplantation was performed with a system capable of 150kV acceron[13l. 210pm
x 280prm square patterns were implanted. Si++ ions were accelerated to 50 and 100kV and
implanted parallel to sample normal at doses ranging from 1013 to 3x10 14 cm-2. The Si++
focused ion beam had a current of 2SpA and a beam diameter of -80nm. The subsequent rapid
thermal annealing was carried out at 9500C for 10 seconds, which was previously established[Il
to provide a suitable thermal process for mixing while prsrig the structure of the unimplanted
suprlauice. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SMS was employed to precisely measure the
atomic composition of Al and Si as a function of depth.

Results and Discussion

SIMS depth profiles of the superlattice after 100keY implantation and subsequent
annealing are shown in Fig.1. The mixing generated by 100keV implantation is enhanced toward
a point roughly in the middle of superlattice stack. On the other hand, 200keV Si implantation,
for which the is d than the end of suprlattice stack, induced unifm mixing throughout
the entire supe tice depth. The degree of mixing is represented by the Al peak-valley ratios and
the in ion icint can be calculated from this ratio using error function model. For
these uniformy mixed sampl, we have prevously pr--ented a quantitative analysis of the
SIMS depth profiles[8. An ion dose as low as 3x0 13cm-2 is capable of producing -70%
mixing. A dose of lxl0i4/cm2 yields a mixing parameter of 9 and also results in a two-
order of magnitude increase in the diffusion coefficient, to a value of -4.5x101 4 cm2/seC, in
contrast to 1.3x10$-6 c•m/sec from RTA-only.

For 100keV implanted samples (shown in Fig. 1), the average degree of mixing over
entire superlattice is still proportional to dose. However, the mixin; at depth from -~50am to
220nm is much more effective than elsewhere in the superlastice. With various doses, the peak-
valley ratio in this region is significantly decreased and eventually a complete pinched-off is
formed at depth of 170nm(from Fig.l(b)). In the following discussion, we will refer this mostly
mixed region (150mn to 220nm) as the "pinch-off" region. By comparing the Si depth profiles
with and without RTA, neligible Si impurity diffusion was observed, indicating that impurity
diffusion is insignificant in SL mixing in the RTA time frame, unlike the case of furnace
annealing. It is important to note that the maximum mixing (pinch-off point and region) takes
place at a depth beyond the projected range of 100kV Si ions (Rp-100nnm) (see Fig.2). This fact
suggests dtht the degree of mixing is no longer dominated by either impurity concentration or the
vacancy concentration as described in the Fermi-level effect model.

To explore the mechanism of the enhanced mixing in the pinch-off region, the depth
distribution of Si and vacancy concentrations were simulated using TRIM[ 14]. Si depth profiles
computed by TRIM wene in good agreement with those measured by SIMS. The depth profile of
the vacancy concentration is shown in Fig.2. As with the Si concentration, the position of
m vacancy concentration is much shallower than the pinch-off region. The inter-diffusion
coefficient as a function of depth was calculated and is shown Flg.4.
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Fig4 Inter-diffusion and second derivative of vacancy concentration (SDVQ as a
function of depth. Si ion energy: 100keV, Dose: lxl014cm-2, RTA: 950*C,10s.

A similar depth-dependence was reported [9-12] for different SL structures and RTA
conditions. The contrast in Al composition between mixed and unmixed region is usually more
dramatic SL features longer period. For example, in the result reported by Lee et a/.191 which is
reproduced in Fig.5, the on-set of mixing abruptly occurs in a region which is deeper than the
RD. A transient-enhanced interdiffusion theory was established by Kahen, et a/.[9-121 for
explaining the mechanism of inter-diffusion in the time frame of RTA. In this theory, the vacancy
diffusion was calculated and the assumption of DA&- % (Cv Cv,,q ) presumes that excess
vacancies are responsible for te enhancement in inter-diffusion. DAt, D(AA!, C.v and Ct(v are
the transient Al diffusion coefficient, thermal equilibrium Al diffusion coefficient, transent
vacaiFy concentration and thermal equilibrium vacancy concentration, respectively. However,
according to this assumption, the maximum inter-diffusion should coincide with the peak of the
vacancy concentration, which contradicts the experimental results reported by Lee et at.[91 as well
as those reported in this paper.
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The calculation of the second derivative of the vacancy concentration,
SDVC-( 2C,,(xt)/x 2), was performed. The SDVC depth distribution and inter-diffusion
coefficient are shown in Fig.3 and 4 for a dose of Ixl014cm-2. From Fig.3, one can clearly see
that the pinch-off mixing only takes place in the region where SDVC is positive and that the
pinch-off point coincides to the maximum SDVC value. In another aspect, Fig.4 shows that
inter-diffusion is greatly enhanced by a positive SDVC. According to Fick's second law of
diffusion, the vacancy concentation time- and space-dependence are interrelated:

S(- = ,2C,(X,t)aC,(x,) = Dv aCx2t (1)
at

A positive SDVC results in a positive WC, (x,t)/dt which indicates that vacancies are injected
into the region. Therefore, we conclude that the Al-Ga inter-diffusion is enhanced by the vacancy
injection. Through curve fitning, an exponential form of the inter-diffusion coefficient is derived
as a function of SDVC. Hence, in the time frame of RTA, we suggest that the Al-Ga inter-
diffusion coefficient can be written as:

DAI = D(Aleq)'P3" [Iaa 2  /ax2)j, (2)

where a and P are constants and the exponential term represents the enhanced inter-diffusion
effect of vacancy injection. Equation (2) suggests that in the time scale of RTA, the Al-Ga inter-
diffusion is greatly affected by the motion of vacancies that occurs during the early period of
annealing due to the implantation-induced gradient. In this period, nonequilibrium processes take
place, the inter-diffusion proceeds through charged vacancies as usual and is further enhanced by
vacancy injection in the region. The vacancy injection greatly enhances the Al-Ga inter-diffusion
and becomes a decisive factor in the short period of annealing. However, this vacancy injection
process is saturated in a few seconds[9] because the vacancy thermal equilibrium is established.
Therefore, the mixing usually does not increase appreciably as the annealing time is increased
beyond this point [5,91. When the annealing time is long enough (as in furnace annealing), the
mixing process will be dominated by impurity concentration as well as impurity diffusion as
described in the Fermi-level effect and impurity diffusion models.

Si+: 220keV, 3x10'cm"2
20 102.

" 1" 10 . ' Si -100

5 1019

SDVC 1017 8

-10 Mixed region
-20 a V- 1016

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
Depth(nm)

Fig.5 TRIM simulated depth profiles of Si concentration and SDVC for the Si+ implantation
with 220keV at dose of 3xl01'cm-2 in GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice(period: 20nm+20nm). The
thickness of SL stack is 1.6pm and complete mixing occurs in the marked region. The
experiment and SIMS profiles were published by Lee et al. [9).
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Asa verification, we have calculated the imipurity and vacancy distribution of a differet
supalattice structure and implantation condition, in which a strongly depth-dependent mixing
was also obaerved[S, 9-42 The results ae shown in Fi#S. Since the period of super.a5ice used
here was quite thick (40nm), the required dose for mixing was considerably higher. The energy
of implanted Si÷ was 220keV, which corresponds to a R. of 280nm. Rapid thermal annealing
was performed subsequently. Similarly to the results we reported above, the mixing only
occurred fro depth of -7320nmk-520nM, in other words beyond the peak of both Si and vacancy
concentrations. The position of the mixed region also coincides with the positive SDVC. ibis
result strongly supports the vacancy injection mechanism we are proposing.

Summary and Acknowledgment

In summary, we have studied the Si++ FIB-induced mixing of an AIO3Gao.7As/GaAs
supeilattice structure. A fairly comp..ete mixing can be achieved with relatively low dose at a
certain depth. This result can be utilized to minimize lateral spread, reduce damage and achieve
depth control. The mechanism for the depth-dependence and pinch-off mixing effect were
discussed. Nonequilibrium vacancy injection has been suggested to be responsible for the high
degree of mixing in the pinch-off region. Based on experimental results, a theoretical model has
been proposed to describe the inter-diffusion as well as the mixing process in the time scale of
RTA.
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ABSTRACT

High Resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and
electroreflectance (ER) were used to explain the role of point
defects in the molecular beam ep itaxy (MBE) grown PIN structure
containing five coupled (50A/283) GaAs/AlxGalxAs quantum wells
with x = 0.25. The ER data were taken at 300K and 77K for
energies from 1.4 to 2.1 eV from which sub-band energy
transitions were determined. Data at 300K showed three
transitions whereas four were readily resolved at 77K. HRTEK data
determined the uniformity of both the wells and barriers to be
within ± 2X, which neither caused appreciable broadening nor a
decrease in the transition probability. However, the data at
different temperatures suggest that point defects may be
responsible for the decrease in the transition probability.

INTRODUCTION

The bulk optical properties of compound semiconductors such as
GaAs and AlGaAs have received enormous attention and are well
known. Many hetero and quantum well structures, however, are
designed with a major focus on minimizing size. This emphasis on
scaling results in dimensions small enough so that quantum
effects begin to play an important role. The quantum confinement
of carriers evident in superlattices and quantum wells creates
sub band energies in both the valence and conduction bands not
observed in larger scaled structures [1-4]. Excitonic transitions
are enhanced and observed more readily even at room temperature,
largely due to the constraints of the exciton imposed by the well
size [5]. While the exciton levels and the sub band energies for
an ideal quantum or series of quantum wells can be determined
theoretically rather simply, real models add complexity to the
calculations. In particular, defects when introduced into the
hamiltonian play a significant role in establishing whether
certain energy states are realized.

We have studied, and report here, the sub-band energies in a
finite (five period) communicating quantum well structure. The
GaAs/AlxGalxAs molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) grown device, a PIN
configuration with a nominal value of x = 0.25, results in a
conduction barrier height of 198 meV and 132 meV for the hole
barrier height, using the 60-40 percent rule for the band offset
[6]. The electron effective mass ratio of 0.067 and heavy and
light hole effective masses of 0.45 and 0.088 respectively for
GaAs were used for the analytical calculations. The barrier
heights limit the allowed bound transitions. We have identified
only three of these transitions at 300K and four at 77K and
attribute the inconsistency to the introduction of growth defects
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such as interfacial roughness or point defects. Our data suggest
a possible qualitative explanation of the influence of
interfacial roughness and point defects on the bound exciton
energy levels.

The data used to determine the direct optical transitions
were obtained by using electroreflectance (ER) [7-9] in the
spectral region of photon energies, E, between 1.4 to 2.1eV. The
spectra are given in terms of the normalized change in
reflectance with energy, 6R/R, where the reflectance R - R(E).
The transition energies are determined from the 6R/R spectra by
using curve fitting of a modified Lorentz line shape given by
[10,11]

ER/R - Re (Ceie (E - E' + in)k (1)

where Re is the real part of the function, C is a constant which
determines the amplitude, e is the phase angle, E', the
transition energy between the conduction and valence sub-bands,
and r is the lifetime broadening parameter. For an excitonic
transition, the value of k - 2 (10].

The quantum mechanical solution of a particle in a finite
isolated well differs from the multiple quantum well solution
when the barrier widths become small. The values of the
transitions we present are based on a calculation of five
communicating quantum wells. The fundamental structure consisted
of five 50.9 k GaAs wells, four 28.3 A barriers of A10. 2 5 Ga0 . 7 5As
with the first and fifth wells bounded by 150 A of
A10 . 2 5Ga0 . 7 5 As. Solutions indicate that only energy levels
corresponding to n = 1 are allowed. Because of the built-in field
and the applied field of ER, the selection rules 6n = 0 are
relaxed, allowing transitions from the n - 2 valence to the n = 1
conduction states. However, our allocation of the 60-40 rule to
the band offset instead of the 85-15 rule (4] precludes n = 2
states as allowed states. In addition, the intensity of the
transition is determined by the value of the overlap integral
[12] in which the wave functions are those of the valence and
conduction sub-bands. Application of the overlap integral
indicates that five transitions with 6n - 0 are most probable.

The presence of extended defects such as surface roughnes and
irregularities have been analyzed by using high resolution
transmission electron micrographs (HRTEM). Variations in the well
and barrier widths are measured and then used to determine the
new energy levels

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

The results of ER are interpreted on the basis of variations
in the well and barrier widths as determined by HRTEN. The usual
assignment of the energy level transitions from the 6R/R spectra
is by curve fitting of eq. (1) near the transition energy Ei'.
The spectra at 300K for photon energies from 1.4 to 2.1 eV are
shown in figure 1. Calculations show that only photon energies up
to 1570 meV are allowed, which agrees with the experimental data.
The spectra beyond this energy are caused by bulk excitations
which are broad in nature when compared with the consistently
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narrower excitons in the well which are about 10 meV. The spectra
in a smaller range but expanded so as to illustrate the features
of the transitions are shown in figure 2 and this is compared
with figure 3 which shows the spectra at 77K.

A comparison of figures 2 and 3 shows several apparent
features: (1) The dominant structures in the middle of the range
are to one another and each has a width of about 10 meV
regardless of the temperature. (2) The exciton (peak) at the GaAs
edge has moved from 1.430 eV at 3001 to 1.505 meV at 77X.
(3) The exciton at 771 is more pronounced than that at 3001 (the
change in sign is due to a phase change in the angle G of
equation (1) ). (4) The exciton at the GaAs edge is wider than
the excitons within the well, and the transitions increase in
width as the energy gets larger ( i.e. for B > 1.57 eV at 300K
and for about E > 1.65 eV at 77K).
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Fig.1 Electroreflectance (SR) spectra for the PIN five
well GaAs/AlGaAs structure at 300K.
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A fit of equation (1) to the curves of figures 2 and 3 yields
transition energies which are given in Table 1. Although four of
the transitions are resolved at 77K, only three are determined
with confidence at 300K. The transition at 1.50 eV for 300K in
weak and broad so that a good fit is unlikely, but the lowest
transition at 77K is easily resolved and found to be 1576 meV.

Extended defects such as surface irregularities, roughness or
possibly point defects could lead to boadening of the lines or
change the wavefunotion which would affect the transition
probability. To determine the quality of the quantum well
structure, high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) was used. The micrographs are shown in figures 4 and 5.
The darker broader regions, the GaAs, and the lighter, the AlGaAs
are both seen to be well defined and uniform. Measurements made
by counting the interference fringes, each of 2.8 A, over an
extended range, resul~ed in an average value of 30 ± 2 A for the
barriers and 50 ± 2 A for the wells. To show that some of the
localized dark spots are artifacts of the sample preparation, the
sample, grown in the (100] direction, was cleaved along the (110)
plane and viewed along the (010] direction for confirmation. An
HRTD( of the cleaved sample is not shown. Calculations for the
five wells show that the broadening of the energy levels is not
significant for the values obtained using the HRTEM data.

Fig. 4 High Resolution TEN for a five well GaAs/A1 0 . 2 5 Ga0 . 7 5 As
structure.

The values of the transition energies at 77K and 300K as
determined from figures 2 and 3 using equation (1) are given in
TABLE 1. The results show that the transitions which are strong
are well resolved for both 77K and 300K. The fact that the lowest
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transition at 77K is resolved and that at 300K is not suggests
that the cause may be due to point defects which have a lower
density at the lover temperature. The effect is indeed small,
but, large enough to preclude an accurate assignment to the
transition.

- 50 GaAs

28A AIGaAs

Fig. 5 HRTEK microgragh for the five NBE GaAs/A1 0 . 2 5 Ga0 . 7 5 As
quantum well structure.

TABLE 1

NEASURED ENERGIES FROM FIGURES 2 AND 3 USING EQUATION (1)

*1i (thY)

E1ll E2 1 E3 1 2 4 1 Eg

300K 1526 1540 1557 1430

77K 1576 2608 1625 1640 1505

Eg i8 the energy of the GaAs band edge.

The calculated values of .'1 were in the range from 1461 to 1558
meV at 300K and from 154P 'o 1638 meV at 77K.

CONCLUSION

The measured values of the Ei! transitions for both 77K and
300K agreed within reason with those calculated for five
communicating wells. The 60-40 % allocation to the band offset
conforms with the spectrum which shows that the transitions
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beyond bound states are broad and not characteristic of quantum
confined exoitons. Although the measured values are reasonable,
there are a number of ways in which errors can be introduced in
the calculated energy levels. The value of x in AlvGal-.As
affects the barrier heights in both the valence and conduction
sub-bands so should be known accurately. The 60-40 1 allocation
assumed, if not a sufficiently precise model, can cause large
variations in the energies when the barriers or wells are narrow.
There is a significant degree of uncertainty, in particular in
the value of the heavy hole mass [13).

The results of both the HRTDI and the ER studies show that
neither the energy ;evels nor the broadening are significantly
affected by the t 2A variation in the well or the barrier. The
results at 77X shows a transition at 71 meV from the GaAs band
edge, while the corresponding 300K transition, which should be at
the same energy from the band edge, is not observed. Because the
exciton line width is pot temperature dependent, it's energy
level is readily identifiable, provided the overlap integral
defining the strength of the transition is not too small. One of
the factors affecting the overlap integral is the temperature-
dependent point defect density because it directly affects the
wave function. On this basis, it ahpearo that there is a
suggestion at least that a high point defect density could

obscure an allowed weak transition and not significantly affect
transitions which have a large overlap integral.
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EFFECTS OF IMPURITIES ON THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES
OF QUANTUM DOTS, WIRES, AND MULTIPLE WELLS

GARNETT W. BRYANT
Mi1cphoonic Devices Banch. US Army Research Laboratory, Adelphi, MD 20783

ABSTRACT

Identifying and ing te ffects of impurities and defects in quantum dot, wires,
and multiple wells is important for the development of nanostructures with good optical
popesties. Simple model calculations we presented to show when and how shallow impurities
affect the ndiative recombination of confined eectron-hole pairs. Results for a am
compared with results for bulk systems. Qualitative differncs between bulk and confined
sysems ame described

INTRODUCTION

The optics of excitons in confined semiconductor systems has been studied intensively in
recent yea to detertine how the optical properties of these systems can be tailored and enhanced
[1]. In wells and wires, confinement enhances the electron-hole binding, increasing the pair
overlap and oscillator stregth. In dots, confinement concentrates the oscillator strength at discrete
energies. In counpled multiple-well systems, switching is achieved by controlling the interwell
tunneling. Identifying and understanding the effects of impunittes and defects in quantum dots,
wires and multiple-well systems is important for the development of nanostructures with good

pivd ordaietraps that can completely degrade the optical response of thse systems.
To understand the effects of impurties on the optical properties of quantum nanostructures,

one must understand exciton states in these systems. In the limit of complete quantum
confinement, electron-hole correlation in confined dimensions is quenched, so the electron and

hole occupy independent single-particle states of the confinement potential [2]. In the bulk limit,
the exciton has free center-of-mass motion and internal excitations, determined by the Pak reduced
mas A simple understanding is possible in each limit because the exciton behaves as a composite
of two idependent particles. Neither simple picture provides a good understanding of excitons
confined in systems such as thin films [3], wide quantum wells, finite superhttices and multiple
coupled wells [4], microfabricated quantum wires and dots [5,6], and large nanocrystallites and
clusters [7,8]. These systems are typically too large to be quantum confined in every confined
dimension but too small to be bulk systems. In these intermediate-dimensional systems,
confinement strongly couples the center-of-mass and relative motion and correlation strongly
couples the electron and hole motion. The confined, intermediate-dimensional exciton is a
composite of two strongly coupled particles that exhibits nonmonotonic, nonuniversal

dendences on electron and hole nmae and on electron-hole interaction, which are not expectedSintution about qunu-cnie or bulk excitons (9].

Confinement acts as a large defect that localizes the election and hole globally. Pair
interaction correlates the pair motion. Impurities or defects trap the electron and hole locally. All
three effecs compete to detmine exton states and must be accounted for. In this paper, I
piesent simple model calculations to .fow qualitatively when and how shallow impurities affect
the radiative recombination of confined electron-hole pairs. A simple model is used so that insight
can be obtained that is applicable in general to confined nanostructmr. The model is described in
the next section. Results are first presented for confined intermediate-dimensional excitons as a
function of confinement energies and interaction strengths to demonstrate the nonuniversal
behavior of confined excitons. Results am then presented for the effects of impurities on confined
intermediate-dimesoal excitons. I use these results to clearly identify the effects that must be
included in realistic models for impurity effects on confined excitons.
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THE MODEL

Hubbard models are often used to describe interacting many-body systems on a lattice of
sites. In this paper I use a Hubbard model to describe a snglk confined exciton interacting with an
impurity. The Hubbalr l-Hamilian for a single interacting electron-hole pair On a lattice of sites
with an imlprty at one of te sites is

H- N(U. j* j+ Ut d;*d)+NE ýc di + V C. C: dd. Y, 1(1)

The system has N sites. Here site is used loosely. A site could be a well or dot in a finite
superlattice of wells or dots [4,101, an atomic site in a polymer chain, or a fictitious site defined
by a local basis used to represent states in a dot or nanocrystallite. Only nearest-neighbor electron
(hole) hopping, Ue (Uh), is included. The electron (hole) annihilation operator at site i is c, (Q).
The on-site clectron-hole interaction is Ex. Longer range electron-hole interactions and electron-
electron and hole-hole interaction in mukdexciton systems can also be included [9]. The impurity
interaction is assumed to be on-site. The impurity is located at site n. For simplicity, linear chains
are considered here. The results for finite two-dimensional arrays of sites are qualitatively similar
[9]. Confined systems are modeled by systems with terminated ends. Systems modeled with
periodic boundary conditions are also considered. As shown below, excitons in systems with
periodic boundary conditions exhibit the same universal behavior as bulk excitons. One-exciton
wavefunctions and energies are determined by diagonalization of Eq. (1). The nonuniversal,
nonmonotonc behavior of confined excitons is most clearly revealed by properties that depend on
the exciton wave function. To understand this behavior, electron and hole distributions, electron-
hole correlation functions, electron-hole separation, and oscillator strengths for transitions from
the no-pair stare to th one-exciton state,

N
o0=1<1 I c o>d' 10>12 (2)

are determined.
Several special cases can be treated analytically to provide key insight [9]. Here I present

the final results. To understand why excitons in systems with periodic boundary conditions
exhibit bulk universal behavior, consider, for simplicity, an N-site linear chain with periodic
boundary conditions (a ring). For a ring, Eq. (1) can be rewritten in an electron and hole plane
wave basis. By transforming the plane wave basis to the center-of-mass momentum and relative
momentum basis (K = (ke + k) /12 and k = (k4 - k) 12 ), 1 obtain the K = 0 Hamiltonian, which
describes the ground state exciton,

HK -0 7 2 (U.+ Ua,) ýosk) jak a+ Y, (E.IN)c4 ak, (3)
k kut .a

where ak = d. ct is the annihilation operator for a pair with ke =-kh = k The properties of the
K a 0 exciton in a ring scale with Ex / (Ue + UA). For a bulk exciton, Ue + Uh is proportional to
die exciton inverse reduced mass, so the K = 0 ring exciton has the same scaling properties as a
bulk exciton. The properties of bulk excitons depend only on one ratio, Ex / (Ue, UA). The
popers of confined excitons depend separately on the electron and hole hopping rat and the

c strength.
The behavior of intermediate-dmnsiona excitons in the limit of strong interaction can be

determined by the use of second-order degenerate perturbation theory. The Hamiltonian for an N-
site, terminated chain to second order in the hopping is

so



N N

H= U. 1 aaj +7,V, a,*ai (4)

where ao - ci Q is the on-site pair annihilation operator, and only nearest neighbor hopping is
allowed. Uc is the nearest-neighbor pair hopping energy, Uex = 2UeUf /Ex. Vi is the correlation
energy at site i due to single-parle hopping to adjacent sites. For internal sites of the chain (i =
2,..., N - 1). Vi - V - 2(U, 2 + Uh 2)/E,. Hopping can occur in only one direction away from
chain ends, so Vi = Vk = V / 2. Suppression of the correlation at the chain ends induces a
potential Viwhich creates a dead layer for a tightly bound pair at the chain ends. Exclusion from
the ends becomes complete if U,, = 0.

INTERMEDIATE-DIMENSIONAL EXCITONS

To characterize the effects of confinement and electron-hole interaction on intermediate
dimensional excitons, I discuss the energies, oscillator strengths, and charge distributions for the
one-exciton ground states of 10-site chains and rings. Results are presented for equal electron and
hole hopping (Uh W•e = 1), intermediate asymmetry in the electron and hole hopping (Us 1U, =
0.1) and large asymmetry in the electron and hole hopping (U IUe = 0.001). Results are
presented as a function of ExIUe to show the transition from noninteracting, independent-particle
pair states (ExlUe = 0) to strongly correlated Frenkel-like excitons (Ex/IUe I >> 1).

Exciton ground-state energies for 10-site rings and terminated chains are nearly identical.
To see the qualitative differences between rings and terminated chains, one must censider exciton
properties that depend directly on the exciton wavefunction, such as the oscillator strengths and
the charge distributions. Exciton ground-state oscillator strengths, 0 ,=, for terminated chains and
rings are shown in Fig. 1. For rings, Oex increases monotonically as the pair interaction strength,
IEx/Ue I, increases and as U/ lUe decreases. For Ex = 0 (see Fig. 2), Oex = 1, as expected for a
noninteracting-pair state. For large interaction strength, Ocz = N in rings, as expected for a tightly
bound electron-hole pair with equal amplitude for being at each site. The three curves for rings
become the same universal curve when they are plotted as a function of Ex/ (Ue + Uh).

Oex for terminated chains is qualitaively different from Oex in rings. For terminated chains,
Oz is a nonmonotonic and nonuniversal function of Ex, Uh, and Ue. For small Ex, Oex initially
increases as IEX increases from zero for all Uh (this is not visible in Fig. 2 for Uh < 0.01). For
similar electron and hole hopping, Oex continues increasing monotonically with increasing
interaction. For UA << Ue, Oex increases, decreases, and then increases with increasing
interaction. For small Ex, the confined exciton oscillator strength varies nonmonotonically with
Uh /Ue. For large Ex, the confined exciton oscillator strength decreases monotonically with
decreasing Uh, opposite to the behavior in a ring. The large Ex limit for Oex is significantly less
than N for a confined system.

The initial increase of Oe from the noninteracting pair limit as IgEz increases can be
understood by first-order perturbation theory for small IE.1 [9]. When Ex = 0, the exciton ground
state is the product of electron and hole single-particle ground states (he = ns = 1). Interactions
mix in higher energy pair states. In first-order perturbation theory, mixing in pair states with ne =
nh >1 enhances Oex. In second-order perturbation theory, the normalization of the exciton
wavefunction amplitude is modified by all the pair states that are coupled by the interaction,
including states with ne not equal to nh that do not contribute to Oex. When the electron and hole
hopping is similar, pair states with ne = nh are preferentially included, and Oex increases
monotonically with increasing interaction. When Uh < 0.2Ue, pair states with n, not equal to nh,
primarily states with ne =1 and nh > 1, are preferentially included and Oex is reduced by the
renormalization of the wavefunction amplitude. This second-order reduction is strong enough for
weak hole hopping that Oex decreases for a range of increasing interaction and can be reduced
below the noninteracting-pair limiL In this range of parameters, interaction suppresses the exciton
oscillator strength because the interaction mixes in many configurations that have no oscillator
strength.
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Fig. 2. Excion s fr chains (solid curves) and rinp (dashed curves)
for weak inteition. N = 10. 4,/U, = (circles), 0.1 (crosses), 0.01 (squares), 0.001
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The averag electrnhoek separations in the ground-state exciton of rings and ternnuzed
clain am nearly identical, decreasing nionotonically With Incrasig interaction and decreasing
Uk/Uc. we elecron and hole we dimstuibued uniformly on a uri so that decreasing the electron-
haie sea increases dt e lectron-hale on-sift correlation uniformly on the rdg and increas
OW Ths osMn happen on terminated, chains. To distinguish the efiects of confinemient. one
must consider the electron and hale dIs--Ibuions'- separately. For terminmatd chains, the election
md hale sbot muean su displacements fun the chain c a shown in Fig. 3. For weak pair
interaction, the electron (hale) contacts toward the chain center in the attractive defined
by the a (e n) distribudon- This self-localization of the confined
excizon explains, for example, the 3D-2D crossover [41 that occurs for excitons in superlatices of
shallow quantum wells as the barier height is decreased (E4U% I and IES /Uk Inmase). On-site
correlation at the center of the chain is enhanced but pair occupation of other sites is s
for small [Ex! and Uk / Ue << I because the hole contracts mome than the electron Ol is
suppressed, even though the electron-hole separation is umaule, because fewer sites ae occupied.
Oex is enhanced at onlrer 14 because the electron continues to contract while t.e hole begins to
expand to increase; on-ate correlation away fron thde chain cente.

For large interaction, the electron and hole distributions expand, becoming nearly equal
with the pair tightly bound. The exciton center of mass has the same distribution as the electron
and hole. The electron, hole, and exciton are contracted relative to electron and hole distibutions
for no interaction, indicating that there is a dead layer at the chain ends where the exciton is
excluded. The dead layer can be understood in the large interaction limit by use of the second-
order degenerate p Ueturat theory described in the p us section. The dead layer increases
monotonically with decreasig UM/U., because U" ,the par hopping rate for tunneling into the
barrier that d s he dead layer, decreases with decreasing U lIUe. Because of the dead
layer, O, is less than N. Exclusion from the ends is incomplete when the pair can hop to the
ends. Exclusion from the ends becomes complete if Uk = 0 or Ue = 0. Thus, Oex decreases with
decreasing Uh MU for larg IE in terminated chains.

04 .

0.5 - ".....................

S0.0, ,,,

--&.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0

Fig. 3. Root mean square displacment of the electron (solid curves) and hole (dotted curves) in
the ground-stae exciton from the chain center (N 1 10). U/Ue = I (circles), 0.3 (crosses), 0.1

(squares), 0.01 (triangles), and 0.001 (pluses).
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The following picture (see Fig. 4) arises from these results. Two possibilities occur
depending on whethehe electrn and hole have sitmil masses (in the context of the Hubbard
model, if the electrn and hole have similar nearest neighbor hopping rates) or the electron and
hole have very differen masses (there i a Lmr asymmetr in the hopping rates). In the limit of
weak interaction (the quantum-confinement limit with << Ua, *), the electron and hole
occupy the uncorrelated single-particle staes defined by the confining potential. As the electron-
hole interacon incruses, the electron and hole contract in the potential defined by the distribution
of the other *icl. If the electron and hole masses are similar, the both contract similarly as Ex
increases andraf~ t Imbecomes strongly corrnlated with the exciton center-of-mas confined by the
boundary.of the s.yyste If the masses are very different then the heavier particle contracts more
than the lighter particle and the electron-hole overlap can be reduced, by the asymmetry in the
electron and hole distributions, even as their motion becomes more strongly correlated. In the limit
of very large electm-hole interaction, the exciton moves freely inside a confined system with
dead layers near the boundaries. The dead layer arises because the exciton can not fully correlate
near a surface. The effect of this dead layer is determined by how strongly the exciton can tunnel
into the layer. Nonuniversal, nonmonotonic behavior arises as a result of the dead layer and the
effects of asymmetry in the hopping.

Ex << Ue, Uh

Uh<<Ue /

Uh 5 Ex << Ue uh Ue

W.!

Uh, Ue < Ex

Uh, Ue <<Erx•-

Fig. 4. Physical picture for confined intermediate-dimensional excitons.
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EFFECT OF IMPURITIES ON CONFINED INTERMEDIATE-DIMENSIONAL
EXCITONS

To demonstrate the effects of an impurity on a confined intemediaze-dimensional ezciton, I
consider in this paper a single impurity interacting with an electron-hole pair which has a large
asymmetry in the electron-hole hopping (Uh/Ue 1= 0.001). It is in the limit of large asymmetry in
the hopping, that the nonmonotonic, nonuniversal behavior of the confined excitons, the effect of
dead layers, and the -symmetric localization of the electron and hole are most pronounced. I
present results for 10-site terminated chains. Qualitatively similar results are found for other chain
lengths. Ile effects of impurities interacting with excitons on rings are similar to the effects of
impurities at the middle of terminated chains. I assume that the electron-impurity and hole-
impurity interaction strengths have the same magnitude and that the interaction is attractive for one
particle and repulsive for the other (Ve = - Vh). Both the donor bound (Ve = - 0.5U.) and the
acceptor bound (V, = - 0.5Ue) cases are considered. The magnitude of the impurity interaction is
chosen to be large relative to the hopping for one particle and small relative to the hopping for the
other particle. Results are present as a function of the pair interaction strength and the location of
the impurity on the chain.

The pair binding energy to an impurity (the difference between the ground state exLon
energy with and without an impurity present) is shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for a donor and acceptor
bound exciton. The pair binding energy to a donor varies nonmonotonically with the pair
interaction strength. This variation is different for donors at bulk and end sites. For donors at end
sites, pair binding initially weakens with increasing pair interaction strength, with the pair

0.000-

-0.025

• -0.050

S-0.075-

-0.125 ,,

-10.0 -8.0 -0 -4.0 -2o 0.0

E,/Ue

Fig. 5. Binding energy of an exciton to a donor at sites I (end), 2, 3. 4, and 5 (middle) of a 10-
site terminated chain.
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Fig. 6. Binding energy of an exciton to an acceptor at site 1 (end), 2, 3, 4, and 5 (middle)of a 10-
site terminated chain.

becoming bound to the center of the confinement potential rather than to the donor. For large pair
interaction strength, the pair is strongly bound together and not strongly localized by the
confinement potential, so the pair can bind to an end-site donor. Binding to donors at bulk sites
initially increases for increasing interaction strength because the pair interaction overcomes the
hole-donor repulsion and helps localize the hole to the impurity. The binding energy of acceptor
bound pairs decreases monotonically with increasing pair interaction strength. For large pair
interuion strength, an end acceptor cannot bind a pair. Instead the electron becomes bound in the
potential defined by the confinement and the hole is localized at the center of the electron charge
distribution.

The electron charge densities at the sites on the chain are shown in Fig. 7 (8) for a pair
interacting with a donor (acceptor) at the end of the chain. For a donor at the end of a chain and
for weak pair interaction, the electron localizes toward the center of the chain as it would if no
donor were present because the hole tries to remain localized away firn the donor. For large pair
interaction, the pair localizes to the site adjacent to the donor to maximize the electron-donor
binding without maximizing the hole-donor repulsion. For an acceptor at the end of the chain, the
hole is localized at the acceptor and the electron is localized in the confinement potential of the
chain for weak pair interaction. As the interaction increases, the electron moves toward the
acceptor. For large pair interaction, the pair becomes delocalized from the acceptor with the hole
density (not shown) concentrated at the center of the electron density. In the limit of large pair
interaction, the effect of the dead layer is apparent since the pair is localized away from the chain
ends.
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Fig. 7. Electron charge density at each site in a 10-site, tenninated chain for a pair interacting with
a donor at site 1. The labels indicate the site for each charge density.
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SFig. S. Electron charge density at each site in the chain for a pair inteowting with an acoeptor at
S=site I.
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"The effect of impurities on the pair oscillator strength is shown in Fig. 9 for donors and
acceptors at the and and at the middle of the chain. The oscillator strength for a pair interacting
with a donor (acceptor) at the chain end clearly shows a large change when the pair becomes
bound (unbound) to the donor (acceptor) with increasing pair interaction strength. For large pair
interaction strength, the oscillator strength for a pair bound to an acceptor at any bulk site is
similar to the oscillator strength for a pair bound to an acceptor at the middle of the chain (as
shown in Fig. 9). The oscillator strength for pair bound to donors depends on where the donor is
located. For donors near the middle of th chain (sites 4 and 5 for the case considered here), the
large pair-interaction limit corresponds to a pair localized to the sites on either side of the donor.
For donors at sites near the chain end (sites 2 and 3 in this case), the exciton dead layer prevents
localization of the pair to the site which is adjacent to the donor and close to the end. In this Inner
case the oscillator strength is reduced by half because the pair can localize to only one side of the
donor rather than to both sides of the donor.

, 3.75'._

. 125-

S0.00 - ,,'

0 -15.0 -10.0 -5.0 0.0

Ex/Ue

Fig. 9. Pair oscillator strength: for donors at the end (solid curve) and at the middle of the chain
(dashed curve) and for acceptors at the end (dotted curve) and at the middle of the chain

(dash-dot curve).

CONCLUSIONS

A simple Hubbard model has been used to gain general insight about how impurities affect
the optical properties of confined nanostructures such as quantum dots, wires and coupled wells.
In these systems, intermediate-dimensional excitons exhibit nonmonotonic, nonuniversal behavior
with dead layers and asymmetry in the charge localization. The competing effects of confinement
and pair interaction induce separate length and interaction scales for the localization of the electron
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and hole in the confined interacting pair. When an impurity interacts with a pair, new length and
energy scales for the electron-impurity interaction and the hole-interaction must be introduced.
I ant modifications of exciton states arise as a result of the pair-impurity interactio

Intermediate-dimensional excitons bound to donors or acceptors at or near system
boundaries can be very different from excitons bound to bulk impurities. Excitons are bound to
bulk impurities for all pair interaction strengths. In contrast, excitons bound to donors at a
boundary become unbound for weak pair interaction. Excitons bound to acceptors at a boundary
become unbound for strong pair interaction. For impurities at the boundary, oscillator strengths
can be large or small, depending on whether the impurity binds the exciton. The oscillator strength
for excitons bound to donors near a boundary is reduced because the dead layer induced by
confinement can affect a bound exciton. Any effort to improve the optical properties of confined
nanostructures by controlling defects and impurities must take into account that trap energies of
defects and impurities and bound exciton oscillator strengths depend sensitively on the impurity or
defect position in the nanostructure and on the geometry of the nanostructure. Any effort to
realistically and quantitatively model impurity effects on confined excitons must be done with care
to ensure that these competing effects of confinement, pair correlation, and impurity interaction are
fully accounted for.
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INTERACTION BEIWErN DEFECTS AND TUNNEINJG EJWZCF N
I ,ETZRoSTRUCrURES
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IEMN-D4partement ISENUMR 9929 (CNRS), 41 id Vauban, 59046 LiUs C6de France

AISTRACT

Due to the reduced si, of quantum devices, detiet play a dominant role in their electrical
behavior. We thoretcally show that defct can chag the electrical behaviour of a inge
brrier or a quantum well. For the barrier and the wel, we have performed a quantum
calculaionu of a defxt assted tuneling effict baned on the WKB theory to describe the wave
Sanictions and on the Oppenheimer approach for the determination of the tunneling probability.
The main eects are : appearance of a negative differential resistance (NDI) in the orant-
voltage chearsa stics (-v) ofthe mngle barrier and an apparent owering ofthe band offset of
the quantum well. In the latter case, we have merimentaly measured this effect on an
AflnAs.G bLTnA AlAs well, using admittance spectroscopy. The apparent lowering is
associated with a native dee located in the barrier, a detect studied using the DLTS

INTRODUCTION

Since Esaki and Tsu [I] first proposed fabricafn one-imensiona multiquantum well
structures, improvements in the growth processing have led to inceased intest and studies of
quantum well structu . However, in many cases, abnormal carrent behaviours have been
detecte such as the appean•nce of peaks in the photocurrent characteristics of multiquantum
well based diodes [2), negative differential resistance (NDR) in the current-voltage
characteristics of ultrathin oxide - silicon interfaces, an effect detected via a scanning tunneing
w-uscopy (3] or NDR detected in the -V characteristics of a quantum well [4]. In every
cam, a delhct-aauisted resonant tunneling effect has been proposed to nqhai qualitatively the
observed phemomeon. However, no quantitative model has been proposed.

The aim of this paper is to propose a theoretical model of defect-asse resonant
tunnelng, an effect which can o=ur between the electronic ast of a well or of the
continuum of states of a material and the energy level associated with a delhct locamed in an
adjacent barrier. A quantum analym leads to an analytical fornmula which i applied in the cas
of a single barrier or a mingle quantum well. A NDR is predicted in the I-V d acteistics of
the bwrier whereas an qppmw lowering of the conduction band offset is predicted for the
well and verfd experimentally for an AlInAs-GalnAs-AllnAs quantum well.

L CASE OF A SINGLE BARRIER

Fiure I give the representation of the conduction band associated with a barrier. The
indices L and R am used respectively for left and right. VL and V1 are the voltages applied to
the barrier. E is the total energy, s is the energy along the z direction and kis the wave vector
(E=Ez+/I). The detc is located at z0 and the width of the barier is W.
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V

AEC

VL

Fgure I: Conduction band of a barrier with an enery level located in the barrier

The defet-asaisted tunneling effect will occur when Ek-El(z0D) the energy level asociated
with the defct located in the barrer. The flux dIL of particles per unit time and per unit area
going fro the left to the energy level E(z0), is proportional to the munber of defects located
ina slAmof width dz and is given by [5] :

WIL(.ro) = !-(Nrt*),2y '1, 6 (E, - E, (z)) F,(E,(1
S Ah'

where S is the M areas of the structure Vko = <wk/Vl/o> with 'o the wave function
associated with the defuc and k the wave fimncon in the barrier. NT i the de•t
concentration assumed uniform. FL(Elk) - ftjEkJ~l-gl(zj())Zv -(l-f(Egk))g(Ei(zoi))Zp.
where f and g are the cmuancy funictos of the energy level Ek and of the enrgy lee
E1(z0 ) respectively, and Z,~ sd Zpthe degeneracy hamor of the defect when empty or filled.
(in the following to v-mW* the n6oaioa we will awsume that Zv and Zp both uaity). VI is
the potential associated with the defict, auissed to be spherical with a radius of the order of
the atomicrAdituslt-1.25A. TocalculateVkwelhave usedBthe th ocy[6] in
order to describe the wave fnctios, as well as the Oppenheimer approch [71 for the
determination ofte aum probaty.
The details of dhe calculation ae given in [S]. Taking into account the contribution to the
current of particles going from the left to the right and vice versa, the final epression of the
defect assisted tunneling corun is ven by:

Ij O A A(2)
D1DR

FL -BR
where fL and • it ae the occupancy funtio of the energy level Ek and of the aner level
Ei&zn. As the tunnelin effect is measured at low temperature (to avoid the contribution of
the therniionic effect), we assume that the occuipancy functons are step functions, i.e. we take
fL-l and R-O. IThis the behaviour of J will depend of the behaviour of DL and DL . Due to
the mathematica fbnn of the relation (2), one expects that J will exhibi a maxinturn becaus
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Figur 2: Siamulation of the current voltag characteristics of a mingl barrier, taking into
account a defect assisted tuna n efict.

As shown in figure Za NDR occurs in the current-voltage characteristic of. a ingle barrier.
This model allows an interpretation of the 'abnormal* NDR observed Wn the I-V curve of a

sin&barierExprimetalstuiesof this eff.ct are in progress for on a single G&As-GaALA&-
GaAs barrier, where the defects are intoduced with electron, irradiations.

IL CASE OF A SINGLE WELL

We consider a well and we assune there is a defect located in the associated barrier.
Now, we consider the following phenomenon : the electrons localized in the well are "o

ettdthrough a thennionic; process but wia a double tunneling pocs - FMt they tutmed to
the energy level of a defect located in the barier. Second, once captured by the deficts, they
tutmel towards the conduction band of the barrier. As we shl me later, the activation energy
associated with dhim process corresponds to the bend offset decreased by 1.66 times the
ionization sampy amociaed with the defect. We propose a theoretical model and an

Wiperineata study on a we-A using the admittance spectroscopy technique.
I.1 The mid
F~gur 3a give the representation of the conduction band associated with a well and

with a defec located in the barrier, with the associated energ leve E1(z) located at the energy

poeta eth a V or E(h asociated band ofit.Tedefect cMWa adsuc

vr and an other &lu ftom the defe~ct to the, conductio bndoth barrier (and viersan).
Atequilfduna, the net flux is equal to zero. An electrical excitation (as in the coof the

admittance spectroscopy technique)ý induces a change in the occupation fisections, of the states
in the well and in the conduction band of the barrier (with respeict to equilibrium). in that case,
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a condictivily as asocafted with fth eectricl eawkontto. The behaviou of tdo conhinmce i s
Are*y cameected to th ueftuad efft of the eAectrosom the wai to dhe ondiectlos benad
of the barrier As shwm n Fawe 3a. the strucure is s~mi~i.e. there is a bumsef effe
from the conahaction band of the barrier located on the lef of the wel to the wel and from the
weE to the cooahation band located on the rigi of the weL The equialen electrical circuit is
ghwiven Figur 3b. Under a poleriatioon 6V applied on the structure one diode is forward-
binand and the othe one isrvrea isd The tota associaed airrut will be determined by
the saturation awrent of the reverse-iased diode. The giputn fit is that the two

onomsof the current (from the left and fromn the rigl) have the amu activation enerp
msociaed with the tamning p nocesa

* I I 1-4Sa

~FjA~b

Figure 3: Schenastic coshaction band of a well at equilibim (341, together with the electrica
equivalent circuit (3b).

The fior vi~c to mote is dot the main part of the currisi corresponds to a mild Value of
zr. For sinai value oft vi e asunme that the potentali linear Then, we obtain an anaytca
uapresion for the hsftmminaarATgimenby [9]:

J=O.AALI-v1(- v))(3)
kT kT

where A k -hE 1.66 A& Th ktr1.6cmes from the inegration over z. The associated
maul igau oonthactviy a is obtained by taking the devative ofiJ with respect to 6V in the
limit BV0. We obtain:

One observes that the activation ener associated with the phenomena describe just before
corespnd to the band ofect vahie decrased by 1.66 A,, giving an effectiw lowerig of this

bend ofie
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Wewb studied structures grown by mokuearl beun epitay and wnilbwiy
doped wMS tqidcnwie f2I1 cý byee OMo a~h~
9aments weE (x-453 mad x-O.60, wi it P2 1adj hW eels., two
M0O52%0 .4 &Aa Imya (0.35 pan thick). For admkmm sncesuiinwemews TI-Aa, Scboultky diodes
ban bee deposited on Ath top layr. hn order to disuinguieb the weE puqce ftom, the de~cts
locaied in the AiM&s b- le, Deep Level Tranien Spectroecopy, has, been used as a

conaimatm tChique The band bendift &igrM of the structure a riven in Flgix 3,-aeie wilh the equivalent electrical circit
Such a stractawe% under ma wwciotia of frequency a, has, a resonmmce defined, by the condition:

3D -(CD4#CI)m (5)
The condhuctance OD cam be written as:

G. (6)

where LS is the total hmgth of thItmtue hn combining (4), (3) and (6), we obtain a new
condition for the resommnce:

kf GO.S a_(7
2x(C, +CD)La, kU

Taking a honea variation of the Ferm lee ntetVprtr ag of measurement, equal to
5AT + EFO , we can write

Lor(j I- (AEC - 1.66 0 + +,"-Log( 0OTS (3)
BYT ý2x(Cj+C2 )L5S

An Anlaenuzs plot (sem figure 4) allows one to determine the effctive activation energ
associated with the process, i.e. (M.C - 1.66A0 ).

1W3:

10-t

S 7 a 9 1#
10 3/T(K 1 )

FWgur 4 : Arwrheiks plot of I/Tf vwsuss IOOO/T for two indium ffactiorn x-0.33 (4) and
x-0.60 (A).
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Figur 4 shows that at low teMpeaUre, the mmsmon assisted by the dofect is donlinsat and the
canmpanIn sf Arnhmiua plt, i.e. (kTtY 1l aruas tim inverse of the tonperazure for two
sumplas (x-&53 and 0.60.i 0a1 4(In1As), gives, 4o
Taking iso account the FauN level variatio wieh the tanpauaure mad the conduction band
6 a m - --, we can deduce the ansally A0 of the trap reqionaibe for the band offi lowering

(see TAW~ 1). By co haingts value and the appau barie (A0 + ES) deduced from DLTS
memrematson the samme AlmAx layers, we can deduce the eaug barrier E13 associated

with the capsa.. Within the precision of the measureanets, this value arms with that of the
level C lying at 0. 13*0.02 eV below the conduction bond in the AilnAs layers [101.

x 0.53 0.60
Mt~ (ev) 0.51 0.54

A0 = AEC - L66Atj(eV) 0.37*0.015 0.34*0.015

AO (cV) 0.065±0o.015 0.12±0.015
En (eV) 0.085*0.015 0.09+0.015 -

TABLE I: A0 and EB deduced from 4o and (A04EB) for two GalnAs alloys.

CONCLUSION

We have presente two illustrations of ddect-assisted tunneling, for a single barrier and a
single wel. In both cases, we have shown that such a mechanism leads to important changes in
the electrical behaviour of the structures. Due to the diminution of the size of devices, this
effect should bewime incrasing important in the fiture.
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*Electrotechnical Laboratory, 1-1-4 UmezonoTsukuba-shi, Ibaraki 305, Japan
"*National Institute for Advanced Interdisciplinary Research, 1-1-4 Umezono, Tsukuba-shi,
lbaraki 305, Japan

ABSTRACT

"The effects of low-energy electron irradiation on the two-dimensional electron gases
(2DEG's) in AIGaAs/GaAs heterostructures have been investigated. Not only the electron
mobility of the 2DEG' s but also the two-dimensional (2D) carriers are found to be reduced by the
electron irradiation with the incident energies between 3.5 k and 8 kcV and the electron dose of
lxl0" and Wxl0" /c?2. The degraded mobility and the removed carriers by the low-energy
electron irradiation are shown to recover by isochronal annealing to some extent, but not
completely below 4001C. It is also found that considerable amount of scatterers which are created
by an electron irradiation at room temperature are also created by an irradiation at 90 K.
C ID the experimeta results with the Monte Carlo simulation, we speculate that the
mob ad ion d the 2D carrier compensation are partly caused by the formation of
complex defects in the GaAs buffer layer which are due to the excitations of core electrons of As,
and that the mobility is further degraded by the formation of short-range scaterrs in the
heterointerface.

INTRODUCTION

Electron beam lithography plays the leading part in the fabrication of ultra-fine-structure
devices in which the quantum effects dominate the device operations. In the quantum effect
devices made of III-V compound semiconductors, two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in
AIGaAs/GaAs heterostructures with an extremely high electron mobility plays an important role.
If such low-energy electrons as are commonly utilized in the electron beam lithography cause any
damage to the 2DEG' s, the effects on the characteristics of the quantum effect devices may be
serious. In fact, damage seems to be induced in 2DEG's by the irradiation of low-energy
electrons. '" The irradiation effects on bulk GaAs by high-energy electrons, that is, by 1-MeV
electrons, have been studied intensively, and the mechanisms of defect formation have been
considerably clarif.ed. On the other hand, research on the irradiation effects exerted by the
relatively low-energy electrons is still limited as far as we know.'ý"

This paper describes how the quality of 2DEG' s are degraded by the irradiation of relatively
low-cnergy electrons and the results are compared with the simulated results by the Monte Carlo
method. The effects of a low temperature irradiation and isochronal anneal on the degraded
2DEG's an also investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL

The selectively doped n-AIGaAs/GaAs heterostructures with high mobility two-dimensional
(2D) electrons were grown by molecular beam epitaxy. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the
samples examined in this work. The structure consists of a I pm-thidc undoped GaAs bufferlayer on semi-insulating (100) GaAs, a 20 am undoped Al. Ga 7 s spacer layer, a 50 am
Se-dALcd .AI s• .carrier-supplyine layer, and a 10 amt Se-oe Ga~s cap layer. In our
sapes the 2D• s lieat a depth ofS0t nm from the surfaces. Thneelectron Hall mobility of the
2DEG's is around 2z10s an/Vs at 14 K and the sheet carrier concentration is about 3.4x10"
/cm2. The van der Pauw Hall elements were fabricated by conventional photolithography and thre
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Fig.1. The schematic structure of the MBE- Fig.2. The incident electron energy dependences
vown AICaAWGaAs heterostructure used of the mobility degradation and the electron
to this study. energy loss at the 2DEG region.

AuGeJN//Aa metal system was used to form ohmic contacts. Van der Pauw Hall measurements
were performed mostly at 14 K outside the electron irradiation chamber after the sample was
irradiated perpendicularly by electrons with the energies ranging from 3.5 to 9 keV at room
temperature in 2x104 Torf. The dianeter of the electron beamn at the sample position was about 3
cm and the fluctuation of the current density was not larger than 20 %. Te current density of the
electron beam was about 2 A•d and the irradiation doses were 1xl 0  or Wx10"/cm. One of
our samples was irrdiatd by keeping its temperature at 90 K and in situ Hall measurements
were peformed at the same temperature just before and after the irradiation.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows drc degree of the mobility degradation as a function of the incident electron
energy, when the electron dose is lxlO" kin. The mobility degradation is defined by

[mobility degradation] = [pq-pF.Ypq, (1)

whmre pa, is the mobility before irradiation and p, is the mobility after irradiation. Even at the
incident energy of 3.5 kcV, the mobility degrades sightly and the degree of mobility degradation
increines roughly supedineady with an increase in the incident nergy at least up to 8 keV. At the
8 keV irradiation, the mobility degrades by more than 20 %, but the 2D carriers dea onl
by a small amounL When a sample is irradiated by 8-keV electron with the dose of lxlO'7 Acm,
the mobW dycegrades by 95 %and the 2D carriers decreases by 40% . On the other hand, in the
case of thde smple which is irradided by kephing its timperature at 90 K, the rase of mobility
degradation decreases by 15 % and the rate of 2D carrier removal diminishes by 30 % as
comnpared with diode for die sample irradiated at room temperature.

The resulbs obtained forn the 2DEG isodhronaily annealed for the time periods of 15 rmin are
illustraed in Fig. 3, where the anmnaled sample was irradiated at room tempcrature by the Ixl0"
ekctmsun? with the incident energy of 8 keV. The degree of mobility and 2D carrier reouvery

i estimated by tie fraction not annealed f. defined by
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Fig.3. The temperature dependences of the Fig.4. The depth profiles of the electron
recovery of mobility and 2D carriers by the enerpy loss in an AIGaAs/GaAs heterostructure
isochronal anneal. obtained by the Mote Carlo simulation.

fNA=[ms-imI/Am, (2)

where mn is the mobility or the sheet carrier concentration before irradiation, Am is the change in
mobility or sheet carrier concentration due to the irradiation, and m(T) is the mobility or the sheet
carrier concentration after annealing at a temperature T. The degraded quality of the 2DEG by the
electron irradiation recovers gradually between 100 and 250 *C but the recovery proceeds only
slightly above 250 C. The degraded mobility and the removed 2D carriers do not recover
completely below 400 9C. The situation is quite different from the results obtained from the
1-MeV-clectron-irradiated bulk GaAs,' where the induced degradation recovers completely by the
annealing below 400 CC.

DISCUSSION

In order to examine the correlation between the incident energy dependence of the mobility
degradation and the electron energy loss in an AIGaAs/GaAs heterostructure, the distributions of
electron energy losses were simulated by the Monte Carlo method. The calculation procedures are
essentially the same as those published elsewhere.'" Figure 4 shows the simulated depth
profiles of electron energy losses in the structure shown in Fig. 1. In this simulation, the
scattering processes of lxl0' incident electrons were traced. When the lower energy (3.5, 5 keV)
electrons are irradiated, most of energies are lost in the shallower region, that is, around the
2DEG region; on the other hand, when the higher energy (8, 10 keV) electrons arc irradiated,
electrons lose their energies much more broadly and the peaks of energy loss shift to the deeper
region. The peak value of the energy loss profile also becomes smaller when the incident energy
becomes higher. The amounts of electron enrgy loss at the 2DEG region are plotted against the
incident electron energy in Fig. 2. In the sample with the 2DEG depth of 80 rm, the energy loss
at the 2DEG region reaches maximum when the incident electron energy is around 4 keV; on the
other hand, the observed degradation of electron mobility increases at least up t 8 keV in our
experiments. As far as we can judge from the depth profiles of the whole electron energy losses,
the mobility degradation seems to be caused not by the scatterers formed in the 2DEG region due
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to the electron irradiation but by the charged defects formed in the remote region, if the created
defects move very little at room temperature during and/or after electron irradiation, partly
affirming Fink et al.'s conjectures.' However, the distance of around 80 m from the
heterointerface, where ehctrons with the incident energy of 8 keV deposit energieE most
frequently, seems to be rather too far to cause the mobility degradation effectively.

In the above discussion, we considered the amounts of the energy loss due to electron
irradiation in order to compare them with the incident energy dependence of the mobility
degradation. However, in such a case, where we must consider the electron collisions by which
defects are created, it is not the amount of energy loss but the number of collisions by which
electrons deposit energies larger than a certain threshold energy that has physical meaning. Fig. 5
illustrates one example of histograms of the collisions by which electrons deposit energies larger
than 1 keV, where Wx10

6 electrons with the incident energy of 8 keV were traced by the Monte
Carlo simulation. 100 times of collisions in the 2.5 nm-thick layer correspond to the defect
density of 4xOa0 /cm3 by the incident electrons of lxlO'•/cm2, if we suppose that all collisions
create defects and that they do not diffuse. Such too frequent collisions with energy deposition
larger than 1 keV correspond to the excitations of L-shell electrons of Ga atoms, since most of
these collisions deposit energies between 1 keV and 1.3 keV according to the simulated results by
the Monte Carlo simulation, and the mea- -lectron binding energies are 1.56 keV for the Al
K-shell electron, 1.38 keV for the As L-sht detron, and 1.17 keV for the Ga L-shell electron.
Figure 6 illustrates the histogram of the collisions by which electrons deposit energies larger than
1.3 keV as a function of depth, for the incident electron energy of 8 keV. As shown in this
figure, when we choose E of 1.3 keV, which is in between the binding energies of the As
L-shell electron and Ga L-shell electron, electrons are shown to deposit energies larger than E,
with relatively reasonable frequency.

It has been suggested that the low-temperature mobilities of 2DEG's in AIGaAs/GaAs
hetcrostructures are primarily determined by the scattering by ionized impurities.'• The scattering
rate at the heterointerface due to an ionized defect that resides at a distance r from the interface is
approximately inversely proportional to r2. Accordine§y, we estimate the effects of collisions on
the electron mobility of a 2DEG using the effective collision factor defined by

F=ZN,,(r)/r2, (3)
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where N_,(r) represents the number of collisions at a distance r from the heterointerface. The
summations were done separately in the AIGaAs spacer layer and in the GaAs buffer layer using
the obtained results by the Monte Carlo simulation with the incident electrons of Ix10" and the
threshold eneroies of 1 k and 1.3 keV. Figure 7 shows the incident energy dependence of the
effective collision factors normalized by the factors at the incident energy of 8 keV. Although an
increase of ionized centers in the spacer layer was shown to decrease the 2DEG mobility
effectively by the theoretical mobility calculation, 3 the factor F in the spacer layer becomes
maximum when the incident energy is 5 keV. The situation conflicts with the experimentally
observed energy dependence of the mobility degradation. On the other hand, the factor F that is
obtained in the buffer layer with the threshold energy of 1.3 keV increases with an increase in
the incident energy. The tendency is the same as found in the experiment. Because most of the
collisions in the AlGaAs spacer layer deposit energies larger than 1.5 keV, such collisions excite
Al K-shell electrons. Therefore, the excitations of the Al K-shell electron seem to be only slightly
related to the formation of ionized centers. Collisions which deposit energies between 1.3 keV
and 1.5 keV in the buffer layer can be attributed to the As L-shell electron excitations.

Therefore, we can speculate on the analogy of the bond-breaking mechanism of Si-O by
synchrotron radiation" as follows. The irradiated electrons excite the core electrons of As in the
GaAs buffer layer. The excited electrons and interatomic Auger transitions break bonds between
As and Ga, creating complex defects which act as ionized centers. These defects, thus, become
scattering centers against 2D carriers in the AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure, resulting in a decrease
in the mobility and 2D carriers. This kind of defect is thought to be formed even at 90 K. In fact,
the mobility degrades considerably by the 90 K irradiation. However, the rate of the mobility
degradation by the room temperature irradiation increases by 15 % as compared with the rate for
the 90 K irradiation. This result suggests that another kinds of scatterers must be created
probably with the assistance of diffusion at room temperature. The results obtained by the
isochronal anneal experiments also suggest that at least two kinds of defects are created: one kind
of defect is easily annealed below 400'C and the other one is rather hard to anneal thermally.
Because large energies are frequently deposited wound the AIGaAs/GaAs heterointerface as
shown in Fig. 6, such short-range scatterers as are due to the precipitations of ALas could also be
formed in the beterointerface. These scatterers will cause further decrease in the mobility.
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CONCLUSIONS

The effects of the low-ensergy clectron irradiation on the 2DEG', a n AIGSMAs/aM
heterostructures have been studied. Not oni he eectron mobility of the 2DEG- a but also the 2D
carriers were found ro eduieW b the = raito ihthe inietenergies between

35k and 8 keV and the electron done of 1xlO& and lxlo'" /ca?. Mse degraded mobility and the
removed carriers by the low-energy electron irradiation were shown to recoer by isodironal
annealing to some extent, but not completely below 4009C. It was also found that considerable
amount of scatterers which are created by an electron irradiation at room temperature wre also
created by an irradiation at 90 K. Comparing the experimental results with the Monte Cario
simulation, we speculate that the mobility degradation and the 2D carrier compensation are partly
caused by the formation of complex defects in the GaAs buffer layer which are due to the
excitations of core electrons of As, and that the mobility is further degraded by the fonnuation of
short-range scatterers in the heteroinerface.
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ABSTRACT
Magnetooptical studies have been performed on the shallow Be acceptor confined

in the central region of narrow GaAsIAIGaAs quantum wells (QWs) with the magnetic
field along the growth direction. The magnetic field dependence of the acceptor transition
between the IS(Ir6) hh-like ground state and the excited hh-like 2S(176) state has been
investigated by means of two independent techniques: Two-hole transitions of the
acceptor bound exciton (BE) and resonant Raman scattering. The IS(IU6 ) - 2S(r 6)
transition energy as a function of the magnetic field has been measured for central
acceptors in QWs of widths in the range 50- 150 A. The energy levels for the IS ground
states and 2S excited states of the confined acceptor with a magnetic field as a
perturbation have also been calc'lated. These calculations predict a larger splitting
between the mj=+3/2 and mj=- 3/2 components of the acceptor IS(176) ground state in
comparison with the corresponding spitting of the excited 25( 6 ) state. The experimental
results are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions derived without any fitting
parameters. Furthemore, the Zeeman splitting of the acceptor BE emission has been
measured and it is concluded that the J = 5/2 BE state is lowest in energy, similar to
shallow acceptor BEs in bulk GaAs.

INTRODUCTION

The energy level spectrum of a hydrogenic potential, when going from 3D to 2D
is a topic of fundamental interest. Both acceptors and donors have been extensively
studied in the case of bulk GaAs. While states close to the conduction band edge, e.g.
donor states, can be well described with a single effective-mass approximation (EMA),
the corresponding description of states close to the valence band edge, e.g. acceptor
states, is more demanding because of the degenerate valence band edge. A multi-band
EMA model has to be employed [1] for a proper treatment of acceptor.

If we now turn to an acceptor state in the quantum well (QW) case, the fourfold
degenerate 178 level splits into a twofold degenerate heavy hole (hh)-like state with 176

symmetry and a twofold degenerate light hole (lh)-like state with 177 symmetry. However,
there is an appreciable coupling between these staes, which has to be taken into account
in a proper description of these acceptor states. Also, the Coulomb coupling between
different subbands should be included, since the acceptor energy is larger than the
intersubband separation. The first calculations coping with the complicated valence band
structure were presented by Masselink et at [2, 31. Later on, extensive calculations
involving the multi-band EMA [4 - 6] or the effective band-orbital model [7) have beenperfornied

We present in this wadi, a cmnbined experimental and theoretical investigation of
the dependence of the confined acceptor states on the applied magnetic field. The
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computational method used is an extension of the calculations previously reported by
Fraizzoli and Pasquarello [5, 6] for the zero field case. The experimenual results are
derived from spectrocopic studies of acceptor doped QWs involving partly two-hole
transitions (THTs) of the acceptor bound exciton (BE) observed in selective
photoluminescence (SPL) and partly resonant Raman scattering (RRS) in the presence of
a magnetic field

THEORY

The dependence of the IS ground state together with the 2S excited states for a
confined acceptor on a magnetic field applied parallel to the growth direction has been
computed by extending the comprehensive theory given by S. Fraizzoli and A.
Pasquarello for zero field conditions (5. 61. A vector potential A including the magnetic
field strngth B according to
A = I B X r = L (-yB, xB, 0) (1)

2 2
is introduced into the Hamiltonian for an acceptor in a single QW. Considering a single
quantum well, grown in the [001] direction, which we take as the quantization axis z, the
acceptor Hamiltonian then is given by a 4x4 matrix operator

H = Hkin + Hqw + H€ (2)

Here Wkil represents the kinetic energy of the holes, Hqw the confinement potential
originating from the valance-band discontinuity, and Hc corresponds to the potential of
the acceptor and of the image-charges due to the mismatch of the dielectric const2aL The

kinetic-energy term Hk, quadratic in k=-iV + WAI(kc). describes the dispersion of

SLz140A

36 ISOQW Em E
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the r 8 valence band with the applied magnetic field B=V x A, and is given by the
Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian [1]

PQ L M 01
S= P-Q 0 M + 2AsBJz+ oiL BJZ3 (3)

M = 0 P-Q -L

M* -L P+Q.

where

P = Y k (4a)

Q= + k2 - 2k:) (4b)
2j%

L =-iN[3--•- (k, -,lr)kz (4c:)

2n%2
3)vY) (4 d )

M ='L-0'2 + y3Xk, - )2

4"',

The y1, y2, y3 , x and q are the Luttinger parameters describing the r8 valence band. The
same Luttinger Hamiltonian has earlier been successfully used to calculate the zero
magnetic field case [5,6].

f we let the Hamiltonian given in (2) act on the acceptor wave function wrinen as
a four-component envelope function, we derive the energy spectrum for the acceptor.
Fig. I shows an example on the predicted dependence of the energy spectrum on the
magnetic field including the IS ground states and the corresponding 2S excited states for
an acceptor in the center of a 100 A wide well. The fourfold degeneracy of the IS(rs)
ground state in the 3D case is lifted and splits into the hh-like IS"6) and lh-like IS(I'7)
states already at zero magnetic field for the 2D case. The twofold degeneracies of the
IS(r 6) (mj = ±3/2) and IS(17) (mj = 11/2) Kramers doublets are in turn lifted in the
presence of a magnetic field. It should be noted that a similar splitting occurs for the
2S"( 6) and 2S(r7) excited states, but the magnitudes of the splittings are very different

(Fig, 1). The Zeeman splitting of the 1S(r6) ground state is significantly larger than the
corresponding splitting for the 2S(r6) excited state, while the reverse situation applies for

the lh-like 17 staies.

EXPERIMENTALI Be doped QW structures grown by MWBE have been used in this study. Multiple
(n= 50) QW surucmuws with well widths m the nmue 50 to 150 A sandwiched between
150 A wide AkjQ. O7aA barriets were grown. -1e samples were selectively doped
with Be in the central 20D of the QW with a cowettivo ransiag from 3x10 16 ca 3 for
the wide wells to lxl017 ncr3 for the momesrrow QWs. For the SPL and PL
excitation (FEE) meamuemens JI Ar' ioa laser iPoped Ttannim doped Sapphire solid-
state lasre was employed. The smeasurements wee performed in
magneic fields up to 16 T applied pto Udw QW layto. The same optical fiber
was used for
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coupling the excitation light from the laser onto the sample and for collecting the emission light
from the sample onto the monochromator.

ACCEPTOR STATES IN THE PRESENCE OF A MAGNETIC FIELD

The quantity mesaured in our experiments is the energy separation IS(P6) -
2S(1 6) with an applied magnetic field. This quantity is achieved from the energy
separation between the principle BE peak related to the IS(P6 ) ground state and the

2S(F6) relaed satellite state. The former is derived directly from the PL spectrum, while
the latter is obtained via two different optical techniques: THTs of the acceptor BE
observed in SPL or RRS. The TflT satellite is found to dominate when the excitation is
close to or resonant with the FE. while the RRS satellite is as strongest with excitation
close to or resonant with the BE as illustrated in Fig. 2 for a 150 A wide QW for the
zero-field case.

The dependence of the acceptor IS[P 6J - 2S[F6] transition energy on the applied
magnetic field up to 16T for three different QW widths is shown in Fig. 3. In the
presence of an applied magnetic field, both the acceptor BEs and the satellite peaks am
blueshifted, but at a different rare. Accordingly, the energy separation between the
acceptor BE. and the satellits i.e. the IS(I6j - 2SW61 eaergy epamtion. incueases with
increasing maed-c field. The same trend is found for all QW widths investigated,
afto1i at aiffeem rate as shown in Fig. 3.

our calculationm we have already concluded dtat the predicted magnetic field
splitting between the mj = ±W2 components of the Kramers' doublet states is

significantly luW for the IS1F 6) ground state than for the excited 2S(!6) state as
schematically illustrated in the insert in Fig. 4. There are four possible transitions
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between between the acceptor IS(r 6) ground state and the excited 2S(l 6) state, denoted
A. B. C and D in the insert in Fig. 4. of which two transitions, mj = .W-3/2 -* mj =
-4+3/2, involve spin-flip [91. The predicted transition energies for the four transitions
between the IS•.6) and 2S(r6) states ame given in Fig. 4 for the case of acceptors in the
center of a 100 A wide QW. Two major branches (related to mj = +32 and nij = -32,
respectively, of the IS(P6) ground state) of predicted transition energies are derived.
The resolution in our experiment will not allow us to draw any conclusions whether the
spin-conserving, mj = 4/-3/2 - mj = +/-3/2. or the spin-flip, mj = +/-3/2 +-+ mj =
4+3/2, transitions dominate. Also, only transitions corresponding to the high energy
branch are observed in our experiments, Possible explanations for the absence or low
intensity of the low energy branch could be a low oscillator strength for RRS or THT
transitins related to dtis branch or a limited thermal population of the initial BE state.
Next, we will compm the experimentally derived data for the high energy branch for the
acceptor IS1[ 61 - 2S[F 61 transition energy as a function of the applied magnetic field
with the theoretically predicted results derived from the computations described above. It
should be emphasized that no adjustable input parameter is used in our calculations
except for the Luttinger parameter. From our computations we conclude that the
experimentally determined IS[1 6] - 2S[1761 acceptor transition energies ame very sensitive
for the Luttinger parameter and we derive an accurate dotermination of ic = 1.2 for the
hole of the confined acceptor. It should be pointed out that even for bulk GaAs. the
reported values on the Luuinger parameter, K, diverge significantly, from 0.8 up to 1.9
(]oJ.

A_ F _ Zeeman spectra for an acceptor doped
Lz= I •0 A 150 A wide QW.
T T 1.SK I Ei A summary of the acceptor BE peak

positions as a function of the magnetic field for
ST two QW s in comparison with bulk GaAs.

AtJIU, F -, BE••12 T • • • •~L54

OT 0 2 Gao"

a 4 8 12 16
w.s wM 153• •W 1-C" MAGNETIC FIELD [T]

PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
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ZERMAN MEASUREMENTS

The development of the PL spectra with increasing magnetic field have been
iuves Swed up to 16T. The acceptor BE sphits into two resolved components for higher
fields show. in g. I. From this linear Zeeman splitting, AE. of the BE observed in
M. - effecive g-vale, &ff. is derived from

AE , &a B p (5)

whe B is the applied magnetic field and ItB is the Bohr magneton. Tbe evaluated
effective g-value, &ff, from the observed splitting in PL is found to be strongly
depeademt cm the degree of confinemen" For the QWs used, an effective g-value, geff, of
pw:= 1.52 is eadmafed for the 150 A wide QW, which is further increased to geff= 1.89
m a 100 A wide QW to be compared with a g-value of geff = 0.66 for the shallow
acceptor in bulk GaAs (Fig. 6).

The splitting observed in PL is a combination of the splitting in the initial state.
the BE state, and the splitting in the final state of the emissiot, i.e. between the mj =
±32 states of the acceptor. The splitting in the initial state is confirmed by Zeeman
measurements performed at elevated temperatures, in which the two components of the
acceptor BE are strongly thermalized. The intensity of the low energy component
increases with increasing temperatures. This fact is not consistent with a J 1f2 BE state
at lowest energy assuming that the electron g-value, ge < 0, Le. the ge = -0.4 in bulk
GaAs remains negative also in QWs. The observed thermalization behavior implies
instead that the J = 5/2 BE state is lowest, similarly to what is concluded for shallow
acceptors in GaAs.

SUMMARY

The magnetooptical properties of the acceptor in varying degree of confinement has
been studied. The experimentally determined dependence of the acceptor ISFr6j - 2SWr6]
transition energy on the magnetic field is compared with theoretical predictions. An
accurate determination of the Luttinger parameters for the bound hole is derived from
these calculations. Also the behavior of the acceptor BE in the presence of a magnetic
field is studied. The effective g-factor is found to be strikingly dependent on the degree
of confinement. We conclude that the J=5/2 BE state is lowest in energy.
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ABSTRACT

Far infrared spectroscopic studies of electron-density- and magnetic-field-dependenceof many-
electron effects on silicon donor impurities confined in GaAs quantum wells are presented. At
low excess electron densities, transitions from D- singlet and triplet states are observed.
Temperature- and polarization-dependence measurements show that the relative absorption
strengths of various spectroscopic features (D", D-, and CR) are in qualitative agreement with
a statistical calculation in thermal equilibrium in high magnetic fields. At large excess electron
densities, the *D-" transition energy shifts to higher energy when electron density is increased,
and the magnetic-field dependence of the transition energy exhibits discontinuities in slope at
integer filling factors. The spectroscopic features and their relation to excess free carriers and
the role of screening and correlation are presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Shallow impurities in quasi-2D semiconductor structures are important from both scientific and
technological perspectives. The binding energies of shallow impurities are strongly affected by
confinement; the binding energies of neutral donors can be easily increased by a factor of about
3 for donors located in the centers of GaAs wells in GaAs/AIGaAs quantum-well (QW)
structures. Recently, it has been shown that in addition to the neutral donor state, a long-lived
negative donor ion (Si donor binding two electrons) can be metastably created in the GaAs wells
of GaAs/AlGaAs multiple-QW (MQW) structures [1,2]. For a number of years there has also
been interest in the effects of a quasi-2D electron gas in screening the bound states of neutral
donors in such systems [3]. MQW structures doped in both the wells and barriers with shallow
donors provide a convenient testing ground for investigating these phenomena. From the
(essentially classical) screening point of view, since screening by a quasi-2D electron gas is an
oscillatory function of applied magnetic field (a maximum at felds corresponding to half-filled
Landau levels and a minimum at filled Landau levels) [4], the impurity binding and transition
energies should also oscillate. On the other hand, an alternative quantum mechanical point of
view, more appropriate for large excess quasi-2D electron densities, is to consider the effects of
a positive charge (a donor ion) on the states of a 2DEG in a large magnetic field. The single
particle energy spectrum is modified by the positive charge, and, in addition, since the Coulomb
interaction between an electron and the impurity ion destroys the translational invariance in the
plane of the 2DEG, the effects of correlation among the electrons on the many electron states can
be detected optically [5]. Anomalies in the cyclotron resonance (CR) spectrum of quasi-2DEG
systems have been reported [6].
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We present systematic electron-density and magnetic-field dependence studies of many-electron
effects on quasi-2D shallow-donor impurities. In the low electron density region, temperature-
dependence study clearly show the existence of the two-electron (D-) impurity bound state, and
the evolution of the electron occupancy process from the one-electron (DO) and the two-electron
(D-) bound states to free electron Landau states. In the high electron density region, "D-"
transition energy increases with increasing electron density, and whose slope exhibits
discontinuities versus magnetic field near the integer LL filling factors [7]. Recent calculation of
static-screening of a non-interacting electron gas can only explain part of the experinental
observation [8]. The direct and exchange interactions have to be included to account for the
energy shift of the impurity states [9).

EXPERIMENTAL

The samples (grown by molecular beam epitaxy) consist of 20 wells, 200A GaAs separated by
600A Al3Gao.As barriers with silicon donors planar-doped at both the well and barrier centers.
The important sample parameters are given in Table I. The wide barriers are intended

TABLE 1. Summary of sample pasameters. All paumeters are nominal dimensions or
densities, except the barrier-doping densities for sanmples 4 and 5. which were determined from
quantum Hall measurements of ftee electrons in the wells.

Sample Well-doping Nw Barrier-doping N.
lo01/cm" 10 01cm2

1 2 3.5

2 2 4

3 2 8

4 2 15

5 2 28

to prevent electrons in the well from binding to their parent donors in the barriers. The free
electron densities for samples 4 and 5 were determined from quantum Hall effect measurements
and Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations; these are the values listed in the table. Other parameters
listed in the table are nominal.

Far infrared (FIR) magneto-transmission measurements were carried out with Fourier
transform spectrometers and a CO,-pumped FIR laser in conjunction with 9T and 17T
superconducting magnets.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Occupancy Process of D- Impurities

Previous photon-dose experiments [21 have clearly shown that at low temperature excess
electrons introduced from the barrier regions will first bind to the neutral donors and form
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negatively charged D- ions before they populate the free electron states. As a result, one can
not observe screened neutral donors at low temperature.

A unique and fundamental property of D- impurities is the existence of both singlet and
triplet bound states and the associated optical transitions in the presence of a magnetic field.
Theoretical calculations [10,11] for strict 2D D- impurity in the high field limit indicate that the
triplet ground state is depopulated at low temperature because it is higher than the singlet ground
state energy by the amount AE=0. 1464e(0), where e(0) is the magnetic-field-dependent binding
energy of D' in the 2D limit. For 200A quantum wells at ST, e(O) is approximately 15 meV
[12]. If it is assumed that all transition energies can be scaled by e(O) as the system deviates
from the strictly 2D condition, then AE is approximately 2.2 mev or - 25K.

To search for the triplet state transitions, we have performed magneto-transmission
experiments at various sample temperatures. In Fig 1, transmission spectra for sample 2 (upper)
and sample 4 (lower) are shown. These data were taken with a FIR laser at I 18.S gim and a
circular polarizer placed in front of the sample. The laser beam after the polarizer was 90%
circular polarized as determined from electron CR in the two different senses of circular
polarization. For sample 2, strong CR and D- singlet transition are observed at 4.2K; at I1K,
a new feature (labeled A) appears at 7. IT, which is - 0.9T higher than CR absorption line.
Since the magnetic field dependence of feature A is similar to CR, i.e. 13.2 cmr'/T, feature A
is approximately 12 cm' below CR. From the tilted field measurement, this feature is
confinement related, and is only active in the electron CR active sense of circular polarization.
While the D- line diminishes rapidiy with increasing temperature, feature A grows with
temperature up to 20K, and then decreases in strength at higher temperature. This behavior is
indicative of a population process in which electrons are thermally excited to a higher bound
state. For a barrier doping density at - 1.5 x 10" cm 2, a feature in the same field position as
A is clearly seen on the shoulder of strongly broadened CR absorption profile at 4.2K. The

4.2k i" singlet ]

L J0

0I ! 2 3 4 5 6 7 5

Magnetic Field (T)

4.2KI CR A FIG. I. Magneto-transmission spectra for
1 10K 1 sample 2 (upper): N,=4x 10" cm', and sample
15K 1 4 (lower): N,= 1.5 x 10" cm2 at laser frequency

of 1l8.8Spm. Data were taken in Faraday
geometry.

2 3 4 a a 7 a
Mapietic Field (T)
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intensity of this line decreases rapidly with
increasing temperature. -0 M M Mae

In strong magnetic field, the states of the
two-electron D- impurity can be described as e (,- , 4)

the symmetric (singlet) and anti-symmetric La i

(triplet) combinations of the two single-particle
states, where the single-particle states are
denoted by the Landau quantum number, 1, and 1 2
the azimuthal angular momentum quantum 4
number, m, for electron 1 and 2 as (I1 m,, 12

m2). In this notation, the singlet ground state is - LA
(00, 00) because electrons are most tightly bound -w, e-1)

with zero angular momentum; the triplet ground
state is (00, 0-1) because it is a state with the & us& 1"Ia•Su4

lowest angular momentum among all available
states associated with the lowest Landau level. FIG. 2. Schematic energy level diagram
The state (00, 0-1) is a bound state only in the (of the *outer* electron) for the D- impurity
presence of a magnetic field (10,11,131. The states and the associated allowed transitions

dipole-allowed transitions are those that conserve for AM= + I. Stats are labeled with the
the total angular momentum, M=m1 +m2 (a L-parle+2, M ta+tn,.
good quantum number of the system). Since the
circular polarizer only selects out transitions
with AM=-+l, an electron in the M=0 singlet
ground state (00, 00) can make transitions only to the M=1 singlet state (00, 11), and an
electron in M=-I triplet ground state (00, 0-1) can make transitions only to the M=0 triplet
states (00, 10) and (11, 0-1). Note that there are two final states for triplet transitions, both
are associated with L= 1 (L=11 +12) Landau level. Since higher angular momenta are less likely
to bind in the Coulomb potential, (11, 0-1) is expected to have higher energy than (00, 10).
Analytical solutions for the strictly 2D system in the high field limit [10,11] show that the singlet
transition (00, 00)-.(00, 11) occurs at hw, +e(0)/2 (ho, is the CR energy); one of the triplet
transition, (00, 0-1)-'(11, 1-1), also occur at hto,+E(0)/2; the other triplet transition, (00, 0-
1)-(00, 10), takes place at hwo-E(0)/4, which is below CR absorption line. The energy levels
and the associated transitions with AM= + 1 are shown schematically in Fig. 2. From the above
discussion, it is likely that feature A is, in fact, the triplet transition 4 in the figure. At high
excess electron densities, this simple description is not adequate, and a many electron state
perturbed by the potential of an isolated positive charge is more appropriate [9,14].

To explore further the statistical population of the two electrons in various impurity states
in thermal equilibrium, we have studied the temperature dependence of the absorption intensity
of CR, Do and D- transitions. Data were iaken with a Fourier transform spectrometer. To
extract information about the number carriers for each transitions, the absorption profiles were
fitted with Lorentzian lines. The area of each absorption profile (proportional to t:v oscillator
strength, f, and the electron density, N(T)) is ratioed to the corresponding area at 4.2K (oc
fN(4.2K)). Since f is not a function of temperature, the ratio gives the relative density at T with
respect to the density at 4.2K. The ratio N(T)/N(4.2K) vs. temperature is plotted in Fig. 3.
It can been seen that the initial increase in temperature depopulates the D- state rapidly. While
one of the two electrons in the D- site is thermally excited to the conduction band, the
remaining electron that still binds to the D" forms a D'. The population of Do drops and that
of LL increases as temperature is further increased. Shown in the insert of Fig. 3 are results
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FIG. 3. The relative occupancy of D- and D" FIG. 4. Magnetic fielu dependence of "D-"
impurities, and free electrons in Landau levels as singlet transition energies for sample 2 and 5.
a function of temperature. Solid lines are guide The position of integer filiing factor are marked
to the eye. Numerical results from a statistical by arrows. Solid and dashed lines are guide to
calculation is shown in the insert. the eye.

from a statistical calculation in which a donor impurity was modeled as having only three possible
states: no occupancy, single occupancy and double occupancy. The number densities of these
states were obtained numerically from the conservation of total number of electrons. The binding
energies at 8T were taken as 14 meV for Do [12] and 4 meV for D- [15]. The calculated results
are in qualitative agreement with the measurements.

Electvron-Density arid Filling Factor De nendence

Previous experiments M7 have shown that the crossover value of excess electron density for
the present set of samples can be defined to be roughly nN=3.5-24yx1'cm"1. Belownthe

added electrons, n,, will not substantially contribute to many-electron effects. Plotted in Fig.
4 is the singlet transition energy for sample 2 (N=4 x 10" em"-) and sample 5 (N,,=2.8X 10"

cm-'). The position of the filling factors s,=-- and P=2 were determined from quantum-Hall-
resistance and Shubnikov-de Haas-effect measurements. There are two distinct effects: (1) the

transition energy is blue-shifted for sample 5; the shift is - 13.5 cm-' at Y,=2 and - 10 cm, at
.= 1; (2) the transition energy vs. magnetic field changes slope at magnetic fields corresponding

to integer filling r actors. A discontinuity of slope is also seen at e=1 from sample 4 (Nd
=1.5a nio"cm-2). For other low-density samples, there is no discernable slope change in this
field region, since they remain within the quantum limit (a< 1).

The transition energies of Do and D- including effects of linear static screening by free
electrons in disordered LLs have been calculated recently [8]. The screening was taken into
account with a simple static dielectric function for a non-interacting electron gas: (q)e= +bqn/q,
where the pcreening parameter qc, being proportional to the density of states in a magnetic field,
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is maxima when LL is half-filled, and minimum when LL is filled. The calculated change of the
slope of D- transition energy vs magnetic field at even filling factor is in qualitative agreement
with experimental observation. However, the transition energy of the screened D- is always
lower (red shifted) compared to that of the unscreened D-, in contradiction to the data. It is clear
that this simple picture is inadequate and that correlation effects among electrons and possibly
dynamical screening are important in determining the energy levels and transition energies of the
system [9,14]. Hawrylak has performed a calculation of the excitation energy of the donor-bound
inter-LL excitons from a filled LL (v=2) in strong magnetic field limit with all electrons treated
on the same footing [9]. A blue shift of approximately 0.1he(0) from the bare D- singlet
transition has been found, which comes predominately from the inter-LL and intra-LL exchange
interactions among electrons. The estimated shift AE at j=2 is approximately 16 cm-', higher
than the experimental value at 12 cm-". The agreement is expected to improve when LL mixing
at finite field is taken into account.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out temperature and electron density dependence measurements of magneto-
transmission for D- impurities in QWs. A new transition line with energy less than CR line has
been identified as transition between triplet states. The relative occupancy of D- ions, DO neutral
donors and Landau levels as a function of temperature has revealed the process of creating both
free electrons and Do impurities from D- centers. The blue shift of the "D-" singlet transition
energy with increasing excess electron density and the discontinuous slope changes at integer
filling factors have demonstrated the importance of many-electron effects.

We are grateful to P. Hawrylak for helpful discussions and preprints of work prior to
publication. This work was supported by ONR under Grant No. N00014-89-J-1673, and
ONRIMFEL under Grant No. N00014-91-J1939.
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FABRICATION OF QUANTUM WIRES BY WET ETCHING TECHNIQUES

KL W. Yang. S. F. Hora, and H. L Hwan;
tep nt of Electrical Enghieerieg. National Tsing Hua University Hsin-Chu, Taiwan

ABSTRACT

Quantum wires structures were fabricated by patterning quantum well samples with
electron beam lithography and various wet chemical etching procedures. Wire structures
with S00A wire width were chieved by wet etching in Nf4OH / H202 / H20 (20:7:973).
"These samples were c by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), photolumines-
cence (PL), and polmaization-dependent photoluminescence excitation (PME measurements.
The PL spectra show significantly stronor peaks than that taken from an en-etched quan-
tum well sample. A wire width of 400A was estimated from the blue shift of PL peaks.
A 22% anisotropy was observed from polaization-dependent PLE spectra, further corro-
borating the existence of two-dimensional quantum confinement.

INTRODUCTION

Th quantum confinement of carriers in a reduced dimensional structue such as
quantum wires (QWR's) and 1ua.tum dots (QD's) inherit some interring electrical and
otclphenomena [1]. Theoretical caclain predict attactive properties of these ianos-

tructures for optoelectronic applications (2-8]. With the reduction in dimensionslity, one
exp~ects for exmuple the narrowing of the gain spectru of lasers as well as an incres in
the exitonic oscillator strength (9.10]. These quantum confined structures are thereore
highly favorable in main high-performance semiconductor lasers.

Fabrication of high-quality QWR and QD semiconductor heterostructures is still a
majcor chleg for the current nano-fabrcai~onan m.crystl, growth technology..Quantum
c n i em e t alon th g o w h d ir ction ca be e asiy ac ie e with grow th tec ni ues
such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCYD). Lateral confinement are,, however, much more difficult to control. The most
commonly used aproc is firstly to define a mask by electron beam lithography on quan-
tum well sample; the masked sample are then patterned by dry etching techniques such a
reactive ion etching (RIB). Alternatively, focused ion beam (FIB) can be used to directly
pattern the quantum well sample.

Dry etching techniques can provide bette controlled aSpect ratios and finer line
definition for nanostructures; however, the damages result from ion bombardment usually
le d to reduc ed lu minescenc e ffciency and d egr d ed elect ica p ro e t e [11-13]. T he
altenative approach to fabict nostucmtn ures by wet chemical ethn is therefore worth.
exploiting. In this paper we report our results of fabricating quantum wires with wet etch-
ig techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Thne quantum well samples were grown in a Varian GEN U MBB system at National"t Hua Univsity. Semi-insulatg (100) GaAs substra obtained from Sumitomo

Elbectrics Co. were used. The substrate wer sm nd in trichlroethylene,, acetone

and methanol be for 15 minutes each and rinsed im DI wat for 20 minutes without
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surface etch. They were blown dry with flrd nitrogpn gas, In-bonded to the Mo blocks,
"and immediately loaded into the load-lock chamber, where they wf, a outpased at 150C
for 2 hours. The samples were then tranferred into the buffer chamber and were further
outgused at 400C for 20 minutes. After the outpgming they were transferred to the MBE
growth chamber for the growth of the single quantum well. To remove the thin oxide on
the substrates, the substrates were heated at 60AC for 20 minutes in an As4 beam flux.
During the growth, an As/Ga beap equivalent pressure ratio of 29 was chosen. The epi-
taxial layers consist of a 3000A of GaA buffer Layer, a SOA GaA% quantum well
sandwiched between two AkG 5•h7As layers of 500A followed by a 50A GaAs capping
layer.

After the growth, the samples were removed from the MlE system and were
mouted Si wafers for handling. They were baked to 1700C for 20 minutes to desorb

Sphotomis layer of polymethylmetharyat (PMMA) with a OBER-l00 to
thner ratio of 1:2 was spin coated on the samples. The coated samples were then baked
at 1706C for 20 minutes before the electron beam exposure. The PMMA resist layers
were exposed directly by electron beam with various combinations of electron dosage
(90'20*Cki•Cc) and beam energy (25/5OKeV) to search for the optimal condition. In
order to prevent the floating of PMMA layer, which would degrade the line resolution, the
exposed samples were kept in a decicator for more than 16 hours prior to development
without postbaking. Parts of the exposed samples were then examined by SEM to study
the effects of different exposure conditions. The other samples were then subject to wet
chemical etain

Two different wet chemical etching processes were employed. For the first group of
masked samples, the etching process is the two-step etching procedure proposed by Katob
eL al. [14 ], which consist of etching in, (1). H2SO4 / H20 2 =H20 (8:1: 20Y solution at
3.5C for 20 seconds, and (2). a Br2fCHIOH (1:1000) solution at 17C for 4 seconds. The
second group of samples were etched in NH4OH I H20 2 / 120 (20:7:973) for various
time duration (2-5 seconds). The pH value measured for the latter solution is 9.3.

After the etching, the samples were subject to SEM observation to study the surface
structtues, to PL and polarization-dependent PLE characterization to investigate the elec-
tronic structures. The SEM micrographs were recorded with a JXA-840A electron probe
microanalyer made by JEOL Co. All the SEM observation was done on bare sample sur-
faces without conductive layer costing in order to reveal the real structures on the surface.
PL spectra and PIE spectra were taken from samples with different etching conditions.
These smples were mounted on a cold finger of a dosed-cycle He cryost and were
cooled down to 19K (9K) for PL (PLE) characterization. For the PIE investigation, both
polarization of incident light perpendicular and parallel to the wire structures were
employed to determine the optical anisotropy.

RESULTI AND DISCUSSION

The effects of various combination of electron dosage and beam energy on the expo-
sure and development of the PMMA layers were examined by SEM. We founda combi-
nation of electW dosage of 170pCcm2 and electron energy of 25KeV is saftiactoryto
expoem the 500A PMMA layer, sufficient to achieve a line resolution of 4000A (fig. 1).
Furthermore, the dosage required for 5OKeV electron energy is about three times of that
required for 2SKeV electron beam to achieve the same exposure. However, to avoid the
undesirable damages induced by high energy elect-on beam, 2SKeV electron beam energy
wu chosen for all the samples used in later experiments.

With the two etching processes employed, we found that the etching rate of
BriMethonal system is much too high that it lead to overetch in seconds (fig. 2).
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PeWA) 7748 7730 7734 7734 7728
kaensty(azb. ~unit) 0.981 1.794 2.110 2.117 2.087

FWHM~meV). 13.7 12.9 12.9 129 12.9

Table 1 Summatry of PL characterization

Ila& quantum well WIREl WIRE2 WXRE3 WIRE4

parallel 0.40 0.42 0.42 0.43 0.37
perpeNdMIca 0.40 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.58

o" aniaomo 0% 8.9% 11% 11% 22%

Table 2 Summary of PLE characterization

Fig. 1: SlM micropaph of a
PMMA layer exposed
With 25KCV l7OILCtM 2 .

Fig. 2: SEWi umrograph of a
GAa sample overetched
in Dr~V 3 H.
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Murhn ketwo" ichnswas nt found to produce wire stracmure in our
expoimset. W beievethef&; '&cZ ught be overcome by cooling the etching;

soluion to lower tempraure. Ondo other hbud, doe e~tcfnelte Of H140H /H 2 0 2 /
H s dower and wire amra of OuM= wire width can be achieved (11g& 3). However,

with finm line resolution, the adhesion problem becomes more and mmoresvere. We found
that Slight stirn~g of die the samples in the Solution could lift the PMMA resist mash. The
etching must therfor be done in stagnant solution.

The results of PL investigation an the wire amoy achieved with NH40H/HOI
H20 etching described above for different duration (2,3.4.5 mecnds, denoted as WIR. 2,

3 and 4) mad an un-each c"tole sa l are summarized in table 1. A typical spectrumfromWIRB usalsosho n inA.4. Snle symmetric peaks were aobsrved in all these
FL spectra. Compared to the un-mbohdjqantum well, the FL pek of the cached ones
exhibit sligt blue shifts (about. 4=eV) adw infcdystraonge with increasing etch-
in time hinvestigated. Calculation with a simpl particle-in-ox (P13) model, the energy,
shift witha 800A stacofnmt.as observed from SUM "irgrus should be only
1.0meV or roughly 8A. The fact that we hav large blue shift mih eexplained by the

the wn ewhiMch leads to narrower linewidth than that expected from
TT e shrft of 4meV with the simple PIB model. u

width should be wound 40.Ti aoigcsepnst elto it f20
at each side, which is not anu o able c I6 to ourknowlege The FWIHM
peakwidth decreas sldigly from13.7edV for the unmeihd qunu 0elt 12.9meV for
all the four etched has. The fad thot the FL spectra for the, etched samples show
stronger and narrower peab =smsa doat the damag problem, usually encountered in
fabrication processes involving dry etching is les severe m wet chemical etching.

Po arizeo-dee a FLU was emploed to farthe characterize these wire struc-
tures. The results of PLE characterization is summarised in table 2 sand typical spectra for
WIRB3 are shown in fig 4. Two peaks swe observed with in the FLU spectra These
two peaks for the etched samples were about 88meV and I115meV higher than the
bandgap of bulk GaAs at 9K, whih s L1I51eV. Assume that all the electron and hole
effective masse remain isotropic, the energ shifts due to quantum confinement for trns-
tion from heavy (l04t hole to conduction band should be inversely proportional to the
reduced mase of heavey (liht hole and electron. Taking the bulk values, the ratio
energy shift for transitions involving heavy and light hole should be about 1.6. however.

bcuethe transition which involves light hole will increase. more than that involves
heavy hole., fluctuation. in wire width will chang this ratio of energy shifts. Our measured
value is around 1.3, which is 18% less. However, because the ratio of these two peaks
exhibits the exetdoptical anisoftrp, as will be described below, we tentatively aftri-
buow these two pasto the n-i heavy hole and light hole to conduction band transition
(denoted as lehh and lelh). The fact that we have a ratio 18% less than expected indi-
cates that we may have larg fluctuation of the wire width; the actual reaso is not clear to
us at this point. Comparing the pek ositions of the FL and PLU spectra, and taking into
account the shift of bandpp due to change in 'uPaal: we observed a small, Stoke
shift of about 3meV, indicating the pra. fdmgso mefcin.Because of

different~~~ ~~~ lsrpwrueintseamples, we have normalized the inten-
sity of lelh to lehh. As is the of quantum wires, the, normalized lelh should
increase as the incident light changes from horiziontal, to vertical poaiain[15]. This is
indeed the case with our measured data. For a quantative comparison, we calculated the
degree of sansotRop. which we tentatively, define as. Jl -l ~

(lgu~~nj~rL~gna).whom I is the sormsaxied trassition intensity cLek As expected,
wefudno ardsotropy for the un-etched qzantum well sample. On the other hand- this

ansbopyinrese with the etching tame indicating a better defined line structures; and
it reaches a maximtum value of 22% for sample 4-. This 22% anisotropy, may roughly be.
compared to the comparable lI'ea Polrzto ob-ie by A at al [16] with quantum!
wires pown by g epitay rothon patterned substrates. The
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Fig. 3: SEM miaogaph of wire array with wire width 0 W~pm.

Fig. 4: PLspetr taeSro aipeWW

.fl.3T IIS

~~~Fig. 4: PL opecbra taken from sample W IM lf)vrdWpE3.o;(igt

h.sWta polr'ization.iA



existence of anisotropy evidently corroborate the existence of two-dimensional quantum
confinement.

CONCLUSION

We have investigated the fkAlacation1 Of quantum wires by patternin# quantum well
samples with electron beam lihowgraphy and wet chemical etching. The optimal parameters

forelctonbem itOýOr hy were found to be 170IC/m and 25K6V. Array structures
with wire width of A were obtained with wet etching in NH40H/ H202 / H20
(20:7:973). Theae samples wer then characterized by FL, and polarization-dependent
PLE meaWZMenM. The PL spectra show significantly stronger peab than that taken from
an en-etched quantum wenl sample, indicating less severe damage problems, as compared
to wires obtained from dry etching techniques. From tile blue shift of PL peaks, the actual
wire width of these wires were estimated to be 40A. A 22% optical anisotropy was
observed from polarization-dpn t PLE spectra, further corroborating the existence of
two-dimensional quantum cofnmnt.
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ABSTRACT

We investigate the occurrence of impurity density of states of hydrogenic impurities placed
on the axis of a cylinder quantum-well wire of GaAs/GaAlAs structure. The effects of

disorder are taken into account in the calculation. It is shown that for a specific radius of
the wire, the peak energy of the density of states as a function of the impurity concentration

increases very fast enlarging the bandwidth. The impurity bands are considered for the

observed binding energy and radius as well as for the impurity concentration of experimental

interest.

Theoretical investigations of the impurity density of states in quantum-well wire (QWW)

of GaAs/GaAlAs are important for the design and interpretation of optical and transport

measurements [1-9]. Following recent works [6-91, we present a though analysis of the density
of states of on-axis hydrogenic impurities in these structures with circular cross section.

The system is described by the tight-binding Hamiltonian [6,7],

H = E i >< ij +EVj li >< jj (1)

where < F I i >= 0b(i:- A-) is the ground-state wave-function of an electron bound to an
impurity at position A. The values of ci presents a small variation, and will be consider as

a constant. Vj is the hopping integral given by

nj =. ni 6i An I U) mnn(2)
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where e is the GaAs background dielectric constant. We assume all impurities laying on the

z axis and the structure of circular cross-section wire with radius R as shown in Fig. 1. We

calculate the density of states from the Green's functions

GaAs

Figure 1: Schematic of a quantum-well wire with circular cross-section of radius R. The
impurities are randomly distributed on the z axis.

D(E) = -- Im < Gjj(e + iO+) >, (3)

where averaged diagonal elements of the propagator < .... > are given by

< Gi,(e + iO+) >= ý(w)/w, (4)

with ý(w) obtained from [6,71

N2(w) - (K)dV( (5)

where N is ýhe impurity concentration per unit length and V(K) is the Fourier transform

of 'ij.

The variational solutiom for a single point charge donor impurity is given by (8]

E =< ifi - V32 2 +VPO> 6
(p2 + z2)112 + v(p)1/,>, (6)

where V(p) is the confining potential, i.e., V(p) = oo for p > R and zero for p < R. Here

p = (X2 + y2)1/ 2 and z the direction along the axis of the wire. We use the wave functions
for the cylindrical confining potential [8,9] ,
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¢b(p,z) = �oJo(K,1 p) exp [-A(p2 + z2)]j'1 ,p < R (7)
= 0 , p>R

where No is the normalization constant and A the variational parameter. In order to solve

Eq.(5) we need V(K), which is obtained as

V(f) = -(EB + K2)#(K) 2,*R. (8)

The value of the binding energy EB is obtained from Eq.(6) as a function of A and the

radius of the wire in units of the effective Bohr radius R/a•. We adopt a; = 100A and the

effective Rydberg R; = 5.3 meV.

The Fourier transform of O(R) is given by

k(f) = •- K•v L K(Rvr2 + A
2) (9)

where K, is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.

In Fig. 2 we show the Fourier transform V(K) for EB = 2.8R; and R =1.132a;. As we

can see it has a localized behavior.

0 ------

-5

-10
V(K)

-15

-20

- 2 5 I i I i I ,
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

K

Figure 2: Fourier transform of the hopping energy for a cylindrical quantum-well wire.

With the same values for EB and R we calculated the density of states for different con-

centrations and show in Fig. 3. We choose R = 1.13a* because it corresponds approximately
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to a QWW of square cross-section wire of L = 200A which is the experimental interest [1,2]
and also for this radius it does not depend of the magnetic field, as shown by Branis et
al. 191. In Fig. 3 we show that the peak of the bands increases with the concentration

broadening the impurity bandwidth. These effects will be of importance, for instance, in the
understanding of optical and transport measurements.

2.0

N = Ix105 cm-'

---- N = 5xi04 cm-1
1.5

1.5.N = 1x104 cm-1

S1.0

0.5

0.0 ' '
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2

ENERGY (Ry*)

Figure 3: The calculated density of states for a cylindrical quantum-well wire of
GaAs/GaAIAs structure. The origin energy is that of the bound electrons.
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ABSTRACr

Recendy, it was found that semi-insulating behavior of undoped InP can be realized by high pressure
annealing of undoped high purity InP. In the present work, studies related with the achievement of the
semi-insulating state ame reviewed. Puification of raw materials, effect of native defects effect of high
lpessue annealing, contamination of Fe are discussed. The semi-insulation mechanism is explained by
the Shockley diagram. The semi-insulating state is supposed to be achieved by the annihilation of shal-
low donors (presunably phosphorus vacancies) and the compensation of the residual donors with a
small amount of Fe deep acceptor.

"INTRODUCTION
Semi-insulating InP is a key material for high-frequency devices and OEICs which ae indispensab'e

for high speed computers, satellite communications and fiber communications. Semi-insulating InP is
usually produced by doping Fe atoms, which act as deep acceptors, up to concentrations above
1x1016cm"3. This high Fe concentration is however undesirable since it has a possibility ofdsereiorating
the device performances. In fact, the disadvantages of Fe-doped InP have been eported. The decrease of
activation efficiency of ion implantation [1], the out-diffusion of Fe to the epitaxiai layers [21, the forma-
tion of slip line defects in epitaxial layers due to Fe in substrates [3] ae these disadvantages. It seems that
Fe doping is a large obstacle for the rapid development of InP devices. The realization of undoped semi
insulating InP is therefore strongly desired.

Regarding the possibility of semi-insulation of undoped InP, various studies have been reported.
Klein et al have first reported that uidoped high resistive InP (resistivity of about I10 Dacm) was prk-
pared by bulk annealing under phosphorus vapor pressure [4]. Hofmann et al have found that undoped
semi-insulating InP can be obtained when high purity undoped InP is annealed [5]. Hrano et al showed
that the resistivity is increased when Zn-doped lnP wafers are annealed [6]. Kainosho et al reported thpt
undoped 2 inch diameter semi-insulating InP with uniform electrical properties across the wafer can Le
obtained when high purity undoped InP is annealed at high tempenrtures and under high phosphorus
pressmes M1.

In the present paper, the related studies leading to the semi-insulation of InP ae reviewed and t4e
mechanism of semi-insulating behavior of lnP is discussed.

PURrrY OF UNDOPED InP AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

. Polycrvsmws and Sink ecrsMM

Since Fe atoms which act as deep acepsmrs ar doped for compensating shallow donors, it was
believed to be important to reduce the content of shallow donor impurities in InP material In the case of
laP single crystal growth, polycaystals ae synthesized by thie H method in advance for single crysta
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growth. Tisn is because direct synthesi which is commnon for GaAs is extremely difficult for InP due to
high decomposition pressure of phosphorus. The purification of InP polyarystals was extensively stud-
ied in dhe beginning of InP material developments. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between the carrier
concentration and the mobility of various InP polycrystals [1]. Polycrystals; synthesized by the HB
method using SAW=out show the carrierconcentrations of the level of i01ýcm3. When pBN boats were
used instead of S~iO. bonat, the carrier concentration was reduced to the level of l1l1cmS. From these
Ihits, it was concluded that the main shallow donor impurity during polycrystal synthesis was silicon. In
1fct, there was a good linearmrlationship between the carrerconcentration and the Si concentration [8).
After having improved the synthesis conditions, the best carrier concentration of the level of Ux10 14

cm4 could be obtained. This level was compaxabe to the best purity reported for liquid phase epitaxial
growth [91 and the photolumiinescence has first shown free exciton peks for bulk InP materials (101.

By using these poly-
106 7k HB('02crystals with various car-

A HBOANbaftrier concentrations,
0 HB(WOVSOundoped single crystals

105 LPEby MOWW0 Stad.have been grown by the
LEC technique. The car-
rier concentration of

104. ndop- LEC InP was ap-
0.29. proximately 3xl105cm-3

U having no relationship
0.6 with the purity of La

103 0.9
1014 101 016 1017 polycrystalline starting

10 0 1 10material as shown in Fig.
Carrie concentrai~on (cm-3) 2. This fact was very re-

producible and the same
FIg1 Mobility and carrier concentrationt of various phenomena have been Te-

pilycrytab ported by Morioka et LI
[11]. The reason why the carrier concentration is decreased forom a level of i016cm-wito the Level of
3x10lscff3 after crystal growth can be explained by assuming that residual silicon in the polycrystals is
reduced by the reaction of silicon in
the melt with the encapsulant of 10 I
B203. It is well known that B203 has 77K
a strong effect on purification due to V?
the gettering effect. In fact, the 0
chemical analysis supported thisI
speculation. What was surprising________
was that the carrier concentration of 0
the pure polycrystals is increasedE
ftrom 1014cm-3 to 3xl0'5cmr3 after SO
crystal growth. Thiswas intuitively 1015 14 I5 16
explained by the contamination dur- 1010 10 10
ing crystal groowth but the r"uls of
chemical analysis show no signifi- Carrier concentration of potycryatal (cm-3)
cant increase of the inripurity coment,
a falct which was observed in other fig. 2 Carrier concentrations of undoped InP single
studies below (121. It is also known crystals grow. by using polycryatals with variou car.

fro te rysalgrwth of GaAs that *~

such a Level of silicon contamination



does not occur during LEC crystal gmwth. The fact that dhe canier concentration of all single crystals
show the same value is dtrefore speculated as being due to not only impuriies but also native defects.

In order to clarify this open queston, Inoue et al have annealed undoped InP wafers with the carter
concentration of 3xlOWt1cnmr which ae prepared from high purity polycrystals with the Carier concen-
trations of 5xl0 4 cnn3 under phosphorus vapor pressure of 0.5 atm in the temperaturm range between
520*C and 8209C [131. It was found that the carrier concentration and the mobility are drastically
changed when they am annealed at temperaumrs higher than 6200C. The carrier concentraion is de-
creased to 2-3xi014
cm-, one order ofmag- Table L Electrical Properties of Various InP
nitude lower than that
of the as-grown crys-
tals. At temperatures Polycrystallinc LEC Single Crystal LBC Single Crystal

higher than 7MV, the
carrier concentration is Starting Material As-grown Wafer Annealed

slig h tly incre ased an d C arrier c arrier C arrier
the mobility is slightly Mobility Concentration Mobility C ar ion Mobilityslgty Concentration yyCnetain(O21Vadecreased. These data (cm- 3) (ciVo) (cm2/Va) (a3) (
have however been ob- (cr ( 3)

Mined Only forcrystals 2.3x10 15  49000 34x10 15  38900 3.8xl014 86400
grownfu fom high purity !.x1016 16300 3.6x1015 37100 1.6xlO15 54400
polycrystals. Single
aystal wafers prep- d
fnrm low purity poly-
crystals do not show this behavior as shown in Table 1.

These phenomena could be explained by a change of the concentration of phosphorus vacancie,
which act as shallow donors [141. Single crystals grown by the LEC technique probably contain a
significant concenration of phosphorus vacancies in the as-grown state. By wafer annealing under
phosphorus overpressure, the concentration of phosphorus vacancies will be decreased. Under a pho.-
phorus overpessure of 0.Satm, the phosphorus vacancies have minimum concentrations at 620MC
When the annealing temperature is increased under a constant phosphorus overpressure, the phosphorus
vacancy concentration is increased and the carrier concentration is increased. This increase may be due
to the constant phosphorus overpressure even for high temperatums. Then an appropriate increase of the
phosphorus ovepressure would suppress the increase of the cartier concentration. The decrease of the
carrier concentration was not observed for single crystals prepared from low purity polycrystals as seen
in Table L The reason may be due to the residual silicon concentrations which can not be changed by
annealin&

SEMI-INSULATION OF UNDOPED InP BY HIGH.PRFSSURE ANNEALING
5emi-lns•g Behavior of UndoW InP

Table 11 shows the research activities for undoped semi-insulating InP by high-pressure annealing.
Klein et al have first reported that the resistivity of undoped InP could be incrmased ID 10'• 0cm by
annealing at 9004940*C for about 3 weeks under a phosphorus vapor pressu of ibus [4). Hlofann et
a& have reported that undoped sern-insulating InP with the resistivity higher than 10' Qcm can be
obtained by annealing at 9W(0C for about 80h under a phosphorus vapor pressu of Shb [5]. The
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mobilkies of da e mi-nu-m-
lating undoped laP an- Tal D d nfo noe lt-u lig P
nettled une Taese cLAtviiondmoe mi-aiau a
dons are very high (> _____________________

4000cm2/Vs) and can be Resistivity AnnealinS apeSz eeec
ccmuI - l to undoped con- (0cm) Conditions SapeSe Reene

docaing lnp, [15]. They also 90o-940 Oc

foud that thisl sa-asula1311- 3.6z105 3 weeks [41
tion takes place only for Pp4-6bat
high purity undoped InP 90095 I

[161. Kainosho et al per- P45a
formed high-pressure an- 900Sbar
nealing at90DOCfor 2O40h -

under ahigher phosphorus L.3107 20 hr 2 inch wafer [71

vaopesue ~is mfo. I Sa15t.

2 inch diameter undoped
InP wafers M1. This anneal-
ing produced semiinsulating laP wafers with
dhe resistivity higher than 1O7flon and the mo-
bility pemt than 400CM2 NVs and with good
unifomuity as shown in Fig. 4.

______________of____________________________

Table III shows the results of stoichiometry IDS (a
measurements of as-grown and annealed InP(a
wafers by coulosnetric tivtiton for In concentra- _ _ _

tion. HMgh-pressure annealing was found to be 107

a am1- Joe,
-25 -15 -5 5 15 2

no. our-OLsP110s frM Cawrd (mm)

500 UL5C(h)

ISO.i S 3 1Swn _ _ __ _ _

nst-nP from, c~ne (am)

Fig. 3. Resdisivty p of annealed
uudoped In? manife of different on.- Fig. 4 Reshtilty and mobility of 2 Inch
sk "ME the ad carrier cacmntra- umdoped aemd-handuating InP.
tile zisa of the dartig untriaL
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tlto swi vomt nrichcytl

bu h ovrino aysta Tabl HL StkOlc~mWiY mwm amrMi resuls o(il.?by
olosdndid not depend on cooeti tiMV"h for IN anFl

phosphorus vapor press=r ____________________
raiguingfiim 7-5amnso,20 abn Sample Phosphorus In/lap standard

Oni the other hand. tho phoqiho- vapor poseur as atomic deviation

rus vawpor suesrangri gng fiam (ato) fraction (a-4)
15 a to, 25 aim did not affect HB polyosystaia Vrown smier various phosphorus vapor peamr

the crystal Composition of sto- A(25atm) - 0.50003 ±0.00005
jichioetric crsaswithin th B(17atm) . 0.49998 ±0.00003

crysn imtao i ols mt C(40&tm) - 0.49995 AG.00004

detcumon 111ef 110 ~ih~feopo Single cryutals grown fhom In-rich melt
riannmthd.licoip-ait-grown - 0.50020 ±0.00009

chic. of crystals grown by die Miuami" 7.5 0.50002 ±0.00005
HB method under different aaled Is 0.50002 ±10.00007

phoqlhorus vapor pressure [161 amnnaled 20 0.50005 ±0.00003
did not vuy within the detection Single crystals grown from atoicbtiometric melt

limit neither [171. *fliee fact as-grown - 0.49999 ±0.00003

am noc coincident with thne case annealed i s 0.50004 ±0.00004

of GaAs wafer annealing [181. anuecaled 25 0.50002 ±0.00004

Thle pawsnt results indicate that
the phosphorus vapor pressure
has not a larg effect on changing the comrposition within the detection limit. nhi suggests dha the
ROns.o*chiomesr ic region in the phase diagram of InP is very narrow compared with the case of GaAs n

which th " i ioerc gion is sufficiently large to be studied by the coulornetric timitiont anay-
sis. This howvier does not exclude the possibility that the phosphorus vapor pressure is related with
intrinsic defect concentrations. It is con-
cluded that the nonstoichtometric region of 10 17 .

InP is too narrow to detec it by the titration OC,4h
analysis. P4 l5atM

Contibuton f Reidua Fe47 1016
E I

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the C_ aO 6
Fe comncraitions of undoped and Fe-doped 0*
IkP waferseWore and after high-pressure an- 1015 0

nealing; For nP wafers with low Fe concen-
trations before annealing, a Fe contamina-
tion with a level of SXlOI4cm,3 after anneal- 8 o1 14..........
ing is clearly seen. This Fe contamination 10 14 15 s 1 16 10 7

level is much lower than the doping level of
Conventional Fe-dopd semni-insulating InP
which is above lXlO~dcmn-3 Hirt etalI have Fe coflmftratloni
reporte similar results concerning the Fe before anneeling (Cnr 3)
corntamination of undloped InP, which was
muneale at 90(0C for 80km wnder a phos- Fig. 5 Relatioeuhlp between the Fe con-
phofil vapor pressure of up to Sium. A total cegtratlons of undoped and Fe-doped
Fe-ncoporatio of O.8-3.SxIOI5 ctn-3 was InP wafens before aind after uamealing,
Fomund by chemical trce analysis 161 and the
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1016concentraton of electrically active Fe
106could be proven tobein the rangecof¶0 ON d WIhW lxl0Y~m-3by optical and electrical speo-

105 0 7N red O~s~dMMa 0 troscopy 116,191.5Fig. 6 shows the Fe concentration of
undoped conductr~iveinPwafers ater highl-

104....... pressure annealing. It is see that the level
.5....- *...* ..-. of Fe contamination is dependent on do

Dee)o 0 I n~fl1* phosphoru vapor presure and die purity
of red phosphorus. This result suggests

jo 103 that the originodite Fe mtnination
0 10 20 30 manybe due tothe vapor source of red

Posphonav apo prssr (at phosphorus. It is assumned that Fe to
am contained as phosphides in red phos-

If 6 Fe Fmn ongratiuisof undoped conduc- phorus, and they are tranisported from the
dvo IP vaporsowon tolnP wafers, nce the vapor

pressure of Fe phosphide is known to be
sufficiently high [20J. Thiere is however

die other possibility thet die con-
taminaton stems from ampoule_ _ _ _ _

materialmaybealsoapointtobe _ o i hInP

consideredfor preventingthdie R 0 :

betweest toresistivity and the e 14-gr-

concemnution aikm' high-pressure 10 10
aninealkigo oundoped conductive1
InP and low Fe-doped laP. Thee 10

resistivity of Fe-doped as-grown 100
crystals is also shown for comn- 1 -1 4 i 61
parison. It is clarly seen that 1 0 1 0 1

semi-insulating behavior of Fe concentration (crn-)
-noe laP wafers after anneal-

ing is due to slight Fe contaniina- F 7. Reuidlty of laP as a faution of Fe concen-
tion. The minimumn Fe conce- traflons
tration for reaizng seni-insulation of undoped laP by annealing was found to be about 5x1014cm 1,
whiich is much lower than that of conventional Fe-doped semi-insulating laP.

Tabl IV shows the elactrical properties; of undoped conductive InP waters after high-pressure an-
nealing. When undoped conductive JnP wafers were not contaminated by Fe during annealing, they
remained conductive but the carier concentration was surprisingly lowered to below 24iO3cm 3

(sampiesNo. &,9). Ibis vesy low carrier concentration is not due too an increase, of acceptors and sub-
stantial compensation of residual donorL It was found that the photolutinnescence spectra of undoped
semi-iAdating laP wer highly resolved with increased intensities and the emission of excitonts bound
to shallow residual neutral donor in the rotational stame amo clearly seen (Fig. 8) (21, 22]. These
photolumineacence spectra are comparable to the spectra of the purest MOCVD epitaxial layers [231
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Tawl VI Eleabim properte f nap wafers afteirannealing

Sample Phosphorus FC Resistivity 4arrier, Mobility
No. vapor pressure concentration concentration

(Atm) (cm- ) (a -c n) (cm-) (cm2/W-S)

1 as-grown S 1.01101ol4 3.2110- 1 4.5110135 4340
2 25 1.2x I01l5 4.7x106 3.2z 100 4220
3 25 6.6x1101 4 2.0x107 9.3y.10 7  4460

4 25 3.6z1101 4 I.IX106 Lft 108 4300
5 25 9.2x10 I 1.34 107 LU2106 4020

6 25 2.1010 1 3 5.Ox 10 6  3.1x106 4000

7 25 2.01 1015 9.5x106 1.4x 108 4560

8 25 3.61101 4 1.51x102 9.3x 101l2  4510

9 25 S 1.0X101 4  1.1x10 2  l.3xl10 3 4470

and art the bent data ever reportd for InP bulk material. Illese Photoluminescence expeiments there-
fore proved that the material purity was not deteriorated during high pressure annealing.

Another proof for the reduction of shallow donors ariss from Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 [191. showing that
the net shallow level concentration derivedl from
CV measurements at 300K is affected by the

(a)un~doped change of the net carrier concenvtraon due to an-
AXconductive InP nealing. Furthiermore this change of shallow lev-

els can be attributed to a change of shallow do
DOX nors by an evaluation of the mobility and the

A IA,(b)undopedSA. InP *616 - -s 1- - . .

C0

-iP 54101 0

0 2 10" 4 10s 6 100 U1 to 11014
1.A145 1.4245 ANIh [CIII-I

Energ (eV)

Fig Sj 1-A i - (2K) of ig9 Change of the net-coneentmtimsaof
(a) osdopied conductive InP and shallow levels, detected by CV- measure-
(Ii) Uid~ed armld..kht IfgNP. uments at 300K, veirmin the cinange of the car-

rier COncnRat1111on1 Ann..
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compensation ratio respectively. As
the main effect of high-pressure an-

stopnealing is a reduction of the residual
JAN. donor concentration it follows clearly
AP AAA) 'ýthatd this is very eFfective way for pte-

paighigh-purity bulk material with
eteeylow carrier concaittration.

2 IIPLM It is pointed out that deep Levels
2 with the activation energy of about

I I � 0.4eV are formed during annealing.
0 2106'410" Glop s1op lie" Hiranoet al reported that the deep

As" [em4 ] level of the activation energy of
0.44eV is formed by annealing in

ince .Wor slightly Zn-doped InP wafers at
Fig 10. Deacaem ofthe dontor (AN1) and Inrae~ 650*C for 3 hrs under phosphcuus va-

bw otal acceptor (AN A+ANAA) concentration v' orpesue f0. tm [J
tecliange of the carercncetration AnHas aIc-

cording to an evaluation of mobility. Baideleben et al also reported that an
electron trap with an activation en-
ergy of 0.4eV was fomead by wafer

anlnealing at 7200C [14]. Hirt et al have investigated the deep levels and the compensation mechaniism
of annealed InP by DLTS measurements in detail [19J. It could be shown that two deep Levels with
activation energies of 0.4eV and 0.6eV are incorporated or created in undoped annealed Inp (Fig. 11)
T'he deeper level at 0.6eV could be identified as Fe, acting as the dominant compensating level in th e
annealed semi-insulating
InP. The origin of the deep
level at 0.4eV is noti know 101 ---0....
yet. It is speculated as being Ti
related with natve defects, b) iou p- 20h ~=c~ ~r:1S 0S~
since it was found in mate- I'm d)e#= 4C~s Nr.-2 10' 4 ao3
rial annealed under a variety O~ (.)w (a) W(C) (d) (e)
of conditions. Though it can 1~ 014
be identified as adeep ac-
ceptor itdoes not contribute 1013
to the compensation mecha-
nism of semti-insulating lnP
as itis not occupied due to its 11
location well above the 100 150 200 250 300 350
Fermi level. Without suffi- Temperaiture [K]
cient Feit can either partially
compensate the resdua net Fig 11 DLTS~spectra of undoped InP, annealed for
comrer concentration or it 801% at 9W0 OC under pinophorus-pressure (Satin).
can fully compensate the re-
mui11ningcoames giving activation energies of about 0.4eV for the material, as observed by Hiranoet al.

We can conclude that there is an intrinsic defect in annealed lnP as in the case of GaAs but the
compiensation in umloped semti-insulating InP is caused by incorpotated Fe.
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ifi and Bulk EffeAt

The origin of the changes in the bal-
ance(elecuonic evels was stuied by a 3sit

desailed study onshort time annealed lnP - - -
sarnes by Hi and Mlller 241. From
DLTS measurem ents in the surface re-Sion of sample annald under a slight
phospoispresure (0.05atm)fbr2.5hrs, I--~ pi
die behavior of deep and s*dbw levels o, m

can be clearly distinguished (Fig. 12).
Within a depth of about 150 pni, an out-
diffusion of a part of the shallow donors
(AND= 5.1xlOlcmr3) can be detected. 3' -

Appeoximately within the same scale an * t a U U U
in-diffusion of Fe can be found. Though bihmhkrlM
there is a drop of the Fe-concentration
near the surface not understood by now, Fig. 12 Profile of the shalow and deep levels near the
it can be seen quite clearly that the Fe con- surface of a sample, annealed for 2.Sh under phospho-
centration is decreasing about two orders rus atmosphere. The bulk concentration of shallow
of magnitude. From the nearly constant levies was 7xl0)cml.

distribution of the deep level with 0.4eV
activation energy, it seems very likely that this level is created within the volume and is not related to
any diffusing species.

Taking into account, that semi-insulating behavior occurs, when the Fe concentration exceeds the
concentration of shallow donors, the simultaneous out-diffusion of donors and the in-diffusion of Fe i%
equivalent to an in-diffusion of a region which shows semi-insulating behavior or at least high resistiv-

ity (Fig. 13).
From the analysis of the

a- diffusion profiles it can be con-

! 0b- cluded, that both the mechanismsS • for the out-diffusion of donors
O L......h• and for the in-diffusion of Fe

103 - show diffusion coefficients in the
192 • range of 0.5-lxlO07 cm2/s. Al-

0though these values are signifi-
Scantly higher than any previously

lo reported values for diffusion of
10 - Fe or P, rapid diffusion mecha-

nisms are possible for low con-
O 100 200 300 400 504 centrations of the involved spe-

Depth ftrm inifwe x [pm1 cies and especially in the pres-
ence of intrinsic defects [25, 261.

Fig. 13 Ralsltivity distribution p(x) near the surface of
short-time annealed samples measured by differential

alM-effect meamunem . The smples were annealed for
differeat time (2b, 6h, 24h) at 900 -C under phosphorusatmospbe
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For consideration of the compensaton mechanism, the Shockley diagram [27,281 is convenient. In
the case of very pure undoped InP, we have to consider dure levels, shallow donors due to S shallow
acceptors due to Zn, deep acceptes due to Fe contamination. It is distinctive that the main shallow
acceptoris Zn. It is known that the D-A pair peak due to Zn is clearly seen while D-A pair peaks due to
other acceptor impurities such as Mg and Ca which can be observed in InP polycystals are not seen
[29,30]. The fact that the carrier concentration of the pure InP is 5xlO04cnr and the compensation ratio
is about 0.2 suggests that the concentration of Zn (Na) is less than lxlO4cm-3.

Fig. 14(a) shows a typical case of conventional Fe-doped material. The compensation takes place
between shltlow donors and doped Fe with higher concentration ranges. In the cas of undoped semi-
insulating InP by high pressure annealing, the Shockley diagram may become as shown in Fig. 14(b).
Them are tmhe facts that 1) the Fe concentration must be higher than 5xU10 4c=-3 for semi-insulation, 2)
the residual shallow acceptor concentration is less than lx10' 4cms3 , 3) when it does not become semi-
insulating with low Fe concentration, the carrier concentration is lx1013cm3 . The fact that the mom
tempemure carrier concentration is lxlOt3 cmw3 with a very low Fe concentration can be explained by
the pinning of the Fermi-level by the deep acceptor of 0.4eV under the condition that the concentration
of shallow donors is higher than that of shallow acceptors as shown by dotted lines. Hem, the concentra-
tion of the shallow donors (Nd) which will be due to phosphorus vacancies is supposed to be 5x1014

cn- and that of shallow acceptors (Na) is 1x1014cm"3 .The concentration of 0.4eV deep acceptor (Naa)
must be higher than 4x1014cm-3 to obtain the experimental net carrier concentration of lxl0'3 cm-3.

102D Na = 1014  
1020 Na= 101

NaN= 1016 Naa= 1015

1018 Nd = 1015K 1018 Na = 3.8x10
1 4  /

T = 00KNd =5xl14~

"T = 300K
Naa,"1016 Nd ' 1016

: Z Naa

zi 1  aN z Na'01014 a

":"1012 .....,..

1(212 
2ý= I / . 1012

1010 " N 1010:" P typ Ntp typPiype . * P0 0 type •I P / N type

• /.1
log log 'l, (a) (b)

E6 I cE=.62eV (b E =E 0.62eV10 . . . . .. . .1io A IA - I J 16 L ' L . . . . . . .II . .'o ...'
002 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 12 1IA 0 0.2 OA 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

energy (e'/) energy (CV)

Fig 14 Schockley diagram.& (a) CoAnventional Fe doped InP. (b) Undoped
wini4enulating JIP.
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Under this basis, if we have a slight amount of residual Fe exceeding the net concentration of shallow
levels, semi-insulating behavior will occur for Fe concentrations above 5xlO•4cm"3 as shown in Fig.
14f.

POSSIBLE MECHANIMS OF SEMI.INSULATION

From above mentioned experimental results, it is first concluded that high-pressure annealing is
effective to reduce the net concentration of residual defects by reducing the shallow donor concentra-
don which is probably due to phosphorous vacancies.

It was also found that the seni-insulating stat was only achieved if the Fe concentration is higher
than 5xI0"'"c 3 , a concentration which is much lower than that for conventional semi-insmlating Fe-
doped TrP. The semi-insulating behavior of annealed InP is thus concluded to be due to slight Fe
contaminations and a large reduction of the concentnation of shallow donors during high-pirssure an-
neading.

Without sufficient Fe concentration, semi-insulating state cannot be achieved. However, due to
compensation with the deep acceptor of an energetic level of 0.4eV below the conduction band, low
residual carrier concentrations can occur.

The repoducibility of undoped semi-insulating InP is affected by the scattering of Fe contamination
from run to nn. The appropiate control of Fe contamination with the level of more than 5x 10 4cm-3 is
therefore believed to be important for the reproducible preparation of "undoped" semi-insulating InP.
Since the Fe contamination level for semi-insulation is extremely low, these semi-insulating materials
can be called "undoped semi-insulating InP", as in the case of "undoped semi-insulating GaAs" for
which it is known that the precise control of carbon contamination is important for stable production of
semi-insulating crystals.

SUMMARY

Undoped semi-insulating InP was found to be obtained by high pressure annealing of high purity
undoped InP. Residual Fe atoms which act as deep acceptors are originated by contamination during
annealing. The minimum Fe concentration for realizing the semi-insulation of undoped conductive InP
was found to be 5xO104 cm -. By detailed investigation of the baeance of electronic levels, it was found
that the donor concentration is reduced by annealing. Furthermore, the undoped semi-insulating InP
shows a highly resolved photoluminescence spectrum, comparable to the best data reported for
MOCVD material. From these results, it is concluded that the occurence of undoped conductive InP to
semi-insulating state by high-pressure annealing is due to the compensation of shallow donors, the
concentration of which is reduced by annealing significantly and the slight Fe contamination during
high-pressure annealing.
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RELIABLE IMPURITY IDENTIFICATION IN InP
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ABSTRACT

Low temperature, resonantly excited photoluminescence (PL) has proven to be the
method of choice for impurity identification in GaAs. InP has suffered from insufficient
impurity binding energy data to benefit similarly. We will report results of selectively-excited
donor-acceptor pair spectroscopy for acceptor identification in InP. Ion implantation doping
of high purity InP is used for generation of known impurity samples. Progress toward a
complete database of acceptor binding energies in InP is reported. We will discuss the results
of high magnetic field low temperature resonant photoluminescence spectroscopy for donor
identification in InP. The success of donor ion implantation studies will be included. This
data should provide direction for efforts in growing high purity InP by MOCVD and gas
source MBE.

INTRODUCTION

Indium phosphide and related compounds are candidate materials for high speed
electronics and optoelectronic devices in telecommunication networks. In order to achieve the
hign purity base material upon which devices depend, identification of residual impurities is
important. Low temperature (2K) photoluminescence (PL) is a sensitive tool for use in
determining the active impurities in similar material. Previous work using the observation of
free-to-bound (FB) and donor-acceptor pair (DAP) transitions have led to assignment of bind-
ing energies for the chemical species of several acceptors('"). The difficulty with these data is
recombination of pairs with different separations contribute to the DAP PL signal, and the
dopant level dependant FB transitions involving electrons with a distribution of kinetic energy.
Consequently, substantial uncertainty exists in these binding energies, with attendant uncer-
tainty in identification<". Selective Pair Luminescence (SPL) overcomes this ambiguity in
three important ways. Only specific pair spacings are excited and detected, yielding narrow
peaks. All excited and emitting states are bound, overcoming the energy uncertainty of free
carriers. Finally, several (typically 2-4) excited states from each acceptor are observable,
reducing the possibility of incorrect peak assignment. SPL has been demonstrated for identifi-
cation of a few acceptors in InP'"). These experimental advantages are enhanced by the
availability of effective mass theory( 2"-", which permits the determination of any excited state
energy from any correctly assigned peak or measured binding energy. Thus interfering
phonon Raman spectral features, or overlapping SPL peaks can be confidently assigned.
Some difficulties remain, such as the possibility of lattice defects with energies similar to
shallow impurities. This is illustrated by the recent report of phosphorus antisites defects
which are resonant with the bottom of the conduction band("" 1 .

Donor identification is more difficult due to the small binding energy of the donors
(7.4 meV vs. 35-55 meV for acceptors), and the attendant larger wave functions. The
expected range of binding energies for different chemical species, referred to as the chemical
shift, is0. 1 meV(16). Donor identification has been successfully performed using far infrared
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photoconductivity (FIRMC) in high
(3.6 T and 6.3 1) magnetic fld07

-

",8. The donor is-2p transition is
detected by direct absorption. As '-
many as 12 distinctly different .
donor binding energs haye been 0.6
assigned to specific donor species

(Si, S, Ge, Te, and Se/Sn: these 0I 2

las having nominally identical 0.0
binding energies)071 8)I. Donor M o M 90 910
idemification has also been success- WAVELEM, M (m)

fully performed using resonantly Piure I Non resonant and selective pair luminescence
excited donor bound exciton PL in of as grown and C implanted lnP.
high (9.7 1) magnetic field("'.o
The donor ground state and excited
states, known as two electron satellites (TMS), are observed separately. Spectral separation
between these two features is directly comparable to the FIRPC data. While the PL spectra
are more complex, this method is more versatile. Impurity identification has only been based
on doping during growth. We will explore the applicability of implantation doping to donor
identification by resonantly excited magneto-photoluminescence.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The samples used for this study were grown by hydride VPE, chloride VPE, and
MOCVD, 1-3 um thick. Doping standards were prepared by implanting these samples in a
non-channeling direction (70 tilt,
450 rotation) to a dose less than
10" /cM 3, giving a peak level
between 200-300 nm deep in the
sample and the active range up to &:. . _ o=
500 nm. The samples were then -.o

rapid thermal annealed in a graphite . 4o0-

susceptor for 10s at 750-C. The a U- 0 +. + T +0
atmosphere was a phosphorous I 35- a Oo* ap+alp+ +
overpe r ina flowing argon
ambient. Implants discussed here •0 0 o +.g+q-

on various as grown material are 30- ob + +
Mg, C, Zn, Be, Ca, andCd. .* +

For the SPL experiments, 25- .LbkEm + + +
the samples were mounted in a + , o .
strain free manner within a Janis 0 DIA

flowing helium cryostat, and sub- 2 I I I I 1
mersed in superfluid helium (2K). 1.404 1.406 1.408 1.410 1.412 1.414 1.416

A tunable titanium sapphire, LMEEN Y(*V)

(I:SA), laser was used for the Figure 2 SPL peak position plotted vs. laser excitation
excitation source. The light was energy for as grown and Mg implanted InP.
collected and focussed into a Spex1
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triple mnutochromater, dispersion 1.3 rnmlrm, and detected using a LN2 cooled Princeton
Instruments CCD camera.

Magnetdc photoluminescence (MPL) spectroscopy was used for donor spectroscopy.
The samples were mounted strain free within a Janis magnetic flowing helium cryostat. The
laser source was a Ti:SA laser tuned slightly above band gap (0.002W/cm2) for donor ground
state observaion, or to the (D-,X).., transition (0.02W/cm2) for TES observation. Emission
was collected and focussed into an 0.85 meter focal length, double monochromater, disper-
sion 0.4 nm/mm, and detected using a LN2 cooled Photometrix CCD camera.

DISCUSSION

The recombination energy of a DAP is given by

hv ,=%- (EA+- E + elI(tr) +f(r) equation (1)

while the energy of absorption into a DAP is given by

hv 2 =E=- (EA+Eh4) + el(Er) +f(r). +E. equation (2)

Where f(r) is the van der Waals forces between the donor and acceptor, and E• is the accep-
tor excited state shift. For pair separations with f(r)-0 the energy diffe- nee between equa-
tions (1) and (2) is then an accurate measure of the acceptor groun.- 4tate to excited state
energy. This condition holds for pair separations greater than the sum of the donor and
acceptor Bohr orbits. A typical spectrum which illustrates this me c-ement is shown in
Figure 1. For each excitation wavelength, there is a specific pair sei;.ration resonant for
each excited state of each acceptor present in addition to Raman scattering from the optical
phonons. Spectra of the sample
as grown and after carbon implan-
tation are shown. For reference a
PL spectrum of the as grown
sample excited with above gap. A ............
energy is included in Figure 1. ~ user
The enhanced visibility of accep- TES - '57..V

tor transitions gained by resonant-
ly exciting DAP transitions is (B97 T7
obvious. At least three new < ,w•'
transitions are detected in the im- f ,Joo
planted sample. That these new -

features are selectively excited Mo TES
pair luminescence, SPL, transi- M.
tions can be assured by plotting _B-O T
th eir e n erg y p o s tio n ag ain st th e 0 , , . . . . I__ . . . . .. .

laser energy for a range of laser IAW UV1 14.o 1 414 1.418 1,42D 1.42 1.

energies, as shown in Figure 2, ENERGY (0)

for as grown and Mg implanted
samples. Substrate SPL signals Figure 3 Donor bound exciton and resonantly excited

can overwhelm the epgi ayer TES spectra at both zero field and high field for C
signal. We see no significant SPL implanteed InP.
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from substrate alone and no change in SPL for as grown, annealed InP epilayers.
Mg was chosen specifically because it is among those few acceptors for which accu-

rate excited state energies have been determined0
'). These are indicated by the extra peaks

detected after implantation. In addition to those peaks expected from the known excited state
positions of Mg, a well behaved set of acceptor excited states with much smaller binding
energy than any previously is reported.

B&PURrTY BINING 2S 21'1 2PŽP7

Mg Exp 28.7 25

Cale 40.6 28.3 26.8 32.8

C Exp 31 28 33.4

CaIc 44.6 31.1 29.5 36

Zn Exp 32.4 38

Cak 46.1 32.2 30.5 37.2

Be Exp 28.7 24.8 30.4

Caic 41.3 28.8 27.3 33.3

Ca Exp 29 25.4

Cale 43 30.0 28.4 34.7

Cd Exp 32.5 44.3

Calk 53-56 37-39 35-37 43-45

DIA Exp 23.2 20.5

Cak 33.2 23.2 21.9 26.8

EMA Cak 23 16 15.2 18.6

Cak 40 28 26.4 32.3

y1 = 4.952 y, = 1.652 y3 = 2 .352

This low binding energy acceptor was present in all implant doped samples, independent of
the implanted chemical element. These data indicate that either the low binding acceptor
arises from implant induced lattice damage or implant activation of an as grown inactive
acceptor. Since the acceptor is identical in three different as grown and implanted samples,
the former seems more likely and is thus labeled damage induced acceptor,(DIA).

Given that each acceptor present will exhibit two to four SPL features in addition to
optical phonon Raman scattering, peak overlap is inevitable. Fortunately, a valid effective
mass theory can predict the positions of all excited states for an acceptor from the measured
energy of each excited state(12-'. This redundancy of binding energy determination for SPL
spectroscopy is among its most important advantages. Unfortunately no experimental verifi-
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cation of acceptor effective mass theory has been published for InP. In addition the range of

published valence band parameters for InP is large, with no obvious method of choosing
those applicable to de problem at hand. Effective mass theory has been shown to be
quantitatively accurate for acceptors in GaAs"). This model can not predict chemical shifts.
Rather, effective mass theory predicts the position of each excited state as a fraction of the
acceptor binding energy, in addition to the binding energy of the acceptor with zero chemical
shift. There is no a priori reason to expect such an acceptor. For GaAs, C is a true effec-
tive mass acceptor. For InP, the effective mass binding energy calculations range from 20
to 50 meV.

In Table I on the preceding page is a summary of acceptor data taken by us to date.
In addition we include calculated excited state energies using the most widely used band
parameters. The most reliable acceptor binding energies published previously are for Mg
and Zn. Our results are in excellent agreement for these elements. We show data here for
Be, Ca and C which we believe to be of similar accuracy and certainty. For Cd, the as
grown material was of marginal purity for implant doping. Since only the 2S excited state
was detected there is still some uncertainty for the correct Cd binding energy. Work is in
progress to complete data for Si, Ge, Sn, and Pb.

The high spectral resolution required for donor identification can be enhanced by
using both low temperature and
high magnetic field. The field in-
duced donor wavefunction com-
pression reduces line broadening
by isolating the wavefunction M_
from surrounding charged sites in
the lattice while simultaneously
increasing the binding energy
chemical shift. The magnet used
in this study is capable of 12T o
fields, 9.717 was used for compar- _ •o
ison to existing magneto PL data.
Spectra of donor ground and
excited states at both zero field
and 9.7 T are shown in fig 3. 14M0 1.AM ,A , ." IAM 14,S

We rely on the prior studies for ENUoY (eV)

spectra assignments°(''. In
figure 4 is an expanded view of Figure 4 A comparison of 2p- TES spectra for as
the 2p TES for the as grown and grown and C implanted lnP.

C implanted samples. Each
donor results in a doublet earission pattern. Peak positions agree well for the donors identi-
fied on the figure. The sna) differences in the two spectra can be attributed to small differ-
ences in the energy of excitation for the spectra. No new donor peaks can be detected for
this sample. C doped InP is always n type as grown. Despite this unanimity of growth
results, C acceptors are easily created by implant doping and we have failed to observe C
donors. Several conclusions can be drawn and tested.

First, the implanted layer is less than 500 nm thick while the epitaxial layer for this
sample is 3500 nm. Perhaps the C donor signal is too weak to detect. This possibility can
be tested either by implanting thin epitaxial layers or by implants with a sufficient energy
range to dope the majority of the thicker layers. Implant doping by our procedure may not
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be ineffective for donor formation in laP. Since no C donor chemical shift data exists, the
best alternative is to implant the only identified group IV donor not presemt in our as grown
material, Ge. Implant doping studies with Ge will permit confirmation of die implant activa-
tion procedure.

CONCLUSIONS

We report the first precise binding energies for Be, C, and Ca, and confirm those
previously reported for Zn, and Mg. The excited state energies of these acceptors with the
exception of Zn do not conform to effective mass theory with existing band parameters.
Finally, implant conditions which give strong acceptor signals have not created observable C
donor levels. These conditions are best understood by Ge donor doping studies.
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ABSTRACT

<1000 -semniinsulating lnP was implanted with 600 key Se-ions at temperatures betwten
300K and 425K with an ion dose of 1 × 10"l cm2-. After capping the samples with about 120
amn siliconoxynitride annealing was performed at 700*C up to 975°C using a graphite strip
heater system. The annealed samples were analyzed with Rutherford backscattering, electron
microscopy and conventional Hall measurements. The results show, that a strong correlation
exists between defects remaining after annealing (for instance dislocations, loops, microtwins)
and the measured electrical properties. An implantation temperature 2 395K and annealing at
least at 8000C for 50 s is necessary to obtain high performance electrically active layers. The
activation of selenium in InP can be well described using a simple thermodynamical model.
The model yields an activation energy of EA = (1.0 ± 0.1) eV which can be understood as the
energy necessary to split-up selenium-vacancy-complexes and a diffusion energy of Ed = (2.0
± 02) eV representing material transport of the semiconductor material.

INRODUCTION

Besides the well investigated GaAs, InP becomes more and more attractive for fabrication
of microwave devices and semiconductor lasers'. As for the other RIl-V-compounds also, the
most promising dopant technology seems to be ion implantation in combination with subsequent
thermal processng to eliminate implantation damage and to create high performance electrically
active layers. The implantation and annealing processing of In?, however, should differ some-
what of that of GaAs, because of the relative stability of defects produced during ion implanta-
tion, its lower melting point (lower annealing temperatures should be applied) and the redistri-
bution of Fe in semiinsulating In? during annealing. Because of this, a careful adjusting of the
desired damage introduced by ion implantation, which is primarily dependent on the dose and
implantation temperature, to the structural change in In? and therefore for the annealing
conditions is nesi dun

Diferent elements ve been implanted into lnP to get n-type condcting layers, like Si 24 ,
Se2'. and GeW' 7 . A comparison of the results obtained by different authors shows that better
electrical properties of the annealed lnP-layers can be achieved if ion implantation is performed
at elevated temperatures and amorphization is prevented. But a consequent investigation of the
structural and electrical properties of lnP-layers, implanted at temperatures between room
temperature (300K) and 425K (implantation in the so called "transition region"), and the
resulting correlation of these properties is missing up to now.

This paper deals with ion implantation of Se into semiinsulating InP-crystals at implantation
temperatures mentioned above. The resulting implantation damage and the residual damage
Srapid thermal annealing (RTA) is the subject of investigation. Furthermore, the electrical
prperte of the annealed samples are presented and compared with their structurlrope rties.
Attempts were made to apply an activation model developed for Se-implanted GaAs9" or InP.
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EMXUWFAL cONDoss

(100 -semiinsulating, Fe-doped InP-wafers were implanted in a nonchanneling direction
•,with 600 keV So-.ions at temtportute; between 300K and 42.5K. The implanted dose was kept

comn~tW at I X 1014 Se cm"2. After" implantation petOf the samples was cape with a silicon-oxy capayer (thickness w 120 nm)-ro- by dc-sputtering of silicon in an atmo-
iture of Ay and N2. Teoiowing annMling was performed by means

o a grapite strip heater system' at emperatures from 700"C up to 975"C for different times
(20 s to 180 s). 7hm given tepraue are the beater teperetores because these can be
exactly measured. The typical sample temperature is estimated to be 10% below that of the
heate. This was taken into account for the calculation of activation energies from the time and

temperature dependent annealing.
After annealing the caplayer was removed using buffered HF-acid. Part of the samples was

prepared for electrical measurements (van der Pauw technique"). For this purpose a m 1 pm
thick mesa structure was etched at the surface of the samples and ohmic contacts were alloyed
at 400°C for 10 min using an eutectic mixture of Au-Ge.

The investigation of the as-implanted as well as of the annealed samples was performed with
channeling Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) by means of 1.4 MeV He' at a
backscattering angle of 1700. Further information about the kind of defects was obtained from
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) at 1 MeV accelerating voltage.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure I shows the backscatte-
(b) .. .ring spectra obtained on the as-im-

I P ++ h planted InP. The implantation at
6 300K generates an amorphous sur-S+ownface layer of - 480 nm thickness+ , 3M_ o Nor for the given dose of IX1014 Se

S+++ ++ t 3351 [ cm'-. An increase of the implanta-
-4 |+ 01 36K / tion temperature up to 365K leads

]i 45K "" •• l already to a thinning of the amor-
"phized layer down to a thickness

' of - 350 nm. A further increase
b of the temperature during ion im-

plantation up to 395K results in a
drastic decrease of the damage,

__ i.e. amorphization is prevented
100 15O md 20 50 and weakly damaged layers are

created. Such layers contain main-
Fig. 1 RBS - spectra obtained on Se-implanted InP for ly a mixture of point defects and

different implantation temperatures. point defect clusters, but we as-
sume that also a certain concentra-

tion of larger defects (dislocations/dislocation loops) is present because this has been proved by
means of enerp dependent RBS-measurements for Si-implanted into InP performed at elevatedtemperatures.

Figure 2 shows the RBS - srctra obtained on annealed room temperature implanted InP-
layers. An epitaxial recrystallization starting from the buried amorphous/crystalline (a/c-)
interface is observed, however, only an approximately 160 nm thick layer recrystallizes
perfectly at an annealing temperature of 750 for 50 s. In the near surface region the back-
scattering signal is nearly random-like indicating the presence of highly disorded structures
within this layer. The TEM bright field microguph (see fig. 3) shows an irregular structure
which is identified as a microwin strture of high density, indicated by extra cross-like spots.
in the diffraction pattern (inset of fig. 3). These microtwin clusters grow along the <1I1> -
direction, seeding from defects originated during implantation on the a/c-interface' 3 .
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SA further increase of the anwia-
bF.-h++ hv)W0t04 ling temperatrre up to 975°C (see

STF3MK fi. -2) enhances only the thickness+ ownf the perfectly rcytlie

++S layer: the high backscatteing
y yield. in the near surface region

*+m ,•+++ mamns. A cross-section micro-
4ý0 "Sh adeon this sample (see

n V 4• fi 4) shows a high density of
defects, consisting of a network of

2dislocations and microtwins ex-
tending from the surface up to a
depth of - 300 nm. A second de-

.+ ffct band (dislocation loops) can
0. ..... - , be observed in a depth region ofIN 150 OMd M - 230 4 20 to 50 nm, i.e. in the region

of the former a/c-interface.Fig.2 RBS - spectra obtained on annealed room tempera- A somewhat different annealing
ture implanted InP samples. behavior is seen in fig. 5 for the

implantation at 365K. Epitaxial
recmMsllzation occurs, but now from the depth and the surface, indicating that the near
surface region was not fully amorphized. In this case a buried remaining damage peak occurs
in the Middle of the former amorphous layer. An increase of the annealing temperature up to
975C does not lead to a perfectly restored crystalline layer.

Fig. 3 TEM - bright field image for an annealed (750C/50s) room temperature implanted
sample. The inset shows the diffraction pattern.

The• annealing of the samples implanted at higher temperature was also investigated. Due tothe absence of amorphous layers for implantation temperatures Z 395K the crystallization is"goig on without mucrotwin formation. This results in perfectly recrystallized layers with a
backscattering yield nearly equal to that of the virgin material.
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Fig. 4 Cross-section TEM - bright field image for an annealed (975°C/50 s) room
temperature sample.
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Fig. 5 RBS - spectra obtained on annealed InP samples implanted at 335K.
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Electil pronetie of the annealed k=er

Figure 6 represets the electrical p res of the Se-implanted samples as a function of
annealing and mplantation temperature for a fixed time of s. Additionally, time dependent
annealing experments at different annealing temperatures were also performed, but the results
are niot sho'wn here.

Comparing the results for samples implanted at different temperatures it becomes obvious
that the higher the implantation temperature, i.e. the lower the defect density after ion implan-
tation, the better are the electrical properties of the annealed lnP-layers. When increasing the
implantation temperature from 300K to 425K the sheet carrier concentration (left part of fig. 6)

2000 ItnP: Se*1600kOV)
Nj- lalO" cm"

SiN.O,-cap lOyer

r0 1200-

A

a 42SK k425K

* 395K • 395K
6 365K AO * 365 K
S33•K * 335K
S3100K 300K

go Ie .0 so c 9W 9.so io 70 600 650 9 .00 95 . o
wteafirg temperature (*0)

Fig. 6 Electrical properties (left: sheet carrier concentration, right: sheet mobility) of the
annealed InP samples as a function of implantation and annealing temperature.

is enhanced by a factor of 4 from l X 1013 cm"2 to 4x 1013 cm"2, respectively, if the annealing
is performed at 975c for 50 s. A more drastic result was obtained for the sheet mobility (right
part of fig. 6). For the samples containing an amorphous layer after implantation the mobility
remains nearly constant at m 1200 cm'/Vs or decreases slightly with increasing annealing
temperature. In the case of weakly damaged layers which were created for implantation tem-
peratures t 395K there is a strong increase of the mobility up to m 1500 cm2/Vs, indicating,
that the nonperfect annealing (compare figs. 2 to 5) should be responsible for low mobilities
resulting from additional scattering at defects.

An attempt was made to describe the annealing and activation behavior of Se in InP. For this
purpose a simple thermodynamical model developed by Sealy et al.s'9 for the activation of
dopands in GaAs was applied. In this model the activation behavior is considered to be time
and temperature dependent. The increase of activation with time at a given annealing tempera-
ture results in a saturation value of the activation at long times. From the latter results of the

"ene ungei'om an activation energy E can be deduced, suggesting that this energy
is required to split-up Se-vacancy-complexes (in GaAs: Se - VC.) which are responsible for the
inactivity and to place the Se-atoms on nearby group V-vacancies (in GaAs: As, in InP: P),
where they can act as donors. A careful analysis of the time dependent region of activation
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produces a kind of diffusion energy Ed of the donor and/or of the semiconductor constituents.
The application of this model to our results for Se-implanted lnP yields values for Ed = (2.0

- 0.2) eV and EA = (1.0 ± 0.1) eV. The same value for Ed has been obtained for Si-implant-
ed 10J4 indicating that the diffusion energy should be connected with material transport of
semiconductor constituents and not primarily with the diffusion of the donor. We propose that
the value of EA = I eV is connected (similar like in the case of GaAs) with the split-up of
donor-vacancy complexes.

SUMMARY

For the creation of high performance electrically active InP-layers ion implantation should
be carried out in such a way, that amorphization and strong damaging of the crystals is
prevented. Perfect annealing can only take place if ion implantation leads to weakly damaged
layers. The application of the activation model results in a very good description of the time
and temperature dependent activation behavior of implanted Se in InP.
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ABSTRACT

Deep levels in MOCVD grown p-InP on GaAs substrates have been investigated by
Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS). The effect of hydrogenation on the electrical
activity of these levels has been studied through a combination of DLTS and Photolu-
minescence (PL) measurements. DLTS measurements indicate a drop of trap density
from - 5 x 1014 cm-1 to ,- I x 1012 cmn- after hydrogenation. Annealing at 400°C reac-
tivated only the dopants, while temperatures above 600'C were necessary for deep-level
reactivation. This combined with a logarithmic dependence on fill pulse time, indicate
that at least one broad DLTS peak is associated with dislocations. The PL the DLTS
results show that the dislocation related traps are passivated by hydrogen, preferentially
over the dopants and that a wide annealing window exists for dopant reactivation.

INTRODUCTION

InP is a material of considerable interest for optoelectronic and photovoltaic appli-
cations. InP devices grown on Si, Ge or GaAs substrates are promising approaches to
reduce weight, increase cell area and mechanical strength of InP based solar cells for
space. However large lattice mismatch between these materials leads to the formation of
misfit dislocations at the interface and subsequent threading into the &rowing InP layer.
This leads to increased carrier recombination and lowers the cell efficiency. Dislocation
densities less than 10" cm-2 are necessary to achieve solar cell efficiencies of 20%, in
order to compete with their homoepitaxial counterparts [1]. Although a number of ap-
proaches have been proposed to reduce their concentration, dislocation densities are still
far from the 104 cm- 2 level. An alternative approach is to utilize hydrogen passivation,
which is well known to passivate the electrical activities of both point defects and dis-
locations in many semiconductors. This paper describes the identification of deep levels
associated with dislocations in InP and preliminary work on their passivation by plasma
hydrogenation.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Figure 1 shows the structure of the heteroepitaxial p-InP grown on GaAs substrate.
P-type InP about 1.9 pm thick, and doped to 1 x 1017 cm-3 was grown in a low pressure
MOCVD chamber on a (100) oriented n GaAs substrate. TMIN and TBP were used for
the In and P sources, respectively and DEZn and Sill4 were used for Zn (p) and Si (n)
dopants. A layer of n-InP doped to 5 x 101 7 cm-3 was grown prior to the growth of p-nP

to form a junction for DLTS measurement. Ohmic contacts to the p-InP and n+GaAs
were obtained by evaporating and alloying Au/Zn/Au and Ni/Ge/Au dots. The top
ohmic contacts were mesa etched in a HCI:H 3PO4:DI solution (2:2:1), to reduce the
capacitance and facilitate DLTS measurements. Etch depths were confirmed using a
DEKTAK profiler. Hydrogenation was performed in a plasma reactor chamber at 30
KHz, using a power density of 0.08 W/cn 2, temperature of 2500C, flow rate of 530
mTorr for periods between 45 minutes to 2 hours. All the samples were capped with
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Au/ZuVAu

p-lnP 7
lxlO.9 um
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n++Gm substrate
AuIG/iM

Figure 1: Device structure of heteroepitaxial p-inP.

100_- 200 A* thick SiN. layer, prior to H-exposure to prevent surface degradation and
preferential loss of phosphorous. The nitride layer was removed in 10 % HF solution
prior to metallization.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the DLTS plot obtained for a 10/s rate window, measured on a Biorad
DL4602 spectrometer for the heteroepitaxial sample. Three peaks Ti, T2 and T3 are
dearly distinguishable. It was not possible to isolate the smaller peak situated on the
shoulder of T1 due to its proximity to the much stronger T1 peak. Arrhenius' plots
gave activation energies of 0.80, 0.35 and 0.25 eV above the valence band for TI, T2
and T3 respectively, noting that the broad Ti peak ma in fact, be comprised of many
smaller subpeaks. Depth resolved DLTS was performedb sequential variation of bias
conditions. It was found that the concentration of Ti adT2 decreased sharply as we
probe away from the buried interface towards the top surface in the +z direction [2].
In contrast, T3 remained unchanged with respect to the bias variations. These results
sugest that Ti and T2 may be related to dislocations threading to the surface [31.

To gain further understanding about the nature of the traps, we performed DLTS
under different fill pulse times and plotted the DLTS signal strength against the fill
pulse time. Figure 3 shows that while T3 saturates quickly within 10 ps, T2 saturates
after 0.1 ms and TI does not saturate, even after 100 ms. Furthermore Ti has a much
broader DLTS peak than T2 or T3. A number of reports have been published on the
capture dynamics oR the dislocations as opposed to simple point defects for plastically
deformed materials [4, 5]. Isolated point defects saturate quickly at very low fill pulse
values, whereas traps located within the dislocation core or strain field give rise to broad
DLTS peaks, whose amplitude has a logarithmic variation with the fill pulse time [(4.
The capture rate for such traps are limited by a barrier height which increases with
the number of captured carriers, making it difficult to saturate. Thus while TI can be
classified a dislocation related trap by the 'barrier model', the observed saturation of
T2 needs further investigation. The logarithmic dependence on tjiu however, suggests
that T2 also may be related to dislocations. DLTS data taken at very short fill pulse
times and TEM studies are underway currently to obtain further insight into the nature
and origin of these traps.

Next we hydrogenated these samples and studied the effect of different hydrogen
plasma exposure times on the passivation of these traps. The hydrogenated samples
were annealed at progressively higher temperatures, to track the dopant and defect
reactivation.

Figure 4 shows the effect of hydrogen exposure time on the electrical activity of the
traps detected earlier through DLTS. A 2 hour hydrogenation effectively passivated all
the traps resulting in a drop of trap concentration from 1014 to 1012 Cn-3 range. The
carrier concentration was reduced from ,- 1 x 10'7 to 8 x 10i5 cyn-3. It may be noted here
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Figure 2: DLTS spectra for 'J/sec rate window for buried interface junction for het-
eroepitaxial p-InP.
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Figure 3: Variation of DLTS capacitance with fill pulse time for heteroepitaxial p-InP
measured for 1000/s rate window
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Figure 4: DLTS spectra for 1000/s rate window as a function of hydrogenation time.
Note that the curves D and E are almost coincident with the temperature axis.

that the depletion region extends from the buried junction upwards in the +z direction.
Annealing at 380*C for - 7 minutes was found to reactivate the carrier concentra-

tion to its original value. However the concentration of all the detected traps showed
negligible increase as summarized in Table I. This is very noteworthy as the unwanted
deep levels remain passivated while the desired doping concentration is recovered.

From Table I, a number of conclusions are apparent. First, the traps appear to be
much more easily passivated than the dopants as a function of exposure time. This
is consistent with work of Hseigh et al [61, which reported enhanced hydrogen diffusion
along dislocations in heteroepitaxial GaAs on Si. As can be seen from the Table, TI and
T2 drop to - 5% of their initial values after 90 minute exposure, whereas the carrier
concentration drop to - 40% of its original value. In addition, the reactivation anneal
temperature of 380°C is consistent with reports for Zn reactivation in homoepitaxialprimp? [7].

Secondly, it is seen from Table I that a 650*C anneal is necessary to achieve significant
trap reactivation (anneals between 400 and 6000C were attempted, but did not show
appreciable reactivation). A SiNe cap layer was *rown on the samples prior to the 650°C
anneal to prevent phosphorous loss. This relatively high temperature is indicative of
hydrogen - extended deet coinlexes and has reviously been attributed to dislocation-
hydrogen complex behavior in GaAs-Si and other systems j8]. This allows an extremely
wide aniealng window for subsequent device processing.

PL measurements were taken to support the results based on DLTS data. Figure 5
shows the PL spectra for a heteroepitaxial sample alter various passivation and anneal-
ing treatments. The sample was first hydrogenated for 2 hours and then subsequently
annealed at 400 and then at 650C.

The peak C at 1.38 eV is due to the bound Zn acceptor to conduction band transition
9. The broa d (marked A) around 1.3 eV has previously attributed to closely

packed levels in the band-gap introduced as a result of dislocations [10]. The peak B isa replica of the Zn peak shifted by a LO phonon. The peak D situated higher than C
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Table I: Effect of hydrogenation and subsequent annealing on the trap concentration.
The post-hydrogen annealing was done only for samp les hydrogenated for 2 hours. The
dashes (-) in the table represents data too small to be read accurately.

Hydrogen. Anneal Trap Concentration Doping Conc.
Time Temp. (x IE12 ca-3) (x 1E15 ca-3)
Cain.) (C) T1 T2 T3

None - 600 540 so 100
45 - 236 76 10 91
60 - 75 33 - 86
90 - 35 31 - 40

120 - 3.3 2.3 - 8
120 300 3.1 2.8 - 40
120 380 3.8 3.2 - 100
120 640 510 260 20 100

at 1.42 eV is due to the transition across the band gap.
Although it is evident from the figure that the acceptor- conduction band peak C

increases very sharply after hydrogenation, in order 1 get an accurate quantitative
comparison between the various measurements, it is necessary to measure the ratios of
the peaks C and A. This method takes care of any differences introduced due to sample
mounting and recalibration between the various measurements. It is seen from the figure
that the ratio C/A increases from - 2 to - 92 after hydrogenation, which is an increase
of one order of magnitude. The 4000C anneal reduced the ratio slightly to - 75, but
the 6501C anneal reduced the ratio to - 13. These results clearly indicate that hydro-
genation leads to very effective passivation of the dislocation related levels, decreasing
the overall non-radiative recombination. Furthermore the PL results support our earlier
claim that very high temperature anneals ( > 600*C) are necessary to reactivate these
levels. Such high temperature dissociation is further proof that the PL peak A is related
to dislocations.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion it has been shown through PL and DLTS measurements, that the dis-
locations are effectively passivated by hydrogen and a wide annealing window exists
within which it is possible to reactivate the dopants without reactivating the disloca-
tions. Fill pulse measurementq identified T1 as a dislocation, and T3 as point defect
related peak, corroborating tile depth profile results. The PL characteristics showed a
sharp increase in the band-acceptor transition and very sharp decrease in the dislocation
assisted transition with hydrogenation. The dislocations reappeared only after anneals
at temperatures above 6000C.

Further studies need to be conducted to pinpoint the exact nature of these traps and
the complexes formed with these defects by the diffusing hydrogen. These results will
be reported elsewhere [11t.

The work for this project was supported by NASA Lewis Research Center through
contract No. NAG3-1461.
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Figr 5: PL spectra of heteroepitaxial p-InP, hydrogenated for 2 hours and subsequently
annaed under different temperature conditions. lveasurement taken at 13"K and with
an incident (argon) laser power of 10mW.
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Abstract

Spontaneously laterally ordered (GaP)2J(InP) 2 short period superlattices (SPS) grown by
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) on nominal (100) GaAs substrates have been studied by

pectoseopy. The samples studied included SPS comprising 110 pairs
of (GaP)2/(InP)2 (total thickness -90 nm) and multiquantum well structures in which quantum
wells comprising 12 pairs of (3aP)2J(InP)2 SPS layers (thickness -10 nm) are alternated with
lattice-matched GalnP random alloy barrier layers. Tbe 5K PL spectra include a -1760 meV near-
band edge band, and a much broader, lower eamneg (-1670 meV) luminescence band that exhibits
an unusual fatiguing behavior, its intensity diminishes monotonically during continuous
illumination by the exciting light. This fatigued PL state is metastable at low temperatures. In the
quantum well structure, although the relative intensity of the lower energy band is significantly
weaker in comparison to the higher one, the fatiguing behavior still exists. However the fatiguing
rat is slowe in quantum well structures than that observed in the thick SPS film.

Recently, it has been demonstrated~l] that long range, laterally ordered structures can be
formed spontaneously during growth by a strain-induced lateral-ordering (SILO) process. For
example, in the vertical short-period superlattices (SPS) of (GaP)2/(InP)2 grown by molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) on nominally (100) on-axis GaAs substrates, dark field cross sectional
transmission electron microscopy (TEM)[ 21 reveals that the vertical SPS structure exhibits
periodic dark and light fringes along the [110] direction with periodicides of the order of- 20 nm.
The fringes are due to laterally periodic modulation of the averaged GaInP alloy composition as
examined by energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) microanalysis. Lateral quantum wells perpendicular
to the growth axis - effectively quantum wires along the [-110] direction - are therefore
spontaneously formed in such laterally ordered vertical SPS structures. The deviation of the
vertical SPS periodicity from 2a0 caused by the large misfit strain between GaP and InP is
believed[l] to be the major driving force of the lateral alloy composition modulation.
Photoluminescence (PL) from the SILO structures exhibits strong linear polarization in the
direction parallel to the long axis of the wires This SILOII] phenomenon has also been applied in
fxicating strained quantum wire (QWR) GaInP devices, including QWR light-emitting diodes[ 3]
(LED) and multiple QWR lasers 4 1. The laterally ordered quantum wires in these devices
manifested themselves in the strong linear polarization of the spontaneous emission from the
LEDs and strongly s ic laser threshold current density for contact stripes oriented in the
[110] and [-1101 directins.

In this paper we present a study of PL spectroscopy at different temperatures and
excitation intensities mi a (GaP)2/(nP)2 SILO vertical SPF structure with total thickness of -90
am and a multiple quantum well laser structure composed of SILO materials. The 5 K PL spectra
of the SPS sample exhibit a band at higher energy and two broad bands at lower energies. While
all bands showed very similar pump-power dependent energy shift to higher energies, the lower
eneret bands display an unusual fatiguing behavior, their PL intensities diminish monotonically
d;ring continuous illumination by the exciting light. The fatigued PL band is metastable at low

mprtm e bu the PL efficiency is recovered gradually as the temperature is elevated. For the
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quantum well lwer strct qualitatively similar PL results ae obtained with the PL energies
blue-shifted due to qantm Confinement in dhe vertical (growth) direction. The relative intensity
of the fatiguing band is much weaker in compaison with the higher energy band edge

uneseae The rate as ,function oexposre time from the quantum well la
structm e is also nmuch owr than that from the SPS m. T observed .iump-power dependent
energy shift and the remarkably broad, deep PL bands that exhibit the highly unusual fatiguing
behavior in the SPS film are interpresed in terms of the inevitable disorder associated with the
vertical SPS and fth lateral alloy composition modulations. The quantum confinement effects are
invoked in explaining the quantitative differences between the PL spectra observed in the quantum
wenl laser sangle and those from the SFS film.

The samples used in this study were grown by MBE on (001) on-axis GaAs substrates.
The SPS SILO structiue (Sample #983) includes 110 pairs of (GaP)2/(InP)2 , corresponding to a
total thickness of -90 nm. The multiple quantum well laser structure (Sample #900) consists of
five wells sandwiched by 18 am bulk Ga0.5Inj.SP alloy barriers. Each well includes 12 pairs of
(GaP)2 /(InP) 2 SPS layers, making the thickness of the quantum well - 10 im. Surrounding the
five quantum wells are the two heavily doped Ipm-thick AlGahn? alloy and 180-nm-thick graded
cladding layers commonly found in a laer stuctue. Similar strucume and details of the growth

dproedure have been reported previously[24]. Cross-sectional TEM confirmed the formation of
QWRs within the SILO materials oriented along the [-110] direction with lateral periodicity of the
order of - 20 am along [1101. In addition, strong linear polarization was obtained in low
temperature PL spectra with PL polarized primarily parallel to the long-axis of the QWRs.

The excitation source used in the FL experiments reported here was provided by either the
514.5 run line of an Ar-ion laser or monochromatic fight created by a 150 W xenon arc lamp and a
0.22 m double grating monochromator. The luminescence spectrum was dispersed by a 1.0 m
single-grating spectrometer and detected by a GaAs photocathode photomultiplier tube (PMT) in
the photon-counting mode. The samples were mounted in a variable temperature optical cryostat
and experiments were performed at liquid helium temperatures in a vapor-cooled environment.

Figure 1 shows the PL spectra obtained from the SILO film sample #983 at 5K excited
with a low intensity (- 10 ItW) 515 nm monochromatic light before and after the sample was
exposed to a 1.2 W unfocused 514.5 rm laser line for five minutes. The use of an unfocused
laser beam rather than a focused one was to ensure uniform exposure coverage of the sample area
from which the PL was excited. The spectrum exhibits a high energy band (band I) at -1760 meV
(linewidth -35 meV) and a broad (-100 meV) band centered at -1670 meV (band-Il) with low
energy tail extending to -1370 meV (band-mI). These three bands, each of which exhibits strong
linear polarizations along the wire directions, all arise from the QWR layer in the SILO structu.
The relatively shap luminescence band at -1490 meV is attributable to transitions associated with
shallow acceptors in the GaAs substrate. While this substrate feature and band-I from the SPS
film do not show any characteristic change before and after the strong laser exposure, the PL
intensities of bands II and M are remarkably reduced (fatigued) after the sample is exposed to the
intense light. In the quantum well laser sample (#900), the PL spectrum (Fig. 1) is dominated by
a strong luminescence band with an energy blue-shifted by - 35 meV from band-I in the SPS film
sa .The relative PL intensity of the lower eney tail in the quantum well sample is much
w e, apparently an effect due to the quantum confinement. Its intensity also exhibits fatiguing
behavior, but to a somewhat lesser degree. Before examining further this novel PL fatiguing
pheomenon[ 51 which is believed to be associated with defects and dislocations in the materials,
we first discuss the non-fatiguing 1750 meV PL band-L

The behavior of band-I in the SPS film (#983) and its highest energy position in the
spectrum su diet it is related to the energy gap of die laterally ordered SPS f Its energy
psitio, 170mV, is about 250 meV below a typical "random" GalnP alloy lattice-matched to
the GaAs substrate[6 J with identical alloy composition. It should be noted that the magnitude of
this energy difference (250 meV) is much greater than the band gap narrowing effects (<
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150meV) that have been observed in the so-called spontaneously ordered GalnP alloy (CuPt
sm.c0ue)(71 with similar composition in which ordered mooolayer SPS domains am embedded in
the alloy. In addiion to dt fuiw bond Sep narrowing expected for a strained SPS as explained
byonge•r and co-wa(rkrs,)8I one has to invoke the lateral ondering to explain the large (-

u00neY) extra band gap reduction. Interestingly, the energy position of band-I is very close to
the band edWenergy expected for a GaInP alloy with compontion coresponding to the In-rich (-
56) rgins of the l l p dc m odlatn of c n caused by the SILO process,[ 2 as
demidby EDX microscopy. This s sts that the rd-shifted band edge luminescence band
in these s involves photoexcited carriers which thermalize to the lowest band gap,
indium-rich (-56% In) volumes of the SPS (quantum wires with lateral confinement) before
reombining radiatively. The rave be-shift of the cosponding PL band in the quantum well
laser .sample (900) is presumably attributable tondditional quantum confinement by the GamnPalloy barrier in the vertical dimension.
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Fig. I PL spectra from the thin film sample#983 taken with -10 tW of 515nm light at Fig. 2 Normalized peak intensity plots of
983 K.taaen aire be10 ofo1 re n light at the fatiguing luminescence bands as aK. Damp ae acquired before and after the function of exposure time for the thin filmsample is exposed to a 1.2 W unfocused sample #1983 and the multiple quantum well

514.5 nm laser line for five minutes. The PL sample #9 00 at 5 at wel
spectrum from the multiple quantum well laser structure sample dowe at 5 K. The
laser stucture sample #900 is also shown extent of fatiguing is slower in the uantumwell sample than that in the thin film,

although a stronger power is used for the
former.

in marked contrast to band-l, the luminescence bends II and M are fatigued ("diminished in
intensity) dramatically under continuous excitation by intense, above-gp light as is evident in

I'lg 1.Altoug th ovral luinecene itenitis o th beds re eduedtheir lineshapes,
remain Thus the PL peak itensies are good measures of the fatiguing phenomenon.
We have determined1 5] that the amount of intensity reduction depends on the "dose" of the

exposure light (iLe., the photon flux defined as Power x time). Therefore, the observed fatiguing
rate ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~r sqalatvyprptinltthinestofteaoegpectnlgt .Teftgig was

barely detectable at 5K in these samples for exposures of sev.era hours to illuminating powers
below - 2OpW. In Fig. 2 we show ie notmalized peak intensity of bend-il from samplte #93
and the coresndin 1680 meV band froni sample #900 as a function of continuous exposure to
f oaed a Ier iti h excitation powmer of 100mW and 30nmW, respectively. In both cases
the! FL peak intensity exhibits a steep initial drop followed byv a maire gradual decrease during an

extededconinul eposre.However,th rafte of dth intensity diminution is much slower in the
cute of the mltiple quantum well laser sample than that observed in the SILO SPS film, in spite
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oftthe fact dot tfh times mie excitation power wa usnd in the fomner cam Is implies dt Yn
the quantum well cane t are fewer defect centers coubutiqn to the fatiguing process.
Al _dyth dimsmd in sRl varian of comnposidon and periodicity of lateral orderingw___ aoothe SHlrOe i• s somewhat sqpreae In the 110 ant thick meldi-quantum
well SMP~ in corqwlsn 0 t in the 900 nm thick continuous SPS.

t2 (klP)2(GOP)2 SPS. 0963
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-100 0 100 200 300 AIM 500 600 Fig. 4 PL energy shifts of bands I and 11

EXPOSURE TIME (sec) from the thin film sample #983 as a function
of excitation power at 5 K. The solid lines

Fig. 3 Fatiguing and thermal recovery of are guides to die eye.
the PL band in the thin film sample #983 at
(a) 30 K and, (b) 100 KL Off and on indicate
the times at which the laser light is
intmupted ad resumed, respectively.

It has been shown that the fatigued state of the PL is metastable at low temperatures as
shown in Fli. 1. However, the PL efficiency is recoverable at elevated temperatures after the
illunmnaton is terminated, as demonstrated in Fig. 3. We display in Fig. 3 the time dependence of
the fatigue induced by 100mW of the 514.5 nm laser line at two different temperatures with the
exposure source interrqpted and then resumed during the data acquisition. It should be noted that
the fatiguing experuihents were petrfored on a sample that was freshly cooled down in a dark
environmen Algnments and other preparaions were done with minimal exposure to excitation
light Experiments at differuen tempera-mres were done with the excitation beam moved to different
spots on the sample surface so eliminate possible effects from the previous exposures. At
relaively low tempeature (30K, Fi;•. 3a), the luminescence showed a typical sh.arV drop at the
beginning of the exposure. We then interupted the laser illumination and resumed it about three
minutes later. The luminescence intensity appeared to have recovered only slightly relative to its
fatigued level just before the interpto of excitation. This shows that there is no further
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fatiguig in the absence of excicion, aid only minimal thermal recovery of the PL efficiency at
low N.nVature When die same experiment is performed at lOOK (Fig. 3b), a rather different
picture is revealed. The luminescence intensity, after the resumption of the excitation, has
recovered to a level which erafy exceeds the fatigued one just before the laser was blocked about
three minutes earlier, ad is nealy equal to its initial value.

Similar luminescence fatiguing phenonwnaIII with low temperature metastable
characteristics have been observed in other seniconductinImatenlk and a variety of mechanisms
involving metastable deep levels have been proposed[9-12). These mechanisms invoke the
presence of defects at disorder in the material. Although the mechanism for the PL fatigue
observed in our samples canno be specified definitively, it is apparent that the SILO structures
contin disordered regions which could incorporate metastable deep levels For example, the
lateral ordering is caused by the deviation of the vertical SPS periodicity from n=2. EDX
spectromcopy has shown that the interfaces of the compositionally modulated lateral alloy layers
are not abrupt but graded, and involve some disorder. In addition, the lateral period of the
ordering exhibits uregulanties. One can envision deep tras or localized mid-gap states associated
with elateral interfaces in the SPS that could give rise to the metastable PL fatigue in these
sample's.

Fig. 4 shows the energy shifts of bands I and H of sample #983 as a function of laser
pump power at 5K. Because band U has the property of fatiguing under strong laser light, a
specia' procedure was adopted in acquiring the data. The procedure takes advantage of the fact
that with high excitation power, the fatiguing rate was much faster at the beginning of the
illumination and gradually slowed down (saturated) after the sample had been exposed for some
time. The sample was first given a prolonged exposure to the highest laser power we were to use
in order to saturate the fatiguing effect; the spectral shift as a function of excitation intensity data
were acquired after the fatiguing effect had "saturated". This step was to preclude the possibility
of a fatigue-related lineshape distortion during data acquisition which would affect the accuracy of
peak position determination for band Il. Subsequent to the saturation of the PL fatigue, the
metastability of the fatigued PL state allowed us to acquire spectral data with sequentially
decreased excitation powers. As shown in Fig. 4, both bands behave similarly with an energy
shift of - 4meV for each decade of power increase. This shift, although much smaller than the
"moving band"[7 ] observed in the spontaneously ordered CuPt GalnP structure, is explicable in
terms of the disordered lateral variation in the average composition and band gap of the SPS. At
low excitation intensities, photexcited carriers thermalize to the lowest band gap volumes of the
laterally ordered SPS before recombining radiatively. With increasing pump power, some of the
photoexcited carriers undergo "hot carrer" recombination in higher band gap volumes of the SPS
giving rise to a blue shift in the PL spectrum. It is conceivable that the relatively broad PL
linewidths in our samples (Fig. I), compared with random alloys,[61 are also caused by the
irregular nature of the SILO SPS layers.

In conclusion, we have observed a low-temperature metastable PL fatiguing phenomenon
in structures containing laterally ordered vertical (GaP)2/(InP)2 SPS epilayers. The fatiguing
phenomenon is believed to relate to deep metastable states associated with defects and disorder
present in our samples. In samples comprising 110 nm thick SPS quantum wells separated by
GaInP alloy barrier layers, the intensity of the fatiguing PL bands and their fatiguing rates are
significantly lower than those observed in a continuous 900 nm thick SPS layer. This implies that
the disorder in spatial variation of composition and periodicity of lateral ordering which
accompany the SILO process is somewhat suppressed in the quantum well case and,
consequently, there am twer defect centers contributing to the fatiguing process. Although the
fatigued state is metastable at low temperatures, its PL effZiency is recoverable as the temperature
is increased. The existence of defects and compositional disorder is also evident from the spectral
energies and linewidths of the PL spectra and the studies of energy shifts as a function of pump
power. The relatively broad PL linewidths and the pump-power dependent energy shifts are
explained in terms of variations in the lateral periodicity of the quantum well layers, and in the
conmositional disorder within the layer
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PHOSPHORUS-VACANCY-RELATED DEEP LEVELS IN GalnP LAYERS

GROWN BY MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY
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Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and Center for Electronic and Electroopic
Materials, State University of New York at Buffalo, Bonner Hall, Buffalo, NY 14260
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ABSTRACT

Deep levels in lattice matched Go0 .5 11i.49P/GaAs heterostructure have been investigated
by thermal-electric effect spectroscopy(TEES) and temperature dependent conductivity mea-
surements. Four samples were grown by molecular beam epitaxy with varous phosphorus (P2)
beam equivalent pressure(BEP) of 0.125, 0.5, 2, and 4x10 Tort. We report for the first time, to
our knowledge, an electrical observation of phosphorus vacancy point defects in the GalnP/GaAs
material system. The phosphorus vacancies , VpI behave as an electron trap which is located at
EC-0.28+0.02 eV. We have found that this trap dominates the conduction band conduction when
T> 220K, and is responsible for the variable-range hopping conduction when T < 220K. Its con-
centration decreases with the incresing phosphrous BEP Successive rapid thermal annealing
showed that its concentration increases with the increasing annealing temperature. Another elec-
tron trap at EC-0.5 leV was also observed only in samples with P2 BEP less than 2x10" Torr. Its
capture cross section is 45x10"15 cm 2 as obtained from the illumination time dependent TEES
spectra.

INTRODUCTION

The lattice-matched Ga0.51In0.49P)GaAs heterojunction system has received extensive
attention as an important alternative to the AlGaAsdUaAs system in many applications[ 1-3 . Cur-
renly much attention is focused on the growth conditions, structural analysis and device envalu-
ation. Although a few empirical studies have been done on defects in GalnP[4'5 1, almost no
identification of point defects was done by these previous studies. In view of its potential techno-
logical applications, it is theOeore worthwhile to perform a study of its basic properties in relation
to defects. Such fundamental questions as the location of native defect levels in the gap, the iden-
tity of major native defects, and the effect of impurity incororation on the crystal under various
stoichiometric conditions have not been answered.

In this paper, we report some systemetic studies on deep levels in molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) grown Gao.51In0.49PKaAs hetemjunctions by varying the phosphorus (P2) beam equiva-
lent pressure (BEM) during the epitamial growth. The thermo-electric effect spectroscopy (TEES)
and the temperature dependent conductivity measurement were employed for the characteriza-
tion. The variable-range hopping conduction was observed at T< 220K in this material system.
Two electron traps were observed with the activation energies at 0.2g-0.02eV and at 0.51eV.
Their behaviors during variou heat treatments and the oriims will be discussed.
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SAMPLE PREPARATION

Four Ga0 .. 1Ino.4g00As hatinj tiom, G41. 042, G43, and G44, were grown by MBE
with varied P2 BEP of 0.125, 0.5, 2.0 and 4.0x10 4 Ton', respectively. We used a valved, solid
phophous cracker sore for the phosphide growth(61 . A 0.5prm thick undoped Ga0 .5 In0.oP
layer was grown on an n-type GaAs(100) substrate, misalented 40 towards (III)A. The carrier
concentration for the GaAs substrate is about 9x 1017cm'3. The growth temperature was 475C for
the GaInP layer. Samples were grown at -I limfih with a P2fhI BEP ratio of approximately 150
to 250. The samples we studied in this paper have relatively high resistivity ranging from 10' to
10W Q.cm at room temperature. Ohmic contact on the GaAs back surface was made by evaporat-
ing AuGe/Au and annealing at 4200C for 15s. The Schottky diodes ( area = 6.4x10-3 cm 2) were
fabricated on the front GalnP surface by evaporating Au under the base pressure of Ix l06 Torr.

Temperature-dependent conductivity measurement was performed using a standard sys-
tem from MMR Technologies, Inc. Our setup for the TEES measurement was described in Ref 7.
Data were taken under zero bias condition and under sufficient illumination time (5min.) when the
samples were at the lowest temperature (60K). The heating rate was kept at,0.35K/s. The illumi-
nation was performed by He-Ne laser(l.96mW). The rapid thermal annealing (RTA) was
employed using a commercial rapid thermal furnace (Healpuise Mod.210) in a N2 atmosphere by
the proximity capping method for 30s.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The temperature dependent conductivity data, M(T), for four GaInP/GaAs samples are
shown in Fig.l. The o(T) curves clearly shows two different types of conduction. For 1000/
Th4_5, the defect band hoppingconduction dominates, the conductivity due to the hopping con-
duction obeys the relationshipL8J of c= or 0exp(- W/T14), where b is a constant. Therefore, the con-
duction at 1000/T > 4.5 is due to variable-range hopping[9. For 1000/T<4.5, the conduction
band(CB) conduction becomes dominant. At room temerature, the Hall Effect measurement
showed that the carrier mobility was about 1650-3300cm /Vs in our samples, indicating that the
electrons are the conduction carriers in all samples. Thus the CB conduction in the 220-350K ( or
2.8<1000Jr < 4.5) region is due to the electrons excited from the deep donor levels whose energy
level lies below the conduction band. The activation energies Ea, obtained from aOT)- a 0 exp(-
Ek/kT), are 0.26, 0.26, 0.27 and 0.29eV for samples 041, 042, G43 and G44, respectively.
Although the conductivity difference between samples varies by a factor of 100 at the same tem-
perature, their activation energies are very close to each other, suggesting that their CB conduc-
tion is due to the same donor level with an activation energy at Ec-0.28•0.02eV.

Because of the relatively high resistivity, a TEES technique under the zero bias condition
was employed for defects characterization in these four samples. In TEES the driving force is the
temperature gradient rather than the applied bias. The detailed method of TEES data analysis was
described in Ref.7. Here the positive peak represents electron trap. The TEES spectra for four
samples in the temperature range of 60-300K are shown in Fig.2. No traps were observed above
300K(up to 400K). Two main electron traps, trap A(128-145K) and trap B(255K), were observed.
The trap A was observed in four samples, with slightly different peak position in each sample.
Trap B was observed in samples G41 and G42, but not observed in samples G43 and G44. Their
activation energies can be obtained approximately from E%-kTmln(Tm"/ )['73, where Tm is the
peak temperature, 0 is heating rate, and k is Boltzman constant. The obtained activation energies
for trap A are 0.25, 0.26, 0.27 and 0.29eV for sample 041, 042, G43 and 044, respectively.
These values are very close to the activation energy of the donor level obtained from the conduc-
tivity measurement in the temperature range of O000)T< 4.5. We believe that it is trap A that
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dominates the CB conduction in the range of 1000fT< 4.5 in all samples. Trap B has an activation
energy of 0.51eV. The absence of trap B in sample G43 and G44, and the different peak positions
of trap A in each sample imply that these two traps are not originated from the GaAs substrate.

The trap concentration may be estimated from Q - qNtAL*, where Q is the total charge
released from the trap which is equal to the area under a peak in TEES spectra (- =II[ dT), Nt is
the trap concentration, q is electronic charge, A is the area collecting the charge, and L is the
effective depth which depends on the experimental condition[I0 ]. In the TEES measurement, we
assume that only the traps located within the light absorption length contribute to the released
charge Q. We take L* = 0.251gm for the estimation of the trap concentration. The obtained trap
concentrations from the TEES spectra in each sample are listed in Table I. The TEES signal was
normalized by substractingthe dark current. Table I shows that the concentration of U A is in a
range of 0.9-2.4xU101 "-'3, and the concentration of trap B is about 12.3x10 1 cm"3 and
8xlO15cm"3 in samples G41 and G42, respectively. It is well known that the concentration of
native defects depends on the composition of MBE layer. The concentration of trap A decreases
with increasing the P2 BEP (as can be seen in Table I), suggesting that this trap may originate
from the phosphorus vacancies, Vp the antisites Inp or Gap the interstitials Gai or Ini, or their
complexes because the increase of P2 BEP during the sample growth will decrease the concentra-
tions of these defect species. However, the interstitials and the antisites are less probable causes
for trap A as can be seen from the following considerations: i) It was reported that the interstitials,
Gai or Ini, in the MBE grown samples are only present in Ga-rich or In-rich samples and found
most in low temperature grown samples[' 1. During our sample growth, the BEPs for Ga and for
In were kept the same and the growth temperature was 4750 C. ii) The antisites Inp or Gap are
acceptors, and the theoretically pridicted energy level is less than 0.12eVE12] which is much
smaller than the activation energy of trap A. In InR the emission band around 1.10-1.20eV is
attributed to the phosphorus vacancies (Vp) or Vp paired with an impurity atom which is a donor-
like dafect 13'141 . Therefore, we suggest that the phosphorus vacancies are responsible for the
observed electron trap A.

In order to test the above idea further, a successive rapid thermal annealing was per-
formed on each sample at various temperatures. One could expect an increased concentration of
Vp after RTA because of the likely out-diffusion of phosphorus and an increased concentration of
trap A if it is indeed due to Vp As Fig. 3(a) shows, the TEES peak height of trap A increased with
increasing the annealing temperature for sample G41, and the peak height of trap B was almost
constant after RTA at 600°C, but the peak position shifted to a higher temperature. Fig.3(b) shows
the concentration of both trap A and trap B vs the annealing temperature. It shows that the con-
centration of trap A increases with increasing the annealing temperature in all samples, and there
is more increase in trap concentration in the sample with a higher P2 BEP (during growth). This
is consistent with our argument that Vp is involved in trap A. It seems that trap B is also related
to phosphorus vacancies or Vp-related complexes in view of the facts that its concentration
decreases with the increasing P2 BEP in samples G41 and G42 as can be seen in Fig.l and that it
disappeared when P2 BEP > 2x10 4 Torr (in samples G43 and G44). However the annealing did
not affect its concentration, but only changed its energy position. This behavior is similar to the
annealing behavior of EL6 group in GaAst5]. Its configration may change due to the annealing. It
might be a complex of several native defects rather than an isolated point defect. The identifica-
tion of this trap needs further study.

It is noted that although trap B has a larger concentratoin than trap A in samples G41 and
042, the CB conduction at 1000fr< 4.5 (or T>220K) is still dominated by trap A, as can be
seen from the activation energy in Fig.1. In order to investigate the responsible trap for the hop-

j ping conduction for 1000fF > 45 (or T < 220K), we examined the TEES spectra and the conduc-
tivity under different illumination time. The illumination time dependent TEES spectra in sample
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042 are shown in Fig.4. It shows that the trap filling rates, i.e., their fre-carrier capture cross sec-
tions are different for thee two raps. The cncentration of trap A is almost independent of the
illumination time. Trap B, however, is very sensitive to the illumination time, it needs consider-
ably longer illumination to be completely filled. Similar results were observed in the other three
samples. We did not, however, observe any change of conductivity under different illumination
time. Theme results suggest that trap B has no contribution to the hopping conduction for T<220K.
This can also be seen from Fig.l, in which the hopping conductivity has a similar temperature
dependence in all samples, it does not matter whether trap B is present (in sample 041 and G42)
or absent (in sample G43 and G44). Therefore we conclude that the trap A is responsible for the
hopping conduction. The absence of any change for trap A under different illumination time can
not be explained by the carrier tnp process .6,t. Analogous phenomina were also observed
by Fang et al and Desnica et all' in the semi-insulating GaAs ( T3 in ref.l8 and T5 in
ref.19).

The capture cross section an of trap B can be obtained by the method suggested by Tomo-
zane et alt 1 . This method is based on the dependence of peak height on illumination period. The
On is given by

on -eA/(pflo -t) .......................................................................................... (1)
where Ih is the maximum photocurrent during the illumination through the sample, A is the area
of the electrode, and xt is the time constant of the trap which can be obtained from

It MLp. [1 - exp(-At/t)]................................. (2)
where 1 is the maximum photocurrent of the trap under sufficient illumination time, I is the
photocurrent level of the trap under illuminammn period At. As shown in Fig. 5, a good linear rela-
tion was obtained from the plot of In[ Lpe (Lpek-l)] vs At for trap B in sample G41 and G42,
from which a time constant of 32s was obtained. The capture cross section of trap B was then cal-
culated to be 4.5x10"15 cm 2 . In equations (1) and (2), we have ignored the effect of trap A due to
its independence on illumination time. For the same reason, we could not get the capture cross
section value for trap A from this method.

CONCLUSIONS

we observed two electron traps at 0.28 and 0.5leV in MBE-grown Ga0.51In0.49P/aAs
heterostructures by TEES measurement. We attribute the 0.28 eV trap to phosphorus vancancies,
Vpi which are responsible for both CB conduction at T>220K and for the variable hopping con-
duction at T<220K. Its concentration decreases with the increasing phosphorus BEP and increases
with the increasing annealing temperature. The illumination time dependent TEES showed that
this trap at 0.28eV has a very fast filling rate. The 0.51eV trap was found only in the samples with
P2 BEP less than 2x10 4 Torr. This could be related to a Vp-related complex rather than a single
native defect. The capture cross section of0.51eV trap was 4.5x10" cm.
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ABSTRACT

Deep levels and luminescence in SiGe/Si heterostructures and quantum wells have
been investigated. We have studied the effects of Be- and B-doping on the luminescent

properties ofSij_.Ge./Si single and multiquantumn wells. No new levels, or enhancement
of luminescence, from that in undoped samples, is detected in samples which are selec-
tively doped in the well-regions, implying that the observed luminescence in the undoped
quantum wells is a result of alloy disordering. Slight enhancement of luminescence is
observed in disordered wells and in quantum wires made by electron beam lithography
and dry etching. Deep levels have been identified and characterized in undoped Si--.Ge,
alloys. Hole traps in the p-type layers have activation ener~ies ranVng from 0.029-0.45 eV

and capture cross sections (u) ran..ig from 10. to 10- cm. Possible origins of these

centers are discussed. Some possibilities of obtaining enhanced electro-optic coefficients
in SiGe/Si heterostructures are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

There is a lot of current interest in the development of Sii-..Ge,. alloys for use

in electronic and optoelectronic devices and circuits'. It is of particular interest to

integrate optoelectronic devices, in particular light sources, with Si-based digital or analog

integrated circuits. The Siz 1 rGe, alloys are promising materials in this context. In order

to realize electroluminescent devices with these alloys, it is important to grow high-quality
materials and to understand and characterize their luminescent properties. To this end,
some recent reports have been made on the luminescence from Sil-_.Ge. and Si._.Ge./Si

quantum wels 2- 14 grown by a variety of techniques.
SiGe crystals, like other semiconductors, will have intentional and unintentional

impurity species at substitional or interstitial sites, native defects, or combinations of

both, which may give rise to deep levels in the forbidden energy bandgap. Deep levels

can act as carrier trapping and recombination centers and are known to degreade te

electronic properties and radiative efficiency of semiconductors, which will ultimately

affect device performance. To our knowledge, there has been no explicit report on the

properties of deep levels in undoped SiGe alloys.
In addition to sources and detectors, it is important to have electro-optic devices

with SiGe. The electro-optic properties of SiGe are also largely unknown. We report

here results from our recent studies of some of these fundamental material properties of

the SiGe alloys grown by gas-source MBE (GSMBE) using disilane and solid Ge.

SiGe GROWTH BY GAS F ZURCE MBE

A two-chamber RIBER 32 MBE with a vacuum load lock is used for our experiments.

The growth chamber is provided with an ion pump which maintains a background vacuum

of 10`o Torr. The cryoshroud temperature is ed at 77K and additional pumping is
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Figure 1: Double crystal x-ray rocking curves for pseudomorphic Sil_.Ge. layers with
various Ge compositions and thicknesses.

provided during growth by a turbomolecular pump. The Si2H6 flow rate is controlled
by a precision mass flow controller. Elemental germanium is effused from a resistively
heated cell with a PBN crucible. During growth the substrate temperature is monitored
by a pyrometer.

Sil-.Ges. epitaxial layers were grown on (100)-oriented, boron-doped, p-type or
phosphorus-doped, n-type silicon waler with a resistivity between 2-5xi0P ohm-cm. The
Ssubstrates were sequentially leaned in (1) 1NH 4OH:IH2O2 :5H 2O, (2) IHCI:IH202:3H20,
and (3) 1HF:50HO solutions for 10 min, 10 mn, and 30s, respectively. They were rinsed
in deionized H2O between each solution. Prior to growth, the surface oxide was removed
by heating to 840°C for 10 mn. At this point a clear (2 x 1) reflection high energy

i electron diffraction (RHEED) pattern is observed.

SCuk.i(004) x-ray rocking curve measurements were performed with a double-crystal
x-ray difractometer (XRD). Pendelosung oscillations were observed in the data. From
these oscillations, both the perpendicular lattice constant and the layer thickness can be
osimultaneously determinedn. Representative data obtained from single pseudomorphic

layers are shown in Figure 1.
Typical surface morphology of the Sit-.Ge. layers grown by Si2He/Ge MBE is illus-

trated in Figure 2 for the thin pseudomorphic layers. It is nearly featureless. Only a few
Sgermanium clusters are observed. The density of these clusters increases with increasing
layer thickness. We believe that they originate fromr the germanium cell. Comparable
dusters, originating from the gallium cell, having ! -en observed during the growth of
GaAs.

DEEP LEVELS IN UNDOPED Sil.,Ge.

1-pim thick undoped Sil-iGe. layers were grown on (100)- oriented, B-doped
I-t Si substrates Orr deep level measurements. Deep level transient spectroscopy

T measurements were made on Schottky diodes made on the different samples ry
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Figure 2.' Surface morpholog for a thin (650A), pseudomorphic Sio"Geo.ii/Si layer.
Germanium clusters are somnetime, observed, as shown in this photomicrograph.

photolithographic technique.. The diodes were formed by an electron beam evaporated
bilayer of Ni(100A)/Au(5000A). The nickel layer increased the adhesion sufficiently to
allow the application of a gold bonding layer to the surface. Aluminum ohmic contacts
were formed on both the surface of the epitaxial laye and the substrate backside. The
diodes exhibited rectifying characteristics, with a typical reverse breakdown voltage of
15V.

The DLTS signal as a function of temperature for a fixed rate window is shown in
Figure 3, for a sample with x =0.14. The reverse bias applied to the diode is sufficient
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Figure 3: Deep level transient spectroscopy data showing peaks due to hole traps in
p-type SioagGe&14.

to ensure that the deep levels that have been identified are bulk traps. The data indicate
the presence of a sou mority ie (hole), ps.nArrn plots ofte.se traps.
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Figure 4: Arrhenius plots of three clearly identified hole traps il SiO.asGe0.14.

while very small capture cros sections are usually attributed to traps that have a large
lattice-relaxation, such as the D-X center in AlIGa 1_2Asas.

The measurements reported above have been made on nominally undoped material.
Capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements have shown this material to be p-type. Since
germanium is a Group IQVA element, substitutional atoms should be isoelectronic with
silicon. When the alloy is grown in the silicon-rich condition, germanium atoms occupy
sites in the silicon diamond lattice structure. No deep levels are expected to arise from
this incorporation of germanium atoms into the silicon lattice.

Since the Si-.,Ge, alloys were not intentionally doped, one would first attribute
the existence of deep levels to native defects. However, the number of candidates
are extremely small. Self-interstitials anneal at temperatures well below 300K, as
do most vacancies. Vacancy complexes can exist at higher temperatures and are
known to five rise to deep levels in silicon"7 . An aluminum-vacancy complex and an
aluminum-interstitial-aluminum substitutional pair were identified as having energies
of .F,+0.45eV and F_*+0.25eV, respectively, in electron irradiated, p-type silicon"'.
Dislocations are not considered to be a potential origin, since they produce a continuous
band of levels, with high densities, rather than discrete states.

It is possible that unintentional dopants may be complexinj with germanium atoms
to produce these deep levels in Sij_,Ge,. Even though these fims are relaxed, there is
a small residual strain due to the difference in the size of the germanium atom. This
is evident by the use of carbon to bring the lattice back to the silicon parameters. The
extremely small extrapolated capture cross sections of some of the traps are similar to
the vanishingly small cross sections reported for the DX centers in AlGaAs's due to a
large lattice relaxation. It may be noted in Table I that some of the traps have very large
values of a., usually associated with recombination centers.

STEADY STATE AND TIME-RESOLVED PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
FROM PERIODIC AND DISORDERED QUANTUM WELLS

Doping by isoelectronic impurities was prover, to be a successful technique for
enhancing the luminescence in indirect bandgap compound semiconductors such as GaP
and GaAsP 1*. In the case of these compounds nitrogen (N) was found to be very suitable.
Doping with N produced a series of deep levels in the energy bandgap and the k-selection
rules for transitions involving these levels are relaxed. There are no suitable isoelectronic
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Table I. Measured Characteristics of Majority-Carrier

Measurd Catr
Alloy Activation Trap Croa
Comp. Energy, Concentration SectionW Er) (ev) (M3(I13 ,(r

0.06 No traps detected
0.14 0.029 1.4 1.96x10U-

0.065 3.67 8.5x40-2
0.314 1.3 1.3x10 1-

"0.19 0.041 8.0 1.6x10-20
A deeper trap not well resolved

0.26 <0.2 not well resolved
0.261 1.2 8.55x10-15

0.45 1.3 5.0x409

dopants in Group IV of the Periodic Table for the SiGe alloys. We therefore chose to
investigate the effects of doping with Be(Gr II) and B(Gr III). The latter is a well-behaved
acceptor dopant for these materials. Similar relaxation of the k-selection rules can he
obtained in disordered superlattices. We report here the luminescence measured in
high-quality undoped and Be- and B-doped Sil.Ge./Si quantum wells and disorderedsuperlattices.

The QW structures typically consist of a 100 nm undoped Si buffer layer, Si 1_,Ge./Si
single quantum well (SQW) or multi-quantum well (MQW) and top undoped Si layer,
tically 0OAthick. Two sets of samples were grown and studied. In the first, the entire
S or U MQW structure was undoped. In the second, the well regions were selectively
doped with Be or B to a level of I x I01" cm-n. Well and barrier thicknesses vary from
20-I•A and 50-200A, respectively.

High-resolution (-2A) photoluminescence (PL) spectra of these samples were
measured using the 488 nm line of an argon-ion laser of variable intensity. Luminescence
signals were processed in a standard configuration using a 1-m Jarell-Ash spectrometer
and a lock-in detection system with a liquid Nrcooled Ge detector. Samples were cooled
down to 18K with a closed-loop variable temperature He cryostat.

We will first present and discuss the PL spectra observed for the undoped QW
samples. For clarity of presentation, the data will be presented in two regimes of
photon energy. These correspond, respectively, to the spectral regions of the Si and
SiGe banded~ges. Figure 5(a) shows luminescence from the Si bufier and QW barrier
regions (and possibly with some contribution from the Si substrate) in a MQW sample
with 10 periods. The spectra are characterized by a series of sharp excitonic lines with
linewidths ranging from 6-S meV. These lines originate from free- and bound-exciton
transitions with phonon participation (longitudinalsad transverse acoustic and optical
phonons). They are labeled by analogy with data published in the literature2. The

transition labeled EHD is due to the electron-ole droplet and is not seen in allthe samples. The transition at 0.998 eV is seen in all our samples and we believe it
originates from a defect or impurity in the Si layers. AUl these transitions were identified
in the PL spectra of an undoped Si wafer. Figure 5(b) shows typical luminescence
observed from a 40A Sio~rsGeo.is/75A Si MQW with 10 periods. Note that the samples
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Figure 5: Measure low-temperature photoluminescence from (a) Si barrier and buffer
layers, and (b) 40A Sio.7sGe.25 well regions of 10-period SiGe/Si undoped multi-quantum
wells.

in Figures 5(a) and (b) are not the same. The peaks labeled A, B, C, and D correspond
to the peaks a, b, c and d, observed and discussed by Vescan, et al.'2 Lines C and D
are due to no-phonon (NP) transitions of bound excitons due to relaxation of k-selection
rules by alloy scattering. From analysis of high-field transport data in Si,_=Ge, alloys
we have calculated the alloy scattering potential U0 in the valence band to be 0.6 eVam.
The transitions C and D) are believe to be a split doublet (-.-20 meV) caused by 2-3
monolayers intra-layer and interlayer well thickness variations. Transitions labeled A and
B are due to TOs,.-s, phonon replicas (1D-B and C-A are -,59 meV) of the NP transitions2 .
No dislocation or defect related transitions' 2 were observed at lower energies, indicating
that all our sample had pseudomorphic quantum wells. The bandgap energies of the
Sii._.Geg alloys can be estimated from the NP transition energies, taking into account
the exciton binding energy. We have measured the shift in energy of the NP transitions
as the well thickness is changed. A blue shift is observed with reduction of well width,
confirming quantum confinement effects.

The photoluminescence spectra observed from the Be-doped sample are discussed
next. Measurements were made with i00A Si0•oGe0.i/Si SQW and MQW samples with
different Si barrier thicknesses. The spectra are essentially the same and are shown in
Figure 6. The NP transition is observed at 1.041 eV and may primarily be band-to-band
in nature due to the doping. The transition at 1.022 eV is possibly a doublet of the NP
transition or a TA phonon replica. The peak at 0.998 eV is seen again. The TOs,-s,
phonon replica is observed at 0.977 eV. The overall intensity of the luminescence is
apaproximately three times smaller than that of the undoped samples. Unlike N-doping in
GasP, the luminescence intensity is not enhanced, or new transitions are not produced.
These results suggest that the effect of alloy disordering to relax the selection rules is
far more dominant in these alloys than the effect of doping, in as far as luminescence
is concerned. In the B-doped samples (,,5x101 e - lxl0'7 cm-2 ) the luminescence was
quenched more severely and isnot beng shown here.
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Figure 6: Low-temperature PL spectra of Be-doped 10-period Sio.gGeo.1/Si MQW.

To summarize, we have made a detailed study of high-resolution PL spectra measured
in undoped and doped Sii.CGe./Si MQW and SQW samples. The results suggest that
doping in these alloys will not enhance PL efficiencies. Improvement of material quality
or other techniques such as disordered quantum wells and quantum wires need to be
explored.

Disordered superlattices with multiple periods were grown for PL measurements. The
schematic of a typical structure is shown in Figure 7(a). The sequence number n is
randomly varied between I and 3. The probability of each number is 1/3. The average
quantum well structure has 85A SiGe wells and 260A Si barriers. Luminescence from
such a sample is shown in Figure 7(b). No significant enhancement is observed in the
low temperature PL which agrees with previous data 21-2. However, some enhancement
is observed at 77K and higher temperatures.

- Si, L1 = (390- 65n)X • 2.8 Disordered MQW-

21 periods 2 2

N Si03Ge0 11L5 = 43nX 1.5
Si

Si substrate - o.s

(a) 4.11 03.6 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.06 1.10 1.12

Energy (eV)
(b)

Figure 7: (a) Structure of undoped disordered superlattice, where n is a random integral
number between 1 and 3. The probability of each number is 1/3; (b) Low temperature
PL observed from disordered superlattice.
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Figure 8: Schematics for fabrication of SiGe/Si quantum wires.

It is equally important to note that the radiative recombination times have to be short
enouh (~ s)or such radiative transitiom to be useful for a light source. We have
th ('rdm~esudred the steady state and transient luminesce-ce properties of SiGe/Si
quantum wells. The excitation source was a mW pulsed GaAs/A &As law with 100 ps
pulsewidth and 50 KHz repetition rate. The temporal variation of the photoluminescence
was meanured with a New Focus InGa•As detector with large gain and response time of
1 na. No significant decay signal could be observed, since the photoluminescence is very
weak. The recombination lifetime in Si is -Ips. Unless there is a significant reduction
in the value of this parameter in SiGe, these materials will not be useful for practical
luminescent devices.

LUMINESCENCE FROM SiGe/Si QUANTUM WIRES:

A possible technique for enhancing the oscillator strength of optical transitions is
to use disordered quantum wires. Recently reported work on porous Si suggests that
optical processes can be enhanced in quasi-one dimensional (quasi-ID) systems'. It
has been shown2' that electronic states can be localized in quasi-ID systems even with
a small disorder. The disorder is expected to strongly localize electronic states near
the band edges and this will enhance the optical transition rates. Multiquantum well
samples, consisting of 85 A wells and 2607 barriers were first grown. The quantum
wires are defined by reactive ion etching through nickel masks patterned by electron
beam lithography (Figure 8). The wires so defined in a sample are shown in the
photomicrograph of Figure 9(a). The width of such quantum wires made in our laboratory
vary from 400-1000A.

The steady-state, low-temperature photoluminescence spectrum observed from a typ-
Sical quantum wire sample is shown in Figure 9(b). The transition observed at 1.1 eV

is believed to be due to no-phonon (NP) transitions in the wire. For comparison, the
NP transitions from the quantum well of this particular wafer is shown by the dashed

i profile. A blue shift of 35 meV is clearly observed, indicating the existence of quasi-lD

i effects in ag900 nm wire.
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Figure 9: (a) SEM micrograph of Sio.gGeo.j quantum wires; (b) measured low-temperature
photoluminescence spectra.
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ELECTRO-OPTIC EFFECTS IN SiGe

It is well known that because of the presence of inversion symmetry, the electro-optic
effect in bulk Si (and Ge) is negligible. However, in quantum wells made from the SiGe/Si
system, we expect a larger electro-optic effect. It is important to note that the dielectric
constant of Si is 11.9c. while that of Ge is 16.2c,. This is an extremely large difference
and if proper quantum wells were designed a lae electro-optic effect can be expected. By
using asymmetric quantum well structures, as shown in Figure 10, the linear electro-optic
effect can be very strong. Experiments are in progress to measure these effects.

Symmetric Quantum Well tid

Weak
Electro-optic
Effect

Asymmetric Quantum Wells Field

TDV- Stronger
Elecb'o-oohc
Effect

Figure 10: Schematic illustration of symmetric and asymmetric SiGe/Si quantum wells
and the corresponding electro-optic effects.

CONCLUSIONS

Luminescence in quantum wells and quantum wires made with SiGe/Si heterostruc-
tures and deep levels in single SiGe layers have been characterized. It is clear that
although luminescence is observed from the wells and wires, some mechanism to enhance
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tthe oscillator strength of the transitions is required. Deep levels have been identified
and characterized in undoped Si1...8G% alloys grown on silicon substrates. Hole traps
in the p-type layers have activation energies raning from 0.029-0.45 eV and capture
cross sections (or.) ranging from 10-1 to 10-2 cin" Pssble origins of these centers are
discussed.
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ELCITRONIC CHARACTERIZATION OF DISLOCATIONS IN RTCVD GERMANIUM-
SIUCON/SIUCON GROWN BY GRADED LAYER EPITAXY

P.N. GRILLOT," S.A. RINGEL," G.P. WATSON,* E.A. FITZGERALD" and Y.H. XIE-
"Dept. of Electrical Engineering, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210

"AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974

ABSTRACT

Carrier trapping and recombination activity have been studied with DLTS and EBIC in
RTCVD grown compositionally graded Ge. 3Si.7/Si heterostructures. DLTS peak height is found
to vary with applied bias, and the bias conditions used indicate that at least one peak is present
in the homoepitaxial Si buffer layer and perhaps the substrate as well. Variations in EBIC
contrast as a function of reverse bias, and DLTS fill pulse experiments both indicate that the
DLTS peaks observed are dislocation related. Moreover, the bias dependent decrease in DLTS
peak height is observed to occur at different rates for different peaks, indicating a possible
connection between certain DLTS peaks and dislocation orientation or type. Activation energies
of one electron trapping center and one hole trapping center add up to roughly the expected
bandgap in a relaxed Ge.Si,.• alloy with x £ 0.3, indicating that the electron and hole trapping
centers observed with DLTS may, in fact, be associated with the R-G center observed by EBIC.

INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENT

Geo.3Sio.7 alloys were grown by RTCVD on p-type Si (100) using the graded layer epitaxy
(GLE) technique. Specifically, a 1 m Si buffer layer was grown, followed by a step-graded
structure consisting of 10 discrete steps with a 3% change in Ge mole fraction at each interface.
Finally, a 1 /m Geo.3Si.7 cap layer was grown. An average grading rate of 20% Ge/lim was
maintained throughout the step graded region. GeSi epitaxy occurred at 800 0C, and all alloy
thicknesses exceeded the equilibrium theory critical thickness. Subsequent material
characterization indicates that the GeSi alloy layers ;,v completely relaxed.'

All epitaxial films were nominally undoped, but C-V dopant profiling revealed a p-type

conductivity at a concentration - 2 x 10"4 cm 3. P-n junctions were formed in these samples by
ion implantation with a dose of 5 x 10"3 As+/cm2 at 50 kV, resulting in an As concentration - 1019

cnm3 at a projected range of 300 A. The As dopant was activated by a 60 sec. RTA at 700 OC.
TEM and EBIC data clearly indicate the presence of a three-dimensional dislocation network in
the compositionally graded region, as well as threading dislocations in the cap region and
dislocation half loops (which have originated from misfit segments) in the Si buffer layer.' A
more complete description of sample growth and processing conditions is reported elsewhere.'

Ohmic contacts were formed on these samples by evaporation of 1500 A of Al on the p-type
Si back surface and the Geo.3Sio. 7 n+ implanted cap layer. Following metallization, I-V and C-V
characterization were performed to ensure device integrity prior to performing DLTS and EBIC
measurements. On those samples which exhibited satisfactory I-V and C-V characteristics,
DLTS was performed with a Bio-Rad model 4602 Deep Level Transient Spectrometer, using the
double boxcar method. EBIC data was obtained with a JEOL 6400 SEM which has been
modified for EBIC measurements. SEM beam current was - 1 nA, with an accelerating voltage
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of 20 kV. Bin values used for EBIC rnge from +0.5 volts to -4 volts, so the exckion
volume emended beyond the depletio region edge in all EIC measurements reported here.

RESULTS

In figure 1 a, we illustrate the deep level spectrum of the GeSi/Si GLE sample, which
indicates the presence of at least two hole traps, DI and D2. The bias conditions used to obtain
this data were Vi = -1.1 volts, and Vp = -0.1 volts, where Vt is the quiesce•reverse bias, and
VF is the diode bias during the fill puls portion of the DLTS cycle. It should be noted that tdi
Debyc length in thse low doped samples is - 0.4 ^i. and the wo bias depleto width s - 2 pm.

Figure I b illustrates the DLTS spectrum of the same sample with an applied bias of Vf/Vp
= -1.50 volts/-0.50 volts. Clearly, the DLTS peak height has decreased in figure 1 b, relative
to that in figure 1 a. Moreover, the relative intensity of peaks Dl and D2 has inverted. That
is, peak DI is dominant in figure I a, while peak D2 is dominant in figure I b.

In figure 1 c, taken at bias conditions of V,/V,, = -6.00 volts/-5.00 volts, peak D2 has
Scompletely, amn peak DI has decreased further in intensity. Thi trend is observed

to coutinue with increasing reverse bias, as illustrated in figure 2.
As mentiomnd above, the zero bias depletion width in these samples is - 2prm, while, for an

applied bias of -0.5 volts, the depletion layer width is - 2.5 pm. This depletion width data
indicates that the near-zero bias DLTS data in figure 1 a, where peak DI is dominant,
emphasizes the compositionally graded region, which contains a three-dimensional network of
dislocations. However, for the DLTS data indicated in figure I b, where peak D2 dominates,
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Fig. 1. DLTS spectrum under bias conditions of a.) '4V, = -1. 10 v/-0.l10v (depletion width,
W - 2 pi) b.) VIV= = -1.50 v/.0.30 v (W m 2.5 pm = alloy film thickness), and c.)

V11V1 ,= -1. 10 vI-OA 0 v (W * alloy film thickness).IS
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Fig. 2. DLTS peak height as a function of reverse bias magnitude.

the depletion region width indicates that DLTS measurements will tend to emphasize trapping
near the edge of the compositionally graded region, as well as the Si buffer layer and may
therefore be more sensitive to misfit dislocations lying in the (100) growth plane. For much
larger reverse bias, i.e., I V3 I > 4 volts, all mismatched interfaces are deep within the dei'!Wion
region, and the trapping centers associated with misfit dislocations in the compositionasy graded
region are not filled by the majority carrier injection pulse. Hence, for such a large reverse
bias, as in figure 1 c, DLTS is sensitive to dislocation half loops in the Si buffer layer and
substrate (which have been observed in these samples with TEM)1 , and peak DI is again
dominant. The overall bias dependence of the DLTS peak height is summarized in figure 2.
While the ion implantation discussed above is expected to cause damage in the top 1000 A of
the Ge.3Si.7 cap region, these DLTS measurements probe the sample at a depth > 2 Iun. The
DLTS results presented ahPve are therefore not believed to be related to implant damage.

To further corroborate thu DLTS depth dependence, we have investigated EBIC contrast as
a function of bias. In figures 3 a and b, we display EBIC images obtained at zero bias, and at
-4 volts, respectively. Note that the contrast was optimized individually for each EBIC image,
hence figures 3 a and b should be interpreted as showing only qualitative trends in EBIC
contrast. A more quantitative comparison is shown in figure 4, where the relative EBIC contrast
has been corrected for gain and brightness adjustments at each applied bias. Clearly, the relative
EBIC contrast decreases with applied bias, in agreement with the DLTS results presented above.

EBIC is a well established technique for the identification of dislocations in electronic
materials. Hence the correlation between EBIC and DLTS bias dependence indicates that DLTS
is most likely probing dislocation related trapping centers in the GeSi alloy layers and the Si

'I buffer layer and substrate.
To better identify the physical sources of the observed DLTS peaks, we have examined the

dependence of DLTS peak height on fill pulse time, t, For dislocation related trapping centers,
it is well established that the DLTS peak height varies as log(Q).2 7 As illustrated in figure 5,
we have indeed observed this same logarithmic dependence for the hole trapping centers DI and
D2, as well as an electron trapping center, D4. The observed saturation of DLTS peak height
infigure 5 for t > I ms is in agreement with the results of Omling et al., on plastically
defOrmled Si,4 and this result will be discussed in more detail elsewhere.3
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Figure 5. DLTS peak height vs. log(t. The linear relationship indicates that the observed

DLTS peaks are dislocation related.

Anhenus plots of DLTS peaks DI (hole trapping center) and D4 (electron trapping center)
indicate activation energies of E6., o 0.43 eV and Fe,- - 0.64 eV. Th1 charge traping
characterists of DLTS allow us to observe the electron trapping center under forward bias
inecmo and dte hole trapping cener under reverse bia inecion. However, addiional DLTS
data not reponed here leads us to believe that the minority cari electron trap is still present
and active under reverse bias. If trappig centers DI and 4 are due to the same physical
defect, then E•, + FID - E,(GeSi), indicating that the rapin centers detected with DLTS
may, in fact, be related to the R-G center which we detect with EBIC.
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CONCLUSIONSI In conclusion, we have used DLTS to observe several trapping centers in compositionally
graded RTCVD grown Gjeý 3% 7/Si. Both the individual DLTS peak heights and the ratio of
peak heights is observed to vary with applied bias, indicating that the observed peaks are
associated with the spatially varying dislocation sitncture in these samples.

EBIC contrast, which is a well established technique for the detection of dislocationis in
semioixactrs, indicates a bias dependence which is in qualitative agreemsent with that observed

thrgough DLTS. Moreover, DLTS peak height is observed to vary as iog(L). and the activation
energies of one electron trapping center and one hole trapping center add up to approximately
the bmndgap of arelaxed Ge.Si,..,alloy with x -- 0.3.

The above facts indicate that the trapping centers observed by DLTS are related to
dislocations, and may be related to the R-G centers observed by EBIC. We are currently
extending this research to include other alloy compositions and grading scheme, and to present
a more detailed treatmnet of the results given here. These results will be reported elsewhere.'
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SPACE DISTRIBUTION OF DEEP LEVELS IN SIGe/Si HETEROSTRUCTURE

Zhang Rong, Yang Kai, Ou Shulin, Shi Yi, Huang Honugin, Wang Ronghua, Hat Ping,
Hu Liqun, Zheng Youdou and Li Qi
Department of Physics, Nanjing University, Nanjing 210008, CHINA

ABSTRACT

The small-pulse DLTS had been developed to measure distribution of deep levels in
CVD grown SiGe/Si heterostructure before and after thermal processing at 800°C.
Changes of defect states was found and after processing the original single deep level
0.62eV under the condition band split into two separated traps. A new weak deeper trap
signal was found only in the just relaxed region. It could be Ge-related defect complex
with misfit dislocations.

I. INTRODUCTION

SiGe/Si heterostructures have absorbed much attention of semiconductor scientists and
engineers. Because of their novel properties, many new devices such as heterqjunction
bipolar transistor(HBT)[1], modulation doped field effect transistor (MODFET)[2],
infrared detector[3-4], waveguide[5] and light emitting diode(61 have been fabricated. In
these new device structures, the energy band of SiGe alloy layer can be controlled not
only by changing composition, but also by altering thickness and strain in the layer. They
are bases for Si "band-gap engineering'. With the great progress in growth and band-gap
engineering techniques further interesting devices are expected to be developed.

Deep traps in semiconductor have great influences on device properties. In
semiconductor heterostructures, especially in the strained layer heterostructures, because
of existeance of misfit dislocations and different deep traps in different sublayer, both deep
levels and their distribution are very important for understanding the behavior of
heterostructure devices. A versatile and widely-used method to determine the deep levels
in bulk semiconductor materials is deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS). But it can
not give the space distribution of heterostructures, especially in the case of interfaces and
ultrathin multilayers. In this paper a new method--small pulse DLTS is developed to
characterize deep levels and their space distribution in semiconductor heterostructures.
Using the method, we report here for the first time the experimental results of the
SiGe/Si heterostructure.

The DLTS spectra showed a majority-carrier trap in the SiGe/Si ML. In order to
study the origin of this deep level, the sample was thermally processed at 800°C. After
processing, the original trap split into two separated deep levels. A new weak deeper
level signal was found only in the SiGe region, while the strong shallower level signal
was found in whole sample. When reverse bias varied from 0.3V to 3.6V, and the
magnitude of filling pulse maintain a constant of 100meV, it was found that the active
energy of the deeper' level varied between 0.54eV to 0.63eV and vanished when
Vr<0.4eV and Vr> 1.5eV. A model was proposed to interpret the experimental results.
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U. EXPEf8IMN¶

The small-pulse DLTS method was put forward by Wendell D. Eadeas and Richard
M.Swanson in 1984[?] in order to determine the distribution of interface state density in
the forbidden gap. By choosing appropriate magnitude, the authors distinguished
contribution from interface states with different energy in the forbidden gap. Detailed
they set a small constant difference of Vr-Vp, varied Vr (and Vp) to measure the
interface states with different energy. The small-pulse DLTS was a powerful tool to study
the distribution of interface states with high sensitivity, high resolution and high signal
to noise ratio.

The semiconductor heterostructure was different from homogenous bulk material, and
its deep traps behave differently in different sublayers and at interfaces, so traditional
DLTS technique can not distinguish distributions from different sublayers. By using
small-pulse DLTS, we can control proper filling pulse to modulate "sampling space
window' and measure the profile of deep levels in the depletion region. If the amplitude
of reverse pulse was low enough, we may theoretically get a very thin *sampling space
window" and distinguish different contribution of sublayers in the heterostructures from
DLTS spectra. The calculated results showed that for Si under the 10"/cm3 doping
condition, a 6WmV smallgwulse corresponded to a 6nm 'sampling space window', it is
enough to detect special signal of deep levels in each sublayer in the semiconductor
heterostructure multilayers.

The structure of measured sample was
shown in Fig. 1, The unintentional doped Si
caplayer and the SiGe/Si multilayers were a
grown on 3-5 (1cm n-type (100)Si substrate
by RTP(VLP-CVD at 6000C[8]. Sill4 and
Ge-H4 were used as reactant source gases,
and the deposition chamber was kept with
2-SmTorr during growth. For distinguishing U ,,,,MO
signal contributions between the
metal/semiconductor interface and the ML S
region, a thick Si caplayer had been grown ",

on the top of the SiGe/Si heterostructures.
The X-ray diffraction spectrum was shown
in Fig.2.

Figure . Schematic structure of the
sample

ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The typical DLTS spectrum of SiGe/Si heterostructure as prepared was given in

Fig.3a. We can see a strong signal at T,-= 250K. The deep level parameters had been
summarized in Table 1. In order to study the origin of the deep trap, the sample was
thermally processed in vacuum at 800°C for 15min. The DLTS spectrum of the sample
after annealing was figured out in Fig.3b. It is obviously that the original peak had split
into two separated peak named A and B respectively. The small-pulse DLTS spectrum
with pulse height of 200mV and different reverse was bias shown in Fig.4. Peak B
appeared only in the region between 0.9V and 1,5eV. The finer measurements with pulse
height of 100mV gave active energy, capture cross-section and intensity in Fig.5, Fig.6,
Fig.7 and Fig.8.
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Prom Fig.5 and Fig.6, we could se that
both energy level and capture cross
section varied in different sublayers, and
the interfaces between sublayes could be
clearly seen. The traps in sublayer a and
c were located at 0.42ev under the
conduction band edge, and the trap in
sublayer b was located at 0.53eV under
the conduction band edge, while in Si the
trap was 0.62eV under the CB. Similarly,
the capture cross section of the trap
behaved differently in different sublayers
and showedsame trends. A shallower trap 52 57-6267 72 77
had smaller capture cross section than a 2 THETA
deeer one indicated that they had
different defect microstructure. We took Figure 2 X-ray diffraction
attention to Fig.7 and Fig.8, and found spectrum of Sioo5Geo.uI/Si
that both trap A and B concentrated in
sublayer b. This fact indicated that the sublayer was relaxed during annealing and
produced defect complex related to misfit
dislocations.

In the heterostructure as prepared, the
thickness of sublayer c was much larger
than the critical value about 12nm, so
sublayer c was fully relaxed and sublayer
b were strained. After thermally ,
processing, the sublayer b became
relaxing, and the defects in the sublayer b
combined with misfit dislocation to form A
defect complex, while the deep level
moved from 0.62eV to 0.60eV and
0.56eV respectively. The deep trap in B
sublayer a and c changed from 0.62eV to
0.42eV, the stable defect state in SiGe b

alloyt9].
Table II listed the intensity of deep ,

level before annealing and sum of 100 150 200 250 300
intensity of trap A and trap B after ZPertie (

OWN ignals for the ample beforeannealing. The near number of deep traps maftw .rocessbf.
before and after annealing indicated that Figure 3
both peak A and B were originated from
the deep trap existing in the sample as prepared, and the misfit dislocation didn't
introduced new deep traps and only combined with original traps to form defect complex.
Fig.9 gave the relative magnitude of peak A and B as a function of depth. It is constant
of 0.37 confirmed that trap A and trap B were Si and Ge related respectively.

Nagesh[9] et al. found that the mid-gap level was pinned to the valence band, so the
composition of alloy could be deduced from the energy level data of DLTS. Using this
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method, we calculated the composition of
SiGe alloy as x-,0.42 for both sublayer a
and c, and x- 0.22 for sublayer b. The
data of sublayer b was lower than the tdu-tm
designed x value maybe because that the e _l L .

defect in the sublayer b was the defect
complex and differed from those in £N

sublayer a and c.

IV. CONCLUSIONS b

d

100 10 200 250 300

0 Temperturs (0

... 4.... Figure4 Small-pulse DLTS
O.W (-) spectrum with different bias.

Figure 5 Enery level of trap A and B
It had been demonstrated that the

small-pulse DLTS method were a useful experimental tools for studying the deep traps
and their distribution in the SiGe/Si heterostructures. These properties allowed a
comprehensive analysis of the defect in different space region. Using the method we had
measured the trap profile in the SiGe/Si multilayer, resulting in distribution of energy
level and capture cross section as well as trap densities. The resilts of pre- and post
annealing suggested that thermal processing could change the state of deep traps and form
defect complex. By using the small pulse DLTS we also obtained the composition in
different sublayers.

107-

10713

Table I Comparisen of total intensities of deep i°'t4

traps pre- and post annealing 10-15
200 300 400 500 600

Vr-Vp(V) Nt/N (N'A+N,5 ) /Nd Depth (-)
0.4-0.8 6.4% 6.1% Figure 6 capture cross section of trap A
0.6-1.2 15.6% 15.1%
1.2-1.9 7.6% 5.5% andB
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Table xx Data of deep trap before annealing

Vp-Vr (V) Ec-•t(eV) NJN4  o.0(c]%)
1 0.4-0.8 0.60 6.4% 1.3e-12
2 0.6-1.2 0.62 15.6% 7.5e-12
3 1.2-1.9 0.58 7.6% 1.2e-12

100

10-.

10 -3
200 300 400 500 6a0

Depth (nr)

Figure 7 Intensity of trap A

100

10-1

10-3 I I I

200 280 300 350 400 450

Depth (nm)

Figure 8 Intensity of trap B
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Figure 9 Ratio of intensity of A to B
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PHOTOLUMINESCENCE OF SIGE ALLOYS IMPLANTED WITH ERBIUM
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A.Osirsky,- M.Vatnik*

"Institute of Semiconductor Physics, 15230 Frankfurt (Oder), Germany
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ABSTRACT

The 1.54im emission of erbium implanted SiGe alloys was investigated as a
function of oxygen and germanium concentrations as well as defect denities. Sam-
ples of SiGe layers grown by atmnospherc momure chemical vapor d * 'niqu which containhigh oce- 10 Ogwnnxypithl:.=10 -3

n nnsWr T ai dhe~,a cmd
range and 2 - 24 % Ge were chosen for the eex-"m -nt. V using rapid thermal an-
nealing in nitrogen atmosphere, a high optical activation of Er was found by photolu-
minescence. In samples with low defect densities nearly one third of the implanted Er
ion dose could be detected in form of electrically active donors by spreading re-
sistance measurements. The behavior of different SiGe : Er layers, based on sample
property and annealing condition, suggests that more than only one type of lumine-
scent Er-complex is present.

INTRODUCTION

Erbium is proposed to be a very promising candidate for the development of opti-
cal elements like-wave , light emitting dioides or laserss.1Th emso of Er'. is
the result of an interal4f transition, it is centredat about 1.54 pm near te absorpt.on
minimum of optical fibres, and is therefore o great interest for optical communication
technologies A lot of investigations was pe d to study the optical and electrical
propertie• f Er-implanted-Si and to e e efciency ofEr reated lumi-
nescence.'-l In the results it was shown that the intensity o the Er-related 1.54 pm
emission depends significantly on the presence of additional impurities such as C, N,
F or especially O. Er - impurity complexes are formed and the cal jro i~ei.
well as the concentration of optically ictive centres are remarkably influenced "' ,-,o

Up to now only little infoimation is available about the propertes of Er d

SiGe alloys although it should have the Potential as optoelectronic material. The for-
mation of Si/SiGe:Er/Si quantum wells (QW) shoula increase the efficiency of Er
pumping due to the higher concentrations of excitons bound to the Er atoms in the
QW. H6wever, at first some more knowledge of Er-luminescence excitation and
quenching mechanisms in SiGe is needed.

In this study we investigate the PL a of Er implanted atmospheric pressure
chemical vapor depition (A "D ie ers, containinghigh wn-n oxygen
content in the 3 x 10 -5 x 10 cm range. Changes of the aL spectraandtheintn-
sities of the main Er lines as well as the Er-related donor concentrations are studied in
dependence on the SiGe layer properties and the rapid thermal annealing (RTA) con-
ditions.

EXPERIMENTAL

The main characteristics of the SiGe/Si samples, used in our experiments, are given
in Table 1. The epitaxial SiGe layers wVere grown in an APCVD process at 1000K on
four inch (100) p-type silicon gler•b. Erbium ions were implanted at rolq texyper-
ature with 70 KeVusing the Er isotopes. The Er dose was 1.3 x 10' an- , re-
sulting in a peak Er volume density of about5 x 101c-m'3 in the SiGe layer in a depth
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W-1, o3ioao en Fgwj * , m, of about 40 -45 rim. RTrA was per-
formed in dry nirogen or argon-So~i IM dM vmli doW ýYý) hyrop abiospereat tempera-

8mph~~~~ ture aSfi 85m0 -~c 95 hyroe atkwir 10 - 600
at m ea.Awm 3  (bdba Er hopl.) secords

The Er-related phololumnsec
A 2 d0mm 2 -3a1020 <1 4  (PL) spectra were investigated
a 12.4 ss9 2 -5 tO loe CL10 using the 488 am line of a 6W CW
C 14 69m 3 x1019 ,i 14 agon ioaser. The samples were
D 24 Samm 2 .102o 6.6.104  imesdin lklu helium. The

E 118 34m 2-a10 ~emitted light was dispersed in aE 118 9m 23 z10 0 _ 0.65 m single crataig monocliro-
matoir and detected by a llquld-nltrogen-cooled germanium detector. T&e Er profiles
as well as th %"n noxylpen content were contoldW by secondary ion nma spec-

trosopy1949nhwEr rikdcarrer concentrations were determined by means of
Sredsisance (SR) and Hall measurements. Au Schottky diodes were prepared

depel tranient spectroscopy (DL73).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figr _la shows the typical SIMS profile of Er dis-
tribution, measured for the as-himplanted state of
sample C. The profile remain nearly unchanged af-

04------- so ter KrA under the conditions used in our exqjri-
ments. The distribution of Er-related donors, w dch
are attributed to the formation of electrically and op-
tically active Er-O copexs is also demionstrated
(Fisture lb). It is seen Oa ohprofiles are locatedIwo inside the Selaer.

101 The PL spectra of an Er-implanted SiGe layer withJ ~ 3S~e~tlow Ge concentration (sample A) which was an-
6167G nealed in N at 900 0C forSO 50 00or 400s9, are shown

to 1016 in Figure 7More than 8 emisio lines are seen,
leadinig to the assumption that the Er atoms ar¶jeca-

*ted ina lower than *taerl(d) 5 mwe~ty an
b) 1 i' form different qyp Of luminescent Er comiplexes.

The arrows give, h energy positions which corre-
e 10 No 300 ond to the first four lines measured by Tang et al.

other lines -,ýt 1555, 1574, and 1596 rnm are detected
Fig. 1. SIMS profile of Er distri- with much lower intensity than in Si, often visible in
bution in the siGe layer of sam- the shoulder of a neighboured line only. Some essen-
ple C (a) and SR profile of Er- tial lines which are typical for our Er-implanted SiGe
related donors measured after layers are found at wavelengths of 1544, 1552, 1566,
RTA at 900 0 C for 50 sec (b). and 1572 nm. Comparing tescraiFigure 2, we

A ~~observe changes in the luiecneintenisities afterlonger annealingA time dependent decrease of the lines at 1544 or 1552 nm, which
follow the main Er line at 153 nan next in intensity, is found. The intensity reduction
follows the square root of annealing time t,; the slope depends on the temperature
(Fgre 3). Obviously, the intensity reduction is stronger in samples with higher Ge

aa0 concentrations. The dependence on the Ge content is shown in Figure 4for the
samples A,B and D, having oxygen in the same order of magnitude.

Samples; with high'grown-in oxygen content had been used in our experiments to
be sure that alarge amount of Er atoms is able to link with 0, forming high concentra-
tions optically active Er-0 complexes and the corresponding electricalfly active donor
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RF. 2. Er related PL spectra of sample A, after RTA
_ _inN 2 at 9000C Ior50s(a), 100s(b), and4O s(c).

00.4 -S.I

n .e. fo.4 :, -h(E

-. }0 4 8 12 10 30 14 10

(A~mslIng Uthu (*))III

Fig. 3. PL intensity of emissions at 1544 nm (1), (2)
a and 1552 am (3), (4), normalized on the most intense

2 , Er line at 1536 nm as a function of annealing time
1510 IsMo Is"e and temperature. (900OC: (1),(3), 8,POC: (2),(4))

Wovdeoh (mn)
states. The correlation between the Er-related donors
formed during annealing in N2 at 850 or 900 'C for

o25 - 600 , and the PL intesity of the 1536 nm Er line is shown in Figure 5 (curve 1)
fr sample A. A n ly l r dependence is found, supporting the assumption that
the formation of hih donor concentrations is a key for increased Er luminescence.
The distn'bution of the donors in the SiGe layer of sample A is shown in Figure 6 for
one of the best activation results obtaied at RTA at 850 OC for 200 s. It results inan
electrically ctivo Er dYse of 4.5 x 0 "l cm-, about one third of the implanted Er ion
dose of1.3x 10 1 cm-. The maximal Er-related donor concentrations of the different
samples are listed in Table 2. Large differences of some orders of magnitude and even

. concentrations below the detection limit were found for the same annealing con-

0.8 13

I is

0.4 -- - -9-- . . l

aLo20 9! 7

0ý . .. .i . . IL . ... i .. I Is-, IR ... .... 21 .... .... A .. .-A . .

at Coniml/ J4 Oonm W•NO (19-- 6r I

Fig. 4. PL Intensity of" 1544 nm (1) and 1552 Fig. 5. PL Intensity vs. maximal Er donor
nm linies (2) normalized on ith rnost Internse concentration, as extracted from SR proV

E~r fine at 1536 nm in deener o the Ge of sample A after RTA in N7 1 at 80°
concentration of the 4r eE~r smnpsn- avid 900°C for 25- 600s, ai)at 9%O°Cfor
suredafter RTA at 900 °Clfor 50 1. 10s,
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ditiois. If it is correc to correlate electi- TIe 2. Maximal Er-iclied douW waUjim
cal with optical activations, one has to ex-
pe=t, that the concentrations of optically = onceadoa (cw 3)
actve Er (and therefore the lunu- _________________

neseance intensity) must be quite low in
samples with low (or even without) Er- A I - S x 10 17
relacldonor concentrations. But, com- B < 2.5 x 10 15
paring the luminescence in dependence
on t pump power, less differin inten- C 0.4- 1 x 10 17

slties are observed (Figure 7). Thelumi.- D 4- Sz. 10 5

nescence inte.it increases continuously with the
pump power in samples. Powers higher than 500
mW were avoided to be on the safe side that the sam-

le teuperature is not increased by the la• •h By
thi s means, only a fraction of the existing optica- ac
live Er could be excited; the saturation levels w ch3 sal 7  might give some more informations on the differ-

- ences o opt•ically active sites in the samples, could
not be d The results su t tht the ure-

I ping eIficiency is a very dejdj-faclg for high lu-
16 mIntmescence inteity at a fixed power below the satu-

ration level C ystallographic defecs and oxygen" at
oms in too high concentrations whiwh are notlnked

, I to Er atoms provide additional centres for nonradiati-
Syve e-h recomtbimaion, red udn thumping efficien-

o~fEr luminescence. This aso ex~plain thebehvio yof saplsZ ad2 (av5i I
defect densities and very hih o content) tin

D V in a _ec r .x d m to sam ple" C w ith lo w r e d e s t a d
Oeplkbut) an ei-der of magnit6de lower 0 concentration.

One should expect that the formation of disloca-
6 Distribution of Er-rela- tions (detected by the defect related D-lines in the PL

:5edo'or In the yer of spextra) due to the relaxation of SiGe during RTA is a
am le A, obtained after RTA rher reason for a strongly redjjed Er pumping ef-
InN7 at 8M5 o for 20 s. ficiency. But, as recently reported the appearance of

D-lines is not a guarantee for the disappearance of Er
luminescence. Additional broad band lu-
minescence (BBL) is also not sufficient to
suppress the Er luminescence, as shown in C
Figure 8. $ Tm4AK
Prbably, another fact additionally enhan- :
ces the differences in the pumping effilen- jS

cof our Pieamples. 1. Yassievich and A
LC. *imr 1i9 have shown by calcula- 4
lions that the excitation mechanism of D
rare-earth atoms in semiconductors occurs
most likel through•,a resonant Auger pro-cess in whic an e-h pair recombines and,
as a result, the excitation of a 4 shel elec- s . .. . . .. .

tron in the Er atom is achieved. Ity con- 1 t0o J! SOn 460 an Soo
duded, if Er has a charge or exists in a p p m aw
charged complex, free carriers acquire a
greater probability to occur in the vicinity Fig.. PL intensity of the 1536 nun Hne of
of the charged Er atoms and therefore also samples A - D, measured at 4.2 K In de-
the probability of Er excitation must be in- pendence on the pnm power (after RTA
creased.Takink into account these consid- in Nl at S8DO°C for2s 1.
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orations we have to ex~ect tWt in samples A
and C the pw eficiency should-b in-

related dnrcnetain oprd6

found In sampleswitimut Er-related dnr

nascent Er. This is in Agreement ihwxi
Ments whene Er was introducedinpor-

fim ta fdonors, sae
were formeAd, but eetiws une.
cance could be measured.

We have no hint from o~ur exeriments that
Er-related acceptors are Ioab~ frmed dur-

a a a a Ingongernnealngcopensating the donor
iss in*. sm sthtms Therefore we assume that uncharged

luminescent Er might be at least coexistent in
('us) our SiGe lavers.

F~g. 3 s'i. pectraAdditionhalee levelrne n~Fil. I PLqmta f W* ss RT h was tostdy the1420 9D fo 40 s.IleEr-fact i vedfet which are relatid to Ir lmplmn-
inelalueneme. tation in SIGe. Au-Schottky diodes were used-

for the DLIS -investigaoions of th Rr-Implan-
the dnor ormaion fteran- ted SlGe layer of n-type conductivity duse to

nealing. F~igure 9sosteDI
spectra ofsml esrda

deep level concentration l4r is ma- ~1
xnrsalnmar the surface. Asm-n a-

dcdby Er impa ndf an -__ b)_

vealeJ'by "h SR-mleasurements for
this sample (see Figre 1bL)Ap e .5concentrationNoabu 1 a
isroghy estimiated. The themal -i_________actvation eneg of the electron 100 ISO20 3emission rat obtained theM11 goArrhenius-plot of en, /T2 isabout -i lv0.34 OV. In diffierence to our results Fig. 9. DLTS sectra of munpie C. Pewd
the Er-implanted Si samnPlI inves- ScvotikY dlodes for femel bM VR I V sad Pubse

lped %J:LBenton et id. exhibit -VbVft3vCnine inv relative high conce usVn-.~a ~mVb V..S~)trationis. Maybe that in our case the RTA pocedur leads to a more complete an-nlealing of Er-implantation induced defects (whichmight be less severe due to lower
implanitation energy) compared to the furnace heat treatment used by Benton.

SUMMARY

Er implanted APCVD SiGe layers show similar PL spectra as they are found in CZ-Si
co-implanted with Er and 0. The similarities concern the energetic positions of the
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spectra, not the intensity ratios. Less resolution and line broadening are seen with in-
creased Ge content hs expected, the high grown-in oxygen content of the SiGe
layers enhances the fomto f optically active Er-O com.plexes. k samples with
low crystallographic defect densities a nearly linear correlation was found7 between
the PL inest fthe main Er line at 1536 nun and the Er-related shallow doctor con-

cEntain.Uigapprqpriate RTA conditions to annihilat atio% damage
and to activate , mdaximal donor concentrations as hih Is 0 _n areo-
tained. About one third of the implanted Er ion dose of 83 x 10 4;y 2 is electrically
activated in this case. The results obtained for our different SiGe:Eir samples suggest
the existence of more than one luminescent Er-complex: and show that the formatfion
of Er-related donor states is riot imperative for Er luminescenc. We assume that un.-
charged luminescent Er-complexes are at least coexistent in the SiGe :Er layers.
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ABSTRACT

Amorphous silicon nitrogen alloy (a-Si:Nx) thin films have been deposited using a
novel hot filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) technique. In this method, a hot
tungsten filament is used to decompose ammonia to obtain highly reactive nitrogen precursor
species which further react with disilane to form silicon nitride thin films. This allows for
very high deposition rates ranging from 600 A/min to 2500 A/min at low substrate
temperatures. These films deposited at high rates show strong photoluminescence (PL) at
room temperature in the visible region when excited with the 457 nm line of Ar+ ion laser.
Intrinsic defects introduced into the amorphous silicon nitride matrix due to the rapid
deposition rates seem to give rise to the visible PL. The PL intensity is at leant 8-10 times
stronger than silicon nitride films deposited by conventional plasma enhanced CVD. PL peak
position of this broad luminescence was varied in the visible region by changing the film
stoichiometry (Si/N ratio). The PL peak energy also scales predictably with the refractive
index and optical band gap of the films. These samples showed reversible PL fatigue and
also have band edge tail states characteristic of amorphous materials.

INTRODUCTION

Amorphous silicon nitride (a-SiNx:H) is widely used in the microelectronics industry
for various applications including: oxidation mask, dopant diffusion barrier, gate dielectric in
field effect and thin film transistors, encapsulant for Ill-V semiconductors, interlevel
dielectric, charge storage layer in MNOS non-volatile memories and final passivation layer
for device packaging. Low temperature (25-400oC) deposition schemes have been
particularly important due to the increasing complexity of semiconductor processing and a
need for thermal budgeting. Several different low temperature deposition methods have been
employed in the past, which include plasma enhanced CVD, remote plasma CVD, ECR-
plasma and sputtering. Another novel deposition technique has also been reported that
employs a hot metal filament to activate the reactant gases. The hot filament activation of
gases allows low temperature deposition (200-400oC) of a variety of films, including
amorphous silicon, boron nitride, gallium nitride, silicon nitride and silicon carbide. We have
deposited good quality silicon, aluminum and titanium nitride films in the past with the hot
filament method [ 1-3].

The properties of silicon nitride films obtained are strongly dependent on the method
of deposition. The deposition parameters such as deposition temperature, reactor pressure,
film deposition rate, and plasma conditions (rf power, substrate bias) significantly affect the
film properties. Various characterization techniques have been utilized to study the relevant
properties of these films. Electron spin resonance (ESR) has been a useful technique in
measuring the density of dangling bond centers (both silicon and nitrogen) in a-SiNx:H. The
electron and hole trapping centers associated with dangling bonds in these films have also
been studied [4,5]. Some studies have reported visible photoluminescence (PL) from silicon
nitride films deposited by the plasma enhanced method 16,7]. The bonding configuration (and
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hydrogen content) in the films has been measured with infrared absorption. The hydrogen
content has also been determined from elastic recoil detection measurements [81. The
hydrogen content in the films is known to affect their etch rates in standard etchants such as
buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF).

In the present study, various properties of silicon nitride films deposited by Hot
Filament assisted CVD (HFCVD) method are being reported. The films have been
characterized by FTIR, elastic recoil detection, BHF etch rates, photoluminescence, and
optical band gap measurements. The properties of our HFCVD films have been compared
with those of films deposited by a conventional plasma enhanced CVD technique.

DEPOSITION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF FILMS

The experimental system used in this study was the same as reported earlier [1,21.
Briefly, the reactor consists of a cold-wall, six-inch, six-way stainless steel chamber capable
of processing a single two-inch wafer. The reactor pressure was measured with a capacitance
manometer and controlled by an exhaust throttle valve. Reactant gases were fed into the
reactor via two inlets: one to feed ammonia which flowed over the filament and the other was
a gas dispersal ring that bypassed the hot filament to deliver disilane along with the carrier
gas. The substrates were clamped to a stainless steel susceptor heated by two cartridge
heaters. The substrate temperature was monitored using a type C thermocouple clamped to
the susceptor surface close to the substrate. The filament was a resistively heated tungsten
wire (dia-0.25 mnm) placed 4 cm away from the substrate. The filament temperature was
measured with an optical pyrometer through a quartz viewport on the reactor. The silicon
nitride films were deposited onto 2-inch p-type silicon (100) wafers. The substrates were
cleaned with solvents and stripped of the native oxide with 10% HF just prior to deposition.
The deposition parameters used in this study are summarized in Table I.

Table I. Deposition parameters for a-SiNx:H Thin Films

Parameter Set point(s)

Reactor pressure 0.5 torr

Substrate temperature 245 - 3750C

Filament tempenrature 1500-1700 0C

Ammonia Flow rate 80 sccm

Carrier gas flow rate:

Hydrogen 230 sccm

Disilane flow rate 1.1 - 3.2 sccm

The hydrogen content in the films was measured by infrared absorption of the NH-
and SiH-stretching bands and also with elastic recoil detection (ERD) from a 2.0 MeV He 2+
beam line. The film etch rates in buffered HF solution were determined by monitoring
thickness change with an ellipsometer. Photoluminescence experiments were performed
using an ISA THR 1000 spectrometer with 5 A resolution. The PL was excited with the 457
nm line of an Ar+ laser at 100 mW power. The PL intensity was measured in a back-
scattering geometry. The optical band-gap of the films was determined by depositing films
on UV-grade quartz and measuring absorption with a Cary UV-Visible spectrophotometer.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Table II summarizes the properties of films deposited at three different substrate
temperatures. The hydrogen content in the films was determined from the infrared absorption
crossections reported elsewhere [9). These measurements were compared with the hydrogen
concentrations measured with elastic recoil scattering (using 2 MeV He 2+ ions). As shown in
Table I1, the hydrogen content measured with the two techniques are in close agreement. The
film etch rates in buffered HF correlate well with the hydrogen content (and substrate
temperatures) in the films. The low etch rates of these films indicate that the films are of
higher density than the PECVD films.

Table II. Effect of Substrate Temperature on Film Properties

Substrate Deposition Refractive FMR ERD BHF Etch
Temperature Rate (A/min) Index Hydrogen Hydrogen Rates

Content (%) Content (%) (A/min)

3750C 630.0 2.08 6.0 9.5 25.2

3000C 585.0 2.04 7.5 13.4 51.7

"2450(2 540.0 2.04 14.6 17.7 79.7

3500C 56.0 1.88 12.0 -- 518.0
(PECVD 1)

The a-SiN,:H films deposited by HFCVD has shown strong visible
photoluminescence at room temperature. The PL peak energy can be shifted to the blue by
increasing the optical band gap. This was accomplished by decreasing the disilane flow rate,
and therefore, decreasing the silicon content (or Si/N ratio) in the films. The changes in film
properties with disilane flow rate are included in Table III. As shown in Figure 1, the PL
peak shifts to the blue with increasing band gap of the films. Also the relative PL intensity
decreases with the increasing optical band gap. This may be due to two possible reasons: 1)
the excitation at 457 nm is not as efficient for wider band gap films, or 2) there are larger
number of non-radiative decay paths in these films. Annealing studies at a temperature
(8000C) much higher than deposition temperature have revealed that these defects are very
stable even after 4.25 hrs. of annealing in both argon and hydrogen atmosphere (see Figure 2).
It should be noted that the PL intensity of the HFCVD films is at least 8-10 times stronger
than the PECVD films.

Further studies are needed to understand the exact origin of these optically active
defects. We have also observed weak electroluminescence (red color) from these films using
a simple p-i-n diode structure. We could not fabricate bright luminescent structures due to the
lack of appropriate doped wide band gap layers for efficiently injecting carriers into the
intrinsic silicon nitride layer. One study has recently reported the fabrication of LED's with
silicon nitride as the active layer [10]. These optically active defects could be potentially
useful for use in large area electroluminescent displays.
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Figure 1. Optical band gap and room temperature PL intensity of SiNx films.
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Figure 2. Effect of high temperature annealing on PL from HFCVD and PECVD films.
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Table MI. Effect of Silicon source gas flow rate on room temperature
Photoluminescence in Silicon Nitride Films

Film # Disilane Flow Rate Optical Band PL Peak Relative
(sccm) Gap (eV) Position(s) intensity

(eV)

S2NI 1.1 4.74 2.2 & 1.92 0.07

$2N2 1.6 4.39 2.08 0.20

$2N3 2.1 4.17 2.05 0.56

S2N4 2.7 3.03 2.01 0.64

S2N5 3.2 2.43 1.76 1.0

PECVD I (Low silane) 5.33 2.23 0.41

PECVD 2 (High silane) 4.40 1.98 1.0

SUMMARY

In this paper, we have shown that silicon nitride thin films deposited with a novel
HFCVD process have low hydrogen content compared to films obtained by conventional low
temperature plasma deposition and, therefore, have low etch rates in BHF. The optical band
gap can be varied by changing the film stoichiometry. These films show strong visible
photoluminescence. The optically active defects are stable even after prolonged high
temperature annealing. The nature of the luminescence centers in these films is presently
being studied in further detail and will be presented in the near future.
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ABSTRACT

We investigate the effects of charged impurities in n-type Silicon inversion layers. We

show the occurrence of ground and excited-state impurity bands as a function of electric

field and concentration. Also the effects of disorder and for given impurity concentrations,

the lowest excited band play an essential role in the optical and transport measurements.

For high electric fields the impurity bands go to the ideally 2D separated bands.

Impurities in Silicon inversion layers have been the subject of considerable experimental

and theoretical interest [1,2]. The main purpose of this work is to investigate the ground

and excited-state impurity bands as a function of electric field and impurity concentration,

subject to disorder in comparison to the unperturbed first conduction subband (UFCS)

edge. In the wake of a recente work on ground charged impurities n-type Si-inversion layers

[2], we assume the Hamiltonian in a random, one-body tight-binding approximation, with

monovalent impurities as

H = Ef Eli>< il+-Vij i><jI, (1)

where EA is the binding energy, which is taken as our energy origin below the edge of the

UFCS, A are the states (ground and lowest excite states) to be considered, and Vii is the

random energy integral, i.e., hopping integral.

The impurity bandwidths and the density of states are calculated from the Green's func-

tions

1 < _/. : ijlo > (2)

w H ±c
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with configuration averaging over the random distribution of impurities [2]. The density of

states is given by

f )(to) = z4 < Gj(*)(w) >, (3)

where < ... > means configuration averaging and Z4 = ± ic, and

TIP) o = 412W - Nof(,j)/IoV(f) (4)

where N.. is the inversion layer impurity concentration and V(IR) is the Fourier transform

of V'j.

Defining

•(a) -{g" [U(W) + iS(W)]}' (5)

where a* is the effective Bohr radius, given by a* = 22A, we easily found the bandwidth

values and the density states, now in the form

D(w) IM m (6)

For the Si-SiO 2 system we adopt R = 42meV. We get the binding energy from variational
solution for the isolated impurity as [3]

Ef =< -V, -0,,v _+ + -z - 2401(rA > (7)

where e is the external electric field, 6 e v are related the dielectric constant and the effective

mass respectively and 0(-) is the screened Coulomb potential [3].
Then we get EN from the relation

"E- = Eo - E% , A= 2p , 3d*,, (8)

where Eo is the energy value without impurity. The wave functions are described by

(= ,b,(XY)ýO(z), (9)
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where

wr 2,.(R) = e)"(R/2) (10)

represents the ground state, and

0ad.,(R) = 1 (z iy)exp(-aiR) (11)

represents the lowest excited state and A = R(x, y). The function

1/2c b(z) b exp(-bz), (12)

is the lowest electric subband. The parameters ao, a, and b are determined variationally by

Eq. (7).
The Fourier transforms of the hopping terms Vj are obtained for these states respectively

as

VaW (E.+a"K) [2 R-1 (13)1~~~~~ 
1•.R + ,.,s

a (0 +

and

V341(R) = - a2K 2) 3cF(IC)3 I 16F(A')2 
-4F(K) + 'I} (14

where

F(R)- + .

In Fig. 1 we show the density of states for 2p. and 3di. bands for different impurity concen-

trations (NA.) with an electric field ofc = 101 esu and depletion concentration Nd = 1.9x 1012

cm- 2 presented in the Si-SiO 2 inversion layer. Increasing No., the bandwith will enlarge and

eventually cross the UFCS. The 3d4j band will overlap more with the 2po band, increasing

faster its peak and crossing the UFCS first than the 2po band. These behaviour will play

an essential role in the optical and transport measurements [1-4,51. For high electric fields

the impurity bands go to the ideally 2D separated bands 16,71 with no screening as shown

.i-



4 I Figure 1. Density states for

S 1.o3 esu No,20xOii cm-2 the 2po and 3d,• states as a

-2 N*1X2 tr2 cm function of impurity concen-
tration (N..) with fixed elec-
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conduction subband (UFCS)
W edge. The dot-dashed lines
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Figure 2. Density of states for high electric field e = 1010 esu with N., = 10 x loll cm-2.
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in Fig. 2. We found for 10 1W esu, E2D "4R; and - =R1 as in the previous works

6[,71.
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ABSTRACT

We report preliminary results of a study of the activation volume for diffusion of arsenic in
gmnanium. High-temperture high-pressure anneals were performed in a liquid argon pressure
medium in a diamond anvil cell capable of reaching 5 GPa and 750r C, which is externally heated
for unifonm and repeatable temperature profiles. The broadening of an ion-implanted arsenic
profile was measured by Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry. Hydrostatic pressure retards the
diffusivity at 5750 C. characterized by an activation volume that is +15% of the atomic volume of
Ge. Implications for diffusion mechanisms are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Bulk diffusion in crystalline solids is mediated by point defects, such as vacancies in metals. The
diffusivity can be perturbed by changing the equilibrium concentration of point defects with
hydrostatic pressure. High pressure typically reduces the diffusion constant in metals, suggesting a
vacancy mechanism for diffusion [1-3]. High pressure techniques can also be used to study the
defects mediating diffusion in semiconductors. The slow rate of diffusion in elemental
semiconductors however, requires very high temperatures to achieve measurable diffusivities.
High temperature, high pressure devices suitable for these experiments have proved difficult to
make. Werner et al [4] used a compressed gas cell to measure the activation volume of self
diffusion of germanium in intrinsic and doped germanium. However they were limited to a
maximum pressure of 0.6 GPa. In this paper we report preliminary results of a technique capable
of attaining much higher pressures with less risk of contamination, applied to the diffusion of
arsenic in germanium.

The diffusivity of a random-walking species in a cubic system is:

Dffi)2 r (1)

where X is the jump distance and r is the jump rate. In the transition state theory [5] the jump rate
is:

r = Pvexp(-AG/ IkT) (2)

..... ---
Fig. . Standard free energy vs. system configuraion as atom jumps across barrier to new

position. AG. is the barrier to migration.
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where AG. is the free energy of migration v is the atempt frequency. kT has the usual meaning
and P is the probability that there is a defect in a position for the jump to take place. Assuming
random site occupation, the probability that the defect exists next to the jump site is:

P= exp(- O;/nT) (3)

where AGO is the standard free energy of formation the defect in the process depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig 2. Vacancy Formaion

The final form the diffusivity is:

D = avM. exp(-AG•/kT) (4)

where AG*= AGO +,AG. and a is a geometrical factor that takes into account the crystal

structure and the diffusion mechanism [6].
The familiar activation enthalpy comes from the dependence of AG" on reciprocal temperature.

The activation volume comes from the dependence of AG'on pressure using the thermodynamic
identity

' (5)

which, when applied to Eq. (4). yields

AV =-kT _-- DI +k/ I (6)aP Ir oaP IrT

where AV is the activation volume. The second term is has been shown to be small [4]. Hence
the activation volume is determined experimentally by a measurement of the pressure-dependence
of the diffusivity:

AV* -kT c- f (7)aP I
and
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&V" = A, ÷ A+v. (8)

where V*, the formation volume. is the volume change in the system upon formation of one
defect in its standard state. AV., the migration volume, is the additional volume change when the

defect reaches the saddle point in its migration path.
For the above analysis we have assumed that the defects are in thermodynamic equilibrium at

the temperatures and pressures under which the experiment is conducted. If the time scale of the
experiment is too short for the defects to equilibrate, then the volume of migration term will
become disproportionately important For example, in the extreme case where the concentration
of defects is constant, the measured activation volume will be equal to the volume of migration.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experimental procedure is to anneal germanium samples with known initial arsenic depth
profiles at various pressures for a fixed temperature. Diffusion is measured ex situ by sputter
sectioning using Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS).

Samples are prepared by ion implantation of As+ at 500 keV with a dose of 2 x 1014 ions/cm2

at 77 K into Ge (100) wafers 50 pm thick. The resultant depth profile of As is shown by SIMS to
be approximately gaussian in shape with a peak concentration of 7 x 1018 atoms/cm 3 at 215 ran
depth, with a FWHM of 67 nm. The wafers are subsequently implanted at 77 K with 7 1Ge+ at
250 keV to a dose of 5 x 1014 ions/cm2 and at 500 keV to a dose of 8 x 1014 ions/cm 2 , in order
to completely amorphize the implanted layer which is necessary for the subsequent restoration of
defect-free crystal by Solid Phase Expitaxial Growth (SPEG). SPEG occurs at temperatures too
low for measurable diffusion to occur, we found that approximately 15 minute anneals at 4500 C
restores crystallinity in our samples [7]. The samples are then cleaved into small pieces
approximately 150 gm by 150 pim to fit into the Diamond Anvil Cell (DAC). Diffusion anneals
were for various pressures at 575 degrees C for 30 minutes.

Rhenium Gasket Uquid Argon

Diamnon

Diamond

Sample Sm:YAG

Fig 3. Pressure Chamber in Diamond Anvil Cell

The high pressure device is a modified Merrill-Bassett [8) DAC. The cell body is constructed
from Haynes 230, a nickel based superalloy. The pre is generated by forcing two diamonds
together on a metal 'gaske' with a hole in it. which serves as a pressure chamber (Fig 3). The
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gasket deforms plastically, simultaneously forming a seal and the chamber walls. We use rhenium
as a gasket material due to its high strength and ductility at both ambient and high temperature.
The pressure chamber is loaded cryogenically with liquid argon as a pressure trasmitting
medium. Liquid argon is both chemically inert and hydrostatic because it does not solidify until
7 (Pa at 575 C, the temperature of our experiment. The cell is externally heated in an inert
atmosphere. The furnace has an optical window for in situ pressure measurement.

Prsu is measured using fluorescence peak shifts of samarium doped yurium aluminum
garnet (Sm:YAG). Tyically pressure is measured in a DAC by using ruby fluorescence peak
shifts, but these peaks are not visible beyond about 2500 C. Hess and Schiferl [9] have shown
that Sm:YAG may be used to measure pressure at least up to 800r C. The Sm:YAG is excited by
the 488 nm line of Ar ion laser. The spectrum is acquired using a spectrometer and a diode array.
Pressure was calculated by simultaneously fitting the 617 nm, 616 rm and 610 am lines. The fit
was based on Hess and Schiferls calibration of the 617 nm and 616 rm lines. The 610 nm line was
calibrated against the other two at room temperature and ambient pressure. By assuming that the
temperature and pressure shifts add linearly we developed a protocol for fitting all three lines.
This procedure was necessary for robust and repeatable fits of the Sm:YAG spectrum.

/ -- Starting Profile
0 3.5 GPa Anneal

6 x 0.1 GPa Anneal

0-

,4.,

E
to 4

2
G%

C0 % 'a. ON o
0 0x

-2 ,A,, , , i I , ,"

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Depth (nm)

Fig. 4. Arsenic depth profiles for two samples annealed at different pressures for identical
temperatures and durations.

Diffusion is measured by Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS). We used a VG Ionex
1170X magnetic sector SIMS. The primary beam was 16 keV Cs+, rastered to produce a flat
crater bottom. To remove crater wall effects, the secondary ions were collected from an area that
was gated electroically to cover only the central 5% of the area of the crater. The AsGe- ion,
whch has a stronger aignal than the As- ion, was tracked for the arsenic concentration profile.
The as implanted depth profiles are gaussian within our experimental resolution. Typical profiles
are shown in Fig. 4. The top 100 nm of the profiles are lost due to a surface transient artifact of
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SIMS. The amount of diffusion was determined by fitting gaussians to the broadened depth
profiles, using a no-flux boundary condition at the surface. The solid curve in Fig. 4 is a fit to the
3.5 GP anneal and it gives a diffusivity of 1.5 x 10-14 cm 2/sec. The dashed curve is a fit to the
0.1 GPa anneal and gives a diffusivity of 3.7 x 10"14 cm2/sec. Pressure clearly reduces the
diffusivity of As in Ge.

RESULTS

We summarize our preliminary results in Fig. 5. The error bars on the point at 2.0 GPa are
unusually large because the SIMS pima• y beam spontaneously changed its intensity in
mid-profile, reducing the depth calibration accuracy. A least-squares fit of Eq. (7) to the data
yields AV* to be +2.0 ±1.0 cm 3/nole, which is 15% ± 7% of Q•e, the atomic volume of
germanium.

-13.3

-13.4

U

( -13.5
N
E
2 -13.6

o -13.7

-13.8

-13.9 , I , , I .
0 1 2 3 4

Pressure (GPa)

Fig. 5. Diffusion of As in Ge vs. pressure for 30 minute anneals at 575 degrees C

DISCUSSION

We have found AV* = - +0.15 tG for As diffusion at 575* C. Dopant diffusion in Ge is
generally believed to occur by a vacancy mechanism [6]. The vacancy formation volume has been
calculated in Si, and various calculations result in formation volumes (AV,") between +0.75 ISi

and +1.1 QSi (10-14]. One might then expect a similar sized formation volume for vacancies in
germanium, in which case Eq. (8) would imply a migration volume of about -0.6 fl(e to
-0.95 'Ge for the Ge vacancy. Negative migration volumes for point defects in covalent
networks are consistent with the effects on pressure on SPEG of Si and Ge [15,16], and the
interdiffusion of amorphous Si-Ge multilayers [17]. Our result would then be consistent with a
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vacancy mechanism if the vacancy mobility is enhanced by pressure, out not as strongly as the
vacancy concentration is reduced by pressume.

Werner et at [4] found AV* for self diffusion in intrinsic germanium to vary from 0.24 CA•e at
6030 C to 0.41 Dne at 8030 C. Combined with the effects of doping on self diffusion they
concluded that self diffusion in Ge is mediated by two charge states of vacancies, and inferred
activation volumes of +0.28 0t40e for the negatively charged vacancy and +0.56 0 Ge for the
neutral vacancy. They do not separate the migration and formation components of the activation
volume. Note that as a donor the arsenic atom in our study will be positively charged and will
tend to associate with the negatively charged vacancy, which has the smaller activation volume.
Work is in progress to determine whether the defect concentrations are in equilibrium during
these experiments, by repeating the experiments at the same temperatures for significantly longer
times. If the defect concentrations are in equilibrium then there should be no change in the
apparent diffusivity with time.
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ABSTRACT

Carbon has gained wide acceptance as a p-type dopant for GaAs-based device structures
due to its low atomic diffusivity. Carbon doping of InGaAs, however, is complicated by the
amphoteric nature of C and difficulty in incorporating C efficiently during epitaxial growth. We
have achieved hole concentrations as high as 7x10 19 cm-3 in CCl4-doped InGaAs grown at low
temperature by MOCVD. Growth-related issues include the effect of CC14 on the alloy
composition due to etching during growth, and the incorporation of hydrogen, which passivates
the C acceptor and reduces the hole concentration during growth and during the post-growth
cool-down. The effect of H passivation on minority carrier transport has been characterized by
the zero-field time-of-flight technique. High frequency InP/InGaAs HBTs with a C-doped base
have been demonstrated with ft - 62 GHz and fmu = 42 GHz, which is comparable to the best
performance reported for MOCVD-grown InP/InGaAs HBTs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Heavily-doped p-type GaAs and ln0.s3Gao.47As are important for use in GaAs/AIGaAs
and InGaAs/InP n-p-n heterojunction bipolar transistors (HM~s), where a thin, low-resistance
base region is required for high-speed operation. Recently, metalorganic molecular beam
epitaxy (MOMBE)l and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) 2 have been
shown to be capable of producing heavily carbon-doped GaAs. Carbon has been shown to have
a significantly lower atomic diffusion coefficient in GaAs than has been measured for other p-
type dopants.3 ,

4 Consequently, carbon p-type doping in GaAs-based HBTs has been adopted as
a solution to base dopant redistribution and degradation problems encountered with Be and Zn.

While the use of a p-type C-doped Ino.53Gao.47As base in InP/InGaAs HBTs is of great
interest, prior to this work it was not known if high doping levels could be obtained, or if
carbon has a low diffusivity in InGaAs as in GaAs. Initial attempts at C-doping of
InQ.53Gao.47As by MOMBE resulted in highly compensated n-type material, which was
attributed to the amphoteric nature of carbon.5 Subsequent studies by Ito and Ishibashi 6

employing a heated graphite strip as the carbon source for MBE-grown InxGai-xAs (0 : x s 1)
resulted in p-type material for x < 0.6, and n-type conduction for x > 0.6. The hole
concentration near x = 0.53 was limited to about 1017 cm-3. Abernathy et al. found that n-type
or p-type conduction could be obtained in MOMBE-grown InGaAs using TMGa as the source
of Ga and C. The conduction type was dependent on whether TMIn or elemental In was used as
the In source. More recent investigation of carbon doping by MOMBE8 using TMGa and solid
In found a type convenion fio p to n occurring at x = 0.& A bole concentration of 1.20108
cm-3 was reported for x - 0.34, and was in approximate agreement with the carbon
concentration deduced using SIMS, indicating that the hole concentration may be limited by
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carbon incorporation during growth rather than self-compensation. Chin et al.9 have achieved
hole concentrations as high as 3x10 19 cmn3 for x - 0.5 using CC14 during growth by gas source
molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE). They found that low growth temperatures produced the
most heavily doped layers, and short post-growth anneals lead to an increase in the hole
concentration. They speculated that reversible carbon acceptor passivation by hydrogen during
growth was responsible for the observed annealing behavior.9

2. GROWTrH OF CARBON-DOPED InGaAs BY MOCVD

In the work described here, carbon doped InxGai-xAs (0 < x s 0.53) has been grown by
LP-MOCVD using CC14 as the carbon source. 10 Trimethylindium (TMIn), trimethylgallium
(TMGa) or triethylgallium (TEGa), and 100% AsH3 were used as the growth precursors, and a
mixture of 2000 ppm CCI4 in H2 was used as the carbon source. Carbon-doped layers were
grown at 425"C s Tg s 575°C, and V/I11 ratios as low as five were employed. All growths
were carried out on semi-insulating (100) GaAs or InP substrates misoriented 20 toward (110).
The In composition of the layers was determined by double crystal x-ray diffraction (DCXD).
The hols concentration and mobility were determined by van der Pauw - Hall effect
measurements.

The etch rates for GaAs and InAs due to CC14 in the MOCVD reactor have been
measured under conditions similar to those used for growth. InAs and GaAs substrates were
capped with SiO2 using a low-temperature plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) process. Standard photolithographic procedures were then used to define SiO2 dots,
which were used as a mask for the CCI4 etching of the substrates. Samples were etched by
injecting CC14 under typical growth conditions (AsH3 flow and substrate temperature), except
for the absence of column III sources. After etching with CC!4, the SiO2 was removed using a
buffered HF solution, and the etched depth was measured using a surface profilometer.

The etch rates for InAs and GaAs are plotted as a function of reciprocal temperature in
Figure 1 for CC14 and AsH3 flow rates of 4.5x10-6 mol/min and 1.1x10-3 mol/min,
respectively. The etch rate for InAs is significantly higher than for GaAs, and varies
exponentially with substrate temperature. The etch rate can be described by

&h [CC14] e<1.7eV)IkT

and appears to be similar to the etching of GaAs11 and InP12 which occurs in the presence of
CCI4. We have found no evidence of significant gas-phase reaction between CC14 and the
organometallic column III sources. Etching during growth of CCl4-doped InGaAs results in
reduced incorporation efficiency for In.

The incorporation of carbon in InGaAs is approximately proportional to the CC14 partial
pressure ([CC!4]) and inversely proportional to the AsH3 partial pressure ([AsH3]). This trend
is similar to that observed in GaAs, with the exception that much lower growth temperatures
are required to achieve significant C concentrations in InGaAs. However, a high [CC14] and
low V/ill ratio (low lAsH3 )) also contribute to rapid etching of In from the surface during
growth, as shown in Equation (1), making compositional control difficult. Thus, a trade-off
between C inxqoton and etch rate must be considered when choosing the CC14 flow rate
and V/Ill ratio. The incorporation of C in InGaAs is also extremely temperature-dependent.
Low strAxte temperatures result in increased carbon doping levels. The etch rate also
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Figure 1. Etch rate for (100) GaAs and InAs substrates in the presence of CC14 as a function of
reciprocal temperature. The AsH3 and CC14 partial pressures were typical of those used for
growth of heavily C-doped GaAs. The InAs etch rate is significantly higher than that for GaAs.

decreases with decreasing temperature, so high C incorporation and low etch rates can be
achieved simultaneously by growing CCI4-doped InGaAs at low substrate temperatures
(r < 550"o).

A number of factors influence the alloy composition, uniformity, and doping level of
CCl4-doped InGaAs grown by MOCVD. An Emcore GS3100 growth chamber was
employed for growth on 2-inch InP substrates, and the axis of rotation (1000 rpm) for the
wafer was coincident with the center of the wafer. The substrate temperature was estimated
using a thermocouple, located beneath the rotating Mo susceptor, which was calibrated using
the AI/Si eutectic (577°C). The susceptor was heated from below by a graphite resistance
heater. A slight radial nonuniformity in temperature (about 5°C * 20C from the center to the
wafer edge) was verified by observation of the formation of the Al/Si eutectic on 2 inch silicon
substrates.

The MOCVD growth of GaAs using TMGa and AsH3 is mass-transport limited for
temperatures greater than 575"C. For TS < 575°C, however, the growth rate decreases with
decreasing temperature and the growth of GaAs becomes kinetically-limited. 13 For the case of
CC14-doped InGaAs, a substrate temperature below 550°C is necessary to achieve efficient
incoqrotio of C and In, as described above. This makes it necessary to grow the ternary alloy
InGaAs in the kinetically-limited growth regime. The lower thermal stability of TEGa relative
to TMGa enables mass-transport-limited growth of GaAs at lower temperatures. 13 Thus, the
incorporation of Ga from TEGa is more efficient and less sensitive to temperature than the
incorporation of Ga from TMGa.

The MOCVD growth of InAs using TMIn (In(CH 3)3) is mass-transport-limited at
lower temperatures than for GaAs using TMGa (Ga(CH3)3) due to the fact that the In-CH3
bond is weaker than the Ga-CH3 bond. 14 In the case of heavily CCI4-doped InGaAs, however,
the CCI4 partial pressure is comparable tI- the TM~n partial pressure, and the In incorporation is
reduced by the etching reaction described above. This results in a decrease in the In
incorporation efficiency with increasing substrate temperature. The alloy composition of
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InGaAs grown under these conditions is highly temperature-dependent due to the fact that In
incorporation becomes less efficient, while Ga incorporation becomes more efficient, with
increasing temperature. For growth of heavily CC]4-doped InxGal.,As (x - 0.53,

- 1x1019 an"3) at TS - 520"C, Ri - 1.5 pinihr, and V/m - 5, using TMGa as the Ga
source, the lattice mismatch (Am/a) changes by approximately -6x10-4 for an increase in
substrate temperature of 1C. This is equivalent to a change in composition with respect to
growth temperature (TS) of "AT; = -0.009 (C)-l. Substitution of TEO& for TMGa under
these conditions results in a reduction of the sensitivity of alloy composition to temperature.
"This is due to the fact that Ga incorporation is less temperature dependent, and Ax/ATS is
reduced to -0.005 (C)-'.

The fact that the alloy composition (x) of CCI4-doped Inx~al-xAs is dependent on the
growth conditions (TI CC14 flow, AsH3 flow) means that each time one of these parameters is
changed to achieve a iffen doping level, the flow rate of TMIn or the Ga source must also be
adjusted to obtain x - 0.53. For the conditions used here, the dependence of x on Ts places

sever restrictions on the degree of control over substrate temperature stability, reproducibility
and uniformity which are required in order to repeatably achieve lattice match to lnP over large
areas. Fluctuation in TS of less than 10C during growth of a thick (0.5-1.0ttm) CC14-doped
In~aAs layer results in significant broadening of the epitaxial layer peak when the sample is
analyed using double crystal x-ray diffraction (DCXD). In addition, very tight control over TS
is required to whie run-to-run reptducibility in tems of lattice match to InP.

Figure 2 shows the effect of a small variation in substrate temperature across a 2 inch
(50 nmn) diameter InP wafer on the compositional uniformity for three cases. The lattice
mismatch is plotted as -A/ac, where ac is the lattice constant of the epitaxial layer in the center
of the wafer (r - 0 mm, rather than -A"/ao, where ao is the lattice constant of the InP substrate,
so that changes in lattice constant across the wafer can be directly compared. The data were
compiled from DCXD rocking curves taken at several locations on a series of HBT structures
grown on 2 inch InP substrates. The lattice mismatch of the subcollector/collectcr and the base

region was then estimated by comparison with simulated curves obtained using dynamical
x-ray diffraction theory.

For the case of undoped InGaAs grown at - 625*C the composition is extremely
uniform across the wafer, with a variation in Aa/ac of less than lxl0-4. For the case of CCI4-
doped InGaAs grown using TMGa as the Ga source (Tg - 520°C, V/Ill - 5,
[C] - lx1019 cm-3), a severe compositional nonuniformity is apparent. This is primarily the
result of the slight temperature nonuniformity described above. The substrate temperature is
SC (.2*C) higher near the edge (r - 22 umm) than at the center of the wafer (r = 0 mm). Thus,
the CCX4-doped layer has a lower InAs mole fraction (x) near the edge than at the center. When
TEGa is substituted for TMGa for growth of the CCl4-doped InGaAs base region, the
compositional uniformity is improved. This is the result of the decreased sensitivity of
composition to temperature, as described above. The base sheet resistance has also been
measured across 2 inch wafers, and varies by less than 10% from r = 0 mm to r = 22 mm,
suggesting that the doping level and thickness of the base are relatively constant.

3. CARBON AND HYDROGEN INCORPORATION DURING MOCVD GROWTH

Figure 3 shows the hole concentration as a function of growth temperature for CCI4-
doped InOGal.xAs (x - 0.53) grown using TMGa or TEGa. The CC14 and TMIn molar flow
rates wenr kept constant, and the flow of the Ga source was adjusted for each growth temper-
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Figure 2. Lattice mismatch with respect to the center of a 2" diameter wafer for InGaAs grown
on InP. For the case of undoped InOaAs grown at - 6250C, the composition is extremely
uniform, with a variation in As/ac of less than 1xl0-4 . For the case of CCl4-doped InGaAs
grown using TMGa as the Ga source (TS-520°C, [C] - IxIO19 cn-3), a severe compositional
nonuniformity is apparent. When TEGa is used as the Ga source (Tg - 520°C, [C] - Wx1019

cm,3), the uniformity is improved because the incorporation of Ga is less sensitive to
temperature than when TMGa is employed as the Ga source.

ature to achieve lattice match to InP. When using TMGa under these conditions, lattice-matched
epitaxial layers could be grown in the temperature range of 520C saI s 560°. A maximum
doping level of p - lx1019 cm-3 was achieved for Tg = 5200C. The use of TEGa allowed
growth at temperatures as low as Tg = 4500C, where a maximum doping level of
p - 7x1019 cm-3 was achieved.

It is clear from the data of Figure 3 that the incorporation of C in InGaAs is highly
dependent on the growth temperature. This trend is similar to that observed for GaAs and
AIGaAS, for C incorporation from TMAs 4 and CC1U42.5,16 except that much lower substrate
temperatures are required to achieve high C incorporation during MOCVD growth of InGaAs.
Buchan et a115 have proposed that the incorporation of C in GaAs from halomethane sources is
controlled by competition between decomposition and desorption of adsorbed carbon-
containing species, where both processes are temperature dependent. We propose that in the
case of CC14, the decomposition of adsorbed CCI (1 s y s 4) is not a rate-limiting factor for
temperatures as low as 450C. As shown in Fig. 3, the carbon incorporation is decreased for
increasing substrate temperatures due to the increased desorption rate of the carbon-containing
species. The low sustmrate temperatures required to obtain high concentrations of C acceptors in
InGaAs relative to GaAs and AIGaAs can be explained by considering the relative strengths of
the In-C, Ga-C, and AI-C bonds. The average bond strength for In-CH3 (- 47 kcal/mol) is
significantly lower than for Oa-CH3 (- 59 kcal/mol) or AI-CH3 (- 66 kcal/mol) in the case of
the metal alkyls TMIn, TMGa, and TMAI.14, 17 Desorption of CCIy (I y z 3) is more
efficient from an InGaAs surface than from GaAs, since the In-CMy bond is weaker than Ga-
CCMy, leading to reduced incorporation of C acceptors (C on As sites). It has been reported that
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Figure 3. Mamimlmu hole concentration achieved for CC44-doped InaAs grown on anP as a
function of growth temperature. The Hall effect measurements were performed after a post-
growth anneal at 400C in N2 for 5 min.

the addition of only a few percent In to GaAs to form InxGal.xAs (0 < x a 0.03) can drastically
reduce the incorporation efficiency of C during MOCVD growth at T a 600-C.18 This behavior
may be explained by the enhanced surface mobility of CCIy (1 a y s 3) at higher substrate
temperatures and the efficient desorption of the carbon-containing species from a surface site
where it is bonded to In, rather than Ga. These arguments may be extended to account for the
efficiency of carbon incorporation which we have observed in the As-based materials2,10,16
grown by MOCVD using CC14: [CASJM]AM > [CAMAIG&M > [CAsJa.s > [CAsiinW..s.

Unintentional hydrogen passivation of C acceptors in InGaAs has been found to occur
during both growth and the post-growth cool-down phase. 19 The major difference between
growth of C-doped InGaAs and GaAs is that lower growth temperatures are required to achieve
high carbon incorporation in InGaAs. The fraction of C acceptors passivated is shown as a
function of the hole concentration after annealing (pan.Jhd in Figure 4. The passivation was
reversed by annealing at 400-C for 5 min in N2, and the fraction of acceptors passivated was
estimated by comparing the hole concentration before and after annealing (H leaves the crystal
through the aurfce during the anneal)

The effect of re-cooling these C-doped InGaAs layers in the same ambient used during
the original post-growth cool-down was also studied. Samples were first annealed at 400*C in
N2 to reverse the original passivation. They were then heated to 500C, held at that temperature
for 2.5 minutes, cooled to 250'C in AsH3/H 2 ([AsH3] = 3x10"4), and then cooled the rest of
the way to room temperature in H2. Ohmic contacts were then made, and Hall measurements
were performed. As in the case of C-doped GaAs, we found that the fragtion of C acceptors
passivated returned to nearly the same value as that measured immediately after growth, as
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Fraction of carbon acceptors passivated by hydrogen as a function of hole
concentration after anneahing for several C-doped InO.S3GaO.47As samples. The layers are all
between 5000 and 8000 A thick. The triangles represent the fraction of acceptors passivated
immediately after growth, while the circdes represent the fraction of acceptors passivated after
annealing the sample in N2 to reverse the passivation, then heating to 500*C and re-cooling in
an AsH3/H2 mixture ([AsH3]/[H2] = 3 x10-4).

The trend of increasing degree of passivation with increasing doping level shown in
Figure 4 is similar to the trend observed for GaAs.19 However, the C-doped InGaAs layers are
much more highly passivated than GaAs layers for comparable doping level, thickness and
cooling ambient. In fact, for InxGal.xAs where x-0.7, n-type conduction is observed after
growth, but the layers become strongly p-type (p > 5xi017 cm-3) after annealing in N2 .
Acceptor passivation has also been observed to occur as a result of cooling in PH3/H2 and
100% H2 ambients, although PH3 is a less efficient source of atomic H than AsH3, and H2 is
less efficient than both hydride sources.

Hydrogen incorporation and acceptor passivation in InP/InGaAs HBTs with a carbon-
doped base have also been investigated. The as-grown hole concentration for an 8000A-thick
base doping calibration layer was 3 x 1018 cm"3. After annealing at 400C in N2, the hole
concentration increased to 1.2 x 1019 cm-3. The base sheet resistance, Rs, in an HBT structure
with a 1000IA-thick base was measured for three cases. In the first case, the emitter was
removed and no anneal was performed, and a sheet resistance of 1350 Q/sq was measured.
This corresponds to an estimated hole concentration of - 7 x 1018 cm"3. In the second case the
HBT was annealed after etching off the emitter and Rs a 800 Q/sq (p - 1.2 x 1018 cm"3) was
measured, indicating nearly complete reversal of the passivation. In the last case, the HBT was
annealed before etching off the emitter, and Rs, was 1620 Q/sq. Thus, the passivation was not
reversed in the cae where the n-type emitter structure was left intact during the anneal.

"Th acceptor passivation in the base of these HW structures is a result of incorporation
of H during growth of the base region, and is unaffected by the cooling ambient due to the
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presence of dhe n-type In? emitter. It also appears that H is unable to escape. the base durling an
anneal at W0C if the emitter is in place. TIs& is likely due to trapping of positively ionized
hydrogen (11+) in the basn region by the built-in fields at the base-emitter and base-collector p-n

4. CHARACITEIZATION OF CARB3ON-DOPED InGaAs

Majority carrer (hole) transport in heavily C-doped InGaAs lattice-matched to lnP was
characterized using van der Pauw-Hall effect measurements, while minority carrier transport
was chasracterized using the zero-field time-of-flight technique. Thw most striking results of this
study are related to the effects of unintentional H passivation on hole and electron transport and
electron lifetime. The ultimate test of material quality is the actual performance of HBTs with a
C-doped In~aAs base, and this topic is discussed in detail below.

The hole mobility for carbon-doped InGaAs layers is comparable to that for BC-doped
layers over the entire doping rngep studied. Thius, even for the most heavily C-doped layers,
where p=U.W -~7x 1019 cm-3 and [C] - 1.7 x 1020 cm-3, the high hole mobility suggests
low C self-compensation. Similarly, the high activation after annealing in N2 (shown in
Figure 5) suggests a maximum possible self-compensation ratio of ND/NA - 0.37 at
[C] - 1020 cm-3, and ND/NA - 0.22 at [C] - 1019 cnr 3. In terms of majority carrier transport,
C appears to be a well-behaved acceptor in Ino_53Gao.47As, as it is in GaAs, in spite of the fact
that it is potentially an amphoteric dopant in Inos3Uao.47As.

Preliminary characterization of minority carrier transport in C-doped InGaAs has been
performed using the zero-field time-of-flight (ZFMOF) technique. ZFrOF, which consists
of measuring the transient photovoltage generated ins p -n diode illuminated by a picosecond
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Figure S. Variation in hole concentration (determined by Hall effect) with total carbon
concentration (4deermined by SIMS) for In~aAs grown on InP. The line represents the case of
100% activation of C atoms as acceptors. The asgrown hole concentration is limited by
hydroges pmlsvatlon. which can be reversd by annealing at 440'C in N2 for 5 min.
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light pl at the surface of a thick p* layer, measures the electron transport under conditions
similar to thos present In an MHT, without the presFece of high electric fidds. Thi thq
has been ued to ,tudy dectron t po in heavily Be-doped GaAs by Lovejoy et al. and In
C-doped OaAs by Colomb et al.21

The pt-a dModes used for thse measurements were annealed in N2 to reverse the H
pasevaton in the 0M A-thiCk p*-InG&M layer before fabrication of mesa diodes. Fixed
parameters which are included in the model to calculate a theoretical curve for the transient
photovoltage include the surface recombination velocity, p+ layer thickness, and device
capacitmee. PamMeer adjusled to produce a fit to transient voltae ar the elecron lifetime
(v.j and diffusion coeffideat (D.). We have measured c5 - 0.15 as and D, - 23 cm2/s, which
correspond to a diffusion length of 0. -06 pn, for a sample grown using TMGa as the Ga
source, with Psamealed - 1.2xi019 aM"3 . Samples grown with TEGa have also been
c and exhibit nearly identical behavior. Further ZFTOF studies have shown that the
electron transport in C- and Be-doped InGaAs is comparable for p-type doping levels as high as
3x10 19 an-3. These preliminary results appear promising for application of C-doped InGaAs to
minority carrier devices such as HIM .

The room temperature hole mobility (p) is ploted a function of the hole concentration
for C-doped In4aAs samples as-grown and after a post-growth anneal in N2 in Figure 6. All
samples are 5000-7000A thick, and were cooled in the same AsH3/H 2 ambient following
growth. The mobility decreases monotonically with increasing hole concentration among
samples which have been annealed in N2 to reverse the H passivation. This behavior is typical
of heavily doped semiconductor and is a result of increased ionized impurity scattering with
increasing acceptor concentration. In the as-grown case, the hole concentration saturates at
- 3xlO18 cn"3 as the C-doping level is increased, as described above. If the H passivation
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Figure 6 300K hole mobility as a function of hole concentration for C-doped InGaAs as-
grown, and atr annealing in N2 to reverse the hydrogen passivation. The lines indicate pairs of
dat points which oonspond to the same epitaxial layer.
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mechanim wae purely a neutalizatibo effect (formation ofa neutral H-C pair), then the -
grown mobility should be a function of only pav.owa, and should be independent of the
concentration of neutral H.C pairs. However, the asgown mobility continue to dacrase with
increasing C-dopilng level, even though pam remains constant at - 3x10Is cm-3. The
results suggest that the H-C complex which pasaivates the C acceptors acts as a scattering
center. Another possibility is that some degree of compensation of C acceptors (C-) by H
doom (H+) oams, thereby increasing the total iouiznd impurity concentration and reducing the
mobility.

The effects of partial hydrogen passivation on minority carrier mobility in C-doped
InGaAs ar illustrated in Figure 7(a) The data wer obtained using the ZFFOF technique on
diodes which were annealed at 4406C in N2 before processing and on diodes which were
processed without annealing (as-grown). The electron mobility of C-doped lnGaAs after
annealing is comparable to that of Be-doped InGaAs grown by GSMBE over the doping range
studied (Punaidl - 2xW01N to 3.8x1019 cm-3). However, the as-grown C-doped samples
(P.-ows - 2x1Ols to 3x105I cm"3) have an electron mobility of only - 300 cm2/Vs. For
comparison, Fig. 7(a) also shows that an annealed sample with Panaesled- 2x108 cm- 3

exhibits an electron mobili., of more than 900 cmn/Vs. These results indicate that the presence
of hydrogen passivation in the most heavily doped InGaAs layers degrades the minority carrier
mobility through inhtrluction of additional scattering centers, similar to the results for hole
transport described above. These resuts are somewhat surprising, since partial H passivation
has been reported to cause no degradation in majority carrier transport in p-type GaAs22 and no
reports on the effect of H on minority carrier transport are found in the literature. A direct
comparison of miniy carrier transport before and after annealing has not been carried out for
the case of C-doped GaAs, but the data described here for C-doped InGaAs suggest that the
low electron mobilities prviously reported for heavily C-doped GaAs (p > 3x10 19 cm' 3)2 1
may be related to the high degree of passivation present in the diode structures.

01500 0

Holo eumuita (anf3) Hole canemtSion (cm-)

Figures 7(a) Minority carrier mobility as a function of hole concentration of C-doped InGaAs
as-grown, and after annealing in N2 to reverse the hydrogen passivation. (b) Minority carrier
lifetime as a function of hole concentration as-grown, and after annealing. The lines indicate
pairs of data points which correspond to the same epitaxial layer. Data were obtained using the
ZFTOF technique by Colomb et al.2
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Sevralautorshav noedthat intentional hydrogenation of GaAs and Al~aAa/GaMa

have satributed this behavior to hydrogen possivatlon of defects which adt as nonrodiative
recomblaotso centers. We have compared the electron lIfetime, V, for as-grown and annealed
C-doped In~aA& measured usin the LFTOF techiquem25, and these results are shown in
Figur 7(b) The lifetme decreases dramatically upon reversal of the pmsivation by annealing in
N2. Moad of this decrease can be explained by an increase in the radiative recombination rate
due to the increase in the hole concentration. However, it is also observed that rcn for an
annealed sample with p.seated - 211011 cm- 3 is about 3 times lower than for as-grown
samplen with papm - 2x1O18 cm-3- Thus, the partial hydrogen passivation of C acceptors
appears to result in an increase in -to, likely as a result of passivationt of point defects which
would otherwise contribute to non-radiative recombination. It is also plausible that these

hydroe- defect complexes could contribute additional scattering, thus causing the degradation

We have reported on the dc: operation of InP/InGaAs heterojuncton bipolar transistors
(HBM) 26 grown by MOCVD wihaC1pdIn~aAs base and have recently fabricated high-
frwtequecy devices. Thie HBT src ueisshown in Table 1. No undoped spacer layer was
employed at the base-emItter Junction of this device and it was fabricated with an all wet chemical
etch, triple-mesa process. Thie base metallization was self-aligned to the emitter sidewall with a
0.2 trm spacing. All contacts were non-alloyed Ti/PtAu. A maximum common-emitter current
gain of fl'..x = 250 was typical for the devices tested. An f, and f,,,x of 62 and 42 GHz
respectively were measured for a 2x5 iun2 emitter device (Figure 8). This cutoff frequency is
comparable to the best reported for MOCVD-grown InP/lnGaAs HBTsX2 These results indicate
good electron transport throuh the carbon-doped InGaAs base region, and that carbon is a
suitable p-type dopant for high-frequency InP/InGaAs Mr~s.
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TabWL -tuW Device Sructure and rowwth ParmtsOs for C4dope InP/nGaMs H13T

LAW owidm Dopow Type Curr Cow
RA) (cm-3)

Emitter Cap In~kAs 1000 Si n+ 2 x 1019
Emnaler lop 1000 Si N S X 1017
Ban hnaAM 1000 C p+ 5 x 1018
Qoneclor InOaAs 2200 Si n -1015
Etch sop lop 200 Si n+ 5 x 101
Subooihclor 1004M 3000 Si n+ I x 1019
SubsuWl bap- Fe Si
n* wrk -ev AWWapotd AY th Naikaia ScieNc F40v1ASicV a uder cvastrac ECD "-4166 Wad DMR 89.
203538 and bY SDIOIIST contract DAAL 03-92-0-0272 udmianisered by the Army Rersearch Office.
SaVlemeut.Y arqpcet wans PrVided throgh the AASERprograwm wader cousract DAAH 04-93-G-0172.
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CONTACT-ELATED DEEP STATES IN Ml-GaInPIGaAs INTERFACE

Z.C.Huang andI C.R.Wie
Departmenit of Electrical and Computer Engineeuing and Center for Opto-Electronics of Maiem-
als, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14260

ABSTRACT

Deep levels have been measured in molecular beami epitaxy grown Gao 51liio3 g4jMaAs hetero-
structure by double correlation deep level trnieont spectroscopy. Gold(Au) and Aluminum (Al)
metals were used for Schottky contact. A contact-related hole tap with an activation energy of
030-0.75eV was observed at the AJAGalnP interface, but not at the Au/Ga~nP interface. To our
knowledge, this contact-related trap has not been reported before. We attribute this tra to the
oxygen contaminmation, or a vacancy-related defect, VI, or V(], A new electron trap at 0.28eV
was also observed in both Au- and AI-Schottky diodes. Its depth profile showed that it is a bulk
trap in Ga~nPepilayer. The temperaturedependntcurrent-voltage characteristics (I-V-T) show a
larg interface recombination current at the GadnP surface due to the Al-contact. Concentration
of the inteiface trap and the magnitude of recombination current are both reduced by a rapid ther-
mal annealing at/or above 4500C2 after the aluminum deposition.

1. Imtroducttln

7Ue lattice-matched Cr& 11nl0.49P/OaAs system has attracted much interest recently
because of many optoelectronic applications. It is widely used in lase diodes['), solar ce:IUs2ý
and as an important alternative to the AIGaAs)GaAs system for the modulation-doped field-effect
transistors and heterojunction bipolar transistors(3-41. Most of these studies have been concen-
trated on the effect of growth conditions, the structural characteristics and device perfor-
mances15'6 7'8 . Very little work h&% been done on the electrical defectsa9l1l. Defects in this
material system appear to be dependent on the growth technique and growth conditions. The deep
levels in this system are still far from being fully understood.

We used a double-correlation deep level transiet spectroscopy (DDLTS) technique to
investigate the deep levels in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) grown G80 ,1Iao 49Pr-aAs material
by using gold(Au) or aluminuin(AI) as the Schottky contact. We report a contact-related hole tap
at the AlVGanP interface and an electron trap at E"-.28eV in the GaInP epilayer. The current-
voltage (I-V) characteristics show that this interface VVa acts as a recombination center in the as-
deposited diodes. Its concentration could be reduced through a rapid thermal annealing (KrA).

IL Experhunx~t

Thet G*a.5jlq4P/GaAa hetercojurictio was grown by MBE. Details of the MBE growth
method for this material have been repealed elsewhereg 1 1. Briefly, a 0.5 iLm thick undoped
(3".51%.4P layer was grown on an undoped n-type Ga"10l0) substrate, misoiene 40
towards (111)A. The carrier concentration is about 20 1 cm frte05nrjg eiayr
and is about 9x1013cm"3 for the Ga&s substrate based on the capacitance-voltage (C-V) measure-
meat Ohmic contact on the GakAs back surface was made by evaporating Au(e/Au, and anneal-
Ing at 4200(C for 152. The Schottky diodes ( area - 6.4x1(Y 3 cm2 ) wen fahicated on front G"~n
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surface by evaporating Au or Al under the base pressure of Ix 10" torr. In order to avoid any con-
tamination of impurities from the source metal, a shutter was placed for a few seconds during the
initial evaporation before opening it for deposition.

Our DDLTS system was described in detail elsewhere[112. The depth profiles were
obtained by using a voltage pulse pair with a slightly different amplitude to define the spatial
observation window[13 1. The current-voltage (I-V) measurement was performed by using a HB
4145B Semiconductor Paramet Analyzer The annealing was employed using a commercial
rapid thermal furnace (Heatpulse Mod. 210) in N2 amosphere by the proximity capping method
for 30s.

I11. Results and Discussions

The DDLTS spectra for both gold and aluminum diodes are shown in Fig. 1 (by spec-
trum(a) and spectrum(b), reapective-ly). Both data were taken under a reverse bias of I1SV, and a
voltage pulse pair of 0.V and L.OV. One electron trap (A at 190K) and one hole trap (B at 320-
365K) were observ- ed in the Al-contact diodes ( curve (b)). The trap A is also observed in the Au
contact diodes (curve (a)) at the same temperature position. lie trap B, however, is not present in
the Au contact diodes.

Absence of trap B in the Au-contact diodes indicates that this trap is neither from the
bulk nor from the GalnPj'aAs interface. This trap must originate from the AI/GaInP interface. To
veryfy this, we have changed the voltage pulse pair during the DDLTS measurement. In Fig. 1,
the spectrum (c) was taken from the Al-contact diode, but under a pulse pair of 0.SV and 1.5V
and the same reverse bias (I.3V) as in spectrumn(b). A peak shift was clearly observed for trap B,
suggesting that this trap is distributed in energy. No peak shift was observed for trap A as can be
seen in Fig.l. From the variation of the emission rate with the inverse of temperature for trap A,
an activation energy of 0.28eV and a capture cross section of 4.0xl0-16cm2 are obtained. Fig.2
shows the depth profile of trap A obtained by DDLTS in GalnP epilayer as well as in GaAs sub-
strate. It shows that its concentration is almost constant in the GaInP epilayer, and decreases rap-
idly near the GaInP/GaAs interface, indicating that trap A is a bulk trpP in GalnP layer.

Trap B has an activation energy of 0.50-0.75eV. Feng et all91 have observed two electron
traps at 0.075eV and at 0.9eV in their MOVPE grown GaInP layers. Paloura et all101 reported
only one electron trap at 0.7-0.9eV in their MOVPE grown Ga 0.511n 0 .49P/GaAs heterojunctions.
It seems that the defects in this material system are dependent on the growth conditions. To our
knowledge, the 0.28eV trap is reported for the first time in MBE-grown GalnP/GaAs samples. A
systemetic study showed that this trap is a native defect in GaInP, and is attributed to phosphorus
vacancies, Vp It dominates the electron concentration in the conduction band in semi-insulating
materials. The concentration of trap A decreased with increasing the P2 BEP (during the growth)
and increased with increasing the annealing temperature (as can be seen in Fig.6). A more
detailed study will be described elsewhere[14].

Early X-ray photoemission spectroscopy mesurements showed that an ideally clean sur-
face of m-V semiconductors exhibits no intrinsic surface states in the energy gap. The presence
of the hole trap B in our Al-contact diodes may be due to defects formed near the interface during
deposition of the Al metal. Spicer and co-workers[15 reported that less than a monolayer of metal
or oxygen was sufficient to perturb the semiconductor, producing lattice defects at or near the sur-
face. and these defects in turn produced surface states which pin the Fermi-level in the resulting
Schottky diodes. In our case, the formation of the surface states depends on the metal. Although a
shutter was used to eliminate the possible contamination of impurities during the initial evapora-
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Figure 1. The DDLTS spectra for Au- and Al-contact diodes. (a) Au-contact diode, VR=-I.5V;
pulse pair. 0.5V, L.OV. (b) Al-contact diode, VR=-I.5V; pulse pair: 0.5V, L.OV. (c) Al-con-
tact diode, VRO-- 1.5V; pulse pair 0.5V, 1.5V.
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Figure 2. The depth profile for trap A obtained from DDLTS.
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lion of metal, this interface trap still existed. This trap may have the same origin as the 0.7-0.9eV
trap in MOVPE grown samples observed by others[' 1 01 , although in their case it was an electron
trap. However, since the trap level is near the midgap, it could act as electron trap or hole trap
depending on its capture process of carriers. We believe that trap B is extrinsic and discuss a few
possible causes in the following.

First, the oxygen contamination. It has been reported in GaAs1 161 that AI-Schottky may
introduce oxigen contamination at the interface, and the measured DLTS signal from bulk defects
maybe distorted by using AI-Schottky contactE"13. This oxigen contamination is easier to form at
the AI-Schottky interface than at the Au-Schottky interface and can be greatly reduced by a ther-
mal treatment which is indeed true for trap B in our samples, as we will describe later. Second, a
reaction between the metal and GaInP. The hole trap at the AI/GaInP interface indicates that these
surface states are donor-like (positively charged when unoccupied). Since the cation vacancies
are donor-like states, the vacancies Vj, or VGa may be a possible origin for trap B. Brillson et
al[' 81 have reported that In diffuses into an overlaying Al or Ni metal from InP. If this is true in
our case, one couid expect some VIn or VGa at the GaInP surface causing the surface states. Third,
the limitation of the measurement system. If the interface states are too fast, they can not be
detected by the DLTS technique. In our case the initial delay is greater than 0.lms. A simulation
of DLTS based on our material system showed that no DLTS signal can be observed if the time
constant of the states is less than 1x0O15 s in the measured temperature range (300K-400K). We
have assumed that the DLTS signal can be detected only when C(tl)-C(t2) > 10-3 C(t)lt=0, where
tj and t2 are the time windows, C(t) is transient capacitance at Jime t. It c n1 not be ruled out that
trap B exists in both Al and Au-Schottky diodes, and for Au-Schott'-y, however, it cannot be mea-
sured becase it is too fast, while in Al-Schottky it is relatively slow because a thin oxide layer (due
to the oxygen contamination) may cause a much slower capture process[ 191.

These deep states can affect the current transport mechanism in Schottky diodes. Fig.3
shows the forward I-V characteristics for both Au and Al-contact diodes at 300K. The ideality
factor for Au-contact diodes was 1.03 in the most linear region (O-0.4V) at 300K, indicating that
the thermionic emission is the dominant mechanism. Whereas for the as-deposited Al-contact
diodes , the thermionic emision is valid only in the lower voltage region (V<0.3V). In a higher
voltage range (V>O.3V), current is dominated by another mechanism. By fitting the I-V-T curves
in the higher voltage region, we found that a thermionic emission of electrons followed by inter-
face recombination explains the data well for the Al-contact diodes. The fitting was based on an
interface recombination model suggested by Rothwarf, . For our Schottky diodes, the interface
recombination current is given by V

JIR(V) = qynvthNisNdexp(-V&nkT) (exp I(k-T) - I } ...................................... ()

where an, vth are the electron capture cross section and its thermal velocity, Nis and Nd are inter-
face state density and the carrier concentration in GaInP epilayer, respectively, Vd is the built-in
voltage, T is temperature, and k is the Boltzman constant. With the interface states considered, the
ideality factor n is given by:

n - l/[1-N i 5(q ,idn/2snN d)' ] ............................................................................... (2)
where en is the dielectric contant. A detailed proceture for the I-V-T fitting using eq.(l) was
described elsewhere[2 11 . The best fitting results are shown in Fig.4 for an Al-contact diode. Only
one Ni, value can fit all the curves obtained at different temperatures. The interface state density
was 7.5x10 11 cm"2 and the capture cross section was 2.6x10"16 cm 2. It should be pointed out that
the equations (1) and (2) are only approximate, in which the recombination currents in bulk and
at GaInPCjaAs interface are ignored. Here we have assumed that the interface recombination cur-
rent is the only current transport process in Al1-contact diodes in the larger voltage
region(V>0.3V).
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Th energy distribution of the interface state density N, at AI/GaInP interface can beobtained approximately by assuming that all DDLTS signal in high teprtr range (300K-

400K) is due to the interface traps. The energy position was determined by the voltage pulse pair
and Nis - Nit d where, Nit is the trap concentration obtained from the DDLTS signal and d is the
effective depletion thickness related to the pulse pair. The obtained energy profile is shown in
Fig-J, with a maximum of 2.6x10 11 e. g.cm-

2 located at EV-O.8SeV. For comparison, the average
interface state density obtained from Fig.5 is about l.lxlO11cm"2 which is smaller than the value
obtained from I-V-T fitting (by a factor of 6). The difference is probably due to the fact that fast
states do not contribute to the DLTS signal. In the DDLTS measurement, only the states with
emission time longer than Ixl0"s are detected, while all interface states contribute to the recom-
bination current.

Rapid thermal annealing was performed on the Al-Schottky diodes. The DDLTS spectra
are shown in Fig. 6. After a 400'C RTA the concentration of the interface trap B was greatly
reduced. The trap signal completely disappears after a 4501C annealing. For the 450°C annealed
Al-contact diodes the I-V characteristics (see Fig.3) also showed that the diodes had an ideality
factor of 1.04 in the most linear voltage region (0-0.4V) at 300K, showing that the thermionic

* emission becomes the dominant mechanism after a 4500 C RTA. This is consistent with the
DDLTS results shown in Fig.6. These results confirmed that the interface trap B acts as recom-
bination centers under a forward bias condition. The current level also increased about 2-3 orders
after a 4501C annealing in Ai/GaInP diodes (see Fig.3)which is probably due to the elimination
of the thin oxide layer by annealing. Watanabe et al I22 and we also have reported recently the
reduction of vacancy or oxygen related defects by thermal annealing in the GaAs/AIGaAst[2 and
in the GalnAsWGaAs[ 21 1 heterojuctions, respectively.

The Schottky barrier height was increased slihd after the thermal annealing. The Schot-
tky bonier height, measured using the I-V-T method , was 0.93 and 0.92eV for as-deposited
Au and Al -GaInP/GaAs diodes , respectively. For the 450°C RTA annealed Al-contact diodes,
the barrier height was 0.95V. Sinha et al]25] and Chino[261 reported earlier about the barrier height
increase by thermal annealing in Tlj/aAs and AI/Si diodes. Inter-diffusion or dissipation of
impurities by thermal diffusion away from the Al/GaInP interface could be a reason for the
observed increase in the barrier height.

IV. Conclusions

In summary, the following was observed: (1) One electron trap at 0.28eV was found in
GaInP epilayer. (2) One contact related hole trap at 0.50-0.75eV was observed in Al-contact
diode, but not in Au-contact diodes. It acts as recombination centers when the diode is forward

biased. The interface state density at AI/GaInP interface is about 7.5x1011 cmn2 , obtained from

the I-V-T analysis by simulation fitting. (3) Reduction of this interface trap and of the recombi-
nation current was observed after the rapid thermal annealing. (4) The Schottky barrier height of
Al-GaInP/GaAs diodes was increased by about 0.03V after the 450°C RTA.
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STRUCTURAL DEFECTS IN PARTIALLY RELAXED InGaAs LAYERS
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CANADA.
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ABSTRACT

The development of novel optoelectronic devices using thick, defect free, strain free buffer
layers mismatched to the substrate requires an understanding of the mechanisms responsible for
the relaxation of the elastic strain. Using X-ray diffraction, we have studied the structural
properties of partially relaxed InGaAs layers as a function of thickness and substrate
misorientation and measured the residual strain. This study shows that strain free layers are
difficult to achieve even for thicknesses well above the critical layer thickness. Our
measurements also show that the relaxation of the strain induces geometrical effects such as a
triclinic distortion of the epilayer unit cell and a tilt with respect to the substrate. These
deviations from the ideal structure may seriously degrade the quality of optoclectronic active
layers grown on relaxed InGaAs buffer layers.

INTRODUCTION

The design of optoelectronic devices would gain another degree of flexibility if the growth
of low defect density, strain-free buffer layers, lattice mismatched with respect to the substrate
could be routinely achieved. This would also open new possibilities in device structures, since
the thickness of active layers would not be limited. This improvement would be particularly
beneficial for the highly strained InGaAs/GaAs system because of its potential applications for
HB1' and MODFE70 structures. However, due to a poor understanding of the elastic strain relief
mechanisms, strain free buffers are difficult to optimize. In particular, several studies3's have
shown that some residual strain is present even for layer thickness well above the critical layer
thickness and at the present time, it is difficult to predict the final residual strain from lattice
mismatch, layer thickness and growth conditions. It is therefore necessary to assess the quality
of partially relaxed layers in order to estimate whether relaxed buffer layers would be
appropriate for the subsequent growth of active layers. In addition, another difficulty arises from
the fact that the structural defects induced by the relaxation process, in particular the final
symmetry of the epilayer unit cell, have not been fully investigated. For this purpose, we have
carried out a systematic study of the geometry of InGaAs epilayers with different thickness and
indium composition using high resolution X-ray diffraction. Our dam show that the
crystallographic symmetry of the epilayer is no longer tetragonal but triclinic. The magnitude
of triclinic distortion has been measured for all layers as a function of substrate misorientation
and layer thickness.
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EXPERMENTAL PROCEDURE

The samples used in this study are In.Gal.As layers grown by OMVPE in a horizontal reactor
at low pressure. The growth conditions were set up to obtain indium composition in the range

S0.05-0.23. The GaAs substrates were either (100) nominally flat or (100) offcut by 2?. The
nominal thickness of the layers varies from 20 to 3000 nm.

The structural properties of the samples were measured using a Rigaku double crystal X-ray
diffractometer and a CuK, radiation (a set of vertical slits is used to eliminate the K!
wavelength). [4001 rocking curves were recorded as a function of the azimuthal angle (a with a
45 step (in this study, when the incident X-ray beam is aligned along the [0101 direction, the
azimuthal angle is arbitrarily set to 0). The resulting set of 8 different peak spacings was then
least squares fitted in order to obtain a value of the lattice parameter in the growth direction, c.,
as well as the amplitude, a, and the direction, k, of the epitaxial tilt (the direction of the tilt is
measured by the angle between its projection on the sample surface and the [010] direction).
Residual strain measurements have been performed by recording (4221 or (511] rocking curves,
in the low geometry, along the four different <011> directions. Averaging these 4 values leads
to the in-plane lattice parameter, <&,>. The indium composition for each sample is then deduced
from c3 and <a2), as well as a relaxation coefficient defined by R = ( a> )/(a,-af), where a
reprsents the substrate lattice parameter and a,, the bulk lattice parameter of the epilayer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Residual strain measurements.

The residual strain in each sample has been measured using symmetrical and asymmetrical
reflections. In order to compare layers with different indium composition, we have plotted in
Fig.l the variation of the relaxation coefficient as a function of normalized thickness -T=(h-hlAh•,
where h represents the thickness of the layer and h represents the critical layer thickness' for
the particular In composition. In qualitative agreement with the Dodson and Tsao model for
strain relaxation.' we note two different trends in the range of thickness and In composition
investigated. First a quasi-exponential variation of R, for small values of -, followed by a region
what R reaches a plateau, measured at 86%. It is worth noting that even for a layer thickness
about 250 times larger that the critical layer thickness a residual elastic strain of about 15% is
found, showing that in that range of thickness a strain-free, thick buffer layer is difficult to
achieve.

Comparison with other similar works can be instructive. Results from the literature have been
transposed into R versus , data. First a study by Dunstan' et al. shows an excellent agreement
with our data, in particular the value of the relaxation coefficient reached in the plateau is within
few percent of our experimental value. On the other hand, a study by Krisnamoorthy et al.!
indicates for comparable value of t a higher residual strain or lower value of the relaxation
coefficient measured at 70%. It is interesting to note first that in the three studies, the samples
under investigation cover about the same range of thickness and In composition and second that
neither the growth temperature nor the growth technique are likely explanations for the observed
differences. This comparison emphasizes again that for thick layers, the residual strain is difficult
to predict and does not depend solely upon layer thickness and layer composition.
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1- Epitaxial tilt
It has been shown for various systems? that (100) planes of epitaxial layers, lattice

mismatched with the substrate, are tilted with respect to the (100) planes of the substrate. The
magnitude and direction of the tilt in the samples investigated are reported in Table I.

Two models have been developed to account for this tilt. Using geometrical considerations,
Nagas! first proposed, in the case of fully strained layers grown on misoriented substrates, a
mechanism where the (100) epilayer planes have to be tilted in order to avoid a discontinuity
of the atomic planes at each interface between steps. This model can be applied to strained
mimatched layers grown on misoriented substrate. This is the case only for sample 2 where
Nagas model predicts a tilt of 205 arcsec toward the [0-101 direction, assuming a substrate
offcut angle of 2* and an In composition of 22.5%. These predictions are in excellent agreement
with our results.

Second, Olsen and Smith" developed a model where the epitaxial tilt is induced by strain
relaxaton. In this model, the epitaxial tilt is the result of an imbalance of the orientation of the
Burger vectors associated with the formation of 60* type dislocations. Preferential orientation
of Burgers vectors is due to substrate misorientation, where the inclined interface results in
lre strain relieving component of Burgers vectors along particular directions. The magnitude
of the tilt induced by the relaxation of the strain is given by:

[(ta) sin(w/4-p)]

[n cos(p) + cos(x/4-p) cos(x/4)]

whene (fR) is the portion of the lattice mismatch accommodated by interface dislocations, n the
ratio of the density of edge type to 600 type dislocations and p the substrate offcut angle. It is
worth pointing out that both models require a substrate misorientation in order to explain an
epitaxia tilL
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Table I: Thickness t, nominal substrate misorientation P, tilt magnitude ax and tilt directi
measured with respect to the 1010] direction. 0, y, 8 are the parameters corresponding to the

triclinic distortion described in Fig.2 .The uncertainties havt been estimated to ±10", ±2,
1-0.050 , ±35" and ±:100 for ox, y, I, y and 8 respectively.

sample t (nm) p (degree) Ox (arcsec) k (degree) P(degree) 1(arcsec) 4*W)

1 20 < 0.5 152 47 83 35
2 20 2 218 180 190 0
3 40 < 0.5 - - 53 200
4 40 2 153 159 419 19
5 80 < 0.5 496 26 - 86 127
6 80 2 1212 38 0.12 452 10
7 3000 2 133 18 0.06 54 293
8 3000 2 370 128 0.12 95 153
9 3000 2 628 341 0.06 205 319

Although an accurate comparison with this model requires, in addition to the X-ray
diffraction data, an identification of the type and a measure of the dislocations densities, our
results tend to support the existence of another tilting mechanism: first, we notice that sample
5 exhibits a tilt of about 500 arcsec, despite the fact that the offcut angle of the substrate has
been measured to be less than 0.250. In this case, the ratio between strain relieving components
of the Burgers vectors on each side of the interface is less than 1% and it is unlikely that such
a small difference would lead to a preferential orientation for all Burgers vectors. Therefore an
almost complete cancellation of the tilt component of the Burgers vectors is expected. Second,
Eq.(I) shows that the magnitude of the tilt is expected to increase with the amount of elastic
strain relieved. This is clearly not the case in our samples where a thin layer (sample 6) displays
a tilt which is about 10 times larger than that of a thick, more relaxed layer (sample 7). In
addition, for samples 7 to 9 the density of misfit dislocations, which is derived from the value
of R (assuming only 600 type dislocations) is equal to 1.8 W05, 3.3 1&9 and 4 105/cn2

respectively, as the tilt magnitude is increasing more rapidly. If the magnitude of the tilt is
proportional only to the densities of 600 type misfit dislocations, ca would be expected to level
off since previous studies12 have shown that edge type dislocations which do not contribute to
the tilt, can outnumbered 600 type dislocations as the layer further relaxes. Consequently, these
results suggest that another mechanism also contributes to the epitaxial tilt in our partially
relaxed samples.

2- Triclinic distortion
In order to characterize the geometry of partially relaxed unit cell, we have derived the

absolute positions of the substrate and epilayer peaks and hence the peak spacing as a function
of substrate misorientation, epilayer tilt and crystallographic symmetry of the epilayer unit cell
using the following equation:

sin[0,(hkl)] = sin[0(hkl)l cos[O'(hkl)I + cos[0(hkl)] sin[4((hkl)l cos[Z(hkl)I (2)

wher 0,(hkl) is the Bragg angle, 0(hki) the angle between the surface and the incident X-ray
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beam, qb(hkl) the angle between the surface normal and the normal to the (hkl) planes and x(hkl)
the angle between the projections of the normal to the (hkl) planes and the incident beam on the
surface. The lattice paraneter in the growth direction c2, the tilt magnitude a and the tilt
direction 4 am first obtained from (4001 symmetrical measurements. The epilayer unit cell is
then characterized by four additional parameters: <a,> the average in-plane lattice parameter,
the angle by which the angle between in-plane vectors of the unit cell differs from 900, y and
8, the magnitude and direction of a triclinic distortion causing the [1001 lnGaAs direction to be
no longer perpendicular to the (100) lnGaAs planes. A diagram of the unit cell is represented
in Fig.2. Applying Eq.(2) to the substrate and epilayer peak positions, the four parameters <22>,

y. ', 8 can be adjusted to match the experimental (hklI peak splittings. The results are
summarized in Table I.

/I,

Iml

Fig.2. diagram of the triclinic distortion

The first deviation from a tetragonal symmetry is characterized by J$ and is related to an
asymmetry in the formation of misfit disloCations along 10111 and 10-1Il directions.

The second deviation is characterized by y and 8. Such a distortion is found in all our layers
although it is small in most cases. Analysis of the data presented in Table I suggests, for thin
layers, a strong correlation between y and the misorientation of the substrate. A triclinic
distortion has been observed before in the AIGaAs/GaAs strained system' , with, however two
major differences. The amplitude of the distortion was small compared to our results, (about 20
arcsec, roughl, the same value as the epilayer tilt), and the direction of the distortion was 180*
away from the direction of the epitaxial tilt. In this case, since the tilt is assumed to be
equivalent to a rigid body rotation, the effect of the distortion is to keep the 11001 epilayer
direction parallel to the [1001 substrate direction. Sample 2 is the only sample almost completely
strained and grown on misoriented substrate and indeed the results from this sample are
consistent with the study by Lieberich et al", since the amplitude of the distortion is almost
equal to the amplitude of the tilt and since the direction of the distortion is exactly opposite to
the tilt direction. However, except for sample 2, the triclinic distortion measured in our samples
result probably from a different mechanism related to strain relaxation, because the magnitude
of the distortion is different from that of the tilt magnitude and no correlation can be established
between the direction of the distortion and the direction of the tilt.
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CONCLUSIONS

In coniclusion, we have characterized the structural properties of partially relaxed layers. Our
results show a triclinic distortion of the epilayer unit cell which has been correlated to the
mubtirasemiasorientation and is probably induced by strain relaxation. Thiese deviations from the
Idea structure may seriously degrade the quality of optoelectronic layers grown on thick In~aAs
layers, since they are related to strain relaxation. However, it should be kept in mnind that the
mae* obstacle for device perfornmances is the propagation of dislocations through the active
layers of the devices.
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DISLOCATION DISTRIBUTION IN GRADED
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The defect distribution of a graded composition InGaAs layer grown on GaAs
by MBE has been characterized by TEM (XTEM, PVTEM, HREM). The observed
configuration does not correspond completely with that theoretically predicted.
Dislocation misfit segments are in a quantity much bigger than in constant composition
layers. Dislocation density is quite uniform up to a certain layer thickness t1. Few
dislocations are observed between this t, thickness and a larger thickness t2.
Dislocation density is below the detection limit of XTEM for thicknesses bigger than
t.. Some dislocations are observed to penetrate in the GaAs substrate.

Several mechanisms (reactions between 600 dislocations, Hagen-Strunk and
modified Frank-Read processes) are proposed to explain the interactions of dislocations
in the epilayer and their penetration in the substrate.

Introduetion

Though the linearly graded composition laYers have constituied the subject of
several studies for different materials (GaAs1 .1P 1 , InGa..P2, InGa1 .4 As', Si1Ge,. 4),
their use as buffer layers has been much less intense compared to the uniform
composition layers and the superlattices. Nevertheless, the dislocation density measured
in these layers (uniform composition and superlattices~ near the top surface is higher
that this density in linearly graded composition layers

The continuosly graded composition layers possess several advantages to be
used as buffer layers for the dislocation filtering. The dislocation pinning is reduced
because an interface between two materials of very different composition has not to
be present. Also, the force exerted on the propagated dislocations is larger than in
uniform composition layers; this is due to that in the mentioned graded composition
layers the residual strain is much larger in the neamesses of the surface7.

The dislocation distribution of linearly graded composition InGaAs layers grown
on GaAs has been studied by TEM in this paper, and this distribution has been
compared with the dislocation configuration theoretically predicted.

Experimental

Graded composition 1rm thick In.Ga,.,As layers have been grown on GaAs
(001) substrates by Molecular Beam Epitaxy. The grading is linear and the
composition changes between x=0, at the surface of the substrate, and x--0.30, at the
top of the grown layers. The nominal composition profile has been verified by SIMS
measurements'. The epilayer thickness measured by XTEM is 1031 ± 34 rim. Figure
I shows the scheme of the studied heterostructures.

The specimens studied by cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) have been prepared by
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conventional Ar ion-milling techniques. A solution of Br CH3OH has been used to
prepare, by chemical etching, the planar view TEM (PVTEM) specimens. The TEM
results have been obtained by using two transmission electron microscopes, a JEOL
2000 EX, for the BREM work, and a JEOL 1200 EX, for the conventional dislocation
analysis by XTEM and PV'EM.

x=-0.3
In,,Ga,..,As

Unearly graded 1 PM
composition

x=0

GaAs 500"C MBE

Substrate GaAs (0011

Fig. I Scheme of the graded composition layer.

Dislocatiom distlbution

Dislocations are detected by XTEM up to a maximum epilayer thickness; this
maximum thickness will be named tur. Therefore, the dislocation density for regions
of the epilayer with thickness t larger than t, has to be smaller than 10f cm"2. This
parameter t, is different for each cross section (a and b); t. and t• correspond to the
cross sections a and b, respectively. t. = 611 ± 20 nm and t., = 927 ± 28 mu.
Figure 2 shows a XTEM image taken from the cross section a. For the cross section
b the maximum thickness t., only is reached for the dislocations in some lateral
regions of the epilayer; one of these regions is that shown in the right part of the
figure 2. The dislocation lines are near or in the (001) growth plane, aloLig the two
<110> directions contained in this plane.

Interactions between dislocations have been observed. Figure 3 shows an
example of a XTEM image corresponding to an interaction of four 600 dislocations.
This configuration is explained considering initially a disposition of a couple of
dislocations for each <110> direction contained in the plane (001). A couple is
constituied of dislocations a and b, and the other of c and d. Each couple is situated
in two different planes { 111.. Reactions have place between dislocations in the same
plane {111} (reaction of a and b, and of c and d), and also between dislocations in
different planes { 111I (reaction of a and d, and of b and c). The analysis of this
interaction has been carried out using stereoscopic procedures. The explained
configuration can be considered as a multiple Hagen-Strunk interaction9.

600 and edge perfect dislocations have been identified from the HREM images
corresponding to cross section preparations, making Burgers' circuit analysis. Not all
the dislocations can be characterized in this way because for completing this analysis
is necessary that the dislocation lines are along the <110> direction parallel to the
incident electron beam. Figure 4 presents an example of two edge dislocations
identified by HREM analysis.
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Fig. 2 XTEM ismV that shows the dslocation distribution in the grded composition layer.

kCAAra . -rwr

b

Fig. 3 The reprentation of B) explains the interaction between dislocations of the region
wowed in the XTEM img of A).

PVTEM images verify that dislocations are mostly situated along the <110>
ortogonal directions. Figure 5 shows a PVTEM image. Typical configurations of
interactions between two 600 dislocations are observed in these images; the image of
figure 5, in the zone arrowed with the letter c, shows an example of this configuration.
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Fig. 5 BF (220) PVIEM imag of the graded composition layer.

Dislocations penetrate in the substrate in some regions. Several configurations
have been observed for these dislocations. The main configurations are: a) Two 600
dislocations have penetrated in the substrate and they have interactioned, resulting a
triangular shape disposition. An example of this behavior, determined using the gb
and gbxu invisibility criteria on TEM images, is described by the following reaction
of dislocations:

A.-0ll] +A [1011 A.C11Q]jjo (600.60o=edge)
2i 2 2

b)F. K. LeGoues et al.4 have proposed a "modified Frank-Read" mechanism to explain
the penetration of dislocations in Si substrates from Si1Gel.. epilayers and they
confirmed that this mechanism is extrapolable to the GaAs\i[nGa.eAs system. The
configuration observed in SiSiGe,4 XTEM images for these authors have been
observed in the present material.

Conpar#n between dmbee c and experm tai behavior

J.Tersoff has developed a model that predicts the dislocation distribution for
a graded composition layer. This distribution consists of a completely relaxed epilayer
thickness (from thickness taO up to t=W) and a remaining epilayer (its upper part,
from t-tL up to t=m ,4 , dislocation free. This distribution is similar to the
expenmentally observed though the dislocation rich thickness is not completely
relaxed. Table 1 shows the values of t., if only are considered 60" or edge perfect
dislocations for the studied heterostructure. The accuracy of these values is mainly due
to the unaccuracy of the dislocation cutoff distances; however, this accuracy is
quite good (6.1- 8.2 tun). These values of t. correspond to a situation in which the
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Table 1 Values of t. and 8. considering 60 and edg perfect dislocations

60' 874.5 : &2 1" 6.10

edge 915.5 t 6.1 5.3.10f

dislocation density (8) leads to a complete relaxation of the material for t < t., The
mean dislocation density measured for both cross sections is similar and it results a
= 5.0 ± 2.0 • 10' cm-2. The densities corresponding to a complete relaxation (8.) are
indicated in table 1 if only a type of dislocation (60' or edge) is considered. This is,
the measured density is equal or smaller than the corresponding to a complete
relaxation. This means that the theoretically expected values of t, must be equal or
larger than the calculated values of t.. A comparation between the experimental values
of t. (t,. = 611 ± 20 nm and tb =927 ±28 nm) and the theoretically predicted for
a equilibrium situation (see values of t,1 in table 1), if the above explained
considerations relative to the dislocations density are taken into account, shows that
the system behaves as (or at least ii near) a equilibrium system if only some regions
of a cross section (b) is considered (tub = Q while the behaviour for the other cross
section is quite out of the equilibrium situation (t. << t.,). Therefore, the graded
composition layer behaves as a metastable system in some regions. Other facts that
contribute to the differences between the theoretical and experimental values of t, are
the interaction between dislocations because these interactions have been observed but
are not taken into account in the niodel of Tersoff.
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RAMAN SCATTERING BY LO PEONON-PLASMON COUPLED MODE
IN HEAVILY CARBON DOPED P-TYPE InGeAm
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ABISTACT

The Raman scattering from LO phonon-plasmon coupled (LOPC) mode in heavily
carbon doped p-type In1 Gaj..As grown by metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy
W(OMtE) was studied experimentally. Only one LOPC mode appears between the
GaAs-like and leAs-like LO modes was observed. The peak position of the LOPC mode
is near the GaAs-like TO mode frequency, and Is not sensitive to the hole concentration.
The Intensity of the mode Increases with increasing the carrier concentration while the two
LO modes decrease and become unvisible under the higher doping level. The hole conmen-
tration dependence of the linewidth and intensity of the LOPC mode is very similar to that
in p-type GaAs. It was shown that the plasmon damping effect plays a dominant role in
the p-type doping case.

INTRODUCTION

In a polar semiconductor, the longitudinal-optical (LO) phonons will couple strongly
with collective oscillations of the free-carrier system (plasmons) due to the macroscopic
electric fields associated with both kinds of elementary excitations. Raman scattering by
LO phonon-plasmon coupled (LOPC) modes in the binary semiconducters[I-4], especially
in GaAs[5-7], has been studied extensively by many investigators, and has been proposed
as a nondestructive technique for determining doping level of the material[8]. Up to now,
however, only a few works have been done on the ternary and multinary compounds
though they are of considerable interest for their applications. Because of the "two-mode'
behavior in many ternary III-V compounds, the feature of the LOPC modes will be differ-
ent from that In the binary materials as have been shown in AI.Ga1 .. As alloys reported
previouslyEP-11]. The InG0a.lAs system is another important material for the fabrication
of high-speed and optoeleetric devices, therefore an understanding of the
plasmon-phonon interactions in the material is of significant importance.

In this work, we experimentally studied the Raman scattering by coupled hole
plasmon-LO phonon mode in heavily carbon doped p-type In.Gal.,2As with aig 0.3 and
various hole concentrations. The frequency, intensity and linewldth of the LOPC mode In
the first-order Raman spectrosoopy measurements were analysed based on the experimen-
ts) results.

EXPERIMENTAL

The carbon doped p-type InIGas1 _As layers used in the present study were grown on
@N1) SI-GaAs substrates by metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy (MOMBE) using
trimethylgallium (FMG), solid indium and solid arsenic as source materials. TMG was
kept at OT during the growth and introduced by helium as a carrier gas. The growth tem-
perlture was varied from 450 to 530t with the pressure-equivalent beam fluxes of 1.8 x
10', 7x 10-4 and 2x 10" mber for •MG, arsenic and indium, respectively. The hole con-
centration of the samples were controlled by growth temperature. Details concerning the
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growth ekaractaristlas haer been discsse .sloerhsre(21.
Inium compoaltoss wsur determined boy X-ray diffiraction 0(K1)) measurments.

Iecease ths thicknesses of all sampla are 0-9- 1.3pm, misfit strain induced by latties
mismatch between In1Gaj..Aa spilayer *and GaAs substrate Is assumed to be completely re.
lased. The hole concentrations of the carbon doped p-type ln1 Ga,..As layer were dater-
mined by Usli measurements usingi the vat der Ptas method at room temperature. The
Raman spectre were wellitd with the 314.3Mm Hase of an Ar--xIon ase and .reiored In the
standard beshmattarlng geometry.

RESULTS AND~ DISCUSSION

The In a1 .. A& terary alloy has two sets of optical phonons[l3. 141, and the two
Ionsitudlnatbranches of the photona will couple with the carrier plasmious. Fioure I shows

C-doped P-In,3 0aejAs

GaAs-like LO

mnAs-like LO
0 . 11

6AX1.

3310 310 270 230 190

Raman shift (CMf')

FIG.!. Raman spectra from the carbon doped p-type In"~Gag.,AS
sampin with various hole concentrations.
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C-doped p-In@..Gas. As

U

.1

350 310 270 230 190

Raman shift (cm-l)

FIG.2. Raman spectra from a carbon doped p-type InjGae.As
sample in two different scattering configurations:

(T)(2_ (z + Y)' 72 (x+ 4,s.{, 2 Vx4 _.2{- ,.

the Raman spectra obtained at room temperature from the carbon doped p-type
ln.Gea1_. satmnle with the indium composition im 0.3 and different hole concentrations
from 107 to 10 cm7". The two peaks observed at high frequency (282cm-') and low fre-
quency (232cm-) are so called GaAs-like and InAs-lke LO modes. Another peak appears
at the intermediate frequency is assigned to the LOPC mode. It has been found by Yuasa et
aL.10, III that in AIGan,.As, the coupled plasmon-LO phonon modes consist of three
branches at high, low and intermediati frequencles. However, we did not observed so many
modes in our samples. In addition to the two LO phonons, ofly one peak is clearly present
near the GaAs-like transverse (TO) mode frequency (262cm-n) in each of the spectra.

It is well known that in backacattering geometry, only LO-like scattering is allowed
while TO scattering should be forbidden from a (100) oriented surface except for highly
disordered materials because of the breakdown of the wave vector conservation rule. Such
"forbidden" TO scattering has been reported by several authors in experiments dealing with
000) faces, particularly in heavily doped matarials[15, 161. In order to identify the mode
appears near the GaAs-like TO mode frequency, we have recorded polarized spectra in din'
ferent scattering, configurations as shown in Figure 2. No violation of the selection rums is
observed in our measurements, i.e. all peaks distinctly appear in the 'allowed' configura-
tion, whereas they perfectly join the background noise in the 'forbidden' one. Thus the in-
termediate peak behaves as an LO mode in the sense of the selection rules, and corresponds
to the scattering by LO phonon-plasmon coupled mode. Although a 'forbidden' TO scat.
tring has been measured by OleSgo and CardonalD7] in highly Zn-doped p-type GaAs, it
is here evidenced that carbon doping does not result in a sufficient amount of disorder into
the host crystal to cause activation of the TO mode.
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The fhreueny, of the LO phouoa-plomsmon sampled mode as a fleaetiou of haol sea.
hae. the same Whdim -sbemp'dton, thme Peak position of the LOPC mode Is not sensitive to
ho one mmtratoa though a sliht sh10 to the high frequeny direction -a be observed.
The hots that the LOC mode is present near the GaAs-Mike TO mode sad the absence of
distinguishable high and low frequsasy brancese Imply that pieamon dampilng effect plays
a dominant role in the phonon-piaemon osopling because this sfest use eoen destroy the
esleetve earrisr behavior as has been round In beryllium and carbon doped p-type
G&Astlg-2S1.

The damping constant of the plasmas osslflatlee san be evaluated by the earrier seat.
toting rats %-'- e / ignm. The small hole mobility P due to the large hole effative mase
in Initroduces, the lreW damping eonstant, so the souplihg between polar lattise vibrations
and carrier plasma oscillations In the p-type doping ease will. take plasm through the
Intrcin between the LO phonon and a strongly damped plammon mode. The large

plasma-damplng constant shifts the frequency and broadens the Munewldth of the coupled
mode. This damping effect Is more serious in In.Gaj,,A than that in GaAs because theue
uist some additional carrisr muattering meemaulems, snch as alloy smattering and disloca-
dione Induced by lattice mismatch between the epilayer and substrate. We have Indeed
found the lower hole mobilities In p-type ln,,a 1..As as compared with those of p-type
GaAs under the smem doping level.

Figure 4 shows the hole concentration dependence of the linewidth and intensity of the

Ca " r4

C-doped p-In, jGag, As

-. 4-.G~ k LO

000
Ca

K I ~nAs-like LO
'" InAs-Ilke TO

NV I

C-doped p-InuOA&,As I ty

~~~~ ifmi 1, I A-A

1017 low 10"9 mi- 16" O' tow 01

Hole concentration (em-) Hole concentration ý0m')

MI.3. Hole Concentration FIG.4. Changes of the LOPC mode linewidth and
dependence of the LOPC Intensity ratio or the LOPC and GaAsr-like LO
mode frequency. modes versus hole concentration.



LOPC mode, which Is mey uimbia to that for p-typ OaAatl9, 21j. With increaseing the
hai onm loa. a bra esetteulugE rate, it mome a largs plasmas duanple reite Is the
lowg broedening; of the coupled 10ode. However. the pheoao esopomsst of the LOPC
mode is enanuced for the highst doping level s, that the Remas sigmal be.o more a broad.
med structure but a well defied peek loeated at the froquescy of the GaAs-like To mode.
From Niate 1. we us also. - the sotabl ehma of the Intunsities of the LOPC sad two
LO mdie" versus the deping level. The intenuity of the WPC mode Inraseese with in.
aresslg the hobe e~seetratioa while the two LO modes decrsse sand beggin savislbis.
The lowneess of the LOPC mode intaensty sevugI the reduced influsene by plasmos as the
blteuuhy of the LOPC structure is dependent on the phoson strength of the coupled mode.
The intensity of the two LO modes; is due to the saumeemed-LO modes from the depletion

leper Present in the vicieity of the surfices, therefore they awe reduced as the space-eharg
zoee narrowing with lesressing earrier coneentretlon. Is Flgur 4 the Intensity ratio of the
LOIPC sand GaAs-like LO mode& Is also plotted, a rapid increasee sea be observed when the

We have studied the Raome scttering from the LO phosno-pleemon coupled mode
in dilfhEnt carbon doped p-type Ie.Gal- As grown by MOMBE. In additioa to the
GaAs-like sad maAe-lik LO modes, only one LOPC mode appears nuear the GaAs-lMke
TO mode frequency wae observed. The hobe coacsstratlon dependeace of the lleewidth sand
Intensity of the LOIPC mode for p-typo Ia3Gaj-As is very similar to that for p-typ GaAs.
It has bee shown that the plesmon damping effect plays a dominant role in the p-type
doping asm.

*Present addres: State Key Laboratory of Functional Uaras" for Informatics,
Shanghai Institute of Metaflurgy, Chineses Academy of Scieness, Shanghai 200050, China.
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ABSTRACr

_P eelsht inlunnteiitionally Mpe MAhJOA l~ laer pitauially grown an InP
sCUbstate by low-psar IMOCDhv enlvsg

temperature ~ ~ IN C69Mgigfem50toE C. Two dI.ifent origins for the residual cumie
an T 2% a-- - - -- favor the crntion of a

dedued b SBA ad he CC dAumoseriadics of the AlmAs layers do aom
appeat to be correlated

INRODUMTON

TheI dp materalAlo.4gshozmfAs, 011-matbe both to laP and GalnAs has
receivd To icreasig inteest fs and microwave devi=es.. 2

layes, lo temeraurelorbeam epitaxy (MBE) have low
bakrudd~t 1 and be buffered or barrier -es n h fabrication of

condhlon16 surfaCe rogn essM and clustering conwi IWke A Inamg WK CLiVVOWfS~

have been achieved by metulorgnic chemical vapor (Mt O CV) ept h
dificuty o gow l-bsedIn- copouds y tis technique which geneally results in high

background ~~ ~G co'nrto.Telterwast eedo rwt and V/HI ratio
adhsvalues which differ depending on whether th¶aey ;4deWdaM cs.pctanc-voltag
mesrments (AC-V) Or Mal measuremens (NHWa) 1 0 This indicates the presence of dam~

levels in fte layers the origin of which is not clearly understood up to now. Correlation w
heoxyge ocntain maue by secondary ion mass spcucoV0PyT (SIMS) has been

repreleading to conclude that oxyron is involved in the creaton of dee levels in
1InsI2 How~ever. the effect of arsenc lattice defects is als sugse eaprgn o hs

In this study, dhe evolution of deep levels in non-intentonaly doped AMLns grown by Lp-
MOCVD 'I reporte for dffeent growth tempeaures and compared to oxygen, and silcon
SIMS proMMes

MOCVD GROWTH AND CHAIIACTERI.ATION PROCECDURES

The epitaxial layer wonegrown OR send-Innsulting (FW Or n'(S)-doPed laP substrates in a
vertical reactorI at Ied I su-P (60 Tonv). They Consisted of a 300nm-thc laP buffer and
an Ipsm-thick lattice- WAln~ layer.TriOMetYlalumninm (TMA), trimethylindimr
(M1), arsne; (100%) and Phoephine (100%) were used as sares Meteals. The typical growth
ra'e was 19mnil. The investigated s wtctre were grown at diffeent substrate temperatures
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were asie byOhedatPV ou contacts were fanined,

F dposft le1WWW u a th atsubtros. r o tMtop Al~nAs layer in the cane of

Dee ees aebe chasactald by admittance a-d deA LOWvel anslensspetrao
(DLS) w codese ao rangingopy WMt~lm 1 to
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CHARACTERI7ATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The residual carrier concentration at 300K and 77K deduced fromn C-V meassmemeng at
1M~z is planed inFIgure 1as afunction of gowt teniperatuew. Two differentuanoa are
observed. FWorT 5 lowwer than 630 -lagediscreany Isobeved beweencv (300) ad
nq-v (77K) Indiciatig that at aoo tspree thfuecrriers am praivded by a high density
at deep donors. On the coouy sIgNifcn deras of cv is observed for higher TE and
the bmdiganund carrier oonoeaitiaeion Is found in dascase to remain as high as l017,cmr3."fIis

hihvleIs nmhainned eae whe -a- are cooled down to 101L This -uget that in the
Pfl thge o carders =a=eitoue talwcos

-tneversus tMeate characteristics (irgure 2) w only one step which
corsod o oemaindeep onor lvelEl. The concenatleton ofthis defect is deduced from

thecapcitncedrop and decreases rapidly when TS increases. The El level was determined
frvom a-itac seocpyMeasure" t and was found to be located at B-(0J3*W.04)eV
(Figure 3). Its activation energy (Fa) was found to decrease slightly when high TE's we used
(see Table 1). This trend agrees with the results far the El level rPor1tedr by Luo et l13. en h
characteristics of the C level which is located at Ec-O.OeV arid has been reported by Naritsuka
et al.12.

Deep defects present in the AlInAs layers were investilZ b DLTS. A q DLTS
spectrumo is shown in Figure 4 and gshsV the presence of threeaps El, E2 and E ol
o* obeerb ed in samples fo hc ihenough fractIon of tihe free curlers bs provided by

shalo doomThe activation energie and capture oaws-sections of all three traps are
sumaerized in Table L

1018 300 40

i%1017  10 TOPV7O

IWO 77K Ja - 9-P

1015 ' ' '20

55057 US0 006250 6756700 0 q.670-C
Growth taqieratmife M) 50 ISO 250

Figure 1: Evolution of the residual carrier Figure 2-~ Evolution of the capacitance vs
concen- tration deduced fromn C-V at 300K temperature for different growth
(o) and 77K(*) as a functio of the growth tC~ertlire
lemieraute
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Figuit 3: Arthenius plot of El level. Figure 4: Typical DLTS spectrum on
undoped MOCD grown AlinAs layes.

The Arthenius plots of E2 and E3 w given in Figure S and demunsma a Iawo dispersion of• .paures. The .d~i RVCn. to be m1 -pinu d for E2 in spit of th 6itat it is
that shows a larp vardaon in activation energies (0.50 to 0.67eM) and capture cross-

sections (10-12 to .10"45 cnru). "ne two "familie" of defects are commonly observed in
MOCVD and MW layers and ýcoaespn 1to dhe B2 and E3 eves reported by Luo at t.13 or
the ES Iand EA3.kvels poaed on iAME layers by Hong et at. Thekr concentrations ranged
from 100- to 2.1016 cW-3.
I The evolution of the defect concentration with TS is given in Figure 6 and shows a minimum
lb! a gowm pature around 6501C As can be seen, s mperau coresponds alo a
minimum for the background carrier concentration. The T & seems to impact die
crystalline quality as suggesd by the resolution of the DLTS peals. These could be better
rsoved in hh T samples w ays rown below 600MC show a DLTS spectrm with
large and inMAefnie =r.sponseT W la n at ahigh defect concentration. The more
prOo and nuou. r se of the capcitance with temperaur at low TS's (ire 2)
is also a consequence; of the high defect densit~y. Ovierall, the results confirmo that low

me~aflu -tw deteriorates die crystalline quality of die material.
cocnrain of levels IE2 and M3 awe typically one order of magnitude lower than the

free carrier concentraion. This suggsts that the excessively hi.ih nC.V values can not only be
explained by the presenc of deep lae salready reported1 ' but should be relatedtobh
deep and shallow donorL

Table I: Acaivaon energy, capture cross-section and concentaton of deep levels in AIInAs.

Ta Ia. 57(TC b. 310'C C. 63MC 4L W(C a.0OM L 670"C g. FDC-
C-V Kat 1018 2.1017 6.1016 5.1016 S.1016 1.1017

El e 014 0.12 0M10
m(cm 3.10-14 4.10"!3 2.10-13

Ncn-3 7.1017 9.1016 2.1016
E2 e WM5 Q32 M.40 0.40 ,,40

aft(Cm• 1.1(1-14 5.10-1-5 3.10-15 2.10-13 1.1()r14

Nt~m'3 9.1016 2.1016 I 301-5 2.1015 3.1015

"" a(eV) ,W 0.52 0.50 0.07 0.65 0.57
oG(cm2  5.10-14 8.10.15 1.10.15 1.10.12 1.10-14 8.10-15
N car 3  2.1016 7.1015 2.1015 2.1015 4.1015 3.1015
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Figure 5: Anrhenius plots of E2 and E3. Figure 6: Evolution of the defects
concentration as a function of Ti.

In order to detemine the origin of shallow donors, SIMS eme eurments have been carried
out to analyz the residual inmurities in the AlInAs layers. such as carbon (Cl, oxygen (0] and
slicon (Si]. [C4 was always found below dhe detection limit (-10'7cm- 3) while [(] and [Si]
proile ar dsown in Figure 7. Although a cohrlaton ha previously been reported between
ncv to] [0] a carrier concentration to an oxygen related
defe iU, In our cm, no evidence of sec correlation could be found-, indeed, no significant
varktion of the oxym incorporation with T is observed. A possible reason for this is the
matvely low V/Ill ratio (-45) used for the AIAs growth.l hese results suggst that oxygen
alone can nol explain dte incree of carrier concentration when T decreases On the other
ha, [Si] incorpormaion is favornd when Ts increases. Since [Si] isg=own to act as a shallow
donor. if we assue that all the Si arom ma ionized, then the free carrier origin can be

aiexe;b the sum of the deep donors El .~icpafly at low TZ and shallow donors related6y hc oimat hdigh TI r assown in F L
The results •ported hue do not allow the determinmion of the origin of the El. E2 and E3

levels. These defect have, however, alrdy been analyzed in Si-doped o undoped MBE
sampls ad Si-doped MOCVD samples, and seen to be related to the AllnAs ateial itself.
Previous studies repord that an g can reduce the concentration of these defects which
could terefo indcat that they can be 8aUtited o areic related defcts.17 The of
excess arsenic at low growth tmpertre could then explain the strong increase of l when Ts
dectaes.
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CONCLUSION

Deep levels have been investigaed as a fbnction of the gowth temiperature in MOCVD
Stprf l InAx layers. 11e background carerW concentration at roo temperature Shows a

1inmu foT Wud60.A The oIg'm o the free carrlers is expained by two mechanisms:
iQthe creation of a deep donor favordat low growth temperatures ii) the incoquoratlo of
silicon which acts as a shallow donor and can becmeth dominant cans of the high residuial

* carriers Aw sheTgincrases.
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ABSTRACT

GaAs and AlAs layers grown by CBE and doped with either 12C or 13C have been
passivated with hydrogen or deuterium. Infrared absorption lines due to hydrogen
stretch modes, symmetric A1 modes and "carbon-like" E modes of H-CAs and D-CA,
pairs have been assigned for both isotopes in both hosts. Comparisons have been
made with new ab initio local density functional theory and simple harmonic models.
Anticrossing behaviour is found for the two types of coupled E modes in the two
hosts. The dynamics of the H-CAs centre are very similar in GaAs and AlAs.

INTRODUCTION

The passivation of shallow acceptors by atomic hydrogen in III-V compounds is now
well known [1]. The hydrogen may be introduced by exposing heated samples to a
hydrogen plasma, by heating samples to a higher temperature in an atmosphere
containing hydrogen or hydrogen compounds, or the hydrogen may be incorporated
during the growth of epitaxial layers. Most of the work relating to the structure of
hydrogen acceptor pairs using optical methods, has involved infrared absorption (IR)
measurements of the hydrogen (or deuterium) stretch modes in samples containing
natural carbon. When pairing occurs with another impurity of low mass there is the
possibility of obtaining further information by observing localized vibrational modes
of the impurity in its passivated state.

In this paper we report comprehensive measurements for H-CAs pairs in GaAs and
AlAs. C is a group IV impurity that appears to occupy only As-lattice sites rather than
group III lattice sites. The passivating hydrogen atom occupies a bond-centred
position where it is bonded to the CAs impurity while the neighbouring Ga/Al atom
becomes three fold co-ordinated (Fig. 1) [2]. Such a pair could dearly give rise to two
A1 modes and two doubly degenerate LVMs (E modes) that are all IR and Raman
active. In the first IR investigations of H-12CAs pairs in GaAs [3,4] only the stretch
(antisymmetric A,) modes were discussed, but additional lines labelled X (at 452.7cm-
1) and Y (at 562.6 cm-1) were then detected [5]. Later, the isotopic analogue of line X
for D-CAs pairs was observed (Table) and assignments were tentatively made to the
symmetric longitudinal A1 modes [6] by comparison with the results of ab initio local
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density function (LDF) theory [2]. This assignment was confirmed by Raman
scattering measurements [7], which yielded the mode symmetry directly. Further
analysis of the Y lines led to severe problems of interpretation [8]. We have now
resolved these problems and made assignments of all the modes in GaAs and
extended the investigations to AlAs, making use of samples grown by chemical beam
epitaxy (CBE) and doped with either 12C or 13C. We also present updated calculated
frequencies for GaAs using the same larger basis set used for AlAs [9] (Table).

Table. LVM Frequencies of CAs, CG, and H-CA, in GaAs and AIAs

Experiment (aa-l) Theory (cml)
Mode GaAs AlAs GaAs Als

12CAs (Td) 582.8 631.5 544 594
13CAs (Td) 561.8 608.5 (a) 575
12Cm Crd) N.D. N.D. 538 529

H-12CAs (str) 2635.2 2558.1 2950 2885
H-13CAs (str) 2628.5 2549.7 2942 2877
D-12CAs (str) 1968.6 1902.6 2154 2111

D-13CAs (str) 1958.3 1894.4 2144 2100

H-12CAs(Al,1 2XH) 452.7 487.0 456 466
H-13CA (AI,13XH) 437.8 477.2 440 453

D-i 2CAS(AI,12XD) 440.2 479.8 442 454
D-13CAs (AI,I3XD) 426.9 471.2 428 442

H- 12CAS (E7,1 2Y2H) N.D. 670.8 888 740

H-' 3 CAS (E,13Y2H) N.D. 652.9 883 725

D-12CA, (E',12Y2D) 637.2 656.6 707 684
D-13CAS (E-,1 3Y2D) 616.6 635.3 693 662

H-12CAs (E+,12Y1H) 562.6 ND 553 559
H-1 3CAs (E+,13YIH) 547.6 ND 536 551

D-12CAS (E+I12Y1D) 466.2 ND 495 437
D-13CAS (E+,13YlD) 463.8 ND 487 436

N.D., not detected (a), not available : II=Ga for GaAs, [II=AI for ALAs

Ga Fig. 1. Model of the H-CAs pair in

GaAs showing the hydrogen atom in the
4 H (bond-centred position only weakly

coupled to the neighbouring Ga atom.
Aft Ga
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EXPERMENTAL DETAILS

The GaAs samples were grown at - 000-
540*C on semi-Insulatipg GaAs (001) by
CBE at Liverpool University using l1o75o-
cracked AsH3 and triethylgaillium with
n2Cr# or '3CBr4 as a dopant gas [10,111. u- I0O0
The AlAs layers were grown at 550C
using trlmethylamlnealane or
dimnethylethylaminealanke as a F10000-
precursor, again with cracked AsH3 ~
and CBr4 as a dopant gas [91. 9750
Carbon doping levels and the doped 950

layer thicknesses were I14x10 1OcMr3 and 550 560 570 580 590 600
3-4iW for GaAs:C and ltui and WAVENUMBER (c011)
-102ocm4- for ALUsC. Further details of

Hall and SIMS measurements have Fig. 2. The infrared absorption of 12CA,
been given elsewhere [9,11]. Hydrogen and 13CAS LV~s in GaAs epitaxial layers
was detected in the as-grown ALAs:C grown by CBE.
by the presence of absorption from the 6000 '

H-12CAM stretch mode at 2558cm-,1XN
(Table), but similar absorption was not
found in the GaAs:C samples. MIlR
spectra were recorded at 0.25cm-' or 0.1 2
cm4 resolution with the samples at 5000
-101K using Bruker IFSII3v and IFS120O1
interferometers. Spectra were recorded
for as-grown samples and following -1 l2C 1)

treatments in an RF plasma (13.56M~lz, 4o
2mbar, 40W, 350-'C, 3-6h) to introduce
either hydrogen or deuterium. tXX

RESULTS 00

The spectra of as-grown GaAs.C 3

showed LVM absorption features due
CA t'C Or 13CP.4 in the form of Fano 3

derivative profiles due to a local 20000
spectral redistribution of the free--___________
carrer background absorption (Fig. 460 470 480 490 500
2)151 no other resolved structure was Wavenumber (ctivl)
detected in this spectral range. A]As:C
samples also showed LVM absorption pig. 3. Infrared absorption spectra Of

due o th CMimpurities as Fano plasma-treated AMsamples showingth
profiles, but there were in addition symmnetric Al(0) modes (see also Table).
satellite absorption lines. These lines
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Fig. 4. Infrared absorption spectra of plasma-treated GaAs samples showing the
symmetric A1 (X) and E+(Y1) modes of the various isotopic combinations of hydrogen-
carbon pairs and the antisymmetric E-(Y2 )mode of deuterium-carbon pairs. Other
features are due to incomplete matching of the two-phonon absorption of the samples
and the undoped reference GaAs.

might be due to CAs-C~s second neighbour pairs but other possibilities such as Cs
O,&s cannot be ruled out : a full discussion has been given elsewhere [9,121.

After plasma treatments all samples showed strong stretch modes of H-C~s pairs
(Table) which are the anti-symmetric A1 modes where the two impurities vibrate out
of phase. No satellites were detected which could be attributed to passivated C~s
complexes in either GaAs or more particularly in AlAs where satellites were present
near the LVM from isolated C~s. The symmetric A, modes (labelled X), where the two
atoms vibrate in phase, have been detected for all four isotopic combinations for both
host crystals (Table). Spectra showing these lines in AlAs : C are shown in Fig. 3. X-
lines due to H-CAs pairs observed in the as-grown 12C and 13C doped AlAs samples

were not removed by the deuterium passivation treatment. In these modes the
displacements of the H and C atoms are very similar because the force constant of the
connecting bond is strong (-360 N/in) so that its length remains almost unchanged.
Consequently, the frequencies of H-' 3CAs pairs should lie close to those of D12Ch~s

pairs for both hosts, as was found (Fig. 3, Table).
In GaAs:C LVMs at 562.6 and 547.6 cm-1 are attributed to the transverse "carbon-like"

modes of H-1 2C,&s and H1+3CAs respectively because the relatively large isotopic shift
(15cn- 1) is comparable with that (21cm-1) between the modes of isolated 1 2C~s and
13 C~s acceptors (Table). Surprisingly corresponding modes of D-' 2C~s and D-' 3 C~s
were not immediately apparent. The enigma was resolved by realising that the paired
H and D atoms should also give rise to doubly degenerate wag-modes with the same
E-symmetry and that there would be a strong interaction between the two types of
mode (anti-crossing) if their frequencies were comparable. Modes of D-.UAs and D-
13CAs have now been detected. Two of these modes occur at 637.2 and 616.6 cm-!

(Table) and again have a large isotopic separation (2Icm-1 ) but their frequencies are
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higher than those of their isotopic hydrogen analogues. Another pair of weak lines at
466.2 and 463.8 cm-1 with a small splitting (2.4cm-1) were attributed to deuterium wag-
like modes (symmetric E+ modes) of D-12CAs and D-13CAs respectively (Fig. 4).
Fitting these observations to a simple model of two coupled oscillators (the coupled
pendulum problem) led to the results shown in Fig. 5, where the mass of the hydrogen
is used as an independent variable. The figure demonstrates that the two E- modes are
strongly admixed with the H-wag (E- mode) lying above the E+ mode of the transverse
H-CAM pairs, while the D-wag mode (E+ mode) lies below the transverse (E modes) of
D-CAs pairs. To date, the E- modes of H-CAs pairs have not been detected but theory
[2] indicates that their dipole moments should be small. The observation of both E+
and E- modes for D-CAs pairs results from the admixing of the two wavefunctions
which allows the dipole moment of the "carbon-like" transverse mode to be shared
with the "hydrogen-like" mode.

A similar analysis has been made for AlAs: C (Fig. 5) but is less definitive since only
E- modes have been detected (Table). However, the isotopic splitting of the modes of
H-12CAs and H-13CAs is smaller than that for D-12CM and D-13CAs, leading to the
conclusion that the "hydrogen-like" modes lie below the "carbon-like" modes and that
there is a significant interaction only between the modes of the hydrogen pairs.

GaAs AlAs
1000 T T T 100T T T

90Hyrenlk "C 900 H CGa Gas 12. 90 I j b
80 Hydrogen-Ike Hydrogen-like

Anti-symmetric g Anti-symmetricEbac orooisyneti700 Hydra n-8  - 4 700 EE-brach
4) 12C 12C

12 79 13C13

3 600 120 13C - 600
ID 'Scw rCabo

1a2 Carn -lik -Ike
.50 VCarbon -ITe -5 le5 lik -lk (D 50

C _ik 7SymmetnicA'
400E+-branch A'W 11ymeri6

40 aHydrogen-Ike 
ir 400 Ec-branch fo daS(LA)o

300 1 ,- 300.
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Mass of hydrogen atom (amu) Mass of hydrogen atom (amu)

Fig. 5. Vibrational transverse E modes of the coupled masses shown in the insets, used
as a simple model to represent the H-CAs pair, with force constants for GaMs (AIMs) of
kH = 9.2 (11) N/m, kHC = 20.5 (10) N/m and kC = 243.4 (293) N/m. The squares are
the experimental frequencies and the circles are the results of the ab initio calculations.
The important feature is the strong anticrossing of the modes which changes their
effective identities as the mass increases.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The measured frequencies of the modes of H-CAM pairs in GaAs and ALM are
compared with LDF-theory in the Table. The results of the updated theory with the
larger basis set are in better agreement with the measured frequencies for H-CAs in
GaAs than those obtained previously [21. Consequently it is now possible to make a
more meaningful comparison of the frequencies for the two host crystals (Fig. 5).
Thus, all the observed LVMs in the mid-IR spectral region found for GaAs-C have been
assigned either to isolated CA, acceptors or the various modes (A, stretch, A,
symmetric, E+ and E-) of the four possible isotopic combinations of H-CAs pairs. The
lower values of the measured stretch mode frequencies compared with theory are
almost certainly due in part to anharmonicity. No mode was detected from CCga
donors and so there is no evidence for the amphoteric behaviour of carbon. The same
conclusions apply to AlAs but satellite lines due to unknown carbon complexes are
found around the line from isolated carbon atoms, but none of these lines is likely to
be due to CA, donors as the observed isotopic shifts are too small (9]. In conclusion
we find that the dynamics of the H-CAs pair are very similar in GaAs and AlAs host
crystals.
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Abstract

We report new methods to dope compound semiconductor First. we demonstrate the
concept of doping engineering whereby it becomes possible to tailor the activation energy of the
dopant in a host semiconductor for the first time. In this application, the band offset of a thin,
acrificial semiconductor is used to lower the activation energy of the dopant below its value i
the host semiconductor. This allows the freedom to control dopant activity in ways not accessible
to a uniformly placed dopant. We chose 8-Be-AlGaAs/GaAs as a model example and show the
hole binding energy is reduced by a factor of five. Secondly, we demonstrate overcoming the p-
type solubility limit in GaAs by use of monolayer 8-Be in a GaAs base of an HBT. Here, an
effective hole concentration of > 102 1 rn"3 is measured in real devices. We present a qualaative
view of doping solubility limitations that are controlled by surface processes.

L Introduction

The necessity to dope a semiconductor is an embodiment common to nearly all
semiconductor devices. Unfortunately, few if any elements are found to efficiently dope some
semiconductor The circumstances are particularly severe for compound semiconductors where
the choice of dopant is often limited to a single element or none. Some of the limitations arises
from an incompatibility between dopant and semiconductor host. Issues such as a rapid impurity
diffusion coefficient or a high vapor pressure clearly restrict the choice. When the above
considerations are applied to GaAs only beryllium and carbon produce successful p-type behavior
such that holes are bound with energies predicted by the "effective mass approximation". Other
possible elements like Mn enter GaAs as a deep acceptor and hence have limited, if any, utility for
device applications [1]. The situation is aggravated for the more polar semiconductors like ZnSe
of the II-VI 's where only nitrogen has proven, to date, to have just marginal efficiency as a p-
type dopant 12-3].

Even where the activity of a dopant `, the semiconductor can be regarded as successful
they often have limited solubility at hig" ,icentrations. This may exclude certain classes of
devices where a high solubility of dopant t. required to realize the full potential offered by the
semiconductor. One example of this is Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors consisting of Be in a
GaAs base where dopant solubility, when uniformly distributed in the base, is limited to - 1020
cm"3 [4]. Often times dopant limitations result from the lack of a physical foundation to predict
dopant activity in the host. Other than rules on atomic valence it has not yet been possible to
quantitatively predict dopant/host behavior in advance. Instead, most dopant behavior has been
either measured or determined empirically.
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We describe within two doping concepts that allow the doping bottlenecks given above to
be surmounted. First. we demonstrate the concept of doping engineering whereby it becomes
possible to tailor the activation energy of the dopant in a host semiconductor for the first time. In
this applicaion, the band offset of a thin, sacrificial semiconductor is used to lower the activation
energy of the dopant below its value in the host semiconductor as was originally proposed by
Tsang 15]. This allows the freedom to control dopant activity in ways not accessible to a
uniformly placed dopant. We chose &Be-AIGaA*VSas as a model example and show the hole
binding energy is reduce by a factor of five. Secondly, we demonstrate overcoming the p-type
soluih.ty limit in GaAs by use of monolayer 8-Be in the GaAs base of an HBT. Here, an effective
hole concentration of > 102 1cm- 3 has been measured in real devices [61. We show how doping
can be improved by controlling surface processes.

IOL Dopha enghmeering

When dopants are placed into a host semiconductor excess carriers are bound with a
characterist ionization energy also called an activation energy. This energy level falls within the
forbidden band gap of the host semiconductor. Often times the characteristic activation energy of
the dopant can be described by the "effective mass approximation" which for shallow hydrogenic
like impurities ionizes according to an effective Rydberg constant that is corrected for the
effective mass and dielectric constant of the semiconductor.

Ei = 12e]-2 *e41)1 2 h2

Here, is the permitivity of the semiconductor and m* is the electron or hole effective mass.
Because of the smale dielectric constant for II-VI compared to Ill-V semiconductors the
ionization energy of dopants in the former host are significantly higher than in the latter.
Generally, eqn. (1) remains valid for many dopant/host combinations since the electronegativity
differences between dopant/host enter as a second order correction to eqn. (1). This also implies
that the ionization energy of a given dopant is fixed and cannot be changed when it is uniformly
placed in a semiconductor.

In Fig. I we show band diagrams corresponding to an n-type dopant having a fixed EA. The
dopant has been placed uniformly in semiconductor host A. On the basis provided above, EA of the
dopant is given by eqn. (1). On the other hand Fig. lb corresponds to a different case in which
donor atoms are confined to a lattice plane placed inside a semiconductor host B that is only a few
monolayers thick i.e., about 4 ML. The case of Fig. lb corresponds to 8 doping a quantum well,
(qw), and EA will not be given by eqn. (1). Instead, the net effect of quantum confinement on
dopant binding changes in ways previously addressed both experimentally [7,81 and theoretically
[9]. In this case it is known that dopant EA increases but has a dependence on both qw width and
position in the well. The general idea is that the carrier wavefunctions are quantum confined in the
well and thus have smaller spatial extent about their parent ion than their Bohr radius in host A.
Therefore, dopants depicted by case b, have increased binding of carriers. However, to conceptually
simplify to. DE description, this quantum mechanical effect and also the potential energy shifts of
the energy level due to the 5 doping potential have not been considered in the placement of the
energy level of the dopant in Fig l b. If on the other hand the donors are confined to semiconductor
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Fig.1 Normal n-type doping with the dopant having a fixed EA in a uniform semiconductor host A.
(b), (c). and (d) illustrate the new concept of doping engineering under three different conditions.

host B they will have an activation energy EB relative to the conduction band edge of
semiconductor B. However, in comparison to semiconductor A, the donor effective activation
energy is Eeff - AEC +EB, where AEC is the conduction band discontinuity between
semiconductors AB. Since semiconductor B is made very thin the composite structure behaves as if
having a donor doping with an effective activation energy EAeff in the uniform semiconductor host
A. Thus by varying AEC through use of a different semiconductor B one can change the EAeft. As
an exanple, semiconductor A can be JnP and semiconductor B can be InGaAs. Because
semiconductor B is thin, then strained layers can be used without incurring dislocations. The
equivalent 3dmensional (3-D) doping concentration is then determined from the 2-dimensional (2-
D) density and the periodicity of semiconductor B layers.

One potential application of case b is the p-type doping problem in ZnSe. This could be
accomplishad via 8-P doping ulrathin qw composed of ZnTe embedded in a ZnSe matrix. This is
because P effectively dopes ZnTe ( -10 18 cm -3 ) [101 but ineffectively dopes ZnSe.
Unfortunately, the binding energy of P in ZnTe is 70 meV and would increase by the valance band
discontinuity of ZnTe / ZnSe. Nevertheless, it still might be possible to use ZnSeTe alloys in place
of ZaTe, provided 8 doping remains ele=rically active in the alloy, to reduce the magnitude of
the discontinuity.
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In the above cane E4&ff
invariably, will be large than EA- We
consider next application of DE to rukae
the EBef Of dopants. M"i is Shown aS MOUAINDPN ambn
Fig. ic when semconductor B has a Va09e an
wider bandpap than the host
se-miconductor- A. The E~e can be made
smnaller than BA. Actually, in Fig. Id ./ e ee x,
E~ef becomes negative implying no
energy is needed to ionize the donor Wvtfiu
atm=. In fact, this can be considered. as (a) W~~C~
the limniting case of modulation doping in
which the thicknesses of both the impurity
doping is confined to alattice plane and DIE
the wide bandgap semiconductor layers (a Vlnebn
few ML ) are pushed to the very thinnest
limit. An example of cases (c) and (d) can - ------
be realized in GaAO/ -Al,1GaI..xAs or
la0/8 -Oaxlni..xP for lantice-niatched aNd 1Wvtuit
strained-layer systems, respectively- In(b
addition DE diffiers from modulation
doping (MD) [11l as we illustrate in Fig.
2. In (MID) the carriers are spatially __________________

remved from the parent acceptors an Fig. 2 (a) A p-type modulation doped (MD) structure,
are no longer bound by Choulomb (b) A p-type doping engineering (DE) structure.
attraction to its ion. In many MD
structures the dopant is displaced from the
Ih, erointerfaces by distances that are larger than an impurity Bohr radius. Here, the five carriers
occupy energy eigenstates at the bulk hetero-initerface as our example illustrates in Fig, 2(a).
However, in DE we chemically change only the dopant location for distanices smaller than the
impurity Bohr radius. The quasi free carrers still remain partially bound to their parent acceptor
but with a reduced activation energy as illustrated in Fig. 2b.

In essence, doping engineering permits the freedom to design the EA of a dopant in a
seionductor. In fact, it may prove to be particularly useful for achieving dopings in

semiconductors in which a normally employed doping process is not successful. In addition to the
previous case of (ZnSe/ 8 -ZnTexSei..x ), other possible applications of DE can be employed to
p-type doping problem hi ZiSe. Compare P doping Wne and ZaSe. Electronegativity, 11,
diferenc reveals that P( il=2.1) would prefer to bond to Zn(n--l.6) as opposed to Te(114. 1).
Hence, P would incorporate on the Te sublattice and bond to Zn to produce good p-type dopa.'1z
activity. In ZnSe the situation differs in that P electronegativity also differs significandty with Se (TI
=2.4) and hence bonding on either sublattice may occur. Hence, simple incorporation energetics
show that P in ZnSe has limited utility as a p-type dopant in agreement with experimental
measurements. On the other hand, atomic nitrogen doping in ZniSe has been known to

sucsflyproduce p- type electrical activity. On electronegativeity grounds N (11=3.0) prefers
bonds with Zn over bonds with Se by a factor five and therefre incorporates mainly on the Se
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aublattice to produce p- type electrical actiity. To improve p-type doping efficienies in Znae
under nitroge doping oae may apply doping engineering to reduc EA~f by applicaton of ZnS.
N in ZaS can be expected to have lower E~ef by the valence band offset. In addition, N has
improved anion site occupalion in ZiS over the case in ZaSe.

To demonstrate the concept of doping engineering, we have grown a multilayer structure
consisting of GaAs/-Be-Al 0 .3G,). 7 As. TEM shows the AIGaAs thickness was 15 A and the
GaAs layer was 210 A. The center of the AIGaAs layer was 8 -doped with Be (a 2-D
concentration of 2 x 10 10 cm-2). This combinatio should result in an equivalent bulk hole
concentration of 1016 cm-2 in GaAs. For comparisM the same permodically modulated structr
was also grown but it was uniformly doped with Be at the 1016 cm-3 level.

The 8 doping was accomplished using Group III interruptions during epitaxial growth.
The layers were grown by Gas Source Molecular Beam Epitaxy at a relatively low growth
temperaue of 500*C where redistribution of Be through segregation and diffusion can be
suppressed. Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) profiles of higher 8 -Be ( 1013 cm-2 ) layers under these
growth temperaftu are shown in Fig. 3. The Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of the profile
is 11 A and thereby illustrat that Be is highly confined to the 8 plane [121. The profile FWHM
corresponds to the wavefunction of carriers
in the 8-potential [13]. The measured profile
width is among the narrowest for Be at this
concentration and does not change as the 0 DE

growth tmperature decreases below 5000 C. A HoAc)GEous OORNG
The C-V hole concentration from the 8 Be of 00,
the DE growth as a function of depth is 1012- a 0

shown in Fig. 4. Sharp spikes as a function
of depth are observed at a periodicity of 180
A i.e., close to the period length measured by EAO-4n /0

TEM. The FWHM of each spike is large 0

because Be concentration was low such that
carrier wavefunction along the growth .
direction was only weakly confined by the 8
-potential. This produces a very weak depth
dependence to the holes and their
wavefunction should overlap considerably so
that the DE should exhibit vertical and 101"
longitudinal transport characteristics close to
the homogeneous doping case.

I I I I I,,

As a practical demonstration of the 61 0
DE concept, we perform variable VT1OO-2)

temperature Hal effect on the structures
specified above. Fi& 5 shows the carrier
cversus reciprocal temperature
as circles for the DE sample ad rigles for Fig. 5. A plot of hole concentration measured by the Hall
the homogeneously doped specime In these technique for both the uniformly doped and DE samples
investigations we have chosen the Be as a function of inverse temperature.
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oncentration to be an order of magnitude lower then the critical concentratio corresponding to
a Mott transition of holes in GaAs. By doing so, our variable temperature results should refect
the mte ionization energy of the dopant instead of reduced energy activation caused by banding
effects. Indeed, the themal behavior of the homogeneously doped sample shows this to be the
case. Figt. 5 illustrates that hole heeze-out comnmences at temperatures just below 1000 KI By 30
OK the hole concentration has fallen to one-tenth of its room temperature value. Cearly, this
behavior is the expected thermal characteristics of lightly Be doped GaAs. By contrast, the
thermal dependence of the carrier concentration is observed to be much weaker for the DE
sample. For instance at 30 OK the DE concentration has only fallen by a factor of two of its room
temperature value. One further feature of the dependence of carrier concentration on temperature
is that both structures exhibit Arrhenius behavior at very low temperature. We nay analyze their
dependences to quantify more precisely the change in impunty ionization induced by the DE
concept. However, to simplify the analysis we assume the thermal dependence of the carrier
concentration is associated with only carrier freeze out whereas other thermal dependences from
interfaclsurface depletion and band transport factors are negligible in comparison. As Fig. 5
shows both the DE and homogeneous doping mnay be fit by an Anhenious expression at very low
temperature as evidenced by the solid and dashed lines. From their slopes we estimate the
impurity ionization is 19.0 meV for homogeneous doping and 4 meV for DE. The 19 meV
energy is in reasonable accord for the known binding energy of Be (25meV) in GaAs.

The reduction in Be ionization energy induced by the DE concept is remarkable since we
have reduced the impurity binding energy by a factor five its value in conventional doping. For
comparison, changes in acceptor binding energy in GaAs brought about by different chemical
dopants are only about 30% of the acceptor binding energy. The 4 mev of residual binding
energy in the DE case arises because the carriers remain quasi bound to the parent ions, an effect
we have not considered in the analysis. The measured hole mobilities of the uniformly doped and
DE samples are 380 cm-2 /Vsec and 300 cm-2Nsec at room temperature and 3800 and 4300
cm'2 [Vsec at 77 1K, respectively. Hence, our DE structure retains bulk-like transport
characteristics and not the enhanced mobilities of MD structures. The DE contains, of course, the
flexibility in design of the ionization energy.

ilL Doping at high concentrations

A widegap emitter layer, when, used in a heterojunction bipolar transistor 114], HBT,
allows the use of extremely high base doping to improve high speed device performance. For
several reasons 8 doping can be advantageous in the above application. First, the carrier transit
to in the base of an HBT may be reduced when the base consist only of an atomically thin 8 -
doping region. In particular, 8- Be HBTs have been successfully demonstrated in ref 115 1 at the
0.04 monolayer (ML) 8 -Be level and by us at the 0.4 ML level 161. Secondly, Be, when
introduced by homogeneous doping techniques, is known to have limited solubility in the lattice of
GaAs. Generally, the solubility limit for homogeneous doping occurs at Be concentrations above
1020 CM- 3 . Above the solubility limit, Be is known to degrade the lattice. From results shown
below we show how the process of lattice degradation could be minimized by the 8 doping
process. In addition, we demonstrate that an equivalent homogeneous hole density above 1021
cm-3 is achieved for 8-Be at the 0.4 ML level. Thirdly, the requirement of low sheet resistivity in
the base becomes more achievable per dopant atom for the 8 doping technique. This follows from
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the mobility enhancements of the &-dopants over those inferred from equivalent concentrations
for homogeneously doping [16]. As we show below sheet resistivities below 300 0-cm are
obtained in a single 8-Be plane at the 0.4 ML level.

IV. Doping solability Unit

Continuously doping GaAs with Be at concentrations above mid 1019 cm-3 can produce
haze in the epitaxial layer (morphological roughness) [17,181. Therefore there is an effective limit
in homogeneous doping whereby the base doping of an HBT may not increased further.
Eamprically we show an approximate doping limit in Fig. 6 whereby the survey shows
homogeneously doped HBT gain has abruptly terminated above a Be concentration 10 20 c-3
[191. At this concentration the HBT gain has fallen to about 3 and use of higher Be concentrations
often lead to catastrophic loss in HBT gain. The doping solubility limit could arises from Be
precipitates in the lattice that are caused by inclusion of dopants clusters into GaAs [18,20]. The
physical process of how this happens during crystal growth is not precisely known but we outline,
qualitatively, one distinct possibility below.

HUT Gain
It is known by several investigations that

out-diffusion of Be can occur during growth 1000 0anoutiy ed
(dopant segregation) and its amplitude increases fSob l; it \
with Be concentration [21,22]. These results s ,
suggest that significant amounts of Be begin to
accumulate on the growth surface when Be 10e

concentrations approach the homogeneous z %
doping solubility limit. In addition, there is a

evidence to support the occurrence of Be i- 1o \e
dimerization (dopant pairing) on GaAs surfaces "
at high concentrations where it forms lateral
domains locally enriched in Be surface content a Homogel6ous
[23,24]. When GaAs deposition proceeds on I Doped ase
surfaces in this state then a component showing a iooo A Thik Base |
3-D growth mode can be detected from faceting a- doped base I %
that is observable in RHEED. Growth appears to .

consist of a combination of growth modes with 0.11

the majority component being a 2-D mode that lop 1o" low lo Ion

occurs on surface domains largely denuded of Ba concentration (cm-3)
Be and a weaker 3-D mode for growth on Fig. 6. Gain of an HBT versus Be
surface domains enriched in Be. In general, the 3- concentration when either 8 -doped or
D growth mode increases with increasing out uniformly doped.
diffusion of the dopanL Now, when the rate of
both Be outdiffusion and Be deposition to the
surface are sufficiently high (as is the case for
homogeneous doping above 10 20 cm-3) then this 3-D growth mode is amplified. Continued
deposition under these conditions would lead to a rough morphology such that the defected areas
(fom 3D growth modes) contain locally enriched Be precipitates in an doped GaAs matruix.
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Examples illustrating this behavior are shown in Fig. 7. They are SIMS profiles of 8-Be
near the 0.5 ML level on structures grown at 5000 C with either As4 or AsH3 . The Be profile
consist mainly of a central peak that corresponds to profiling though the & -Be plane.
Superimposed on this main Be peak is a shoulder with a forward edge which has a long, linear
decay toward the surface of -700 A/decade. Notice that it is not on the profiles of the 8 -AlAs
plane that were placed 700 A beneath the 8 -Be plane. This shoulder accompanying the Be
profile occurs simultaneously with the faceting that was detected in RHEED ( up to 700 A of
GaAs growth atop the 8 -Be plane). We associate this profile component with 3-D growth mode
that occurs for growth atop the 8 Be plane [251. Our picture of a 3-D mode is also supported
by RHEED damping and recovery dynamics of GaAs growth upon initially 8 - Be doped surfaces
that limura et. al. reported [26]. The measurements clearly reveal degradation in RHEED
dynamics upon increasing 8 - Be content in support of the above surface induced roughening. The
profiles of Fig. 7 further reveal that the 3-D component is reduced during arsine growth in
comparison to the case of As4 growth. The improved confinement of 8 -Be at the 8 -plane as well
as the reduction in the 3-D growth mode component for arsine growth appear to arise from a
supersaturation of Ga vacancies in the subsurface region during arsine growth. This is because Ga
vacancies are inversely proportional to Group V overpressure. Consequently, Ga vacancy
formation is increased by use of lower molecular arsenic species derived from arsine [221. High
concentrations of Ga vacancies in the subsurface of the crystal provide more bulk sites for Be
incorporation and reduce the surface content of Be. This then leads to a reduction in the 3-D

10 4SIMS

8-Be0.9ML/ GaAs
lo3.J .! | Tg T =500C

S 3-D growth 1/ • g

102 mode As4
a U

S101

0 3

10 Deposition

10&1
1 0 - 41Al t

10-2
0 Depth (A) 1400

Fig. 7 SIMS from 0.5 ML 8 -Be doped GaAs grown with As 4 or AsH 3.
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growth component Notice the 3-D component in the SIMS recovers faster for AsH3 than As4 .
evaporaton firm the surface [271 and also because the rate of dopant segregation is observed to

be smaller [21.221.

Dopants introduced by gaseous methods can also be advantageous to veome doping
prblems. For example, JnP has been difcult to dope p-type. When InP is doped with diethyl Zn
during Chemical Beam Epitaxy (CBE), Tsang et. al [28] achieve higher p-type concentrations
over conventional doping techniques In general, CBE gas doping has improved p-type solubility
over Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition ( MOCVD) techniques. This could be the result
of the dopant, when on the surface, retaining radical bonds with organic groups during CBE [29].
"The dopant is therefore unable to pair together to form dimers. This could eliminate the dopant
clustering process on the surface and thereby suppress the 3-D growth mode. In MOCVD
comple- pyrolysis of the dopant occurs in the gas phase and the dopant then reaches the surface
in atomic form. Then a dopant might then be subject to similar dimerization processes and
therefore MOCVD may encounter a similar solubility problems.

On the basis of Fig. 7 an improved Be solubility can be expected in 8-doping over
homogeneous doping. This is because the 8-doping process automatically leads to a very high
supersaturation of Ga vacancies which in turn reduces the 3-D growth mode component. In
addition, Be deposition is suspended during GaAs growth atop the 8 plane and minimizes those
conditions leading to amplification of the 3-D growth mode. In fact, results from RHEED
dynamics also indicate less degradation occurs on 8 - Be doped surfaces than for uniformly doped
techniques [26].

V. Large Area Devices

HBT structures were grown by GSMBE methods in which 8- Be concentrations near I
ML were placed in a GaAs base between 50 to 200 A in thickness. The emitter layer consisted
of a 1000 A layer of graded AlGaAs x= 0.3 to 0.0 doped n-type to 5 x10 17 can sup -3, then
followed by Si 8doped GaAs and epitaxial Al metal for non-alloyed ohmic contact. The collector
was 5000 A GaAs and Si doped to 5x10 16 cm -3. The base and emitter components of the
structure were grown at 500 C atop a n- -GaAs collector layer on an n- type substrate. A
description of selective contacting, processing and device planarization has been reported
elsewhere by Goossen and Kuo [30,311. We show here, systematic dependence of this device
structure on the concentration of 8 Be doping in the base as it varies from 0.09 to 0.9 ML.

In Fig. 8a we present a Gummel plot of the emitter-base junction, eb, and corresponding
collector response for the 0.4 ML device at a 200A base layer width. From the I-V characteristics
of the be junction the diode ideality factor, n, is n=l.08 and is a general feature of the bc diode
quality found in all the remaining structures listed above. The eb junction also appeared perfectly
ideal (i.e. n--1.0 to 1.2 ) for driving currents above 100 microamps. Hence, nearly perfect diffusive
lower currents, the Gummel plots of the eb junction reveals components in the diode I-V having

ideality in the range (1.7- 1.9). The contribution of the higher order ideality components to the I-
V relation varies considerably with the 8-Be concentration. At the 0.08, 0.9 8-Be level the n I 1
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components are visible below the 100 picoamps, microamp level respectively. This strong 8-Be
dependence of the no I components in the eb diode I-V, and also their low temperature
characteristcs, are indicative of tunneling assisted transport processes in the AIGaAs emit•er
much like those found im homogeneously doped heterojunction diodes reported prevously by
Chand [321. Tunneling assisted processes at the low current level in the eb junction coul arise
from traps formed in the AlGaAs owing to the low growth temperature employed to confine Be
to the base. Nevertheless, our devices work as excellent HBTs at temperatures as low 2 K and
hence the number of traps is insufficient to affect the device performance under typical operation.

IC (A) ,B (A)
SI I I I I I I I I

IE-01 1E-01

decade decade
/div /div

1 E-09 1 E-09
.0000 VB .2000/div (V) 2.000

Fig. 8 Gunimel plot of an HBT containing 8 -Be at 0. 1 ML in the base of an HBT.

An example of the output performance of an HBT containing 8-Be at the 0.4 level is
shown in Fig 9. The current gain is 10 but is uniform versus collector current and the device has
low output conductance. The gain falls to 5 when the base width is 50 A because of hole back

injection presumably due to hole tunneling out of the B-Be base. The dependence of the gain on 8-
Be concentration is strong but surprisingly systematic. Our measurements give gain (250, 30. 15,
0.10) versus 8-Be concentration (0.08, 0.16, 0.4 and 0.9 ML), respectively. Gain versus 8-Be

concentration is plotte" Fig. 6. The 2-D concentration in the base has been converted to a 3-D
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concentration by taking the ratio of the areal concentration of Be to the Full Width Half
Maximum of &-Be profiles that were measured with SIMS. For comparison, we also show in
Fig. 6 the case of gain versus homogeneous doping that was obtained from ref [331. One distinct
feature of the gain versus doping relationship is that 8 doping opens up HBT devices to effective
doping concentrations well beyond the solubility limit of homogeneous doping. Fig. 6 shows that
good gain is maintained in such devices. The gain drops below ten at an effective doping
concentration in the upper 1021cm- 3, nearly two orders of magnitude greater than the solubility
limit. Even for gains near ten the sheet resistivity is below 300 Q) per sq. for 8-Bc at the 0.4 ML
level.

IC = 1OmA/DIV

0
Mrn

R

IB = lmA/DIV

Fig. 9 Output characteristics of HBT containing an 8 -Be at 0.4 ML in the base.

The strong gain reduction in the device at higher 8-Be concentration is indicative of
limitations comprising higher order p-type dependences such as Auger processes or hole back
injection [33,34]. At 77 K the 0.4 ML device has a current gain of 100 and sheet base resistance
of 150 ohms/sq. Thus the 8-Be HBT device appears well suited for high performance
applications.

VL Condusion

To conclude we have presented two methods to overcome doping problems in compound
semiconductors. First, DE is a method to flexibly change the activation energy of a dopant in a
semiconductor host. We demonstrated this concept in the AIGaAs/GaAs system and outlined
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possible applications to other problematic semiconductors. Use of 6-Bc in GaAs at the monolayer
level was demonstrated to overcome the solid state solubility limit for a uniform dopant. This
method however requires careful attention to surface conditions during the 6-doping process.
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EFFECTS OF ION-IRRADIATION AND HYDROGENATION ON THE
DOPING OF InGaAIN ALLOYS

S. J. PEARTON, C. R. ABERNATHY, W. S. HOBSON AND F. PEN
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

ABSTRACT

Carrier concentrations in doped InN, inO.37 Gao.63 N and Ino. 75 Alo.25 N layers are reduced by
both F' ion implantation to produce resistive material for device isolation, and by exposure to a
hydrogen plasma. In the former case, post-implant annealing at 450-500*C produces sheet
resistances >1060l/in initially n* (7 x 10" - 3 x 1019 cm- 3 ) ternary layers and values of
-5 x 1 0/0 in initially degenerately-doped (4 x 102D cm- 3 ) InN. The evolution of sheet
resistance with post-implant annealing temperature is consistent with the introduction of deep
acceptor states by the ion bombardment, and the subsequent removal of these states at
temperatures <500*C where the initial carrier concentrations are restored. Hydrogenation of the
nitrides at 2000 C reduces the n-type doping levels by 1-2 orders of magnitude and suggests that
unintentional carrier passivation occurring during cool down after epitaxial growth may play a
role in determining the apparent doping efficiency in these materials.

IU-V nitride alloys are excellent candidates for photonic devices operating in the blue
region of the spectrum.(t-5) Tremendous progress has been made in the preparation and
characterization of binary (InN, GaN, AIN) and ternary (AIGaN, InGaN) HI-V nitrides on a
variety of substrates. -12

) There i, still much scope for work on realization of reproducible

ohmic contacts to some of these and on the growth of p+ layers particularly in GaN.
Mg-doped layers with hole conce -Ami,,4•s as high as 3 x 1018 cm- 3 after low energy electron-
beam irradiation have been reporteO Dut the as-grown films had much lower (2 x 1015 cm- 3 )
doping levels.)5 ) Van Vechten et al.(13) have proposed this result can be explained by de-
bonding of hydrogen from passivated Mg acceptors, increasing the p-type doping density. The
unintentional passivation of dopants in other Ill-V materials due to residual hydrogen trapped
during the growth process is a common phenomenon with gas-source epitaxial
techniques.(t4-1s)

In this letter we report on reversible changes in doping of InN, InGaN and InAIN layers as a
result of either ion implantation or hydrogen plasma exposure. Selective area implantation of
inert ions is widely used in GaAs-technology for device isolation purposes, since the implanted
region may be made highly resistive.(1 9) This technique will also prove useful in III-V nitride
materials due to its ability to retain the planarity of the active element area. It is also necessary
to understand the role of hydrogen in determining apparent doping efficiencies in the nitrides,
since it is a major component of the metalorganic group III sources used for many of the
epitaxial growth techniques.
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The nitride layers were grown at -500°C on semi-insulating GaAs substrates using
group III metalorganics (trimethylindium, triethylgallium and trimethylamine alane respectively
for In, Ga or Al sources) and atomic nitrogen generated by a 200W. 2.45 GHz Electron
Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) source (Wavemat MPDR) on anolntevac Gas Source Gen U
Molecular Beam Epitaxy system.(2o) The growth rates were 50-75A • min-1 and the films were
polycrystalline columnar in nature. The InN films were strongly n-type (3.9 x 102o cm-3.
room temperature mobility pI 77 cm 2 V-I sec -) as-grown, and annealing under a N2
ambient up to 4500 C did not alter the conductivity level. Similarly, both of the ternary alloys
were also n-type (ln0.GaON n = 3.4 x 1019 cm- 3 , X - 12 cm2 V-t sec-1, and
In0.7 5Alo.2.1N: n = 7.3 xlOIs cm-, t -=20cm2 V-sec-) and these levels were
unchanged by annealing at 4500C.

Fluorine ions were implanted at multiple energies (40, 100, 200 and 300 keV) and two sets
of doses (8, 9, 10 and 20 x 1013 cm- 2 respectively or 8, 9, 10 and 20 x 1014 cm-2
respectively) in order to produce a uniform nuclear stopping damage profile throughout the
0.4 m thick nitride layers. The implant temperature was -80 0 C and the samples were not
amorphized by this treatment. These are typical of the isolation schemes used for highly doped
GaAs films. Alloyed (400*C, 30 sec) HgIn eutectic contacts for Hall measurements were
prepared on some of the samples prior to implantation so that subsequent low temperature
(<400*C) anneals could be examined. Other non-contacted samples were post-implant
annealed for 60 sec at temperatures up to 600*C in an N2 ambient with the implanted faces
covered by low temperature (75 0 C) plasma-enhanced chemically vapor deposited SiN.. The
conductivity of the implanted and annealed layers was obtained from Hall measurements.

Hydrogen plasma exposures were performed at 2001VC for lh using a 0.5 Torr, 13.56 GHz
discharge. Some of the samples were coated with 200A of the low temperature SiNs prior to
plasma treatment in anticipation of possible surface degradation induced by the high hydrogen
flux present in this environment. It is well-known that H2 discharges preferentially remove
group V species from Ill-V materials and in the case of InP for example, this can lead to the
presence of In droplets on the surface.( 21) In all cases the alloyed HgIn Hall contacts were
already in place prior to the hydrogen plasma exposure.

Figure 1 shows the evolution with post-implant annealing temperature of the sheet
resistance of InN layers implanted with multiple energy F+ ions at the two different sets of
doses. For the lower doses (8 x 10'3 - 2 x 1014 cm- 2 ) the resistance of the implanted
material is increased by about an order of magnitude over its as-grown value, and post-implant
annealing reveals a recovery stage centered around 350*C. This behaviour is consistent with
creation of deep compensating acceptors by the energetic ions, which trap free electrons and
increase the resistance of the InN. The subsequent annealing of these acceptors restores the
initial conductivity ofthe material. At the higher dose condition (8 x 1014 - 2 x 1015 cm- 2 )
the initial increase in sample resistance is greater since more of the free electrons are trapped,
and subsequent annealing up to -4500C actually produces a further increase in resistance. This
is the behaviour typically observed in implant-isolated GaAs, and it is commonly ascribed to
reduction of hopping probabilities for trapped carriers.019) Above 450°C enough of the trap sites
have been removed that electrons are returned to the conduction band of the InN and the
conductivity returns towards its initial, unimplanted value. The maximum sheet resistance
obtained is only -5 x 103 Q/O, far below the values required for electronic device isolation
(> 106 •1b). A wider range of experiments is needed to determine whether this is a function of
our particular material or is an intrinsic effect related to the position in the bandgap of the defect
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states creased in the InN by he implantation process. For example, in le high dme
-implation pins the F hmi level in the upper half of the bandgap, leading to limitingSreistivitles of IOP -I1& Qcm for initially n-type mUsrial.02-24)

InN
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ANNEALING TEMPERATURE (C)

Fig. 1. Sheet resistance of n' InN layers implanted with multiple energy (40, 100, 200 and
300 keV) F+ ions at two different sets of doses (8, 9, 10 and 20 x 1013 cm- 2 or 8, 9.
10 and 20 x 1014 cm-2, respectively), as a function of post-implant annealing
temperature (60 sec anneals).

Results from F+ implanted InGaN and MAIN are shown in Fig. 2. In both of these
materials the layer resistances after implantation are approximately two orders of magnitude
greater than the as-grown values (1 - 1.5 x 103 !Q/o), and they increase to practical values for
device isolation after annealing at 450-5000C. These results are particularly relevant to
integration of photonic devices such as lasers or quantum well detectors with electronic devices
such as heterojunction bipolar transistors based on III-V nitride heterostructures. It will be
interesting to examine whether thermally stable implant isolation can be obtained in this material
system by implanting species which create chemical, rather than damage-related, deep level
states.

Turning to the effects of hydrogen plasma exposure we did indeed observe preferential loss
of nitrogen from unprotected InN surfaces. Figure 3 shows optical micrographs of InN surfaces
after lh, 200 0C H2 plasma treatments. At top the unprotected surface shows a large density of
In droplets, whereas hydrogenation through a thin SiN, encapsulating layer (subsequently
removed in a CF4/02 barrel reactor) did not lead to surface deterioration (Fig. 3. bottom). The
surfaces of InGaN and MAIN were much more resistant to plasma-induced degradation and did
not show the presence of In droplets after the hydrogenation. Changes in the electrical properties
of the m-v nitride materials as a result of the hydrogenation are shown in Table 1. The initial
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doping densities am reduced by 1-2 orders of magnitude after the plasma tnratent due to
hydro5n passivanion of donor impurities. The electron mobilifies also increased by factors of
40-40% after hydrogenation indicating true dopant passivvion. Heating at 2006C for lb in 1H2
gs, or exposing the samples to a He discharge did not produce measurable changes in dte carrier
concentratioms, directly implicating the atomic hydrogen. The source of the n-type conductivity
in M-V nitrides is still controversial, although native defects such as nitrogen vacancies have
been su&gesVVA(l.2) Post-hydrogenation annealing at 450*C for 5 min under a N2 ambient
produced substantial reactivation of the passivated donors. True thermal dissociation energies
for the hydrogmn-door complexes can only be obtained under conditions where rea"t*ng is
minimized, such as in the reverse-biased depletion region of a Schottky diode structure.- This
type of measurement is not possible in the present samples because of their high doping levels.
The temperature at which reactivation of passivated donors occurs will be a function of the
thermal histm'y, sample geometry, annealing ambient and doping levels. It is likely that in some
cases where hydrogen is a component of the growth chemistry, passivation of dopants may be
signiicantly reducing the apparent carrier concentration in the material. Post-growth annealing
under a N2 ambient to remove this hydrogen would be necessary to produce the true doping
density.

10' ....

1*3xl1O"-2xlO', 7.2
60 See Aniadb

to, .- - .. , .. . . . .-
o 10 200 300 400 Soo 60D

ANNEALIN TEMPERATREm (*Q3

Fig. 2. Sheet resistances of initially n-type InGaN or InAIN layers implanted with multiple
energy (40,100,200and 300 keV) F4 ions at doses of 8,9, 10 and 20 x 1013 CM-2

respectively, as a function of post-implant annealing temperature (60 sec anneals).

Table 1. Electrical dwacristics of InGaAN alloy layr befoe and after hydrogenaton for lh at 200C.

NaW/u la/kaDqpLaD*Asl(czn- 3 ) After HPlaa (cm-') Ater H Plakw and 450C Anmeal (cm" 3 )

1a1N 3.9 x 1020 2.5 x 1019 3.4 x 1020

MAiN 7.3 x 10t 6.8 X 101" 5.4 x 1013

hWaN 3.4 x 101 4.6 x 1018 2.0 x 10'9
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Fig. 3. Optical micrographs (1000X magnification) of InN surfaces after direct eqjmosure to a
H2 plasma for lh at 2000C (top) or after hydrogenation through a 200A SiN1 cap
which has subsequently been removed (bottom).

In conclusion we have produced reversible changes in the carrier concentration in n+ InN,
InGaN and MAIN thin films using either ion implantation or hydrogenation, followed by
annealing in both cases. The implant isolation results show similar characteristics to GaAs in
that post-growth annealing is required to produce the maximum sheet resistances in the III-V
nitrides. In ternary compounds with initial doping levels :3 x 1019 cm- 3 , implantation with
F+ ions produces maximum sheet resistances > 106 Oft/ which are practical values for
electronic device isolation. We also found direct evidence for efficient hydrogen passivation of
n-type conductivity in the nitride films, with reactivation of the passivated dopants being
significant for 4500C anneals in a N2 ambient.
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ANNEALING UiTUT ON FOOTOLUNINESCKNCE PROPERTIES
OF 3.-DOPED N33 GaAs

Bajims Shibata, Yunosuke Makita, and Akimas Yamada
Electrotechnical Laboratory, 1-1-4 Umezono, Tsukuba 305, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

Low temperature ( 2* K ) photoluminescence ( PL ) measurements were
performed for the wavelength ( k. ) region from 800 to 1600 ma on Be-doped
GaAs grown by molecular beam epitaxy ( MBE ) for wide range of net hole con-
centration at room temperature ( p ) up to 2x 1020 cW-3 after annealing at
850 *C for 20 minutes. The annealing procedure formed several new PL emis-
sion bands associated with deep levels appeared between 0.4 and 1.4 eV. The
most intensive new PL band appeared at around 1.2 eV with a band width of
about 0.2 eV for all samples investigated. Its peak position and band width
were observed to shift slightly toward lower energy side and increase,
respectively with increasing p. An additional two sharp bands appeared over-
lapping the main band at around 1.31 and 1.35 eV for p less than
lX 10"s cm"3 . New broad band formation was also observed at around 1.0 eV in
the sam samples. In addition, a new prominent PL band was found at about
1.35 eV in the as-grown samples with p = 5-6x 1017 cm3-, which disappeared
entirely after annealing. The formation and annihilation mechanism of these
deep levels after annealing can be presumably attributed to Be redistribu-
tion from Ga sites to As sites and interstitial sites to Ga or As sites,
driven by the formation of As vacancies ( V A. ) due to As evaporation from
samples during annealing.

INTROGWCTIOI

Systematic study of optical properties such as PL of impurity doped GaAs
for a wide range of impurity concentration is important for fabrication of
electronic and opto-electronic devices. Particularly, investigation of an-
nealing effects on relaxation of defects introduced during epitaxial growth
of heavily doped samples is important to estimate the reliability of devices
such as heterojunction bipolar transistors ( HBTs ) or laser diodes, as well
as to know the defect formation mechanism during epitaxial growth.

Recently we found several new strong PL emissions in the near-band-edge
emission region ( A. = 400'- 850 mm ) for heavily acceptor-doped GaAs [1-7].
The most significant emissions were labeled by (g-g], [g-g]l , [g-g]O and
[g-g]y . Their emission mechanisms have not been clearly understood up to
now, although we proposed previously a new concept which was based on radia-
tive recombination due to acceptor-acceptor pair [4,6,7].

Be has been used as an effective p-type dopant for heavily doped GaAs
grown by MBR, though its high diffusivity has been pointed out to be the
major drawback compared with carbon 18,9]. Optical and electrical properties
of Be-doped GaAs have been reported by many authors up to Be concentration
as high as 2X 1020 Cm 3 [10-16]. In this report, for the investigation of
the influence of dopant diffusion and defects relaxation on heavily doped
semiconductor optical properties, annealing effects on low temperature PL
properties were studied in Be-doped GaAs grown by MDE for wide range of p up
to 2x 1020 cm-$. The results obtained were analyzed based on the formation of
VAG in samples due to As evaporation during annealing, and resultant Be
redistribution from Ga sites to As sites and interstitial sites to Ga or As
sites.
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,XPEIIMINTAL

The samples used in this study were grown by a commercial MBE system
RIBER 2300 ) on Cr-doped semi-insulating (100) GaAs wafers. For all

samples, the substrate temperature and the V/H flux ratio of A84 to Ga
were kept at 550 TC and 2.0 respectively. The growth duration of Be-doped
layer was 2 hours, followed by the growth of undoped buffer layer for 30
minutes. The total thickness of as-grown layer was about 5.4 u a, which was
constant for all p values. The doping level was controlled by changing the
Be effusion cell temperature from 417 C to 870 *C. We also fabricated un-
doped GaAs layers under the same growth conditions to check the concentra.-
tion of background contaminants in the MBE chamber. Annealing was done at
850 T for 20 minutes in a liquid phase epitaxy furnace under a purified
hydrogen atmosphere at ambient pressure. The PL measurements were performed
at 2* K using the 514.5 nm Ar* laser line under conditions of extremely low
excitation density " -1 W/cm2 ). The PL signal was analyzed by a 1-m focal
length monochromator ( SPEX 1704 ) and detected by a photomultiplier tube
with a cooled GaAs photocathode.

RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2, respectively, show typical PL spectra as a function of
p in the same samples both as-grown and after annealing with p around
1017 cm- 3 . Strong emissions observed in near-band-edge emission region in
both Figs. 1 and 2 were assigned as (g-g], ( e-Be* ), and their phonon
replicas. Appearance of the (g-gj band strongly ensures us that background
donor concentration in our samples is extremely low ( of the order of
- 1014 cm-3  ), since it has been demonstrated that the intensity of [g-g]
band can be easily quenched by the incorporation of small amount of donor

"optical compensation effect" ) [2,6,71.
The main feature in Fig. 2 is the appearance of an intensive and wide

new PL emission band whose peak position is located at about 1.2 eV with a
band width of about 0.2 eV. Since this new band was observed for all samples
investigated ( up to p = 2x 1020 cm-3 ), the appearance of the 1.2 eV band
after annealing is a common phenomena for a wide range of p. Additionally
with increasing p, its peak position and band width were observed to shift
slightly toward the lower energy side and increase in width, which strongly
suggests that there is a relation between the formation of the 1.2 eV band
and Be incorporation into GaAs.

Additionally in Fig. 2, two intensive and sharp bands were observed to
overlap the 1.2 eV band at around 1.31 and 1.35 eV in samples with p less
than 1x 1018 cM7 3 . Since these two bands were observed in pairs in almost
all cases, there may be a significant relation between emission mechanisms
of these two bands. A new broad band was observed about 1.0 eV in samples
with p less than Ix l018 cm-3 . This new emission band had a very small in-
tensity but a large band width of around 0.15 eV.

In addition, a new prominent PL band was found in the as-grown samples
in Fig. I ) at around 1.35 eV in samples with p around 5x I011

IX I01e ca"3 , which disappeared entirely after annealing ('in Fig. 2 ).
Since this new band was not observed in slightly Be doped samples including
undoped one or p-type GaAs doped with any other acceptor species except Be,
it is strongly suggested that there is a close relation between the forma-
tion of this 1.35 eV band and the incorporation of Be Wpurity into GaAs.
The emission mechanism of the 1.35 eV band in Fig. I seems to be completely
different from that of the 1.35 eV band in Fig. 2, because their spectral
features such as bane width differ so much each other. Since the band width
of 1.35 eV band in Fig. 1 is such larger than that in Fig. 2, we refer them
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Figure 1. 2* K phptpluminescence spectra of Be-doped

as-grown GaAs at various hole concentrations.

"1.35 eV broad band" and "1.35 eV narrow band", respectively hereafter,

DISCUSSION

Since the LO phonon energy of GaAs is estimated to be around 36 .eV, it

is reasonable to assign the 1.31 eV band in Fig. 2 to the LO phonon replica
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vacancies ( Va& ), in all of these reports. Therefore it seems to be
reasonable to estimate here also in this report that the 1.35 eV narrow band
in Fig. 2 has a close relation with VGa.

There have been only a few reports on the appearance of broad band emis-
sion around 1.2 eV in GaAs as-grown [20] or annealed [21] samples. The emis-
sion mechanism is suggested to have a strong relation with the defect com-
plex of VGA and a donor in these reports, however the detail has not been
clearly understood up to now. Since the background donor concentration in
our samples is estimated to be extremely low ( less than about 105s cm-3  )
and the 1.2 eV band observed in Fig. 2 is not observed in as-grown samples
at all ( in Fig. l ), we can not associate the 1.2 eV band in Fig. 2 with
the previously reported 1.2 eV bands (20,21], which were reported to have
correlation with the incorporation of donor impurities. Therefore it is
reasonable to assign the 1.2 eV band observed in Fig. 2 to a new emission
band, which is presumably be related with Be incorporation in conjunction
with annealing effects.

There have been no reports on the appearance of the 1.35 eV broad band
observed in Fig. 1, which disappears entirely after annealing, for all as-
grown GaAs. Therefore the emission mechanism seems to be strongly related
with defects introduced through Be incorporation during MBE growth and which
disappear after annealing. Appearance of the weak and broad 1.0 eV band
after annealing in GaAs ( in Fig. 2 ) was reported in (171. where its emis-
sion mechanism was estimated to be a result of the VGa-V As divacancy.

Since one of the most probable events during annealing in GaAs is the
creation of a large number of VAs, the generation and relaxation mechanisms
of the defects associated with the above deep PL emission bands can be ex-
plained as follows. If a large number of VAS are created during annealing,
Be atoms in Ga sites ( Bee. ) can move to As sites and create Be atoms in As
sites ( Bean ), according to the relation ; Bee, + VAs -. BeA. + Va.,
leaving a large number of vacancies in Ga sites. If there are Be atoms in
interstitial sites, they can also move to either VA. sites or Va. sites
which are created through the above mechanism during annealing, and finally
occupy either Ga or As sites. Therefore the appearance mechanism of the
1.35 eV narrow band and its LO phonon replica ( 1.31 eV band ) can be under-
stood as a consequence of the formation of Vaa, which is consistent with
previous reports [17-191, through above model of Be site transformation from
Ga sites to As sites. The appearancE of the 1.0 eV band in Fig. 2, which is
associated with VGA-VA. divacancy [171, is also consistent with above
discussions.

On the basis of the above model, a novel and dominant defect, in addi-
tion to VGa, which can expected to appear after annealing is Ben.. Hence
the BeA. or Bean related defect complex such as Beas-VGA are expected to
result in the appearance of a 1.2 eV emission band seen in Fig. 2. In
addition, one of the main defects which are associated with Be and can be be
expected to disappear after annealing based on above model are interstitial
Be atoms. Therefore it is logical to associate the emission mechanism of the
1.35 eV broad band in Fig. 1 with interstitial Be atoms. Reports on the
numerical calculation of the electronic structure of Be doped in GaAs sug-
gest that Be atoms in As sites can create both deep donor and acceptor
levels, as well as Be atoms in interstitial sites can create deep donor
level (221. These results seem to support the above speculations of the Be
site transformation mechanism. Thus we can conclude that the 1.2 eV band in
Fig. 2 is associated with deep donor or acceptor level which might be
created by BeAe defects, on the other hand, the 1.35 eV broad band in Fig. 1
is likely associated with deep donor level which might be created by Be in-
terstitial atoms.
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CONCLUSION

Annealing effects on deep level PL propert ies in Be doped MBE grown GaAs
were studied for a wide range of p concentrations up to 2X 10 20 cm-3 . The
appearance mnd disappearance of several strong and new PL emission bands
were observed after annealing. The formation and annihilation mechanism of
these deep levels after annealing were discussed based on the creation of
V As defects due to As evaporation, and resultant generation of Va., Dehs
defects and annihilation of interstitial Be atoms. PL emission bands related
to deep impurity levels which presumably are associated with fleAs and Be in-
terstitial. were observed for the first time. Their photon energies were
found to be equal to around 1.2 eV and 1.35 eV, respectively.
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ORIENTED CARBON PAIR DEFECTS STABILIZED BY HYDROGEN
IN AS-GROWN GaAs EPITAXIAL LAYERS
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ABSTRACT

We have studied the IR absorption of heavily carbon doped GaAs grown by metalorganic
molecular beam epitaxy. A striking observation is that the hydrogen-stretching vibration of a C-
related complex at 2688 can-I is strongly polarized along just one of the <I 10> directions in the
(001) growth plane. This polarized C-H vibration is assigned to a defect complex that is aligned
at the growth surface and then maintains its alignment as it is incorporated into the growing
crystal. In a series of experiments, we have studied the annealing of the 2688 cm-1 band and its
alignment and suggest that the defect complex consists of a CAM-CM pair stabilized by hydrogen.

L INTRODUCTION

The H-stretching vibrations of complexes that contain carbon and hydrogen in epitaxial GaAs
have been studied by infrared (IR) 1-9 and Raman6-10 spectroscopies. For heavily carbon-doped
GaAs grown by metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy (MOMBE), H-stretching features for as-
grown samples have been observed at 2636, 2643, 2651, and 2688 cm-1 (refs. 2-4). The band at
2636 cm- 1 was assigned by Clerjaud et aL1 to a CAs-H complex with H near the bond center
between the CAM acceptor and a Ga nearest neighbor. The bands at 2643, 2651, and 2688 cm-1

have also been assigned to complexes that contain carbon and hydrogen but their structures are
unknown.2 4 In this paper, we report that the 2688 cm-1 band observed in heavily C-doped GaAs
grown by MOMBE is strongly polarized along a particular <110> direction in the (001) growth
plane. Our results give clues to the structure of the defect complex that gives rise to this
absorption band. Annealing results allow us to propose a mechanism for the reorientation of the
aligned complex.

I. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

We have examined several heavily carbon-doped GaAs epitaxial layers that were grown by
MOMBE on semi-insulat!'g GaAs substrates. MOMBE growth was performed in a Varian gas-
source Gen II MOMBE sysiem with arsine (AsH3) and trimethylgalliurm ((CH3)3Ga) source gases
and He carrier gas.II The arsine gas was introduced through a low pressure Varian cracker to
decompose the hydride. The growth temperature was 50(0C. IR absorption spectra were
measured with a Bomem DA3.16 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer equipped with an InSb
detector. Several samples were annealed in H2, D2 or He ambients following growth. These
samples were sealed in quartz ampoules with 2/3 atm of the annealing gas and annealed in a
muffle furnace for 30 minutes. Following the anneal, the samples were quenched to room
temperature in ethylene glycol
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A. Strongly polried absorptian band at 2688 cm-1

In Fig. 1, are shown IR absorption spectra for a GaAs:C sample that were measured with fight
polarized parallel to the two different <110> directions in the (001) growth plane. The sample
was in the as-grown state and had an acceptor concentration of Rx10 20 cm- 3. Absorption bands
are observed at 2636, 2643, 2651, and 2688 cm"1. The band at 2688 cm- 1 is strongly polarized
along a particular <110> direction, while the other bands have equal intensity for both
polarization directions. Samples from four different wafers grown by MOMBE were examined.
For all of these samples, the IR absorption band at 2688 cm-1 was found to be preferentially
polarized along one of the <110> directions for the (001) growth plane.

It is unexpected to observe polarization effects along a particular <I10> direction in the (001)
growth plane because these directions are crystallographically equivalent in the bulk of the
epilayer. However, similar polarization effects have been observed previously in MBE-grown
GaAs epitaxial layers which showed the photoluminescence lines polarized along one of the
<110> directions. t 2-15 These luminescence lines were attributed to bound exciton recombination
at defect pairs oriented parallel to a particular <110> direction.12-13 The chemical identity of the
defect complexes is unknown. We will present evidence later that the polarized absorption
spectra we have observed in heavily C-doped GaAs are not due to the same defects observed
previously in the luminescence spectra. However, the mechanism for the defect alignment during
growth is likely to be similar. Skolnick et al. 15 noted that the <110> directions are not equivalent
in the zinc-blende lattice at the growth surface. For an As-stabilized (001) surface, the bonds
joining a (001) As plane to the underlying plane of Ga atoms are all in just one of the (I 10)
planes, Thus the two <110> directions are distinguished at the growth surface even though they
are equivalent in the bulk. Therefore, the defect complexes must be aligned in a particular (1101
plane at the growth surface and then maintain their alignment as they are incorporated into the
growing crystal. As long as the growth temperature is low enough that the defect does not
reorient thereafter, the defect complexes will remain aligned in the as-grown sample.

I. m (l I I I I I I T0I

340 20 2720 1310 130 2060 200
Gn(m -1) (M -1)

Figure 1. IR absortl0ion spectra, measured Figure 2. IR absorption spectra, measured
near 4.2K, are shown for heavily carbon- near 4.2K, are shown for heavily carbon-
doped GaAs grown by MOMBE with doped GaAs with NA=Sxl20~cmn3 into
NA=5x1O20cm-3. The spectra were which deuterium was introduced following

mesrdwith light polarized along (1101 growth. The spectra were measured with
and (liOJ directions in the (001) growth light polarized along [110] and [l!]0

plane, directions in the (001) growth plane.
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An MOMBE-grown sample with NA = 5 x 1020 cm-3 was annealed in D2 gas at 450*C for 30
min. Spectra for this sample are shown in Fig. 2. The bands in the H-stretching spectrum each
have a corresponding band in the D-stretching spectrum following the anneal in D2 gas. 3.4 We
find that the 2688 cm-! band's deuterium shifted counterpart at 2008 cmn1 is also strongly
polarized along the same 4 10> axis as the corresponding H-vibration at 2688 cn- 1. The result
that a strongly polarized D-stretching band is formed when D is diffused into the crystal following
growth leads us to conclude that there is an underlying low symmetry defect that can bind H or D.

B. Annealing stability of Ike 2688 cm"1 center and its alignment

We have annealed samples from the wafer with NA = 5 x 1020 cm-3 to explore the loss of
alignment and dissociation of the complex that gives rise to the 2688 cm- 1 band. One set of
samples was annealed in sealed ampoules that contained 2/3 atm of H2. Spectra are shown in
Figs. 3a - 3c (solid curves). The intensity of the 2688 cm-1 center is not changed from its as-
grown state by annealing in hydrogen at 520 *C. However, as the annealing temperature is
increased, the preferential polarization of the 2688 cm-1 band disappears. Annealing in H2, at
temperatures higher than 6200C causes the intensity of the 2688 cm-n center (the average of both
polarizations) to decrease as the center is annealed away. These data are collected in Fig. 4 where
the intensity and dichroism are plotted for the 2688 cm- 1 band as a function of annealing
temperature. It is seen that the dichroism is annealed away at 600 0C in an H2 ambient and that
the 2688 cm- 1 band disappears at 700 *C.

A second set of samples, annealed in a He ambient, gave different results from those discussed
above that were annealed in H.). Polarized absorption spectra are shown in Figs. 3a - 3c (dashed
curves) for samples annealed in sealed ampoules that contained 2/3 aun of He. The dichroism for
the 2688 cm-1 band does not decay. Instead the polarized 2688 cm- 1 band is annealed away as
the temperature is increased without loss of alignment. (The CAM-H complex observed at 2636
cm-1 is not stable for any of these annealing temporaries in a He ambient.) This decay of the
intensity of the 2688 cm-1 band upon annealing in the He ambient is also plotted as a function of

-------..----....--------------- Figure 3. IR absorption spectra.
,.(10 .~ measured near 4.2K, are shown for

heavily carbon-doped GaAs grown by
OAS ------ - - .------------ MOMBE with NA=Sxl 0 20cm-3. The

Eiii io EIR(1 spectra were measured with light

0.96 polarized along [110] and [110]
I . . I 2VC I directions in the (001) growth plane.

In (a)-(c), spectra are shown for
1.00---1 samples annealed in H2 (solid curves)

IIEII"" " or He (dashed curves) at the
O."s temperatures indicated. In (d) spectra

EII•lYCI ---- ti[l are shown for the sample that had been
o [jY §j ] annealed in He at 620 OC [spectram (C) a M shown dashed in (c)] and subsequently

2a= no 2es a2m 2m 2m annealed in H2 at 450 'C.
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Figure 4. Annealing data for
samples from the wafer with o.u
NA=5 x 1020 CM-3. The solid
triangles and dashed curve (A,--) U C.m

are for the dichroism (right axis)
and the open squares and solid o oJ s
curve (E,-) are for the i
intensity of the 2688 cm-I band GA
for samples annealed in H2. The
open circles and solid curve (O, 0.2 0.13

I A)arc for the intensity. of the
2688 an"1 band for samples o0. ---------.-- 0.OU
annealed in He. The crosses and
chained curve (+, -- ) are for the 3W 4o 500 am 700
intensity of the 2688 cm-1 band Anne@" Tpwa (*)
for samples that had been
annealed at 620 °C in He and were subsequently annealed in H2 at the indicated
temperatures for 30 min. In the inset is shown a (CAM)2H complex with a bond-centered
hydrogen atom between a close pair of CAM atoms. The atoms drawn as open circles are
Ga atoms and the shaded circles are As atoms.

annealing temperature in Fig. 4. We find that the decay of the intensity of the 2688 cm-1 band for
samples annealed in He, closely follows the loss of alignment for samples annealed in H2. This
suggests that during annealing in H-2 there is a dynamic equilibrium in which the 2688 cm-1
complexes dissociate and reform elsewhere with random orientation.

To further explore the disappearance of the 2688 cm-1 band upon annealing in He, we have
reintroduced hydrogen into these samples with a subsequent anneal at 450 °C in H2 gas.
Absorption spectra are shown in Fig. 3d for a sample that had been annealed at 620 0C in He and
subsequently annealed in H2 at 450 OC. The 2636 cr- 1 band due to the CM-H center is
regenerated by the introduction of H into the sample while the 2688 cm-1 band does not reappear.
We conclude that the anneal in He not only causes H to dissociate from the 2688 cmn1 complex
but also eliminates the center to which the H was attached.

The temperature where the center begins to lose its alignment is just above the MOMBE
growth temperature of 500 OC. This result shows that the 2688 cm-1 center studied here is
different from the aligned center previously observed by luminescence measurements for GaAs
grown by MBE. t 123,15 The MBE growth temperature was 620 °C which is higher than the
temperature where the 2688 cm-1 center loses its alignment.

II. A MODEL FOR THE 2688 cm"1 CENTER AND ITS ANNEALING
CHARACTERISTICS

A. Concentration of 2688 cm-1 centers: a (C d)2 H model

The following model for the concentration of 2688 cm"1 centers and their annealing behavior
is proposed. During growth or annealing in the presence of a source of hydrogen, CA,- acceptors



and passivated acceptors, (CAsH)o. will be present. Because of the high CA concentrations in
our samples, there will be a substantial concentration of (CAH)O - CA,- next nearest neighbor
pairs. If we assume the fraction of CAM acceptors that is complexed with hydrogen at the growth
temperature is roughly 10% as is suggested by previous results on the passivation of heavily
carbon-doped GaAs grown by MOMBE (ref. 3) and that there is a random distribution of
(CAsH)o and Cpt- centers, then we can estimate the concentration of (CAH)0 - CAC pairs. The
estimate from this model is very close to the concentration of 2688 cm-1 centers determined from
the strength of the IR absorption.16 Thus, a (CAS)2H center can reasonably account for the
concentration of observed 2688 cm"1 centers.

'If we anneal samples containing (CAMH)0 - CAi- pairs in an ambient that does not contain H at
temperatures near 600 °C, hydrogen will dissociate from the center and leave the sample. In this
case, the Coulomb repulsion that results will cause the CA,- - CA;- pair to sepacate if the CA,
atoms are sufficiently mobile. We estimate that the concentration of close pairs would be reduced
by a factor of roughly 5 by the increased Coulomb repulsion when H leaves the sample.16 This
reduction of the concentration of close pairs is consistent with our observation that if H is
reintroduced into a sample at 450 0C, following an anneal in He that causes the 2688 cm-1 band to
disappear, then no 2688 cm-1 centers are formed even though CAM-H centers are created.

From our data we cannot determine where the H would be located in the (CA,) 2H complex
we have proposed. We suggest that it is in a bond-centered position between one of the CAM
atoms and the Ga atom that lies between the C atoms of the pair as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.
In this case, the C atoms would lie along what we have taken to be a [1O] direction which is
consistent with the preferential polarization of the absorption at 2688 cm-1 along this direction.

B. Loss of aliment and the formation of 2688 cm"! complexes

The loss of alignment of the 2688 cm-I center is explained as follows. When a sample with
2688 cm-1 centers that have been aligned during growth is annealed in H2 at a temperature above
- 525 0C, then (CAs)2H centers will dissociate and reform elsewhere with random orientation so
that an equilibrium in the reactions,

[(CAM)2H-I + (CMH)0 + (CAs- ; 2 (CA) + H+ (1)

will be maintained. This mechanism for the loss of alignment upon annealing in H2 requires that if
a highly carbon-doped sample, initially with no 2688 cm-I centers, is annealed in H2 at
temperatures above 525 °C, then (CAs) 2H complexes will be formed. We have annealed several
MOMBE grown samples with NA = 5 x 1020 cM-3 in He at 620 OC for 30 min to eliminate dte
2688 cm-I center. Subsequently, we annealed these samples in 2/3 atm of H2 for 30 min. The
area of the 2688 cmn1 band vs. the annealing temperature is plotted in Fig. 4. The 2688 cm4-
band begins to reappear at an annealing temperature near 500 OC and is not polarized as expected.
In the context of our model, this corresponds to the temperature at which CAS becomes
sufficiently mobile for (CAs)2H complexes to be formed. The 30 min annealing treatments
performed at 450 *C in H2 to introduce H into heavily carbon-doped samples are performed at a
sufficiently low temperature that carbon is immobile and (CAs)2H complexes are not formed.
When samples are annealed in H2 or He above 525 IC, the carbon is sufficiently mobile for pair
defects to reform elsewhere in a H2 ambient or simply to separate in a He ambient.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, an absorption band at 2688 cm-1 observed in heavily carbon-doped GaAs grown
by MOMBE from TMG and AsH3 has been found to be preferentially polarized along a particular<110> direction in the (001) growth plane. Our results suggest that H is bound to a low
symmetr defect and that this complex has been aligned at the growth surface and has maintained
its alignment as the epilayer was grown. We have studied the annealing of the 2688 cn-! center

in H2 and He ambients and have found that the center is annealed away for temperatures above
525 OC in the He ambient whereas in an H2 ambient, it loses its alignment for the same annealing
temperatures and is not annealed away until the temperature is increased further. Our results
suggest that the 2688 cm-1 center is due to a (CAM)2H center and that the hydrogen in the center
controls the pairing and depairing of the CAs atoms.
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HYDROGEN PASSIVATION EFFECTS IN HETEROEPITAXlAL
laSb GROWN ON GaAs BY LPMOCVD
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ABSTRACT

The effects of hydrogen plasma exposure upon electron Hall mobilities in InSb
heteroepitaxial film grown on GaAs substrate have been investigated. After exposure to a
hydrogen plasma at 2500C, the electron Hall mobility is significantly increased at low
temperatures and the temperature dependence of the mobility is reduced. For the film with a
broad x-ray rocking-curve width, 4 h-hydrogen plasma exposure can give rise to the
enhancement of the mobility up to 6 times at low temperature. The mobility for the film with a
narrow line width is enhanced around 1.5 times. These enhanced mobilities are nearly restored
by 3500C rapid thermal annealing. The enhancement of the mobility due to hydrogenation is
attributed to the satisfaction of the dangling bonds generated by the misfit dislocations.

INTRODUCTION

InSb heteroepitaxial films grown on wide band-gap materials have received increasing
attention as a potential material for completely integrated long-wavelength infrared systems and
for high-speed devices because of the narrowest band-gap and the highest electron mobility
among the rn-V compound semiconductor materials.[1,2] However, the large lattice mismatch
between InSb epilayer and the wide band-gap substrates causes the deterioration of the
characteristics of the epitaxial films.[3,41 The electron mobility at low temperatures is greatly
reduced compared to that of a homoepitaxial film.

The incorporation of atomic hydrogen into semiconductors shows many beneficial effects on
both electrical and optical properties. In compound semiconductors, hydrogen deactivates both
shallow acceptor and donor impurities and also passivates the electrical activity of many
defective and dangling bonds.[5,6]

In this work, we focused on hydrogen incorporation effects on the electrical properties of the
InSb heteroepitaxial film grown on GaAs. The changes in the electron Hall mobility and carrier
concentration due to hydrogen plasma exposure were investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL

InSb epitaxial layers were grown on semi-insulating (100) GaAs substrate misoriented 20
toward (110) using low-pressure metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (LPMOCVD). The
growth system was a vertical reactor, equipped with a resistively heated, high speed rotating 5
in. molybdenum susceptor. Trimethylindium (TMIn) and trimethylantimony (TMSb) were used
as indium and antimony sources, respectively. The growth pressure and temperature were 240
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Torr and 4750C, respectively. The susceptor rotation speed of 325 RPM was used. These
conditions result in nearly specular surface morphologies and highly uniform films over 2 in.
wafer at the wide range of the V/Ill ratios. The details of the growth conditions were presented
elsewhere.[7]

In this work, the epitaxial films of 1.5 - 2 nim thickness grown at the V/ll1 ratios of 18 and 20
were mostly used. The x-ray diffraction for these films was measured in order to investigate the
structural properties. Figure I shows the x-ray double crystal rocking curves for (400)
diffraction. The full widths at half-maximum (FWHM) for the films of the V/Ill ratios of 18
and 20 are 470 and 894 arcsec, respectively.

I Fig. I X-ray double crystal rocking
curves for the heteroepitaxial InSb
films grown on GaAs. The line

-'0.6 widths for the films grown at the
SV/1ll ratios of 18 and 20 are 470

0.4 and 894 arcsec, respectively.
0.2 1 =20/ is

0
-2000 -1000 0 1000 2000

Delta Theta (see)

Hydrogen plasma exposure was performed using capacitively coupled rf plasma system. T1,
hydrogenation temperature was 2500 C. The pressure was 0.3 Tort and H2 flow rate was 4.
standard cm 3 per minute. In order to avoid damages induced by the hydrogen plasma, the
plasma power density was reduced to 0.05 W/cm2 .

Rapid thermal annealing (RTA) was carried out under a flow of N2 at a pressure of 0.6 Torn.
The Hall mobility and carrier concentration were measured using the van der Pauw Hall
geometry. The current and magnetic field used for this measurement were I x 10-6 A and 5000
G, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Since the InSb grown on GaAs system has a large lattice mismatch of 14 % between the
epilayer and the substrate, the electrical and structural properties of the heteroepitaxial films
are deteriorated compared to those of homoepitaxial films. The bulk-like temperature
dependence of the mobility is observed at the thicknesses more than 30 s.m.[8] Figure 2 shows
the 77 K electron Hall mobilities as a function of the dislocation density for 1.5 - 2.0 pim thick
films grown at various V/ill ratios from 15 to 20. Most of the films have nearly specular surface
morphologies.

The dislocation density is evaluated from the x-ray rocking-curve width. For this highly
mismatched system, the broadening of the rocking-curve width can be determined almost by the
mosaic spreading of InSb epitaxial layers. Using the model developed by Gay et al.[9], the
dislocation density, Ndl, is given by
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Ndi = O2-f2)/9b2,

where F and f are the FWHM, in radians, of the epilayers and the monochromator crystal.
respectively, and b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector. In this evalution, the smallest
Burgers vector, a/2(01 1), in the face-centered cubic structure produces the upper limit of the
dislocation density. Because of the large lattice mismatch, the dislocation density is found to be
larger than 1014 cm-2 at the interface between InSb epilayer and the GaAs substrate and rapidly
reduces as the InSb epilayer grows. Thus, the dislocation density evaluated by the x-ray line
width is the average value over the whole epilayer thickness.

20 Fig. 2 Inverse 77 K Hall

mobilities as a function of the
15 dislocation density (NdI) for the

films grown at various V/Ill

S10 ratios. The solid line is a guiding
TO line.

0

, 5 0*

0 2 4 6 8 10

Nd! ( 1Oc ni2 )

The 77 K electron mobilities are approximately inversely proportional to the dislocation
densities, as shown in figure 2. If the electronic transport is limited to the scattering by
dislocations and the electron mean free path is larger than the dislocation scattering length, the
electron mobility will be inversely proportional to the dislocation densities. This result,
therefore, suggests that the electron mobilities near 77 K are dominantly affected by the
dislocation-induced scatterings for the InSb heteroepitaxial films of these thicknesses.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the electron Hall mobilities as a function of
hydrogenation time for the film grown at the V/Ill ratio of 20. After the hydrogen plasma
exposure, the electron mobilities are enhanced and the temperature dependence of the
mobilities is reduced. At lower temperatures, the mobilities are increased up to 3 and 6 times
for I and 4 h-hydrogenation, respectively. Exposure to H2 gas was done in the same apparatus
under the same conditions as hydrogenation, except no plasma was excited. The mobility
change is negligible fot the heat-treated film in H2 , These results indicate that the mobility
enhancement by hydrogenation is not due to thermal annealing, but due to atomic hydrogen
incorporation effects.

In the previous work, we reported that the temperature dependence of the mobility for this
film at low temperatures could be explained by the charged dislocation scattering screened by
free carriers.[10] Thus, the increase of the mobility after hydrogenation is attributed to the
passivation of the defective and dangling bonds associated with the dislocations generated by
the large lattice mismatch. The passivation of the defective and dangling bonds of the
dislocations can reduce the charged dislocation scattering. Pearton et al. observed a reduction in
electrical activity due to the dislocations by hydrogenation in Ge.[I I] They mentioned the
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reduction of the suriounding lattice strain by the hydrogen binding to the dislocation as one of
the possibilities of the deactivation of the dislocations. In this film, however, we found no
changes of the x-ray line width by 1 h hydrogenation. Therefore, the strain reduction effect
would be excluded for this passivation.

The electronic transport near room temperature is affected by LO phonon, acoustic phonon
by deformation potentials and/or neutral dislocation scatterings as well as the charged
dislocation scatterings. Accordingly, the enhancement of the mobility by hydrogenation near
room temperature is small compared to low temperatures.

l031
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Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the Hall carrier concentrations for the film of
the V/Ill ratio of 20. For as-grown film, the carrier densities are slightly decreased with
increasing temperatures and reach a minimum value of 6 x 1015 cm- 3 at 140 K, suggesting that
several impurities with different energy levels exist. The intrinsic carrier densities are dominant
above 140 K. After hydrogenation, the carrier density at low temperatures is reduced and shows
nearly a constant value up to 140 K.

10 7 17, - , . , Fig. 4 Hall carrier concentrations as

V/Ill = 20 a function of temperature.

dl............. . .
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In GaAs, hydrogen incorporation is not only able to passivate the deep level defects, but also
deactivates both shallow donors and acceptors. [5,61 Thus, the reduction of the carrier density is
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due to the deactivation of the shallow impurities by atomic hydrogen. And the constant carrer
i density at low temperatures is attributed to the deacivation of another deep impurities or

defects which cause the decrease of the carrier density with increasing temperatures. However,
the deactivation of the shallow impurities and the reduction of the impurity scattering can not
completely explain the enhancement of the electron mobilities, as shown in figure 3.

Figure 5 shows the mobility of the film grown at the V/MI ratio of 18. The film has a better
crystal quality and a higher mobility than the film of the V/Ill ratio of 20, as shown in figures 1,
3 and 5. The temperature dependence of the mobility of this film is smaller than that of the V/MI
ratio 20 film. The temperature dependence of this film could not be explained by the charged
dislocation scattering alone.[10] As the film quality is better, other scattering effects such as
impurity and/or neutral dislocation scatterings contribute to the electronic transport After
hydrogenation, the mobility of this film is enhanced at low temperatures, but the amount of the
mobility change is smaller than that of the worse quality film. Since the charged dislocation
scattering is less dominant, the passivation effect of the dangling bonds could be small in the
electronic transport The change of the room temperature Hall mobility is negligible, because
LO phonon, neutral dislocation and/or acoustic phonon by deformation potentials scatterings
dominantly influence to the electronic transport at this temperature.

10 Fig. 5 Temperature dependence
V/mI 18 of the electron Hall mobilities
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* The enhanced mobility by hydrogenation is nearly completely restored via 350oC-RTA for 5
min. The carder density of the hydrogenated film is also completely recovered to the value of
as-grown film. The electrical activity of most passivated deep levels for GaAs and Si can be
restored by thermal annealing above 4000 C. In most of semiconductors, the wider is the band-
gap of the material, the more thermally stable is hydrogen passivation of defects.[5] Since the
band-gap of lnSb is small, the passivated defective and dangling bonds could be easily restored.

In this work, we observed hydrogen passivation effects on electrical properties for the highly
mismatched system of the InSb on GaAs. These results would be applicable to the passivation
of nuother highly mismatched systems. According to Podor's calculation[12], the mobility
enhancement of factor 6 for the V/I1 ratio 20 film indicates the passivation of the dangling
bonds to factor 0.4. But this estimation comes from the assumption that the electron Hall
mobility is limited only to the charged dislocation scattering and the changes of the mobility by
hydrogenation are only due to the pessivation of the dangling bonds generated by the
dislocations.
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The optical transmission spectrum at room temperature was measured using a Fourier
transform spectrometer. However, no changes of the transmission spectrum by hydrogenation
were observed. Further experiments using luminescence, vjhich is sensitive to the defect
density, are necessary in order to detect the quantitative passivation effects on optical
properties.

SUMMARY

In summary, we investigated hydrogen passivation effects on the electronic transport for the
lnSb heteroepitaxial layers grown on GaAs by LPMOCVD. After hydrogenation, the electron
Hall mobility is enhanced at low temperatures. The lower is the crystal quality of the film, the
larger is the enhancement of the electron mobility. These electron mobility enhancements and
carrier density changes are completely restored to as-grown values by 3500C RTA. The
mobility is significantly enhanced at low temperatures where the charged dislocation scattering
mainly affects the electronic transport, indicating that hydrogen passivates the dangling bonds
of the dislocations generated by the large lattice mismatch.
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ABSTRACT

Thermally stimulated depolarization current (TSDC) spectra are reported for AIxGal.xAs

alloys with direct and indirect bandgap for the first time. The experimental data reveal the

presence of electric dipoles in both samples which are interpreted by using the negative-U DX

center model. These data are fitted by a relaxation time distribution approach yielding average

activation energies in close coincidence with the DX center binding energy value.

INTRODUCTION

In the Chadi and Chang's negative-U model for the DX center (1], the substitutional

impurity traps two electrons concomitant with lattice distortion along the <1I1> direction

becoming located at an interstitial site. Then, the DX center ground state is negatively charged

(DXV state) and charge balance assures that the same amount of d÷ centers (substitutional sites)

"are generated in the AlxGalixAs sample, suggesting the formation of electric dipoles. Although

Chadi and Chang's model has been accepted by most DX center researchers, Maude et a) [2,3)

have used mobility data to support a positive-U model. OReilly[4] has argued that mobility can

be better fitted by a negative-U model where d+ and DX- center are strongly correlated and a

dipole-like picture is used to describe scattering by DX- - d+ pairs. If impurity donors are

randomly distributed in the AlGaAs sample, the probability that d+ and DX- to be first neighbors

is negligibly low. However, the extra electrostatic energy gained by placing a d+ center close to a

DX- center is of significant magnitude at a large fraction of sites [4]. Then, trapout occurs such

that formation of DX- centers close to d+ centers is energetically very favorable.

In this paper we report experimental evidence for the existence of electric dipoles in n-

type AlxGal.xAs of direct and indirect bandgap, which are fitted by a Havriliak-Negami

relaxation time distribution approach [5]. The average activation energy for dipoles
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reorientation has approximately the same value of the DX center binding energy, which

represents the most striking feature of our data.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

We have used Si-doped molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) grown AixGal.xAs samples, 2

mtm thick with the same structure as proposed by Chand et al (6], which has been published

elsewhere [7]. The direct bandgap sample used is doped with = lxl0 18 cm-3 (sample I) and the

indirect bandgap sample is doped with = 5x10 17 cm"3 (sample II). Aluminum composition of

sample I is x = 0.32 and sample II, x S 0.50.
Thermally stimulated depolarization current (TSDC) is carried out as follows [7]: the

sample is biased at room temperature (2.5 V) in darkness and cooled down to liquid He

temperature, where the applied bias is removed. Subsequently the temperature is increased at a

fixed rate, always in darkness, and the current is measured with the help of an electrometer and a
recorder. No voltage is applied on the sample during the increase of temperature and no fight is

irradiated on the sample during the whole measurement.

TSDC RESULTS AND SIMULATION

Figure 1 shows the experimental TSDC spectrum for sample I. The temperature is

increased at a rate of 0.081 K/sec and the measured thermally stimulated current presents a peak

at 39 K. Considering that there is no fight on the sample, no electron is photoexcited to the

conduction band. The current seen in figure 1 can not be associated to an electronic current,

which is evident by its order of magnitude, since the photoinduced current obtained for this
sample is about 5 orders of magnitude higher than the TSDC current [7]. There is no known

process which could be responsible for releasing few electrons and trapping them back at 39 K in
the dark, since there is not enough thermal energy to overcome the DX center thermal emission

barrier. We believe that the current peak seen in figure 1 is due to dipole reorientation. When the

sample is biased at room temperature, the dipoles are oriented according to the electric field

direction. Then the applied bias is removed at the lowest temperature. Increasing the temperature

the oriented dipoles are allowed to reorient to their original positions, randomly distributed

throughout the sample. Then an ionic dipole current is observed as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Thermally stimulated depolarization current of Si doped Al0.32Gao.68As.

TSDC experimental curve is usually fitted by a single curve, showing Debye behavior

[8,91, with a single relaxation time and activation energy. However our data are better fitted by
an asymmetric relaxation time distribution, the type of distribution first proposed by Havriliak
and Negami [5]. In this case TSDC current density is given by:

Q()~~E OD E k T 2b I
-(T =J fuexPl-[(U + ) (0)

Where Qp is the polarization charge (area under the experimental curve), -r. is the relaxation
constant time ftom Arrhenius formula, k is the Boltzmann constant, b is the heating rate and Ea is
the activation energy. The distribution function is given by:

f(u)= R senpOl{ + 2cogl-act)exp[- u(l-ca)+ exp[-2 u(,- az)]]12 (2)
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where: tan(O)(-a) and u= EEa(3)
wexp[u(I-a)j+cos7 l-c)j kT

The best fit to TSDC experimental curve is obtained with the continuous distribution of
activation energy given by equation 2. The average activation energy is about 0.108 eV and the
constant relaxation time is 9x10"13 sec. with a peak at 37 K. It is shown in figure 1 - dashed line.
Debye single relaxation time (a = 0, 13 = 1) gives a curve similar to the dotted line, using the
same parameters as the average ones used for the distribution we get a curve with the same shape
as the dotted line, but with a peak a 41 K. In order to obtain the dotted line of figure 1 we use a

single constant relaxation time of 2.3x10-13 sec with the same activation energy (Ea = 0.108 eV)
and get a peak at 39 K. As it can be seen the results are poor compared to the one obtained with
Havriliak-Negami relaxation time distribution approach. Experimental data can also be fitted with
single relaxation time approach. However it yields quite unreasonable parameters and must be
disregarded. The obtained activation energy has the same value of the DX center binding energy
what is the most striking feature of our data, suggesting a mechanism of electron transfer
involving the DX center, which needs farther investigation to confirm it.

TSDC spectrum is also reported for indirect bandgap material (sample II) as shown in
figure 2 (solid circle). The heating rate is 0.076 K/sec and the current peak is at 46 K. Simulating
the curves according to the relaxation time distribution approach (dashed line) yields an average
activation energy of 0.124 eV and constant relaxation time of 9.7x10- 13 sec.
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Fipre 2. Thermally stimulated depolarization current of Si doped Al0 .5GBo. 5As.
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funodamental to dearly determine, whethe observed currents come from DX- - d" pairs or any
other kind of dipole. The most striking feature of our data is that the obtained activation energy
has a very close value to the DX center binding energy. A model to oplai these features has
also bee worked out and shall be published opportunely.
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ABSTRACT

GaAs epilayers have been grown by Organo-Metallic Vapor Phase Epitaxy using
dimethylaluminum methoxide as a dopant source. This compound contains a strong aluminum-
oxygen bond which is thought to remain intact during low temperature deposition and result in the
incorporation of AI-O as a complex. Incorporation of aluminum and oxygen was investigated by
Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy as a function of growth conditions: growth temperature, growth
rate, V/Ill ratio, reactor pressure and dopant mole fraction. High doping levels up to 1020 cm-3

(for both oxygen and aluminum) were achieved without degradation of surface morphology and/or
precipitation of a second phase. Oxygen concentration is lower than that of aluminum for all
investigated growth conditions but at low deposition temperatures oxygen/aluminum ratios
approach 1, indicating that Al-O is incorporated as a pair. Infrared absorption measurements in
the 600-1200 cm-I range did not detect well known isolated oxygen localized vibrational modes
(LVM). Also in layers grown at low temperatures the intensity of isolated aluminum LVM at 362
cm-1 is much smaller than the concentration obtained by SIMS. Both observations prove that
oxygen not only is incorporated as an Al-O pair but remains bonded in the bulk of the layer. Low
temperature photoluminescence measurements indicate that the Al-O complex is electrically active
in GaAs, forms a deep level within the GaAs band gap, and serves as an efficient non-radiative
recombination center. Near band edge luminescence intensity correlates well incorporation of
oxygen. The Al-O pairs act as deep acceptors in GaAs and cause the compensation of shallow
tellurium donors.

INTRODUCTION

The original goal of this investigation was twofold. First, it was believed for some time that
starting aluminum compounds in OMVPE can be a source of serious oxygen contamination of
aluminum alloys. 1-3 Aluminum and oxygen form an extraordinarily strong bond and any tracts of
oxygen in the growth chamber are likely to result in oxygen incorporation into the AlxGaIxAs
epilayer. To make things worse oxygen is known to form efficient non-radiative recombination
centers in AlxGa: .xAs and acts as "luminescence killer".4,5 For decades researchers have sought
ways to reduce the oxygen level in arsine (by using gettering baffles 6, molecular sieves and/or
eutectic Al-Ga-In bubblers7) and to eliminate leaks in OMVPE systems. After yeams of effort there
was much improvement but still the optimum growth temperatures for AlxGal-.As are in the 700
oC range and are much higher than typical deposition temperatures of GaAs. This is the result of
oxygen contamination which is known to incorporate more easily at lower growth temperatures.
The most serious contamination source today are the traces of alkoxides in aluminum alkyls. Since
dimethylaluminum methoxide and diethylaluminum ethoxide are fairly similar to corresponding
alkyls in terms of physical properties they are extremely difficult to remove from sources used in
OMVPE. Intentional doping with alkoxides as studied here can lead to better understanding of the
oxygen chemistry and to purer sources.
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The second reason for interest in this topic is the possibility of using oxygen as a compensating
defect in certain electronic devices. Residual oxygen has been occasionally used in order to
produce a high resistivity A15GalixAs by several groups.8- 10 However, these early attempts could
not be incorporated into a reliable processing sequence because of the lack of control over oxygen
content. In fact initial intentional oxygen doping experiments failed to introduce significant
concentration of oxygen into the GaAs matrix. I1, 12 The breakthrough in oxygen doping was
achieved by an IBM group using dimethylaluminum methoxide as a doping compound. 13,14 This
approach showed early promise in terms of compensation of silicon donors but a number of
important issues remained unresolved. At this time it is not clear if the compensation is of a
chemical (oxygen reacting with silicon on the growth surface) or electrical nature. We do not
know the ionization energy of the dominant traps induced by oxygen doping and their acceptor or
donor character. Also the atomic structure of defects and their thermal stability remain unknown.

In this paper we briefly review the data on growth chemistry and incorporation of oxygen into
GaAs. In addition, insights into both the atomic structure of oxygen-related centers and their effect
on layer properties are discussed. Possible device applications will also be mentioned.

Of particular importance are the initial results concerning the atomic structure of oxygen-related
centers. It appears that the aluminum and oxygen are present in the GaAs matrix not in the form
of isolated dopants but, at least at low growth temperatures, they remain closely bonded together in
the volume of layer. In other words they form a complex. Apparently, alkoxides are not only a
convenient agent for delivering aluminum and oxygen atoms to the growing crystal but the
structure of the starting compound affects the final atomic structure of the center. This finding
opens up interesting possibilities. Namely, it demonstrates that it is possible to design and create
the multi-atom defect centers during the growth process. By selecting a dopant molecule and
conducting the growth process at low temperatures some fragments of this molecule can be
incorporated as complex defects. In principle, given the advances of a defect theory and atomic
scale modeling we can predict properties of different complexes and than create the desired center.
In some cases it should be possible to predict a center's properties based on currently available
experimental data. The AI-O center appears to be one such complex. Oxygen, being one of the
most electronegative elements, is capable of attracting extra electron and forms deep acceptor levels
in most of semiconductors. As argued below, it retains this ability while bonded to aluminum in
the GaAs matrix. Aluminum on the other hand provides a center with an incorporation route
during growth and lowers its diffusion coefficient which explains high thermal stability of material.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The layers were grown by Organometallic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (OMVPE) in a horizontal
reactor heated by infrared radiation. Substrates were (100) Cr-doped semi-insulating GaAs wafers
misoriented 20 toward (110). Substrates were used as-received without cleaning or etching prior
to growth and the native oxide layer was removed by thermal desorption at 750 OC for 10 minutes
in an arsenic overpressure. Trimethylgallium (TMG), tertiarybutylarsine (TBA), and
dimethylaluminum methoxide ((CH 3)2AIOCH 3, purchased from Advanced Technology Materials
Inc. (Danbury, CT)) were employed as starting compounds. In both liquid and gas phase (at low
temperatures) DMAIMO forms a trimer with the ring structure15, 16 and has a melting temperature
of 36 OC. TMG, TBA, and DMAIMO bubblers were maintained at -15 oC, 2 OC and 38 OC,
respectively.

The oxygen and aluminum concentrations have been measured by Secondary Ion Mass
Spectroscopy (SIMS) with the Cameca ims 4f microprobe. Because the samples charged to
varying degrees depending upon concentration of dopants, data was collected using the auto-
voltage mode. For all measurements, the primary ion beam was rastered over a 200x_200 micron
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area and pressure in the sample analysis chamber was less than 3x10-8 Tort. The mass resolution
was approximately 600 and the energy slit was typically set to 50 volts. Depth profiles of
aluminum were collected using an 8 keV 02+ primary ion beam and a current ranging from 80 to
120 nA. This corresponds to a sputter rate of approximately 0.3 to 0.5 nm/s. Oxygen depth
profiles were collected using a 14.5 keV Cs+ primary ion beam and currents, ranging from 30 to 50
nA. This corresponds to sputter rates of 0.5 to I nm/s. Samples were heated in the evacuated
(5x 10-7 Toff) dual-sample inlet system for approximately one hour prior to oxygen analysis to
reduce surface moisture. The depth profiles were converted to concentration using tabulated
sensitivity factors (RFS), referenced to either As or Ga. Accuracy is estimated to within a factor of
two.

Photoluminescence measurements were performed with samples immersed in liquid helium (4.2
K). Excitation was provided by the 488 nm line of an Ar+ laser and photoluminescence was
analyzed by SPEX 1404 0.85 m double grating monochromator and detected by either S20
photomultiplier or North Coast liquid N2-cooled Ge. Localized Vibrational Mode absorption
measurements have been performed using Bomem DA3 Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometer
with resolution of 0.1 cm-1. Samples were mounted at the cold finger of continuous flow cryostat
cooled with the flow of liquid helium. C-V profiles were obtained using Polaron profiler
employing electrolytic etch.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

Specular morphologies were obtained for GaAs grown between 500 oC and 700 oC and
DMAIMO fractions between. Only for heavily doped layers (DMAIMO mole fraction in excess of
3x 10-7) and high temperatures the surfaces became hazy possibly indicating formation of the
second phase. None of the growth experiments indicated existence of vapor phase reactions or
long term changes inside the DMAIMO bubbler. One bubbler was in use in our laboratory now
for about two years and we have not observed any changes in the vapor pressure which could be
indicative of any kind of instability such as association reaction or disproportionation into alkyls
and alkoxides. 1IO

1019

S1017 A
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DWpth (Lm)
Fig. 1 Typical oxygen concentration profile obtained by SIMS.
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A typical structure used in SIMS analysis was composed of several (4-6) layers of GaAs grown
in different conditions such as DMAIMO mole fraction, growth rate, deposition temperature, V / Mf
ratio, and reactor pressure. This method allowed for observations of relative changes of
aluminum and oxygen concentration induced by change in growth conditions and eliminated the
error of absolute concentration determination. A representative SIMS profile is shown in Fig. 1.

Two observations are apparent from the figure above. First, the concentration of intentionally
introduced oxygen can be as high as 3x10 18 cm-3 and is orders of magnitude higher than what was
possible with either gaseous oxygen or water vapor doping. In fact the highest oxygen content
achieved so far without degradation of the surface morphology was 8xl0 19 cm-3. The second
observation which is worth pointing out is the sharpness of interfaces. There are no long decay
curves indicative of memory effects or significant interdiffusion at growth temperatures. The
width of interfaces is limited by the resolution of the characterization method rather than by spread
of doping profiles.

Incorporation of oxygen and aluminum.

Doping with DMAIMO allows for incorporation of both aluminum and oxygen into the layer.17
However, the concentrations of aluminum and oxygen in GaAs are markedly different which
implies that different incorporation mechanisms are active. Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the
alumitum concentration on the growth temperature. The layers have been grown at atmospheric
pressure with constant DMAIMO mole fraction of 3x10-7 in the gas phase, and at temperatures
between 475 OC and 650 oC. It is evident that the aluminum concentration is independent of
growth temperature above 575 OC and slightly decreases below 575 OC. Lack of dependence on
growth temperature above 550 OC is characteristic of mass transport limited growth.

8..... i.....i..... i. •........

U

00~ 4

0
U

50 500 550 600 650 700
T, (C)

Fig. 2 Aluminum concentration in DMAiMO doped GaAs versus growth temperature.

The incorporation of oxygen is distinctly different. For all growth conditions the oxygen
concentration was lower than that of aluminum. This should be considered together with the well
know fact that oxygen does not incorporate into pure GaAs grown by OMVPE or MBE. It is
either due to relatively weak bonds between oxygen and species on the GaAs growth surface or to
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the evaporation of volatile suboxides. The energy of the AI-O bond, on the other hand, is very
high (120 kcallmol) and aluminum bonding with arsenic on the GaAs surface can "pull" oxygen
into the solid. In most growth conditions oxygen content is much below that of aluminum
indicating that the AI-O bond can be severed. Fig. 3, for example, presents the ratio of oxygen and

aluminum concentrations as a function of growth temperature. At temperatures above 500 OC, the
(O)I(Ai) ratio decreases exponentially with a characteristic energy of 2.0 eV as determined from the
Arrhenius plot. It is worth noting that similar behavior in the high temperature range, with the

same characteristic energy, was observed by Goorsky et a. 13 in low pressure (76 Torr) OMVPE
growth performed using arsine rather than TBA. This is the activation energy related to breaking
the AI-O bond. Since it is much smaller than the bond energy it is unlikely that the process
responsible for oxygen removal is a simple bond cleavage. It probably involves interaction with
other active species produced during pyrolysis of TBA and TMG such as atomic hydrogen. At this
point, based on the kinetic data available in the literature, it is impossible to ascertain the pathways
of DMAIMO decomposition. However, several features of this decomposition process are quite

apparent. At temperatures below 500 OC the oxygen content saturates and approaches that of

aluminum. The ratio (O)/(AI) is 1.2 and 0.9 at growth temperatures of 500 OC and 475 OC,

respectively. This indicates that the oxygen content at low temperatures is limited by the flux of

DMAIMO toward the substrate and its decomposition rather than by the reactions leading to

removal of oxygen. Thus, at temperatures below 500 OC, we have possibly reached the limit of

one oxygen atom incorporated per each aluminum, i.e. not only is oxygen incorporated only if
bonded to aluminum but also each aluminum atom has a oxygen partner. Since the absolute

concentrations determined by SIMS could be as much as a factor of two different from real values

the complex in question could be AO, A120, or A12 03.

0
0 0

3-1o

6.J -2 Slope=2.O eV
0 -3

-4 0

-5

61. 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

103/Ts (KII)
Fig. 3 Ratio of oxygen to aluminum concentration versus deposition temperature.

Also, based on the information contained in Figs. 2 and 3, one can eliminate one of the

proposed mechanisms for oxygen removal. It has been suggested that lower oxygen content in

AlxGal-xAs grown at elevated temperatures is due to re-evaporation of volatile AI-O suboxides.5

This contradicts the fact that the aluminum concentration remains constant at high deposition
temperatures.
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Loaie Vibrational Mode bjg~mtn Measurements

Because of their small mass, both aluminum and oxygen produce high frequency localized
vibrations in GaAs. The centers due to isolated oxygen have their LVM modes at 730, and 715
cm-I (three charge states of the off-center substitutional oxygen OAs) and 845 cm-I (interstitial
oxygen bonding with Ga and As atoms).18-20 Aluminum is known to produce an LVM line at 361
cm-1.21 If one was to assume that the force constants in the Al-O complex are not drastically
affected, such complex should produce two bands corresponding to vibrations of oxygen and
aluminum located in the vicinity of LVM lines of isolated defects.

Optical absorption measurements have been performed in the 300-1500 cm-I range. No lines
were detected in the energy range corresponding to vibrations of oxygen (600-1500 cm-1) although
the oxygen concentration in investigated samples was more than an order of magnitude above the
detection limit. This result proves that the percentage of oxygen atoms which are in the form of
isolated centers characteristic of GaAs is less than 10%. In other words, almost all oxygen atoms
form complexes with other species. This together with growth data suggest that oxygen not only
is incorporated as an Al-O pair but that these pairs remain bonded in the volume of the epilayer. If
this rationalization is true, than one should observe a corresponding change in the intensity of the
aluminum LVM line. In layers deposited at temperatures in excess of 600 OC virtually all of the
aluminum atoms will be present in the form of isolated substitutional AlGa centers. As the growth
temperature decreases more and more, aluminum should retain its oxygen partner and as a result
the intensity of the 361 cm-1 LVM mode should decrease. The experimental spectra of layers
grown at 600 oC and 475 °C are shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), respectively. It is clear that the
concentration of isolated AlGa decreased considerably with decreasing growth temperature. After
normalization of spectra (taking into account different layer thicknesses and change of aluminum
concentration as determined by SIMS) it was determined that aluminum present as isolated AlGa
constitutes only 25% of the total number of Al atoms in the layer. Although the above data prove
that most aluminum and oxygen atoms in GaAs epilayers doped with DMAIMO are present in the
form of complexes, we have not observed any new absorption lines. At this point we cannot
explain the lack of vibrational modes due to the AI-O complex.

2.2 (a) (b)

1A

352.5 365.0 352.5 365.0

Wave Number (cm-1)
Fig. 4 Localized Vibrational Mode due to isolated AlGa in (a) layer deposited at 600 OC and (b)
layer grown at 475 CC.
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One of the consequences of the model above, namely that most of aluminum and oxygen are in the
form of a AI-O complex, is the temperature behavior. It is expected that even strongly bonded
pairs can dissociate during short term high temperature annealing. The preliminary results of
annealing experiments are presented in Fig. 5.

2.1

1.7-

~'+1

+(d)

1.3 V,

358.5 366.0 358.5 "366.0

Wave Number (cm-i

"Fig. 5 Effects of annealing on the intensity of AlGa LVM absorption line. (a) As-grown layer
deposited at TG = 500 OC, (b) same layer as in (a) after annealing at 800 OC for 20 minutes, (c) as-
grown layer (TG=475 0C), and (d) the same layer as in (c) after 20 second anneal at 1000 OC.

The first pair of before and after samples (a) and (b) show the effect of annealing at 800 oC for 20
minutes. During annealing, the layer was protected by the flow of TBA. There is only a slight
decrease of AlGa LVM intensity which is within experimental error. Apparently the complex is
stable at 800 OC. Spectra (c) and (d) were obtained on layers grown at 475 OC and annealed in a
rapid thermal annealing system (face to face anneal) at 1000 oC for 20 seconds. The annealing
increased the concentration of isolated substitutional aluminum by a factor of two. This result is in
agreement with our interpretation of atomic structure of AI-O defects.

Photoluminscen measurement&

Oxygen is known to produce deep states in semiconductors. In III-V semiconductor compounds
the substitutional (in GaP) and off-center substitutional oxygen (in GaAs) results in states with
ionization energies between 0.5 - 0.9 eV. Presence of deep traps in the semiconductor crystal
eads to reduced carrier lifetime and luminescence efficiency. This effect is well documented for

non-intentional oxygen contamination of AlxGaj~xAs. Frequently, the decrease of near band gap
luminescence is associated with the appearance of infrared luminescence bands characteristic of
deep levels. Qualitatively the same effects were observed in layers doped with DMAIMO (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Effect of DMAIMO doping and temperature on near-band-edge luminescence of GaAs.

All data points were normalized to the intensity of the undoped sample grown at 700 oC. The near-
band-edge luminescence intensity of layers grown at 700 OC does not change significantly with
DMAIMO doping up to a mole fraction of 3.75 x 10-7. For higher flow rates, however, it
decreases abruptly. This behavior correlates well with oxygen incorporation which is superlinear
with DMAIMO mole fraction at high temperatures.22 Layers grown at 500 OC and 600 OC show a
rapid decrease of intensity with increased doping, the decrease being faster in layers grown at 500
oC. In fact, we were not able to detect luminescence from layers grown at 500 OC with mole
fractions of 3xlO-7 or above. Our best estimate is that the relative intensity in this layer is below
10-4 which is visualized by the arrow in Fig. 6. The dramatic decrease of luminescence intensity is
a direct indication that oxygen-related centers behave as deep level traps and serve as efficient non-
radiative recombination centers. This result, together with very high achievable doping
concentrations, suggests that Joping with alkoxides can produce material with optimized (carrier
lifetime)-1 x (carrier mobility) product which is required for ultrafast photoconductive switches.23

Besides a decrease of near band edge luminescence intensity, doping of GaAs with DMAIMO
results in the appearance of several new luminescence peaks due to deep centers. Fig. 7 shows
near infrared spectra of three layers grown at 700 OC with increasing DMAIMO mole fraction.
The spectrum (a) (X(DMAIMO) = 3.75 x 10-7) was obtained on the same sample as presented in
Fig. 1 (c). In addition to exciton and (e, C0 As) peaks, there are four more peaks located at 1.470
eV, 1.450 eV, 1.425 eV, and 1.363 eV. In spectrum (b), corresponding to higher DMAIMO
flow rate (X(DMAIMO) = 4.5 x 10-7), the three deep peaks are dominant and a new even deeper
PL band appeared at 1.115 eV. A layer grown with a DMAIMO mole fraction of 6.0 x 10-7 shows
only a very weak line close to the band gap and a wide featureless PL band centered at 1.016 eV.
All of the above bands most likely involve transitions between relatively deep levels and either
band states or other impurities (i.e.. donor - acceptor transitions). If this is the case, the distance
between band edge and peak position should correspond to the deep level ionization energy. These
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energies are 72 meV, 97 meV, 150 meV, 410 meV, and 510 meV in order of increasing depth of
the level and agree very well with values found by Bhattacharya et al.2 4 in AlxGal.,As epilayers
grown by OMVPE and intentionally contaminated with oxygen. They reported observation of
deep level PL peaks shifted by 78 meV, 100 meV, 160 meV, and 400 meV from the band edge.
The shape of our spectra is very similar to ones reported by Goorsky et al. 14 The number of
observed PL bands indicates that doping with DMAIMO induces several different deep centers of,
as of yet, unknown nature. Such behavior is to be expected since oxygen is known to easily form
complexes with impurities and native defects in GaAs. It is also worth noting that one of the well
known oxygen-related defects in GaAs, the off-site substitutional oxygen on arsenic site, has a
level 150 meV below the conduction band25,26 and could be responsible for one of the above PL
bands. At high doping levels the intensity of all of the above transitions decrease even further and
the only remaining peak is located at 1.5 prm (Dr. P.W. Yu, private information). This energy
would correspond to the dominant level located close to the middle of GaAs band gap.

T8 4. 1K0 1.20 eVx400
(a)

Wavelength (rim)

Fig. 7 Photoluminescence spectra of GaAs epilayers doped with DMAIMO.
Compensation of shallow donors.

Based on the characterization results of oxygen-doped GaAs and Gap, one could expect that AJ-O
pairs should produce a deep acceptor level in GaAs and compensate shallow donor states. This
appears to be the case for oxygen contaminated Al1GaI As which frequently turns out to be highly
resistive if grown at low temperatures. 1,2,9, 27 The same type of behavior was reported for GaA/
layers intentionally doped with silicon providing n-type background carriers and
dimethylaluminum methoxide. 13 For increasing DMAIMO flow rates the carrier concentration
dropped and ultimately layers became fully depleted. It was not clear if the observed compensation
was chemical (i.e., an Si-O) defect) or electronic in nature. In order to resolve this issue we have
deposited a series of GaAs layers doped with diethyltellurium and dimethylaluminum methoxide.Telluri~um being from group VI of periodic table is not expected to form bond with oxygen and the
probabilihty of Te-O complexes is low. Layers co-doped with DMAIMO always exhibited lower
carrier concentration measured either by Hall effect or C-V electrochemical profiler. Some of them
heavily doped with oxygen were fully depleted. So far, the highest electron concentration which
was compensated by AI-O was 2x10 18 cm-3 i.e. DMAIMO induced doping can nroduce
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concentrations of deep acceptors in the 1O18 cur 3 range. Further work on this aspect of alkoxide
doping is in progress.

CONCLUSIONS

Results of SIMS analysis of oxygen and aluminum concentration in GaAs epilayers doped with
dlm-thylalumlnum metoxide indicate that oxygen is incorporated only when bonded to the
aluminum aowm. At low growth temnpeatures concentrations of both elements are approximately
eq sgl which ma do that mot aluminum atorm we also accompanied by an oxygen partner. These

ocins an supported by infrared absorption measurements. The signature of isolated Aloa
decreased at low growth temperatures and bands due to isolated oxygen have not been detected.
Also, short term annealin at 1000 oC results in breaking up of the AI-O complex and an associated
increase of Alm LVM intensity. Pairs appear to be stable at tempmatu up to 800 C. A-O pais
produce deep traps within the GaAs bandga which result in s decrease of near-band-gap
lumine n by many orders of mp. ritude the appearance of infrared luminescence bands.
The doting induced traps ar primarily of acceptor character capable of compensating tellurium
donoms The concentration of Al-O traps can be as high as 1013 cmr3.
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DEEP LEVEL STRUCFURE OF SEMI-INSULATING MOVPE GAAS
GROWN BY CONTROLLED OXYGEN INCORPORATION

J. W. HUANG AND T. F. KUECH
Department of Chemical Engineering. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wl 53706

ABSTRACT

Semi-insulating oxygen-doped GaAs layers have been grown by low pressure metalorganic
vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) using aluminum-oxygen bonding based precursor diethyl
aluminum ethoxide (DEALO). Resistivities of more than 2x10 9 Q-cm at 294 K have been
achieved. Deep level structure responsible for the high resistivity was investigated by deep level
transient spectroscopy (DLTS) using DEALO and disilane co-doped GaAs p+-n homojunction.
Multiple deep level peaks were observed, and the relative peak heights were found to vary with
the dopant concentrations. Major deep levels were electron traps with ionization energy between
0.75 and 0.95 eV below conduction band edge minimum. An activation energy of 0.81 eV was
deduced from temperature-dependent resistivity measurement, and should be closely related to
the majoi0.75 eV peak in DLTS spectra.

INTRODUCTION

For GaAs-based metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MESFET) devices, semi-
insulating (SI) substrates are generally used to reduce parasitic capacitance and eliminate device
cross-talk. A number of significant problems of MESFET for both digital and analog circuit
applications, however, are associated with the SI substrates, including the sidegating and
backgating effects, light sensitivity, low output resistance, and low source-drain breakdown
voltage [1]. A buffer layer providing higher resistivity and optical insensitivity should be inserted
between the active layer and the substrate to alleviate or even eliminate these problems.

The controlled introduction of deep levels has long been recognized as a means of producing
Sl compound semiconductors. Controlled introduction of Cr and Fe into GaAs and lnP
respectively by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) was demonstrated to be able to
serve as the desired buffer layer for device isolation [2, 3]. Development of an epitaxial growth
technique for the controlled formation of SI materials has been the focus of several recent studies
[1, 4,5]. The choice of suitable chemical species for the fabrication of Sl layers is complicated
by the additional constraints on the diffusion coefficient and solubility of the impurity as well as
the depth of the level produced. Oxygen has been recently investigated as a promising candidate
for the MOVPE-based growth of Sl GaAs. We have previously demonstrated that oxygen can
be intentionally incorporated into GaAs through the independent introduction of aluminum-
oxygen bonding based precursors dimethyl aluminum methoxide (DMALO, (CH3 )2AiOCH3) or
diethyl aluminum ethoxide (DEALO, (C2 H5)2 AIOC2H5 ) [4,6]. These oxygen-doped epitaxial
layers have specular surface morphology and high crystal quality. Oxygen concentration in
excess of 1018 cm-3 was readily achievable, and oxygen-related deep levels were generated,
compensating shallow silicon impurities. Deep level structure responsible for this observed
compensation, however, was not fully investigated.

DMALO is a solid at room temperature (melting point is 35 OC). High vapor pressure of
DMALO in liquid form prohibits its use as a dopant in a conventional liquid bubbler. When
employed in solid form, the source pick-up can sometimes vary in time due to the change of
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internal surface area. In contrast, DEALO is a commercially available liquid at room temperature
(melting point is 2.5 Oc) with suitable vapor pressure as a dopant, leading to a more reproducible
oxygen incorporation [6].

"This paper presents the deep level structure of DEALO and disilane co-doped MOVPE GaAs
as determined by deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS). Resistivity of DEALO-.doped SI
GaAs is also reported. An activation energy acquired from temperature-dependent current-
voltage (I-V) measurement, which is related to the deep level structure responsible for the SI
behavior, is compared to the DLTS spectra.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Samples were grown in a conventional horizontal low pressure (78 Tow) reactor [7]. TMGa
and AsH3 were used with H2 as the carrier gas. Disilane and carbon tetrachloride were
employed for n- and p-type doping respectively. Growth temperature was 600 oC and the V/Ill
ratio (AsH3iTMGa) was 40. The growth rate was held constant at 0.051im/min., corresponding
to a TMGa mole fraction of about 1.8x10-4 in the reactor.

For DLTS measurement, p+-n homojunctions [8], which consisted of a 1 Kin thick n-type
region capped by a 0.5 pimp+ layer doped with 4x10 18 cn" 3 carbon, were grown on Si-doped
n+ <100> substrates. Thesep+-n junctions were fabricated by a standard lithography and liftoff
process. 500 tim diameter Ge/Ni/Ai dots were deposited and alloyed for ohmic contact onp+
capping layer followed by mesa etching (fig. 1(a)). In/Sn ohmic contact was then alloyed to the
n+ substrate for back side ohmic contact. The n-type region was co-doped with DEALO and
disilane to facilitate the investigation of oxygen-induced defects by DLTS. DLTS measurements,
using double boxcar correlators, were performed over the temperature range of 77-425 I.

Resistivity measurements were performed on n-i-n structures [5], having a 2 pm DEALO-
doped GaAs with two 0.5 jam n-type cladding layers doped with 2x10 17 cm-3 silicon on Si-
doped n+ <100> substrates. Variable area (500, 1000, and 2000 tim square) mesa structures
were fabricated by standard lithography and liftoff process to alloy Au/Ge/Ni/Ti/Au on the top n-
layer for ohmic contact followed by mesa etching (fig. 1(b)). In/Sn ohmic contact was then
alloyed to the n+ subst rate for back side ohmic contact. Keithley 617 electrometer was used as a
picoammeter, and DC. voltage was supplied by Keithley 230 voltage source. Resistivity was
calculated from the ohmic region of current-voltage (I-V) curve. Temperature-dependent I-V
measurements were performed over the range of 294-357 K.

Au/Ge/Ni/Ti/Au

Ge/Ni/AI 0.5 pim n GaAs

0.5 tunmp+ GaAs
2 lainGaAs:O

I pam n GaAs:Si:O
0.5 lum n GaAs

n+ GaAs Substrate n+ GaAs Substrate

(a) In/Sn b lzSn

Figure 1. (a) DLTS sample: p+-n homojunction. (b) I-V sample: n-i-n mesa structure.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DLIS Study

Two sets of mole fraction conditions were used during the n-layer growth of p+-n
homojunction based on electrochemical capacitance-voltage (EC-V) profiling results from our
previous work (6]. Concentrations of Si, Al, and 0, as determined by secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (SIMS) measurements [6], as well as EC-V profiling results are shown in table I.
DLTS spectra for this pair of samples are illustrated in fig. 2. Multiple deep levels were
observed, underlining the complexity of possible defect configurations due to the doping of
DEALO and disilane. During the measurement, the quiescent reverse bias voltage across the
diode was kept at -1.0 V, while the amplitude of the filling pulse was +1.5 V. Therefore both
majority and minority carrier traps could be measured. These spectra indicated that no minority
carrier (hole) traps were detected. The electron trap signatures are shown in fig. 3 and table I!.
The quiescent reverse bias voltage was also increased to -2.0 V while the amplitude of the filling
pulse remained the same. It was found that relative peak heights and peak positions stayed
unchanged. The former indicated an uniform distribution of oxygen-related deep traps,
confirming the same finding from EC-V profile [6]. The latter showed that no field-assisted
thermal emission of carriers by the traps was observed when the average electric field within the
depletion region [8] was increased from 6x10 4 to 7x10 4 V/cm.

A comparison of the spectra in fig. 2 indicates that the principal spectral features, peaks D and
E, are present in both samples. The Si concentration remained constant and the shift in the
relative peak heights between these two samples should be related to the increased Al and 0
concentrations. There are two shifts in the spectra which czn be noted. As the DEALO mole
fraction was increased in the reactor, the peak labeled D, as well as the other lower energy peaks,
increased relative to that of peak E. In our previous study [6], compensation was found to be
directly related to the incorporation of Si as well as Al and 0. We have tentatively assigned the
peak E to be a defect associated with a Si-O based species. This assignment is based on both the
previous observations of the presence of Si-related deep level [6] and the decrease in peak E
relative to the remaining peaks as the Al and 0 contents were increased at a constant Si
concentration. The remaining peaks of the DLTS spectra from these samples revealed a set of
lower energy peaks (< 0.9 eV) which are associated with the incorporation of 0.

The presence of multiple 0-based peaks can be rationalized by the analogy to the case of DX
center in low Al content AlxGalixAs. In the case of the DX center attributed to the Si-based
deep level, multiple emission peaks were observed in samples containing a low amount of Al [9].
These multiple emission energies are thought to be related to the shift in the local environment of
the DX center. At low Al concentrations, there is a variation in the local environment on the
second nearest neighbor shell (Si resides on a cation site) due to the random distribution of Al
atoms on the cation sublattice. In the present case of 0 in GaAs co-doped with Al, there is a
potential variation in the first nearest neighbor shell, giving rise to multiple emission peaks which
may be well separated in energies. This coincides with the initial DLTS observation on DMALO-

Table I. DLTS Sam les Description
Sample [Si] (cin') [All (cm [03) [] (0113) ENd-Na (cAt'3) &(NiNa) 'Cmpen

(SIMS) (SIMS) (SIMS) (with DEALO) (cm-) -sation
I 1.06xI0 17  3.2x10 17  x10 15 = 9.44x10 16 '1.6x0 16 1 10.94%

2 1.06xlO17 6.5x1017 1.5xlO16 5.44x1016 5.16x101M 48.68%
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Fig. 2 DLTS spectra of DEALO and disilane Fig. 3 The Arrhenius plots of sample 2 in fig. 2

co-doped GaAs. showing the signatures of electron traps.

Table 1. Deep Level Characteristics

Sample Nd-Na (cm-3) Trap AEt (eV) o (cm2 ) Nt (cm-3 ) Total
(p-n Junction) (from interceWt - Nt (cm"3)

1 7.8x10 1 6  ID 0.72 7.88 Xl10- 14 5.83x 2.78xi01 4

IE 0.94 1.27x1O013 2.20x10 14
_

2A 0.24 1.54 x10"15  8.16xi0 13

2B 0.39 2.22 x10"14  5.17x10 13

2 1.7x10 16  2C 0.54 5.19 x10- 14  4.81x1014 5.66x10 15

2D 0.75 2.02 x10"13  3.19x10 15

2E 0.95 1.07 xl0"
1 3  1.85x10 15

___

doped samples which indicated a variation in the DLTS spectra based on growth temperature and
the AI-0 concentration changes [4]. The presence of multiple O-related DLTS peaks
complicates the defect structure but provides an interesting case where local environment of the
defect can be independently altered by a growth variable.

During DLTS measurement, filling pulse time width was set to be I ms. This setting was
verified to be enough to fill the trap up to more than 95% of complete filling. Total trap
concentrations, however, can not account for all of the observed compensation from EC-V
results (table I and II). The use ofp+-n junction in DLTS measurement explores only the upper
half of the bandgap. There could be some other deep levels closer to valence band edge that
were beyond the detection range. We have also noticed a change in Nd-Na between EC-V
results and C-V measurements onp+-n junction, the former (table 1) being higher than the latter
(table II). While EC-V measurement is usually performed on the sample without any preparation,
fabrication ofp+-n junction requires a lot of processing steps. Among these steps, thermal
annealing of ohmic contact could be the most critical one in terms of affecting Nd-Na. As Nd-
Na becomes smaller, the amount of detectable trap concentration will also be reduced. Thermal
annealing could have changed the defect configurations or their charge states. More
investigations are needed.
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I Temnerature-Denendent Resistivity Measurement

Two samples of different DEALO mole fractions were grown and processed into variable-area
n-i-n mesa structures. Typical I.V characteristics are shown in fig. 4. According to the theory of
single carder injection in solids [10], I-V curve will have three different current regimes (fig. 4)
for a single set of traps with energy level lying above Fermi level. The currents within the first
two regions have first and second order power law dependence on voltage, corresponding to
ohmic and space-charge limited behaviors respectively. Resistivity can be calculated from the
ohmic region. The third regime is marked by the sharp increase of current due to complete trap
filling. The space-charge limited region, however, will be absent if the trap energy level is located
below Fermi level. I-V curves in fig. 4 suggested that regions corresponding to an I-V second
order power law relationship were relatively narrow. Assuming GaAs:O has only one major deep
trap, this single level lying below Fermi level should be a more reasonable picture. A sublinear I-
V dependence following ohmic regime was observed in fig. 4. Origins of these sublinear regions
are still unknown. Trap-filled limited voltage (VTFL), which is proportional to electrically active
trap concentration 15, 10], was estimated to be I and 2 V for samples A and B in fig. 4. The B/A
ratio of VTFL, resistivity, as well as Al concentration are all at about 2. Since concentration of 0
is smaller than that of Al in both samples, electrically active defect structure in GaAs:O could be
involving species like AI-O-AI, which has multiple Al atoms as the nearest-neighbors of
substitutional 0 on As site.

Resistivity value more than 2xlO9 Q-cm at 294 K was obtained (fig. 5). I-V measurements
were performed on mesa structures of different areas since a small amount of surface conduction
can shunt the very high bulk resistance of the GaAs:O layer. The results are illustrated in fig. 5,
showing ohmic currents scaled with different mesa areas and giving the same resistivity. Bulk
conduction is thus dominating over surface conduction in our samples. From the temperature-
dependent resistivity data, an activation energy 0.81 eV was deduced from both samples,
indicating a similar transport mechanism in both even though concentrations of Al and 0 are
different. These transport measurements have clearly associated the temperature dependence of
resistivity with the underlying deep level structure. The resistivity-derived 0.81 eV activation
energy and the principal DLTS emission peaks described above are in close agreement. The

10J (cm-) [A)) Trap- cooa MO
I A .SxO'6 

(c-0) A Tra- "Sample A ..... IMPmSa •mple A..... 5X1016 87x101"7 Filled " .,,•200000

inp~le n.**** 7x10? :SxIolt . Limited fi ooooo 5•e•,
2DHO psqaeRgm Samoet B P.. 00 u

.-.
101,... 2

1 0~ ' *S lo p e a 2• ."/ Space- E//081e

Limited

Ohmaic Regnic

VOLTAGE (V) 1O00/T (KI1)
Fig. 4 Typical I-V characteristics of GaAs:O Fig. 5 Temperature-dependent resistivity data

from it-i-n structure at 294 K. from n-i-n structures.



complexity of the deep level structure, however, limits our ability to present a model involving
the exact direct compa,!son between I-V and DLTS measurements.

The high resistivity in GaAs:O layer implies a very low net carrier concentration, which was
confirmed by capacitance-voltage measurement at 1 MHz. Constant capacitance values (less
than 0.5 96 change) of 12, 55, 230 pF on 500, 1000, and 2000 Pun squares on both samples in fig.
4 were obtained with bias ranging from -I to 0 V. This is in good agreement with parallel plate
capacitor model as the calculated electrical thickness matches the physical layer thickness (2 itm)
[5]. The Fermi level should then be located near the middle of the bandgap, possibly no deeper
than 0.75 or 0.81 eV below Ec. This is consistent with the picture of single deep trap in GaAs:O
lying below Fermi level as described above.

CONCLUSION

Semi-insulating oxygen-doped GaAs layers have been grown by MOVPE using diethyl
aluminum ethoxide (DEALO) as oxygen precursor. Resistivities of more than 2x109 Q-cm at
294 K have been achieved. An activation energy of 0.81 eV, which is related to the deep level
structure responsible for the high resistivity, was obtained from temperature-dependent resistivity
measurement. The deep level structure was investigated by DLTS using DEALO and disilane
co-doped GaAs p+-n homojunction. Multiple deep level peaks were observed and the relative
peak heights were found to change as dopant concentrations were varied. The major deep traps
from DLTS spectra have ionization energy between 0.75 and 0.95 eV, and should be closely
related to the 0.81 eV activation energy from resistivity measurement.
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ABSTRACT

Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) was used to study the defects introduced in Zn and
Cd doped Schottky barrier diodes by 2 MeV proton irradiation. The defects H3, H4 and H5 were
observed in lightly Zn doped InP, while only the defects H3 and H5 were observed in more
heavily Zn doped and Cd doped InP. The defect activation energies and capture cross sections did
not vary between the Zn and Cd doped InP.

The concentration of the radiation induced defects was also measured. The introduction rate of
the defect H4 in the lightly Zn doped InP and the introduction rate of the defect H3 in the heavily
Zn and Cd doped InP were about equal, but the introduction rate of the defect H5 varied strongly
among the three types of material. The introduction rate of H5 was highest in the heavily Zn doped
InP but the lowest in the heavily Cd doped InP, even though they were doped comparably.
As a result, the total defect introduction rate was lowest in the highly Cd doped InP.

The results can be interpreted in terms of the models for the formation and annealing of defects,
and by the different diffusion rates of Zn and Cd in InP.

INTRODUCTION

The superior radiation resistance of InP solar cells has previously been demonstrated, and has
been associated with low defect introduction rates, rapid defect annealing rates and the strong
effects of doping on these factors.[ 1,2]

However, InP solar cells are not immune from radiation damage. The irradiation induced
defects associated with the degradation of InP solar cells have been identified by DLTS. In p-type
InP, three majority carrier traps dominate the DLTS spectra - H3, at Ev + 0.28 eV and H4, at Ev +
0.37 eV, both of which are associated with phosphorus displacements [3,4], and H-5, at Ev + 0.57
eV, which is related to an indium displacement.[4] The introduction rate of the defect H4 has been
shown to decrease with increasing carrier concentration, possibly due to self annealing [5], but the
introduction rate of H5 has been shown to increase with increasing carrier concentration,
suggesting th-.t it may be a point defect/impurity complex.[5]

The annealing rate of the defects in p-type InP is found to increase with increasing carrier
concentration.J5] H4 is thought to be eliminated in a reaction with a dopant atom, while H5,
whose concentration increases upon annealing, forms through a reaction with an impurity atom.
These observations have led to the development of models for defects and defect reactions in p-
type InP [5], but with the exception of the brief comparison of introduction rates and annealing
rates of H3 and H4 in Zn and Cd doped lnP by Sibile et al.[4], the models have not been tested by
the substitution of different p-type dopants. In this work the defects and their properties in Cd
doped InP are studied and compared with those in Zn doped InP.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Schottky barrier diodes were fabricated on Zn doped InP wafers with carrier concentrations
of 2.5 x 1016 cm- 3 and 2.5 x 1017 cm-3 , and on Cd doped InP with a carrier concentration of
2.5 x 1017 cm-3. I-V, C-V and DLTS analyses of the samples were used to verify carrier
concentration and diode quality; no deep levels were detected in the unirradiated diodes.

The Schottky barrier diodes were irradiated at room temperature with 2 MeV protons generated
by the Van de Gmaff accelerator in the Physics department at Case Western Reserve University.
The beam current was limited to 2 nanoamperes to avoid heating of the samples.The three types of
diodes were irradiated to the empirically determined fluence required to produce a good DLTS
spectrum. The lightly Zn doped samples were irradiated to a fluence of 2 x 1012 cm-2 , the heavily
Zn doped to a fluence of 2 x 1013 cm-2 and the Cd doped samples to a fluence of 5 x 1013 cm-2 .

After irradiation, the Schottky diodes were analyzed by DLTS. The concentration of irradiation
induced defects, their energy levels, capture cross sections and annealing rates were measured

RESULTS

DLTS spectra from the lightly Zn doped, the heavily Zn doped and heavily Cd doped InP diodes
are shown in Figures 1. 2 and 3. The spectra all contain two major peaks, and a small additional
peak appears on the side of the lower temperature peak in the lightly Zn doped InP sample.

Figure 1. DLTS spectrum of proton-damaged Figure 2. DLTS spectrum of proton-damaged
lightly Zn doped InP. heavily Zn doped .nP

-U.-

a~~ was. we..u IMU4SIU

: Figure 3. DLTS spectrum of proton-damaged heavily Cd doped InP
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The energy levels of the traps associated with the peaks were determined and corrected for the
effect of the electric field in the depletion region on emission of carriers from the deep levels.
Corrections were applied for the Frenkel-Poole effect, which is the lowering of the trap potential
barrier for carrier emission due to the electric field, and for the emission of carriers by phonon

assisted tunneling out of the trap levels.[6] The capture cross section, y, of the defects was
measured directly by the pulse-width variation technique rather than inferred from the intercept of
the activation energy plot.J7] The activation energy and capture cross section data appear in
Table 1.

S" Lghty Zn doped "Heavily Zn doped Heavily Cd doped

AE 113 eV 0.2 7 ± 0 .04  0.29 ± 0.04
AE 114 eV 0.34 ± 0.05
AE 115 eV 0.59 ± 0.06 0.56 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.03
aH3cm2  9.4x 1019+ 0.08 1.2 x 1018 ± 0.01

(H4cm 2  1.7 x 10"17 ± 0.6

ooH5cm2  1.3x 10-19± 0.2 3.0x 10"21 0.5 4.9x 10-21 ±1.2

AEOeV (H5 only) 0.07 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01

Table I Activation energies and capture cross sections of defects in proton irradiated InP,
AE is the activation energy. a is the capture cross section, and AEo is the activation
energy associated with the variation of the capture crGo- section of H5 with temperature.

The energy level of the trap associated with the major peak n the lightly Zn doped InP was
Ev+ 0.34 eV. This is consistent with the value reported for 54 .[3] The capture cross section, a,
of H4 was 1.7 x l0-17 Cm2 , much less than the value of 8 x it, n 5 cm2 reported in the
literature.[3] The values of capture cross section in the literature however are commonly estimates
from the intercept of the activation energy plots and are often greatly in error.J81 By contrast, the
energy levels of the trap associated with the lower temperature peaks in the heavily Zn and Cd
doped InP were lower, Ev + 0.27 and Ev + 0.29 eV respectively. These values are consistent with
the values reported for H3.[31 The capture cross sections measured for H3 in heavily Zn and Cd
doped InP were 9.4 x 10- 19 cm2 and 1.2 x 10-18 cm2 respectively, again much smaller than the
value of 6 x 10-16 cm2 reported for the intercept method.131 The capture cross section of this level
is also an order of magnitude smaller than that for H4 in lightly Zn doped InP, further supporting
the identification of the trap in the heavily Zn and Cd doped InP as H3 and not H4. The activation
energy and capture cross section of the traps, though, was the same for comparably Cd and Zn
doped InP.

The energy level of the trap associated with the peak at higher temperatures was Ev + 0.59 eV
in the lightly Zn doped InP, Ev + 0.56 eV in the heavily Zn doped InP and Ev + 0.59 eV in the Cd
doped lnP, all consistent with the value for H15. (3] The capture cross section of H5 varied with
temperature following an Arrhenius relationship with Go = 1.3 x 10-19 cm2 and AEa = 0.07 eV in
the lightly Zn doped InP, ao = 3 x 10-21 cm2 and AE0 = 0.03 eV in the heavily Zn doped lnP.

and Yo = 4 .9 x 10-2 1 cm2 and AEo = 0.04 eV in the heavily Cd doped InP. These values of the
capture cross section are much smaller than the value of 6 x 10-15 cm2 estimated by previous
authors using the intercept method.[3] The activation energy of H5 is thus not dependent on the
type or concentration of dopant. Although the values of co are smaller in the highly doped InP, it
must be remembered that these values are the intercept of the a vs. inverse temperature plot and
that the activation energies for the variation of the capture cross section also vary between the three
types of material. The result is that the actual capture cross section of H15 varied little between the
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three materials.

The concentration of the defects, Nt, in the three types of samples was measured and cormcted
for incomplete trap filling near the Schottky conmtc[9] Due to band bending near the Schottky
contact some of the traps will always be below the Femi level; the occupancy of these traps is not
changed during the DLTS experiment M corrected irradiation induced defect concenationas
appear in Table 2. The introduction rate was calculated from the defect concentration assuming a
linear relation between the defect concentration and the particle fluence.

ightly Zn doped_ Heiiy dped C oe

Nt cm-7 H3 2.1 x 1014:±O:.4 5.2x 1013± 0.45 10.1 x'101 ±1.6
Nt cm-3  H4 4.6 x 1014 ± 0.6
Ntcm- 3  H5 2.5 x 1014 ± 0.2 5.2 x 1015 ± 1.4 7.6 x 1015 ± 1.9
*cm- 2  2x 1012  2x 1013  5x 1013

dNldd* cm-1 H3 105± 20 257 22 213 ± 38

d~t/d4 cr- 1 H4 229 ± 29

dNt/d* cm- 1 H5 116± 34 271±70 151±33

Table H Defect concentrations and introduction rates in proton irradiated InP. Nt is the
defect concentration, * is the particle fluence and dNtdd is the introduction rate
in defects per incident proton.

H4 was present only in the lightly Zn doped InP. The defect introduction rate for H4 was 229
per 2 MeV proton. 113 was present in all three materials. The introduction rates for H3 were 105,
257 and 213 per 2 MeV proton in the lightly Zn doped, heavily Zn doped and heavily Cd doped
lnP respectively. The introduction rate of H3 did not vary significantly between the heavily Zn and
Cd doped InP, but was higher in the heavily Zn doped InP than it was in the lightly Zn doped lnP.
This result is in contrast with the result of Sibile et al.[4] who found both H3 and H4 in electron
irradiated, lightly Zn and Cd doped InP, and also found that the introduction rate of H3 was lower
in Cd doped InP than in comparably Zn doped InP.

By contrast the introduction rate of H5 varied significantly in the three materials. The
introduction rates for H5 were 116, 271 and 151 per 2 MeV proton in the lightly Zn doped InP, the
heavily Zn doped InP and heavily Cd doped InP respectively. The introduction rate of H5 was
significantly lower in the Cd doped InP than in the Zn doped InP even though the doping
concentration was identical. The result of the lower introduction rate of H5 in Cd doped InP is that
the total introduction rate of defects is lower in the heavily Cd doped InP than in comparably Zn
doped InP.

The thermal annealing rates of the defects were measured, while empty of holes, under 3 volts
reverse bias, at temperatures from 350-425 K. The data appear in Table mII.

The annealing rate of H4 was measured in the lightly Zn doped InP. The annealing was a
reasonably good fit to first order kinetics. The annealing rate constant was determined from a least
squares fit to the data, and an activation energy for the annealing of 1.35 ev was determined from
an Arrhenius plot of the annealing data.

The annealing of H3 was a reasonable fit to first order kinetics, and the rate constants were
determined by a least squares fit to the data. Initial annealing of H3 in the lightly Zn doped InP
produced a dramatic growth of the 113 peak until the concentration was comparable to that of H4,
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Lightly Zn doped Heavily Zni doped Heavily Cd doped

A H3 .M_•".. _ 9.9 x 10-5 10.1
A H3 375K 5.2 x 10-5 t 1.5 2.1 x 10-4 0.2 6.1 x 10-4 0.1
AH3 400K 1.0x l0-3 ±0.4 1.2x"10-3 ±0.1 6.0x 10-3 0.5
AH3 425K 1.2x 10"2 ±:0.1 1.1 x 10-2 0.3

AH4 375K 8.4x 10-5 t:.i U
A H4 40K 1.0 x l03 0.4
AH4 425K 1.1 x 10-2 ±0.1

Table IMl Annealing rates of defects in proton irradiated InP.

but further annealing caused a reduction of the concentration. An activation energy for the
annealing of 1.49 eV was determined from an Arrhenius plot of the annealing rate constants. The
annealing of H3 in the more heavily doped mateials occurred without the initial increase in
concentration observed in the lightly Zn doped InP, and activation energies of 1.10 ev in the
heavily Zn doped InP and 1.01 eV in the heavily Cd doped InP were determined from Arrhenius
plots of the annealing data.

The annealing rate constant for H13 was not strongly dependent on dopant concentration in the
Zn doped 1nP but was 5 to 6 times higher in the Cd doped lnP. The annealing rate constants at
400K, for H3 in all materials in this work are considerably less than the rate constant 1.25 x 10-2
s-l, measured by Sibile, for H3 at 400 K in electron irradiated InP.( 101 The lower annealing rae
observed here suggests that proton irradiation damage may be more difficult to anneal than electron
radiation damage.

The concentration of H5 increased on annealing in all three materials. The annealing of H5 was
observed in all three materials but the kinetics were complicated and no reaction order or rate
constant could be determined. The growth rate of H5 was highest in the heavily Cd doped material
and lowest in the heavily Zn doped material.

DISCUSSION

From the results it can be seen that. although the type of defects vary between the lightly Zn
and heavily Zn and Cd doped InP, there is no difference between the defect type. activation energy
or capture cross section in comparably Zn and Cd doped InP. The difference between the lightly
Zn doped and heavily Zn and Cd doped InP, ie. the absence of H4 in the heavily doped samples,
can be understood by considering the effect of doping on the annealing rate of H4. The effect of
the carrier concentration on the properties of defects in Zn doped InP has been studied by
Yamaguchi and Ando.[51 They showed that the measured introduction rate of H4 was much lower
in highly Zn doped InP when irradiated at room temperature, but that it was independent of carrier
concentration when irradiation was carried out at 100 K. The observed introduction rate of H4 thus
was affected by self anneming of the defect, and the annealing rate increases rapidly with
increasing carrier concentration. In the present work H4 was observed only in lightly Zn doped
n? for thits reason. 114 was annealed out very rapidly due to the high carrier concentration in the

heavily Zn and Cd doped materials. This result is in good agreement with Yamaguchi's work in
S which he found that above a doping oncentration of I x 1017 cm-3 in Zn doped InP, the
introduction rate of 14 had fallen to the poin where 115 was the major defect[5] The activation
energy of the annealing of H4 was measured to be 1.35 eV, in good agreement with 1.32 eV
measured by Sibiletl ].
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The defect H3 was found in all three materials, but the introduction rate was lowest in the
lightly Zn doped InP. Within the experimental uncertanty, the concentration of H3 did not vary
between the heavily Zn and Cd doped InP. The annealing rate of H3 varied significantly between
the ftee materials: it was highest mi the Cd doped lnP and lowest in the lightly Zn doped InP. The
activation energies for annealing in the heavily Zn and Cd doped InP were 1.09 and 1.01 eV, in
reasonable agreement with the 1.2 eV measured by Sibile.[f 11 The activation energy for annealing
of H3 in the lightly Zn doped lnP was much higher. 1.47 eV, the measurement of the annealing
rate in this case may have been complicated by the initial growth of H3. Nevertheless the annealing
rate of H3 was higher in the Cd doped InP than in comparably Zn doped lnP. A possible reason
for this observation may be the larger size and slower diffusion of the Cd atom. During irradiation
of InP, Zn or Cd interstitials are created; the slower diffusion of Cd than Zn [ 12] would lead to a
slower loss of Cd interstitials than Zn interstitials at sinks. If the annealing of H3 involved the
dopant interstitial, a higher annealing rate would be observed in Cd doped InP. The elimination of
the related defect H4 by an interaction with the dopant atom has been suggested by Yamaguchi.5j

The introduction rate of H5 was highest in the heavily Zn doped InP, lower in the lightly Zn
doped InP and lowest in the heavily Cd doped lnP. The introduction rate of H5 has been observed
to increase with increasing doping concentration by Yamaguchi, who identifies 115 as an
impurity/defect complex. The fact that the introduction rate is lower in Cd doped InP than in
comparably Zn doped InP, may again be due to the slower diffusion of the Cd atom. If H5 is a
dopant/defect complex the slower diffusion of Cd could limit its formation and thus its introduction
rate. The annealing rate of H5. although of a complex order, was slowest in the highly Zn doped
InP, faster in the lightly Zn doped InP, and fastest in the Cd doped lnP. This may also be a result
of the slow diffusion of Cd limiting the room temperature formation rate of H5: a larger
concentration of the unreacted constituents for H5 may be available in the Cd doped InP, and thus
on annealing it grows at the most rapid rate.

CONCLUSIONS

The energy levels and capture cross sections of irradiation induced defects in InP are not affected
by the substitution of Cd for Zn. However, the introduction rate of defects is lower in heavily Cd
doped InP than in comparably Zn doped InP. The annealing rate of defects is also higher in the Cd
doped InP. These results suggest that the effect of dopant type on defects in p-type InP is limited to
the rate of formation and annealing reactions, as the energy levels and capture cross sections are
not affected by the substitution of Cd for Zn. Nonetheless the effect of Cd doping is to reduce the
defect introduction rate, and thus Cd doped lnP may allow the fabrication of even more highly
radiation resistant InP solar cells.
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The theory of rare-eart impurities in semiconductors is reviewed. Results of Green's function
calculations ame;peetd The particular cmn of Ytterbium, (Yb) in UnP is analyzed in detsil. We
show that the opticl transition of Yb in In? and, their Zeemsn splitin can be interpreted by a
smail coupling between quasi degenerato 5d and 4f stmes. It also explains the observed lifetimes.
This model is coherent with the attribution. of the B,-30 meV level to the Yb3+/Yb2+ acceptor level
a proposed recently Via detil the mechaisma which allows the energ tansfer between a free
exclite and the rare-earth impurity. The conditions required for an efficient luminsec are Aa-
lYzed-

1 - INTRODUCTION
The introduction of rure-earth, impurities in semiconductors is of technologica interest for their

potentia opdc Fal proprtie. Rareo-earthi doped semiconductor can emift light under optical or elec-
trial excitaton. The emission is characterized by line corresponding to hitra,-4-ahell transitions.
These lines an very sharp becmaus 4f swmtatsweain atomic-like, Le. the coupling with other valence
-te is small However. thi coupling is essential because it allows the transfer of energ between

free excitons and Vf internal excitations which explains the luminescence of rueearh impurities in
semiondutor. The miechanism of tho energy transfer is not yet definitely understood [1]. The aim

of this paper is to discuss the theory, of rare-earthi impuuities. In a first part we present results
obtained using a tigh binding Green's funictioni calculation. Chiemical treds of rare-earth impuri-
ties me analyzed and comared P to othe independent studies. In the following parts, we concentaite
on the casse of Ytterbium in InP for which the experimental dat, are the most important. We show
tha the attribution of the Be-3O meV level to the Yb3+/Yb2+ acceptor level and a small 4f-Sd coui-
pling ooheseetly explain the Zeeman splitting of the luminescence lines, the radiative lifetime, the
delocalisation, of the 4( excited level and the mechanism, of the energy transfer.

II - CHEMICAL TRENDS
In this section, we summarize the main results of a tight binding calculation of the electroic

structure of substitutional ure-earth impurities in semiconduactors. Deails have already been pub-
lished elsewhere [2). For most of the fiee rare-earth atoms, the valence electronic configuration can
be written as 4E' 1 60 As mentioned already, the 4f orbitals are very contracted on the atom and
therefore can be considered ins firstapprouimation assa fromen core. in contrast, the 6a shell is very
extended. In the free atom, the 5d shell is usually empt but in compounds - in rare-earth metals for
examiple -, 5d sates participate to the bon ingad some 4f electros can be trnmsferred to the 5d
shelL Note that 5d orbtas are more exeddthan 3d state of transition, metal atoms for compari-
son.

In our tight binding homuework. the rare-eartht atom is rp; Psented by M., 5d and 6s orbital and
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Fig. 1: level structure in tedeiec molecule model.

atoms of the semiconductor by asand p orbitals. The calculation is done for the three possible fro-
zen M confgrations, 4f-'. 4f1 ad 4P+1 As th neutral valence population of rare-earth atoms is
n+3. these correspond to 4+, 3+ and 2+ oxidation state because it is usually asumed that elec-
trons of the 5d and 6s shells ame transferred to the more electronegative neighbor atoms. The 6s

orbitals are so extended that they strongly interact with s~p staue of the neighbors. In conse-
quence, the 6B density is equally shared between the valence and conductiont band leading to a 6s1

cofguration [2). So it we ame left with the problem of the 5d state which is quite similar to the
one of transition metal impurities (31.

Ftgue 1 summnarizes the situation for the 5d staws of rare-earth impurities at substitutional, cat-
ion sites. Sd states tranaforn like e and t2 in Td symmetry. Doubly degenerate e states remain
nearly uncoupled (they are uncoupled in a simple molecular model where only d atomic orbitalh
and spP hybrid stmate on the neigbor atoms are take into account [31). t2(5d) states interact: with
the t2 combinations of sp3 states on the neighbor atoms. Ti~s leads to tily degenerate bonding t2
and antibonding t* state. In the cue of transition metal impurities, e or t2* states can be in the
forbidden gap [3]. For rare-eart impurities, we obtain no gap levels in most case. The reasw is
twofol& first, the 5d level is very high in energy and secondly, the coupling between d states and
s,p neighbor states is - 2.5 times larger for rare-earth impurities than for transition metal impuri-
ties (21. The t2 level is always in the valence band (at least in the 3+ oxidation state) and the e and

s*tates are always in the conduction band. T7he charg state of the deetis entirely detemained
by the number of 4f electrons. For example, a rare-eart insa 3+ oxidation state is neutral in a m-
V compound, negatively and positively chared respectively in IV and il-VI semiuconductors.

We have also calculated the number of Mf electrons corresponding to the stable configuration.
Thi requires the knowledge of the ionization levels B,,-

E _ aE(m) -E(m- 1)()

where 3(m) is the total energy of the impurity in the 4f' configuration. The position of the
Fermi level Bp with respect to the ionization level deftrmine the stable configuration. If Hp is
lower than B.,j the 4f-In configuration is the stable one otherwise it is 4f. We have calculated
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ig. 2: trends in the 5(2+,3+) and H+,4+/) levels for diffeent semiconductos.

the levels foram = a and am - .+l which can be more convenienty written F,(3+/4+) and 5(2+/3+)
making s•ec to the oxidaieon statlsa Results are plotted ci Figqure 2 ftr" Si, lnp and CdTe.
These can be plotted on the smne diarsm because we have verified that the trends aln th rae
earth series are identical within 0.2ecV irrespective of the host except for a rigid shift of the ban
smacture. IThe same kind ofresult lham been obtained for transition metal impuritie in emicon"-
ductors. It ia due to the efficient soreening in the d shell olf much systems [4].

We see on Figure 2 that the 5(3+/4+) level is always in the valence band and the I](2./3+-)
level is in the conduction band except for few excptions. It means that the 3+ state is th stale
one. In the case of Smn, Yb, Tm anud Eu, the 2+ state is possible. The comparison with experimen-
tal data is not realy meaningfu because the lattice position of the impurity is usaly no knw.
However, we cea mention that in Ill-V mateial, one observes I• in laP (5], Ga•s [6](7] and
GaP [61; Nd"• in as (L 6] and GaP [61; Tmn3 in Ga•.s [61 anod Pr3 in Ga (81, Yb mn Ga
(91, GtP [91 and in InP [101[11]. Our results agree with these oberatons. Note however that our
Yb(2.e.3+) level in luP is pracicaly degenerat with the bottom of the condution band. In Il-VI
semiodutr. Nd3e. Gd•. ir?+ and Eu• have been found in Cd~e in accordasnce with our cal-
culation [121(13]. Yb is seen in the 3+ state in Cdib while we predict a 2+ state. We must men-
tion that we do not expect an accuracy of our levels better than 0.5 eV even if we beiv tha Fi.

S2 gives the correct trends along the series, This unerait is due in particular to the impotac
iof corlto effects in the electronic strecture of 4f states. This is a very complex problem and
1these correlation effects cannot presently be caclae accuratey even using the best local den-

sity technique.
Recently, usn these results and the analogy with trasition metal impurities, Linge has

shown that dhe ionization energlies follow a unique curve along the rare-earth series in a classo
isovslent semiconductors provided that the banmd structurs are shifted by their natural band off-
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nso 14. e T the e knowledgp of one ionization level o m rare-earth impu-
Miy allow8 to position accurftely tho ionization levels for the whole rere-eattl soeei in novalsnt

. Paf example u he has fond that our B(2+/3+) level should be s•ftd upwards by
0.6eV in the f-VI cnmpounds [14).

Recently, results of a local density calculation of Er in silicon at subatitutional, interstitial an
hexagonal intestitial ,iles have been published [15). The 4f shell is also treted as a frozen core
since the coupling of th M orbital with the host is small [161. The total energy is determined for
diflerent oxidation states. It is found that the 3. oxidation state is always the stable one. The 6s
density is shared between th6 valence and coeduction bends and the 5d atomic state is high in the
conduction band for the substitutional impurity. All these results are in agreement with ours. The
tetrahedral interstitial site is found to be the stable one. We must mention however that the lumi-
nescent Erbium in silicon seems to be a complex with oxygen [16J[17].

IH Ytterbium in InP
Yb in laP has been extensively studied because it can be easily introduced in the material and

because there is experimental evidence that it occupies a substitutional cation site [11](18]. It
gives a strong luminescence at - 1.23 eV which is interpreted a the transition between the spin-
orbit split 4f levels 2P732 -- 21F712 of Yb3+ [1][11] (yb+ has 13 electrons in the 4f shell which cor-
responds to one hole in the closed shell). The mechanism which allows the energy tUansfer from a
free excilon to the 4f shell is still unclear. It must obviously imply some coupling between the 4f
orbitais and the host. Therefore we need to go beyond the model of the frozen 4f core. Similarly, a
study of the Zeeman splittings of the luminescence lines shows that the excited state 2% must be
delocalized by 25% [11] (the ground state 2  1has an orbital reduction factor of only 5%). This
lorp delocalization has to be explained. In the following, we analyze these points in the light of
the tight binding model desmcibed above.

f.1 Origin of the electron and hole tra

The knowledge of the electronic structure of Yb in the bandgap of InP is of prime importance
to inerpret the luminescence. An acceptor level has been measured at F.- 30meV [19]. Its origin
is still a matter of controversy. With Blectron Paramugnetic Resonance, the signal of Yb3+ is
observed both in p-type and n-type materials [10]. It was deduced that the acceptor level is not the
Yb(2434-) level [101. However, very recently, Bohnert et al. have suggested that inhomogeneities

-. t2

"e CB

VB
t2

Pl.3: doe poaizbty of the core of die RE pudbe trape toward the bandipp.
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in the sample could explain the observation of Yb6 in n-type sample@ and that in fact the sacep-
tor level would be the Yb(2+33+) level (201. Tlerde, other experimental studies we necessary
to conclude. A hobe trap at B, + 50 meV is asoe reported (211. Since our calculation doam not pre-
dict any level in the bandgsp, the origin of these hip must be discussed.

As mantoned already. our calculation gives a Yb(2+f3+) level very dose to the bottom of the
conduction band. Therefore the assignaton of the acceptor level to Yb(2+f3+) is possible taking
into account the accuracy of our results [20].

Another possibility is to suppose that the traps correspond to 5d derived levels. In effect, the
'e(Sd) level could be the acceptor level and the t2 level the hole trap (our clculadion gives for
Ybo the t2 level at - B, - 0.5 eV, e at - Pt + 1.5 eV and t2* at - E6 + 4.0 eV). Recently, we have
shown that the lattice distortion could not explain the presence of the observed levels [22]. In the
same paper, we have discussed in detail the influence of the polarizability on the 5d levels. We
find that the care of the rare-earth atom is very polarizable. The interesting point is tha this leads
to a potential attractive for both an electron and a hole. Thelore, the electron and hole levels are
pushed towards the bandgap (see Figure 3). This effect is not included in our tight binding calcu-
lation (it would be present only in a GW calculation). Using a simple model [221. we obtain that
the e(5d) level shifts from B• + 1.5 eV to •, + 0.2V and the t2 level from Bv -0.5 eV to E, - 0.2
eV for Yb'• in InP Therefore the core polarizability can possibly push 5d states into the bandgap.
However, our calculation is too simple and a more accurate treatment is necessary to conclude.

M~l • Dtg,'•fizJtan 7AJmls& =littin•x of th Mf satesm j detailed mode~l of the = arntfw&:

In this part, we want to study the physical origin of the large delocalization of the 21Fsz state.
Before discussing this point, let us summarize the present models proposed for the excitation of
the lun-inescencem The situation is described on the total energy diagram of Figure 4. The mecha-
nism proposed in the literature can be decomposed into different steps [1](20][24]. First an elec-
tron-hole pair is created in the semiconductor. Then, the electron is captured on the acceptor level
at B, - 30 meV (AB). The defect is now negatively charged and can capture a hole by Coulomb
attraction (BE on Figure 4). Then the energy is transfaed to the 4f shaell leaving an excited
Yb3+(2pW2 ) impuuity. Finally. the relaxation 2F5 2 -_ 2 F72 occurs by emission of a photon- As
already discussed, in refs. [1][101 the acceptor level is an isovalent state while in ref. [20], it is the
Yb(2+-3+) level.

We have shown in a previous paper that the delocalization of 25% in the excited state 2 FPS can
be qualitatively interpred uang smple perturbation theory [23]. In the froem c approxima-
tion, the 2PF5 2 and 2F1$ 2 tat• are pur 4f states. If we alow some perturbation V not included in
this scheme, the orbital reduction factor will be proportional to V/A where A is same average dis-
tance in energy between the 4f state and the other states with higher energy. From Figure 4, we
see that the 2 F5 stte is much closer to the other states - in particular to the continuum - than the
2F7A state. Therefore, the delocalization must be mor important in the 2F% state than in the 27

2 state-
Obviously, if the previous model explains the delocalization, it does not give dhe nature of the

coupling V. We have also recently proposed a asiple model of the electronic structure of Yb
which explains both the delocalization and the Zeeman splittinp of the 4f states [22]. Here we
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Fg. 4: Total energy diagram characteristic of Yb in lnP

describe this model and we try to connect it with the total energy diagram of Fig. 4 (this compari-
son was not performed in ref. [22] because only preliminary results were given). It starts from the
tight binding model described in section I but with the introduction of the coupling of the 4f orbit-
al to the host states. Because Yb3" has 13 electrons in the 4f shell corresponding to one hole in the
closed shell the problem is treated using one-electron theory. We have only to remember that
going from a one-electron energy diagram to a total energy diagram, we have to invert all the ener-
gies since we ae dealing with a hole.

The coupling of the 4f states can have two origins. A first one is the coupling with the s~p orbit-
als of the nearest neighbom. In ref. [23], we have shown that this is very small. A second origin is
the crystal field. The crystal field leads to two kinds of perturbtions. First, there are terms within
the 4f states which simply split the levels. This does not induce a delocalization of the 4f states.
Secondly, the crystal field couples 4f states to states of different atomic multiplets with simi:r rep-
resentations. In our case, there can be a coupling between 4f and 5d states. As seen in section L the
5d orbitals are actually spread into the t2 bonding and t; antibonding states g 1). Therefore,
there is a coupling between 4f sates oft2 symmetry with the t2 sn tj* states (see Fig. 5).

The coupling of the 4f states must be very small otherwise the observed 2F512 --+ 2F7 transition
energy would not be close to the one in the free Yb0 ion. This is due to the screening of the crystal
field by the 5s25p6 shell whose maximum is outside the 4f shell [25]. The estimation of the effect
of the crystal field is not easy. In consequence, we have fitted to the experimental data on the Zee-
man splittings of the luminescence lines [11]. Details of the calculation are given in the Appendix.

The results are summarized on Figure 5. Small letters represent one-electron states. The main



Yb+ + c-h
t2 2f7  YbF+ + free h f

Yb2+ + localized h
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Fig. 5 (left): electronic structure in a one -Aectron model including the coupling between 4f and
5d stua obtained by fitting the Zeeman splittings of the luminescence lines. Fig. 6 (right): equiv-

alent total energy diagram when Yb(2-/3+) is the acceptor level and the hole is localized on the t2bonding level.

results of the fit ame that we obtain the 2 4/2 level very dlose to the t2 bonding level and the final

average splitting between the 2f5= and t2 levels is of the order of 70 meV (in fact, there is only a
coupling between states of rS symmetry in the double group representation and levels are also split
by the crystal field: see Appendix for details). Therefore, even if the interaction between these two
levels is small (- 35.3 meV), the delocalization of some 2fs/2 states can reach 20% on the t2 bond-
ing states. In contrast, since the 2f= states are far in energy from the t2 and t2* states, they remain
localized on the 4f shelL We conclude that the delocalization of the 2f5/2 state and the Zeeman split-
tings of the luminescence lines (11] are interpretable by a quasi degeneracy and a small coupling of
the 2f54 and t2 levels. This model also explains the "6-1" level reversal observed within the 4f52
state [11] (sw Appendix).

If the one-electron model explains well some experimental observations, it is essential to verify
how it is compatible with the total energy diagram of Figure 4. We need to look at the nature of the

coupling of the 2FSz state with states of higher energies (BE, AE and the continuum on Figure 4).
We analyze the two possible situations for the acceptor level (AE) at E - 30 meV discussed in sec-
tion 111.1. In the first model, the acceptor level is not the Yb(2+f3+) level, i.e. it is an electron trap
on a level different from the 4f level (isoelectronic trap) [1][101. After capture of a bole, the defect
corresponds to a bound exciton (BE on Figure 4). In that cue, the many-electron wave fumntions of
the 2FS2 and BE states (or AE + a free hole in the valence band) differ by two single particle states.
Therefore, their coupling cannot be described by a one-electron matrix element as described above.
Of course, there could be oe-electron couplings with states in resonance in the continuum but the
difference in energy between these states and the 2F'I state should be at least equal to 1.43 - 1.24 -
0.03 = 0.160 eV which is too large compared to the 70 meV splitting obtained from the fit of Zee-
man lines (it is 0. 160 eV because there is actually a continuum above the AE level on Figure 4 cor-
responding to an electron on the electron trap and a free hole in the valence band). We conclude
that the model of the isoelectronic trap is not compatible with the one-electron model.
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Fig. 7: lifetime for the excited state 2F512 as function of the position of dhe 2fs5 2 level with respect

to the t2(5d) level (continuous line T = 30 K, dashed line T = 305 K). The arrow corresponds to the
case of Yb as obtained from the fit of the luminescence lines.

The second model for the acceptor level is the 4f level Yb(2+/3+) (Figure 6) [20]. The bound
exciton (BE) corresponds to Yb2+ with a hole on some bound state [20]. In that case, the 2p5,2 and
BE many-electron wave functions only differ by one single particle state. The coupling between the
two is just the one-electron matrix element between a 4f state and the hole bound state. Therefore it
coincides with our one-electron coupling parameter V if the hole bound state is the t2 bonding state.
The difference between the 2FS/2 and BE levels would be equal to - 70 meV. Since the difference in
energy between the 2F5/2 and AE levels is equal to - 160 meV (Figure 4 and 6), it means that the
binding energy of the hole would be of the order of 160 - 70 = 90 meV. It is a quite large value
which corresponds to an already deep level This would be compatible with a t2 bonding level - 90
meV above the valence band in the one-electron model. An important point is that it is the t2 ioniza-
tion level for Yb2'. So we have done again the Gren's function calculation for Yb2. We obtain
that the t2 bonding level is in the bandgap, close to the top of the valence band. This is due to the
fact that the 5d energy is higher for Yb2+ than for Yb•. Therefore the model of Yb(2+/3+) at EP -
30 meV plus a hole trap for Yb? [20] is supported by our calculation.

In the last model, the mechanism of energy transfer is quite simple (see Fig. 4 and 5). After exci-
tation of an electron-hole pair, the electron is trapped on the Yb(2+f3+) acceptor level. The impu-
rity is in the oxidation state Yb2+ and is negatively Charged. Then the hole can be captured on the t2
bonding level which is relatively deep in the bandgap (- E, + 90 meV). The hole is easily trans-
ferred non rdiaftively to the 2f512 level because there is a small coupling between the quasi degener.
ate 2f51 and t2 states (fig. 5). Ffaly, the hole relaxes to the 2f7/2 states by emission of a photon.
This gives a coherent microscopic model for the mechanism proposed by Bohnert et al. [20].

Il LS Op~icl mat, a•leme~ntO foL Yb in Ip
With the one-electron wave functions calculated with the Hamiltonian described above, we have
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computed the optical matrix elements using atomic orbitals [26]. Lifetimes are obtained from the
Ferm Golden rule assuming a Boltzmann distribution ;n the excited states [27]. The essential
point is that optical matrix elements are non vanishing only between 4f and 5d atomic orbitals of
the rare-earth. We calculate a lifetime between 6 lA and 2 Ls depending on the temperature. This
is in agreement with the experimental lifetime of the luminescen of 10 As [28]. We interpret this
quite short and unusual lifetime for a rare-earth impurity to the delocalization of the 2f5A states on
t2 5d states. Indeed, for another re-earth impurity, the 2fs/2 and t2 levels have no reasons to be
quasi degenerate. On Figure 7, we plot the lifetime when we shift the 2fi/2 level with respect to the
t2 level. We see that very quickly, the lifetime is of the order of 1-10 ms, in agreement for example
with the estimated lifetime of- I ms for Er in InP [28].

Very recently, Bohnert et al. (201 have observed using time-resolved photoluminescence
another broad emission of light between - 1.31 eV and - 1.25 eV connected to Yb in InP which
they attributed to a donor-acceptor like transition. Assuming a donor D at a distance R away from
the Yb ion, such transition would correspond to

D + Yb3+(2F"/ 2) - D++ yb2÷ + hv (R) (2)

and woAd be in competition with the "normal" transition

Yb 3+( 2F5/2) -+ Yb 3+(2F'7/ 2). (3)

In the following, we show that the efficiency of the transition (2) is negligible compared to (3)
and propose an alternative explanation. We have just seen that the transition (3) is slightly allowed
because there is some 5d mixing in the 2f 2 states. The transition (2) corresponds to the transition
of an electron from a donor state to the very localized 4f state. In the most favorable case, the

"probability of transition for process (2) is the one of process (3) multiplied by the weight of the
donor envelope function on the rare-earth atom. This factor is equal to

I" C) ea(4)

where R is the distance between the rare-earth impurity and the donor, a is the effective Bohr
radius and c is the cubic lattice constant of InP. Eqn. (4) gives a factor 1.25 x 10"5 for R = 0 and
2.04 x 10"6 for R being the average distance between donor atoms for a donor concentration N =
5. 1017 cm-3 used in ref. (20] (it - (3/4n)1O3). We see that in any case the process (3) is strongly
favored and (2) is unlikely.

Instead of transition (3), we propose that the observed emission corresponds to the relaxation of
a hole from the t2 bonding level to the 2f712 level (see Figure 5). The probability of emission is of
the same order than the 2f5 2 - 2f712 transition since 45/2 and t2 states are mixed (the probability is
even higher). The energy of the trasition would be - 1.24 + 0.07 = - 1.31 eV Figure 5). With a
broadening and a Franck-Condon shift induced by a possible electron-phonon coupling occurring
in the t2 states, this could explain the photon emission between - 1.31 eV and - 1.25 eV, Of course
other studies are necessary to conirm this interpretation.
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Fig. 8: electronic structure in the defect molecule model. The case (a) only includes the effect

of the crystal-field within 4f states. Case (b) includes the effect of the crystal-field within 4f states
and the coupling V to the 5d states (mainly to the t2 bonding state).

IV CONCLUSION
We have presented a Green's function calculation of the electronic structure of substitutional

rare-earth impurities in semiconductors. We have shown that the luminescence of Yb in JnP can be
explained by the quasi degenerescence of the 2f5A and t2(5d) levels and by the assignation of the
acceptor level to the Yb(2+/3+) level as recently proposed by Bohnert et al. [20].

APPENDIX: Detailed model of the Zeeman splittings of the luminescence lines
Here we give details on the calculation of the coupling between 5d and 4f states. It can be sim-

plified using group theory. In Td symmetry, f states transform like aI (non degenerate), t2 and tj
states (triply degenerate) while d states behave lik e and t2. First, the crystal field splits states of
different representations, i.e. a,, t2 and t1 4f states have no longer the same energies. Secondly, as
discussed previously, it couples the 5d and 4f states. In the present case, only the 5d and 4f states
oft 2 symmetry can be coupled. Let us call V this coupling. If we define by a2 the localization of
the t2 bonding state on the 5d orbitals, the localization of the t2. antibonding state is approximately
equal to 1- a2 (strictly spesking, this is only valid in the molecular model [3]). Therefore the cou-
pling of the 4f orbitals of t2 symmetry with the t2 and t2* states r ,vely equal to aV and (l-
a2)112V. The 4f states are also split by the spin-orbit coupling

We write the Hamiltonian matrix in the basis of the 4f, t2 and t2 * spin states. The e(5d) states are
not included because they do not interact with 4f states. The energy of the t2 bonding state is taken
as reference. The diagonal terms of the matrix are Et, E . the energies of the t2 and t2. 5d states
and ELa, E-I, Eft the energies of the 4f states reapectavelY of t2, at and t symmetry (they are dif-
ferent because of the crystal field). For convenience, we write: E&I = EA + 4a and Et, = Lf +
AOtl. The difference E . - E = 5.98eV and a 2 = 0.38 are obtained from the Green's function
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Pig. 9: Zeeman splitting of the rs(2fs,7) -+ r'6 (2f7/2) transition in high magnetic fields for H/I
<100>.

c*Waiqqfor b3+ V.Ef 2, Aaai, Am, are taken as free parameters. Thie Zeeman Hamiltonian
O .g + I) s added when necessary (h is the magnetic field). The Hamiltonian is diagonal-

ize nuerialy. Note that the method is slightly different from fth one already published [22]
because we do not take into account the. spin-orbit coupling within the 5d states for simplicity. Its
inclusion does not change the results in a significantm A~y.

Results are summarized on FigureS8. From group theory, we know that 2f512 transform into [8
+ [7'6 2f7,2 into n8 + 17 + r6 and t2 (or t2) into 1n + 17 in the double point group representations.
Parameters are adjusted to get a perfect fit for all the observed transitions (Figur 5 of ref. [1I11) and
a correct fit of the Zeeman splittingsof the rS(4 5 )2) -ý r6(2 7fL) transition [111i (see Figure 9). we
obtain V = 57.3 zneV, At~ = 12.4 meV and AM, = 11.8 meV. The important parameter is actually
the coupling between the t2 and 2f.5 states because they are quasi degenerate (aV = 35.3 meV).

It is interesting to look at the effect of the crystal field on the 4f shell alone. This can be done
easily in our calculation by just imposing V = 0 leaving the other parameters unchanged. We
obtain the spectrum of Fig. 8 (a). The order of the r78-M' levels is the one predicted by a simple
point charge model of the crystal field [ 11]. We ae that the introduction of the coupling Vleads to
an interaction of the r3 states of t2 and f5/2 levels. This pushes the IS(2 f5/2) to higher energies,
above the I'62f5 p2) (Case (b) on Fig. 8). Therefore the unusual ITO-[83 level reversal observed
within the 72fl state [11] is due to the coupling to the t2(Sd) bonding state.
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ABSTRACT

We investigate the influence of Rh-doping on electrical properties of lnP and InGaAs. Deep
level transit spectroscopy carried out on Rh-doped as well as undoped reference samples
reveals a single Rh-related deep level in both semiconductors. While a Rh-related electron trap in
lnGaAs is situated at EC-0.3SeV a Rh-related hole trap is found to exist in InP approximately
0.73 eV above the valence band edge. The internal reference rule for 3d transition metal deep
levels is found to be valid for these 4Q transition metal levels: their energy is constant across the
InuGAs/lnP beterojunction. We conclude these levels to be the single acceptor states of Rh
substitutionally inca•pos•ted on cation sites.

INTRODUCTION

Transition metals (TMs) with energy levels near the middle of the band gap are of particular
impoitance for the fabrcation of semi-insulating (Li.) HI-V semiconductor layers needed for high
speed electronic and optoelectronic devices. Since nominally undoped lu-V semiconductors are
commonly &,type, highly resistive layers are most simply obtained by doping with deep acceptors
compensating the net shallow donors. In the case of ImP, generally Fe is used for this purpose.
However, Fe redistributes strongly at elevated temperatures during epitaxial growth or device
processing steps. Redistribution and accumulation at interfaces often leads to degradation of
device performance. Thus, there is a need for thermally more stable compensators. Because of
their larger ion radii the 4d and 5d transition metals are predicted to fulfil the thermal stability
demand and recently for Zr (4d) and Hf (5d) in InP a superior thermal stability compared to Fe
could indeedbedemonstrated 11.

While all 3d TMs introduce deep levels into the band-gap of lnP, close to nothing is known
about the electrical properties of the 4d and 5d TMs so far. On the one hand calculations carried
out by Makiuchi et al. [2] lead to the prediction of 44 and 5d TM deep acceptor and donor levels,
most of them siWated energetically slightly above the corresponding levels of the isovalent 3d
elements. On the other hand with deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS), optical absorption,
and electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy no TM-specific signals could be detected in n-
type laP doped by the Liquid Encapsulated Czochralski (LEC technique with the 4d ions Mo.
Ru, Rh, and Pd (3]. In contrast to the latter study we report here on DLTS measuremtnts on both
n-type and ptype Rh-doped materials. Our purpose was to scan the whole band gap of InP and
InGaAs to clearly detect possibly existing Rh-rlaed levels as majority cari emitting trps. We
find new Rb-reid leve for both InP and JnGaAs.
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CRYSTAL GROWTH AND DIODE FABRICATION

All investigated laP samples arc grown by Metal Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition
(MOCVD) at a raduced pressure of 20mbar using a substrate temperature of 6400 C. Doping with
Rh was achieved with a new metalorgani compound especially synthesized for this purpose. It is
cyclooctadienyl(cyclopentadienylrhodium. The InomGaO. 4As layers are grown by Liquid Phase
Epitaxy (LPE) using a conventional sliding boat technique. Growth from In-solution as carried out
at a temperature of 635MC. For Rh-doping 3N rhodium is added to the growth solution giving for
concentrations up to Meat Rh in the growth solution mirrorike epitaxial layers.

For samples to be investigated by DLTS a two-layer-sequence is grown on conductive InP:S
or InPZ7n substrates. In these samples the first (bottom) layer is of same conductivity type as the
substrate while the top one is of opposite type and highly doped (-1018cm-3). Thus, an one-sided
abrupt p/n-junction is formed. Two kinds of samples arc fabricated containing cither Rh-dopcd or
undoped bottom layers, the latter ones being needed as reference samples for the interpretaion of
DLTS spectra. p/n-junction mesa diodes are fabricated by photolithography and wet chemical

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

During MOCVD growth InP can be doped by Rh in concentrations as high as 5xl10 7cm-3, as
is determined by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). A typical profile is shown in fig.l.
For LPE grown InGaAs layers, however, the Rh-concentration is always below the SIMS
detection limit of about 5xl015cm-3 in this case. All Rh-doped epitaxial layers as well as reference
samples exhibit mirurolike surfaces. Compared to undoped reference samples the X-ray rocking
curves of Rh-doped layers are not broadened indicating perfect crystalline quality. By light
microscopy inspection (lateral resolution of about 2pm) we find no indication for the formation of

•-.1019,,,

IE p÷ InP:Zn/n-InP:Si+Rh/n÷ InP:S
U

"-" 1018

01017

C

U 1O3Rh
C

U 101O
0 1000 2000 3000 4000

Depth (nm)

Fig.l: SIMS depth profile of a Rh-doped p+lnP:Zn/n-InP.Si+Rh structure grown by MOCVD on
an n-type InP:S substrate.The detection limit is about IxI017 Rb/cm3 for this measurement.
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Fig.2: DLTS spectrum of Rh-dopcd n-type InGaAs for an cmission titne constant of %=62.5n).s.
In the inset the thermal emission signature of the Rhi level is comparcd to that of the Fe-acceptor
level in InGaAs.

Rh-implanted InP samples are annealed at temperatures up to 7500C for 20mmi Compared to
the original implantatiop-profie after annealing no Rh-diffusion towards the bulk is observed by
SIMS. Since Fe is known to diffuse under these annealing conditions [4] Rh is found to exhibit
superior thermal stability compared to Fe.

Comparative Hall effect measurements on Rh-dopcd and reference samples give free carrier
concentrations of about lxl016cm-3 not significantly influenced by doping with Rh for the highly
Rb-doped InP-layers. Thus, in InP most of the Rh seems to be electrically inactive. However,
Rh-telatbd deep levels are detected in smaller concentrations in both InP and InGaAs by DLTS,
which is many orders of magnitude more sensitive than Hall-effect measurements.

As seen in fig2 the DLTS spectra recorded from n-type Rh-doped InGaAs layers show a
majority carrier emission peak labelled Rhi. This level is not present in undoped reference
samples. In addition, from p-type Rh-doped InGaAs layers no hole emission signals are
observed. Thus, the peak Rhi is caused by an electron trap. The Arrhenius-plot of the thermal
electron emission rate is depicted in the inset of fig.2. The apparent activation energy is
Falthl(0.38:1:0.03)eV. This value is close to the activation energy of the Fe2+/Fc3+ acceptor
level. Although iron is known to be a major impurity in the Rh-source material used for the LPE
growth, it is obvious from the inset of fig.2 that the level RhI is different from the Fe2+/Fc3+
level we observed in Fe-doped InGaAs. Furthermore, unlike Fe2+/C-3+ this signal is not detected
in hole emission on p-type Rh-doped layers. Thus, the Rhi level seems to be directly related to
Rh. Taking alloy broadening effects into account its concentration is calculated to NtbIu=8xl013
cm-.

For InP a comparison of typical DLTS spectra obtained on various Rh-doped and reference
samples is depicted in fig.3. While n-type MOCVD grown Rh-doped layers do not contain any
electron traps in concentrations larger than lxlO13cm-3, in p-type material a quite intensive DLTS
peak labelled Rh-A is observed for all Rh-doped samples. Its peak intensity corresponds to a deep
level concentration of Sxl014cm- 3 for the MOCVD grown InP:Cd+Rh sample containing
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FIg.3: Comparison of DLTS spectra obtained on various n-type and p-typc Rh-doped InP
samples grown by MOCVD. The emission time constant is T=62.Sms.

lxlO17Rh/cm3 measured by SIMS. In addition, the Rh-A level is also observed in an InP:Zn
layer implanted with Rh ions. No hole traps having concentrations larger than lxlOU3cn-3 could
be detected on InP:Cd reference layers.

The Arrhe o-plots of the thermal hole emission rate from the Rh-A level measured on three
diffrent Rb-doped layers are plotted in fig.4. The thermal hole emission signature of Rh-A is
found to shift towards lower temperatures with increasing shallow acceptor concentration NA.
This behavior is typical for an electric feld induced enhancement of emission rates. Thus, the
electric fields present in the test zone of space charge layer during DLTS measurements is
calculated from Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) measurements taking into account the "-distance
(crossover-point of Frmi level with deep level position). The electric field effect results in a
dramatic reduction of the apparent activation energy with increased electric field ranging from
E&=0.73eV for a field of F=5xlz4VIcm to E&=0.55eV for F=l.6xlO5 VIcm. The energetic
position of the Rh-A level within the band-gap of InP corresponds to the zero-field activation
energy. In cosequence, this level is situated in a distance of at least 730meV above the valence
band edge

For all investigated laP samples the Rh-A level concentration does not cxcced 8x1O14cm-3 ,
which is much smaller than the Rh-concentration detected by SIMS (about 1017

=cm3). Neverthe-
less, this level is almost certainly Rh-related, since Rh-A is observed in MOCVD grown Rh-
doped samples as well as in Rh-implanted InP while it is absent in reference samples. In addition,
this level can not be caused by 3d TMs introduced as contaminations of the Rh-precursor used fbr
the MOCVD growth, since all hole traps formed by 3d TMs are known to have very different
thnmxal emission signatures as is obvious from fig.4. Puhermore, for the Rl-implanted sample
the presence of 3d TMs is very unlikely. However, a hole trap H5 known in literature [5]
exhibits a thrmal emission signature similar to Rh-A (see fig.4). Whether it is the same as Rh-A
observed in mor Rh-dopod InP is unclear yet.
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Fig.4: Thermal hole emission signatures measured on Rh-dopcd InP compared with those of holc
traps a•lrady known in the literature.

CONCLUSIONS

A correlation between the energy of isovalent transition metal levels within the semiconductor
and the binding energy of the free TM ion valence electrons has been postulated [3]. Thus, in a
semiconductor the level position should shift upwards going down in one column of the periodic
table of elemets from 3d to 4d and 5d. A similar trend can be deduced from calculaions carried
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Fzg.S: Sclrmatil band diagram ofa InGaAs/IAP heterostructure with the Rh-related levels Rhi
in•lnGaAs and Rh-A in InP dcpicted.
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out by Makiuchi et al. [2]. Co being isovelent to Rh introduces a deep acceptor level at
Ev•032eV in InP [6]. From this pmitien the • level of the Rh-teAated hole trap Rh-A in
InP is shifl• by 410meV towards the conduction band (fig.5). Thus, we tentatively relate the

I RIvA level to the atazp• state of imlsted Rh im:ot]porated substitutionally on a cation site, i.e.
Rh2+/Rh3+.

Fig.5 •aows schematically the band diagram of an InP/InGaAs beterostnguu• with the band

S• • from reference 7 and the e•-.• positiau of Rh-A in lnP as wcH as Rhl in
SInGaAa plett• The internal tefenge rule [8], which implies that the energetic position of a 3d
STM level is €ommmt •ross the intm'f•-.., is obviously valid for these 4{I TM-mlated levels. Thus,

we conclude for both semiconducturs these observed Rh-related levels to be the deep acceptor
i statez of Rh.

_ Atfmt•qlhtitseemstobeabnormalthattbeRhlevelsareholetrapsinInPandelectrontraps
; in lnGaAs. However, a similar behavior is already known in the fiteratum: the Fe deep acceptor
Slevel acts as a hole trap in GaAs [9] while in InP it is a recombination center, which can be
, observed by DLTS as an electron [10] or a hole [11] emitting level. Thus, for TM deep levels
• situated around the middle of the band-gap a change of the semiconductor host can indeed cause a
- dmge of tbe trap dmracur, too.
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METASTABLE DEFECTS AND STRETCHED EXPONENTIALS
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ABSTRACT

Metastability of defects in s uctors provides the basis for (l)An integrated picture of
defects that includes the DX center in crystalline M-v compounds, the daigling-bond defect in
amorphous Si and -efc VensatW effects in li-VI compounds. The unifying physical prop-
erty is the ability of many forp ams to have two nealy equal-energy sites, one with a shallow
elernic level and the oher with a deep level. (2)Elucidation of s - ' kineticsin
these materials, includin# the first demonstable microscopic modlel for them.~ This stretched-ex-
ponential model is a distribution of independent response times.

INTRODUCTION

Metastability in the Properties of defects in semiconductors has been observed with increasing
frequency in recent years, Its consequences include a number of puzzling effects and instructive
explanation. These have opened new understandings of the properties of a variety of defects and

electron-lattice interactions. The purposes of this paper we (1)to interrelate several such defects
in different semiconductors and thus help unify their underlying models, and (2)to use the spcal

iproperties of these defet to elucidate the stretched exponentials (SEs) that typify their
tm dependences. This latter has broad implications since there seem to be no other case in
which a microscopic explanation for a SE can be so well documented, although SEs are very
widely observed.

T'he central phycal properties of metastable defects are their now-established localizatm and
the associated "deep" electronic energy levels. In this context, "deep" implies that observationtemperaturu ae not too high. A major consequence of localization is strong coupling of the elec-
trons in defect states to the lattice, even in materials like most semiconductors which are not
strongly ionic. This in turn causes important lattice relaxation effects when defects change their
electronic state. These reconfigurations are in fact responsible for the observed metastabilities by
forming energy barriers to transitions between the ground and metastable states, although purely
electonic models had been proposed earlier. They also offer the only explanation for states with
negative effective electron correlation energies. Generally these transitions involve capture or re-
lease of a charge carrier, so the material properties are significantly different when the defects
change stat. One notable example of this is persistent photoconductivity in homogeneous mater-
als.

A key means of characterizing properties of such defects has been masrement and analysis
of the kinetics of transitions that may be induced eier optically or thermally, between ther ground
and metastable states. The commonly observed SEs are helping in the formulation of physical
models; as confidence in thes models has grown it has become possible to invert this reasoning to
infor the first microscopic explanation for some SEs themselves.

Two specific metastable defects in very different materials are treated here for these purposes:
the DX center in Ill-V compounds and the dangling-bond defect in hydrogenated amorphous sili-
con (a-Si:H). The recent status of research in the DX center can be found in the proceedings of the
International Symposiun on DX-Centres and other Metastable Defects in Semiconductors.1 A
somewhat comparable overview for a-Si:H appears in Amorphous Silicon Materials and Solar
CeLLs 2 In addition, the properties of these metastable defects awe closely connected to a major limi-
"tton in dopability of the wide-gap, II-VI compounds like ZnSe that has restricted their application
in devices. The DX center has been so well charterized that, following more than ten years of
confusion, there is now considerable agreement on interpretation of its properties, so it is useful as
a prototype for discussion of other metasble defects.
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THE DX CENTER IN III-V COMPOUNDS

A few selected porties from the larg limratumr on the DX center are summarzed here to
serve as the basi fr di following discussion. Its understanding began with the convincing inter-
preation of die tmpterature dependence of capture crows sections for carrers by Henry and Liang in
trms of mulhi-phonon emission proceses and the subsequet proposal by Lang and Logan of a
largeattice-rakxaton (LLA) modeL4 These widely accepted (although incomplete) descriptions
of the DX center have also formed the basis for a broader recognition of the role of LLA in semi-
conductor defects; now metastable behavior in defects is generally associated with LLR. An intro-
ductory discussion summ zing these relationships and the related configuration-coordinate dia-
grams has been given by Ba .s

The DX center is known to be associated with donor atoms a common example is Si on a Ga
site in GaAs, although the DX center does not appear unless GaAs is subjected to high pressures
or alloyed with AlAs to at leat 22%. A fundamental characteristic of the DX center consistent with
the LLR picture is that the threshold energy for optical excitation is much larger than the thermal
excitation energy. But perhaps the most dramatic metastable effect of the DX center is persistent
1 ty in whhha light-induced increase in conductivity at low temperatures can persist

for exceedingly long times in the dark. This is now known to be caused by an energy barrier sepa-
r the metastable and ground states due to large configuration changes. Measurements of thekinetics of decay of this condition at various tempeatures show that the barrier height is signifi-
candy ularer that the bindingS of an electro in the, .stat - *., the menerg that is inerred fro ,sy

H•ail measurmnte which is of course an equilibrium mesuemn This
illustrtes another general feature of LLR: the difference between results of equilibrium and rate

The time dependence of such decays in AIGaAs alloys has been found to be non-expnetal
in character, although it approaches simple exponential behavior as the composition approaches

either binary compound. GaAs or AIAs.6 This was a key observation in the identification of the
nature of the center because it showed that the local environment of the donor atom is critical, and
companion pressure data showed that the properties were not purely electronic. It was later shown
that the mysterious "non-exponential" behavior is in fact a SE.7 The form of a SE for the number
of defects N decaying from an initial value of No is

N(t) = No exp[ - ( t / TO )A] I

where 0 is the stretch parameter and is less than one. Obviously, as 0 approaches one, Eq. (1) ap-
proaches a simple exponential; it was also shown in Ref. 7 that P is proportional to temperature.
We interpret the above-mentioned alloy effects on the kinetics as reductions in the value of 0 from
one in the binary compounds as the 50-50 alloy is approached. These features will be discussed
below in a more general framework.

After years of uncertainty, the origin of the DX center is now quite well accepted to be the
displaced-atom model of Chadi and Chang.s There a Si donor atom, for example, is found to
have two possible sites with eadrly the same energy: the usual substitutional, four-fold-coordinated
site with sp9 wave functions and an altemative site displaced alang a (Q11) direction toward an in-
terstitial position. In the displaced site the donor is three-coordinated and the wave functions of the
bonds become primarily sp2 in character. For the substitutional site, the lowest-energy electronic
state is a normal shallow-donor state with a large orbit, whereas for the displaced site it is well 1o-



cahzd, eadng o adeep level. This localized character is responsible for the major role of lattice
remlaxatini tm e ,ergtis of the deep se and the rsulting e t . In GaAs the enrg• the displaced oft is about 0.2 eV above that of the substitutional state, but pussne or aslloyin1g
can reve: the order of enerlies Then the deep-level soft is the ground sow and there IS an en-
all harder of about 0.33 eV (depxding on conditions) dhot inhibits return of a trapped eloctrn to
die shallow state and there is also a barier to capture from a haud suta into die DX state. This
kner is die explanaio for persistet UVA%.

Caadi and Chang found that the deep state has a negative effeaive correlation energy, so two
elecrons mom change state each time (ther is contiuing disagrmmet ove this aspect of th
model). T1Kh . extended their calculations to dopnm in n-Vl compounds with informative re-
suits.9 In these materials .estability is reported less often (one case is in Z•oCdSeIO), but the cal-
culations show that for in Z.Se the ground state is the displaced-atom state with a deep
electronic level. The lack of metstbility observations is probably due simply to the fact that the
energy of the substitutional state is too high for ready access. This deep-level character of the ac-
ceptor state offers an explanation for the difficulty in achieving p-type conductivity in ZnSe with
most dopants, another t practical p This explanation promises to replace the older
"self-compensation" model for doping limitations in these materials; that model seems to be dis-
credited now for other reasons.

THE DANGLING-BOND DEFECT IN a-Si:H

hamstm

Again summarizing some properties, 2 it must be recognized that details are much less well
known in a-Si:H because of the amorphous structur and difficulties in making reproducible mate-
rials. Nevertheless, the density and local bonding are nearly the same in this material as in crys-
talline Si, and the dominant defect has been identified as the Si dangling bond (DB) by its EPR
signal. (Note that such a dangling Si bond does not occur in bulk Si.) Metastability is its other
clear property, and what is called the defect is a localized center in its metastable state; the center
cannot be detected when in its ground state. The defect can be "created" (i.e. the center can be
excited to its metastable state) by light or other excitation, and annealed thermally. In this case,
however, there is considerable evidence that "light-induced" transitions are caused by the recombi-
nation or capture of photoexcited carriers, rather than by direct photon absorption. One unusual
feature is that the threshold energy for optical excitation is about equal to the activation energy for
anneal.

.The kinetics for generation and anneal of this defect are now known to be SEs, with the form

N(t) = NS -(NS - No) exp[ -( t/AO )P ] (2)

where NS is the eventual steady-state value which is determined by the excitation rate and tempera-
ture.111 2 When Ns is less than No, this describes anneal, and vice versa for generation. Clearly
Eq. (1) is just a special case of Eq. (2) for NS = 0. For anneal, 0 is often proportional to tempera-
ture, 1 . although some contrary evidence exists. The kinetics of defect generation has been studied
extensively, with uncertainty still present in the temperature dependence of A. These studies have
shown that z is determined principally by the light intensity I and that T - 1-2, agreeing with the
prediction1 I that z - I-1*, since observed values of 0 are about 12. Notice that increased inten-
sity does not increase the range of values of N, as had been erroneously thought, but instead it
shomrs the time in which their generation occurs.
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Uncertainty over the origin of the DB in a-Si:H remains today; in fact there is still disagree-
ment over whether the origin of this defect is extrinsic or intrinsic to the material. We have de-
scribed some of the elements of this debate previously, 14 and have favored the extrinsic picture,
with foreign atoms one likely source of the centers that can form the DBs (structural imperections
such as small voids are other extrinsic possibilities). For this reason and because of the many
similarities in the properties of the DB in a-Si:H and the DX center, we proposed' 5 '16 a model for
the DB defect that is based on the Chadi and Chang model of the DX center. For undoped material
this model assumes the presence of some foreign atoms (there are large quantities of 0, C, and N
in all a-Si:H) that may have two possible sites, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 1. Note that,
although a foreign atom D is the source of the defect, the result is a dangling bond of the host Si.
The lower part of Fig. 1 shows a two-level configuration-coordinate diagram that we associate
with these states. Experiments indicate that the energy difference between the minima is AE - 0.2
eV, and the barrier for anneal out of the metastable state is E2 - I eV.

We believe that existing data on metastable defects in these various materials and their models
summarized here provide a unifying picture of these various phenomena.

W E2
7

CONFIGURATION COORDINATE

Figure 1. Proposed atomic model15,16 for the metastable defect in a-Si:H (above) and its con-
figuration-coordinate diagram (below).

STRETCHED EXPONENTIALS

Whether or not these physical models of the defects are correct, they do not by themselves
explain the stretched-exponential form for the kinetics nor the properties of the stretch parameter P.
Moreover, SE kinetics are observed in very many other material systems including dielectrics,
polymers, and glasses; there are essentially no accepted theories for these materials.17

Nevertheless, the available data cited here appear to offer the first microscopic explanation for SE
kinetics.
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In virtually all attempts to explain SEs in other materials, a central property that has been in-
voked is strong interactions among different contributing parts of a material. That is, the behavior
in any one part of a material is correlated with the behavior in other parts. A vital feature of the
metastable defects in semiconductors that distinguishes them from most of the other materials ex-
hibiting SEs is their independence from each other. This independence is assured by two facts: the
defects are typically dilute (-10 ppm) and localized (as evidenced by their large latice relaxations).
For example, the identifying EPR signal of the Si dangling bond in a-Si:H would be distorted by
interaction effects.

The crucial evidence that permits interpretation of the SE here comes from the detailed obser-
vations of what was then called "non-exponential" transients in kinetics of DX centers in AIGaAs
alloys.6 As mentioned above, the occurrence of simple exponentials in the binary compounds
3aAs and AlAs makes it clear that the SE results from minor variations of the local environments
of the DX centers caused by the presence of alloy atoms in their neighborhood. This has been
confirmed experimentally in a variety of ways. We now interpret these transients as being gener-
ally SEs, but with values of 03 that are controlled by the alloy composition because that determines
the probability of having one or more minority-constituent atoms near a DX center, thus altering its
local environment. All the centers with a single alloy atom nearby (actually second neighbors)
form one subset with the same properties, but those with two (or none) form another subset with
common properties that are different from the first, etc.

When the defects change their state, the transient response of each subset is characterized by a
simple exponential because it has a well-defined time constant T set by its physical parameters. The
observed SE behavior is the sum of these various contributions, each weighted by the number of
members of the set f(t). Analysis of SEs in terms of such sums in the continuous limit has
shown, as in Fig. 2, that wider distributions of f(C) produce lower values of 13.18 Thus the general

0.4 - ep e
A' -

0.3- 2/

0.2-
1/2

0.1

0 I
10"4 10"2 1 102

TIME CONSTANT T (Units of to )

Figure 2. Probability distribution of time constants 'c forming a stretched exponential whose

effective time constant is To.



picture of SEa in these materials is that they are caused by a distribution in the values of physical
p . that determine the urn constants of response to changes

iscture of a SE as a weighted sumn of independent contributors has been widely known as
a possibiity, although in most other materials it has been rejeced because they are believed to be
"strongly inteact. But ther is sug cvidence for the of these localized defects in
semiconductors, and for this intespretation of SEs for the DX center in AlGaAs. For these reasons
we proposed this interpretation also for the SEs in a-Si:H and found that the temperature depen-
dence of P and the observed distribution of activation energies for anneal could be inferred natu-
rally from this interpretation .19
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ABSTRACT

A comparative study of the effects of hydrogen in n-type (unintentionally and Si-doped) as
well as p-type (Mg-doped) MBE-grown GaN is presented. Hydrogenation above 500C reduces
the hole concentration at room temperature in the p-type material by one order of magnitude.
Three different microscopic effects of hydrogen are suggested: Passivation of deep defects and of
Mg-acceptors due to formation of hydrogen-related complexes and the introduction of a hydrogen-
related donor state 100 meV below the conduction band edge.

INTRODUCTION

The effects of hydrogen on the electronic and vibrational properties of various semiconductors
have been studied extensively [I]. In elemental semiconductors, one observes, e.g., the passivation
of deep defects (dangling bonds) in amorphous silicon, resulting in a decrease of the subgap ab-
sorption, or the passivation of dopant atoms such as boron or phosphorous, resulting in a decrease
of the carrier concentration. In recent years, these studies have been extended to compound semi-
conductors, but have been mostly restricted to the GaAs/AlAs system and InP. With respect to
the possible effects of hydrogen wide-bandgap 111-V and II-VI semiconductors like GaN and ZnSe
have only recently received attention. This interest has been triggered by an intriguing difficulty
to achieve p-type doping in films grown with one particular growth technique. In both the TI-VI
and III-V systems it is found that metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) is unable
to produce p-type material, while molecular-beam epitaxy appears to easily grow p-type samples.
This behaviour has been linked to the presence of hydrogen in the gas phase during MOCVD
growth, which might lead to the formation of acceptor-hydrogen complexes. Indeed, in the case
of N-doped p-type ZnSe, the observation of N-H local vibrational modes in MOCVD material
strongly supports this assumption [2].

In this contribution, we report on continuing studies of the effects of hydrogen in both n-
type (unintentionally doped, sometimes called autodoped, and Si-doped) and p-type (Mg-doped)
GaN. In p-type samples grown by MOCVD, acceptor dopants have to be activated by either a
low-energy electron beam irradiation or by a thermal annealing step [31. Again, the formation
of accceptor-hydrogen complexes under the abundant presence of hydrogen has been suggested
as the origin for the necessity of a post-growth process. We therefore use MBE-grown GaN and
deliberately introduce hydrogen by remote-plasma hydrogenation to study the effects of hydrogen
in this III-V compound.

SAMPLE GROWTH AND ANALYTICAL PROCEEDURES

Wurtzite GaN epilayers were grown on (0001) sapphire substrates by ECR-assisted MBE [4].
Gallium and the dopant elements (Mg and, for intentional n-type doping, Si) were evaporated
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from conventional Knudsen cells, while nitrogen radicals were produced by passing molecular
nitrogen through an ECR source at a pressure of 10-4 Tort. A microwave power of 35 W or
higher was used for the growth of semi-insulating GaN films. Prior to the growth of the GaN
epilayer, the substrates were exposed to the N-plasma for 30 min to form an AIN layer. A
further GaN buffer layer was then grown at 5W00C followed by the high-temperature growth of
the actual film at 800*C at a growth rate of 200-250 nm/hr. Hydrogenation was performed with
a remote microwave plasma operating at 2 Torn. This technique excludes effects due to charged
particle bombardment of the sample or its illumination from the plasma. A high temperature
sample holder allowed hydrogenation at temperatures up to 6750C. The films were electrically
characterized in a standard Hall-effect apparatus, with the samples abrasively etched into a clover-
leaf shape. For ohmic contacts Au was deposited on p-type GaN and Al on n-type material. Depth
profiles were determined from secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), with a Cs+ primary
ion beam for the detection of hydrogen/deuterium and Si and an 0- primary beam for Mg.
Calibration of the SIMS data was achieved with Mg and deuterium-implanted GaN reference
samples. To increase the sensitivity, the GaN samples for SIMS were treated with a plasma
containing deuterium instead of hydrogen. The photoluminescence measurements were performed
with a pulsed N2 laser as the excitation source (3.678 eV).

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the carrier concentration at room temperature for three differently doped sam-
ples subjected to isochronal (lhr) hydrogenation. The n-type samples are completely uneffected
by the hydrogenation, however the p-type sample shows a significant decrease in the hole concen-
tration after hydrogenation at T> 500{C. The mobility in all three cases remained unchanged
after hydrogenation at typically 50 cm 2/Vs (autodoped), 10 cm 2/Vs (Si-doped) and 0.3 cm 2/Vs
(Mg-doped). A control experiment on the p-type sample is included in Fig. 1, where the mi-
crowave plasma was switched off during the post-growth treatment demonstrating that exposure
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to molecular hydrogen at temperatures up to 600°C does not affect the hole concentration.
Secondary-ion mass spectrosopy is used to verify the introduction of hydrogen into the mate-

rial. In addition, together with the carrier concentrations determined in Fig. 1 the measurement of

the dopant concentrations allows the determination of the doping efficiencies in Si- and Mg-doped
Gal. Figure 2 shows the H- and Mg-depth profiled for p-type GaN. An average Mg-concentration
of 10ecmr- is found, which indicates a very high doping efficieny of about 10%. The average
hydrogen concentration is about the same as the Mg-concentration. The slight decrease in H-
concentration up to a depth of 0.7pm could be due to a diffusion process. The steep decrease in
the concentration, however, coincides with the doping inhomogeneity visible in the Mg-profile at

0.9jm. The high Mg-concentration at the substrate interface might be due to outdiffusion of Mg
from doped GaN layers deposited on the substrate holder during previous depositions.

A similar comparison of the dopant and deuterium depth profiles is given for Si-doped n-type
GaN in Fig. 3. The average Si-concentration is about 4 x 10cm-3, the doping efficiency of

several percent is therefore slightly lower than in the p-type material. Two hydrogen profiles
are included in Fig. 3. It becomes obvious that after hydrogenation at 60(WC, the hydrogen
concentration levels at 2 x 102°cm-3, independent of the local Si concentration, which is found
to vary throughout the sample.

The hydrogen concentration, after the same passivation step, incorporated in the unintention-
ally (autodoped) material is about one order of magnitude lower than in Si-doped material (Fig.

4), and has a constant concentration profile. Comparing the hydrogen concentrations in the three
differently doped samples we find that the hydrogen incorporation is not ast limited by factors
like solubility, but does indeed depend on the type and concentration of the dopant present.

Further information on the effects of hydrogen in GaN were obtained from photolumines-
cence (PL). In Fig. 5, a comparison is shown between the photoluminescence of Mg-doped and
autodoped samples, both before and after hydrogenation at 600*C. The two dominant PL-lines in
the as-grown samples are the exciton line at 3.44 eV and the Mg-acceptor related line at 3.25 eV,
with its two phonon replicas. After hydrogenation, these lines are still observed in the respective

samples, but a quantitative comparison of signal heights is difficult. In the autodoped sample,
the hydrogenation led to a complete quenching of the defect related line at 2.3 eV [5]. In addition
to these known PL lines, a new PL line at 3.35 eV appears after hydrogenation in both samples,
which has not been previously reported in GaN.
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DISCUSSION

A similar hydrogen-related study on p-type GaN has already been performed by Nakamura
and coworkers [6]. However, ther are various sigaificant differences to the results reported here.
Nakamura used MOCVD grown samples, which were LEEBI-treated to obtain p-type conductiv-
ity. In our case, the MBE gown films are p-type without any need for a post-growth treatment.
Nakamura used an NH3 ambient for hydrogenation and had to rely on the thermal decomposition
of the molecules on the surface of the film to obtain atomic hydrogen. Our experiments, in which
the atomic hydrogen is produced in a remote plasma, therefore show that the hydrogenation tem-
perature of 50OGC is indeed typical for the material, and not just for the NH3 cracking process.
Details of the photolumineseence results also differ. Nakamura et &I. saw an increase in a possibly
defect-related PL band centerd at 1.65 eV after their ammoniation treatment. No indication for
such a PL line is visible in our spectra. The remote hydrogen plasma used in our hydrogenation
technique therefore does not lead to defect formation detectable in PL. In fact, the quenching of
the defect-related line at 2.3 eV for the n-type sample (Fig. 5) shows that hydrogen can passivate
this deep defect state, most probably by a complex formation proces. We can conclude that
in the experiments presented hee, no compensation due to deep defect formation takes place.
The observed changes in the hole concentration therefore appear to arise from compensation by
shallow donor states created by the incorporation of hydrogen, or by a Mg-H complex formation.

A donor-ike state related to the introduction of hydrogen would indeed be consistent with
both the Hall data and the photoluminescence experiments. Under this assumption, the position
of the new PL line 100 meV below bandgap would indicate the energy level of this new donor
state. One has then to rationalize that the introduction of hydrogen into the n-type samples does
not change the effective electron concentration, as visible in Fig. 1. The SIMS data reveal about
10 5cm- 3 and lOcu0M-3 hydrogen in the autodoped and in the Si-doped samples, respectively,
after hydrogenation, thereby giving an upper limit for the additional donor concentration in these
samples. Only 1/100 of these would be thermally activated at room temperature, leading to an
added electron concentration "' below the Hall concentrations measured for these samples which
would be difficult to detect.

The presence of Mg-H complexes, which would passivate the acceptors in contrast to compen-
sation as discussed above, would be shown by the observation of a local vibrational mode of such
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a complex, as has been achieved for the N-H-complex in ZnSe. Preliminary Raman and infrared
studies on the samples studied here indeed show such modes in the vicinity of 2200cmn- when
Mg concentrations above 10Ocm-" are present in the samples [7. No indication for Si-H, C-H
and N-H vibrational modes has been found, however. Details of these results will be subject to
a future publication.

The observation of both the new PL line in n- and p-type samples and of the LVM of Mg-H
complexes in p-type material suggests that hydrogen can have various effects on the properties of
GaN. Indeed, In the p-type sample one has to conclude from vibrational spectroscopy and the PL
measurements that both effects, the compensation and the passivation, are present, although from
the relative intensities of the PL line at 3.35 eV in the p-type and autodoped samples one might
expect that the hydrogen-donor state concentration is small in the p-type material. However, the
chemistry of hydrogen in GaN is dearly a challenging subject [81, which will require considerably
more experimental mad theoretical work.

SUMMARY

We have presented a comparative study of the elects of hydrogen in n- and p-type MBE-grown
GaN. We find that the hole concentration in Mg-doped samples can be signilicantly reduced by
hydrogenation above 5001C. The electron concentration in autodoped and Si-doped material is
unaffected by hydrogenation. The observation of a new photoluminescence line at 3.35 eV in both
n- and p-type sanmples suggests that hydrogen has a donor-like state in GaN. The defect-related
PL line at 2.3 eV can be effectively quenched by hydrogenation, which indicates defect-hydrogen
complex formation. As a third effect of hydrogen in GaN, Mg-H complexes are observed in
vibrational spectroscopy.
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ABSTRAh

We have observed two local vibrational modes related to H bonded to N acceptors in ZnSe
samples grown by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy. The modes have been seen in both infrared
and Raman spectroscopy. The new mode seen at 3194 cm-1 is assigned to an N-H stretching
vibrational mode and the modxe found at 783 cm-1 is tentatively assigned to an N-H wagging
vibrational mode. Polarized Raman spectroscopy was used to determine that the symmetry of the
defect complex is C3v, which implies that the H atom is in either a bonding or anti-bonding
position.

D E91RQDUCTQIN

The attempt to develop blue lasers has led to a vigorous effort to achieve high doping levels
in thin films of ZnSe, which has a bandgap of 2.73 eV. While it is relatively simple to dope ZnSe
n-type, it has proven to be extremely difficult to achieve high levels of p-type doping. The
difficulty in doping ZnSe both heavily n-type and p-type is actually a problem encountered when
working with all wide-band gap semiconductors. An additional example is ZnTe, which can only
be doped p-type. The origin of this behavior is not agreed upon, but several explanations have
been suggested. 1-3 In the case of ZnSe, the difficulties doping samples p-type have been partially
overcome using N as the impurity. N sits on the Se site where it acts as an acceptor. Recently, net
acceptor concentrations as high as 10l1 cn-3 have been achieved using molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE). 4 It would be preferable, though, to grow such layers using metal organic vapor phase
epitaxy (MOVPE), which is a much less expensive technique. Unfortunately, attempts to grow
heavily doped p-type layers by MOVPE have proven unsuccessful. One possible explanation for
this lack of success is that the N acceptors are passivated by H present during the growth process.
The possible sources of H in the growth process include 1) the use of NH3 as the source of N, 2)
the use of H2 as a carrier gas and 3) the decomposition products of the Zn and Se precursor
molecules. In this paper we present spectroscopic evidence that H is bonding to the N impurities,
implying that it is extremely likely that the proposed jassivation is actually taking place.

*present address Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada VSAIS6
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DAR•IIEWTAL DL~rAKAq

The ZaSe layers used for this study were grown by p•oto-assisted MOVPE on (100)
semni-inulatin GaAs substrates using a Hg lamp with an illumination innmsity of 50 mWcm 2 an
Dimethyl-Zinc and Dimethyl-Selenium as the precursors. The growth temperature was 350 0C ad
the layers were 2.5-3 pum thick. The layers containing nitrogen were delta doped with NH3 using
flow modulation epitaxy. 5 (Our samples are not those referred to in reference 5). Photo-assisted
MOVPE is used becanse the illumination renates free cariers near the growth surface which aid
in die cracking of Dimethyl-Zinc and Dimethyl-Seleniurn, 7 .This allows the growth to take place at
a lower temperatue thereby increasing the sticking coefficient of the N. Even though Secondary
Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) measurements revealed N concentrations above 3x10 18 cm-3,
capacitance-voltag measurements showed the net active acceptor concentrations to be less than
1015 cm-3.

Infrared absorption spectra were obtained usirg a Digilab 80-E Fourier transform
spectrometer. Spectra were taken at 9 K with a resolution of 0.5 cm- 1 and at 300 K with a
resolution of 1 cur 1. A Ge:Cu photoconductor was used as the detector. ZnSe epilayers grown
without nitrogen doping were used as reference samples.

Room temperature Raman scattering measurements were performed in a
pseudobackscattering geometry. The focused beam from an argon-ion laser (514.5 nm) was
incident on the sample at 65 to the normal. The laser power was 120 mW and the spot diameter
was 10 Jtm. The backscattered light was analyzed with a single grating monochromator and
detected using a microchannel plate photomultiplier. A holographic notch filter was used to
suppress elastically scattered light. Polarized spectra were corrected for differences in grating
efficiency by calibration with a white light source. The spectral resolution was 2 cr 1-. The
polarization geomeuy is defined with respect to the sample surface ([100]): the x, y, and z axes are
parallel to the [100 [0101, and [0011, respectively, while the y' and z! axes are parallel to [011]
and [0111, respectively.

M RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first discuss our infrared absorption results, shown in Figure 1. Peaks are seen at 3194
cm-1 and 783 cm-1 at 91L Both of these peaks are assigned to vibrational modes of a N-H
complex, as we now discuss. We assign the peak at 3194 cm-1 to the N-H stretching vibrational
mode based on the following arguments. First, we reiterate that the reference samples for these
studies waen undoped ZnSe layers. We also took absorption spectra of the undoped layer using the
substrate as a reference and did not see either peak. Second, we confirmed that our samples have a
high concentration of N using Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS), which revealed nitrogen
and hydrogen concentrations above 3x10 1 cm-3. Considering the typical strength of infrared
absorption by local vibrational modes, it is unlikely that an LVM could be observed in a 2-3 pn
thick layer unless the associated impurities were present in concentrations of at least 1018 cur 3.
The SIMS results also demonstrated that the concentration of the N impurities was correlated with
that of the H. Third, the frequency is reasonable for a N-H bond. The frequency of the N-H
vibration in the amnmonium molecule is 3444 cm-I,8 which is roughly 8% higher than the mode
we observe. It is known empirically that many X-H (where X represents an impurity) LVM
frequencies are several percent lower in the lattice than in a free molecules This is quite reasonable
since some of the electron density of the impurity-hydrogen bond is probably present in a weak
bond between the impurity and the nearest neighbor host lattice atom. The N-H LVM frequency
was observed to be 2886 cm-1 in GaPIo and a line at 3079 cmrn in GaAs has been tentatively
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identified as being due to a N-H
bond. 10 Finally, only N-H, C-H, OM
and O-H bouds have been found
to have LVMs in this frequency Tom

range in seniconductors.8 Since
the sample was not intentionally OM
doped with 0 or C, it is
uiyreb sh they are present in
concentrations approaching 1018
cm.3. 0.01

Polarized Raman
spectroscopy was used to probe
the symmetry of the defecL As 0.00
seen in F•qrm 2, the N-H stretch
vibration is most intense in the
X(Z"Z')X and X(ZZ)X m7 73 0 8200 3130 313o 32o 3M

geometries, is weaker in the wwve nmftm (cm-+
X(ZY)X geometry, and is not
observed in the X(Z'Y')X
geometry.11  Although the Fig. 1. Infrared absorption spectra of ZnSe:N showing

pthe two N-H local vibrational mode peaks. T = 9.
xY) peak is small, it is
reproducible and is observed in
both samples where the peak is
seen in infrared absorption. 3WCo
Selection rules for Raman
scattering at tetrahedral, trigonal, X(ZZ)7X
orthorhombic, and monclinic
centme may be obtained in a
straightforward manner. 12 The
results shown in Figure 2 are only
consistent with a defect of C3v X=A
symmetry, which is the symmetry
commonly observed for other H-
passivated donor and acceptor 26000
impurities which have been C
studied.1 3 All other modes of a
trigonal center, and modes of
lower point group symmetry,
predict a finite scattering intensity
in the X(ZY')X geometry. 24o

The two most probable
models for the passivated complex
am illustrated in Figure 3. The 3150 3200 3260
correct model must have C3v
symmetry and have the H atom Raman Shift (cm
bonded to the N acceptor.
Drawing an analogy with C Fig. 2. Polarized Raman measurements of the 3194 cm-1
pasivation in GaAs,14,15 the H local vibrational mode. T = 300KL The polarization
atom could be bonded to the N geometry is defined with respect to the sample surface
atom in a bonding direction, with ([100]). Spectra are offset vertically for clarity.
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the bond to the nearest neighbor
Zn atom being very weak.
Theother possibility is that the H
atom is bonded to the N atom in
an anti-bonding direction, butH
this geometry has not previously
been observed for acceptor
passivation.

We tentatively assign the
peak at 783 cm"I to the wag
mode of the N-H complex. The
relative strengths of the 783 cm-I
and 394 cm-' peakawethesae (a) (b)
in both samples we observed,
suggesting they are related to the
same defect. As seen in Figure 4, Fig. 3. Possible models for H-passivation of the N
in polarized Raman scattering h acceptor with a) the H atom in a bonding site and b) the

783 cm- 1 peak is observed for H atom in an anti-bonding site.

the four scattering geometries
described above, which is
consistent with the E symmetry
expected for a wag mode. The
frequency of this peak is too high sooo.o0-
to be identified with a stretching xzzx
or wagging vibration of the Zn-N
or Se-N bonds.

We finally discuss one
additional possibility for the . 4000.00- .• . w,
identification of the two LVM
peaks we observe. Our samples
were initially characterized by
photoluminescence spectroscopy
carried out at 7K. The spectra 3000.00
were dominated by donor-
acceptor pair transitions and did C
not show any excitonic _ ••
transitions. The donor-acceptor
pair transitions were seen to 2000.00-
occur at longer wavelengths than
in samples grown under similar
conditions with N concentrations
of approximately lxl018 cm-3. It 700.00 800.00 900.00
has been suggested that this Raman Shift (cm-1)
difference in emission
wavelength could be due to the
presence of nitrogen related
compensating defect complexes, Fig. 4. Polarized Raman measurements of the 783 cm-1
such as a VSe-Zn-Ns local vibrational mode. T = 300K. The polarization
complex.16 Since these geometry is defined with respect to the sample surface
complexes have not been ([100D. Spectra are offset vertically for clarity.
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positively identified, we cannot 01completely exclude the

possibility that we are observing
LVMs of H bonded to a N atom
which is part of such a defecL t.0c
However, given the high
symmetry of the defect we
observe and the narrowness of 0.06
the LVM peaks (which become
even narrower upon annealing of
the samples), the most 0.04o4

reasonable explanation for our
data is that we are observing
LVMs of H bonded to an 0.02

uncomplexed substitutional N
impurity. _________

In order to determine 0.007 7 07 8 0 B o o

whether or not the N-H bond Wave numbers (cn-1
could be broken by annealing,
the samples were capped with
SiO2 and heated to 650 and 750 Fig. 5. Infrared absorption spectra of the N-H stretch
*C. Figure 5 shows infrared mode in a) an unannealed sample b) a sample
absorption spectra of the wag annealed at 650 *C c) a sample annealed at 750 OC.
mode for unannealed and
annealed samples. While the
LVM peak does narrow, the area of the peak does not change, implying that there is no change in
the concentration of the N-H centers The narrowing of the peaks is likely to be due to a relaxation
of strain present in the epilayer. A similar result is seen for the high frequency stretch mode.

The positions and FWHM of the observed peaks at 9K and 300K are listed in Table I. We
note the unusual feature that the frequency of the 783 cm-1 peak increases with increasing
temperature. This behavior is not presently understood.

Table L Temperature dependence of frequency and FWHM of N-H LVM peaks

N-H Wag Mode (Q) N-H Stretch Mode

Temperature Peak Position FWHM Peak Position FWHM(IQ (cart) (Cm-1i) (0m-0) (Cm-1)

9 783.0 3.8 3193.6 1.5
300 789.3 9.0 3192.7 3.0

M M~NCLUSIQO1
In conclusion, using infrared absorption and polarized Raman scattering, we have

discoverd two new local vibrational modes in ZnSe:NH. The higher frequency peak at 3194 cnrr
is assigned to the stretch mode of a N-H bond, while the lower frequency peak at 783 cm-1 is
tentatively assigned to the N-H wag mode. The Raman polarization scattering results are only
consistent with a C3v symmetry for the defect, which implies that the H atom is either in a bonding
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or an anti-bonding position. This study confirms that H forms a complex with N acceptors in
ZnSe, implying that the presence of H during the growth process of MOVPE ZnSe plays a role in
the problems encountered in achieving high p-type doping levels in this materiaL
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CHARACTERIZATION OF DEFECTS IN N-TYPE 6H-SiC SINGLE
CRYSTALS BY OPTICAL ADMITTANCE SPECTROSCOPY

A.O. EVWARAYE*, S.R. SMIT**, and W.C. MITCHEL
Wright Laboratory, Materials Directorate, WL/MLPO, Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Ohio 45433-7707.

ABSTRACT

Optical admittance spectroscopy is a technique for measuring the
conductance and capacitance of a junction under illumination as a
function of the wavelength of the light and the frequency of the
measuring AC signal. For the first time, this technique is applied to
characterize deep defect levels in 6H-SiC:N. Nitrogen is a donor atom in
6H-SiC which substitutes for carbon in three inequivalent sites (h, k1, k2).
giving rise to n-type conduction. Deep defect levels attributible to
transition metal impurities have been identified in 6H-SiC:N by optical
admittance spectroscopy.

INTRODUCTION

The unique physical and electronic properties of silicon carbide
make it an ideal choice for high-power, and high-operating temperature
devices, and devices that are radiation resistant. The frequency of device
operation depends on the minority carrier lifetime, which, in turn, is
controlled by deep traps that act as recombination centers. Furthermore,
the development of semi-insulating materials requires the introduction
of a trap near mid gap in sufficient quantities to restrict the minority
carrier lifetime to very small values.

Nitrogen is introduced into the growth ambient when it is de-
adsorbed from the graphite components of the growth chamber. It is
consequently incorporated into the SiC lattice at a hexagonal site(h) and
two cubic sites(kl,k2) and gives rise to n-type conduction. Nitrogen
donors have been studied by electron paramagnetic resonance(EPR)[1-51,
photoluminescence(PL)16-81, Hall effect and infrared(IR) absorption[91,
and Admittance Spectroscopy[10].

In order to electrically characterize traps that lie near mid gap in
wide band gap semiconductors(e.g., 6H-SiC) by thermal techniques such
as Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy(DLTS), or Admittance Spectroscopy,
it is necessary to raise the temperature of the specimen to high
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temperatures. This requires a hot stage and great care in the choice and
application of the metallization. A method that has the sensitivity of the
capacitance techniques, but that does not require the use o'& high
temperatures would be useful. Therefore, we have studied the deep
levels in n-type(N-doped) 6H-SiC by using Optical Admittance
spectroscopy of Schottky diodes.

DISCUSSION

Admittance spectroscopy was first introduced by Losee to study
deep traps in compound semiconductors[l ]. The details of the technique
have been worked out by him and others[12,13]. The optical variation of
this technique was introduced by Vincent, et al.[121, and further
developed by Duenas, et al.[141. Figure I is a schematic of the Optical
Admittance Spectroscopy experiment.

Whereas thermal 0M.412C

admittance spectroscopy detects
the effect of thermal emission of
carriers from deep centers on the
conductance of a diode, optical
admittance spectroscopy detects
the effect of carriers that have
been optically excited from trap
level(s) to the conduction band. ,,.
Figure 2 shows a schematic
representation of a Schottky
diode on n-type material
containing one deep level. When
the trap level crosses the Fermi
level the additional charges that
are generated(a thermal process) 1 E

cause a change in the ----------
c o n d u c t a n c e a n d c a p a c i t a n c e o f - - - -I - - - - -_ _ _E T

the diode. During an optical
experiment the temperature is
held below the point where the E

trap level crosses the Fermi level.

Figure 2. Schematic of a band diagram for
a Schottky barrier on n-type material
containing one deep trap.
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Traps introduce into the measurement, a conductance GT, given
by[12]

~!
GT = oJ ,,w 2 "v- NAe

and the measured capacitance in the presence of traps is given by

I
e'W T n,2 '••qf•N+ 4

=e + y. = +
C=Co +c,: 1+,"- -W,

where en is the emission rate, n is the number of free carriers in the bulk,
NT is the number of deep traps, N+ is the number of ionized deep centers,
w is the measurement frequency, e is the bulk dielectric coefficient, A is
the area of the diode, and q is the electronic charge.

Clearly, when N+ is changed by the process of illumination, both C
and GT change, and in the same manner. Hence, the photo-capacitance
and the photo-conductance curves have the same shape.

Monochromatic light is focused on the diode and the wavelength of
the light is scanned by the use of a monochromater. Thus, when light of
the proper energy is incident on the diode, a carrier may be excited from
the trap level to the conduction band by the absorption of the photon.
The presence of these extra carriers in the conduction band produces a
change in the conductance of the diode which can be detected using a
capacitance/conductance meter, hence, we see peaks in the conductance
corresponding to the energy of the absorbed photons. When the
wavelength (energy) of the light is not of the proper value to excite
carriers, the conductance is lower.

Schottky diodes were fabricated on n-type SiC that was first
oxidized and etched to yield a clean, ordered, surface. Actual
metallization consisted of sputtering Ni onto n-type material and
annealing at 900 C for five minutes in forming gas to produce ohmic
contacts. Schottky diodes were fabricated by evaporating Al dots 600tm
in diameter onto the other side of the wafer. The diodes that were
formed by this process were evaluated by examining the C-2 vs V
behavior. The capacitance and conductance were measured using an
HP4270A Multifrequency LCR Meter, operated in the high resolution
mode. The measurements reported here were all made at a frequency of
100 kHz.
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RESULTS a -

Five peaks were seen in the L
spectrum obtained from the SiC
specimens, as shown in figure 3.
The energies of the transitions a d
indicated by the peaks are shown
in the figure. Consideration of
the transition energies rules out
the possibility that any of these
peaks are related to nitrogen in ... se. I... ,.. goe s
any other manner than a WAVBiWINO

complex of some sort. The band- FIgr 3. Optical Admitance spectrum
to-band transition for 6H-SiC is for a specimen having ND-NA 6.4 X

clearly seen along with three 1015cm-3"

peaks that are attributable to
deep levels in SiC arising from
transition metal impurities. A IA
fifth peak is visible in the
spectrum and has been identified ."
as a transition metal impurity 1

using DLTS, and IR Ia. .
absorption(figure 4); these
results are reported 2

elsewhere.[10] Figure 5 shows a ,.I •
spectrum from a specimen
having a different nitrogen
concentration and no transition __,_;_................

metal IR signature. Two of the ', W1, ,l ,,, ,,,,
levels are clearly seen, while the
level at 1310 nm is seen as a FIgurs 4. IR Absorption spectrum of
shoulder to the middle peak. transition metal. V. in 6H-SiC.

SpeDWL2I

S• ___- . - . . .. .: .

Figure 5. Optical Admittance spectrum
for a specimen having ND-NA 1.7 X

101 7
cm- 3

.
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We have shown that optical admittance spectroscopy is a valuable
tool for the characterization of wide band gap semiconductors, specifically
nitrogen doped 6H-SiC. We have determined both the band-to-band
transition in this material, and the energies of the three transition metal
impurity levels.
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PART VI

Defects in Low Temperature
Grown Semiconductors



DEFICTS IN LOW-TEMPlRATURE-GROWN MBE GaAs

DAVID C. LOOK
University Raeach Center, Wright State University, Dayton, OH 45435

ABSTRACT

Defect concentratioms in maolear beam epitaxial (MBE) GaAs range from 1012 to
1020 cm-5 a the growth temperature is lowered from 6OM to 200 oC; however, very high
quality layer. can be grown over this whole range The dominant defect
antisite, but there is also good evidence for As interstitials Mad vacancies. The
pruar form of the As antisite enter in low-tempersture (LT) MBE GaAs is not

at this time, but it is definitely not EL2, because both the thermal activation
e-verp and the electron capture cross section difr significantly. However, other
features such as the EPR spectrum and metatable-4o-4ormal recovery kinetics are
iidentcna to those of EL2. The doo (As antisite) to acceptor ratio seems to hold at
about one order of magnitude as owth temperature is varied from 200 - 400 oC; thus,
theFermi level stays near mid-gap over this whole range. However, hopping
conductionamong the As antisite centers is stron" for samples grown between 200 and
300 oC and keeps the material from being semi-insulating, while for those grown
between 350 - 480 oC, the res itivity is greater than 107 n cm. The annealing dynamics
are particularly interesting and include such features as the mobility going through a
sharp maximum at an annealing temperature of 40C oC for a layer grown at 200 oC.
The donor and acceptor concentrations can be determined both by Hall effect and
absorption measurements as the layer is annealed up to 600 oC. Above 550 oC, lare
precpitates are formed. The relative roles of the precipitates and point defects in
influendng compensation, lifetime, and device characteristics are a source of much
controversy and will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In the early days of molecular beam epitaxial (MBE) growth of GaAs, emphasis
was placed on devel pure, defect-ree material. Although it is likely that many
workers explored the limits of their machines, particularl in substrate growth
temperature Tg, and As/Ga beam-equivalent pressure (BEP), most of the published
work dealt with Tg in the region ,580 d oC, which produced the best material [1].
However, in 1978,-Murotsai et al [21 iemonstrated that growth at 400 oC produced a
highly resistive layer which was us. v • buffer for a GaAs metal-semiconductor
field-effect transistor (MESFET). Even ruth that impetus for further low-temperature
(LT) growth studies, only a few investigations were reported in the next few years [3-5],
and they mainly dealt with the increase in deep centers and decrease in doming
activation as T was lowered. Then, in 1988, Smith, Calawa, and colleagues [6] showe
that a MESFET buffer layer grown at 200 oC, and annealed at 600 oC, had a
remarkable ability to eliminate cross-talk between closely spaced devices, an important
quality for successful integrated circuit (IC) production. This work spurred strong
activity in the LT-MBE GaAs (henceforth simply called LT GaAs) area, and to date,
400 - 500 papers have been published 7T,81. The reasons for the effects discovered by
Smith and Calawa, as well as for other u efuects such as a very short recombination
time, involve extremely high concentrations of point defects, in some cases more that
1030 -s. Furthermore, alter anneal, large As precipitates are formed [91, and many
workers believe that the precipitates can also affect electrical, optical, and device
properties 1101.
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In this review, we will mainly concentrate on the point dects and how they move
and annihilate at high temperatures. We will consider the electrical, optical, and
magnetic-resonance proete and show how these properties change during annealing.
The effects on devices wl be discussed.

NON-STOICHIOMETRIC GROWTH

The samples first discussed by Smith, Calawa and co-workers 164 were grown at
200 oC, and this has been the most popular growth temperature for GaAs samples
since then. Such samples have a high excess of As, much of it in intmestial or

tterstitial positions 111], which tends. to expand the lattice, as shown in N. 1.
ther workers have suggested even higher percnmMes of excess As at a given

temperature, but it must be remembered that such low growth temperatures are difflcult
to measure by the usual non-contacting temperature sensors, so that values s by
various laboratories may differ by as much as several tens of derees. As might be
expected, another important factor in determining the As content is the As4/G& BEP.

Besides filling interstitial positions, the excess As can also So on Gasites, forming
As antisites (Ass-), or it can be accommodated by Ga vacanies (V 5 ). However,
beyond a critical growth thickness the lattice can evidently not continue to absorb the
excess As as point defects, and re "pamidal" defects are formed 112]. For a BEP of
10, and a growth temperature of 0 , the critical thickness above which these lr
defects are formed is about 3Im= [13]. It is important to use sine-crystal layers for themost accurate measurements of many of the quantities discussed in the present work.

IDENTIFICATION OF POINT DEFECTS

A single-crystal LT GaAs layer grown at about 200 oC contains very large
concentrations of deep donors (. 1020 cm-3) and acceptors (. 1010 cm-3) [14]. Since
background impurity levels are in the 1015 - cm-3 range, these donors and acceptors
must be pure defects. The samples are nearly always n-type; in fact, to our knowledge,
=the onl report of p-type material up to now was in a very early paper, and was

idety never repeated [15]. (In that case, a Hall mobility could be measured only

0.16
0.15 Experkr&M

o 0.14

0 190 I.cii0.1319O3 8
0.121

0.1.
210-C U

0.06
0 0.5 1.0 1I5

Excess As (at.%) -__._-,---_

Fig. 1. Dependence of the lattice parameter 0 3000 6000

aexpanson on the excess As content for Magnec Fold B(G)
MBE mGas layers grown at 180, 190, 200, Fig. 2. Experimental (T=4K) and theore-
and 210 OC. (From Ref. 13.) tical EPR spectra of a 15-jim-thick MBE

GaAs layer grown at 200 oC. (From Ref.
17.)
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between 100 and 200 K, and outside of that range, the sample was too resistive to
measure. Since the mobilities were also very low, I - 100 cm'/Vs, the data would haveto be considered questionable.) Recently, we have found p-4ype conduction in a sample

grown at 300 oC &ad furnace annealed at 450 OC (but not at 400 or 500 oC I) for 10 mn.,
or rapid thermally annealed for 10 s at ON0 OC; these acceptor data will be discussed in
more detail after consideration of the donors, about which we know considerably more.

The only defect which has been firmly identified in any type of GaAs is the As
antisite, Asp. However, it is usually difficult to claim with certainty whether the As.
is isolated or is complexed with another defect, say at a secod-nearest-n b6r
position. (Even the famous and widely studied EL2 suffers this uncertainty!i) Thus,
although it is known that the dominant donor in LT GaAs contains As 5 , the exact form
of the donor is not known.

As first presented by Kaminska et al [16), the electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) spectrum of LT Ga~ contains the classic four-line pattern known to belong to
A . A ompson of experment and theory shown in Fig. 2 (from another 171)
strongly supports this _view. Unfortunately, the paretic state of As. is Aps*, so
that a concentration determination from EPR gives ony the (++)--state concentration,
which is the same as the acceptor concentration N. in a sample which has a small
concentration of free carriers (i.e., one in which the Fermi level E1 is near midgap). The
dsta of Fig. 2 are onsistent with [Asp] =N. = 3 x 1013 cm-, while independent EPR
measurements of 200--C samples grown in other laboratories give similar values, 5 x
10"6 [161 ad 7 x 10"l cm-3 [18], respectively.

The donor and acceptor concentrations can also be determined from optical
absorption measurements. Consider the nwar-IR absorption spectrum of 300-oC GaAs
shown in Fig. 3. The shape is nearly identical to that of EL2, so that it seems
reasonable to apply the photoionisation coefficients already known for EL2 [191. That
is, the absorption coefficient a as a function of wavelength A should be given by

MBI& Ga" P

.6. E 0'

a .4-

O,~ ~ 1012•3.

A.2

0i0
.7 .- . ;d ,1K :01 - a1

.7. 9 1' 1.12 1.3 1.4 1.5 2 ~ r 2.5 K3.i oefr WK)
Photo (nenrw (W)

Fig. 3. IR absorption spectra (corrected for
substrate absorption) of GaAs:Be layers Fig. 4. The measured resistivity p and
grown at 300 OC. a. 1017 cm-' doped layer, carrier concentration n (actually I/eR) vs.
b. 101s cm-', c. 1018 cm 4-, d. 1019 cm-S, e. T-1 for an MBE GaAs layer vfown at
101s Cm-' doped layer after 30 min. white- 300 oC. The solid lines are theoretical fits.
lght illumination. f. Photoquenching
absorption spectrum of 1017 cm- dop
layer given by the ratio of spectra taken
before and after illumination.
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a(A) ,,-()[AssOj + op(A)(Aspi

SWhere and .p(A) me the
10 T.'c • crou -section for electrons

and hola, .resctvely [191. By S55U11s
a 10r OL at two diiretwaeengths (smy 1.

and 1.2 In), beth [,1AsmO] [Ass.- can
Sto' be determined. Suhan analyuis for

200-OC Ga.s gives a total [Aas] of about
1O' O(--" i.,g.) 1 x 1020 cm-, and an ionized

concentralion, [Asp*] . 1 x 101s cm-5 [141.
1, These values should correspond to Nd and

250 300 350 400 450 50 w N., respectively, as long as no donors
T(K) shallower than As me important. Note

that the value ofN. as determined by
Fig. 5. Hopping conductivity oh and band absorption is within error of that
conductivity oh vs. T-1 for an MBE GaAs determined by EPR. Discussion
layer grown at 300 OC. The solid lines are concerning the identity of the acceptors
theoretical fits. will be deferred to a later section of this

paper.
There is at least one other way to

"quantitatively determine the donor and
acceptor concentrations - electrical
measurements, including the Hall effect
and conductivity [20J. For growth
temperatures less than about 300 oC,

C6 hopping conduction between the Asp
centers is stronger than the usual band
conduction, at least for room-temperature
electrical measurements [21]. The reason
for this is a strong wavefunction overlap,
since the estimated (hydrogenic) radius of

__..... ___-__-___,_,_an 0.65--eV center is about 9 A, while the
average distance between centers of density

so M 120 M4 1" 11030 cm-3 is only about 13 A. Thus, the
T (K) conductivity a and Hall coefficient R of

these systems must be modeled with both
band ("b") and hopping ("h") components

Fig. 6. The photocurrent vs. T for an MBE [20,211:
GaAs layer grown at 400 oC. The
quenched data occur after IR illumination U = ob + oh
at 82 K. The solid lines are theoretical fits. R - Rb'b2 + Rh h2
(From Ref. 23.) OF +" O'hiv

Since ob, ft, Rt• and Rh are known [21] functions of Nd, Na, and Ed (the donor
activation energy), we can it the temperature dependences of a and R to determine Nd,
Na, and Ed. Such fits of o(=p-1) and n(_e'R-) for 300-C material are shown in Fig. 4
and give values Nd 2 3 x 1018 cm'2, Na = 2 x 10V cm-, and Ed : 0.65 eV (at T = 0). It
is interesting that the hopping conduction ft is stronger than the band conduction oh at
a measurement temperature T. of 300 K, but quickly becomes weaker at higher
temperatures, as shown in Fig. 5. For 200--C material, on the other hand, ah is much
greater than ob even at T. = 500 K [211.

The value of Ed for LT GaAs, which is 0.65 :k 0.01 eV for 300-, 350-, 400-, and
450-oC material, is quite interesting because it is significantly less than the value of Ed
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for ,L2, which is 0.75 * 0.01 eV. Thus,
the LT donor is not identical to EL2, and'there may be doubt in the mind of sowethat the donor is even related to Asp. To

prove the latter relationship, we appeal to
ei e 1.1involving

icei= ion byIR (say,.1-m) li ht
which is known to transform Asp, or EL2,

lop . from a normal state to a metaUsable state
at temperatures below 120 K [221. In the
metastable state, the donor level is very

its- ~~~deep 1221 and both bandan bomg
conduction are reatl dmih

TAoM-c Recovery to the norma state occurs
between 120 and 140 K, and the original

1op. - M.*~c conduction also returns. Photoconduc-
• tivity, photolumines ce, abso ion,

EPR, and other phenomena are affected
the same way. In Fig. 6 we show

'4 ,o photocurrent vs. T for both quenched and
2 3 4 5 6 7 5 9 0 '1 unquenched material grown at 400 0C, a

1000/T (K-1) temperature at which hopp conduction
Fig. 7. Dark current vs. T-1 for MBE GaAs eh is negligible. The sold lines are fits
layers grown at various T3 's and annealed from an essentially rigorous analysis [231
at various Ta's. which gives an electron capture barrierot

0.040 eV for the unquenched data, and a
metastability recovery barrier of 0.26 eV

for the quenched data. The values of these same two parameters for EL2 are 0.075 eV
and 0.26 eV, respectively. The identical values of the metastability barriers leaves no
doubt that Asp is jnzv= , while the difference in the capture barriers shows, aain,
that the two centers are not identical. A summary of our knowledge, including the EPR
results, is given in Table 1 of Ref. 23 for the donors in 300 - 450-oC material.

For 200 - 300-oC GaAs, the comparison of the dominant donor with respect to
EL2 is not as dear, especially for au-grown material. The reasons are at least two-fold:
ý1) oh is so strong that the fitted magnitudes of ob are inaccurate, making

eterminations of Nd, N,, and Ed, poorer than those for 300 - 400-C material; and (2)
the Asw- related centers do not quench, or at least only a small fraction (- 10%) of
them do. The lack of quenching may be related to the strain present in as-grown
20--oC layers, or even more likely to the strong recombination paths which compete
with the metastability transition path. In any cae, we cannot, with certainty, assign
the value Ed = 0.65 eV to 200-OC GaAs; it may be as high as 0.75 eV. The situation is
illustrated in Fig. 7, in which it is seen that strong band conduction is not present at
any temperature (at least up to 400 K) for as-grown 250-oC material. However, by
annealing at 600 oC, a short section of activated behavior is seen at the highest
measurement temperatures, while the much shallower hopping conduction is still
dominant at lower temperatures. Although the slope of the activated portion is listed as
0.65 eV, this cannot be considered a firm number.

In spite of these uncertainties for M 200- or 250-oC GaAs, once the
material is annealed above 500 oC the situation becomes dearer; e.g., the deep donors in
annealed material can be quenched. (We cannot establish unambiguously whether the
quenchable donors are microscopically different than the main body of original donors
or whether they are the same but just in a different environment because of the annenl.j
Interestingly enough, one of the quenched parameters in this case is the hop
conduction itself, as shown in Fig. 8. The recovery curve, shown in Fig. 9 is again
fitted with a metastability barrier of 0.26 eV and a prefactor of 3 x 108 s-1, very close to
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the respective EL2 values. Thus, Asp is also involved in the donor defects of 200 -
300-C GaAs.

We now return to the acceptors, which have been studied much less. From the
known As-rich stoichiometry, the most obvious guess for the dominant acceptor would
be the G& vacancy, V Indeed, a diffusion model based on V centers has been
presented [24 .and posjon-mnnihiiation experiments have been intrpreted to involve
V defects [(2. Also, we have recently seen p-type conduction in material grown at
3A;-C and annealed at 450 oC, and the activation energy is about 0.5 eV, certainly
within range of the several chare-state transitions theoretically postulated to occur for
Vp [26]. However, these assertions are all somewhat speculative at this point, and the
acceptor defect may be more complicated than a simple, isolated Vs.. For example, the
dominant thermally stimulated current peak in LT GaAs, occurring at 140 K and
having an activation energy of 0.27 eV, has been tentatively assigned to Vp- Asp . 1271,
and a sharp sero-phonon line in photoluminescence is believed to arise from an exciton
bound to a Vp- Ast center [28]. Again, all of these assignments require further
confirmation.

ANNEALING EFFECTS

The annealing dynamics of the donors and acceptors in LT GaAs are uite
interesting. In Fig. 10, we show the results of two independent experiments [21J:
Hall-effect measurements, which determine Nd and Na, and absorption measurements,
which determine [As5. ] and fAsp .+] As can be seen, there is a clear correlation between
Nd and [Asas], and between Na and [As 5 . Above Ta = 4,50CC, all quantities decrease,
as might be expected. However, the most interesting behavior is between 400 and
450CC; in this range N5 first drastically decreases, and then drastically increases. This
behavior is consistent with that of 300-CC material, in which Na inreases enough at
450CoC that the sample actually becomes p-type. Models have been presented for this
phenomenon, but it must be stated that our understanding is not yet complete.

Another very interesting result of annealing, at least above 500 OC, is the
formation of large As precipitates [91. Table 1 gives densities and average diameters as
a function of , with T. 0 aC in all cases. Some of the larger precipitates are
composed of mealulic As, and thus could act as buried Schottky barriers which could
compensate free carriers and influence recombination times of excess carriers [101. Thus,
it has been proposed by some (and rebutted by others) that the As precipitates are
responsible for the semi-nsulating nature of annealed LT GaAs, and also for the
extremely fast recombination times. Recent papers on these and other issues have
appeared in a special December 1993 issue of the Journal of Electronic Materials, and
discussion can also be found in Ref. 8.
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Table 1. Density, average diameter, and volume fraction of As precipitates as a
=ution of growth temperature Tg. All samples were annealed at 600 oC

for 1 hr. (Data fr-om Ref. 9.)

Tg (oC) Density (1016 cm-) Diameter Volume frac.(x 10-3)

225 4.3 74 3.410
250 3.9 55 0.951

275 1.7 61 0.635
300 0.78 76 0.556
325 0.52 46 0.077
350 0.39 29 0.016

DEVICES

The interest in LT GaAs and other rn-V compounds has been largely driven by
devie applcations, so a few remarks on this subject are in order. The very first paper
on the subject (i.e., in the "modern era", 1988 -) showed that device crosstalk (called
"hackating" and "sidegating") as well as light sensitivity could be eliminated in
MESniTtdevices by growing the device layer on a buffer layer which itself was grown at
200 oC and annealed at 600 oC [61. This discovery rtly enhanced the prospect of
GaAs ICs. Then it was found that this same type of T er be used as a gate
insulator in a MESFET device (LT layer on top of the active lay er)[29,301, and in fact,
a record for power at 1 GHs was established [301. In a similar appication, an LT layer
on top of a simple MESFET device, with the gate and ohmic metals exposed, has been
shown to passivate the surface 131,32J and increase the breakdown voltage [33. Finally,
thne very short recombinationme ( 0 fs) in LTr GaAs has led to a reord speed forphotoconductive switches [34,3,5J. Some of these applications have been commercialized,
but most of them will require much more developmental work. The detailed explana-
tions for the unusual device properties remain an area of much speculation and
argument, particularly in the relative roles of point defects and As precipitates.
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SUMMARY

LT-grown GaAs contains extremely large ooncentratioei of donor and acemptor
point defctsu, Ioghy 10", 1011, and 1011 cm-4 for materials grown at 200, 300, and
400 QC, respectivey. The dominant donor defect# are Asp- related, and the ac1ptodefects are probably V,8- reated, although this latter assertion is not as definite.=As
present are As intertiias, or dimers, of even higher concentrations (-. 1021 cm-3).in
200-oC material. Upon annealing at 500 OC or higher, the point-defect densities
decrease, and large As precipitates are formed. The relative roles of the point defects
and precipitates in influencmin the optical, electrical, and device properties of LT GaAs
have received much attention-but are still controversial.
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I STOICHIOMETRY RELATED PHENOMENA
IN LOW TEMPERATURE GROWN GaAs

M. Missous and S. O'Hagan
Department of Electrical Eingineering and Mectronics and Centre for Electionic Materials
University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology
PO Box 88, Manchester M60 1QD, England, UK

The growth of GaAs at low temperatures ( LT-GaAs) at or below 250 °C, under standard
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) growth conditions, usually results in a massive incorporation
of excess As in the lattice which then totally dominates the electrical and optical characteristics
of the as grown material. We report on new phenomena associated with the growth of GaAs at
250 °C and we show, for the first time ,data on highly electrically active doped material. By
careful control of the growth conditions, namely AsjGa flux ratios, material in which total defect
concentrations of less than 10"' cm-, well below the huge 10Ps cm"' that is normally obtained
in LT-GaAs, can be achieved thereby demonstrating that high quality GaAs can in effect be
grown at extremely low temperatures.

INTRODUCTION:

Ever since the first report by Smith et all on the beneficial effects of growing GaAs
buffer layers by MBE at low temperature ( - 200-250 0C) on the characteristics of FETs,
extensive efforts aimed at investigating the structural, optical and electrical properties of such
materials have been maintained in the last 3 to 4 years.
The ability to grow near perfect GaAs by MBE at standard growth temperatures of greater than
5500 C, without the need for precise control of the As to Ga flux ratio as long as there is excess
As overpressure, has been the reason behind the great success of MBE in growing high quality
GaAs. The situation changes dramatically however as the growth temperature is lowered to
250 °C or below.The growth of nominally undoped low temperature GaAs (LT-GaAs) under
"normal" growth conditions results in highly defective and strained material with Aa/a - I x I0V
and defect concentrations of the order of 10" cm 3 range2 .The kinetics of growth at such low
temperatures bears little or no resemblance to its high temperature counterpart in so far as the
excess arsenic incorporation leads to generation of a high concentration of point defects in the
GaAs lattice. Summarised, the statistics of defects in undoped un-annealed LT-GaAs grown near
250 °C , is as follows :

(i) - 2-5 x l0'9 cm3 of neutral antisites (Asjo]
(ii) - 5 x 10' cm-3 of positively charged antisites [As,]*
(iii) - 2-6 x l0e cm"3 As interstitial [Asj
(iv) - 1-5 x 108 cM-3 Ga vacancies [Vo,]

It is the interaction between these various defects that leads to heavily compensated and barely
conductive GaAs when grown at low temperatures.in the work reported here, our aim was to test
whether these very large concentrations of defects were inrmlnsic, by virtue of the low growth
temperatures used, or whether they can in fact be controlled somehow, Most studies on un-
anne LT-GaAs ,use MBE growth conditions that are more appropriate for high temperature
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growth, namely an AajGa beam equivalent prlmre (BEP) ratio in the 10 to 20 which in terms
of fluxes translates into ratios of As.Ga form 3 to 7 approximately. These values are deemed
necessary to introduce the excessive defects in LT-GaAs. In this report, we investigate the exact
role of the group V to group M BEP ratio on the incorporation of excess arsenic and the
associated Mructural and electrical properties of both doped and undoped LT-GaAs.

EXPERIMENTAL :

AU the samples studied here were grown in an all solid source VG V90H MBE system with
4 inch growth capability.The details of the growth conditions have been reported elsewhere and
will not be repeated here3. The AsJGa BEP ratios used varied from 6, which was more than
enough to ensure growth at 600 °C, to 3 where growth could not be sustined at this very same
temperture( ie the layers were highly arsenic deficient). The arsenic species used throughout was
the tetramer As, generated from a solid arsenic source.
The growth temperature for all the samples was kept at 250 * C. The growth rate used was kept
at 1 lim/h and the layer thicknesses varied from 1 to 3 pm for both the undoped and doped
samples. The dopant concentrations were varied from 1 x 1018 to 1 x 1 0 11 cm"3 for the "n-type"
dopant Si.

All the layers were characterised in their as-grown state, using double X-ray crystallography,
Hall effect measurements and optical absorption, care was taken not to heat them to temperatures
greater than the growth temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

(i) The effect of As/Ga BEP on structural uRo ies of LT GaAs:
It is well known that excess arsenic incorporation in LT GaAs gives rise to extra diffraction

peaks in X-ray diffraction measurements4 . The extra peak or peaks are thought to emanate from
the epilayer which is strained by the excess arsenic incorporated in interstitial sites' In this
section the effect of varying the BEP is investigated with particular attention given to the amount
of excess arsenic incorporated The BEP ratios were varied from 6 , a "typical" value , to 3
which is close to the minimum required at 250 -C to still grow under As stable conditions.

1 .00

00.80 - BEP 4
BEP =

<a BEP 6 .
B EP 3

o0.60

0.40

0.20

0.00
020 40 =0

Angle, arc seconds

WIgure I The effect of As/Ga BEP on excess As incorporation. Layer thickness
is Ipm, except for the case with BEP - 6, where it is 3 ýro.
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Figure 1 shows the double crystal X-ray rocking curves of the various layers grown. It is quite
clear that the effect of the BEP ratio is a very small one until one gets very close to
stoichiometric conditions. TABLE I summanses the results on the different layers and it is seen
that the amount of excess arsenic is almost constant until one gets to a flux ratio of close to 1.
The excess arsenic concentrations were extrapolated from the data of Man Yu et al' on deviation
from stoichiometry of As and corresponding changes in lattice parameters on similar structures.
Concomitantly, we have also measured the amount of the neutral [As,. r using infrared
absorption and the values extracted ( see TABLE I) are again seen to vary little with BEP and
are equal to - 2 x 10" cm 3 which is comparable to what has been reported in the literature' for
growth at 250 *C. The signal from the stoichiometric layer was indistinguishable from the
background.

TABLE I: Excess As incororated as a function of BEP

LAYER BEP Asi (X-ray) (cm3 ) [AsJ 0 ( cm-3 )

#410 6 1.88 x le 1.8 x 10"9

#417 5 1.57 x 10' 2.1 x 1019

#418 4 1.62 x 10" 1.5 x 10"9

#431 3 below detection limit below detection limit

(ii) Stoichiometry in LT-GaAs:
It is clear from figure 1, that a decrease in BEP ratio from 6 to close to 3 leads to the

complete removal of the second x-ray peak ( and presumably strain in the lattice) meaning a
decrease in the incorporation of excess arsenic.
Because the density of the latter at the growth temperature used here ( 250 °C) seems to be a
very weak function of the arsenic overpressure used during growth ( except for the almost abrupt
disappearance of the second x-ray peak at a BEP of -3),we have shown recently ', in a detailed
experiment, that a very small deviation from stoichiometry is sufficient to lead to excess As
incorporation in quantities almost the same as when high flux ratios were used. Therefore at a
given growth temperature there is a solid solubility limit to the amount of the excess As
incorporated almost irrespective of BEP, as long as it is higher than the minimum required for
stoichiometric conditions.
The overall conclusion of this section is therefore that growth of undo•d stoichiometric GaAs,
while possible at low temperatures, is nevertheless very much more demanding than at higher
temperatures. This is of little consequence for the majority of work on LT GaAs since the object
there is indeed to make use of the excess defect concentrations to achieve high resistivity through
post-growth annealing. In our case where the driving force is the growth of electrically active
materia . the consequences are far more serious.

(iii) The effect of dooing on the structural characteristics in LT GaAs:

Figure 2 shows the double crystal X-ray rocking curves of two Si doped layers with
concentrations of I x 10a cmr3 and Ix 10"9 cm-3 at a relatively high BEP value of 6.The striking
feature in the diagram is the disappearance of the second x-ray peak for the most heavily doped
layer. We have in fact shown elsewhere3 that this situation prevails irrespective of the BEP values
for a doping of I x 10" cm"3.
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The consequence of this is that the excess As incorporation is now almost completely inhibited.
During doping with Si, the competition between Si and As for the Ga site leads to preferential
incorporation of Si at Ga sites and this is indeed borne out in the near band gap infra-red
absorption measurements where the concentration of the neutral Ass related defect was found
to decrease by almost an order of magnitude. The removal of the huge excess arsenic interstitial
concentration (- 2 x 101 cm"3) is far more difficult to understand however.
A point worth emphasising is that the growth of GaAs at these low temperatures might be
governed by the Fermi-level effect ie the charge state of the various species will determine the
Fermi level in the system which in turn will have a profound effect on the incorporation of the
various species.

The effects of dopants on the growth of semiconductors is an increasingly reckoned phenomena
especially at high concentrations ( usually Ž 1 x 10 cm ).In MBE, the effect of tin segregation'
was one of the first manifestations of dopant effects during MBE growth. Later on , anomalous
Be diffusion was discovered while fabricating HBT' structures. In our case, the phenomena we
observe which is that of stoichiometry induced growth, seems to also conform to the same general
rule. Indeed doping the LT GaAs to I x 10I cm"3 leads to the re-appearance of the second x-ray
peak and hence the excess arsenic incorporation ( see figure 2).

(iv) Electrical pron ies :
TABLE HI below summarises the room temperature Hall effect measurements.

TABLE II Electical Mnerties of Si-doped LT-Gas

LAYER [Si] (cm) BEP n ( cm"3 ) v(cm'/Vs)

# 332 1 xl0" 6 1.9 x 1017 364

# 419 1x10" 4 1.6 x 10"' 540

# 324 1 xI019 3 l x 10"9 989

# 327 1 xl0 4 2.9 x l0" 727

# 325 1 xl0' 3 6 x 1017 2200
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Starting with the I x l01' cm'3 Si doped layers first, it is apparent that even for the highest BEP
used here, 6, the layer was still conducting and of n-type conductivity with a mobility high
enough to suggest free carrier conduction rather than hopping conduction even though the layer
is clearly heavily compensated. As the BEP falls towards the stoichiometric value, the layer
becomes suddenly extremely conducting , with all the Si (1 x 1O0' cm") activated and with a
mobility of - 1000 cm2/Vsec, These values are compearble to the best that has ever been
achieved at such high concentrations" but at much higher temperattmes ( 420 -C).This result can
be understood in terms of both the reduction of excess arsenic at close to a BEP of 3 and also
because near stoichiometric conditions, the concenri of V0 , is predicted to fall froin - 9 x
1012 cm" for growth under As-rich conditions to below 5x10 7 cm=4 for Ga-rich conditions"l at
a Si doping level of lxl0`9 cm4 .

The case of the lower doped sample ( I x 10" cn" 3) shows again that by growing near
stoichiometric conditions, 60% activation of the dopant is achieved with a fairly high mobility
( 2200 cm2/V.sec). The effect of increaskig the As overpressure is however much more dramatic
leading to a total collapse of the carrier concentation ( see TABLE I1) but in line with the X-ray
and optical absorption data.

CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the structural and electrical properties of as-grown undoped and Si
doped LT-GaAs as a function of As/Ga BEP ratio. In undoped LT-GaAs, the amount of excess
As is almost independent of As/Ga BEP ratio, a small deviation from stoichiometric conditions
is sufficient to lead to excess As being incorporated.

For doped materials, and under high As overpressure conditions, a new phenomena is seen
concerning the effect of doping of LT-GaAs by Si in the 10"9 cm` region which leads to the
complete removal of the interstitial component, which contributes some few 10m cm"r atoms, and
also to the reduction in the concentration of the Asa. related defects by almost an order of
magnitude. Doping with Si at 1 x 1019 cm", always leads to n-type conductivity with free carrier
rather than bopping conduction. Under near stoichiometric conditions, state of the ant GaAs doped
with Si is obtained, we believe, for the first time at as low a temperature as 250 *C using
conventional MBE growth techniques. The implications from these measurements are that even
at temperatures as low as 250 @C, the dopants are incorporated substitutionally and are
electrically active.

Finally the question of the fundamental lower temperature limit to the growth of high electrical
quality GaAs material has to be addressed. In the light of the results presented here, it is clear
that the fundamental condition that has to be fulfilled at low temperatures is that of stoichiometry.
It is clear that by supplying -stoichiometric" beams of As and Ga, high quality layers with
defect concentrations lower than 10" cm-' can be produced, and with careful control of the BEP
ratio , these could be further reduced. In conclusion, we would like to propose the defects-
temperature-flux ratio phase diagram of Figure 3 as a possible venue to explain the increase in
the defect concentrations as MBE growth is performed at temperatures lower than the standard
of 550-600 OC while still keeping higher As/Ga flux ratios. The challenge set by this phase
diagram is whether we can control flux ratios accurately enough near stoichiometric conditions
to achieve low defect densities in low temperature GaAs.
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ABSTRACT

Superior electrical and optical quality of GaAs grown on Si with an inserted low-temperature
(LT).GaAs buffer-layer was demonstrated. Photoluminescence intensity was increasing and
leakage current of Schottky diodes build on such a structure was decreasing by few orders of
magnitude. These observations were correlated with structural studies employing classical and
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy TEM). Bending of the threading dislocations
and their interaction was observed at the interface between a cap GaAs layer and the LT-GaAs
layer. This dislocation interaction results in the reduction of dislocation density by at least one
order of magnitude or mor compared for the GaAs layers with the same thickness grown on Si.
The surface morphology of the cap GaAs layer is improving as well.

INRODUCTIN

The growth of GaAs on Si (GaAs/Si) has attracted much attention because it combines large
and mechanically strong Si substrates with the properties of a GaAs layer. These advantages make
GaAs/Si suitable for substrates of low cost GaAs integrated circuits (ICs). The GaAs/Si epitaxy
technique is also promising for monolithic integration of I1I-V devices with Si devices. However,
this technology poses several severe problems which have to be solvetd such as, poor crystal
quality caused by the relatively large differences in lattice constants and thermal expansion
coefficients, and poor surface morphology. A large number of studies have concentrated on these
problems. These works include the two step growth technique, the use of a strained layer
superlattice, and thermal annealing [l-3].These techniques do improved crystal quality, but the
density of residual threading dislocation is still much higher than in bulk GaAs wafers. The rough
surface of GaAs/Si is also a problem, especially for heterojunction devices which require almost
atomically flat interfaces.

Recently it was demonstrated that the use of GaAs buffer layers grown at substrate
temperatures of as low as 240 *C during the growth of GaAs/Si leads to smoother surface
tpography and improved electrical and optical properties [4]. This low temperature grown GaAs
(LT-GaAs) buffer layer is also expected to help device isolation, because it is highly resistivity
(l.7xlO7 Qcm). LT-GaAs was initially developed as a buffer layer to eliminate the side-gate effect
of MESFET [5]. LT-GaAs layers ar slightly conductive in their as-grown states but become
highly resistive upon post-growth-annealing at 6000 C. Hence, the growth of a standard active
GaAs layer on top of the LT layer causes the layer to become highly resistive. As-grown LT-aAs
displays a dilated lattice constant (As/a of 0.1%) and contains approximately 1-2 atomic % excess

As [6,,7. Such layers contain about 102%m3 As,-related defects, and about 5xl01S/cm 3 of these
are ionimd. While the excess As remnains unchanged even after a 600C anneal, the deep level
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density and disorder are observed to decrease monotonously with increasing annealing

Inperatse. A 6000C annel also reslt in As precipitates approximately 4-6 nm in diameterof a

volume density of I0 17/cm3, which accounts for almost all of the excess As present before the
annealing.

In this paper, we will describe TEM study of how this LT-GaAs layer interacts with the

dufading dislocations which came from the GaAs/Si hetero-interface.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Two samples with different LT-GaAs buffer thickness were grown (0.5 pmn and 0.07 pam). A
sample without LT-GaAs was also grown for comparison. The total thickness of the samples was

3 pm for all samples. 2" Si wafers with (100) 40 off toward the [011] orientation were used for all
the experiments to avoid the formation of and-phase domains. The samples were degreased in

organic cleaning solution first. Just before loading the substrate into the MBE chamber, the

substrate was then cleaned using several cycles of oxidation by HCI/H20 2 followed by removal of

the silicon dioxide by HF. AlU the samples were grown using a Varian GEN I MBE system.

After having been transferred to the growth chamber, the samples were heated up to about 850°C

by a direct radiation method for 15 minutes to remove surface oxide. The substrate temperature for

GaAs growth was chosen initially to be 350°C for ten minutes and then increased to the normal

growth temperature (600 0C). This technique is known as "two step growth", which results in a

smooth surface [I]. The growth rate for the normal GaAs was set at about ljgm/hr. After the

growth of 11im of normal GaAs, the substrate temperature was reduced to a nominal temperature

of 2300C for the growth of the LT-GaAs buffer. On the top of this LT-GaAs buffer layer, another

normal GaAs layer was grown. To investigate the electrical properties of the top layer which would

be used as the active device region, in-situ n-type doping was done using a Si effusion cell. No

special treatments, such as heat cycle annealing, were applied so as not to confuse the effect of the

LT-GaAs layer in this study.
At this stage the samples were removed from the growth chamber and divided into two parts;

one for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and photo luminescence (PL) and the second
pars for electrical studies.

For TEM studies two types of thin foils were prepared. one for plan-view observations and the

second for cross-section studies. To prepare plan-view thin foils the sample was dimpled from the

substrate side to leave a 30 pim thick layer at the top of the sample. This was followed by chemical

thinning from the substrate side or ion milling from the same side. For cross-sectional observation
the samples were cut along both [110] and [I0o] directions and glued layer to layer side together.

This was followed by mechanically thinning from both sides of the samples, followed by ion
milling from both sides.

After taking the samples from the MBE chamber, gold Schottky diodes were fabricated for

electrical studies. Both Schottky and ohmic contacts were formed on the top layer because LT-

GaAs is highly resistive. Just before each metallization process, an Ha treatment was performed
to remove the native oxide. After evaporation of Ni/AuGe through a mask, a rapid thermal anneal

was performed at 3500C for 15 seconds in forming gas which contained 10 % H2 and 90 % N2.

An Schotky electrodes were evaporated after confirmation of the ohmic behavior of the Au/Ni

electrode. Since Au Schottky electrodes readily react with GaAs, no thermal treatment was done

afer Au evaporation.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

High resolution studies of cross sectioned samples showed no large difference in the misfit
dislocation density or their arangement between the Si and the GaAs buffer layer. For the sample
cut along the 40 deviation of the inverface from exact (001)was observed and edge 90 dislocations
separated from each other by about 91A were present (Fig. la). The dislocation core in a majority
of cases were located at the interface but some of them were into the substrate about 1-3
monolayers. This may be related to charge compensation at the interface as discussed by Harrison
(8]. For the projection in the perpendicular direction the misorientation from (001) is not observed
as expected (Fig. lb). At this interface mostly partial dislocations were observed with associated
stacking faults. This anisotropy of dislocation formation at the interface can be related to the polar
stucture of GaAs.

Fig. 1. a) High-resolution image of the SiGaAs interface. Note 40 tilt along [1i01 and location
of the dislocation cores. Dislocations marked by arrows are located in SL All misfit
dislocations shown here are edge type; b) The same interface along [TiO]. Note many partial
dislocations and formation of stacking faults.

At a distance of 0.5 pm from the interface the density of dislocations was in the range of

1010cm' 2 These dislocations interact with each other and their density decline two orders of
magnitude before reaching the top layer due to annihilation and recombination reactions. Some of
the remaining a&2<l10> dislocations tend to lie along <110> directions but 27 % of them were
lying along [Till or [i11] which in projection is parallel to [TI0] in the interface plane. These
dislocations are all inclined extending from top to bottom surface of the foil in plan-view images.
The contrast of the <112> oriented dislocation was very strong for the [220] diffraction vector
perpendicular to the dislocation line. These are perfect edge dislocations with their Burgers vector
along [ 220]. They are straight with symmetrical black-black alternating with white/white contrast in
the direction perpendicular to the diffraction vector [Fig. 2aJ. For the perpendicular diffraction
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vector only occasionally were dislocations found along f TT2] or [1121. This again shows
asymmetry of dislocation formation during the layer growth. It is probable the dislocations ted to
align along <112> because this results, during growth of the layer, in the shortest possible length
of dislocation per unit of layer thickness that still lies on a 111) plane.

an.m

Fig. 2. a) Plan-view of the top layer of GaAs grown on Si. Note that dislocations marked by
arrows lie along [Till or [-11). b) Plan-view of the top layer of GaAs grown on Si with LT-
GaAs intermediate layer. Note relative increa of <112> type of dislocations in this layer.

For the GaAs on Si with the intermediate 0.5 ;Lm thick (or 0.07 pin thick) LT-GaAs layer a very
interesting phenomenon was observed. Starting with the same number of dislocations as in the
previous case (without LT layer) dislocations propagated through the layer with no bending at the
lower interface probably due to the fact that that the lattice mismatch 0.1% between buffer GaAs
layer and LT layer is not lae enough to cause significant strain in the layer. However, very strong
bending of dislocations was observed at the upper interface between the LT-GaAs layer and the
GaAs top layer (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Two examples of cross-sectioned samples with the LT-GaAs intermediate layer. Note
drastic bending of threading dislocations at the upper interface between LT-GaAs layer and the cap
GaAs layer and the formation of As precipitates in the LT-layer traping the dislocation mobility.
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This probably shows that both dislocations that are formed during growth and those that form
from thermal strain during cooling down from the growth temperature have difficulty in moving
within the LT layer becau of As precipitates which decorate the dislocations within this LT layer.
This trapping of dislocations leads to bending of dislocations immediately above the LT layer and
therefore to further annihilation and consequently fewer dislocations propagating toward the
surface within the top layer. The growth of LT-GaAs layers with a cap GaAs layer can be treated
as a thermal cycling which leads to the dislocation bending and their interaction.

Very nonuniform distributions of dislocations were observed in plan-view samples obtained
from these layers. There were some areas with similar dislocation densities to those layers without
LT-GaAs but there were other areas without any dislocations. It is very difficult to obtain good
statistics from 7EM concerning average dislocation densities. However, rough estimation suggests

a factor of one order of magnitude fewer dislocations due to the LT-GaAs layer. A similar behavior

was observed with the thinner (0.07lm) LT layer. Another difference was that in the samples with
LT layers the relative number of < 112> oriented dislocations was 10% higher compared to layers
grown without LT layers.

From C-V measurements it was confirmed that the Si doping was homogeneous and that the
concentrations were almost identical for all the samples. The doping concentration and Schottky

barrier height are estimated to be 1.3xlt0 6cm"3 and 0.91eV, respectively. Fig. 4a shows I-V
characteristics for Schottky diodes with and without LT buffer layers. The use of a LT buffer
drastically reduces the leakage current. This is clear evidence for improvement in electrical
properties by tise of the LT-GaAs buffer because these diodes were processed simultaneously. The
sample without LT intermediate layer did show lower series resistance in the forward bias region.
This is due to the current through the Si substrate. The activation energies associated with the
leakage current at -IV for the samples with and without LT-GaAs were estimated to be 0.36eV and

0.05 eV, respectively, from temperature dependence measurements. This result implies that the
leakage current for the diode without LT-GaAs is dominated by a mechanism involving tunneling

phenomena thorough deep levels.

i ~lx" - " ~dh•LT ' ' b
Ix10. -- WihO.O7MLT 77K

1ix10 4 
i - - - with 0.Spm LT buffe

xwithout LT buffer

1X0 - --o1 810 820 830 840 850 860

n M) Wave Length (rnm)

Ftg. 4. a) I-V characteristics of Au Schottky diodes build on GaAs grown on Si with and without
of intermediate LT-GaAs layer. Note decreasing of the leakage current in the samples with LT-

GaAs layers; b) Photoluminescence intensity obtained from the GaAs grown on Si with and
without of intermediate LT-GaAs layer.
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The layers with inserted LT-GaAs buffers have much higher intensity of the
photoluminescence line observed at 839 nm at 77 K compared to the layers without LT buffers
(Fig. 4b). This improvement can be attributed to the slightly lower density cf dislocations as well

as a probable lower density of point defects in these layers. It is possible that a LT-GaAs layer also
acts as a barrier for Si outdiffusion and prevents introduction of other point defects into the layer. It
was as well observed that amount of strain in the layers without LT buffer and with the LT buffer
have similar strain, since energy position of PL line did not change.

CONCLUSIONS

Superior electrical and optical quality of GaAs grown on Si with an inserted LT-GaAs buffer-

layer was demonstrated. These observations were correlated with structural studies employing
classical and high-resoluion TEM. The interface between the Si and GaAs was much cleaner than

in samples studied in the past [9]. Large anisotropies in the types and distributions of dislocations
were observed in these layers. Prominent bending of the threading dislocations was observed on
the upper interface between the LT-GaAs layer and the cap GaAs layer. This bending was
attributed to decoration and pinning of dislocations by As precipitates at the top of the LT-GaAs
layer. The LT-layer also appeared to shield the top layer from accumulation of point defects. An
increase in the fraction of dislocations lying along [T! ] or [ IT !] was also observed in the top
layer of samples with an inserted LT-GaAs layer.
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ABSTRACT

We have investigated the influence of the pressure ratio (PAs4/PGa) on
the structural and electrical properties of GaAs layers grown at 250°C by MBE.
SEM photographs have revealed smooth surfaces for PAs4/PGa-l15 and Double

crystal X-ray rocking curves have shown an increase on the lattice mismatch
Aar/a of the L.T. grown layers and high crystalline quality. Resistivity has not
been affected by the different values of PAs4/PGa. n-GaAs epilayers grown on
top of L.T. buffer layers have their mobility decreased and the electron trap
density increased as revealed by Hall and DLTS measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Low Temperature GaAs layers grown by MBE have been attracting
attention in recent years because they are useful as buffer layers in FET's for
eliminating sidegating effects [1]. X-ray and PIXE measurements in the as-
grown material revealed that these layers have increased lattice constant in the
direction of growth and excess As concentration up to 1.3%. Lattice misma' '
and As concentration depends on the growth temperature (2]. Electron and h
traps have been revealed by DLTS [3], TSC [4] and TEES [5]. In annealed I
grown GaAs layers the excess As forms precipitates whose dimensions and
density depends on the growth temperature, the annealing temperature [6,7] and
the use of As 4 or As2 [8].

Up to now no work has been done on the effect of B.E.P. (Beam
Equivalent Pressure) PAs4/PGa on the crystalline quality and the resistivity of
L.T. GaAs layers. In this work we have investigated the effect of different
B.E.P. on lattice expansion, resistivity, surface morphology and electron traps
of GaAs layers grown at 250 0C.

EXPERIMENT

All samples were grown in a VG V80H MBE system. L.T. GaAs layers
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have been grown using tetramer arsenic source As4 , at a substrate temperature
T=2500C, on Indium bonded molyblocks. In order to have the same growth
temperature in different runs which is so important for reproducibility of the
low temperature only two molyblocks were used, with identical thermal
behaviour as can be recognized from oxide desorption at 5800C.

The substrate temperature was determined by a thermocouple reading. At
the actual temperature of 5800C the thermocouple reads in the neighbourhood
of 750WC. The growth temperature of 250*C was determined by extrapolation.

For resistivity measurements (100) n+(Si-doped=2x011 8 cm- 3 ) GaAs
substrates (Qe=l.7xl0"3 ohm.cm) were used, while for X-rays, DLTS and Hall
measurements (100) S.I. GaAs were used. All substrates were decreased
followed by etching in a 600 C solution of 5:1:1 (H 2 SO 4 :H2 0 2 :H2 O) and then
outgassed for 1 hr. at 350 0 C in the preparation chamber before introducing
them into the deposition chamber. The growth rate was Ilim/hr. and the B.E.P.
PAs4/PGa was varied from 10 to 40 in L.T. grown layers as measured by a
nude ion-gange. After the oxide desorption an undoped buffer layer of 2500A
GaAs (n+ doped GaAs for resistivity measurements) was grown at 5800 C. The
substrate temperature was then ramped down to 2500 C and Itjm L.T. GaAs was
grown. For DLTS (Hall) measurements an additional layer of 1.5tgm (5000A) of
5x1016cm" 3 (2x1017 cm"3 ) n-GaAs Si-doped was grown on the top of L.T.
GaAs at 5800C, while for resistivity measurements 5000A of 2x10 18 n+-GaAs
was grown. No additional layers were grown when the substrate temperature
was ramped.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surface morphology of L.T. GaAs layers as viewed by SEM was smooth
for all samples with BEP>15. For BEP=10 there was a roughness due to -hlim
hillocks in <011> direction. This roughness has also been observed in samples
grown at 2000 C [16]. Annealing the samples at 580 0 C for 1 hr. has shown no
change on the surface morphology.

X-ray rocking curves were measured on a double axis diffractometer
(Bede 150) in the (+, -) non dispersive mode, using a GaAs reference crystal
and CuKa radiation. The (004) symmetric and the (115) asymmetric Bragg
reflections were measured.

All annealed samples at 580°V for 1 hr. have shown one Bragg peak,
with FWHM=11-13 arcsec, indicating that the layers had the same lattice
constant as the substrate and that their crystalline quality was very
good. In contrary, samples grown at 2000 C have shown a much broad (400)
Bragg peak with an asymmetric tail on the low-angle side after annealing at
580-C [12].

For the as-grown samples two Bragg peaks were observed. By measuring
the (115) asymmetric reflection at low and high angle of incident configuration
we have found that the epilayers were grown coherently at the substrate. Fig. 1
shows the relative increase of the relaxed lattice constant of Aar/a as a
function of flux ratio R=JAs4/JGa for different samples grown at 250 0C. The
increase of the relaxed lattice parameter Aar/a of the non-stoichiometric GaAs
epilayer has been calculated from the experimental vertical lattice increase of
AaL/a (12]. We estimated the flux ratio R from the B.E.P. PAs4/PGa [10].
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Aar/a increase linearly with respect to R (PAs4/PGa) up to a value of 7.3 (25)

where a saturation in Aar/a occurs at the value of (5.6±0.2)x10"4 . The FWHM
of the epilayers is 22-24 arcsec indicating very good crystalline quality
comparable with the FWHM of a simulated (004) intrinsic Rocking Curve of a
perfect I~tm layer which is 20arcsec. Moreover rocking curves from the as-
grown L.T. layers have shown well defined interference fr'. ges indicating a high
level of structural perfection. The FWHM also did not depend on B.E.P.

The sticking coefficient of As4 depends on the substrate temperature [9]
while the lattice mismatch is analogous with excess As presented in the L.T.
GaAs layer [2], so the increase in Aar/a is due to the excess As adsorption.
The linear part of the curve intersects the R axis at 0.5 where stoichiometric
growth and no difference in Aar/a is expected. Neverhteless, growth of L.T.
GaAs layers with B.E.P.=7 resulted in milky GaAs layers, indicating shortage of
As4 during growth. This is due to incomplete As4 desorption at low growth
temperature [9].

The saturation in Aar/a indicates that there Is a saturation of adsorption
of excess As in the GaAs lattice. This saturation in adsorption of excess As
have also been observed by RHEED intensity measurements in the absence of
Gallium flux [10]. Experiments are in progress in order to investigate the
Aar/a and R saturation values on different growth temperatures.

For resistivity measurements typical AuGe/Ni/Au deposition was used for
ohmic contact on n+-GaAs followed by RTA at 4100C for 20 secs. A pattern
with 200ttm and 500ttm dots diameter was used for the n-i-n structure (Fig. 2).
To be sure that the thickness of L.T. GaAs layer did not affect the resistivity
measurements we grew two samples with l4m and 53m in the i-layer at 2500 C.
The two samples appeared to have the same resistivity. For all n-i-n structure
the L.T. GaAs layers were annealed at 5800C for 30 mins during the growth of
the top 5000A n+-GaAs for ohmic contacts.

The I-V characteristics of n-I-n structure consisted of a linear region and
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a breakdown region at 30 Volts. The resistivity measurements were performed
under d.c. current in the linear region of the I-V characteristic up to 10 Volts.
The measured resistivity Q_-3xl0 7Q.cm (*2x10 7Q.cm) was the same for all the
L.T. GaAs samples with B.E.P.=i0-40. Annealing the samples at 6500C for 1
hr. in As 4 overpressure had no influence in the resistivity. The high resistivity
of the L.T. GaAs layers is attributed to the density and the size of As
precipitates which are formed during annealing. In accordance to the model
proposed by Warren et. al. [11] for n+-GaAs grown at low temperature, there
is a depletion radius of -200A around the As-precipitates. This means that a
precipitate density of -6x1016cm" 3 is enough to deplete the L.T. GaAs
transferring it into a semi-insulating. At Tgr = 25 0 0C and B.E.P.=10 (the lower

B.E.P. we used) precipitate density is 1017-1018 [81, higher than the limit of
the 6xl0 1 6 cm- 3 . In higher B.E.P. excess As adsorption can just increase
precipitate size and/or density but does not affect the resistivity.

'IN4,0 ME r.6OOC)U5 ", T-77 (Tr25O0 CE'15) N 2l~ £ (Tr-2,5O°C.8SP:.1O) Nb .2

TableI 35
c"E 152O -A * E

Trap Ea(meV) oc(cm2 ) e3 , A A K
--- ,•, B 0

1 875 4x10"13  - 2,5 A

2 710 2.8xi0"I 0 0 C
3 350 i-5X10"14  • 2,0 4500 3000 1500

Thickness (A)

Fig. 3. Mobility and Carrier density at
77 0K of n-GaAS epilayer grown
on the top of L.T. GaAs buffer.

Fig. 3 shows mobility and carrier density of the n-GaAs epilayer as a function
of n-GaAs thickness, extracted from Hall measurements at 77K, for 3 different
samples: two samples with L.T. buffer GaAs grown at 250 0 C with B.E.P.=15,
40 and one conventional sample for reference growth at 600*C, B.E.P.=10. In
samples with L.T. GaAs the mobility and the carrier density is lower that in
reference sample.

n-epilayers grown on conventional and L.T. GaAs buffers have been
compared by capacitance DLTS. The LTB samples revealed 3 common electron
traps, summarized in table I, while a trap (Ea=605meV, an=lXlO" 1 7 cm 2),

tentatively Identified as M6 [18] was observed on the conventional sample.
Trap 2 concentration increases as B.E.P. changes from 15 to 40 (Fig. 4)

while an Arrhenius plot indicates trap I is EL2-4ke (Fig. 5).
Concentration of trap 1 and trap 2 in the epilayer increases with reverse

bias (Fig. 6) up to the pinch-off voltage of -0.45V. Therefore trap
concentration increases towards the buffer-epilayer interface.
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Fig. 4. Capacitance DLTS with rate Fig. 5. Arrenius plot of the common
window 80/sec and Vrev.=-0.38V trap1 appeared at samples

with L.T. GaAs buffer and

0 Trap I the EL2 for comparison.
a Trap 2 Before the growth of the n-GaAs

0 0 epilayer the samples were annealed
at 5800C for 5 minutes and recovery

0in (2x4) RHEED reconstruction was
observed. We expect smooth

> interface between L.T. GaAs and n-
- ° =GaAs layer [14], so the mobility

"degradation can not be attributed in"X O0interface roughness.
0.20 0.30 0,40 In L.T. layers there are native

Appled Voltage (V) defects like VGa, ASGa [13] which

can diffuse up to the n-GaAs
epilayer [15]. The observed decrea-

Fig. 6. Variation of trap concentration sed in the carrier density by decrea-
by different applied voltages in sing the thickness of n-GaAs epilay-
sample with L.T. GaAs buffer ers in samples with L.T. buffer is
grown at 2500C, B.E.P.=40. due to higher density of deep traps

(Fig. 6). Diffusion of native defects and traps are responsible for the observed
decrease in mobility. These defects act as scattering centers, resulting in lower
mobility [17] in n-GaAs epilayer in sample with L.T. buffer.

CONCLUSION

We have studied the influence of the B.E.P. on the structural and the
electrical properties on L.T. GaAs layers grow at 250 0 C by MBE. Lattice
expansion was linearly increased up to B.E.P.=25 and saturation in Lattice
expansion observed for B.E.P.>25. Variation of B.E.P. had no influence on the
resistivity of the annealed material. By using L.T. GaAs buffer, extra electron
traps have been introduced in n-GaAs epilayers. Trap concentration increased by
increasinf B.E.P. For good surface morphology, high mobility and low trap
density of n-GaAs epilayers B.E.P. around 15 is suggested.
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II

FEMTOSECOND PROBE-PROBE TRANSMISSION STUDIES OF

LT-GROWN GaAs NEAR THE BAND EDGE,

"H. B. RADOUSICY A. F. BELLO, D. J. ERSKINE, L N. DINH, M J. BENNAHMIAS,
M. D. PERRY, T. R. DITMIRE AND R. P. MARIELLA JR.,

Lawrence Uvermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550.

ABSTRACT

We have studied the near-edge optical response of a LT-grown GaAs sample
which was deposited at 300 0C on a Si substrate, and then annealed at 600 0C. The Si
was etched away to leave a 3-micron free standing GaAs film. Femtosecond
transmission measurements were made using an equal pulse technique at four
wavelengths between 825 and 870 nm. For each wavelength we observe both a
multipicosecond relaxation time, as well as a shorter relaxation time which is less than

100 femtoseconds.

INTRODUCTION
Low temperature grown GaAs 1-2 has been of considerable interest in the last few

years due to the sub-picosecond recombination times. This increased interest is due
both to the possibilities of utilizing the faster response times in electronic devices,3- as
well as understanding the basic physics underlying the faster response.9 In many cases,
the faster times are attributed to the presence of As impurities in the annealed samples,
though fast times have also been observed in amorphous, unannealed samples.10 In
this paper we report femtosecond transmission spectra on a free standing LT-GaAs film

initially grown on a silicon substrate.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Solid state lasers with short pulses comparable to CPM dye lasers have been
recently developed based on TI-Sapphire.11-12 In addition to the simplicity of use
compared to dye lasers, they provide orders of magnitude higher average power and
are tunable over a broad range of frequendes. The laser used in these experiments can
provide sub-100 fs pulses with 600 mW average power and is tunable in the current
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configuration from 800 to 900 rn. This wavelength regime brackets the GaAs band gap

at 870 nm.

When focused in a GaAs sample, these optical pulses can promote electrons from

the valence band to the conduction band, non-destructively creating highly non-

equilibrium conditions. In our experiment, we have utilized a probe-probe version1 3-14

of the standard pump-probe technique. The beam is split into two equal parts, with one

pulse delayed with respect to the second. The reflectivity or transmitivity is then

measured as a function of the delay time. The second pulse probes the dynamical

process at a given time delay relative to the first. In this way, the time averaged optical

properties map out, as a function of delay, the relaxation over the first several

picoseconds following excitation. The symmetrical nature of the probe-probe technique

Laser

T rain of
pulses

Data
Vibrating 

Paired
lou d speaker pu lse r

! ra) Photodlde

Comer Cube nV*Lr
Beam •i•ter I

Sb) Doubling Xtali

Cormer Cube An~ e•

Autocorrolation

Figure I - Experimental set-up for the equal-pulse transmission measurements.
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facilitates resolving relaxation times that are comparable or shorter than the pulse
width. As a separate feature of the setup, a vibrating speaker is used to sweep through

the relevant delays between the pulses many times each second. This allows for both

ease in finding the signal, as well as faster collection times. It is analogous to taking a
photolun-inescence spectra using a scanning spectrometer and a photomultiplier tube,

as opposed to using a multichannel analyzer. Both Zhe pump-probe and probe-probe

configurations can be used with the vibrating speaker. The diagram for the

experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 1.

FILM GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION

The GaAs films were grown by MBE on Si substrates. The substrate temperature

was 300 0C. Following growth, the film was annealed for 10 minutes at 600 0C. It is

expected that defects, such as arsenic precipitates, are introduced by the low
temperature growth and subsequent annealing. 7-10 The advantage of growth on Si is
that this substrate is easy to etch away, leaving a free standing GaAs film, which was 3
microns thick. This thickness corresponds to one optical absorption length at 825 nm,

which is the appropriate dimensions for this experiment. The sample was masked prior

to etching away the substrate, so that a series of 3-micron, free standing GaAs windows

was created.
The GaAs film was characterized by room-temperature photoluminescence, which

is shown below in Fig. 2. The film was excited by green 514 nm light from an Ar ion
laser. The peak of the spectrum is at 870 nm, corresponding to a gap energy of 1.43 eV.

This indicates that the GaAs gap is essentially unchanged from bulk GaAs.15 (The

second peak near 900 nm is likely due to shallow acceptors, not the deep levels
associated with the arsenic precipitates.) This would imply that we should see optical

absorption even if the excitation energy is equal to or slightly greater than the gap

energy. This is indeed what is observed in this sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Prior to the availability of Ti-Sapphire lasers, the femtosecond studies of GaAs

have relied on laser pump pulses near 2 eV in energy from CPM dye lasers. 13-14,16- 17

The new laser sources are now providing the opportunity to study the fast optical
response of GaAs using pump beams centered near the band gap energy of 1.43 eV. 18

This is in contrast to studies which use 2 eV pump beams and probe beams with
energies close to the band edge.16-'7
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Figure 2. Photoluminescence for the LT-grown GaAs sample.

We show in Figure 3 the transmission correlation peak (TCP)14 for the LT-GaAs
sample taken at 870 rim. Spectra was also obtained at wavelengths of 825, 840, 855 nm.
For all four wave lengths we observe two distinct lifetimes. A multipicosecond lifetime
(- 8 ps) is found to be consistent with literature values for other GaAs films grown at
300 C.7 This time is take to be the recombination time, and is dependent on the
recombination centers which have been introduced into the sample by the low
temperature growth. The short lifetime is found to be less than 100 fs, which is
consistent with values for pure GaAs.13-1 4 Further results will be discussed in detail in
a separate publication.19 It would appear that growth of LT - GaAs on Si substrates
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Fig. 3 TCP for LT-grown GaAs at 870 rnm.

gives results similar to growth on other substrates, and provides a convenient means to
create free standing films and windows.
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ABSTRACT

Compositional modulations and arsenic precipitates in annealed Al0.3Ga 0.7 As layers which
were grown at a low substrate temperature (2000 C) by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) were
studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). These layers were used as surface layer
which were applied on metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) diode. The planar and cross sectional
TEM micrographs reveal that compositional modulations occurred when the thickness of LT
AIGaAs was over 1500A. The wavelength of the modulations varies between 100-200 A and the
direction of the modulation is along [0111. The arsenic precipitates were formed after annealed
and the distribution of them followed the compositional modulation. Vertical two dimensional
arsenic-precipitates arrays were arranged in the low aluminum constitute region. These novel
microstructures result from the strain-induced spinodal decomposition and the arsenic precipitates
redistribution process.

INTRODUCTION

It has been reported that GaAs epilayer structures grown at low substrate temperature by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and subsequently annealed have a great potential development in
electrical1' 2 and optical device application3'4 . The 1%-2% of excess arsenic which is incorporated
into the film5 form into arsenic precipitates after high temperature annealed. The formation of
arsenic precipitates in the LT GaAs layers results in changes in material electrical properties from a
conductive (10 ohm-cm) layer to a highly resistive (107 ohm-cm) insulators6. It is found that the
distribution of the arsenic precipitates were strong effected by the presence of the AIGaAs/GaAs
interface7-8 and the type of the dopants9.The precipitates prefer to accuminate in the GaAs side of
the heterojunction rather than form in the AIGaAs side of the heterojunction 7-8 and the donors
enhance the precipitation while acceptors suppress the precipitation. 9. The in plane two
dimensional arsenic precipitate arrays were observed along the heterojunction interface and in the
high concentration dopant (donor) region..

In this paper, we presented the recent study on arsenic precipitates in LT-AIGaAs/AIAs/n-
GaAs heterojunction grown by MBE. The compositional modulations were found in the annealed
LT AIGaAs layer and the direction of these modulation was along [011]. Numerous new
AIGaAs/GaAs heterojunctions which lie along the growth direction were formed .The arsenic
precipitates passed the redistribution process were arranged into the low Al composition region.
A unique vertical two-dimensional arsenic-precipitate arrays were appeared. This is the first
observation that the compositional modulation occurred in LT GaAs-AIGaAs system and
vertical two dimensional arsenic-precipitatc arrays were formed in LT AIGaAs.

EXPERIMENT

The layered structures used in this study were grown in a Varian 360 MBE system on undoped
LEC(001) GaAs substrate. The substrate temperatures were measured by a standard Varian
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26%Re-5%Re thermocouple arrangement in contact with the indium-bonded substrate mount.
Except for the LT AIGaAs layer, the growth temperatures for the other active layers were normal
in the range of 5800 C to 6400 C. The ratio of the group V to group III beam equivalent pressure
for all AlGaAs and GaAs layers was approximate 10. The arsenic source was the tetramer As4.
Prior to the deposition of the LT compound layer, the substrate temperature was decreased from a
higher temperature to 2000 C. Subsequently, if an in situ anneal for the as-grown LT compound
layer was required, the substrate temperature was then increased to the annealing temperature. The
i,. situ anneal was conducted at 6000 C for 10 to 20 minutes under an arsenic overpressure of
about 6x10"6 Tort. Precipitate microstructures in annealed samples were examined by TEM
observations using a JEOL 200CX operated at 200 KV. Cross-sectional specimens were prepared
by ion thinning at low temperature (77 K). Planar specimens were thinned from the substrate side
with mechanically polishing and etched with a solution of bromine in methanol.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The layer structure was schematically shown in Fig. I. The structure of all the samples which
had been analyzed in this study basically is similar. The only difference between each other is the
thickness variation of AlAs and the low temperature grown layer. The LT AIGaAs is applied as
the surface layer in a MESFET structure and the AlAs is played as a barrier which prevented the
arsenic related defects diffusing into the channel. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) are (200) dark field
images of the sample 2-0113A which consists of a 2100A AIGaAs surface layer, a 50A AlAs
barrier layer and a 2000A n-GaAs channel of bulk doping level 5.36x1017cm- 3.The sample were
in situ anneal at f00f C for 10 minutes and 20 minutes respectively. As seen in the images, all
the arsenic precipitates were stayed in AIGaAs region. The thin AlAs layer between the LT
compound and n-channel totally blocked out the arsenic precipitates away from the channel. The
distribution of the arsenic precipitates in these two sample showed different map. For the sample
that annealed in 10 minutes, the arsenic precipitates were uniform distribution(Fig. 2(a)). While
the sample annealed in 20 minutes (Fig. 2(b)), from the TEM micrographs it can be told that the
density of arsenic.ppts is less and the distribution of the arsenic precipitates can roughly be
divided into three regions. At the region A, part of the arsenic precipitates accumulated, called the
precipitate accumulation zone (PAZ), along the LTAIGaAs/AIAs interface. An area (Zone B) that
with a thickness of around two hundred angstroms away from the heterojunction has less arsenic
precipitates, call precipitate depletion zone (PDZ). At area C, it can be seen that a contrast
modulation was occurred. The direction of the modulation was almost normal with the growth
direction and the wavelength of this modulation was around 100-200A. The lattice mismatch
between in GaAs and Alas end-member is small (-1.3x]0-3 AlAs has the smaller unit cell); and
structure factor contrast tends to dominate, particularly when (200) imaging conditions are used
(the {200) structure factor reflects the difference in atomic scattering factors of the constitute Ill-
type and V-type atoms, and is thus very weak in GaAs, but relatively strong in AlAs), therefore
we can eliminate the suspicious of that the
contrast modulation caused by strain contrast Growth Temp. 200 C LT AIGaAs
factor. This result indicates that the contrast AlAs
modulation was due to the compositional
modulation. The high intensity area showed n-GaAs
that contained high Al composition. The Growth Temp. 64° C
boundary between white bands and black _ _GaAsbuffer

bands is clear only at the top of the LT AIGaAs
layer. Once the bands extended to the S.I. Substrate
heterojunction, the boundary could not be
recognized . It has been reported that the
arsenic ppts prefer to be formed in low Al
constitute region than in high Al composition
region due to the difference of in Fig. I Cross section of the Film structure
precipitation/matrix interfacing energy.8 Since
the compositional modulations created a
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2 TEM images of the cross sections of a GaAs MESErT structure .c"lp with an in situ
annealed LT AIGaAs surface layer, (a) annealing for 10 minutes, (b) annealing for 10 minutes.
Note that the As ppts are well confined within the LT AIGaAs layer by a 50A thick AlAs barrier
layer. The compositional modulations were occurred in the LT compound region and the
distribution of the As ppts followed the compositional modulation. The annealing time is longer,
the phenomena of the composition modulation is more obvious.

! numerous GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction interface lay along the growth direction , thus the arsenic
ppts were confined inside fth black bands (GaAs). A vertical two dimensional arsenic precpitates

! were formed. The planar view TEM was applied to reveal the compositional modulation
S~phenomena. Ile image (Fig. 3) showed that

' • Ik• numerous short while .wavy bands
: (length:1000D-2000A;width: 100A) were oriented

S • " h in a zigzag manner approximately along the
I• L•[0 111 direction. Again, it can been seen that the
•" •,• arsenic ppts were located-'n the outside of the

-- -••! white bands.(high Al composition region). Fig
(200 4. is a 3-D schematic diagram of this layer

ir--Distructure which combined with the results of the
cross section and planar view TErn images. It is
clear to show that the compositional modulation

These results are different with that those
reported by Mellneh et al.9 In their report, the
compositional modulation (quantum well

i•_•m structure) was made artificially during the
[500i] growth process and the arsenic ppts were
•_.....• formed in plane along with the heterojunction.

-- •L----='''.•" The two dimensional arsenic ppt arrays were
Fig. 3 Plan view TEM image of a GaAs paralleled with the interface. In this case, the
MESFET. Numerous short, wenv bands ran modulations occurred spontaneously. The LT
diagonally on the micrograph. As ppts Were AIGaAs layer that before high temperature
formed in the dark region. This result annealed was examined with TEM. The image
confirmed that the composition modulation revealed that it was homogeneous. There had no
occurre fter annealed.
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clusters existed. The compositional OR
modulation was taken place mn the LT
AlOss region after heat treatment. The a.m ,
longer annealing time was employed, the
phenomena of compositional modulation
were more clear. In addiation , the arsenic - 4
ppts were accumulated in the low Al
composition region and formed a vertical
two dimensional arrays.

The phenomena of the compositional
modulation have been found in several I-V
alloysaIO-12 In their results, the modulations
did not result from a decomposition of an LTwA&,
homogeneous layer, but occur during the
growth of t layer itself, and subsequent
frozen in this state. According to the • t
Stringfellow's theoretic calculation1 3, the
interaction parameter 0 and enthalpy of
mixing AH(mix) of ternary and quaternary
III-V compound semiconductor alloys, both
are positive. Phase Diagram calculations for
these alloy system have hence predicted the Fig. 4 A 3-D schematic diagram of
existence of miscibility gaps in many cases at microsucture in LT A1GaAs
low temperatures and also the possibility that

some of these alloy systems may be unstable to
have phase segregation by spinodal

Sdecomposition. Miscibility gaps have been
experimentally observed for some alloy
system 14-16 and the occurrence of spinodal
decomposition in epitaxial layers of a few of
these alloys has also been reported17-20.- Since
there is no experimental or theoretic data to
support that the GaAs-AlAs system has a
miscibility gap existed in such low temperature
region (2000 C), we can assume that the
compositional modulation happened in this
experiment is related to the spinodal
decomposition. If the above the assumption is
right, the next question is what the factor
triggered the spindol decomposition happened.
As it mentioned before, there is 1%-2% of
excess arsenic in the LT GaAs layer, therefore
we can expect that there must have excess
arsenic in the LT AIGaAs layer. The arsenic
ppts should be existed after the sample annealed
and these assumption has been verified.
Initially, the arsenic ppt uniformly appeared
inside the LT AIGaAs during annealed. After

Fig. 5 Images of the cross section of GaAs the arsenic ppts kepi coarsening, the strain
MESFET structure capped with an in situ Which caused by the lattice parameter difference
annealed LT AIGaAs layer (4000A). Note that between the ppt and matrix also kept increasing.
the polycrystalline started at 1700A and the When the total strain reach to certain amount,
amount of As ppt reduced near the poly the strain trigger the spinodal composition
region. The As ppts formed two dimensional happened in order to release the extra energy to
arrays paralleled with the growth direction prevent the dislocation appeared. This strain
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induce ordering process has been observed by Hsieh et al[ 2 1, Once there have phase modulation
occurred, the arsenic ppts redistribution proces then followed. The total strain depends on the
total amount arsenic precipitates. The thickness of the LT AIGaAs will be the key factor to
determine the modulation happened or not. We did observe that there is no compositional
modulation occurred when the thickness of LT AlGaAs is below 1000A. In addition, the AIAs
barier layer also plays a impoant role in this phenomena. The AIM barrier stopped the arsenicprecipitates out diffusion. It let the As ppts be confined in the LT AlGaAs region and it is allowed

that the strain can be accumulated continuously to reach the threshold value, then triggered the
ordering process. One of samples (nt shown hee) showed tifthe AIM barrier was replaced
with a LT GaAs. the wavelength of the modulation increased and the compositional modulations
would not be observed obviously. Combined with "strain induced modulation" and "arsenic
redistribution process", it can be successfully to explain this expemntal results.

In an early report, an unannealed LT GaAs layers grown 200V C has a larger lattice constant
(0.1%) than that of the normal GaAs. This result sugested that the LT compound has a thickness
limited before the epilayer turn into a polycrystalline. Fig. 5 is a (220) dark field images of the
sample 2-0117A which consists of a 4000A LT AIGaAs surface layer and a 200A AlAs barrier
layer. The sample was also in situ annealed at 600P C for 10 minutes. As seen from the image,
the top area of the LT AlGaAs has become a polycrystalline and the arsenic precipitate were
formed in discontinuous lines that were almost normal to the AlAs layer. It is also seen in this
image that the regions between the boundary of the polycrystalline and the single crystal has
arsenic ppts free and the contrast of this region is similar to that of the ALAs layer. These results
indicate that this region has a high Al composition. Again, this image shows that a compositional
modulation and vertical two dimensional arsenic-precipitate arrays were occurred in LT AIGaAs
layer.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have presented novel microstructures of arsenic pncip.-tes which formed
in LT AIGaAs/AIAs/n-GaAs layered structures grown at low substrate temperatures by MBE. It is
shown that compositional modulation occurred when the thickness of LT AIGaAs was over
1500A. The distribution of arsenic precipitates were followed the compositional modulation.
Vertical two-dimensional arsenic precipitates were formed in the low aluminum constitute region.
This is the first report that the compositional modulation was observed in an homogeneous LT
AIGaAs layer after annealed. All these micrstructures can result from the strain-induced spinodal
decomposition related mechanism and arsenic ppts redistribution process.
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ABSTRACT

The structure and properties of GaAs layers grown by molecular-beam epitaxy at low
temperatuta (150-250 C) have been studied. The samples were found to contain up to 1.5 aL%
extra As, which formed nano-scale clusters under annealing. The dependences of the excessive
As concentration and As-cluster sie and density on the growth and annealing conditions were
established. LT-GaAs layers wert found to have high electrical resistivity, however, our
investigations of microwave absorption in a weak magnetic field revealed a characteristic signal
usually attributed to the superconducting phase. It has been proved that this microwave
absorption is unlikely to be due to either the arsenic clusters in LT-GaAs films or indium in the
submrate, as it was assumed previously. We suggest a new hypothesis that the superconducting
phase in LT-GaAs is Ga nanoclusters formed on the growth surface.

INTRODUCTION

GaAs grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) at low temperature (less than 300 C) has
received a great deal of attention during the last few years (see, for example, (1.3]). The main
feature of this material is high arsenic excess, far outside the homogeneity region. Annealing
forces extra-As to form nano-scale clusters. High resistivity and short carrer lifetime make this
material useful for buffer layers, high-speed photodetector and other applications.

An unexpected phenomenon observed in LT-GaAs is the existence of a superconducting
phase recently reported by Baranowski et al [4). The presence of this phae can be detected using
characteristic microwave absorption dependent on a weak magnetic field. The authors (1
attributed the superconducting phase to arsenic clusters or arsenic planes. However, Li et al (s]
have lately repored that the superconducting phase may be formed in LT-GaAs due to indium
often used to sold the substrates to a holder in MBE-systerm.

In this paper we report the results on the structure and properties of LT-GaAs samples
vPepa re unde various conditions. The superconducting phase in these samples has also ban
investigaed. We have checked the hypotheses mentioned above and suggest a new one
wconWng for the existmnce of the superconducting phase in LT-GaAs films.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The LT-GaAs layers were grown in a dual-chamber "Katun" MBE-system on standard
undoped semi-insulating 2-inch GaAs substrates with (100) orientation. The growth rate was

I lsm/h and the layer thickness I p.m. The growth temperatures and As pressures for the layers
investigated are given in Table I. The substrate temperature was controlled by the thermal

radiation of a Ta-heater. Indium was not used to sold the substrate to the holder. The crystal

growth was assessed by reflected high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED).

Table I.

N PM (1Ors Pa) T, (*C) 8 (sec) a,-a, (10-4A) (As]-[Ga] (aL%)

94 1.1 150 37 85 1.2

93 1.1 200 31 60 1.1

95 1.1 250 23 20 <0.3

96 1.8 150 47 83 1.4

97 1.8 200 29 65 1.0

98 1.8 250 27 27 0.4

Ai .er the growth, a part of the grown ,amples was annealed at the temperatures Ta = 400, 500
or 6U,1 *C under As over pressure PA, = 1.8x×0-5 Pa immediately in the growth chamber for
15 m ,iutes.

El ctron-probe microanalysis (EPMA), X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron

micr ,copy (TEM), electron microscopy of surface replica were used to characterize the

micr( -tructure of LT-GaAs layers. Special care was taken to improve the sensitivity of EPMA
that .Ilowed us to decrease the total absolute error down to 0.3 atomic %. Electrical and

photc uminescense (PL) study were also performed.
In order to reveal the superconducting phase, the LT-GaAs films were investigated by

magn :tic-field-modulated microwave absorption (FMMA) in a weak magnetic field over the
tempt rature range 2-50 K. The FMMA signal measured was the field derivative of microwave
absor ,tion dPldH.

REStI LTS AND DISCUSSION

Dtaing the layer growth a net of streaks of the main reflections was observed in the HEED

patteti that allowed us to draw the conclusion about a layer-by-layer growth mechanism,
atomi•,ally smooth surface and a high crystalline quality of the LT-GaAs being grown. As-
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stabilized conditions were realized at all the tempebatures used. The intensive diffuse scattering,
increasing with lowering growth temperat e as well as with increasing layer thickness, was the
main feature of the HEED pattern. This phenomenon seems to be due to the high concentration
of extra arsenic on the growth surface and to its capture into the growing layer.

Electron microscopy of surface replica hais shown a specific relief of the growth surface. The
growth pits with submicron dimensions (80-120 nm) and with a density of 1W8-109 cm-2 were
also detected.

The lattice constant of as-grown layers (a) measured by XRD exceeded that of the GaAs
substrate (a,) and increased rapidly with decreasing growth temperature. Simultaneously, the
FWHM of the rocking curves (e) rose. The values of a,-a, and 9 as well as the concentration
of extra As determined by EPMA are given in Table 1. The amount of extra As is in good
agreement with the data obtained previously [2]. The maximum concentration of excessive
arsenic is 1.5 at.% and it reduces sharply with increasing growth temperature. The change in the
As molecular flux has a weak influence on the excessive arsenic concentration in the epitaxial
layer. Consideration of LT-GaAs lattice constant measurements taking into account the Ga and
As tetrahedral radii and tetrahedral interstice size show excessive As to be primarily situated at
the interstitials. The concentration of antisite defects Asr seems to be far less than that of the
interstitials Asi and is xlOllcm-3 in LT-GaAs grown at 200 *C according to EPR data [2].

The annealing caused the lattice constant and X-ray rocking curve width of the layers to
approach that of the substrate. Fig. I shows the dependences of a,- a, on annealing temperature.
The data indicate an improvement of the crystal perfectness of the GaAs matrix under annealing.
TEM study showed that excessive As formed nano-scale clusters in the annealed samples
(Fig. 2).
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At leas at high annealing temperature (500 and 600 C) the clusters had a crystal structure
indicated by the moie fringe in the TEM image and extra spots around (220) and (400)
reflections in the [1101 dicions at selected area dhaction pattern. At the same growth
temperature 150 "C, the average cluster size increased from 2 to 7 nm when the annealing
temperature rose from 500 to 600 C. Simultaneously, the cluster density reduced from 5xIO17

to (6-8)xl0"cm3n-1. Comparing the density and size of As clusters with the concentration of
extra As from the EPMA data, one can find a complete precipitation of extra As at annealing
temperature 600 "C and only partial one at lower T,. When the growth temperatm rose from
150 to 200 and up to 250 *C, i.e the initial amount ofe etr As dropped, the cluster size in the
samples annealed at 600 *C reduced from 7 to 5 and down to 4 am while the clustr density
remained approximately she same for T, = 150 and 200 C and decreased slightly for
T, - 250 *C. In addition to the As dusters, there were other defects in LT GaAs layers, in
particular, dislocations of the edge type as well as defects causing the spotted dark contrast in the
plane-view image. The defect density was evaluated to be of the same order of magnitude as that
of the surface defects observed through replicas.

All the LT-GaAs samples (both as-grown and annealed) were found to have high electrical
resistivity (p>104 £0 cm) which vas not measured precisely because of the shunt resistance of the
thick (330 pam) SI-GaAs substrat.

The PL investigations at 4.2 K showed a weak carbon-related line, intensity of which
increased with the annealing temperature in agreement with the conclusion on the improvement
of the crystal perfectness. A specific feature of the spectra was the absence of excitonic lines.
This fact supports the As-cluster model accounted for electronic properties of LT-GaAs [3].

It is usually assumed that the FMMA signal with characteristic dependences on the
temperatur and magnetic field indicates the existence of a superconducting phase in the
samples [1, 7]. Most of the samples investigated showed superconductor-like FMMA signals
(Fig. 3). The signal magnitude were found to vary strongly from one sample to another.
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The sprconducting tasition temperature was estimated to be about 10 K. The following
featre of the signal were also detected: a hysteresis in a microwave absorption upon reversing
d field-sweep direcion; increasing noise as the temperature approaches To; in dependence of
the signal on the sample orientation with respect to the external magnetic field. This features as
well as the characteristic shape, temperature and magnetic field dependence of the FMMA signal
seem likely to indicate a superconducting phase in LT-GaAs samples in accordance to the
previous results [4].

It has been suggested in [4] that this phase in LT-GaAs can be due to As-rich plane structures
or arsenic clusters, although arsenic does not exhibit superconducting properties in the bulk
form. In order to check this hypothesis, we have compared the microwave absorption data with
the growth and annealing conditions and with the results of the structure study. No correlations
of the excess As concentration and structure including the precipitation stage, cluster size and
cluster concentration with microwave absorption have been detected, although the FMMA signal
varied by up to 2 orders of magnitude and qualitatively in some cases. The large number (24) of
samples investigated and the gradual appropriate change in the crystal structure under the growth
and annealing condition variations allow us to conclude that the microwave absorption signal in
LT-GaAs samples is unlikely to be due to clusters or other defects formed by extra-As.

Recently Li ct al. have shown [5] that the FMMA signal can be due to indium clusters formed
in the GaAs substrate during the epitaxy and subsequent annealing if indium was used to sold the
substrate to a holder in the MBE system. Indium clusters were assumed to have the
superconducting transition temperature higher then bulk In (T, = 3.4 K).

It should be pointed out that we have not used indium in our MBE system. The EPMA and
PL study indicated that indium content in our substrates was less than 2x4018 cm-3. Moreover,
we reproduced for somec substrates the heat treatment procedures similar to that for the low-
temperature MBE growth followed by the annealing. The microwave absorption measurements
showed no superconductor-like signal in the substrates without epitaxial layer. Thus, we have
proved that the characteristic microwave absorption in our LT-GaAs samples is not due to
indium in the substrates.

To understand the nature of the FMMA signal, one should be take into account the absence of
clear regularity in the signal type and magnitude variations. This fact allows us to suppose that
the microwave absorption may be due to specific defects formed at the initial growth stage and
retained in the substrate-layer interface or moving with the growth surface. We observed a fairly
high concentration of such kind of defects near the surface by surface replica and transmission
elecon microscopy. It should be pointed out that these defects are not a specific feature of our
samples or low-temperature MBB. The growth defects of such kind have been observed earlier
in vapour-phase epitaxy films [8]. These defects are 1-100 mun gallium particles doped with
different impurities and are liquid at growth temperature.
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It is well known that gallium is a type-I superconductor with a critical temperature T,-= 1. K.
The capture of different imtpurities in the liquid gallium particles during the crystal growth can
result inan increase of T, The existence of the FMMA signal up to 10K can be also attributed
to the small size of gallium particles. Such an increase in T, was earlier observed for Sn clusters

[91.

CONCLUSION

We have proved that the superconductor-like microwave absorption is unlikely to be due to
either arsenic clusters in LT-GaAs films or indium in the substrate, as it was assumed
previously. We suggest that the superconducting phase in LT-GaAs is Ga nanoclusters formed
on the growth surface. The hypothesis suggested for the microwave absorption nature in LT-
GaAs accounts for the results on the structure, property and microwave absorption reported here
and in the previous papers [4. 5].
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PART VII

Defects in Bulk and
Epitaxial Semiconductors



PFOTOLUbMNUCSNCE IMAGING OF m-V SUBSTRATFS AND EPMTAXIAL
HETEI'OSTRUCIJF

W. JANTZ, X. 3AUMI, Z.M. WANG" AND J.I INDSCHI
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AnSTRACT

The charaezon of rnV compound semiconductor substrates and epitaxial layers with
phooumine sc maging is reviewed. Th luminescence patterns of semi-insulating GaAs am
dominanly determined by the concentration and distributiom of nouradiadve recombination centers,
as shown by compariso with spec-toscopic temperaure and lifetime topography of photoexcited
carriers. Wafers fabricated with various growdh and annealing procedures ae evaluated. Presently
available uistions on nonradiaive centers in GaAs ae summarized and discussed. The
correlation of luminescesce, absorption and resistivity topograms of InP substrates shows various
interrelated influences of the Fe acceptor distribution. High resolution luminescence images of
growth induced, strain induced and substrate induced defects in epitaxial heterostructures are
obtained. The generation ofrelaxation dislocations in pseudomorpic layers is influenced by growth
parameters, layer structures, layer doping and also by substrate properties. Nonradiative
recombination center poatns replicate the arrangement of threading dislocations in the substrate.

INTRODUrIJON

The increasing complexity of micro- and optoelectroni device fabrication has stimulated the
development of characteri o tachniques satisfying the need for detailed control of substrate
materials, epitaxial layers and fabrication processes. An important and widely used method is
potuminecn (imagin (P), including phobluminescenc topography (P^1) and

phtoumnececemicroscopy (PLM.

PLT of M-v compound semiconductors was introduced about 8 years ago [ 1-3]. It is now firmly
established as an kidispensable diagnostic tool. Already the first PLT experiimets, designed
modestly to map the near bandgap intensity Ip without spectral resolution at room temperature,
immediately yielded important and surprising new informations convincingly demonstrating the
diagnostic value of FLT to characterize 1-V semiconductors. In due course, improvments
including mapping at low temperature with spectral selection were realized [4,5]. These features
increasedboth ti range of applications and the information content of luminescence images. Today,
PLT has been installed in many academic and iniustri laboratories. Commercial systems
developed for routine productio control are available Mor recently, spectrally selective PLM at
CRY temperature [6] has ben introduced u an easy-to-use tool to study growth-induced
defct in compound semiconductor epitaxial layers.

EXPKRIMDMAL DERAUIS

Fig. I shows schemaic diagrams of our PLI systems. In the PLT setup the focussed Ar lser
excition is scanned in two dimensions across the stationary sample and the entire or a spectrally
selected past ofL.emited from tie sample is recorded. xcitatinm and collection optics are scanned
simultaneously such that amr of 75 mm diameter can be imaed. T1e PLM approach i
S- -TdWete anmple area (between 200 anmd75D0 mdiamete) is
illuminae wila tera lilt ad Istally selective with a video camera.

u ent we at room temperture, 77K and 2K (PLT only).
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Fig. 1. Schematic reW!sentation of the photoluminescence topography (left) and photolumi-
nescence microscopy systems.

The characteristic distribution of an optically detectable defect and its direct, inverse or
nonexisting correlation with patterns of other material properties is helpful to identify defect
structur•s and defect interactions. On the other hand, the excellent (generally carrier diffusion
limited) lateral resolution of PLM allows to image fine details of growth-induced, strain-induced and
substrate-induced structural and chemical defects.

For the analysis of bulk GaAs properties commercial state-of-the-art wafers were used
throughout. Material obtained from differt vendors, grown with Liquid Encapsulated Czochralski
(L=C) and Vertical Gradient Freeze (VGF) procedures, subject to ingot and wafer annealing, was
available. Various epitaxial heterostructures were investigated, including thick (Pni) GaAs layers,
GaAs and InGaAs quantum well (QW) and multi-QW layers enclosed between AIGaAs and GaAs
barriers. As usual, these test layers were separated from the substrate by buffer and superlattice layers
and covered by a GaAs cap layer. Relaxation dislocations were observed in InGaAs QW and
multi-QW structures similar to those used for the fabrication of laser diodes.

INVESTIGATION OF SUBSTRATES

The first PLT images of compound semiconductors were obtained with semi-insulaing GaAs
substrates [1, 2]. Such measurements are now an important part of routine optical wafer
characteization (for a recent survey, see e.g. [8]). The capability of PLT to reveal bulk material
properties is immediately seen from Fig. 2, showing, for LEC and VGF grown material, the well
known cellulw dislocation density structure and the precise correlation between the pattern of
dislocaions a measured by X-Ray topograhy and the patters of near bandgap Ipl. Such images
yield detailed informaions that ae well known and intensively exploited, but for this very reason
worthwhile to be summarized here, including:
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the cellular dislocation structure itself, imaged with PLT faster and less expensively as

compared to X-Ray topography,
- the distribution of optically active centers,

- the dependence of macroscopic and microscopic material homogeneity on growth techniques,

- the redistribution mechanism of annealing procedures,
- the magnitude and inhomogeneity of photoexcited carrier lifetime,

- an estimate of the magnitude and homogeneity of surface recombination.

As an example how PLT can be used to characterize defect-induced Mati properties, we
discuss results of spectroscopic lifetime topography [4.7]. Briefly summarized, this method exploits
the fact that photoexcited electrons relax, via LO phonon generation and electron scattering, to the
bottom of the conduction band. Thus. prior to recombination, a thermalized electron gas is generated

t Ot

Fig. 2. Near bandedge potol nescence intensity topograms (left) and corresponding
X-Ray scattering topograms (right) of LEC (top) and VGF (bottom) grown semi-insulating GaAs.
Areas of hig luminescen appear bright. The LEC X-Ray topogram was obtained in the reflecti-
on geometry, the VGF topogram in the transmission geometry. Therefore, areas of high dislocation
density appear dark in the top, but bright in the bottom X-Ray topogramn. Hence, luminescence in-
tensity and dislocation density are anticorrelated in LEC, but correlated in VGF material. These

* intenrlatioin, however, are not generally true, depending e. g. on the annealing history. The white
bar indicates I mnL
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The diagnostic value of PLT is further increased by comparative analysis, using other topographic
measurements of the same sample area. Fig. 5 shows FL and resistivity (p) topograms of a
semi-insulating hiPnsubstrit [9]. tis sen that IL andp ae strictly anticorrelated. s and similar
topographic correlon (not shown here) between p and Fee absorption [101 and between IL and
To [11] demonstraethat

- fluctuations of th Fe concentration can reliably be measured with the convenient,
nondestiuctive PLT technique

- fluctuations of p ae dominantly caused by fluctuations of the Fe concentration.
- PLg variabos are dominantly caused by competing recombination via the deep Fe center.

As mentioned above, the chemical and structural identity of NRRC in GaAs is not yet established
unambiguously, in spite of numerous investigations [12-16]. However, we believe that the following
statements ae now well established:-
1. The NRRC causes the pronounced variations of IpL shown in Fig. 2 (7, 10]. Hence its

concentration tends to fluctuate with a pattern reproducing the dislocation density distribution.
2. The average concentration and the concentration fluctuation of NRRC depend on the crystal

growth process and can be varied reversibly by annealing procedures [14, 17]). Hence the
chemical species forming the defect can be accommodated in the GaAs matrix in different
forms.

3. The NRRC is not EL2, as demonstrated e.g. by annealing procedures that homogenize EL2
while JpL remains inhomogenies [5, 181.

4. The NRRC does not contribute to the electrical compensation balance, as demonstrated e.g. by
annealing procedures that homogenize p while IpL remains inhomogeneous [16. 18].

5. Numeros effot to identify a recombination center generating luminescence at
below-bandgap energy suitable to explain the Ip pattern, i.e. exhibiting an anticorrelated
order-of-magnitude variaton, were futile.

6. Bulk GaAs contains excess As on the order of 1018 cm'3, Incorporated inlomogeneously as
precipitates, antisites and (probably) interstitials [191.

7. The center responsible for near bandgap, so-called reverse contrast (RC) absorption is closely
related to NRRC [151. RC absorption requires an optically active center with an energy level
close to oe of the band edges.

In general it is tacitly assumed that an optically active centeralso influences the electrical material
properties. Therefore, statement 4 has thus far been circumvented by assuming that NRRC does
contribute to the compensation, but does occur in such low concentration that this contribution is not
signficat. Conversely, the carrier capture c:oss section of the center is assumed to be high enough
that it can nevertheless, dominate all other optical recombination processes. These permissible, but
suspiciously complicated assumptions am becoming progressively more difficult to maintain as
compensation is now well controlled even at very low concentration levels of the contib•ting
defects. Material with Carbon concentrations down to 3x1O14 cm" can be grown semi-insulating
with predictable resistivity p [201.

We, therefoe, postulate that NRRC does not participate in compensation, Le. does not supply or
accept electron toionize other acceptos or donors (as e.g. EL2 ionizes the carbon acceptor in n-type
semi-insulating GaAs). Such a center must have an ionization energy substantially exceeding that of
EU. Ain acceptor level very cloen to the conduction band edge Ec or a door level very close to the
valence band edge does not contribute to the compensation balance, even if incorporated in high
conentlraion (staetment 4). It would also satiy statements 5 and 7, i.e. account for the probable
non-existence of IL-competing below-bandgap recombination radiation and for the RC absori
An acceptor level close to iE has Indeed been proposed recently to explain photoconductivity effects
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mired to RC absorption [211. The manifold interrelatio an suggesting tot the ddefc aing
nonradlsaive recombinatioa and reverse contrast absorption ar not only closely relate [15, bu
identical

Of course, a defect structure with the required physical properties must sdll be identified and
confirmed experimentally. Acceptor states close to Ec are, for instance, provided by local
fluctuations of Ec. Taking into account all seven statements lisHed above, we suggest that local
fluctuations of exem As exist that these local fluctuations am generating local fluctuations of E.
which. in turn. cause ft IL variations shown in Fig. 1 and the corresponding RC absorption patterns
[15,22].

Nether sugstion, probably not even their combination, is new. Nevertheless we believe that the
arguments coBected above should stimulate a detailed reconsidenat of the presented issues. One
possai fu•ut bservaton could be that strong below-bmdgap absorption and low PL efficiency
are promnent fauume of aAs grown with Molecular Beran Eptaxy (MBE) at low keperature
known to contain excess As. Thi observation, If applicable to bulk GaAs, would explain the
correlations between increased excess As, increased below-beadgap absorption and reduced IpL
quite naturally.

INVESTIGATION OF FPrrAXIAL LAYERS

PLI system with cryogenic cooling and spectral selection allow a detailed analysis of epitaxial
layer systems to control and optimize deposition processes (MOVPE and MBE). These
investigations may be subdivided into assessments of macroscopic homogeneity, such as thickness
and composition of ernary and quaternary layes [22, 231] and of microscopic defects [24].
Consonant with the focus of this symposium on defects we shall concentrate on topics belonging to
the second mrea, however emphasizing that the evalution of the geometric and chemical
homogeneity of epitaxial heterostructures, in particular laser structures, are an incresingly
important task of spectroscopic PLT in our laboratory and elsewhere.

Forluminescetce investigations of local defects, requiring the highest possible lateral resolution,
PLM is best suited. Defect structures usually are visible because IpL is locally reduced. Less
frequently, bright defects am observed. We shall discuss typical defects eacountered in
state-of-tbe-Ms etaxi layers induced by deposition processes, layer strain and substrate
impaer"ection [24-27n].

Fig. 6a shows the PLM image of an oval deWc4 frequently generated in MBE layers. While this
rather pronounced growth irregularity in genrd is also visible with conventional (Nomarski)
microscopy, the PLM image directly qualifies the resulting optical degradation and identifies finer
details such as dislocation lines starting from the defect.

It is well known that the strain of layers grown on substrates or layers with a different lattice
constant can be accommodated coherently only up to a critical thickness Io. In layers with thickness
1> Ic strain relaxation dislocations (RD) are generated. Precise assessment of Ic is desireable, in
particular for laser structures. RDs are intolerable material degradations that must securely be
avoided. However, a desized device performance (e.g. laser emission wavelength) often requires to
approach IC as close as possible. This controversial situation has stirmlated detailed studies how RD
generation depen&s on parameters other than lattice mismatch and layer thickness [25].

Fig. 6b shows RD patter•s in a MBE grown nzxGal.1As layer with x = 0.2 and 1= 20 nm. With an
appropriate detection filtar (see Fig. 1), only luminescence emitted by the InWaAs layer is recorded.
Theimage showsthat I isjustbeyond IC for thegiven In content For slightly higher l, the RDdensity
lncres dramatically. A particularly interesting feature in Fig. 6b is the different density of
horizontal and vertical [110] RDs (at and P dislocations in the usual notation). Mh preferred
generation of cc dislocatiom leads to a peculiar asymmetry and wemerature dependence of the sheet
resistivity, salisfactorily interpreted in tems of depletion tubes surrounding the RDs [28].
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6(c. d). kig Eshwing ma n ss layer~ with putcael Ilol reveal a blatral peatrn of defects

0b

F*g 6. Defect sauctuas observed in MOVPB and I4BE belemsructurs containng AW~M~s
nGeaM and GaMs bryer. For deta&l we too-

similar to the Oclular stucture show in Fig. 2 (271. The correatio demonstates tha RD
gewneaion in steof buffer, mipedtance and barrier blay, can nevertheless be stiulatded by
mabsirat thfaingdibcataIon bTis finding has decisive bearing on the choice of subtrates and
growth procedure used to fabicate laser restoducture layers

AtpindPU~ieOPfaimersMtUre ontaiu in5ln,~aj.,Asquanwiweflswithxa035 and
I U5.7=wb~ddbtwon~~bwlor i don nftG&Againthe firtapearanceof RDs is

an indicoaordithathecritical thiknes 16 is realized Few andsadin ratherd shrlt [1 RDH lies arese
to Wooed from die points where the crMal distubance is genesued [25,261. Such imges serve as a
sensitiv indicato to evaluate the beneficial or adverse Influeoce of gowth tMperatures, growth

intewmp insIncreased number of otherwisIdenca" quanbi weIll& barrier or quantta well
doping confinement layer and postgrwth annealing. For inatance, law structures indenia to that
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shown in 6ig. dWit the exeM ond of tim number of QWs. turned out to behave quite diferently
withrePecstORDLbs bs ucturewath6QWsshowed muc mre thesMxcUm with 3QWsnoRDs.
Lagt but not bask, the IVNMptac of susta qualty, in this case the superiority of VOIF wafers for
depoition ofluestsmocaaes, was deslm demansushed.

Fa. 7. Substrale-orrlaed delfets observed in an ePitaxial GaAs layer grown with MBE on
different Ga&s wafers. (A) VCW. (B) ingot annealed LEr, (C) wafer annealed LEC.

As a finad exMpl how msubstat propeties can be "inherited" by epitaxin layers, Fi& 7 shows
"PLMMO im fe oa M4BE tes struct=r grown on WEF ingot annealeid LEC and wafer annealed LEC
substrates [26]. TIe luminescence is emitted by al1.2 pm GaAs layer embedded between buffer and
barrier layers. In each cue very prominent pattrns of reduced IpL (829 nan) are; observed. clearly
replicatin the dislocatio density patterns of the respective substrates. This correlation has
previously been established for ingot annealed LEC waflers by diretl comparing the PLm image
with the undrlyingpotio P OM f the substrate after stuctura etching [24]. Fig. 7 demonstrates that an
advese infueceof bsbubtaeanhosnoeneeson theoptdicalyequalty canthusfar only graually
be Controlled by using inovative (wafer meale LEC and VGP) substrae material.

Of comew, it is appealing to iimagine even mar detailed inerrelatons between substrate
- eddefdoes in -a layes eg. postulatin diffusion ofexcess Asprferentialy

angdilocatons, from the substrate into the layeat Such mechanisms would further emphasize the
imprtanceofteissesdiscssd in Section3.Clealy scneIntricteproblemsmuust ilbesolved
in order to suapply a athetrat quaty ideally suited for fte depositon of defect-frcee epiaxial layers.
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PROPERTIES OF AN ARRAY OF DISLOCATIONS
IN A STRAINED EPIrAXIAL LAYER

TONG-YI MHANG
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Clear Water Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong

ABSTRACT

The energy of a general array of dislocations in an epitaxial layer is formulated and
expressed in terms of per unit area of interface. Several limiting cases are used to verify the
solution and the results are compared to other independent treatments. The critical thickness
required for the generation of an isolated dislocation is found by solving for the layer thickness
which corresponds to a zero value of the formation energy. The critical dislocation density at
a given thickness is also determined. An additional work required for sequential generation
of dislocations in an epitaxial layer arises from dislocation-dislocation interaction and has to
be expressed in terms of per unit length of dislocation line. The work hardening effect is
found to increase sharply with decreasing distance between the fresh and the pre-existing
dislocations once the distance falls below approximately twenty times the layer thickness. The
additional work achieves the level of the self energy of an isolated dislocation when the
distance between the fresh and the nearest pre-existing dislocation is comparable to twice the
layer thickness.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, Freund"2 and Willis and co-workers3' developed rigorous treatments for the
stability of dislocation arrays. However, some inconsistencies remain in the self energy of a
dislocation array in a strained epitaxial layer. In particular, one does not recover appropriate
solutions for special types of arrays in the limit where the thickness of the epitaxial layer
approaches infinity. In this case, the dislocation array becomes a dislocation wall. For
example, the self energy of a wall of pure screw dislocations approaches zero in Willis et al.'s
solution3A*, while it is easily shown that the appropriate limit is infinity. Similarly, the self
energy of an array of pure edge dislocations with their Burgers' vector perpendicular to the
interface differs from that for a pure tilt boundary7 by a factor of "e" in the log term when the
solution of Freund is used2.

It has been experimentally observed that the stress relaxation induced by dislocation
generation in a strained epitaxial layer grown on a substrate is considerably less than expected
from conventional equilibrium models'. Dodson' proposed that the discrepancy was the result
of dislocation-dislocation interaction in which the early generated dislocations exert a back-
stress on any subsequent dislocations. He drew an analogy between this type of process and
work hardening in metals but provided no rigorous derivation of the magnitude of the effect.
Willis and co-wokers' made the first attempt to provide a theoretical basis for the calculation
of the possible extent of work hardening. Their method was based on calculating the driving
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force for the introduction of the "last" dislocation to complete a periodic array of dislocations
in the interface between a strained epitaxial layer and a substrate. Since their results predicted
an attraction between the last dislocation and the incomplete array, they concluded that work
hardening could not be used to explain the experimental observations.

The present work reports solutions of the energies of an array dislocations and of the
dislocation-dislocation interaction for the subsequent generation of dislocations in a strained
layer and applies the results to a consideration of potential work hardening.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Enemies of a dislocation array

Consider a periodic array of dislocations at an interface. All of the dislocations in the
array have the same Burgers' vector b=(b,,b 2 ,b3] (Fig.l). The total energy for the array is
expressed in terms of per unit area of interface. Thus, the energy per unit length of dislocation
line is the product of the dislocation spacing, p, and the energy per unit area. The total energy
and the formation energy are given by:

P Et - P (E. + Elt + E.) and E +÷ Eit,, (1)

where Et, I, E,, E,. and E. are, respectively the total, formation, self, interaction, and
mismatch energies per unit area. The interaction energy defined here is the only driving force
for dislocation generation and arises from the interaction between the mismatch stresses and
the dislocations. The interaction energy among dislocations is included in the self energy at
the moment The appropriate energies per unit length of dislocation line can be evaluated by
integrating the corresponding energy densities in a domain L as shown in Fig.l. Consequently,
the interaction and the mismatch energies are respectively evaluated as

PEt ft 2 ,IL (l+v) ebvh and E- 2  1U-v)e2 h, (2)
V -Id1-v

where e• is the un-relaxed mismatch strain, h is the layer thickness, p and v are the shear
modulus and Poisson's ratio respectively. Eq.(2) shows that the mismatch energy per unit area
is independent of the dislocation spacing. The only driving force is ensured by a negative
interaction en rgy, i.e. a negative product of the bN component of the Burgers' vector and the
mismatch strain. If the dislocation core radius, ro, is much smaller than either the layer
thickness or the dislocation spacing, the self energy approximately equals:

-.. -IL (b? +•b?+(1-v) ?) 114(P (1 - e -40) + 2 0
pE, = 4x(1-v) 2%ro (3)

+ 21&(b?.÷b)02e-.O I+(b?-•b) ( 1 - 2 0 2LS.-) with Q=0-3.X(3.-V) (1-0-40)2 4x i(1-v) 1-0- 4 2P/_•k

The foamatimo energy is obtained by the summation of the self energy, core energy, and
interaction energy terms. Furthermore, the sum of the mismatch and the formation energies
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yields the total energy.

There are two limiting cases for the self energy of the dislocation array. The frst is
that the self energy distributed throughout the entire crystal reduces to that for an isolated
dislocation as the dislocation spacing, p, approaches infinity. It can be shown that E, does
indeed approach:

PH . - ( + p,(bk+b 2 ) (4)
•Z=4% (1-v) r 8x7 (1-v)

The other limiting case occurs as the layer thickness approaches intfiity. Here, the array of
dislocations becomes a dislocation wall in an infinite body. As a simple example, let us
assume that the Burgers' vector of the dislocations in the array lies along the x, direction so
that the dislocation wall is a pure tilt boundary. In this case, the self energy reduces to:

(5)
E',C 4x(1-v)p 27r "

This is identical to that given for a tilt boundary by Hirth and Lothe7 . It should also be noted
that, for the solution pre~erv ýd herein, if the Burgers' vector of the dislocations in the array lies
along either the x2 or x3 direction, the self energy will approach infinity, as expected7 .

Work hardening

The work hardening is understood as an increase of the formation energy of a fresh
dislocation. The fresh dislocation generates when other dislocations exist already. The
formation energy of the fresh dislocation contains three terms: the self energy of the fresh
dislocation which is defined as the self energy for an isolated dislocation given by Eq.(4), the
interaction energy between the mismatch stresses and the fresh dislocation which is given by
Eq.(2) and the interaction energy, Ed, between the fresh dislocation and the other pre-existing
dislocations. Since the self energy and the interaction energy between the dislocation and the
mismatch stresses are identical to each dislocation, the work hardening or the change of the
formation energy must be caused by the dislocation-dislocation interaction. In this case, all
energies have to be expressed in terms of per unit length of dislocation line.

In the present work, we assume that the fresh and pre-existing dislocations have the
same Burgers' vector. First we consider the case of a single pre-existing dislocation. E,, is
given by

, (bb-(1-v)b) I xd)

1i Ald /(6)

4h2-x 2d ___

+ Wh2 (b?÷N) (bx-b)!)"
(4h2 +Xd) 4h2+x 2
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where the x, axis is chosen to pass through the fresh dislocation and the location of the pre-
existing dislocation is (h, xu). If there are N pre-existing dislocations, the interaction energy
is directly obtained from Eq.(6) as a sum of the interactions between the individual dislocations

E&. 4w((7)

+ 4h2 (b?.bý) 4h XdJ + (bý -bj) 8h 2

(4h2+xdj )2 4h2+xL.2dj

For the special case of a periodic arry of pre-existing dislocations in the interface between the
layer and the substrate the interaction energy for a fresh dislocation at the midpoint between
any two pre-existing dislocations in the array is given by:

Ed- - E(I v)P [(b ? ÷b l ÷(I -v )b ?h) in [co sh ( 27th )

4 X2 h 2  + (b2-b) A--htanh (2h) (8)

p 2 cosh2 (_hh) p P

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The critical thickness for dislocation generation can be obtained from the condition of
a zero formation energy. Ignoring the dislocation core energy, one finds:

bt+? +b (I -v) b? -n( 2h' (1 +v je1 b2I1h, + bf +1) = 0. (9)49 1 ri ro ) 87S

Eq.(9) determines the critical thickness, below which no dislocation can appear. A comparison
of Eq.(9) with the results of Freund' reveals an extra term in Eq.(9) which yields a larger
critical thickness. The reason for the discrepancy is that the earlier treatments assumed that
the dislocation is already present in the strained layer, while, in the present work, the
dislocation is assumed to generate from somewhere and subsequently moves to the interface.
As an example, a GeSi,.• layer on a Si substrate with an interface, x,=h, has a normal which
coincides with the <100> direction for either material. For a 600 dislocation laying on a ( 111)
plane, the dislocation line is along the <110> direction. A possible Burgers' vector in the
coordinate system is b=b[-1I42, -1/2, 1/21. The mismatch strain is e=0.042x (Willis et aLW)
and v=0.227. For x=0.25, the critical thickness is approximately 39.3b or 133 A. Without the
extra term in Eq.(9), above data yield the critical thickness of 32.7b. The extra term makes
the critical thickness larger by approximately 7b.

The total energy per unit area varies with the dislocation density. The data used to
calculate the critical thickness above are adopted here again to demonstrate the total energy
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change with dislocation density. Fig.2 shows that the total energy is independent of dislocation
spacing at large p when the layer thickness is equal to the critical thickness. At very small
dislocation spacings, however, the total energy rises sharply with decreasing dislocation
spacing. For layer thicknesses larger than the critical thickness, the total energy gently
decreases with decreasing dislocation spacing until it reaches a minimum value. As described
above, the only energy term which is negative is the interaction energy. When the dislocation
density in the array is relatively low, the increase in the interaction energy is more rapid with
decreasing p than the self energy. Since the mismatch energy is independent of p, the total
energy decreases. At dislocation spacings smaller than the minimum point, the total energy
again increases very sharply with decreasing p. In this region the self energy becomes
dominant as the dislocations begin to interact. Obviously, a critical dislocation density can be
obtained by minimizing the total energy.

The dislocation-dir-location interaction energy as a function of the vertical component
of the distance between the two dislocations is shown in Fig.3. As can be seen from the
figure, the interaction energy is always positive, whether the fresh dislocation is above or below
the pre-existing dislocation. This implies that extra work is always required for the generation
of the second dislocation and supports the suggestion of work hardening. The interaction
energy actually approaches infinity as the distance between the fresh and pre-existing
dislocations decreases below about twenty layer thicknesses. At separations larger than twenty
layer thicknesses, the interaction energy becomes negligible.

For the case of a pre-existing periodic dislocation array, FigA shows the additional work
required for the nucleation of a fresh dislocation at a position midway between any two pre-
existing dislocations in the array. A comparison of Figs.3 and 4 shows that the interaction
energy for an array of dislocations is similar to that for a single dislocation. Although it rises
more rapidly with decreasing dislocation spacing in the array, it still becomes negligible above
a spacing of approximately twenty layer thicknesses. If the layer thickness is assumed to be
30 b (approximately 100 A), the self energy has a value of 5.5 in units of (pb2)/[4x(l-v)1. As
can be seen in Fig.4, the interaction energy will exceed the self energy when the dislocation
spacing is smaller than twice the layer thickness.
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* A13STRACT

* ~Properties of mlidgap levels in n-type GaAs crystals were studied by using
* trap density spectroscopy (TDS), capacitance-voltage and near infrared (NIR)

absorption measurements. The TDS analysis for various n-type samples showed
that the - -nentratbons of the midgap level were from 2.02x 1016 cm-3 to 3.4 x 101"
cnr3 . However, thos of ELZ in the same crystals were found to be from 1.1 x 1018,
cmi 

3 to 1.3 x 10". CM- 3 by M1R absorption measurements at room temperature. On
the other hand, in undoped semi-insulating GaAs crystals with carbon
cxwmentrations ranging from 6 x 1014 air 3 to 2.4 x 10". 1, m-3 , the densities of the
io~aized EL2 determined by NIR absorption were only about 3096 of those of carbon
accptor determined by the localized vibrational mode absorption at roam
temprna ire. These differences suggest the presence of another midgap donor
which does no-, give NIH absorption. The oucnrtosof this trap were
estimated to he 0.8 to 1.6 times those of EL2 by decoimposition of the TDS spectra
into their componewim

INTRODUCTION

Undoped semi-insulating (SI) characteristics in GaAs maiterials are generally
described by the so-cale three-leve.1 model that the net shallow accptor
compensates a part of the midgap donor EL2. The carbon is a dominant shallow
acceptor in undoped SI materials. Electrical properties of these materials are
explained by Shockley diagram based on this model qualitatively. The
concentration of carbon In GaAs is determined by the localized vibrational mode
(LVM) absorption, and those of the neutral and ionized EL2 can he determined by
near infrared (NIH) absorption measurements [1,2]. According to this model, the

, -enraion of the ionized EL2 must be nearly equal to that of carbon. Recent
optical absorption measurements, however, suggested that the carbon density was
about three times greater than the ionized EL2 cxoncentrato [2,3,4]. This
discrepancy cannot be explained In the framework of the three-level mo-deL

To Investigate the compensation mechanism, properties of midgap levels in
n-type GaAs crystals were studied by using trap density spectroscopy (TDS).
capacitance-voltagge (C-V) and near infrared (NIR) absorption measurements. For
SI materials, the -eliinrationsf of the neutral and ionized EL2 were determined
by NIH absorption ammeasuments at room temperature. The electrical properties
(resistivit and Hall mobility) of SI GaAs crystals were obtained from Hall
measurements. A new model of the compensation mechanism is proposed to explain
these results quantitatively.

EXPERItMMNAL

In order to study properties of midgap levels, n-type GaAs samples wege
Prepared from crystals grown by HE, LEC methods, and arsenic--presre
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"controlled CZ (PCZ) mehod [5] in which a GaAs crystal is grown under an arsenic
pressure without any encapeulant in a hot wall chamber. Free carrier
SoonentratIons at 300 K in the samples were below I x 1016 cm-3. To Investigate
the dependence of the electrical properties and the EL2 concentration on the
cwrbon cntration, undoped SI crystals grown by the PCZ method were also
prepared. The cartbo onIIntrations were varied from 6x 10" cm-3 to 2.4 x 10"'
an- 3 , which wer det axmined by the LVM absorption at room temperature using a
conversion factor of 1l.8x z10t cm-' [6].

The capacitance changes were measured isothermally with a 1 MHz
capacitance meter on Au-Schottky diodes evaporated on chemically etched (100)
n-type samples. Ohmic cotacts were made by evaporating and alloying Au-Ge/Ni
on the back surface of the samples. In order to determine the c-ncen tratons of
midgap levels, the trap dens"ty spectroscopy (TDS) analysis [7] was carried out on
the capacitance transients measured for long time duration at temperatures
ranging from 280 K to 360 K. This method is capable of characterizing traps
precisely, even if the trap concentration exceeds the net shallow donor
onnontratlon. However, the determination of shallow donor and free carrier
densities is a serious problem for this analysis, if the thermally activated carrier
density from other defect levels is not negligible in comparison with the free
carTier density. For example, medium-deep traps (EL5, EL6 etc.) in n-type GaAs
Crystals with carrier Concentratlons below 1 x 10"6 cm- 3 can act as a dominant
source of free carriers at about 300 K (8]. In this study, we used an improved
analyzing method to precisely determine the amount of the space charge and the
free carrier concentration In samples containing more than one deep trap, and
thus to calculate the Fermi level and the so-called Lambda for the target trap (9].

The ccentions of the neutral and ionized EL2 were determined by NIR
absorption measurements based on the photolonization cross sections of EL2 at
room temperature (10]. The absorption coefficient a (h V ) is given by

a (h p )= (h p )[EL2°] + a O(h v )[EL2], (1)

where a .,(h , )and a ý0 (h Y ) are the phobalonization cross sections of the
neutral and Ionized EL2, respectively.

Hall measurments for n-type GaAs materials were performed by van der
Pauw method on 7 x 7 mm samples at temperatures ranging from 80 K to 400 K. For
SI materials, Hall measurements were carried out at 298 K.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the depth profile of the space charge in the depletion layer
obtained from C-V measurement at 80 YL This measurement was performed in the
following way. First, the reverse bias (Vt= -10 V) was applied on the Au-Schottky
diode at room temperatur After the capacitance reached a steady state, the
sample was cooled down to 80 K with VR applied. The C-V measurement was
performed at 80 K by sweeping the applied bias from V, to 0 V at a rate of 1 V/sec
In these conitions, C-V measurements ould reveal the depth prile of the space
charge in the depletion layer as formed at the reverse bias of V.,. The lowest and
middle levels in the space charge profile correspond to the net shallow donor
density (N...) and the sum of N... and the medium-deep trap density (NM,),
respectively. The highest plateau is due to the addition of the ionized midgap
level. However, the concentration of the midgap level ND could not be determined
correctly from the difference between the second and third plateaus, because the
cncetation of the ionized midgap level in the depletion layer decreased
markedly during the C-V measurement due to electron capture. This speculation
is supported by the following result. The dashed lines in Fig. 1 (a) and (b)
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repruesnt the depth profiles ct the spaes charge obtained from the C-V
mesurements In which the applied bias was swept from 0 V to V, at 360 K. The
c enatons a the space charge increase with depth. These variations are due
to the eamct 1of the Lambda for the midgap level. The midgap level densities in HB
and PCZ samples are roughly esUmated to be greater than 2 x 10 cm-a3 .

Figure 2 shows TDS spectra for midgap levels in n-type HB and PCZ samples
at 360 K. The cxmcentrations of the midgap level In lIb and PCZ samples were 2.0 x
101 'ai-3 and 3.3 x 1ol cm-3, espectively. Them value were in good agreement
with those obtie from the analysis of the depth profiles ofthem space charge at
360K . T he m eas ured space c harge d en " Is givc g by,a

N .... (Nev.,+Nmv)+(1- k /W) Nvz,(W- 1. (2)

where W is the width of the depletion layer and I. is the distance between the
depletion layer edge and the crossing point between the Fermi level and the
midgap level [11]. The depth profiles at the midgap level calculated from Eq. (2)
were represented by dotted lines in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). On the other hand, the EL2
ax oentrations determined by NIR absorption measurements at roam temperature
were 1.1 X 10"l CM-3 and 1.3 x 101f cm-3 for the HB and PCZ samples, respectively.
The result of the LEC sample was almost the same as that of the PCZ sample. The
dIsar ent of midgap level density between the electrical and optical methods
can not be ascribed to the used optical crass section values for EL2, because the

101 :()H 10 Wb) PCZ
S ",,,, . .................

U ~~~1 Nla U . -- ftn

N N00  1

S10, 

=

= OA 10,

C,

1015 - 1 4I NSA
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

DEPTH (,us) DEPTH (jpn)
Fig. 1. Depth profiles of space charge for (a) 11B and (b) PCZ samples. The solid
lines are the results of the C-V measurement by sweeping the bias from V. (-10 V)
to 0 V at 80 X, after the samples were ocoled from room temperature with the his
V, applied. The dashed lines are results of the C-V measurement by sweeping the
bias from 0 V to V. at 360 K. The dotted lines represent the depth profles of
midgap levels calculated from N.... obtained from the C-V measurement at 360 K.

4 (a) HD T-360K 4 (b) PCZ T-360K

U3 -
3
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Fig. 2. TDS spectra of midgap levels in n-type (a) MB and (b) PCZ samples. The
dashed" are calculated Components using the results of NIR abuorptl n.
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Table I. Properties of aidgap levels In n-type GaAs crystals.

Sampl*EtF*V 1css E11.2ov aftf1.32 (e-1

111 0.410 l.IX10'11 ltl0ls osso S.IX~ 1 4-1 0.hION

PCZ 0.e05 1.0218O11 I.SxiO' 0.7M6 8-200_"' 2.OulO"
LEC 0.818 1.4x1M0" 1.3a:10" 0.100 8.0x10_" 2. U1O'

I soetron ratio NT V SIKMis not found toD be conistant- The ratio should be
c*antm evNP If a *~(h v ) used in this study is not - 1e1t We propose that an
unknown Midga level otdor than 31.2 should exist which does not give mm1
absorption. This aidgap level named RUG14 was estimated by decrunpoottaim ar the
TMS zspeot1a Into their ciomponents using the 11.2 onnonitration dearmlzmd by NM1
absorption. The thermal emssion acvatlan enrgies, capture cram sections and

I ~t, sis of tihese Udgap levels are listed lin Table L
We investigated SI materials in order to describe the ampensaio mechanism

Iumlively- Figure 3 shoms a typical 111K absorption spectum due to 31.2 in a
SI PCZ sample at 298 L. Tiemseasured spectrum represented by solid line fitted
well with the calcullad curves based on Sq. (1). Figure 4 shows the dependence
at the neutral. ionied and totl, 312 on~trations on the carbon concentration.
Tim toW 312 comncetrato [3L1.2 remained alamot constat at about 1.25 x 10".9
cm-3. Although [EL2ý] increased with increasing carbon concentration [CA.), the
ionied 31.2 was only about 30 %6 of carbon ýpo I -in density. This result Is In
good agreement with tereported by other workers [3,4].

Thm electrical properties in SI PCZ materials are plotted as a functi on f the
carbon axicntration in Fig. 5. Tim maximum resistivity reaches appraitlmately I z
10' ohm. -c at the carbon cornouitration of 2.4 x 10"- 6n cm. However, the material
raemains n-type and the HalL mobility is over 1000 ci2 /v.s. MAoI etal. [4] repor vted
that the mateial was n-type up to the mama carbm onuxcentration and became
p-type beyond that. It was noftieable that the resistivity was higher than 1lx 10'
ohm -cm at the carbon concentratio of 3.3 x 10"6 on-2 in their data. These results

2.0, EEL213-8.4X10'' (CO-,) T2 T-298 k .- 1

CEL2*J-4.4X10 6 (co-') a CEL2JW1.5 EEL23 -1.28XIO0 (co-') A case 2
7 ECA.3 -1.63x10'' (ce.') -- ~ 1.0 - A EEL2120

aA .~cas1
21.0-

Zr0.5-
0.5 

.:.

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 0 1.0 2.0 T
PROTON ENERGY CoW CARBON CONCENTRATION (1016cma

Fig. 3. Aktypical. -MM absorption Fig. 4. EL2 aomitxertions am a funtncti O
spectrum due to 31.2 Ina aS! PCZ carbon oneomntrath=n The trIangles, drdrk
smapis at 2986I ?he T cimod line Is and squares are the onnoontratkmon f the
an experlimental spectrum. The neutral, kxaiued and WWI 11.2, respectively.
open dirclgXIMnupt Calculated The Wolid lire are fittd curves for
absorption coeffciets. Tim dashed expeImetal dot. Tim dashed and d~ttad
ines ar calculad cmonmp fta line represet mcualced ones for tie

f= the neutral and moized 31.2. ionized 31.2 from cae I and 2. respectivelY.
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Cannat be explaind in tareM of tithre M-level azeda. becus the detimld
p r iey M 1 mus be conmverted to p-type In the caron otr~ati rang higher

thmn tim 312 camncetton.
in order to interpre the compensation mechanism we attpt to calculab

tbm charge bulance ased an a mode including 31.2 and ELM42 as mdgap levebl.
Two argy levels of 11.2 are give by l1Z131

3(O/.) st -(D.759 - 2.3WxO-T) OV, (3)

for the single do I and

9(/+ 9~,+ 0.54 eV. (4)

for the double donor e However, the energy level of BLM2 is ambdguouso
becuse the enrgy in Table I Is not the rat thermal depth but the aciato
energy for alelto emisson. Then. the energy leveL ct ELIM2 which wan a single

dnrwas aseumed to be 10 zaeV shallower than that of 31.2 (caeme 1) or the same as
that of 31.2 (case 2). Tim charge neiutrality condition is given by the fdlowing

LMpresgo, taking lint accunt of the shallow donor No. Dand acocapbr No.:

n +M,+N.apNo D + L21]+ [KLNZ* 3+2 (312 1. (5)

whore n and p are the cntrations ct fres de~cn and nde., respectively. The
rsgstivity p and Hall mo~bility jA are given by

p -(q(nA .epu,1 (6)

z -( n A.a 2 -pAPp 2 )/nflu . +p ) (7)

wher IA and S& , are the electron and hole fobilities, ther ratio being taken 17
in our calculation at 298 YL Tim calculated meulte are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. The
measured 61sc~rlcal properties fitted well with the calculated, curves shown In Fig.
5. Tim theoretical curve showed that the resistivity wan higher than 1 z 10'.
ohm-cai at the carbon concentration of about 3 x 101" cm-3. However, the
behavior of the Ionized EL2 couuld not be reproduced well by the above model,
nmpertaily In the carbon cocetraticia range higher than, 1 z 10"1 cmr'.

10 , .. I I, I I I I I

1'T.298K ý 1.5 -T-291SN 1EL23W

I_ _-6 1 EE2

.- `,'.case.

Me 10,'

h7 v )- .7a -

W`' ,10,.w,
10, t% -,. ,, - . a

10 ~ 10, 10, io0, 0 1.0 20 3
CARBON CONCENTRATION (co' CARBON CONCENTRATION (10'' C, 2

Fng. 5. Flsitvity and Hall mobfillty an a
fu ctiono carbon conwtrbon at 1row Fig. 6. EL2 con~centrations an a function

m t oprat ure. TiM filld and ý CIZCWS of carbon concetration. Fitted curves
or ie n 1s:tmpariwotel data. The solI4 Wete calculated onsby our innds using

V ~arecniladcurves. 0.7o a (h Y)
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Susmiltsa sal.a (3,143 reported that the carbon-related donor santd in a contan
ratio to the carbon accptor. Their m~a" onuld explan the dapeednc of the
ionized EL2 conentration on the carbncmosncentration, but could riot explain the
change in the electrical propezUms

What causes the disagreemient between the experimental and calculated
results?. We used two coniversion factrs in this study. Any or both of them may
be riot correct. However, the conersion fatrfor the carbon accptor Is not the
cae, because the change of the factr can not improve all fittings in Fig. 4 and 5
at the Sam. tims. It is possible that the photconization cross sections of EL2,
especially o O(h v ), used in NIR absorption analysis may be overestimated.
Figure 6 shows the dependence of the neutral, Ionized and total EL2

I lantations an the carbon concentration calcu~ated by our moxde using a factor
of 0.7 for a O0(h Y ). The calculated curves for the electrical properties were the
almost same as those shown in Fig. 5. Precise re-eamination of a O h is

CONCLUSION

We investigated the properties of midgap levels in n-type GaAs crystals by
using TDS, C-V and NIR absorption measurements.. The TDS analysis and the
analysis of the space charge protile for various samples showed that the

cnntations of the midgap level were fro1 2.0 it 1016 czir3 to 3.4 z 1016 cm-3.
However, those of EL2 in the same crystals were 1.1 x 1016, cm-3 to 1.31x 1016 CMtE

3

by NIR absorption umeasrements at room temperature. On the other hand, for SI
GaAs crystals with carbon --ncmntrations from 6 x 10". cM- 3 to 2.4 x 101,6 cu-

3
,

the ionized EL2 was only about 30 % of carbon acceptor in density. A new model
was proposed that another midgap donor ELM2 existed which did niot give NIR
aborpt Ion, but played an important role In the compensation mechanism like EL2.
The ricatrations of this trap were estimated to be 0.8 to 1.6 times those of EL2.
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE 0.1S eV DONOR DEFECT IN BULK GaAs

Z-Q. FANG. J.W. HEMSKY, and D.C. LOOk
Physics Department. Wright State University. Dayton OH 45435

ABSTRACT

The wel-known 0.15-eV Hall-effect center appearing in bulk. n-type GaAs quenches
under IR illumination and recovers via an Augelke process at a rate similar to the Auger rate
of ELU. On the other hand. the 0.15-eV V:related center produced by 1-MeV electron
irradiation does not quench at all. Based on these data and a detailed theoretical analysis by
Baraff and Schluter, we argue that the bulk 0.1S-eV center is related to the ASwg-VA, defect or
a related complex.

INTRODUCTION

Donor centers located at about 0.15 eV below the conduction band, and of concentration
about 101&-1016 cm-n, have been commonly observed by temperature-dependent Hall-effect
(TDH) and deep level transient spectrosopy (DLTS) measurements in as-grown [both horizon-
tal Bridgman (HB) and liquid encapsulated CZochralski (LEC)], irradiated, and annealed GaAs
over the last two decades [1-61. In 1982, we showed that the 0.1S-eV center in undoped bulk
GaAs had a pure defect nature and was probably related to the As vacancy, based on compari-
son to a similar center in irradiated GaAs 11]. In this paper we give strong evidence that the
0.1S-eV center in bulk GaAs is an As-vacancy/As-antisite complex, a form of which Baraff and
Schluter (71 predicted should be abundant in GaAs, based on theoretical formation energies.
The method we use ries on a comparison of the infrared (IR) quenching and thermal recovery
characteristics of the 0.15-eV Hall-effect center in 1-MeV electron-irradiated MBE GaAs,
which has very little El2 (i.e. no apparent As antisite centers) and that in HB-grown bulk
GaAs, which has an EL2 concentration of more than 1015 cm-3. In dark-current measurements
during a temperature sweep (82 K < T < 180 K) after IR illumination at 82 K. it is found that
the irradiated material shows no quenching of the 0.15-eV center, whereas the bulk material
shows strong quenchingand a thermal recovery at about 130-140 K. The spectral dependence
othe quenching of the 0.1S--eV enter is found to be similar to that of EL2 observed in
undoped LEC-grown semi-insulating (SI) GaAs. but with some differences. A theoretical fit of
the experimental data indicates that the quenched state thermally recovers by an Auger-like
process at a rate r = 2.3 x 10-2 nvn ex (-0.18 eV/kT), which can be compared with that
found for EL2. i.e., r = 2 x 10-14 nvn exp(-0.11 eV/kT) [8]. The experimental results support
the assignment of a defect complex Aso.-VA1 to the bulk, 0.15-eV center.

EXPERIMENT

Two kinds of GaAs material, i.e.. bulk, and irradiated molecular-beam-epitaxial (MBE)
GaAs. were used in the study. The HB-rown bulk GaAs ingots, with electron concentrations
in the mid-1014 cm-3 range, were doped with oxygen to suppress Si contamination. The
dominant deep centers in various similar GaAs samples are located at Eý - (0.13-0.20) eV, as
revealed by TDH studies, with a typical value of Ec - 0.15 eV (see Fig. 1 in ref. 1). For
comparison, an undoped MBE GaAs layer with electron concentration of 1.5 x 1015 cm-3 and
thickness of 15 im was grown on an LEC SI GaAs substrate at a growth temperature of about
580 'C. To introduce deep centers into the epi-layer in a controlled manner, a series of
consecutive 1-MeV electron irradiations (Els) were performed at room temperature in air using
a dose of 5 x 1014 cm4 for each irradiation. As shown in Fig. 1, after the second El the dark
current of the epi-layer was dominated by a deep center at Ec - 0.15 eV, known as E2 and
generally thought to be due to an As vacancy or possibl a vacancy-interstitial Frenkel pair [4).

For the IR quenching experiments, we measured current vs. temperature after IR fight
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illumination at 62 K. A commercial DLTS system (Bio.-Rad DL4400) was used for the temper-
ature control and an electrometer (Keithley 617) was used to measure currents. The IR lightwasfprovidedbya Wwhiteight cowered bya Siflterso thath 1.12 eV. Themaximum
IR light intenst was about 1 u 1010 phot./cm' s. For the Current measurements, In contacts
were first soldered on the two ends of 3mmx s6mm rectangular samples for the bulk GaAs and
on the corners of a 6 mm a 6 mm square sampl for the MBE GaAs, and then anneals were
carried out at 420 *"C for 4 mai in forming gas. The El was performed after the anneal to avoidthe annihilation of the El induced point defects at the annealing temperature. To measure the
spectral dependence of the quenching of the 0.15-eV center in the bulk GaAs, a monochrom-
adtr provided photon enierl from 0.6 eV to 1.45 eV, at a constant intensity of 6 t 1014
pnon.tcm2 s. Appropriate filterscliminated second-order light. The quenching parameter of
ate 0.1s-eV center an defined as the ratio of the dark current before IR quenching to that after.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tp•l ialt renslts fbo the dark current (Id)- the thermally stimulated current (TSC) and the

uerefr areprebented intFiw e 2a and 23 for two bulk GaAs samples f CS 4422 and CS
417). n the o per ent, the sample was cooed to 62 K in the dark, then I light of intensity

cabeout 3 4 20. ph ot.lcm s was turned on for 5 min, which caused partial quenching of the
sphotocurrant (1d) at the bqeinning of the illumination. After turning the light off, the
temperature was swept upward at a rate of 0.3 K/s. This is the typical procedure used for
R T -
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TSC meesurements en which the various traps are filled by the light-gsenerated electrons and
hol., and then th. traps emit their carriers during the temperature sweep and produce TSC
peaks at temperatures corresponding to the trap energy levels. A few traps. i.e.. T7 at 86 K,

T*at 96 K and even T5 at 140 K, were found in these materials, as desiglnated in the fig~ures.
As compared to the I4 curve, which was taken without iR illumination at 82 K, it can be seen
that the 14 itself quenched dlue to the IR light ilumination at 82 K and then thermally recovered
at a temperature (Tr) of ,, 140 K. To observe the quenched 'd, the TSC siglnals had to be
"uthermll cleaned out." The cleaningi procedure consisted simply of heatingl the sample to

aot10K, which is well below Tr, and then cooling; it again to 02 K. In this way, the
interfering traps were emptied and so the measured curret in the subsequent temperature
sweep was due only to the 14 contributed by the quenched 0.1S-eV center. It is important to
point out that at T < 120 K, the quenched system is basically in equilibrium, i.e., the quenched

Icuesin FiI 2 are reproduced no matter which direction temperature is swept. In contrast
tothe bulk GaAs samples, the same IR ligiht ilumination at 82 K does not cause any quenching
of the 0.1S-tV--reated 14 in the irradiated M8E GaAs sample, as shown in Fig;. 2c. instead, a
few TSC signals are observed, some of which could be due to traps in the SI GaAs substrate.

: ~A more detailed picture of the Iph quenchingl upon illumination at 82 K and the corres-
S~ponding TSC and .quenched Id curves, using 1.10 eV light with an intensity of about 2, 1015
: • phot./Icm2 s and different illumination times, is shown in Fig. 3. The first thing to be noted

o (see Figl..3a) is that I,,, quenchingl of only about 35% occurs (wi~thin about 50 s), which is very
i 'dffeent from the observation of nearly complete 'ph quenching• (close to 1.00%) occurrnng

S within the same period in bulk SI--GaAs [9J. The second thing (see Fig. 3b) is that only a shortS time lumination, eg. 3 sec, is needed to quench the 0.1C--7V center, as represented by the
same quenched Id and recoveryc behavio for three different illumination times, i.e., 3, 30, and

300 sec. The third thing is that, followingi the Ipi quenchingl the TSC signals are quenched too,whichT s commonly observed in the TSC spectra ofSI-GaAs samles due to the IR quenchins of
EL2 1101. From these results we see that the qeueching of the 0.1S-eV center is a fast process
aks a not identical to the tR quenchin of EL2 in SI GaAs, such as that in photoKonduct.vity

S1.1-op absorption 112t, and TSC wpeak T,) 1131.
The reMovery du of the quenched 0.1i-tV center can be ceary observed in two differ-

ent ways. In the eT periment, after IR quenching and thermally ceaningd the TSC signals,
"the sampl (CS 3417) was held at a particular recovery temperature, Tr, 82K h< Tr<a130 K
for a time which depended on Tr. If Tr was chosen betwen 115 K and 130 K, then a normal
recovery of the quenched id could be oheed, i.e., the hhr the Ti the faster the recovery.
However, if Td was les then 110 K, then needy no viqble recovery could be found, which means
that the system was still in the quenched or metastable state. s aqure 4a shows the recovery of
the quenched 14 as a function of the waiting time at TM =120 K. From the figure, we find that
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Id is increased by more than two orders of magnitude as the waiting time is increased up to 8
min, resulting in a shift of the quenched Id curve towards the initial Id curve. In other words.
the quenched fraction of the 0.15-eV center is reduced by thermal recovery at 120 K.

The thermal recovery process of the quenched Id can also be demonstrated in a second
way, i.e., by measuring the quenched Id vs. T at different heating rates, as shown in Fig. 4b.
From this figure. we find that the recovery temperature is increased from - 130 K to - 140 K,
as the heating rate is increased from 0.05 to 0.4 K/s. This type of curve shift is typical of a
thermally stimulated process, such as the thermal recovery of the photocurrent in bulk SI-GaAs
due to the transformation of EL2 from its quenched (or metastable) state to the normal state
[14] or the thermal recovery of the hopping conduction observed in low-temperature (LT) MBE
GaAs due to the transformation of the AsG--related center from its quenched state to the
normal state [151. A theoretical fit to the experimental data in Fig. 4b [161, gives two
important results: (1) the quenched (metastable) state has an electronic transition energy about
0.14 eV deeper than the ground (normal) state at Ec - 0.15 eV; and (2) the quenched state
thermally recovers by an Auger-like process at a rate r = fn n vn exp (-Eb/kT) with Ofn = 2.3
x 10-12 cm2 and Eb = 0.18 eV, where n and vn are the electron concentration and thermal
velocity, respectively. The ir. and Eb parameters can be compared with the same parameters
found for EL2, i.e., in = 2 x 10-14 Cm2 and Eb = 0.11 eV [8r. It may be significant that the
Auger rates for El2 and the 0.1S-eV center are within an order of magnitude of each other over
the entire transition range, 120-140 K.

Usin long-term ligt at 82 K with different photon energies (0.8 eV < hi' < 1.45 eV), but
the sameiiht intensity (6 a 10j4 phot./cni s), the 0.15-eV center is found to be quenched in
different amounts. Figure 5 shows the spectral dependence for the normalized quenching mag-
nitude of the 0.15-eV center, which is determined by the ratio of the dark currents at 120 K (a
temperature well beow the full retemperatemperature) before and after photoquenching. For
comparison, we also show a spectral dependence for the normalized quenching magnitude of
EL2 in SI-GaAs, which is determined by the ratio of the photocurrents before and a er 5 min
photoquenching at 82 K, using the same liqht as that in the 0.15 eV-center quenching experi-
ments. It is found that the optimal quenching energies for the 0.15-eV center ard EL2 are very
close to each other, i.e., 1.15 eV vs. 1.10 eV, respectively. However, two additional features at
higher and lower energies (about 1.40 eV and 0.95 eV, respectively) are observed for the
0.1S-eV center. A similar result in the spectral dependence of absorption quenching for the
AsGa-related defect in LT MBE GaAs, with a peak efficiency at 1.40 eV, has been reported by
Kaminska and Weber [17. A comparison of the spectral dependences of the photoquenching
for these various defect (0.1S-eV center, EL2, and the Asga-related center in LT MBE GaAs)
in different materials (bul conducting GaAs, SI-GaAs, and LT MBE GaAs) indicates that the
0.1--eV center might related to Asca.
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0..0 1.00 1'20 1.40 Fig. 6 Traps EL2, ELU end EL6, observed by the DLTS

Photon Energy (eV) technique in bulk GaAs with the 0.15-eV center (n
0 300 K = 2 3tO'1 cm3 and nO 150 K = 2 x 1012
c- 3 from TDH measurements).

To confirm the existence of EL2 in bulk GaAs containing the 0.15-eV center, DLTS mea-
surements were performed using Schottky barrier diodes with evaporated Au contacts on the
top side of the materials. The DLTS spectrum for sample CS 3417 shown in Fig. 6 is typical of
that in bulk GaAs samples with electron concentrations at 300 K in the mid-1014 cm-3 range.
Similar to the case of common bulk HB GaAs wafers with shallow impurity levels and electron
concentrations in the low-1016 cm-3 range, bulk GaAs with the 0.15-eV center also has several
well-known electron traps, such as EL2, EL3, and EL6. The EL2 concentration in CS 3417 is
higher than 1.5 x 1015 cm-1 , while the EL6 concentration seems at first glance to be lower than
1 x 1016 cm-S. However, the lower apparent EL6 concentration is not accurate, since the
electron concentration at the EL6 peak temperature (-, 150 K) is only in the 10 2 -cm-3 range,
which leads to n << NT (trap concentration), an improper condition for determining trap
concentration by DLTS measurements in the usual commercial instruments. Actually, accord-
ing to Siegel et al., the concentration of EL6 in an undoped, medium-resistivity LEC GaAs
sample controlled by a-center at Ec - 0.12 eV, can be as high as 1 x 1016 cm-3, when C-V
measurements are corrected for the condition NT > n [2]. We did not conduct DLTS mea-
surements on the undoped as-grown MBE GaAs or on the irradiated MBE GaAs samples.
However, studies of deep levels in undoped, as-grown MBE GaAs show that the dominant
electron traps are M1 (Ec - 0.21 eV), M3 (Ec - 0.33 eV) and M4 (Ec - 0.52 eV) with trap
concentrations in the 1013 cm-2 range or less, and the EL2 is usually not detected 1181.
Low-dose El studies on pure n-type MBE GaAs reveal the deep centers El (Ec - 0.045 eV), E2
(Ec - 0.15 eV) and E3 (Ec - 0.30 eV), but no EL2 [191. Therefore, we believe that the main
difference between the bulk sample CS 3417 and the irradiated MBE sample is the existence of
EL2 (AsGa) in the bulk sample, but not in the irradiated sample.

Based on the above experimental results, i.e., (1) the comparison of the IR quenching
between the 0.15-eV centers in two different materials (bulk GaAs with the 0.15-eV center and
irradiated MBE with the E2 center at 0.15 eV), and (2) the comparison of IR quenching and
thermal recovery characteristics between the 0.15-eV center in bulk n-GaAs and EL2 in SI
GaAs, we argue that the 0.15-eV center in bulk GaAs is not a simple As vacancy, but a combin-
ation of VA, and Asa, such as the nearest-neighbor AsGa - Vi. center, which has been studied
theoretically by Baraff and Schluter (B-S) 17, 201. From binding and formation energy
calculations, they show that "nearest-neighbor AsGa - VAS pairs should be an abundant defect
in GaAs." Indeed, the only deep donors of high enough concentration to control EF in bulk
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GaAs are this one at Ec - 0.15 eV, another at Eý - 0.43 eV (unknown), and El2 at E, - 0.75
eV. All of our 0.15 eV samples also contain EL2, with concentrations about 1015 cm-3, as
determined by DLTS. Thus, Asa. centers are available to form the AsG& - VA, complexes.
According to B-S 1201, nearest-neighbor (/e., - VA.) has three transitions within the bandgap:
(0/+). (+/++). and (++,+++), all of them associated with VAs-Iike (not Aso.-like) wave-
functions. Although the (0/+) energy is shallower than 0.15 eV. and the (+I++) energy
deeper, still we believe that either is within theoretical uncertainty of 0.15 eV. They also find
that the (+) state has a metastable configuration, with the As atom moving to a position about
35% of the distance between the ori4inal AsG, and VA, positions, and they show that IR
illumination could induce this metastability by promoting an electron to an excited (+) state.
Such a transition is consistent with our IR quenching experiments. Also, they find that the
metastable-state (+/++) transition falls about 0.2-0.3 eV below the ground-state (+/++)
transition, which is certainly within error of our value of 0.14 eV [168. Although some dif-
ferences in the IR quenching characteristics for the 0.15-eV center and EL2 can be observed,
the Auger-like thermal recovery rates for the two centers are very similar to each other. It is
perhaps not unexpected that the recovery rate for Ase5 - VA5 should be close to that for AsG,
alone (for simplicity, assuming E:L2 to be an isolated AsG), because the metastable states are
basically Vea - As1 - VA5 and VG5 - As1 for fround states AsGa - VAi and ASG., respectively,
and the Vo - A~s distances are similar [7]. Teonly serious problem with a nearest-neighbor
AsGa - VA5 assignment for our 0.15-eV center is that in n-type material, the As atom should
move completely over to the VA5 position (forming Vo.) and not stop at the metastable posi-
tion. Thus, our center may not be nearest-neighbor AsGa - VAi although we still believe that it
must involve both AsG& and VAi.

In summary, we have directly observed a metastable state of the well-known Ec - 0.15 eV
defect in bulk GaAs. Many of the properties of this defect are similar to these of the AsGa -
VAs center, elucidated theoretically by Baraff and Schluter and predicted to be abundant in
GaAs.
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manuscript preparation. Z-Q. F. was supported under ONR Contract N00014-90-J-11847,
D.C.L. was supported under USAF Contract F33615-91-C-1765.
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ABSTRACT

The growth of GaAs epilayers on Si should combine the advantages of both matri-
als. The lattice mismatch and the difference in thermal expansion coefficients, how-
ever, result in the yet unsolved problems of high dislocation density and thermal
stress in the GaAs layer. Recently, considerable improvements have been achieved by
a 'themal cyclic growth' (TCG) process. In this study we focus on the reduction of
high defect concenuation and dislocation density. The improvement of the epilayer
quality is verified by DLTS, PL and DCXD. Results of TEM and DLTS measurements lead
to the identification of a dislocation related defect.

INTRODUCTION

The heteroepitaxial growth of GaAs on Si substrates has gathered a lot of inter-
est in recent years [1). The ability of combining the complementary properties of
silicon and GaAs offered new ways to fabricate optoelectronic and high speed devices
as well as high efficiency solar cells. But due to the lattice mismatch (4.1%) and
the difference in the thwrmal exansion coefficient of around 60% high dislocation
density in the order of 102cm-2 and thermal strain of around 10-3 restricts the
applicability of such structures. Several efforts were made to overcome these prob-
lems. A buffer layer between the substrate and the GaAs epilayer [21, strained
layer superattices [31, and in situ [4] or post growth annealing [51 were
applied to reduce the dislocation density and the thereby resulting high defect
concentration.

An alternative course is the so called thermal cyclic growth (TCG) process [61.
This is an alternating low temperature growth and a high temperature anealing step
performed prior to the growth of the active epilayer. We analyse the particular
steps of the TCG process and demonstrate the mechanism of the dislocation reduction
as well as the decreasing defect conentration.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples used in this study have been grown by low pressure metal-organic va-
por phase epitaxy (LP-MOVPE) in an Aixtron system AIX 200 with TMGa and AsH3 as pre-
cursors. For the hateroepitaxial growth of GaAs 2 misorientated (100)-Si wafers
were used as substrates and Si-doped GaAs wafers were used as substrates for homo-
epitaxial reference samples. At a standard growth temperatur of 700t and a V/Il
ratio of 235 the growth rate was 2Z3 pinfh.-3i

All samples wen n-type with an unintentional doping in the order of 1016 cm- in
the case of Si substrates and 1015 cm-3 for GaAs substrates as detmmined by CV

. Dee defect centers were identified by deep level transient spectro-
scopy (DLTS) [7] with a Polaron DL 4600 DLTS System. Bandgap luminescence was re-
corded with a standard photoluminmcence (PL) setup in order to get information
about the thermal stress of the layers. The dislocation density was determined by
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the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the (400) peak of the rocking curve
measured by a double crystal X-ray diffraction (DCXD) setup. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images of several samples were made with a JEOL 2000 FX.

CONVENTIONAL GROWTH OF GaAs ON Si BY THE 2-STEP-GROWTH METHOD

In 1984 Akijama et aL suggested a method to grow GaAs directly on silicon substra-
tes, the 2-step-growth method [8). The main idea was to grow a thin nucleation la-
yer at low temperatures (400*C) that will be the initial layer for the growth of the
thicker GaA, layer at 70(0C. Samples grown by this procedure feature a high disloca-
tion density and thermal stress due to the incompatible properties of Si and GaAs.
Figure I shows a comparison of DLTS measurements for GaAs grown on GaAs substrates

(GaAs/GaAs) and on Si substrates
(GaAs/Si). While the GaAsj~aAs sample

G grown on GaE- U E.2 shows only a single DLTS peak due to the
well known EL2 center, the GaAs/Si sam-kl., tNex•e 2.24-M pie exhibits additional defects hidden
under a broad low temperature tail of

E6.-o.82.V the EM signal. The concentration of the
(E 12) - 2.5.10'cm'- EM defect in GaAs/Si is 20 times the

L]-5Occoncentration in the GaAs/GaAs sample.

Also a broadening of the EL2 peak is
observed due to the inhomogeneous stress
distribution in the layer (91. The PL
spectrum is also affected by the biaxial

Ga gw aS EL2 tension of the GaAs epilayer. The hydro-
static part of the tensile stress shifts

4 ld- Wk- 25smthe spectrum to lower energies, the urn-
W axial part causes a splitting of the

q-u-2.O.10-3CMl heavy-hole (hh) and the light-hole (1h)
L[M21 -ý42.7-14cm"3 band. Hence, the normally sharp lumines-

cence lines of the e-onor (DX) and accep-
tor (AX) bound exciton transitions re-
main unresolved. Only the Si-donor
heavy hole (Dsihh) transition as well as

100 200 300 400 the Si-donor light hole (Dsilh) transi-
Tenperature (K) tion can be observed [9]. T'he broade-

ning and the intensity of the Dsihh peak
g Comparison of DLTS spectra of were taken as a measure of the quality

Fo-mo- and heteroepitaxially grown GaAs. of the layer.

THERMAL CYCLIC GROWTH

Depart from the 2-step-growth method [8] we developed a new method, where after
1.2 j•m of conventional growth a TCG process is involved. As shown in Fig. 2 the TCG
is initiated by a 50 rn layer grown at 400"C followed by a 900C high temperature
annealing step and a 50 am growth step at 700C. This procedure is repeated two
times completed by a 200"C- 900C -20"C thermal cyclic annealing CA)
Thereupon an additional 2.4gnm GaAs layer is grown. The improvement of the layer
quality as observed by DLTS is presented in Fig. 3. The DLTS spectrum consists of
only a weak EL2 signal, which is in accordace with a concentration as low as
3.5.1013 cm"3 and is thus comparable to the GaAs/aAs sample. The defect spectrum at
the low temperature tail of EU has nearly vanished.
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T.gIu% tI step Gaos grown on Si
(*Ci -nnealflingI step by 2-step-growth

1.2 .in hull (NhniOs 2.4irn

500

2Ogsm 50nim 5cMn n

-1171 GaAs grown on Si
tt/..M with a TCG process

Fig. : Growth procedure of a GaAs/Si 2t layer thickness5 3.8pon
iiiii~l incuding a TCG process.

X8

!I~i Comparison of DLTS measurements of a I___________ ___
2-step-grown sample and a sample with a TCG 00 "2"0-0 300 4W0
process. Temperature (K)

The PL intensity increases by a factor of 2 with respect to the 2-step-grown sam-
pie while the FWHM of the Dsihh peak decreases from 5.4 meV to 2.0 meV. The DCXD
measurement yields a FWHM of the rocking curve of 98 ", which corresponds to a dis-
location density of 1.6.107 cm-2 (211 ", 7.3.10 l cm-2 for the 2-step-grown sample).
The reason for this quality improvement can be seen in the TEM image of Fig. 4.
After the TCG process at 1.2 pm layer thickness most of the dislocations have
annihilated each other by forming loops whereas in an untreated sample the dislo-
cations run to the surface. Thus in the upper 2 gsm of the GaAs layer the quality ap-
proaches that of a homoepitaxially grown sample.

SI

F1 4: TEM image of a TCG sample. The formation of loops at the TCG reduces
WAS: ilocation density drastically.
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ANALYSIS OF THE TCG PROCESS

To get infoation on the effect of each pari.cula stp of the TOG processam-
pies were grown where the TOG was slighdy modified, In one sample the low enmpera-
tine growth stp was replaced by a layer grwn at 700(c. in anothe sample instead

of~~ ~~ the W0anaigs ep theteperature was held at normal growth teimprtur of
700*C In bohcase the high quality of It complet TCG sample has not been,
achieved. For the sample with the omitted low temperature growth the EL2
concentration is reduced to a value of 7.lO13cm-3 but there is no suppression of dhe
other deect In the sample grown with no high '
tamr d annelin these defects have nearly=""n "esed butire 2 concentration remains unaffected (1) 807mA
[Ef]=t1.2.1014CM-3). Te dislocation in bot

caes is rathier high with 3.5.lO7 cm-2 and u? FWHM of (EL2].5-.1om-3

the PL is 2.5 meV and 4.0 meV, respectively. Thus onlythe combination of both steps leads to a remarkable im-provement of the layer quality.

(2)

4 (EL2]<1- O"cm-"

To.** 3 (D~ (J P

(80)

5(3) 80.1 v

2unm 5Onm SOom

!tO 0 . 0

S- (4) 786moheV

Fig. 5- Growth termination at different
steps I) to (7)) of a TCG process In

4 (5) 7i'meV

(D 0 (CEL2)]-6¶ 014CM- 3

400 
,01 (0 777meV1 (6)

1200 c(EL2]>1.I0'cmn'

,.20 1.25 1.30 15 1.40 1.4 1o5 o100 200 300 4o0
Layer Th•icknessCum) Temperature (K)

pa . Dislcation density after each *i DT spectra of saT -particular step of a TCG process p-Vs-ith terminated TCG
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More detailed infhiation on wham is happening during the TCG process is achieved
by termnation of growth after different sep of the TCG process as depce in

.5. The correspding DLTS spectra are shown in Fig.7 together with the
conmfinn anm m~e energy of the rep t've ELpe2ak The main features are as
follows: (i) all unaples eihibit the optical qen ngof the p a nc tha
serves as the fingerprint for the E center [11). o in smple (2) w te EL2
concentration determined by DLTS is below the detection limit of 1.1013cm-3 this
quenching effect is observed. (H) In sample (5) the peak is shifted to lower
temperature compaed to the other amples. Also the energy of 710 meV depts fhan
the energy of BL2 of 815 meV [12). Neetees hsdfc exhibits dhe qenching
effect so that we assume this defect belone'rurto the. EU2 family ([31. This
observation may also be the explanation of obsved quenching effect in
smnple(2) where at the position of this peak a small signal is observed which may
be due to the same defect. (iii) he smaller low temnperature shift in sample.(4) and
(6) is caused by the high concentration of EL2 with respect to the shallow donor
conctration (NULIIND-0.3). (iv) The effect of the low temperature growth
((M)-4(2), (4)-09()) is the reduction of EU. whereas the following annealing _"
and the 50nm 700"C growth ((2)--(3). (5)-K(6)) favor the formation of EL2. This
behavior is confirmed by data of homnoepitaxial GaAs. where growth temperatures below
600"C inhibit EL2 formation and succeeding annealing at 700"C introduces this center
[14]. (v) Figure6 presents the effect of the single steps on the dislocation
det As clearly can be seen, directly after an annealing step ((2)-4(3),
(6)-,(7)) the dislocation density decreases drasticall. From all these observations
we conclude that the low temperature layer is of minor quality with a lot of
dislocations. By increasing the temperture to 90(0C these dislocations interacts
with those from the 1.2 pn layer and annihilate each other by forming loops. This
effect is very efficient since repeating this procedure a second time has only
little effect on the quality. The final TCA step reconstructs the surface of the
layer and hence forms the basis of the following high quality growth of the thicker
GaAs layer.

DISLOCATION RELATED DEFECT IN GaAs

The abrupt decreasing of the dislocation density at the TCG as shown in Fig. 4
was used to stud& d ect of dislocations on the defect spectrum at the low tem-
perature tail of E For that purpo a
sample was etched down to 2 Mn thickness
so that the space charge region of a
Schottky contact reaches the TCG region
with varying bias voltage. Since the Si -
concentration at the three annealing
steps of the TCG is rather high, as
confirmed by SIMS, a CV measurement will V (a)
detect a strongly increasing donor W
concentration when the space charge 19
region hits the TCG. Fig.7 demon-
strates the existence of a defect that
as located directly at the TCG (curve
(a)). 150 nm above the TCG this defect 2
cannot be observed (curve (b)). This o3K
also ensures that this defect is not due Temperature (K)
to the etching process but results from Fi.8: DLTS measurement direct at
the high dislocation density. The energy ithTUG (a) and lSOnm above the TCG
of the defect cannot be dtemned (b). The defect at 0.66eV can only
exactly by a DLTS measurement at dif- be observed in measurement (a).
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ferent ratewindows since the maximum of this small peak disappears in the background
for smaller ratewindows. Hence a computer baned analysis of was applied
to ascertain the energy of the defect level by subtractin die ý"snal and the
signal of other known defects [151 from the spectrum. TIe peak of the dislocation
related defect has been reconstructed with the result of E =(0.66 *0.01) meV and
a a-(2.4 * 06)4013='k2 cm2.

SUMMARY

SIn this study we r a detailed investigation of high quality GaAs layers on
Sisubstrates grown wi~aTOprocess. The mcaimof dislocation reduction and

the decreasing of the defect concentration is studied by DLTS and DCXD. A detailed
analysis of die particular steps of a TCG process together with TEM kngslasto
a better understanding of the mechanism of dislocation annihilation via formation of
loops. DLTS measurements 'in the region with strongly increasing dislocation density
reveals a dislocation related defect at 0.66 eV.
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DEEP LEV•LS WINDCED BY SM34 REACTiVE ION ETCHING IN GaAs
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WILKINSON*; *Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering, The University,
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ABSTRACT

Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) is used to investigate the effect of SiCl4
Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) on GaAs. At high power (150-80 W) with high DC self bias (380-
240 V), five deep levels trapping electrons are observed at energies of 0.30, 0.42,0.64.0.86 and
-0.8 eV below the conduction band edge. Depth profiling reveals an approximate exponential
decay of the concentration of the deep levels. At low power the induced concentration falls, the
small concentration of remaining deep levels is close to control (no etching) samples. The
induced deep levels can account for reduced conductances in n+GaAs wires defined by RIE
under similar experimental conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Reactive ion etching (RIE) is an important method of pattern transfer in semiconductors for
both conventional devices and nanostructuresI. Its advantage over wet etching is an ability to
produce high aspect ratio near vertical structures. A common gas used in the RIE of GaAs is
SiCI4. Under certain conditions the etching process can induce damage into the semiconductor2.
Damage nay be measured by a variety of techniques such as TEM3 and Raman Scattering4 .
The effect on electrical properties has been measured by Foad et al5 and Thoms at a16 where the
conductances of RiB etched wires were measured as a function of wire depth and
width. Lootens et ai7 showed that RIB with SiCl4 produces an electron trap in GaAs which is
not present in wet etched material. A model by Raman et a12 based upon a phenomenological
defect creation parameter with a characteristic length has been used to fit wire conductances.
Also reported were five electron trap energies caused by the etching process.

In this paper we present the trap signatures for the induced traps measured by Deep Level
Transient Spectroscopy8 (DLTS). The ability of DLTS to depth profile is exploited to show
differences in trap concentrations between high and low power etching and unetcbed samples.
Under the low power conditions we show the damage as indicated by the presence of traps, is
substantially reduced but the etching process still produces vertical side wall structures9 . We
alsQ discuss the damage mechanism.

EXPERIMENT

To investigate the damage caused by SiCl4 RIE on GaAs, 0.5 prm of GaAs Si doped at 6
x10 16 cm-3 was grown on n+ substrates by MBE in a Varlan Gen U modular system. Ohmic
contacts were formed with Au/GefNiiAu to the n+ substrate. The wafer was cut into samples
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and etched at power& of 150 W, 80 W and 12-15 W. (corresponding to power density of 0.66,
0.35 and 0.053-0.066 Wcmn2) unetched control samples were also prepared. The DC self bias
was 380 V and 240 V in the high power smples and 48-60 V at low power. T/Au Schouky
contacts, 200 ita diameter, were formed by photolithography and lift-off. The diodes were
bonded to headers for measurement. I - V chrcterscs were measured to check reverse
leakage current and barrier heights. The DLTS measurements were performed on a Biorad
DLTS spectrometer in the temperature range 80 - 450 K. The positions of the peaks were
determined by two temperature scans, first starting above the peak and scanning down, followed
by a scan up to eliminate the small temperature hysteresis -3 K. This system uses a boxcar
signal averager to measure the capacitance transient. The fill pulse width was varied according
to the rate window to give equal excitation and measurement times.

RESULTS

I High Power Etched Qa&A

Arrhenius plots of deep levels induced by high power etching are shown in figure 1. The
conventional correction for temperature dependence of the density of states and thermal velocity
is made on the abscissa. Deep levels identified in the literature with similar Arrhenius plots are
shown for comparison.

NISN N

0 /EL?

1821
101- . ,

23 4 67

1000/T (K"

Figure I Arrhenius plots ot ,:me levels NI -N5 induced in GaAs by SiC4 RIE at high

power 150 W (open circles and full lines).Peep levels in literature (broken lines).

The activation energies F, and apparent crm an ection a, of the deep levels the so called
trap signatures are shown in table L In some cas die discrepancy between the values quoted in
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the table from the lIeraure and this work is large mseethuless the beat comparison Is in the
proximity of the Arihenlus lots as this allows omainwthdrdymeasured peak

The uncertainty inU tg values doe ypcly thre different
Moe. lt -meakassfel misono catiu frmtrap ane known to

affect trap signeftues. Mhel leiap ftu from die diodes as 0.5 V reverse bias measured in the
dar wa intherane ft10 pA. Thes measurements were talen at low to medium

revers hin of 0.5 V over a depletion region of 70Gm to minimise aded enansced emission.

T"bl I DeIp LeVe 8liatue measure fba. Arrbedus plots

Label Ens (CV) Ca~ (an2) PON"bl Bns (CV) Ga (an2) Ref
comparison

Ni 0.29W*.003 4.90.8o~ x10-15 5L7 0.30 7.2 x 10.15 10

N2 0.41W*.006 61-2 10415 BBS 0.48 2.6 x 10-13 10

N3 0.641*0.009 6W x10-13 EL3 0.575 (0.5-2.0) x 10-13 10

N4 0.862*0.009 U4 x10-11  E53 0.90 3.0 x10-11 10

NS low T 0.75*0.06 7 x 10144 EL2 0.85 (0.9-1.7) x 10-1310,11
N5 high T 0.85*007 6 x10-12 ESD 0.76 2.3 x10- 1 11
N5 Low Powez0.69.0.03 4 x 10-1 E51) 0.76 2.3 x 10- 13 11

Of the electron trap cited EL7. BBS and ESD (the D suffi is used to distinguish the trap ES
measured by Day et Qi are associated with an 'grown MBE material. EW3 and EL2 are
associated with vapour Phase epitaxymateriaL though it is well known that EU2 may be

Indued y telial nneling aove 00L The trap 353 is caused by electron irradiation. Mhe
tasNl-N4 measured here all show normal exponential behaviour. 71e non-exponential

bhvorof trap N5 is evident in figure 1. it follows EU2 at low measurement temperatures and
E51) at hIg temperature. Tis is either caused by interference from another deep level, or

trniinof the material to another sfta which Induce a different deep level. A further trap is
observed but is out of rngme of measurment at temperatures above that for N5 and will not be
discussed. The traps NI - N are als present in materia etched at medium power of s Ow.

FRgure 2 shows an expanded portion of the Anhenius plots shown in figr 1 overlaid with
deep levels from low power etching and two control samples. Thie conto (unetched) sample
show Only one trap present conietwith N4. The low power etched sample has two deep
levels, one coincident with N4 present in both control -a and high power etched samples.

IUseon tapfllwsth hg tmpraur orio o egu dspay nralexo4nta
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Figure 2 Arrhenius plot for various samples.

3 Calculation of ae"l Profiles

By varying the pulse height and quiescent reverse bias and measuring the DLTS peak
height, a depth profile can be constructed. The most important correction to the trap
onmcentra SiN given in a corresponding expression by Sahl, 2

Nr = ((C. / Co) 2 - 1)N N)

where CS Is the capacitance change at t=O, C.. is the capacitance at infinite time after the fil
pulse, ND the donor concentration; is a correction factor given by Bleicher and Lange13 which
takes account of the depth over which deep levels take pant in the measurement. The region is
analogous to the depletion zone W, and is the distance from the edge of the depletion zone to
were the Fermi level Ej: crosses the energy of the deep level ET under each bias condition V.
"Th distance A, is given by,

A = 1A2epe(EF -ET) (2)
V q2 ND

where q is the electronic car, and er and eo are the relative pennitivity, and permitivity of
free space. The trap concentration including the correction factor is,

((C.. / C) 2 - l)ND

N(4(EF -E)qV(C.-I/g) 1)2
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Thedistanceplottadonin ft 3 (a) and(b).isdoemidpointofthe WI-Al and W2-
A2 WIN& the subscrpt rpresmt the upper and lower voltage of the fill pulse. A further
conec•lon for the dbrup depletion approximation was not applied, this may undewwsm the

Vncnhg in atMhs worn wue of high mmpmt atlow revie imbl4.

The depth profile of the high power etched sample is shown in figure 3(a). The
re of a oingle point of the depth proft point is typically 5%, though for different
diod on dferent samples this is typically 15% as shown by the two control samples in figure
3 (b).

10w- 1014

I I
* 50 U15002M6M250 0 50 1901 15,1 200

Depth (nm) Depth (nm)
ONI *N2 oN3 AN4 ENS V Cmors74N4 0- Cotrol86N4

A LowpswsN4 M LewpowwNS
Figure 3(a) Trap concentration in high power Figure 3(b) Trap concentration in low
etched sample. power and control (unetched) samples.

The straight lines in figure 3(a) give good least squares fits to an exponential function of the
concentration for three of the five traps Ni, N2 and N5 at 0.30 0.42 and 0.8 eV. The trap N3 at
0.64 has only one measurable point. The deep level at N4 at 0.86 eV shows an initial
exponential decrease with depth and then a plateau at 2.3 x 1014 cm-3 . Referring to figure 3(b)
control samples contain the trap N4 at this concentration and allows us to account for the non-
exponential decrease in concentration as it approaches a common plateau. Broadly the data
shows, the shallower the energy of the trap the deeper the physical penetration into the lattice.

The low power etched samples differ from the high power in three remarkable ways. First
there is an'absence of trapa NIN2 and N3. secondly the trap NS coincident with N5 at high
temperature in the high power etch sample has increased in concentration towards the surface.
The trap N4 present in high and low power etched samples and control sample has apparently
decreased in concentration from that present in the control samples.

The penetration of ions into the substrate by ion bombardment is small according to energy
oss calculations. At low energies Le. up to 150 eV the creation of vacancies and phonons all

occur within 3 nm of the surface.
A possible explanation of the deep level distiibution is that the surface is disordered by RIE
(both high and low power etched samples show increased deep levels toward the surface). A
common phenomena on the surface of metals 15 refactory materials 16 and semiconductors 17 is
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the fomation of d es,, seps and tmces when te muuial is beated. In some canes this is
accompoed by ammpit of gses, Thes hatwus obsmrved by l ED, RHEED and STEMIa PW AA- • • S -0 fSOMM MW feaures farm Oar an
aclvadmN enOY • s sumund be psde a iaface with a lower free eergy. The

etcin pu .ai -w poien erg to On ifo addition to chemical Upis difhe etche
surface Is in a difirent Ae eergy st than the bulk of the '•n•, or need an unegched
srfe, ths tmaniln Arom surface to bulk could be accommodated by point defects forming
deep loei, theu reinins tde eery diffme ce from arface to bulk material.

Rnlatlt muuhvn et off in dfv etced wire&

It has been shown elaewh•• 2 that a nological model can account for the conductances
in dry ethed wires futmed frtm seecive masking of GaAs. Briefly, point defects are assumed

benermled from a source function and fail off over a characteristic length. For unmasked
sthet ace is moving as it is etched. Similarly the aide walls of wires formed by

masking arleieaso receive an intgrantd dose of ion bombardment (moae at the side wall
near the masked surface, less near the newly exposed side wall). Although the conductmnces of
the wins can be successfully modeled with only two parameters, these represent the integrated
contribudoa of the different traps.

Five (possibly six) deep levels have been measured and their signatures compared with tr•ps
in the Hars. When the power density is reduced from 0.66 Wcm-2 to 0.053-0.066 Wcm-2

the traps N1, N2 and N3 disappear. At high power e.g. at the 3 x 1014 cm-3 concentration, NI
extends to -140 nm, N2 to -100 ran and N5 -40 dim, N4 does not fall below 3 x 1014 cm-3
within the meaued anm . The low power etch shows an increase in concentration at the
surface of the trap NS, however this falls off more quickly. Also the concentration of deep level
N4 is apparently reduced from that of the control sample. All trap concentrations are below the
1014 cm-3 level at -60 m. These changes suggests a rearrangement of atoms near the surface
under the different etch conditions which cause the point defects or deep levels.

The authors gratefully acknowledge R. Darkin and D. Clifton for assistance with RIB. This
work is funded by SERC under Grant Nos. GRIP 31472 and GRIE 18186.
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ABSTRACT

The optical absorption of the band edge of GaSb layers
grown on semi-insulating GaAs substrates by the molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) technique is studied as a function of
temperature. A free exciton absorption peak at 0.807 eV was
observed at 10 K. The free exciton line is observed in either
thick samples (51km thick) or samples with -0.1 pm thick AlSb
buffer layers. The latter samples suggest that the AlSb buffer
layer is very effective in preventing some of the dislocations
from propagating into the MBE GaSb layers. The fitting of the
band gap of the GaSb layers as a function of temperature gives
a Debye temperature different than that of the bulk GaSb
calculated from the elastic constants.

INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing interest in type II superlattices
based on InAs/InGaSb for very long wavelength infrared
detection. 1  The optical transitions in this class of
materials are between the lowest miniband in the valence band
well to the lowest miniband in the neighboring conduction band
well. When the quantum confinement effects are small, band
offset can produce band-to-band transition energies less than
the bulk band gap of the constituent materials. However,
there are a few problems preventing the full realization of the
theoretical prediction of the above quantum structure. One of
these problems is the choice of the substrate on which the
superlattices are grown. In order to introduce the desired
strain in InAs/InGaSb type II superlattices, the lattice
constant of the substrate should be between those of InAs and
InSb. GaSb substrate is one of these materials that satisfies
the above condition. The substrate should also contain a low
free carrier concentration in order to permit the interband
optical absorption measurements in the far-infrared spectral
region. Unfortunately, the techniques used to grow bulk GaSb
substrates were unable to produce semi-insulating materials.
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In addition, the free carrier absorption in all GaSb substrates
(typical thickness of 0.5 mn) tested by us was very high such
that the transmission in the far-infrared region is almost
zero. An alternative scheme2 was developed to grow InAs/InGaSb
type II superlattices on GaAs substrates with InAs or GaSb
buffer layers.

In this article, we present optical absorption of
molecular beam epitaxial (MBE) GaSb layers grown on semi-
insulating GaAs substrates. The quality of the GaSb layers
were greatly improved, as judged by the observation of free
exciton absorption line when a thin AlSb buffer layer is grown
between the GaSb layer and GaAs substrate. The band gap
variation of GaSb layers as a function of temperature is
studied.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The MBE GaSb layers were nominally undoped 1.0 - 5.0 pm
thick grown on (100) oriented semi-insulating GaAs substrates.
The growth rate of GaSb was 0.93 monolayer/sec. A few GaSb
samples were grown with a 0.10 pm thick AlSb buffer layer. The
growth rate of the AlSb buffer layers was 0.71 monolayer/sec.
The optical absorption spectra were recorded using Cary 05E
spectrometer with a closed cycle refrigerator. The temperature
was controlled between 10 and 300 K to within ±I K.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The optical absorption spectra recorded at 10 K for three
different samples are shown in Fig. 1. Spectra (a) and (b)
were taken for two samples with the AlSb buffer layer and
spectrum (c) was taken for a sample without the AlSb buffer
layer. The absorption peak at 0.807 eV is identified as the
free exciton. 3  This exciton line is resolved up to 45 K. It
is clear from Fig. 1 that the free exciton absorption is almost
washed out in spectrum (c). This is a typical result for all
GaSb samples grown on GaAs substrates without the AlSb buffer
layer and with thickness less than 2 pm.

The quality of the GaSb layers is greatly improved by
adding an AlSb buffer layer. The improvement of the quality of
GaSb is judged by the observation of the sharp optical
absorption line due to the free exciton as shown in Fig. 1.
In addition, it was reported4 that the hole mobility in p-type
GaSb layers grown on GaAs substrates is improved by adding an
AlSb buffer layer. It is tempting to assume that the
improvement of the GaSb layer quality is due to the fact that
AlSb buffer layer partially prevents the dislocation from
propagating into the the GaSb layer. Thus, the band edge and
free exciton absorption are smeared out in samples with high
dislocation density or even high impurity concentrations. A
complete study of impurity and dislocation effects on the band
edge absorption is reviewed by Blakemore. 5
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Fig. 1. The optical absorption coefficient of three GaSb
samples as a function of photon energy. Spectrum (a) was
taken for a GaSb/AlSb/GaAs substrate sample with GaSb
thickness (t) of 4.00jum. Spectrum (b) is the same as as
spectrum (a), but t = 2.40/Am. Spectrum (c) was taken for a
GaSb/GaAs substrate sample with GaSb thickness of 2.37pm. All
spectra were recorded at 10 K. The absorption peak at 0.807eV
is due to the free exciton in GaSb layer. The structure
observed below the band gap is interference fringes.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study shows that
the dislocations density in GaSb layers was reduced by adding
AlSb buffer layer between the GaSb layer and GaAs substrate.
This is shown in Fig. 2. It is clear from this figure that the
GaSb layer shown in Fig. 2(a) contains more dislocations than
that with AlSb buffer layer as 'shown in Fig. 2(b).

"(a-

Fig. 2. TEM images of two GaSb layers grown on GaAs
substrates. One layer was grown without (a) and with (b) AlSb
buffer layer
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A different scheme of improving the quality of GaSb
epitaxial layers was reported.6 In this scheme, a short period
superlattice. (50 A AlSb/50 A GaSb)xlO0 was introduced which
was found to be very effective in preventing the nonradiative
recombination centers and carrier scattering centers from
propagating in the GaSb layers grown on GaAs substrates. In
addition, a free exciton absorption peak was observed7 in 10Ljm
undoped MBE GaSb layer grown on GaAs substrate without the AlSb
buffer layer. The observation of the free-exciton in thick
epi-layers suggests that the dislocation density is decreased
by increasing the layer thickness. Additional evidence of the
latter assumption is provided in Fig. 3. In this figure we
plotted three spectra bf three GaSb layers grown directly on
GaAs substrates. Spectrum (a) was taken for 2.0jm thick GaSb
layer and spectra (b) and (c) were taken for 5.0 1m thick GaSb
layers.

Spectrum (a) shows a weak free exciton line at -1531.0 nm
(-0.81 ev) which is the energy value of the free exciton in the
bulk GaSb. Spectrum (b) shows a sharp and strong free exciton
line at -1535.0 nm (-0.808 eV). on the other hand, spectrum
(c) shows a very week exciton line at -1541.0 nm (-0.804 ev).
Spectrum (c) indicates that the GaSh is highly strained
probably due to the presence of excessive dislocations and
defects that were generated during the MBE growth. However, it

3.00 .

2.50

.2.00

1.50 a

03 I I I I I
140.oo 145o.o 10oo 1550.0 16o0 1650.0 1700.o

Wavelenoh (O-W

Fig. 3. Optical Absorption Spectra of three GaSb samples grown
directly on GaAs substrates with different thicknesses (a) 2.0
pm thick, (b) 5.0 Pm thick, and (c) 5.0 pm thick.

is clear that the quality of the layers is improved when the
the thickness of the layer is increased. This is apparent in
the case of spectrum (b) as compared to spectrum (a).
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The band edge absorption of the GaSb layer is studied as a
function of temperature. The result is shown in Fig. 4. It is
well known that the band edge of any semiconductor becomes less
steep (less abrupt) as the temperature is increased. This
phenomenon causes a difficulty in determining the band gap
energy as a function of temperature especially above 50 K where
the free exciton peak is completely washed out. In the present
study, the band gap is determined from the following relation:
Eq - (E0+El)/2 where Eg is the band gap, E0 is the threshold
energy at which the band edge absorption starts to rise, and
El is the energy at the top of the band edge absorption.
Thus, El is taken as the free exciton energy for T < 50 K. The
results are shown as open squares in Fig. 4. The experimental
results are fitted with the following relationship. 9

Eg = Eg(0) - a T/(T+), (1)

where Eg(0) is the band gap at 0 K, ciis a constant, and 0 is
approximately the 0 K Debye temperature JeD(0)]. The fitting
procedure gives Eg(O) = 0.8056 eV, a = 4.533x10- 4 , and •= 192.
The result is plotted as the solid line in Fig. 4.

0.82

0.8

•, 0.78
,!ý 0 0.761 7•• •

0.74

0.72

0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320
Temperature (K)

Fig. 4. The band gap (Eg) variation as a function of
temperature. The open squares represent the experimental data,
the solid line is the the results of fitting the experimental
data using Eq. (1) with Eg, M andp3as fitting parameters. The

dashed line is the same as the solid line, but replacing Pwith

OD(O) = 265.5. The value of BD(O) was taken from reference 13.
The dashed-dotted line is the same as the solid line, but with
a= 6.OxlO"4 (Ref. 8) and 83= 265.5.
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An expression of the 0 K Debye temperature, OD(0), is

derived as a function of the elastic constants (C11, C12, and
C44) for semiconductors 1 0  which was then used to estimate
GD(O) for many semiconductors. 1 1  Steigmeier estimated that
0D(0) - 265.5 for GaSb material. 11 The dashed line in Fig. 4 is
the result of plotting Eq. (1) whenoD(O) = 265.5 is used in
this equation instead of P. The values of Eg andu are the
same for both the solid and dashed lines. On the other
hand, the dashed-dotted line is the result of plotting Eq. (1)
when ciand13are taken for the bulk material as 6.OxlO-4 and
265.5, respectively. 8 . 1 1  In both cases the results are
different from the experimental data (open squares). If one
assumes that Eq. (1) withp- OD(O) = 265.5 is valid for the
bulk GaSb materials8' 9 , then it is tempting to explain the
difference between the solid and dashed (or dashed-dotted)
lines in Fig. 3 according the following proposition. The
present GaSb layers are not completely relaxed and local
(residual) strains are still present in these layers, which
resulted in different elastic constants (C11 , C12, and C4 4 ) for
the epitaxial layers as compared to the those of the bulk GaSb
materials. Hence, the difference between 13andeD(0), which is
reflected in the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 3, can be used
qualitatively to predict the presence of local strains.
Additional support for the presence of residual strains in GaSb
layers is that the free exciton absorption peak in spectra (a)
and (b) in Fig. 1 is observed at -0.807 eV. On the other hand,
the free exciton absorption peak in 10 gm thick MBE GaSb
sample 7 and bulk GaSb samples 3 is observed at 0.810 ev. The -3
meV energy difference is most likely to be due to the presence
of local strains in the present samples. Even a small energy
difference (-0.5 meV) between the free exciton peak in Fig. 1
spectra (a) and (b) is detected. we also foud that the
parameter13is sample dependent in agreement with the fact that
each sample may contain different amount of strains depending
on the dislocations and defects.

The assertion that P-0OD(0) = 265.5 for bulk GaSb is
probably a very reasonable assumption. For example, recent
measurements2 2 on metal-organic vapor phase epitaxial GaSb show
that P - 265 for 20 pm thick undoped samples. This parameter
was found to be as low as P - 94 for liquid phase epitaxial Te-
doped GaSb samples. 13 The variation of P values in different
GaSb samples seems to provide additional support for the
hypothesis that the difference between PandoD(0) (see Fig. 4]
may be due to local strains in the GaSb layers.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we presented optical absorption
measurements of molecular beam epitaxial GaSb layers grown on
semi-insulating GaAs substrates. A free exciton absorption
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peak was observed in GaSb layers when an A1Sb buffer layer was
present. It is concluded that the improvement of the optical
absorption spectra in thick GaSb layers and layers with A1Sb
buffer layers is due to the decrease of dislocation density and
defect concentrations. TEM study also shows that the
dislocations density in GaSb layers is decreased by adding AlSb
buffer layers. The current GaSb/AlSb layers grown on semi-
insulating GaAs substrates may present a very useful scheme as
buffer layer for Sb-related strained-layer superlattices. The
band gap energy of GaSb was studied as a function of
temperature. It is found that the Debye temperature of GaSb
layer estimated from the temperature dependence of the band gap
to be smaller than the Debye temperature calculated from the
bulk GaSb elastic constants. This discrepancy is attributed to
the difference between the elastic constants of GaSb epi-layer
and the bulk GaSb due to the presence of local (residual)
strains in the MBE GaSb layers.
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A TSM STUDY OF DEFECT STRUCUK IN GaAs FRM ON Si SUBSTRATE
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ABSTRACT

For th GaAs buffer layer deposited an Si substrate at 80 C and annealed at 300 C for 10
min, the size of most GaAs islands was observed as- 10 m but large iands (- 40 nm) were
also seen. According to the calculation of spacing of moire fringes, Im GaAs islands ae
considered to be roated about 4 * with respect to the Si substrate normal. However, for the
main GaAs film overgrown on the GaAs buffer layer at 580 'C, moir fringes with the spacing
of 5 om (GaAs film without rotation) completely covered the surface of Si substrate. Misfit
dislocations and stacking faults wer already formed at the growth stage of buffer layer.
Stacking huhs and misfit dislocations consisting of Lomer and 600 dislocations were observed
in GaAs films grown at 580 *C However, after rapid thermal annealing at 900 C for 10 sec,
only Lomer dislocations with 1/2(110] and 1/2[-l 101 Burgers vectors were observed.

INTRODUCTION

There is a considerable interest in the heteroepitaxial growth of GaAs film on Si substrate
because of the opportunity to combine the best properties of the two materials [1]. However,
high densities of threading dislocations and stacking faults are formed due to the differences in
lattice parameters and thermal expansion coefficients. The formation of crystal defects depends
on the detail growth conditions at each growth stage. In this work, GaAs films were grown on
tilted Si (001) substrate by a modified two-step molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) method. Two
types of GaAs islands were found in the initial stage of growth and the interfacial defects
developed at each growth stage were investigated using transmission electron microscopy
roEM).

XPERIMmNOTAL DETAILS

In order to study the initial stage of growth, amorphous GaAs buffer layers 18 rm thick were
deposited on Si substrates at 80 *C in a MBE system and they were furnace-annealed (solid
phase epitaxy) at 300 'C for 10 min (sample 1) and 20 min (sample 2) in a N2 atmosphere,
respectively. For complete growth of the GaAs film, the substrate temperature was slowly
Increased to 580 "C and the main GaAs film of 0.5 pm thickness was grown after
crystallization of the amorphous GaAs buffer layer in the MBE system (sample 3). Finally, to
decrease the density of defects, rapid thermal annealing (RTA) treatment was carried out on
sample 3 at 900 "C for 10 sec in N, atmosphere (sample 4). The Si substrate used in this work
was tilted by 4 f rorn [0011 to [110] direction. The plane view TEM samples were prepared by
mechanical grinding and subsequent ion milling at liquid nitrogen temperature. During the first
stage of the Ion milling, the energy of ions was 4 keV with glancing angle of 17 degrees and
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Figure 1. Bright field image of GaAs film deposited at 80 *C and annealed at 300 °C for 10
minutes.

during the later stage of the ion milling, an even lower energy of 3 keV with 15 degrees of
glancing angle was used to minimize the damage induced during the ion milling. A Philips
CM20 T/STEM microscope was used to observe the samples.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows a plane view TEM bright field image taken under (220) two beam condition.
Moire fringes due to the mismatch between Si and GaAs lattice parameter are shown in this
figure and the regions of moire fringe indicate the GaAs islands on Si substrate. GaAs islands
can be divided into two groups with respect to the size and spatial period of moire fringes. For
most of the GaAs islands marked as A in fig. 1, the size is - 10 nm and the spacing of the
moire pattern is about 5 nm. The spacing of the parallel moire pattern due to the (220) beam is
calculated as 4.8 nm which agrees with our experimental value. The same type of moire pattern
was observed in previous study [2].

For some of the rjaAs islands marked as B in fig. 1, the size is about 40 nm and the spacing
of the moire fringe is about 2.5 nm. The Si substrate used in this work was tilted by 4 ° fora
[001] to [110] direction and tilt of GaAs film was observed in previous study [3]. Even if
[001] of GaAs film is tilted toward the [110] direction, parallel moire fringes with 5 rm
spacing ar expected. The spacing of moire fringes with 2.5 nm could be explained by taking
into account the rotation of GaAs film about substrate surface normal. Using d, =1 (dA ( dY 2 +
d2?.2d d )cosaj) where d, is interplanar distance of Si (220), d2 is interplanar distance of

GaAs (220) and a is rotation angle [4], the amount of rotation is calculated as 4 .. In order to
study the behavior of GaAs islands, one of the amorphous GaAs film on Si substrate has been
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Figure 2. Bright field image of GaAs film deposited at 80 °C and annealed at 300 "C for 20
minue&

annealed at 300°C for 20 min (sample 2). Figure 2 shows plane view bright field image of
sample 2 taken under (220) two beam condition. Two types of GaAs islands wee also found
and the number of small GaAs islands is increased. For sample 3 where ma ij am film was
completely grown on Si substrate at 5 80 C, moire pattern with 5 nm Spacing completely
covered the Si substrate as shown in fig. 3. Above results imply that at the initial stage of
growth at 300 TC, both unrotated and rotated GaAs islands are formed but at later stage of
growth at 580 °C, only unrotated GaAs islands am formed. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the rotated GaAs islands stable at 300 OC become unstable as temperature increases and finally
disappearat 580 *C. According to a previous study, for GaAs film grown on tilted Si substrate
by migration-enhanced epitaxy exhibited not only tilt but also rotation (5]. It is suggested that

Figure 3. (220) dok field image of GaAs film overgrown on the GaAs buffer layer at 580 *C.
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FIgum 4. (a) (220) dark field image of the a= away from the interface, and (b) S., and 3g
weak beam imae at the interface of GaAs/Si system grown at 580 C.

the mtatlon of GaAs film is influenced by the initial rowth condition [5). However, for our
system, mon study is needed to explain the behavior of roued GaAs islands.

Misfit dislocations are observed in both small and large GaAs islands as indicated by the
arrow heads in fig. 1. Even if stacking faults wer not found in fig. 1, they were observed in
cross sectional high resolution TEM image [6]. Therefore, the lattice mismatch between GaAs
film and Si substrate is accommodated by misfit dislocations and stacking faults in this early
stage of growth.

Figure 4(a) is a (220) dark field image of sample 3 taken in the area away from the interface
between GaAs film and Si substrate. Stacking faults and high density of threading dislocations
can be observed in fig. 4(a). In order to investigate defect structure at the GaAs/Si interface,

Figure 5. (a) gm and 3g weak beam image, and (b) hright field imae taken under (400) two
beam condition of GaAs/Si system with RTA treatment at 900 *C for 10 seconds.
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Figure 6. (a) (220) dark field imago, and (b) (-220) dark field imagp of GaAs/Si systemn
with RTA treatment at 900 OC for 10 seconds.

ion milling was carried out for 15 minutes more on the GaAs surface. Figure 4(b) shows a
(400) weak beam image taken at the interface. Grid-like dislocation running along the, (1101
and (-1101 directions awe shown in fig. 4(b. According to the previous study, both Lowner and
60 0dislocation is present in this sample [7].

in order to decrease the defects in the system, one of sample 3 was annealed at 900 OC for 10
seconds. (400) weak beam and bright field images are shown in figs. 5(a) and 5(b).
resectvely. Grid-like misfit dislocations with a distance of 10 ran are evenly developed in
both D1101 and (-1101 direction. In order to determine the Burgers vector of the dislocations
developed in tbis sample, pictures were taken under both (220) and (-220) two beam conditions
as shown in figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. Misfit dislocations developed along [1101
direction ame shown in fig. 6(a) taken using g--220 beam and those developed along [-1101
direction are shown in fig 6(b) (see arrow heads) taken using g=-220 beam. Therefore, Burgers
vectors of the misfit dislocations are 1/2[110] and 1/2[(1101 which are in (001) plane.
indicating pure edge dislocation (Lower dislocation). Since the distance between the
dislocations is 10 nm, the misfit (.- 4%) between GaAs and Si is completely accommodated by
pure edge dislocation. Above results indicate- that rapid thermal anneling at 900 *C drastically
reduces the density of 600* dislocations and stacking faults, and misfit between GaAs film and
Si substrate is relieved by Lo.er dislocations.

CONCLUSION

For GaAs buffer layers deposited at 80 C and annealed at 300*C for 10 min, the size of
most of the GaAs islands was observed as - 10 run but large islands with - 4Onm were also
observed. According to the calculation of spacing of moire fringes, large GaAs islands are
considered to be roomed about 4 0with respect to the Si substrate surface norm al. Two types of
GaAs islands were also observed in GaAs film anneale at 300 *C for 20 min. However, for
main GaAs film overgrown on the GaAs buffer layer at 580 *C, GaAs film without rotation
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completely covers the Si substrate. Therefoe. it can be suggested that the toutatd GaAs islands
at the lelia suV of growth ( - 300 C) become unstable as temperature ioncrase and finally
disappear at the lamr suap of growth (- SW0 *). Misfi dislocations wet found in boch small
and imp. id at th e arly step @f growt. Gnd-like disocations consisting of Lamer and
60 0 dlslscatms w= observd at the interface of the GaAs/S system grown at 580 *'C.
However, sawt RTA mavnatm at O00 T for 10 sec. only Lamer dislocations with 1/20(1010
and 112(4101 BDaVg , vecos were observed. The distance between the dislocations was
meassand as -l10iu aecammodmting 4 S mismatch between GaAs film and Si subsutrie.
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ABSORPTION IN ZnGcP2 AT TWO MICROMETERS
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ABSTRACT

The temperature and polarization dependence of the optical
absorption in ZnGeP2 at two micrometers is reported for the first
time over the temperature range from 10K to 300K. The radiation
was normally incident upon the face of a cubic sample which con-
tained the c-axis. The absorption of o-rays (E parallel to c), and e-
rays (E perpendicular to c) was determined. It was found that the
e-ray absorption coefficient was always significantly larger than the
o-ray absorption coefficient and that it had a less significant tem-
perature dependence. For example, the ratio of e-ray to o-ray ab-
sorption coefficient was approximately two at 300K and five at 77K.
Correspondingly the o-ray absorption coefficients were reduced upon
cooling to 77K by a factor of 2.5, while the e-ray absorption coeffi-
cients were reduced only slightly (10%-20%). These results indicate
that for Type I optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) which use an o-
ray pump beam, that performance may be improved by cooling the
crystal.

INTRODUCMION

The temperature and polarization dependence of the optical
absorption in ZnGeP2 at two micrometers is reported for the first
time over the temperature range from 10K to 300K. This parameter
is of interest because it is related to the performance [1] of two mi-
crometer pumped OPOs which utilize ZnGeP2 crystals. An OPO
converts short wavelength laser output into longer wavelengths in a
continuous fashion utilizing the non-linear optical (NLO) properties of
the crystal. ZnGeP2 is nearly the ideal candidate for this application
because: its large second order NLO coefficient provides efficient
energy conversion; it has the appropriate birefringence for phase
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matching from 2-11 micrometers; and it is extremely transparent in
the mid-infrared. In addition, it has excellent mechanical and
thermal properties particularily its large thermal conductivity which
is 35 times larger than that of the state-of-the-art material AgGaSe2
(2].

ZnGeP2 is an ordered ternary diamond-like semiconductor with
a pseudo-direct bandgap of 2.00 eV at 300K and has the chalcopyrite
structure. In many aspects it behaves similarily to other diamond-
like semiconductors such as Si and GaAs. It is the ternary analog of
GaP as Zn and Ge are nearest neighbors to Ga in Period Four. The
crystal is uniaxial, the c-axis is the optical axis and the birefringence
is positive. ZnGeP2 is lattice matched to both GaP and Si. Many of its
intrinsic and extrinsic electrical and optical properties are orientation
and polarization dependent. Significant near edge sub-bandgap ab-
sorption extending from .7 to 3 micrometers is observed in Bridgman
and LEC grown crystals which are found to be universally p-type. It
is due to a native defect which is a deep acceptor (or deep acceptors)
designated as ALl. The concentration of ALl can be minimized or
maximized by appropiate growth conditions and post-growth pro-
cessing.

The purpose of this paper is to report the effect cooling has on
the e-ray and o-ray absorption coefficients for ZnGeP2 in the sub-
bandgap spectral region. Of special interest is a comparison between
room temperature (300K) values and liquid nitrogen temperature
(77K) values of the absorption coefficients. The previous relevant
work is briefly reviewed. Most previous work was conducted at
room temperature and ignored polarization effects. However, there
are two interesting papers (31, [4] which report the temperature de-
pendence of the absorption for energies near and greater than the
bandgap (1.8 eV to 2.2 eV), one of which [41 considered substrate
orientation and polarization effects.

Gorban et. al [3] in a study which did not consider orientation
and polarization reported that the absorption coefficient spectrum
shifts approximately 0.13 eV toward higher energies in cooling from
300K to 80K. As a result, near 2.0 eV (0.6 micrometers) the absorp-
tion coefficient was reduced by a factor of seven or greater via cool-
ing.

Tregub [4] utilized the same geometry as in our study and re-
ported that not only did the absorption spectrum shift to higher en-
ergies upon cooling but the highest absorbing polarity reversed
comparing 300K to 4.2K. This data indicates that the birefringence of
the crystal may have gone from positive to negative upon cooling to
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4.2K in this spectral region. At 2.00 eV the ratio of e-ray to o-ray
coefficient was approximately 1.5 at 300K and 0.65 at 4.2K.
Correspondingly the o-ray absorption coefficient was reduced by a
factor of 2.3 and the e-ray absorption coefficient was reduced by a
factor of 5.3 by cooling to 4.2K. For simplicity, throughout the paper
o-ray is defined as that polarization which is perpendicular to the c-
axis at room temperature and correspondingly the e-ray polarization
that which is parallel to the c-axis at room temperature. Tregub's re-
sult indicates that the polarizations of traditionally defined o-rays
and e-rays may be temperature dependent.

The overall shift of the absorption spectum to higher energies
reported by Gorban et. al and Tregub is explained by the fact that
the bandgap increases to 2.1 eV at low temperatures shifting every-
thing by nearly 0.1 eV. We have observed this same effect for sub-
bandgap absorption spectra in preliminary measurements which did
not consider orientation and polarization effects.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The crystals were grown using the horizontal freeze technique
and annealed as previously described [5]. One of the two samples
tested was as grown (42A) and the other (42B) was given a brighten-
ing anneal [6],[5] to reduce the concentration of ALl. The samples
were nominally stoichiometric and the value of the two micrometer
absorption although not equal to the best observed indicates that the

¶ samples were of good quality.
The samples were mounted in a closed cycle refrigerator which

was then mounted in a CARY05E spectrophotometer. A calcite polar-
izer was used to select the desired polarization for the experiment.
The CARY05E partially polarizes the light which is directed toward
the sample. For this reason, the calcite polarizer was fixed in the ori-
entation for maximum beam intensity and identical throughput while
the sample was rotated to get the proper polarization of light through
the sample for the two sample orientations.

The closed cycle refrigerator was cooled to 10K initially with
the sample in place. Absorption scans were done at 10, 50. 77, 100,
150, 200, 250, and 300 degrees Kelvin. After scans for both orienta-
tions were completed, corresponding scans were made with the
samples removed and the absolute transmission was obtained via the
method of stored ratios. The absorption coefficient was calculated in
the usual way assuming a index of refraction of 3.1.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The as-grown sample results listed in the Table and displayed
in Figure (1) below show a smooth decrease in the absorption

5,
- --- 42A Alpha e-ray
"-0--- 42A Alpha o-ray

* 4- o1 (Alpha (Alpha )

0.

3i-
,0

2-

'5

0*
0 100 200 300

Temperature (K)

FIGURE (1) TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE ABSORPTION
COEFFICIENTS OF AS-GROWN SAMPLE #42A

coefficient for the o-ray as temperature is decreased from room
temperature down to about 50K, and then it increases slightly as the
sample is cooled further to 10K. The e-ray absorption coefficient
decreases slightly but noticeably. The annealed sample results listed
in the Table above and displayed in Figure (2) below show generally
the same trend. The ratio of the e-ray to the o-ray absorption
coefficient vs temperature is also shown in the Table. It increases
from 2.0 to 4.6 for the as grown sample and from 2.4 to 4.9 for the
annealed sample upon cooling. The o-ray absorption for the as-
grown sample was reduced by a factor of 2.6 and for the annealed
sample it was reduced by a factor of 2.3 upon cooling.
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TABLE-ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT (ALPHA) VS TEMPERATURE

Sample 42A 42A 42B 42B 42A/42B
Temp alphae alphao alphae alphao Ratios
Kelvin I/cm I/cm 1/cm 1/cm ------
10 1.42 .314 .845 .16 4.5/5.3
50 1.40 .300 .820 .155 4.7/5.2
77 1.38 .304 .786 .155 4.5/5.1
100 1.38 .321 .788 .161 4.3/4.9
150 1.39 .391 .782 .174 3.6/4.4
200 1.43 .474 .800 .200 3.0/4.1
250 1.52 .618 .798 .323 2.5/2.5
300 1.62 .800 .859 .356 2.0/2.4

6.
---- 428 Alpha e-ray
-0---- 42B Alpha o-ray

5--~- (Alpha e)I(Alpha o)

0 4

czO 0

.a

0 
.. .. ......

0 100 200 300

Temperature (K)

FIGURE (2) TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE ABSORPTION
COEFFICIENTS OF ANNEALED SAMPLE #42B
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The corresponding reduction factors for e-rays are 1.2 and 1.1.
These results indicate that for Type I OPOs which use an o-ray pump
beam, that performance may be improved by cooling the crystal.
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ABSTRACT

The gap between the minibands of a conventional superlattice (or between the subbands
of a quantum well) can be controlled by introducing potential barriers in its wells. An
appropriate choice of the position, the width d, and the height Vd of these barriers, achieved
by standard methods, can reduce the energy minibands to the desired values. When these
barriers are introduced at the center of the wells of the original structure, the position of
the second miniband in energy space changes very little with d and/or Vd whereas that of
the first miniband can change by one to two orders of magnitude. This leads to a tuning of
the first miniband and of the energy gap between the first two minibands. Similar results
are obtained for the case of wells in the barriers and for the tuning of impurity states
in a superlattice. Possible applications include infrared photodetectors and tuning of the
tunneling current.

1 Introduction

The success of semiconductors is based on the fact that semiconductor properties like the
electrical carrier concentration, the mobility and the diffusion length can be varied by or-
ders of magnitude through small changes in the chemical composition, defect structure or
chemical and structural homogeneity of the semiconductor. There is much less flexibility
in the choice of the bandgap of semiconductors which is fixed by the composition of the
material. Changing external parameters like the temperature or the pressure will give some
limited variability on the size of the band gap of the semiconductor.

Over the last two decades layered semiconductor structures, quantum wells and super-
lattices, have emerged as a new class of materials structures with a wide range of interesting
and novel optical and opto-electronic properties [1]. These properties have found numerous
applications in devices, and an entire new technology, photonics, is based on such concepts.
The rapid development of this field and its cýontinued evolution is a direct result of the
highly developed and sophisticated growth technologies, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
and organometallic chemical vapor deposition (OMCVD), which permit control of composi-
tion and doping on the scale of a few monolayers in the growth direction. This unprecedented
control offers the capability of tailoring or quantum engineering a desired set of electronic
and optical properties for such layered heterostructures. This is typically achieved for simple
quantum well stuctures by varying both the thickness and the composition of the well and
barrier materials, but more sophisticated approaches are possible as discussed below.

The band gap is now determined by geometrical factors like the width of the quantum
well. In fact the effective band gap becomes: E,- = Es + Ee + E& where E. is the band
gap of the quantum well material with E. - I/m.W

2 and EA ,-, I/mAW 2 the quantum
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confinement energies of the electron and hole respectively. Furthermore the quantum well
can have several subbands with separation of the order E(= 1. - 100.meV) which can be
considered as little gape in the electron spectrum. When such quantum wells are periodically
repeated one obtains a superlattice in which the electron moves in minibands.

In semiconductor quantum wells the energy separation can be varied using different
techniques. The energy between the ground and first excited subband can be tailored from
a few meV to roughly 150 meV by changing both well and barrier parameters. In addition
to tailoring the energies, there are two techniques that permit- continuous tuning in a single
quantum well structure. Application of an electric field provides the possibility of tuning
over a limited range. The range is smaller the narrower the well. Another possibility is
magnetic field tuning which is possible in I1-VI based superlattices whose barriers contain
magnetic ions (e.g. manganese). The problem of this system is that doping and transport
properties are not as well known or controlled as in the IIIV based systems. Also here the
range of tunability is limited.

For certain infrared (IR) applications [2] it is desirable to have only two minibands with a
small energy minigap. This could be achieved by varying, for example, the width and height
of the potential barriers as well as the width of the wells. To obtain small transition energies
this requires small barrier heights and large well widths. Furthermore, a precise control over
both the barrier height and well width is essential. But, wide wells are much more sensitive
to electric fields than narrow wells, and for small energy minigaps dark currents will be
large for large well superlattices. This calls for narrow wells with small energy separation
between the minibands.

In the present paper I give an overview of a method which is able to handle the above
contradictory demands. Small energy separations (thus small energy minigaps) can be
achieved in superlattices with narrow wells by introducing positive potential barriers in the
middle of its wells or potential wells in the middle of its barriers. A similar technique is
used to tune the energy of impurities in quantum wells and superlattices.

2 Quantum wells
Intersubband transitions can he used for the detection of infrared radiation. This requires
quantum wells with appropriate widths and depths such that the first excited subband is
either weakly bound [3) in the well or is slightly above the top of the well [4].

The position of the energy levels in a quantum well can be varied by changing the height
of the barrier, but it is primarily more sensitive to the width of the quantum well (W),
because the separation between the energy levels has approximately a W- 2 dependence.
Thus the tailoring of intersubband separation in a detector can be achieved by varying the
width of the well. This, however, requires using fairly wide wells in order to obtain small
transition energies. On the other hand, there are reasons to favor narrow quantum wells
over broad wells. Wide wells are much more sensitive to an external (or internal) electric
field then narrow wells. Such electric field bound states in a quantum well are resonant
with the continuum and as a consequence acquire a certain width which is a measure for
the probability of the electron to tunnel out of the quantum well. In a given electric field
this width is much larger for a wider well and consequently it is much easier to tunnel out
of the well. Therefore a much larger dark current is expected in wide wells than in narrow
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structures. Furthermore, the density of states in a narrow well is the same as in a wide

well, and consequently we can pin more signal from a given width of the sample when it

contains more wells.
In order to show how these contradictory demands can be satisfied, we will illustrate

this using a simplified model of an infinitely deep potential well. In this quantum well we

insert a barrier as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 1. The eigenvalue equation for the energy

levels of this structure are given in the appendix of Ref. (51. In Fig. 1 (a) the first four

energy levels are shown as function of the barrier width b for a = 0 , i.e. the barrier is in

the center of the well, For the quantum well we took the parameters for the material GaAs

and for the barrier in the center those of Al.4GasAs. As b increases the levels I and 2 (or

3 and 4) move closer to each other and for 6 > 50A the difference B2 - Fn is not resolved

on the meV scale. Notice that it is mainly the n-odd levels that move whereas the n-even

levels remain almost constant, at least for small b values. A similar behavior is obtained

when b is fixed and V0 varied. When the barrier moves away from the center of the well the

separation between the n - I and the n =2 energy levels increase.

M 
--- ---

0100

-- 0 0

.1- 9.

. . .. . . . .. 4 .. . .o. . l '

b(A) 0 M0400 W 0 0=120 W4 SO0 M0D

Fig. 1: The first four energy levels for a po- Fig. 2: The real part of the wavefunction cor-

tential barrier in an infinitely deep potential responding to the system of Fig. 1. The thin

well (see inset) as function of the width of the dashed curves correspond to the first two levels

barrier, in the absence of the barrier.

We can understand this behavior with the help of Fig. 2 where the wave functions of the

first four levels are plotted for b = 50A and a = 0. The dashed lines are the wave functions

of the first two levels in the absence of the barrier, i.e. b = 0. The wave function of the first

level has a maximum at the center of the well, whereas that of the second level vanishes.

Therefore, the wave function and the energy of the first level will be drastically affected by

the introduction of the barrier whereas the corresponding quantities of the second level will

not. This leads to an effective tuning of the first level and the gap E - El.
The generalization of the above discussion to quantum wells with finite height can be

found in Ref. 161. Tseciakowski ani McCombe have shown theoretically how the intersub-

band separation can be varied over a wide energy range by depositing a thin barrier layer

of AIGaAs in the middle of a GaAs well. They showed that in a sufficiently narrow well it

is possible to push the subbands out of the well, i.e. the structure no longer has any bound

states.
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3 Tuning the minibands of a superlattice

In a real device several quantum wells are put in series in order to increase the detection area
[2). In such a multi-quantum well structure a gate voltage is applied over the structure. At
low temperature and in the absence of any IR radiation electric conduction is via sequential
resonant tunneling either between the ground states of the adjacent wells or between the
ground state and the first excited state, depending on the voltage drop across the lattice
period. This results in the so-called dark current which should be minimized by either
increasing the thickness or the height of the barriers.

When IR-light hits the detector such that it is resonant with the intersubband transition
(E 2 - EB) an electron will be excited from the doped ground state to the excited state where
it can tunnel out of the well through the thin top of the barrier. This photogenerated hot
electron produces a photo-current which can be detected. To increase the sensitivity of the
device the ratio between the photo-current to the dark current should be maximized.

In order to maximize the absorption coefficient one should maximize the number of
quantum wells in a given area. This calls for narrow quantum wells with narrow barriers. In
this situation the multi-quantum well becomes a superlattice. Therefore tuning of minibands
is needed.

Vd

* I

I I

Vb !
I I

11% inI

Fig. 3: Potential profile of the first two periods of the superlattice under investigation.

In order to realize tuning of the minibands in a superlattice a similar idea can be used as
Jn previous section which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Barriers (called defect barriers) with width
id and height Vi are placed in the quantum wells of a superlattice [7]. The resulting miniband
structure of a GaAs/AL.3Ga.7As superlattice with well width w = 100A and barrier width
b = 50A is shown in Fig. 4 as function of the strength of the defect barrier. Here we
choose to vary the width of the defect barrier d and keep the height V1 constant. The defect
barriers, which are taken from the material AIAGasAs, are placed in the center of the
quantum wells. Notice that: 1) the width of the first miniband increases, 2) the two lowest
minibands move closer to each other, and 3) for d = 35.9A the gap closes. At d = 0 the
widths of the two lowest minibands are AE 1 = 1.8meV and AE2 = 10.6meV respectively
with a miniband gap of AE, = 80.8meV. At the closing of the miniband gap the resulting
miniband has a width of 24meV. At the closing of the gap the group velocity 9E/Olk of the
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electron at the point where the first and the second miniband touches is nonzero and thus
a real closing of the gap is realized. This can be understood physically as follows: at the
closing of the miniband gap the efdective strength of the defect barrier becomes equal to the
strength of the barrier of the host superlattice and the period of the superlattice becomes
effectively half of its original value. Notice also that in contrast to the quantum well case
where the separation between the energy levels is always nonzero, although it can be made
very small, here we are able to make the separation between the two minibands exactly zero
for some specific value of d for a given Vd.

16, %=313mV

120_,__ __ 0 1 2 3

Fig. 5: Width of the first two minibands and
the gap as a function of the position of theFPig. 4: Dependence of the extremal energy harrier in the quantum well measured from the

points of the first two minibands as a function center of the quantum well 'The width of the
of the width of the harrier which is centered in briri h unu eli uhta h
the middle of the quantum wells.

gap is zero when the barrier is centered in the
middle of the quantum wells.

Beltram and Capsso [8] have shown that the introduction of a sheet of defects in the
center of the barriers of a multi-quantum well structure: 1) enhances the width of the
minibands, and 2) creates one extra miniband which is a consequence of the states which
are introduced by the defects. They modelled this sheet of deep centers by a negative delta

fucinpotential. They found that the enhancement of the miniband widths is maximized
when the energy level of the defect is matched to the ground state of the corresponding

isolated wells. Beas in a multi-quantum well structure the states can he localized in the

dietinperpendicular to the wells due to e.g. intralayer thickness fluctuations we nave
the interesting fact that the periodic introduction of a highly localized state in the barriers
of a multi-quantum well system causes de/ouaizhztion in the resulting statesl This of course
will have dramatic changes in the electronic properties of the system. When the position
of the defect layer is moved away from the center of the barrier the lowest band splits into
two narrow levels which are shifted in energy. The shift can be such that one of these
levels is even below the bottom of the quantum well. The resulting superlattice bandgap is
now bro~w the haudgap of the bulk of both materials constituting the multi-quantum well!
In fact this is similar to the formation of an impurity band below the conduction band in
heavily doped semiconductors.

In Ref. [5] we generalized the above idea to the case in which 'defect' quantum wells
of finite depth and nozr width are introduced in the barriers of a superlattice. Similar
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results are obtained as before like the broadening of the minibands and closing of the gaps
between the minibands. The difference is that now it is the second miniband (instead of the
first miniband) which moves towards the first miniband and whose width is most strongly
altered by the presence of the defect quantum well.

The cloning of the miniband gap is very sensitive to the accuracy of centering the defect
barrier in the quantum wells. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the miniband widths and

the miniband gap is shown as function of the off-center position (a) of the defect barrier,
where d is such that at s = 0 the gap between the two lowest minibands is closed. The
strong sensitivity of the gap on the accuracy of centering the barrier in the quantum well
may be a problem. This problem was also encountered in the case of positive defects in
the barriers of a multi-quantum well as discussed by Beltram and Capasso [8]. Additional
broadening of the energy levels, as a consequence of e.g. scattering with residual impurities
and intralayer thickness fluctuations, may reduce this problem partially. Gumba and Salam
[9) have shown that specific choices of the shape of defect barriers may reduce this strong
sensitivity on the centering.

The proposed superstructure, shown in Fig. 3, can be thought of as a superlattice with a
complex basis and exhibits a much richer band structure than the conventional superlattices.
There have been several works on superlattices with complex basis [10-13], some of which
are generalizations of the present case.

4 Tuning of impurity levels

It has been demonstrated experimentally that the above discussed structures can be em-
ployed as IR-detectors [2]. In reverse mode those devices should act as emitters of IR-light.
By applying a high gate voltage over the multi-quantum well structure electrons can be in-
jected from the ground subband of a quantum well into the excited subband of the adjacent
quantum well. This excited electron can relax to the ground state through emission of a
photon. Unfortunately nouradiative phonon relaxation forms the major obstacle to produce
efficient light emission out of such structure. The reason is that in a quantum well and in
superlattices there are no true gaps in the electron spectrum due to the in-plane motion of
the electron parallel to the interface. As a consequence electrons injected into the excited
state of a quantum well will relax to the ground state through LO-phonon emission which
is fast and nonradiative.

This problem can be avoided by constructing the quantum wells such that E 2 - E, <
hLoko which was realized experimentally by Helm et al [14]. But it turned out that acoustic
phonon emission now was the limiting factor for efficient IR emission.

Another way out of this problem is to have discrete energy levels, i.e. true energy gaps.
This is realized in a quantum dot. In order to optimize. the device in terms of minimal
nonradiative phonon relaxation one should try to have JE, - Ei > Awow which requires
confinement dimension such that d < 150A . Present day technology is not advanced enough
to produce reproducable and clean quantum dots of such small dimensions. The reason is
that the strongest lateral confinement in a quantum dot is presently realized through the
etching technique. A more clean way to realize confinement is e.g. through the growth of
whiskers. But at present the controlled growth of whiskers is still in its infancy.

Most of the present day solid state lasers are based upon optical transitions between en-
ergy levels of impurities. Those impurities have a discrete spectrum and thus nonradiative
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phonon relaxation is eliminated. There are several drawbacks using such impurity systems:
1) the tuning of the energy levels is very limited (e.g. the energy levels of shallow donor im-
purities in GaAs are almost independent of the donor element); 2) the oscillator strength for
bound-to-bound transitions is comparable to those of intenubband transitions in quantum
wells. But bee-to-bound transitions are required in order to convert current into radiation.
For such transitions the optical cross section is very small and spread over a wide energy
range limiting the energy sensitivity of the device.

One can try to combine the advantages of the discrete spectrum of impurities with the
tunability and large oscillator strength of quantum wells by putting impurities in quantum
wells. The wavefunction of the impurity states in the direction perpendicular to the interface
is determined by the width of the quantum well structure while the wavefunction in the plane
of the interface is determined by the Coulomb potential of the impurity which guarantees
the discreteness of the energy spectrum.

30

25 b=-50

200

% /E2
210 %

2Bp

-5 " 2Fig. 6: The energy of the lowest levels of a

200 400 600 800 1000 donor in the center of the quantum well and
WELL WOTH (A) the lowest minibands of the superlattice as a

function of well width.

The tunability of the impurity energy levels is illustrated in Fig. 6 for a GaAs/AL.3Ga.3As
superlattice with barrier width of b - 50A. This superlattice has a relative large barrier
width such that its first two subbands, indicated by E1 and E2 respectively, have almost
zero width. Notice that the 1., 2a and 2p,, impurity levels follow the lowest subband while
the 2p. is connected to the second subband. This can be understood by considering the
wavefunction of the 2p, state which is depicted in Fig. 7. This function has the same odd
inversion symmetry in the z-direction as the second subband. This implies that tunability
of E2 will result in a tunability of the 2p, level. Furthermore notice from Fig. 7 that the 2p.
state is spread out over the adjacent quantum wells of the superlattice which guarantees an
appreciable overlap for tunneling of electrons from the adjacent wells into the 2p, state of
the central quantum well.
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7
Fig. T: The probability distribution of the

"0"2D 2p. donor state in the (p = v/ 2 '+'pz) plane
for an impurity located at the origin which is

0D the middle of a quantum well. The position of
the barriers is indicated by the solid areas.

In practice, transition energies are important. Therefore we show the allowed transition
energies as function of the well width of the superlattice. We show the Is --+ 2pe,, 2p:
impurity transitions and the transitions n -4 n+ 1 between the minibands of the superlattice,
the width of it is illustrated by the thickness of the curves. The dots are the experimental
results of Helm et al [15]. Notice the very limited tunability of the Is --* 2pey transition
which is in contrast to the large variation of the transition energy Is --* 2p:. The latter one
has practically the same tunability as the miniband transition energies of the superlattice.
Therefore the previous technique of tuning the minibands in a superlattice can also be
applied to the one of the 2p, impurity level. This was recently suggested by Parihar and
Lyon I161.

25 200
3 3-4-4 - A

b-5o A

20
150

5 2-3

115-
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Fig. 8: Intersubband and donor transitions
0 ' ,for a barrier width of .50A as a function of well

200 400 600 800 1000 width. The symbols are the experimental re-
WELL WIDTH (A) sulte from a 400A/50A superlattice.

In previous example the nonradiative phonon relaxation is not completely quenched.
The reason is that for E_. > El the impurity state can relax to a free electron state by
emitting an acoustic phonon. Therefore in the case of Fig. 6 one has to take the well
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width W > 700A. For impurities centered in the quantum well of a superlattice one always
has E2,. > E2 .,, and an electron in the 2p.-state can relax to the 2p.,, state by acoustic
phonon emission. As we showed in Fig. 8 the latter has a very limited tunability of its
transition energy to the ground state and furthermore the 2pN., state is more localized in
the z-direction and consequently much less effective in tunneling to the adjacent wells.

The above drawbacks can be circumvented by putting 'defect' barriers in the center of
the quantum wells of the superlattice as illustrated in Fig. 3. Parihar and Lyon [161 recently
showed theoretically that impurities localized in such defect barriers have the posibility to
invert the position of the energy of the 2p, and 2p., states. Furthermore as demonstrated
in previous section such a defect barrier, is able to tune the energy of the second subband
and consequently also the energy of the 2p. state. This will decrease the width of the well
of the superlattice at which E2 = E2a,..

5 Conclusion

By putting barriers in the center of the well of a quantum well, or of a superlattice, allows
one to tune the subbands and minibands to a desired value irrespective of the width of the
quantum well. This allows one to grow superlattices or multi-quantumn wells with narrow
wells which have small energy separation between the energy levels. For applications in IR-
devices such structures have the added flexibility required to overcome the disadvantages of
having to build semiconductor structures with large well widths.

Furthermore such barriers have also the ability to tailor the energy of the impurity states
in quantum wells and superlattices. This can have important implications for IR lasers.
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ABSTRACT

The optical and electronic properties of three-dimensional (3D) random GaAs/AlAs
superlattices (SLs) has been studied by using a tight-binding Hamiltonian with second-
neighbor interactions. We calculate three completely disordered sequences with the prob-
ability of GaAs layers being 30%, 50%, and 70%. The higher the GaAs composition, the
narrower the indirect gap. An energy-level crossing is found at the bottom of conduction
band, which originates from the M-state splitting induced by layer disorder. The localized
states over two - four monolayers play an important role in the absorption edge of random
SL. The highest absorption intensity of the band-edge transitions in our random models is
about eight times stronger than that of short period ordered GaAs/AlAs SL. Our results
are in good agreement with some recent photoluminescence measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Considerable effort has been devoted to the novel electro-optical devices fabricated from
short period superlattice due to the ability to control the growth of each individual atomic
layer. The best documented system is the (GaAs)m/(AlAs). (n,m_10) with the matched
interfaces. However, as indicated by experimental and theoretical work[l], superlattices
with m and n less than ten have indirect band gaps, which are inferior to the direct band
semiconductor in optical absorption. Recent experiments[21 have demonstrated that short
period random superlattices with n less than 4, exhibit remarkable intensity increase in
photoluminescence. This is due to the quite different manner in description of the transition-
matrix elements in an electromagnetic field. In ordered systems, the transition-matrix
elements obey the k selection rule, while this rule is somewhat relaxed in disordered systems
with their localized wave functions.

Although a theory capable of interpolating random media among the ordered super-
lattices is desirable, no sufficiently detailed method to accomplish this end in a realistic
three-dimensional systems currently exists. Many prior theories[3j have been designed to
predict only trends of some specific quantities in one-dimensional models, such as optical
transition and band-tail states in energy gap. As we know, in disordered SLs, the layers are
randomly distributed along the growth direction, while the periodicity in the two other di-
rections is well preserved. Both of these features are important in determining the electronic
structure. Consequently, any reliable theoretical calculation of the electronic and optical
properties of those random systems must rest on a realistic three-dimensional description.

We have proposed a periodic random superlattices [(GaAs)./ (AlAs)]Ij[41, which are
fabricated by repeating a large unit cell with a given period I alonso, the growth direction,
while the layers in the unit cell are randomly picked. For such realistic 3D random SLs, in
this work, we introduce a tight-binding technique with stochastic functions that is designed
to calculate the electronic structure and optical absorption of 3D random superlattices.
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II. TB HAMILTONIAN FOR 3D RANDOM SL

Our calculations are based on the 3D Hamiltonian

HD = H0 + • V(r - r,)D(6,) (1)

where D(6,) is introduced to distinguish the random layers A:(GaAs). and B:(AlAs). picked
along the growth direction. The traditional spas* [5] local orbitals are used as the basis
functions in the tight-binding model. Therefore, we can expand the localized eigenfunctions
IT.) in terms of the atomic orbitals 10.(k, i)),

I-P) = EC"(k,i)$,(k,i)) (2)
0,,

where a is the orbital symmetry (here chosen among a, x, y, z, s*), k is the momentum,
and i labels the atomic position.

The Vogl's tight-binding parameters[5J are modified by using Yamaguchi formulae[6].
In addition, the second-neighbor interactions as given by Newman and Dow[7j have been
adopted to allow an exact description of L-point energy of bulks. The calculated indirect
band gap is 2.09 eV for the m=n=1 ordered SL by the above method, which is very close
to the known experimental band gap 2.07 eV[8].

The intramaterial matrix elements are determined by using their bulk values. In the
same way, we get the intermaterial nearest interactions as they share common anions at
the interface. Some additional specifications should be noted for the interface second neigh-
bor interactions of disordered SLs which consist of ultrathin GaAs and AlAs layers. In
the case, we use an average of their corresponding bulk values to estimate the element
($,,(i)IHABIP(W))2 between two cations if i in GaAs (AlAs) and j in AlAs (GaAs), or
between two anions at same interface or at different interfaces separated by a cation mono-
layer.

III. INFLUENCE OF RANDOM ON ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

The band structures of the random superlattices [(GAs),/(AIAs)11 [4] have been car-
ried out by using the tight-binding method described in Sec II. The disordered configurations
with different compositions of GaAs and AlAs are produced by a random number generator.
Three types of the sequences are chosen to study in more details here. They are:

1) d-SL1 : the sequence is constructed completely randomly with the probability of A-
layers being 30% and B-layers being 70%.

2) d-SL2 : the sequence is constructed completely randomly by picking the A-layers and
B-layers with equal probability.

1) d-SL3 : the sequence is constructed completely randomly with the probability of A-
layers being 70% and B-layers being 30%.

The band structure calculations for periodic random SLs with I = 10 - 20 and m=n=-1
are performed for various high symmetry points and lines in the Brillouin zone, taking into
account the valence band offset AE.=0.5 eV. For a direct comparison with the corresponding
ordered SL, the band structure of (GaAs)l/(AIAs)i with a supercell {ABABABABABABAB
ABABAB) named o-SL is also calculated.

It is found that all the systems studied here have indirect band gaps. The introduction
of the layer disorder induces a change in the relative order of the lower conduction bands.
The lowest conduction band is at symmetry point M in a random SL, while the conduction
band energies at X- and R- points are lower than that at M for an ordered SL, which
is clearly shown in Table I. The indirect energy gap is very sensitive to the composition.
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The higher the composition of the GaAs layers, the narrower the gap of the corresponding
random SL.

Table I. Einergies (in eV) of the lower conduction bands at different high symmetry
points, where the energy zero is chosen at the top of the valence band.

o-SL d-SL1  d-SL2  d-SL3

,000/a2.131 2.109 2.023 1.837
Xe(v2?r,0,0)/a 2.083 2.173 2.051 1.942

Me(V'i#,fr,0)/a 2.104 2.049 1.937 1.835

*Fig.1 shows the calculated band structures with the energy zero chosen at the top of
valence band, where (a) corresponds to the ordered (GaAs),/(ALAs), SL and (b) corresponds
to the d-SL 2 disordered model, respectively. The lowering of the conduction band states at
M originates from the splitting induced by layer disorder. Three energy levels with energies
1.937 eV, 2.054 eV, and 2.177 eV at the band edges of the point M of the random SL are
diverged from the M state ( E=2.104 eV ) of the ordered SL. It can be seen from Fig.1
that the existence of disorder tends to push the energy levels to the band edge, and hence,
enhance the densities of states near the band edge region.

6.0

4.0

-0.0

4.0

r X M r r x M r
(a) (b)

Fig.1 Calculated band structures of the (GaAs)i/(AIAs)z ordered SL (a)
with supercell {ABABABABABABABABABAB} for a direct comparison,
and the d-SL2 disordered SL (6).

IV. LOCALIZATION OF EIGENSTATE

To examine the localization of eigenstates in a 3D random SL, the electron distributionsL with atomic positions are calculated in real space. Fig.2 shows the planar average charge
densities of o-SL ordered and d-SL 2 disordered SLs along the growth direction for the states
at the bottom of the conduction band (a) and the top of the valence band (b). For the
ordered system, the wave functions of the electron (hole) states are characterized by Bloch
phase, which result in a periodic pattern of the electron (hole) distribution. The different
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amplitudes of the charge density in GaMs and AlAs layers are due to the potential difference
of the cations at interface.

* In a disordered SL, as expected, the electron states at the bottom of the conduction
band are strongly localized oae two to four monolayers (see Fig.2 (a)). However, it is

*rather surprising that the charge distributions corresponding to the states at the top of the
valence band are rather extended (see Fig.2 (b)). It is certain that, at least based on our
results, both localized and extended states exist at the band edges of a 3D random SL. The
disorder affects mostly the conduction band states.

0..5

10 

I 
Fma VB14 toCa

0.0

0.0 ~ L d-ftg0.

1.0 2A0 3.0 4.0 50

FnuV (eV)

Fig.2 Plots of planar averaged charge Fig.3 Absorption coefficients corresponding
densities of the ordered and the d-Sln to the optical transitions from total top six
disordered- superlattices for the lowest M valence subbands VBI-6 to CBl (top panel)
conduction state (a) and the highest r and to CB2 (bottom panel) for ordered (dotted
valence state (b) .. As; *, GSC,*,AL lines) and disordered SLs (solid lines).

V. OPTICAL ABSORPTION

The common form of the absorption coefficient is given by

a~hw = 1 P6 (k) 26(E.(k) - E.(k) - Aw) (3)

where i is the direction of polarization and P.,.(k) is the momentum matrix element be-
tween superlattice eigenstates

P.s(k) = E Ec:a(k, i)Cp(k~j)(*.(k, )IPI%#(k~j)) (4)
00 (.i

All the optical matrix elements (ela(k,i)IPI*0(k,j)) for the SLs are chosen from the
parameters of the bulk materials, which were given by Chang et al[191 In figure 3, we
present the absorption coefficients for the transitions between the total top six valence

uubbamds (VB146) and the separate bottom two conduction subbands (CB1 and CB2),
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III

j where the dotted lines correspond to that of the o-SL ordered SL. Here we consider only
the (z,y) polarization, supposing the incident light is propagation along the SL growth
direction. It is obvious that the localized states induced by disorder play an important role
in the band edge absorption of a random SL. They enhance the optical transitions in this
region considerably. The first absorption peaks for the transitions from VBI-6 to CBI are
shifted towards the lower energy region by 0.26 eV and 0.19 eV, respectively, for d-SL3 and
d-SL2, compared with that of ordered SL.

Finally, the calculated total absorption coeffcients of the ordered and disordered SLs are
plotted in Fig.4, where (a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond to o-SL, d-SLI, d-SL3 , and d-SL3
respectively. For comparison, the joint densities of states for these materials are also shown
by the dotted curves. For an ordered short-period SL (m=n=-l), two main peaks are found
at 3.7 eV and 4.8 eV which correspond one by one to those of bulk GaAs.1101 The dramatic
changes between the ordered and the disordered systems occur near the absorption edges.
This can be explained by the conduction band tails formed by strongly localized states in
a random SL, which make the optical transitions no longer forbidden in this region. The
absorption intensities of the band edge transitions for d-SL3 and d-SL2 models are about
8 and 5 times stronger than that of the o-SL, respectively. Our results are in fairly good
agreement with the photoluminescence (PL) measurements at 4.2 K, where Yamamoto et
&l[21 has pointed out the short period SL radiate PL less than one tenth of the disordered
SL.

Away from the absorption edge, the main features of the band center optical transitions
are still retained as seen in Fig.4. For an ordered SL, the highest absorption peak is located
at 4.8 eV, but it is shifted below 4.0 eV in a disordered systems. The different effect of the
disorder on the conduction and valence band states leads the coexistence of localized and
extended band-edge states in a 3D random SL.

a b

&9 ISU OCL

Energy (ev) Enrg (cv)

Fig.4 Absorption coefficients of the o-SL (a) ordered, d-SLI (b), d-SL4 (c),
and d-SLe (d) disordered superlattice., where the dotted lines stand for the
joint densities of states.
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VI. CONCLUSION

We have studied the electronic structures and optical properties of 3D disordered SL,
based on a tight-binding Hamiltonian with stochastic functions. The second-neighbor in-
teractions included in the theory are essential for obtaining the correct band-edge energies
for the bulks and the short-period GaAs/AlAs superlattices at different high symmetry
points. For three kinds of disordered SLs with the probability of GaAs layers being 30%,
50%, and 70%, our band structure calculations show that the random systems have indirect
gaps, which is very sensitive to the composition. The higher the GaAs composition, the
narrower the indirect gap. An energy-level crossing is found at the bottom of conduction
band, which originates from the M-state splitting induced by disorder. The different effect
of the disorder on conduction and valence band states leads to the coexistence of localized
and extended band-edge states in a 3D random SL. We find that disorder affects mostly
conduction bands. It is noticed that the localized states play an important role in the
edge absorption of a random SL. The absorption intensities of the band-edge transitions
for d-SL3 and d-SL2 random models are about eight and five times stronger than that of
the short period SL, respectively. A contrary case occurs in d-SL1 disordered SL with more
AlAs layers, where the band-edge absorption intensity is weaker than that of the ordered
one. Thus, increasing of the GaAs composition in disordered SLs is useful to enhance the
optical absorption near the band edge. Away from the absorption edge, the main features
of the band center optical transitions are still retained.
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ABSTRACT

The band structures of three group-V semimetals As, Sb, and Bi with rhombohedral
A7 symmetry are studied using a second-neighbor tight-binding model including spin-orbit
interaction with an sp.s" basis. Then the bulk tight-binding parameters are used to investi-
gate the electronic properties of semimetal-semiconductor superlattices made of alternating
(111) layers of Sb and GaSb or AISb. It is found that the band gap can be adjustable
depending primarily on the thickness of the Sb layers. An interface state is observed in the
region of the gap.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments have demonstrated that semimetallic antimony layers can be grown
on a semiconductor GaSb substrate grown along the (111) direction by molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) technique.(1 Bi/CdTe (111) heterostructures have also been successfully
fabricated.121 Bulk Sb and Bi are group-V semimetals with equal numbers of electrons
and holes. Their conduction band minima (at the L-point) lie at lower energy than the
valence band maxima (at the H-point in Sb, at the T-point in Bi). Thus, an interesting
quantum size effect is expected if the carriers in these semimetals are spacially confined.
Such confinement can be achieved by sanidwiching the semimetal film between layers of a
suitable non-matallic barrier material. When the thickness of the semimetal film decreases,
the electron subbands should move up in energy while the hole subbands move down. At a
certain thickiiess, the electron and hole subbands will cross and a semimetal-semiconductor
transition occurs. It has recently been suggested that a narrow-gap semiconductor whose
band alignment is indirect in momentum space would have highly attractive properties in
optical and electro-optical device application.I3J Indirect narrow-gap heterostructures such
as Sb/GaSb (111), Sb/AlSb (111) and Bi/CdTe (111) superlattices could potentially open
new possibilities for devices.

In the present work, we first present a second-neighbor tight-binding theory for bulk
rhombohedral crystals. We show that a tight-binding method using a few interaction pa-
rameters can give a reasonable band structure for group-V semimetals. Then the bulk
parameters of antimony are used to calculate the electronic properties of the semimetal-
semiconductor Sb/GaSb and Sb/AlSb superlattices.

IL TIGHT-BINDING THEORY FOR BULK SEMIMETALS

The tight-binding method for bulk As, Sb, and Di we use here is equivalent to that
of Slter and Koster.14 Our model has the Moowing prpertiem (i) the chemistry of sy
bonding is maniffstly preerved. (ii) The spin-orit interaction is include in the thesory.
"AId (M) the thoy succesflly reproduces not onl th valence beads but also the lower
conduction bands, even in indirect (negative) gap semimetals.
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In rhombobeiral A? stractum crystal, tbe ae two atoms • n the primitive cell. For
each tiht-bding basis function 1,ted oan these atom, two Block function can be
consructed:

Inak) - ;W>&i'+&'-naJ14) (1)

"The quantum nmbUer n rins or thm *sp P, Pop, PEp, .nd ep orbitals with p (= T
and 1) being spin index. The N wavevectors k h~e in the Brat Brillonin zone. the aite indect
a is either I or 2. The atom 1 is located at 14. The Hamiltonian matrix in the In,ak)
bai can be calculated from the Slater and Koster approach[41

H...(k) = Eek`i"(O,alHli,c/), (2)
i

We have obtained these matrix elements for rhombohedral semimetals and their explicit
expmmions will be given ebewhere.([j The interaction parameters can be obtained by fitting
S6 o results.J6J The resulting band structure of Sb is shown in Fig.1 where the Fermi
level is chosen as energy zero. One can see from this figure that the minimum of the lowest
conduction band corresponds to L, while the maximum of the valence band is at H, which
agrees well with the ab indio calculation.[4

-4

-12 • Fig.1. Band structure of Sb. The usual no-
tation for symmetry points has been used.

•iW L T H T--

IM. BULK GaSb and AISb PARAAETERS

The tight-binding parameters for GaSb are determined by fitting the pseudopotential
caculation.l7J While for AlSb there has been no avaindl pseudopotential or first pincple
bad structure results in the literature that take into account the spin-orbit interaction. We
determine the tight-binding parameter for AMSb based on the sp'" basis by the following
two tep first the pamaeten so adetmined by fitting the pseudopoteti results without
span-orbit effect;jsj then the parameters we adjusted to include the experimental values of
the spin-orbit aplittin.qA Our parameWs for AMSb give an indirect gap of 1.457 eV and a
IomI t , rder f ar conductiom bwAmi =bnma I.X-r, well as the correc spin-orbit splitting
erge [a,(ru.) = 75 eV and AV(r,) - 0.3 eVI. T•e para tem for bulk Sb determined
IS te lat A"dio ge an oWNiaP bItweI n condwtoe ad valem bands about 120 meV.
The vaue of the vaMious iract paranme am givM in Tawle I.



TAW 1: Tight-binding pamnetm (in eV) for Sb, GaSb, mad AISb. Tbe off-i.e matrix
damets (V'W) we in the standard notation of Sister and Koser. REm V and V' stand for
Meaw t- and nt neBad I-ndhhlr Interactioms in Sb respeetiy, and A's ae the spin-orbit

Sb 043b AlSb
5. -7.7015 Em -T.2820 -6.3720
Be 20.1440 E, -3.85W0 -2.26W0
t' -0.1337 Be, &2000 8.4600

-0.9973 Be.. 8.8000 9.0700
VW., 2.2740 5, 0.6743 1.1580
V.•P. 3.1952 2.7323 3.1920
V -0.6000 -1.5495 -1.5682
S2.2776 V. 2.0342 1.8942

-0.388 V=.,. 2.0517 2.2184
0.3217 V,.., 1.8676 1.5711

V 7_e, 1.0144 V. 1.6961 1.8954
-0.3760 V,, -0.6282 -0.4681

M 1.7880 VVW 2.4992 2.5796
0.2480 A,• 0.3122 0.3428

A. 0.0512 0.0072

IV. BAND STRUCTURE OF Sb/GaSb AND Sb/AISb SUPERLATTICES

In this section, we study the electronic properties of Sb/GaSb and Sb/AISb superlattices
using the bulk tight-binding parameters obtained above. These superlattices could be inter-
esting narrow-gap materials for applications in infrared devices. A typical (Sb 2) 2/(GaSb) 2
or (Sb2)2/(AlSb)2 superlattice structure is depicted in Fig.2.

*GA(AA) 0 Sb Q S

Fg. noe eystal stucr of (Sb2)2/(GaSb)2
or (Sbs/(AbSbh (111) speri ices.
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itiecan te bdost is fmadetennhatd.hWe ansm twoked bad-fst imrsoe tha thes Fuermatieneg

ofSbhe a te ffctv midl a oiin i . 0.0 eV an 0.4 eVaov h

taene bewad(kb mainsmmofah and tAIShS resperctiey. Fofnl Sbotah this asupIoRn is-Od

iAnlm in ht GaSh (AISb) ld ab So it is en be to - that the GstSb (Al-
meSb) ud SbitSb i t bod man the valneeae maamu of bulk GaSb (ASb ) W d Sb

In the figur e ta th erimeres ot the oand Hune-up a) an d Sb/(ab Sb/AMS superlattt ices, the badofe is udtrmnd. We anume the bani-offset so that the Fer'mi energy

vrof Sb Him at the effective middle gap pantion[101 iie., 0.07 eV and 0.45 eV te vanthe
valenc b and maxi mum of Gp Sb an d AtSb rcspectivelyo For Sb/GaSb this assumptio is
in moincidumc apprawc•e. y with the pfidictnt of the comdn anion inie.U w This rule,
however, is believed to be inaaplocable to the Arcompounds.[11h So we d.etefrmie the band
tline-up for Sb/AISb superattice ging the middle a p theory sa our calcualtrond thM nd
Wle bane structures of the (Sha)2/(Ge Sb)t and (ee)s/(AtSb)s superlahowces n thegrein Fig&. Eight GaSh (AlSb) layers mre chosen so that the superlattice behaves like a

qantm well fs far as the neg r Fermi-level Sb states are concerned. All energies are
" MeIsured with respect to the valence bn maximum of bulk GSb (AISb). We see frm

te e tht the results for (Sb)s/(G Sb),oae dthos.for (S./(,Sb),. p . aeSvery similar, and they mwe all semiconductors with an indiect band gap since the valence-

band maximum (w, point) and the conduction-bsand minimum (r,) wre at different points
in momentum space. In addition, we find an interface state (devoted by IS in Fig.3) which

lies in the gap region. Fig.4 shows the charge density of this interface state at the M and
X points of the Brillouin zone. It is obvious that this interface state has a sharp Peak at
the interface, indicating that the strong localization of this state appears around the M and
especially the X points. But this state still has some extended components in the Sb layers.
We have also calcuflated the charg density of the band edge states (not shown in the figure)
and found that all band edge "ftte are confined two dimensionally in the Sb layers.

W= (b)

2.0

1 .0 i

is

M K r rr K r

(SN),/(Al~b)s uert



The -e difmreven between the conduction band ed states mad the valence band
maimum (at the H' pait) have bean calculated as a function of m, the number of the
Sb kla, with bed saedmcoductor thldain n = 8 lers. As shown in Fig.5, the
(Sbs)./(GaSb)s and (Sb)../(AISb)e supeflattices for m _ 10 are semiconductors with
an adjustable band gap.

0.5

0.4 (
0.3

0.2

> 0.0
S•---G&Sb Sb

Q• -0.I . .1 . . . . . . .:. . . . . . .!.

0.4- (b) o XI

o 0.3 Fig.4. Charge densi-

0.2- ties of interface states
for (a) (Sb2)8/(GaSb)s

0.1 and (b) (Sb 2)8/(AlSb)s

superlattices.
-0.1 J A.b

1.2

(a) (b)

o" Fig.5. The enery dif-
ferences between the
conduction band edge
states and the valence

band maximum of (a)
(Sb•)/(G&Sb)s and (b)
(Sb2)./(AISb)s super-
lattices as a function
of M.

0.O0 ' ' p * , . ,

0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 10
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Both of them exhibit a tramsitio boam indirect pp to direct gap eletromic structure around
3m=. The energWe of intearke state depend on both the interface ength and the bond

0st, We hae tried several diiremt values of the bead o&t and found that the interface
date doe not diappl Mira the gap for ay reasonable offset.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, We have developed a tight-binding theory for group-V semimetals. The
bulk parmeters have been used to calculate the electronic structures of Sb/GaSb and
Sb/AISb superlattices. Our results show that these superlattice are good candidates for
new narrow gap materals and may have potential applications in optoelectronic devices.
Furthermore, we have found an interface state located at the gap region which may affect
the determination of the intrinsic band gap. We are continuing our theoretical study of the
properties of these superlattices and interface.
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THE GROWTrH OF nabJ~~ SlTRAINED-LAYER SUPERLAFIICES BY
METAL-ORGANIC CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION

LK Bi.enfeld, K. C. Dalicom, S. R. Kurtz, and D. K. Fellow&ed
Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquezrpm, NM

ABSTRACT

We have grown lnAsl-xSbxJlni..yGayAs strained-layer superlattice (SLS)
semioonductors lattice matched to mnAs using a variety of conditions by metal-organic chemical
vapor deposition. The V/Il ratio was varWe from ;L5 to 10 at a temperawre of 475 OC, at
waesum~ of 200 to 660 trrand growth raneof 3 -5 A/s and layer thicknesses ranging from 55
to 152 A. The composition of the InAsSb Muteray can be predicted from the input gas molar flow
raftes using a dnrindynamic modeL. At loweramertrs the thermodynamic model must be
modified to take account of the. inopeedcmp-to fasine and triinethylantimotty.
Diodes have been prepared using Zn as the p-type dopant and undoped SLS as the n-type
material. The diode was found to emit at 3.56 pm. These layers have been characterized by
optical microscopy, SIMS, x-ray diffraction and transmission electron diffraction. The optical
propertis of these SLS's were determined by infrared photoluminescence aid absorption
measurements

INTRODUCTION

The growth of InAs1-xSbx/lnl-y43ayAs SLSs is being explored by us for their possible
use in mid-wave, 2-5 pminfrared optoelectronic and heterojunction devices. This system was
chosen because the compositions span the 2-5 pm wavelength range and they can be grown
lattice matched to InAs. Recent results by Menna et al. on a metal-organic chemical vapodeposition (MOCVD) grown 3.06 pin diode lase with a maximumn operating temperature ON 3
K and threshold current densities of 200 - 330 A/cm 2 indicate the potential and the need for
devices operating in this wavelength range.1 c Our previous staudes in the Sb rich end of the
Iný !bterar system have demonstrae acurate composition control through the use of a
therMAUpmoynai. oe and hihqualit infrared, detectors have been made in our laboratory from
doped strained-layer supeittcs (SLS's) grown by MOCVD in the Sb rich end of this

ITahe initial studies reported on here focused on the growth of InAsl~xSbx/Ink-yGayAs

heterostructures on InAs. The sudies concentrated on the growth and characterization of the
ln blyer dueto the importance of this material in the active devices. The thernmodyanaic

moe sed t ecib composition control in the Sb rich compositions can also be used to
* predict the composition of As rich materials. The details of the. growth conditions for ho'sl-

xSbx/Ini yGo As SLS's and lnusl-xSbx alloys, an h rwh andhaacterizatioofan
Infrared, p=sdd and the applcbility tD inflund devices of As rich kn~l-xSb,. materials are
also discussed.

* EXPERIMENTAL

This ine *gto *a crid outis maprvously described horizontal M1OCYD System 4

Thbe soacces of In. Sb and As were trimetlhylindium CIMln),, trimethyleatimony (M~b),
triumes1hy~glgilh (1M X) and 100 percent arsine (AsH 3), respectively. Hydrogen wasused as
the carrier gas at a total flow of 6 SLM. The il/V ratio was varied from 2.7 to 10.3 over a
tempeftim rtog of 475-425 C, at total growth pmessures of 200 to 660 lor and growthrae
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of 0.75 to 3.0 pm/h. The growth was performed on (001) InAs substrates. Diodes have been
prepared using Zn as the p-type depent with diethylzinc as the precursor and undoped SLS as the
n-type material. InAs was cleaned by degreasing in solvents and deionized water. It was then
etched for one minute in a 10:1 mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide, rinsed with
deionized water and blown dry with nitrogen.

Sb compositions, x, reported for the InAsl-xSbx layers were determined by x-ray
diffraction using a Cu x-ray source and a four crystal Si monochromator. The (004) reflection
was used to measure the lattice constant normal to the growth plane and the (115) or (335)
reflections were used to determine the in-plane lattice constanL4 In this way the composition
determination is corected for partial strain relaxation by misfit dislocations. Some samples were
also checked for impurities using secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS).

Infrared photoluminescence was measured at 14 K using a double-modulation technique
which provides high sensitivity, reduces sample heating, and eliminates the blackbody
background from infrared emission spectra. 5 The absorption measurements wer carried out on
polished samples using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer.

Cross-sectional specimens of some samples were prepared by cleaving along (110) and
epoxying two alloy surfaces together. A cylinder centered on the epoxied interface was
ultrasonically cored and epoxied into a brass tube for mechanical strength. Disks were slicod
from the tube and were mechanically thinned at their centers with a rotating wheel "dimpler"
using I jim diamond paste. Final thinning was done by ion milling with AT, followed by a short
milling time in 12 vapor to remove In residue on the surface. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) examination was done using a Philips CM20T (200 keV) microscope. The specimens
were examined in a <110> direction perpendicular to the [001] growth direction. Both
transmission electron diffraction (TED) patterns and TEM images were obtained. Surface optical
photomicrographs were obtained with a Zeiss Ultraphot microscope equipped with Nomarski
interference contrast objectives

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The growth of InAsl-xSbx/inl-yGayAs SLS's was investigated using HII/V ratios
between 2.7 and 10.3 at a temperature of 475 oC, at total growth pressures of 200 to 660 torr
and growth rates of 1-1.8 pum/h. The group V molar fraction of TMSb in the vapor phase
[nMSb/(nTMSb + nAsH3)] was varied from 0.06 to 0.09. The growth results for the As rich
end of the InAsl-xSbx ternary are similar to those described previously for the Sb rich end of the
ternary. 6 The growth rate was found to be proportional to the TMIn and the TMGa flow into the
reaction chamber and independent of the TMSb and AsH3 flow.

The observed trends for the effects of input vapor concentrations on the resulting solid
composition can be completely described by a thermodynamic model.6 The model predicts that
the thermodynamically more stable 1II/V compound will control the composition. For the
InAsSb system when HII/V < 1, As is preferentially incorporated into the solid and the solid-
vapor distribution coefficient of Sb (kSb) is < 1. This is because InAs is more stable, has a
lower free energy of formation, than InSb at 475-525 oC. For HI/V ratios close to one, kSb
approaches one and for HI/V a 1, kSb =1 . When Ill/V 2 1, all of the group V materials, As and
Sb, will be i into the solid at their vapor concentrations. These trends are also found
for this data for As rich InAsSb. However, some slight deviations from the predicted behavior
of the thermodynamic model are observed for the present results. For some of the samples
grown at 475 OC, kSb appears to be a 1. This can be explained by assuming that not all of the
AsH3 is decomposed at this temperature. This assumption is consistent with the reported
incomplete decomposition of AsH3 at tempperaturs below 500 oC.7

An x-ray diffraction ptnm of the (004) rmction of a selected InAs l-xSbx/in 1-yGayAs
SLS is shown in Figure 1. The patern shown is for sample CVD1242 which was also
fabricated into a light emitting diode (LEI?) strti ture. The calculated pattern is for an
hL.so~eSbom/inots•S with 110 A/ 116t • layer thicknesses. The slight asymmetry
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Figure 1. The x-ray diffraction pattern of the (004) teftection of CVD1242 indicates a lattice
mismatch with InAs equal to -200 arc seconds which corresponds to a A/ao of 1.6 x 10-3.

and line widths of the peaks can be explained by assuming either that there are some
dislocations in the stmcurne or that layers of lnl-xGaxAsl-ySby occur at interfaces in the SLS.

The bandgap of the unstrained, InAsogSbo.1 alloy was determined to be approximately
270 meV from optical stuaies of bulk sernry alloy and subsequent studies of SLSs and quantum
wells. The accepted value for WnAsoiSbo.1 is - 330 meV.8 Throughout our studies of As-rich,
InAsSb (5-50% Sb), the optically determined bandgap of InAsSb alloys was smaller than
accepted values.8 This InAsSb bandgap anomaly was observed in both MOCVD and MBEgrown samples.

Figure 2 shows the tmnsmission electron diftation (TED) pattern for an nAsO.86Sbo.14
alloy. The TED shows bright reflections of the <110> zone pattern of the zinc blend lattice as
wel as non-zinc-blende reflections at half the distance between (000) and (111) spots. These
weak reflections indicate that compositional ordering of the Cu-Pt type is occurring in
InAsom6Sbo.14. The type of ordering which occurs is the same as that which was peviously
observed for InAso.6Sbo.4 alloys and SLSs and is on the (111) planes of the group-V
sublattice (CiPt-type).9 Compositional ordering of lnAsSb should result in bandgap
reduction.9,10 Details about ordering and the optical characterization of these SLSs will be
diacumed in a laser publication.

Initial attempts to dope these SLSs produced inftd LEDs The LED consisted of I pam
of p-type SLS (Zn - 5x10IS cm-3) grown on 2 pum of undoped SLS (n-type background doping)
on an n-type LnAs substrate. The structure of the SLS determined by x-ray analysis was
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Figure 2. Transmission electron diffraction pattern from a <110> cross section of anhnAf0S6Sb.&, dloy pOwn by MOCVD on (000-oriented I The strong r•e'ectn am due
to the zinc-blende lattice and the weak ones to CW~t-like ordering.

InAs•,jSbo.g•,4UGao.AAs ( 110 A/ 116 A layer thicknesses). The s wen fabricated
into unpassivated, mesa1 structures, Mhe forwad-bia LED emission, photohuninescence
specirun, and photovokaic spectal responivty (all at 77K) for the LED are shown in Figure 3.
All spect we obtained with an FiIR p ectrpeterwith an InSb deector. A
Nd:YAG lase (1.06 spm) was=ed for excitatio n in th ml experimen
Piotohmuiescec mand LED emission wer measue b gope'atin the FM in a double-

MO& he W de dgeof the spectral response both
ocCOa at - . ---eY de a ine asemrg, 340 meV. The I ED emission occurs at slightly higher

q. with a - of34S meV (3.5 prm) at high injection levels. With the shift of the LEDemWssio to higher r than the PL peak, we conclude dat tde band-filling increase in the
emission en!rgy dominates SWe injctd casrier-induced decras in the brndgap.

.At 7MK the LMD output power was approudasely 0.02 W/cm2 for a current density of
100 Mus. M&hi ls re in lan efficiency of 0.0%1. 7% LED emission intensty falls-off rapidly
above 100 K, and we cotd not observe LED emission at 300 K. Also, the LED I-V
chaacteristic was soak, and fte phosoduminescence, efficincFy of fth LED sample was less than
tha observed in our best SIL Oveiall, the LE emission efficiency, and IN -Vcharactis of
this Initial 81.8 device were poor compmwd to that denwosmusaed for thick LFE-grown IuAs;bP
LED. emitting at 4pm and operating at 300 K.11.12 There was significant residual lattice
nismateb between the 81. and the su*bstrate (As/ a a.0016) and we speculate that the emission
eftlciencysu ad d INV drch coteisc of the SLS device were degraded by dislocations forming as
a rnoul of this mismatch.

• • • • • (•a=.•t • em
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Figure 3.Forward-bias LED emission (LED), photoluminescence spectrum (PL), and

phoov iaisectral reonsivity (SR) of the LED sample. All spectra were taken at 77 K, and
curen ued ordoLED emission measurement was O A

In conclusion, we have established the Vwhconditions for lnAsl-xSbyjlnl_
yGayAs SLS's. The vapor-solid distribution coefficient for Sb can be described by a
thermodlynamic model. The PL peak energies ofteSSsand alloys grown under the
conditions of this study =r lower than toe vu The lower aner~zomaly in

SLen s is ptobably due to o bsering in InAftoo.g1Sy. The fis i ve
emittersemo that utilize SIrSs wit biaxiall cmrsoed InAsSb have been demonstrated.

A LSLED was constructed which .56 pn'; with o.46% eficency at 77 K.Demonstration ofti eiesol lo st osrc km&yinjected lsr.Wantcipte hatwit Imrovmens n mtmil qaliy, e my sondemonstrat the reduction of
AqW ate thovohowamp uteopertio ofmidave em rs ithbiaxially compressed

InLs4b.

1"heauthrs wsh ackn~owledge the assistance of I. A. Bur and M. P. Moran with the
infandmosaneent an doTEM stanple preparation, respectively. This work wssupported
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ABSMruCT

In this study, we report the optical properties of a variety of compositionally equivalent
disordered superlattic in the AIAs/GaAs system. Markedly different signatures are seen in the
steady-state optical signatures of a random pseudobinary AI0.sGa05As alloy and
(AIAs)n(GaAs)4-n superlattices (SLs) where n = 2 (ordered) or n is randomly chosen

(disordered). Relative to the properties of the pseudobinary alloy or ordered SL, intense, red-
shifted, photoluminescence (PL) peaks and broad non-excitonic absorption are observed from
disordered (AIAs)n(GaAs)4-n SLs where n is randomly chosen from the sets [0, 1, 2, 3, 4] or [1,
2. 3]. Our observations suggest that a large density of states at energies lower than the
compositionally equivalent pseudobinary band gap exist, and including wider wells and barriers
may lead strongly localized regions and the onset of quantum effects. Room temperature
electroluminescence is also observed from disordered SL pn samples, and the energy, intensity,
and efficiency are shown to vary with deposition sequence.

The observation of carrier localization in one-dimensional random systems was first
studied in purposely disordered GaAs/AIGaAs superlattices where the authors were able to
demonstrate that vertical transport in superlattices decreased with increasing disorder.I
Additionally, it was shown that the vertical transport is thermally activated from localized levels
with trap energies of 5 - 66 meV, depending on the degree of disorder and that the transport
displays behavior characteristic of an Anderson transition as the disorder exceeds a value which
leads to the localization of all eigenfunctions (2 monolayers for the SIS studied of nominal width
3,A). 1.2

In 1989, new, severely disordered, materials requiring monolayer (ML) precision were
proposed. 3 These materials, called disordered monolayer superlattices (d-S0s), arm composed of

randomly distributed layers with thicknesses L, no greater than 6 A and average disorder of L-L"2
As shown in Fig. 1, a disordered monolayer supeati, for example, composed of an alternating
sequence of 1 ML of GaAs followed by3MLof AlAs, then 2 ML GaAs, 2 ML AlAs, 3 ML

GaAs, I ML AlAs, etc., would produce a random superlattice with an overall periodicity of 4 ML
and average composition of Al0 .5.Gbo.As. This sequencing is in contrast to a normal, ordered
superlattice of the same dimension where 2 ML of GaAs and 2 ML of ALM a repeatedly
deposited in alternating sequence. or a bulk alloy where both Ga and Al atoms impinge oan the
growing surface at the ame- time (no intentional spatial separation).
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o-SL d-SL raIdom alloy

2 00#02 *000000 000000000.0000 0000000 @000000
2 0000000 0000000 0000000

0000000 3 0000000 0000000 4
2 0090000 0000000 0000000

0000*000 1@0000*00 0000000
20000000 20000000 0000000
0000000 0000000 0000000

2 000000 0000000 0000000
0000000 3000000 0000000

20000000 0000000 0000000
0000000 10000000 0000000

Figure 1. Various deposition sequences of AlAs/GaAs monolayer SLs with equivalent

compositions of AlGaa= As

Early reports have shown that d-SL layers exhibit (i) increased PL and
electroluminescence (EL) intensity compared to ordered and bulk alloy indirect band-gap-
equivalent materials, especially near 300 K; (2) reduced band-pap energies relative to
compositionally equivalent random alloys and ordered superlattices o the same, or even longer,
periodicity, (3) a temperature dependence of PL intensity similar to that of amorphous materials,

which is described by I 1+A exP(TITT , where T is absolute temperature, To is the

chaacteristic temperaure corresponding to the energy depth of localized sates from a mobility
edge, and A is a tunneling facto. and (4) a shorter PL decay lifetime than equivalent indirect-
P a." or ordered SLs.4 -10 The luminescent behavior was observed to depend on the

pimbability distribution of the layer thicknesses and was attributed to different localized states
created by the disorderng in atomic arrangement The results of these experiments and early
theoretical weamentsn-43 support the assignment of the observed propties to localization
effects si•nlar to thsoe acribed to marialsandndderson l1ociaionlt 4

In this paper, we report on the influence of the (dis)ordering deposition sequence
(radomizatI) on he optical propenies of d-SL materials. We also show that the emission
energy, intenity, and efficiency of room temperature EL vary with deposition sequence.

The followin umdoped smaples were gwn by solid 90m0e MBE on exact [0011 GaAs
s•us (I a ( .3-DtIdm biay ally of A&.L AsOt, (BA), (ii) a (AL.S)2(OUA,)2 [0011
ordred saqedattice (to be denoted as o.(2,2) SLL, (il,) a (ALAs),(Ua&s)4. d-SL wi an - 1,2.
or 3 is a random nmber [(d-(1.3)-A], (iv) (A.M.),,(UAs)4-. d-SL whem a is varied randomly
from tMe [0a , 12,3, 4, denoted as d-(0,4) and the a.0 o o that the layr is
skipped Th undoped d-SL ayers wen 0.3 pm tickmd capped by 100AofGaAs. Fr'theEL
samples, 1 pm Utick d-SL layers Si doped I x 10t17 cM-3 vme followed by a 0.2 put d-SL region
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Be dogmed at I it 1019 cw4 ad a 0.2 jam GaAs cowu aer. TbM MW-SL brya fa die EL saqies
cm=k" o1(1) acyp 1.*,)A laer, (11) a(A=A) 1 GMdS whew3,mi,2.o

visberr MAIN6,4AA A sSe moml. th of doe GaAs and AWlqws a
sawd knya ddhud as oC~~(AA)r( 1snGAIJMM)" ý1Z-ae ibs tdo sobook cm

1% ~AW &6 mmN he cm m ý seuems ke form n (Ga )a(AL4A, haew so it
~ meoombutv rndo. be"d d-SL we have aubo SprobsIbility of

MIDSLA uc pmte in-duof gowthI I atuuba low growth raft of 0.2
IAls aid a ow V..h~um~m of SM~ to mzdehnae ieausad lbimiuto
afhbds.IS Theiscme da 611- PI those wsed in peviou s 1i: EWCt and 3-5 s Stowth
. ejr v - with&SIU a* ofwt i. 0.5 hMlJ. 4 To MdI.IIr isoliad pm dPi-cbrs mi ML samples.
large anmm (WL cm2) wue stind, Am comw fingers .eleroplsed wAd fth contect layer
wa doMW*fon&Amimm ooceaecetrgs~mu thadmess, and -erwoi ret

o~frmbyvb~aytmX-tyffrsfmnodm ad tmg~o el'--ctom Uiof3mpy (TM."

Mpvafromhe slmd Ae plomM a&U M& . l
esmrg at do RhE sp echw wa rncosde& Note that all the sifume haew the sme

av~ecasposkie.. However, by corligtedepsio.suec of the grcy M asome
(Cla aid Al), we haew been die to chogp the peak msinenerg by mom don0.2 WV, as well
as -emmmu dkr spetual details

an! (fusc nc 4.2 K

as a function of pbotonsmW enrg
isbn at 4.2 K for Mt00ftsAs
RDA, (OaA$)2(AI4&)2 orderd SL,1 4
d-(l.3)-A SL and 4-(0.4) SL.wa 5W/CM2

desection emergies used to collect

The PL and Lspu.
obuimd treaft SMA ad o(2,2)j d.1.) St.

FL emisin amoacled with the
lowet em indirect tausition

Ex.r a~t - Y* and pbomoa
_V I.- "-. lto det of earler

findigO1& Fo PmshRlA smple, ... (...W4) 8L
fth PL is a breed mmifold upon
which sharp peaks are
maemimuosed, *t full WNdW at

3 usibmi OA M as $ml 1.60 1.60 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60
as .1meV. spctU bWEumj (*V)
(detctd at 2A066eV) shows well
a resolved fme. cbmoic aiueeplo -at 2.148,eV, gsvig a Stokes shif of 62 mV. The
mumium emissdon bsully is a 2.037 eV. and thme -em uiepralom s a oodoi with the LO
pbomom Vnergi1 of Ga~s (X) (31 mV) and AlA (Z~ I) (48 =nV).16



in comparison, the optical signatures of the o-(2,2) SL show that PL is dominased by a
sinleemisin a 2052 eV, 15 ineV lower thant the high-energy PL peak detected fromn the MIA

samRl, aEd - elica. PI detected at the PL peak y indicates a weakly ecitonic
abaarpt lOiwith a bad-lpp energy of 2.150 eV. The measured Stokes shift of 98 meV and
redued FL peak nergy relative to the RBA are consistent with the predicted Type II
pseUdolad nature of the lowest eneM transition17 and earlier observations. 16

The PL spectrum of d-(l.3)-A SL exhibits a strong peak with up to five shoulders.
indicating a complicated convolution of emission processes. At 4.2 K under 5 mWlcm 2, 5400 A
excitation, 1.926 eV emission (with FWHM = 9.4 meV) dominates from the d-(l,3)-A SL.
PhotoluzmsIcence from the two highest energy transitions was observed only with selective
excitatio at 2.296 eV, sugstinz that these peaks are deep-level recombination associated with
the buried AI0-s Also, PL obtained with lower energy excitation (1.941 eV) is nearly
half as intense as that obtained at higher excitation energy (2.032 eV), suggesting that a
significant density of states exists at the lower energies. Using the PL peak energy as
representative of the bond-ap energy, the introduction of the randomization sequence has red-
shifted the effective band gap by more than 120 meV.

The PIE spectrum for the d-(l,3)-A SL displays no indication of the presence of free
excitonic absorption. The broad absorption profile is consistent with band tailing or disorder-
induced-localization, where the required nonperiodic potential has been synthetically produced
by using a random deposition sequence for the Group III atoms.5,1s Also consistent with the
existence of a large density of states at lower energy is the fact that emission from the three
lowest energy bands could be excited at an energy of 2.032 eV (not shown).

The PL spectrum of the d-(0,4) SL is qualitatively different from that of the d-(1,3)-A
sample in that seven reasonably well-defined PL peaks are observed between 1.625 eV and 1.898
eV. The two highest in energy (1.880 and 1.898 eV) are detected only with excitation energies
greater than 2.2 eV (i.e., larger than the band-gap energy of the AIO.sC&O.5As layer).
Additionally, PLE detected on these two highest energy emissions show essentially the same
sharp, well-defined band edge at -2.17 eV. These two peaks are therefore associated with the
buried Alo.5Ga0CoAs layer, which does not absorb the lower energy (2.0 eV) excitation beam.
These high-energy emissions, observed in both d-SL PL spectra, may be associated with regions
of the d-SL that are close to the RBA buffer layer and separated from the "bulk" of the d-SL by a
thin, minimally absorbing ALAs layer.

The PLE spectra detected on the five lower energy peaks of the d-(0,4) SL (arepresentative spectrum is shown in Fig. 2) exhibit extremely broad absorption tails with a stair
case-like profile which is normally associated with 2-dimensional confined quantized levels. In
this case, however, the absorption is extremely weak and excitonic effects are not observed. In
the extreme, these transitions would be associated with isolated single quantum wells with
relatively ill-defined interfaces, as evidenced by FWHM values >19 meV in the 4.1 K PL

spectra. Inspection of the actual computer-generated layer sequence reveals GaAs and AlAs
layers with thicknesses up to I and 14 ML, respectively. We analyzed the computer generated
growth sequences, calculated transition energies, and found no correlation to the observed PL
peak energies and PLE absorption edges. This discrepancy could arise from incomplete analysis
of the wavefunction overlap between adjacent areas of the d-SL structure as well as ambiguous
termination of the well and barrier regions in the complex sequence. Interestingly, we observed
very little spectral dependence of the PL from the d-(0,4) SL with either temperature or
excitation intensity. These observations suggest that the radiative recombination transitions may
be fundamentally different from those of the d-(l,3)-A SL ; they also sugpest that carrier
localization inhibits migration to a free surface or other nonradiative recombination site.

We observed additional evidence for the complex nature of the d-(l,3)-A SL sample in
the changes in peak energy and spectral line shape of PL with excitation intensity (Fig. 3). The
PL spectra of d-(l,3)-A initially (low excitation intensity) shows emission at low energy (1.925
eV). A tenfold increase in excitation power reveals two higher energy transitions at -1.945 and
1.960 eV and an additional lower energy peak at 1.915 eV. At an excitation intensity of -13
W/cm2 (400 mW, umfocused), the FL spectrum is dominated by two transitions, - 1.915 and
1.946 eV with only a small shoulder vWisble at -1.98 eV. As the incident intensity increases,
energy levels with a low density of states become saturated, and stronger emission occurs from
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OPTICAL INVESTIGATION OF STRAINED-LAYER
GalnAs/GaInAsP HETEROSTRUCTURES

I. QUEISSER, V. HARLE, A. DORNEN, AND F. SCHOLZ
4. Physilmlisches lastitut, Universitit Stuttgart
Pfaffenwaldring 57, D-70550 Stuttgart, Germany

ABSTRACT

We performed low temperature photocurrent and photoluminescence excitation spec-
troscopy on tensile and compressively strained Ga.Ini-._As/G&1nAsP quantum well layers
to determine the band offset of the heterojunction (0.3 < xo. < 0.7). The ratio of the con-
duction band discontinuity to the heavy hole discontinuity has been obtained from well to
barrier transitions and is found to be about 35/65 for gallium contents between 0.4 and 0.6.
We obtained the effective heavy hole mass by comparison of PLE transition energies with
calculations of the subband levels. We observe that the effective heavy hole mass increases
with the gallium content from 0.3 mo for xo. = 0.31 to about 0.45 mo for xG. = 0.55.

INTRODUCTION

Strained quantum well systems have very interesting properties for the design of semi-
conductor devices. For example due to the modified valence band structure strained-layer
GaInAs quantum well devices show an improved laser characteristic [1), and an improved
modulator performance [2].

The band offset of GaInAs/GalnAsP is scarcely investigated although it determines the
potential barriers of the heterostructures and thereby transport characteristics of carriers.
The size of the band offset and the effective masses are important quantities for the calcula-
tion of energy levels in quantum wells (QW). For unstrained Gao.4 7Ino.s3As/GaInAsP-layers
the conduction band discontinuity was estimated from photoluminescence excitation spec-
troscopy (PLE) to be 38% of the baudgap difference [31.

SAMPLES

We studied the band offset and the effective heavy hole masses of Ga.In1 ...1As/GalnAsP
strained-layer heterostructures by photocurrent (PC) and PLE measurements. These single
quantum well (SQW) structures were grown by low-pressure metal-organic vapor phase
epitaxy (LP-MOVPE) on (100) oriented semi-insulating InP:Fe substrate. The GaInAs
SQWs have a well width of 20 um and gallium content in the range of 0.3 ... 0.7. The
100 urm wide Ga&nAsP-barriers (low temperature bandgap of 1.08 eV) were grown lattice-
matched to InP. The gallium content and the well width of the SQWs were cross-checked
using high resolution X-ray diffractometer measurements on multi quantum-well structures.
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EXPERIMENT

The photocurrent measurements were carried out with a Fourier spectrometer
(BOMEM DA3.01). The samples were contacted with standard ohmic contacts (alloyed
Au/Su/Ag/Au). The photoluminscence (PL) signal was excited with the 514 nm line
of an Ar+ laser. For PLE measurements we used the light of a 50 Watt halogen lamp
dispersed by a 1 m Spex moaochromator. The luminescence of the lowest intersubband
transition was detected by a liquid nitrogen cooled germanium detector which followed a
0.25 m monochromator. Standard lock-in technique was used to amplify the signal. The
spectra were corrected for the system response.

THEORY

In order to deduce the band discontinuities and the effective masses from a comparison
of experimental data with theory we calculated the energy levels of the confined carriers.
We performed these calculations with a finite-quantum-well model including effects specific
for strained material [41. We included : (i) the composition dependence of the unstrained
bandgap E;4 and (ii) the influence of strain on the bandgap of the bulk material.

For the composition dependence of the strain free GazIn,- 1 As bandgap we used the
relation: E.'1'(z) = 0.4105 + 0.6337z + 0.475x 2 [5]. Lattice mismatch between the epitaxial
GaInAs layer and the substrate leads to compositional strain in the layer. This biaxial
strain causes a change in the fundamental bandgap and a splitting of the light and heavy
hole band edges EI, and Em, which are degenerate at the lattice matched composition
zG. = 0.47. With increasing gallium content the heavy hole bandgap EA increases stronger
than the light hole gap E'". The effects on the energy bands have been described by the
deformation potential theory 16, 7]. The lattice constant of unstrained GasInl-.As, the
elastic constants, the deformation potentials, and the effective electron masses have been
estimated by interpolating the parameters of the binaries [7, 81. With the bulk parameters
of strained GalnAs obtained in the way described above the energy levels of the vertically
confined carriers have been calculated within the finite potential well model.

RESULTS FROM PHOTOCURRENT MEASUREMENTS

Figure la shows photocurrent spectra of strained GaIn-..As/GalnAsP SQWs measured
at low temperatures (5K) for gallium contents of 0.41, 0.48, and 0.55. For all compositions
we observe thresholds in the photocurrent at photon energies between the bandgap en-
ergies of the quantum well and the barrier. The GaIni-._As bandgap is indicated with
E" and Elk. At photon enaergies of '- 1.08eV the bandgap of the confinement material
E,(G*InAsP) appears. The threshold energy between the bandgap energies of well and
barricr, marked as Er corresponds to the lowest transition from the heavy (light)
hole subband to the conduction band of the barrier. For the threshold energy of the heavy
hole cae the following equation holds

S= lMh + Eg + AR= - + lhh - AEm.
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Figure 1: (a) Low-temperature PC-spectra of Ganl.-.As/GalnAsP SQW samples with
various gallium contents. Thresholds in the photocurrent marked with E, (Enh) result
from transitions from the lowest heavy (light) hole state into the conduction band of the
barrier. These experimental threshold energies are compared in (b) with calculated values.
The only adjustable parameter is AE,/AEM. The resulting relative conduction band
discontinuity is shown in (c).

An equivalent relation exists for EIh. These thresholds can be used to determine the
conduction band discontinuity AE, and the heavy (light) hole band discontinuity AE"
(AE1h) very precisely since the first hole quantization energy is small (for the heavy hole
case lhh - 2 meV and for the light hole case 1h ,, 11 meV) compared to AEB. For
biaxial compression (zo. = 0.41), where the heavy hole bandgap is smaller than the light
hole bandgap, the transition energy EA is smaller than the transition energy Ejf. Thus
the observed threshold energy Is Et. For zo. = 0.48, a composition which is close to
the unstrained case (zo. = 0.47), heavy and light hole threshold energies coincide. In
the cae of biaxial tension (zo. = 0.55) the frst onset of photocurrent is at the light hole
threshold energy eA. In the photocurrent spectrum one can observe also a second onset
which corresponds to the heavy hole threshold energy.

From a comparison of the experimental data with theoretical calculations of the threshold
energy (see Fig. lb) we can determine the ratio of the conduction band discontinuity to
the difference in heavy hole bandgaps AEC/AEs• to be (35 k 3)%. This value is almost
constant in the investigated range of gallium contebts from 0.4 to 0.6 as shown in Fig.
Ic. Our value for the conduction band disodatinuity of the unstrained material is in good
agreement with earlier measurements on the unstrained GalnAs on GaInAsP [3).
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Figure 2: (a) Low-temperature PLE (solid line) and PL (dotted) spectra of
Ga~lnl-..As/GaInAsP /ImP SQW samples with different gallium content xG. and a well
width of 20 nm. The excitonic transitions which are used for the comparison with theory
(b) are marked with arrows. For all transitions a good agreement between experiment and
theory is observed for AE(/AEhL se 0.4. The 13H transition which only slightly depends
on the band discontinuity distribution has been used to calculate the gallium dependent
effective masses shown in (c).

PLE MEASUREMENTS

We performed photoluminescence measurements in order to check our results for the
band discontinuity with the energetic position of higher transitions. Furthermore we de-
duced the effective heavy hole masse from the observed transition energies. Figure 2a
shows low-temperature (2K) PLE spectra of strained GakInl-..As/ GaInAsP samples. The
detection wavelength was set to the peak energy of the corresponding PL spectrum included
as dotted lines in this picture. The peak halfwidth vary in the range of 3.3 - 6.5 meV. These
narrow PL lines show the good quality of the samples.

Several excitonic transitions have been observed. Lines mark positions of identified
transitions which have been compared with theoretical calculations. Some selection rule
forbidden transitions (12H and 13H) can be observed. Especially the relatively strong
occurrence of the 12H transition (le-2hh transition) is presently not understood. The
intersubband transition, which is most sensitive to the value of AE, is the 3e-3hh transition
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(33H). The energy difference between the l1H and 13H transition is most sensitive to the
effective quantization mass of the heavy hole.

Figure 2b shows a comparison of optical transition energies measured by PLE (see Fig.
2a) with calculated excitonic energies. The effective electron and light hole masses were
linearly interpolated between the values of the binaries (InAs: m./mo = 0.023, mrh/mo =
0.026, GaAs: me/mo = 0.0665, mu/mo- 0.082, ion: vacuum electron mass [8]). The
exciton binding energy is assumed to be ,, 6 meV for 11H transition and -, 7 meV for
l1L transition [9]. Higher transitions have slightly lower exciton binding energies [10]. The

energetic position of the lowest optical transition 11H (11L) is caused by the large well
width determined by the gallium content. The higher transitions are most sensitive to a
variation of the band discontinuity, especially the 22H and 33H heavy hole transitions. We
observe a good agreement between the experimental peak positions and the results of our
calculations using the previously determined band discontinuity.

To separate the influences of the band offset and the effective mass on higher transitions
we investigated the splitting of the 11H (12H) and 13H transition, which is (besides the
influence of well width) determined by the effective heavy hole mass.

We can now calculate the effective heavy hole mass in growth direction from the IIH,
(12H), 13H splitting. A careful analysis shows that the effective heavy hole mass of GaInAs
cannot be described by a linear interpolation between the standard bulk values of the
effective masses of the binaries InAs (mhA/mo = 0.40 [81) and GaAs (mhM/mo = 0.45 [8]).
We determined the heavy hole mass in the compressively and the nearly unstrained case
to be about 0.3 m0 For biaxial tension the effective heavy hole mass appears greater. For
ZGa = 0.55 we deduced for the heavy hole mass mtA/mo = 0.45 ± 0.09 (see Fig. 2c) An
uncertainty of 1 nm in well width is taken into account. An analysis of the 22H and 33H
transitions leads to the same result (see Fig. 2b). The deviation from linearly interpolated
values of the heavy hole mass is not fully understood and may arise from a more complicated
valence band structure in the (strained) quantum wells.

SUMMARY

In conclusion photocurrent spectra show threshold energies Ehha (Em) which we attribute
to transitions from the lowest heavy (light) hole subband to the conduction band of the
confinement material. From these threshold energies we determined the band offsets. The
ratio of conduction band discontinuity to heavy hole discontinuity is found to be almost
constant (P 35/65) for gallium compositions between 0.4 < zx. < 0.6.

The large well widths allows us to identify several excitonic transitions in the PLE spectra
between the confined electron and hole levels. From the higher heavy hole transitions
especially the splitting of the 11H and 13H transition we determined the effective heavy
hole mass in growth direction. We observe for the compressively and unstrained GaInAs
layer a heavy hole mass of about 0.3 mo which increases up to about 0.45 ma for zx. = 0.55.

We would like to thank M. H. Pilkuhn for his steady interest in our work and K. Pressel
for stimulating discussions.
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ABSTRACT

We epot a 'wd m spec cp astudy of growth-induced deep levels at GabnP
epilayers grown by Molecular Beam pitM uoder various coditons. This W omb allows the
d of deep Im Is which appear o play an important role in the band to band radiative
reoesbintli effcecy of these GanP films. Control of these electronic defects is crucial for
the performance of visible aptolectronl dv .cea.

INTRODUCTION

lU-V semicondwors of the quatemary system AxGayJnzP, with x+y+z=l, ame among the
selected materials for fabrication of visible lase diodes and light emitting devices. 1, 2 A
relevant scientific and technological issue is the understanding and control of the electronic
properies which deemine the quality of those materials. Here we report results of
cathodoluminecenc and p inecen spectroscopy (CLS and PIS) performed on
Molecular Beam EpjitXy (MBE) grown Ganp films3. 4 and crte them with growth
conditions. is approach allows the identfication of deep levels that appear to play an
important role in the band Mp radiative recoumbination efficiency of Ga? epilayes.

Cahodo u*niesaence spectroscopy is used because of the several advantages this technique
has over phobol e spectroscopy. 5. 6 The deter m of defect states, their physical
locaton-deph distribution, energies and relaive imensities by using CLS has been previously
shown.•5 Th properties of the low enrgVy LS technique result from the dependence of
electron energy loss to the solid on incident electron £ -

beam enery, which differs from photon absorption 6  
-1.0x A

Figure 1 shows energy Ioss profiles for 1.0, 3.0, and
5.0 keY electrom beam energies as a functim of the 5 .

dphinto the solid. As the electron beam energy k
increae so does the excitation volume, which then 4
extends between a few nanonmeters to about 300 nm.
Thm, the CL technique provides control of the o
excttonM depth. Its importance in studying deepg
levels at semiconducto fims will transpire when theW
luminescence results am presented.

CL excitation was produced by an electron baum
impinging on the ample surfae at 3W0. The electon
beam energ can be varied between SW0- 000eV. 1 .k
We caried out room temperature (RIT) ad lowtempatur(LT) luminacene measurmenat. The o ,

mau was determined by the shift in band pp 0 too M M 40o

emission of the GaAs suI -traP and using the known depth OW
dependence of band gp me on temp a 9 PL r n i. Electron mw loss proma as a
excitation was pruced by a 6 mW Hee law er a 5 funcdon ofdepth into the soid
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shows Uth PL spectra of die GaAs ausm a
fnction of eqmeratwe. TIh RT band gap emission at P-L WW(3
1.425 eV (B0) sdift to 1.5 eV at 100 K. Ther is a (N.) oB.
strong RT deep levl emission at 0.97 eV (DLs), which W.6-VGI
shftto 1.03eVatl100L Them is a deep level
emission at 1.2 eV (C~rVCles), so0 oboied at RT,
whos intensity Is strongly dependent on tncwuI .
For temperatures below 180 Y. its intensity dramuleialy
increases and dosniss the spectral shape. lii
emission is usualy idelffied as a transition between the 170 I
cooduction band (CS) and Ga v ac (Voa.).7 7
T7%s, it is imperative to .cord both a wide spectrl
range and th depth dependent spectra when dun
epilars an studied to separte spectral contributionfram the substrae.8

Figure 4 show CL spectra of sample #413 as a 100 K A
I fnction of photon energy and electron beam energy.
Five emission bands whose relative intensity change 0.7 0. 1.1 Is 15
with excitation det are obserd. Tih 1.97 eV ph•ton enso (ev)
emission is igned to a GaP BGD transition. Moat •mr 3. PL p of GaAs sbsme
remankable is the relative inensdy change among the a functioftemperur.
1.4 eV emission (labeled CB-Vc) and the 1.5 eV, 1.2 eV
and 1.03 eV emissions (labeled DOS, CBs-Vag, and DLS) with increasing excitation depth.
Comparing these results with thoe of Figure 3 indicates that et BGS, CBrVGas, and DLs
transitions hmve hir odgin in dt GaAs substrae. On the other hand, te CB-Vc transition has
its origin in the GdnP epilayer, and its intensity is strongly dependent upon growth conditions.
Figure 5 shows CL spectra of sample #411 as a function of photon energy, temprature and

OBV L 41#411 LT

LT NV) cm-v.

~ D O,-VGa, (kV)

j fT4.5

a~o LT

0,1• 1A IA IA 2.0 O 1 1.0 IA. 14 A1 a 1A IA 1. 1.A 2. UL
phoo enwe (eV) phtm enery (cv) photon eneW (@V)

Hnser 4. CL spectra of GalP lae &S. CL spectra of G"laP e 6. 2.0kV CL spectum
ti33mlfe cMa of #411 ufuctionoftemperature ofuGdhalnP#411. D!tecs.

ncilstaon depth. sod excitaion depth. S-1 photomoultipller.
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u btuo hem e 1Uy RT specrn hw tGhedP Ba 1.89 V, th GaAs BG at

*V. Thse 3.0 kV LT speclim shows tdo -Vc and Wis. and 50 enmidow shifted to 1.4 eV,
1.Vs, and 1.97 eV, respectively. Also, the relative intensit of do. DLs emisson dimn.ishes

asid it broadens to highe miPgi. The 1.2 eV (CBg-VWa transitiont is now clearly descved
Also, the aIh-sh- spectal 11 -, a a. esiced is the 4.5 kV CL spectirum. FIgX= 6 shows in
shal a LT 2.0 kV CL specourn of sanspi 0411 as a fuactioni of photon energ using a S-1

--b - . -Iti. It shows the sons spectral shape but beowe signa to nows ratio thas that of
Flgoe S. The full width at Imif ameiiuns of the 50 exeisson is about 40 uneV. Notice the
aseince of emission in the 1.6-1.9 sY manp. Overal thes spectra indicate the presence of a
Ch"m deep level massclaed with the 1.34 eV eumasson at RT, which shifts to 1.4 eV at low
temperature. Thin featumre is coan-wa to sacples in the low 30 huninesoecem region. see Figure
2 vrow. with relatively Urge P2 Buzs aid low Ta. Also, this feature is weak in sample #425.

The CL spectra of samples fiom the powr leninescence regon show the dramatic changes
prohoed in the electronic structur of Gain? with varying growth conditons, iLe., decreasing P2
BEPs asid increasing growth I -rat I F~gur 7 shows CL seraof Gain? (sample # 416)
m a functio of photon energ, excitatio, depth and -empeatur. Figure 7(a) shows CL spectra,
at RT. Optical emission froms the Gain and the GaOs band gaps are observed. No deep level
emissons andesected at RT. This observatio an distinct from that of samples from the low
luninescence region, Figures 5 anid 6, which show a 1.34 eV deep level emission at RT. Figure
7(b) shows the deedneof the CL spectral shape on temperature. With decreasing
I ger , a deeplevel emisio at about 1.7 eV ( labeld Vp-YB) appars As shown in

F~gur 7(e). which depicts the CILS dependence on excitation depth, this Vp-YB emission has its
ogie in the Gala epiaWW, aid its lnatesiy is stongl dependent on temperatture.

Sample grw at howhe Ts aid P2 RE~s show CL spectra simbir to those of Figure 7.
Figur 8 shows CL sPecra of GaIl. sample # 407. Mhe Vp-YB emission broadens and shifts to
higher energies. overall hunieaoence intensity in extemely low. The BG emission in
broad. No B0 earuaion from the GaAs is observed and the C85-Voa5 emission is weak

(a) #r(b 416 CL ()LT

VIa 1VP% 1 CL

9% ~CL CV

I ~V)LT 2.0

5.0

12IA I6 IS U 12 1 IA I1*1* LO 221. IA 1.6 I5 L4 2
I I WMW lW) phetmn 610a8 (OV) pOWsN snagy (ow)

V~m % CL sps oft Ga"a #416 asa functon of phowo magy for several excitftion
dspft and emapereftues. Dstetar S-1 phnosnildlle.



(cmarem with l~pre 7(c)). These observations waet
a high leve o =a radiaie" sucosmltiom processe * 407 VwP LT
aod low ,nulu inbilmse. Ovomi FPosts 7 sad 8 v .
isdicf dsht as pseasnos of the dasp level smsocaled O

lbh h 1.7 eV emissim is highly 1,dI oeu l for the fk-
~effidewey of the 10 asimicsal of Gob?. Whuarvs the

blw owth - -prao enm also affect lb k
bcmopoalnm of 0n, as defickis npoim
iincuot~atm Wpm*se to be -m defibestal for do3.
Sminhosceme efficcy. These MAsWt aroagl sexgeat3
tha sapes~a gtown at low effective P2 DFs have the3

or~ D O luimsmace effkicincies.J
We mow dascus she "Bigameat of lbe deep levelj

maksim to specific -ul defecms First lbe 1.34 eV
(1.4 aV at LT) emission is amssined to traultiomsL
involving lb (3 and catio. vacauc levels, GA said or
In. Ourmn**issbased on docmdewliowithltb
growth conditions and lb results of the CL 12 IA 1.0 13 3.0 2.1

measmwemenas of GAlaP epilayers carried out in the pI' mn WOWe (OV)
rang 300-100 K. These meseurmeint indieate that Niger & CL spectr of UsnP # 407.
bosk BG end deep level enisslons shift from their RT
value by approzimainey 65 sauV with decreasin tIm-oImI , see FIM ure 5. The 10 Shift to
woghe enegiSW with deceasing uqerte follows lb genera behavior observed in rn-v

semcoducon ie., lbscprew M dependence of lbe bend gap is described by a Varsiani type
eq"=son 9  he energy shift in lbe 134 eV deep lMevlmissio with refqertV!M urck b thDO
shif. hn order to chmacterin this deep level transition it is necessary to know lbe claog of
both lbe valence and conduction beads with samperature. These changp are difficult to
mensure, becom most experiments relate to bend pp changes. Intuitively, lbe valence bind is
more rigi than lbe conduction band, becomse of its large bond strength. Upon any perturbation
that causes dumps in voksme~ i.e., preFsam P snameraturt, etc., changes in conduction bauid
energ are epeceed to be arer dmau change in valence bend energ. 10' 11 Theoretical and
eiperimemtal work confirs this Picture. lbe daop in band pp energ is moody due to changes
Wn conduction bond energ. Smilsr concepts apply to shallow donom and acceptor sisses, where
lbe impurity potential is dominated by lbe long-map (Coulomb) term. On lbe other hanid, a
deep level is a level lbt or~igine from lbe short-
ramp centa-cl deOPct poseatia and this
potential is very srong; wihin lbe effectve radius CU d ds)
oflbkedefect. It follows that deep levulpmes ar wm
sensitive to dhangps in -Myrw o ssa
dathanl seicnductr b"nds 12. IX,14 goth deep by
level ad VB energie remain rouftl -ssue in g
lbe w -nV - P rang considered, ad (3--VS ad lawf)
C3-DL vmirassil have similar dafts whines,
DL-VB transaion have small or no shift wish ft
P emPert, e 1 lb1 hs. lbe 134 eV esisslan band 1
com *ise aftwoidkon btwu lb dCB(doewor) mi Wor-

DL son localized about 0.5 eV above ViM. UI *AMnow
Ibisproperty duaereoises Colum -P va 1cis 1~p9. Scb=c inramof pret
Go and in, acetrsues114 Than MW M. taidmn in Ga0b0.
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closer to the valence band, as cation vacancies are, becous they are formed by anion
wavefunctions Which have VB characte. t3.t 4 On the other hand, the 1.7 eV emission shows.
within the small tezepearulu range an which it is detected, no temperature dependence of the
pee position. Its strong intensity depeudence on temperature is due to the fact that this deep
level is close to a bend (similar to Voa in GaAs), and thermalization is likely to occurv. Then, we
associate the 1.7 eV emission with a transition between a deep level localized about 200 meY
below the conduction band nunumim and the valence band, Vp-YB. Thewe properties
characteize anion vacancies, VpJ13.14 Figure 9 shiows schematically the suggested transitions
and deep level energieu for GalnP. Thi VP assignment correates well with recent results from
thermal-electric effesct spectroscopy mesrmnsperformed on simlar, samples. 13

The 1.34 eV emasion may also be interpreted as involving antisife defects. These defects ame
common in GaAs. the main moaon being that the atomic size of Ga and As are similar, and little
energy is required to swap these two stoms. For example, the 0.97 eV emission, see Figure 3,
may be related to transitions involving some excied state of As antisit defects.8 For GaJ~nP the
formation of antisis defects may be difficult, because of the large difference in atomic radius of
the involved atoma. However, we cannot conclusively rule out the absence of antisite defects in
thes Gala]? samples, and additional experiments should be performed to clarify this point.

CONCLUSIONS

Thie efficiency of the BG luminesence for Ga~nP samples grown either at high temperatures
and or low P2 fliPs appears asociated with the presence of point defects, most likely cation and
anion vacancies. The detriment in fiG luminescenc is large for phosphorus; deficient growth
conditions, when optical emission involving point defects which can be associated with anion
vacancies amt found. The reported correlation between the CL results and the growth conditions
allows the determination of defects which appear to play an important role in controling the BG
radiative recombination efficiency of GaInP elpilayers.
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